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FOREWORD 

The IAEA Conferences on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research are 
becoming one of the major forums for physicists and engineers involved in this field of research. 
On the recommendation of the International Fusion Research Council the time between Con
ferences has been reduced from the earlier three years to two years in order to keep pace with 
the rapid progress being made. The last Conference was held in Tokyo in 1974. 

The 6th Conference in this series, held in Berchtesgaden from 6 to 13 October 1976, was 
organized by the Agency in cooperation with the Government of the Federal Republic of 
Germany with the assistance of the Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik (Garching). Nearly 
450 participants from 30 countries and four international organizations attended. A total of 
149 papers were presented on the various physics and engineering aspects of nuclear fusion. 

The Proceedings of the Conference are here published in English in three volumes as a 
supplement to the IAEA journal Nuclear Fusion. 

The Agency promotes the close international collaboration among plasma physicists of all 
countries by regularly organizing conferences on controlled nuclear fusion and by holding semi
nars and specialists' meetings in selected topics. These activities will, it is hoped, contribute to 
the rapid use of this new source of energy to meet the future world's energy requirements. 



EDITORIAL NOTE 

The papers and discussions have been edited by the editorial staff of the International 
Atomic Energy Agency to the extent considered necessary for the reader's assistance. The views 
expressed and the general style adopted remain, however, the responsibility of the named authors 
or participants. In addition, the views are not necessarily those of the governments of the 
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations. 

Where papers have been incorporated into these Proceedings without resetting by the Agency, 
this has been done with the knowledge of the authors and their government authorities, and their 
cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. The Proceedings have been printed by composition 
typing and photo-offset lithography. Within the limitations imposed by this method, every effort 
has been made to maintain a high editorial standard, in particular to achieve, wherever practicable, 
consistency of units and symbols and conformity to the standards recommended by competent 
international bodies. 

The use in these Proceedings of particular designations of countries or territories does not 
imply any judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or 
territories, of their authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries. 

The mention of specific companies or of their products or brand names does not imply any 
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA. 

Authors are themselves responsible for obtaining the necessary permission to reproduce 
copyright material from other sources. 
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EFFECT OF IMPURITY RADIATION 
ON TOKAMAK EQUILIBRIUM* 

P.H. REBUT*, B.J. GREEN** 
JET Design Team, 
Culham Laboratory, 
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 
United Kingdom 

Abstract 

EFFECT OF IMPURITY RADIATION ON TOKAMAK EQUILIBRIUM. 
The energy loss from a tokamak plasma due to the radiation from impurities is of great importance in the 

overall energy balance. Taking the temperature dependence of this loss for two impurities characteristic of those 
present in existing tokamak plasmas, the condition for radial power balance is derived. For the impurities considered 
(oxygen and iron) it is found that the radiation losses are concentrated in a thin outer layer of the plasma and the 
equilibrium condition places an upper limit on the plasma particle number density in this region. This limiting 
density scales with mean current density in the same manner as is experimentally observed for the peak number 
density of tokamak plasmas. The stability of such equilibria is also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The presence of non-hydrogenic matter in a tokamak (hydrogen) plasma leads to increased 
radiation cooling of the discharge by bremsstrahlung, line radiation and recombination radiation. 
Considerations of energy balance for ignition in a D-T plasma [ 1 ] place strong limitations on the 
amount and type of impurity whose presence can be tolerated. High-Z material, e.g. tungsten, 
which typically will not be fully ionized, radiates strongly and its acceptable level of contamination 
is less than 0.1%. On the other hand, low-Z material, e.g. oxygen, which is more readily fully 
ionized and is energetically more favourable, can probably be tolerated at contamination levels 
of 1% or 2%. 

In present tokamak experiments the relative importance of radiation cooling, heat conduction, 
charge-exchange, neutral particle loss and charged particle loss is being actively examined (see e.g. 
the review, Ref. [2]). Under various conditions a significant fraction of the Ohmic input power 
is found to be radiated away (e.g. Ref. [3]). Indeed, it has been suggested [4] that the critical 
density (the maximum stable value which can be achieved) in tokamak discharges is that corres
ponding to this radiation limitation. Tokamak experiments at high plasma densities have not yet 
included quantitative measurements of radiation losses but only a general scaling of critical density 
with mean current density [5] (i.e. (B/R)v where B is the toroidal magnetic field, R is the major 
radius and 1 < v < 1.5), and plasma current [6] is observed. 

In this paper we examine the conditions for the equilibrium of a tokamak plasma when 
impurity radiation loss plays a significant role in the plasma power balance. Essential to this 
treatment is the inclusion of the temperature dependence of the impurity radiation. For each 
of two impurities, oxygen and iron , which are typical of present-day tokamak operation, the 
plasma equilibrium can be shown to consist of two radial regions: 

T Work performed under Euratom JET Design Phase Agreement 30-74-IFUA-C. 
* From Euratom, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France. 

** From Euratom, Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching, 
Federal Republic of Germany. 
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(1) An inner core where the main plasma energy is concentrated and where the loss is 
mainly due to thermal conduction; and 

(2) An outer radiating sheath where the impurity radiation losses dominate. 
Further, the condition for equilibrium is that the plasma density in the radiative layer is less than 
some critical value. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

To illustrate the basic processes we disregard the complexity associated with the toroidal 
geometry and consider a cylindrical case which in many respects is a good approximation to the 
large aspect ratio tokamaks at present in operation. We start with a consideration of equilibrium 
so that all time derivatives will be neglected. For particle balance 

1 d / dnj 

where r is the radial co-ordinate, Dj the particle diffusion coefficient, nj the particle number 
density, and Sj a particle source function. For an Ohmically heated plasma which is opaque to 
neutrals, there is essentially no particle source over the plasma region (Sj = 0) so that 

dm 
rD; — = 0 and hence n;(r) = const (2) 

J dr J 

The appropriate Maxwell's equation gives 

dEz 
= 0 which implies Ez (r) = const = E (3) 

dr 

and Ohm's law relates the 'toroidal' electrical field (Ez) to the 'toroidal' current density j z by 
the electrical resistivity T? SO that 

E z=nj z (4) 

Finally, the total power balance of a predominantly electron (e)/hydrogen ion (p) plasma is 

1 d ( / d T e dTD\ /3 dne 3 dnD 
+ EJ.+P 

I n | a z R z = 0 (5) 

Here the electron and hydrogen ion temperatures Te and Tp are written in energy units; /ce and 
Kp are the electron and hydrogen ion thermal conductivities respectively; P represents the total 
additional (non-Ohmic) heating power density; and n* a z R z is the radiative power density from 
impurity species Z which is present with a density a zn e . 
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It will be assumed that the plasma ion density is approximately equal to the electron density 
so that n e ~ np = n, i.e. impurities have not displaced a significant fraction of ions. Also, it will 

be assumed that T e ~ Tp = T. These are not principal restrictions to the following development 
but if not assumed, they would lead to modification of some of the expressions presented below. 
Writing K = Kp + Ke and using (2), (3) and (4), we can write (5) as 

1 d / d T \ E* r ^ 

7^(™^) + 7 + p _ l n c , z R z = 0 <6> 

Z 

Below, (6) is considered under the general assumptions: 
K = K(n,T); TJ = T?(T); P = P(n,T) and R Z = R Z ( T ) 

3. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTRAINTS 

The equilibrium radial profile of temperature is the solution of (6) with the boundary 
conditions (dT/dr) (r = 0) = 0 and T(r = a) = 0; where a is the minor radius of the tokamak 
plasma. The power flux through a cylinder of radius r and unit axial length is 0(r) where 

0(r) = - lirnuc — ^ (7) 
dr 

Multiplication of (6) by 2HT and integration from 0 to r gives 

0(r) = J dr' 27rr' (-*• + P - ^ n*-a zR zJ (8) 

The right-hand side of (8) can be rewritten in terms of total input power Pjn(r), radiation loss 
power Prad(r) and a partial energy containment time T'E as follows: 

27rR0(r) = (Pk(r) - Prad(r)) = ^ 7 (9) 

where e(r) is the total plasma thermal energy contained in a torus of minor radius r and major 
radius R. The total energy confinement time r E which is usually quoted is given by 

e(r) 

iww= r E ( r ) (10) 

so that when P r ad( r)/Pin( r)= f 

An alternative expression for the power flux 0(r) can be obtained by multiplying (6) by 27rr0(r) 
and integrating from r to a. This gives 
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02(r) = - / dr '27rr ' (— + P - \ n 2 a z R z J 27rr'nK —, (12) 

T(r) 

02(a) 02(r) f 2 ,2 /Ez . „ V 2 p "\ n ^ 
= — 1- / dT47r2r2nK( h P - > n 2 a z R z l (13) 

0 Z 

The integration in (13) can be approximated by r2A(n, T) over a range where r does not vary greatly, 
i.e. r ~ r (~a) . This approximation corresponds to the physical situation under discussion where 
radiation dominates the Ohmic heating and additional power input in a peripheral layer of the 
discharge. This picture will be justified a posteriori. Thus (13) becomes 

02(a)_02(r) 
2 

where 

47r2r2A(n,T) 

T(r) 

A(n,T) = n 3 2 ^ a z J dT'K(n,T")Rz(T') (14) 

Here n is treated as a constant but the integral could equally well be evaluated if n = n(T) was 
specified. For a sufficiently weak variation n(r) the same approximation as is used here is valid 
and n is then some average value. 

A necessary condition for equilibrium is 

^ - ^ > 4 7 r 2 f 2 A ( n , T ) (15) 

If we take K - K0naT^ and consider one impurity only, the equilibrium constraint (15) can be 
written 

T 

(A2(r)>87r2f2az /<on3 + a : / dT'T'^Rz(T') (16) 

As will be seen below in the cases of oxygen and iron, and for a range of j3 (the temperature power 
law exponent of thermal conductivity), there is a critical temperature T c such that 

T 
/ dT'T'0Rz(T') 
0 

is approximately temperature-independent for T > T c , i.e. 

T Tc 

/ d T ' T % z ( T ' ) ~ / dT'T'0Rz(T') = A z = const for T > TC (17) 
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Thus (16) becomes 

(A(rc)>2V27r?(azK0n3+aAz)* (18) 

where r = rc is the point at which T(rc) = Tc and f is a mean value of r in the interval (rc, a). This 
radial region rc < r < a is essentially a radiative layer, and below it will be shown to be typically 
quite narrow for oxygen and iron impurities. This will then justify the radial averaging approximation 
used to obtain (14) from (13). In such cases as this where the impurity is sufficiently stripped that 
its radiating efficiency is small, the radiation loss becomes effectively a surface loss, i.e. <* r. This 
point is worth stressing because usual scaling arguments treat impurity radiation losses as bulk 
losses and so exaggerate their importance. 

From (17) and (18) we have 

^ - , > 2 V 2 7 r r ( « z K o n 3 + a A z ) i (19) 

which defines an upper limit for the density (in the radiating layer) n* where (using (10) and (11) 
at r = rc) 

n*< 
P f a(r c)( l-f) 

. 4 V2 ?r2 ?R(az/c 0 Az)^ 

2 
3+a 

(20) 

This critical density depends on the concentration and type of impurity, f is now the fraction 
of the power input to the plasma core (r < rc) which is lost by processes other than conduction. 
In this model Pjn(rc) is assumed to be approximately the total input power to the whole plasma. 

4. SLAB MODEL 

It is useful to examine the problem in a slab geometry where a full solution can be obtained 
for n = const. In this case (6) becomes 

d0(x) E2 V^ „ 

z 

where 

dT(x) 
<t>(x) = -m —— (22) 

dx 

As above, we introduce general forms for the thermal conductivity and resistivity; 

/T„V 
K = /con

aT0 ; 7? = 7?0fYJ (23) 
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so that 

Kon1+<,Tj+<! dJ /T(xA '+» P / T V V , 

o+« ^ ( i d + v . y + p - l n ! " z R z = 0 (24) 

z 

where T0 is some characteristic temperature value. Introducing the dimensionless temperature 
variable 

»-m 1+0 

and the dimensionless spatial variable 

• • \ T s + ^ 0 « 0 n i + « ; 

and considering P = 0 and one impurity species only (the latter are in no way restrictions on the 
applicability of the solution procedure), (24) becomes 

— + U 1 + 0 - g R z ( U ) = O (25) 

where 

T70n2O!7 

:— (26) 

Equation (25) has to be solved for U = 0 at s = sa(x = a), i.e. the temperature goes to zero at the 
'edge', and (dU/ds) = 0 at s =0, i.e. there is zero temperature gradient on 'axis' where U = U0. 
The solution procedure for equations of the type (25) is standard and consists of multiplying by 
(2dU/ds) to obtain 

d /dUV 

, s U - F ( u , = o (27) 

where 

F(U) = 2 J dU '^gRzOn-U ' 1 4 ' 3 ) (28) 

Introduction of the boundary conditions and attention to sign leads to 

dU l 
— = -(F(U)-F(U0))* (29) 
ds 
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This expression is analogous to that of the speed of a particle of unit mass moving in a potential 
of —F(U). For the analogy, U is the 'spatial' co-ordinate and s is the 'time' co-ordinate of such 
a motion. The analogy is useful in describing the general nature of the solution. For instance, 
the initial (s = 0) potential energy (at 'positive' U0) must be positive for motion to take place, 
i.e. F(U0) < 0, and as motion proceeds the potential energy is progressively converted into kinetic 
energy. The time taken to reach the end point (U = 0) is sa where 

U0 

f dU 
J VF(U) - F(U0) 
o 

(30) 

Indeed, the quadrature indicated in (29) determines the temperature profile U = U(s) so that, 
together with the boundary conditions, the problem is solved. Thus the solution of the differential 
equation is reduced to a quadrature (usually numerical). Nevertheless, without a detailed knowledge 
of the solution U = U(s) it is possible to make general statements about the existence and stability 
of such equilibrium states. 

For an equDibrium solution to exist 

F(U) > F(U0) for 0 < U < U0 (31) 

Note that there is no equality in (31), as this would lead to an 'infinite time' for the motion. This 
corresponds to the non-existence of a solution U(s) with U'(sa) = 0 = U"(sa) at finite sa. This 
corresponds to the non-existence of a constant-density equilibrium which is completely cooled by 
radiation. 

The stability of an existing equilibrium with respect to current (i.e. temperature) peaking is 
determined by the parametric relationship U0(sa) from (30). 

dU r 

ds„ 
If > 0 the plasma equilibrium is pinch stable (32) 

dU0 

If < 0 the plasma equilibrium is pinch unstable (32') 
dsa 

The boundary in (U0, sa) space corresponds to critical q(x = a)/q(x = 0) values as 

s a (U o ) 1 + 0 
q(x = a)/q(x = 0) = = Q(U0, sa) (33) 

2 / dss (U) 1 + 0 

For each of the individual contributions balancing thermal conduction in (17) assuming power-
law temperature dependences (~T + 5 ) we obtain an equation of the form 

d2U 5 
— = -UP where p = — (34) 
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Simple analysis gives 

1 + p 

*;« i r^ r (35) 

so that, from (32), there is stability (instability) according as p < (>) 1. Consequently, for 
classical thermal conductivity (j3 = - £ ) and constant applied voltage, the individual power 
contributions give the following pinch stability characteristics: 

Temperature-independent additional heating (5 = 0) stable (p = 0) 
Ohmic heating (6 = §) unstable (p = 3) 

The detailed form of the 'potential energy' (-F(U)) will determine the profile U(s). The simplest 
motion has dF/dU < 0 for 0 < U < U0, which corresponds to d2U/ds2 < 0 f o r 0 < s < s a . More 
complicated motions where dF/dU = 0 at one or several U values in the range (0, U0) are possible, 
and the change in sign of the gradient dF/dU is reflected in the change of curvature d2U/dS2 of 
the U(s) profiles. 

5. TIME SCALE FOR NON-EQUILIBRIUM EVOLUTION 

To discuss the time evolution of the system it is necessary to modify the equations of §2 
appropriately. The equations which we require are two Maxwell's equations: 

3E, 3Be 

~r = ^7 (36) 

3r 3t 
1 3 
- — (rB e ) - / ioJz (37) 
r 3r 

and the power balance equation 

3 1 3<Kr) V , 
- 3 — ( n T ) - - T - + E z j z + P - > n 2 a z R z = 0 (38) 

3t 2?rr 3r z z L, L L 

z 

where B# is the 'poloidaP magnetic field, 0(r) is as given in (7), and Ez and j z are related by the 
Ohm's law given in (4). Multiplying (38) by 2wr and integrating from 0 to r gives 

r 

4>W = J dr' 27rr' ( - 3 ^ (nT) + E z j z + P - £ n2 <xz R z j (39) 

0 Z 

and, using (36) and (37), the Ez j z integral can be performed by parts to give 

r r 

<Kr)=- / dr'27rr'f—(3nT + - ^ - J + ) n 2 a z R z J + / dr'27rr'P + E(r)I(r) (40) 

0 Z 0 
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where I(r) is the total 'toroidal' current within a minor radius r. If we adopt the two radial regime 
picture of §3, where there is a hot plasma core containing most of the plasma energy and input 
power and sustaining little radiative loss, as well as a radiative layer in which little energy resides, 
then 

2TTR 0(r c) — ej + P;, (41) 

where e ^ is the total (poloidal magnetic plus kinetic) plasma energy of the 'toroidal' column 
and Pjn is the total input power to the plasma (Ohmic plus additional power). rc is the minor 
radius of the hot plasma region and (a — rc) is the radiation layer thickness. 

Multiplying (38) by 2irr<p(r) and integrating from r to a gives 

02(a) 0 02OO f . ,. ,2 dT / 
/ dr47rr2n/c—- \-

2 J dr' \ 

3 — (nT) + E z j z + P -J\2«zRz) (42) 

which can be transformed to 

f1 = - p + J dT'47r2r'2nK ( - 3 ^ - (nT) + E z j z + P - ^ n 2 a z R z 
02(a) 02(r) , J ^ l A „ 2 r l 2 

0 

When we consider the thin radiation layer, this becomes 

T 

2 2 LJ J 
Z 0 

(43) 

(44) 

If the second term (the radiation loss) dominates the first term on the right-hand side of (44) 
there is no equilibrium and the system will evolve in time. Introducing r(>0) , the time scale for 
this variation of e ^ , i.e. 

3e int cint 
at 

and combining (41) and (44) gives 

(45) 

P,„ + 2TTR 8TT25 

! n * 3 I a z / KTzdT' 
i 

Z 0 

As the radiation increases, the characteristic non-equilibrium time scale is reduced. 
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(a) Radiation losses Rz from an oxygen plasma at coronal equilibrium as a function of (electron) temperature. The losses are plotted in Wm3, i.e. per unit 
electron (ne) and unit impurity (nz) number densities. 

(b) The temperature variation off dT T PR Z(T ) (oxygen) for different values of(i, the temperature power law index of the plasma thermal conductivity. 
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(a) Radiation losses Rz from an iron plasma at coronal equilibrium as a function of (electron) temperature. The losses are plotted as in Fig. 1. 

(b) The temperature variation off dT T PRZ(T ) (iron) for different values of (I, the temperature power law index of the plasma thermal conductivity. 
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6. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY 

In §3, the maximum allowable density in the radiating layer was calculated under various 
assumptions. These assumptions are examined in the first part of this section, and comparison 
with experiment is made later. 

The main approximations involved in the derivation of (20) concern the thickness (assumed 
small) of the outer radial region'in which the radiation dominates other power contributions, and 

T 
the variation of/ dT'T'^Rz(T') with temperature. We have investigated the latter integral for 

0 

several j3 values, using Rz(T) as calculated by the TFR Group [7] for oxygen and iron. The 
results are shown in Figs 1 and 2. As can be seen from the figures, there are critical temperatures 
(Tc) above which the integral has a roughly temperature-independent value over a large temperature 
range. The results are summarized in Table I. 

These values of critical temperature correspond typically to small radiation sheath thicknesses. 
To check this we have considered (i) an Ohmically heated TFR discharge [3] which is dominated 
by light impurity radiation (oxygen); (ii) a TFR discharge with significant neutral injection power 
[8] where the plasma density is near a maximum; (iii) a Pulsator discharge (Ohmically heated) at 
maximum plasma density [9]. For all three cases oxygen is assumed to be the dominant impurity 
(experimentally documented for (i)) and the T c value for oxygen (~30 eV) corresponds to a sheath 
thickness (a — rc), as shown in Table II. In these cases, a narrow radiation sheath can be said to 
exist, and calculations show that radiation docs indeed dominate the Ohmic power input in this 
layer. 

TABLE I. VALUES OF RADIATION INTEGRAL FOR OXYGEN 
AND IRON UNDER VARIOUS ASSUMPTIONS OF TEMPERATURE 
DEPENDENCE OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY. 

0 

- 0 . 7 5 

- 0 . 5 

0 

A z (oxygen) 

1.7 X 10~31 

3.7 X 10~31 

2 X 10"30 

Tc(eV) 

- 3 0 

- 3 0 

- 3 0 

A z (iron) 

1.6 X 10"30 

5.2 X 10"30 

8 X 10"29 

Tc(eV) 

- 2 0 0 

- 2 0 0 

- 2 0 0 

Units 

(eV)5 W m 3 

(eV)5 W-m3 

(eV)W-m3 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL n* VALUES 

Case 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

a 

(m) 

0.2 

0.2 

0.11 

R 

Cm) 

0.98 

0.98 

0.70 

B 

(T) 

2.6 

6.0 

2.7 

V 

(V) 

2 .8 

2.3 

2.6 

I 
P 

(kA) 

140 

360 

60 

PNI 
(kW) 

0 

258 

0 

q 

3.8 

3.0 

3.9 

f 

o.ia 

o.ia 

o.ia 

Z 
C7<>) 

ioa 

4 a 

3 a 

Zeff 

~6 

~2.4 

-1 .9 

r 
c 

0.16 

0.18 

0.10 

n*(exp) 

(m" ) 

L 5 X 1019 

3.8X 1019 

2.5X10 

n*(46) 
-3 

(m ) 

19 
2.1 X 10 

8.5 X 1019 

3.5 X 1019 

n*(47) 
-3 

(m ) 

3. 8 X 10 

L 5 X 1019 

19 
7 X10 

Assumed as reasonable. 
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To calculate the critical density n* we require the power input (~VIp + Pjn) where V is 
the loop voltage and f the fraction of input power in non-conduction loss from the core. Further, 
the estimates depend on the model for thermal conduction which is assumed. The K0 values for 
the neoclassical collisionless regime [ 10,11 ] and the collisional regime [ 12] are: 

1 0 - 4 o ( _ ) S_D— Wms-(eV)-i (weakly collisional) (46) 
W B(T)2 

Q2£nAi> I 
! 0-4o 1 W m s .(eV)-3 (collisional) (47) 

B(T)2 

and correspond to a = 1, |3 = - ^. q is the inverse rotational transform or safety factor, £nA is 
the Coulomb logarithm and v is the impurity 'strength' parameter v = n z Z 2 / n e . The numerical 
coefficients of K0 are order-of-magnitude values only as the complete effects of ion displacement 
by impurities, finite ion to impurity mass ratio and average radial behaviour have not been included. 
As the final estimate for n* depends on a relatively weak power of K 0 , this will not be too important. 
Table II shows parameters relating to the discharges considered and compares the maximum observed 
density in the radiating sheath with expression (20) for the transport models above and the corres
ponding values of A z given in Table I. 

The predicted values of n* for the different transport models are of the same order and 
greater than the experimentally observed values. In view of the nature of these upper limit 
estimates, this agreement is regarded as satisfactory. Further, the relative insensitivity of the 
result to the particular model for thermal transport is apparent. Conversely, for the theoretical 
n* values to agree with those observed, an increase of 5 to 25 times the ion neoclassical transport 
would be required. 

Several effects which have not been considered here will lead to an increase in energy transport: 
(1) plasma convection; (2) charge exchange; and (3) turbulent losses. Further, if the shorter time 
scales for such losses or impurity influx become comparable with those involved in the radiative 
equilibrium, then the critical temperature and thus the size of the radiating region increase. 
Impurity influx has associated with it a pinch-type instability in the sense that an impurity increase 
at the plasma edge leads to a temperature decrease and a density increase. As the plasma density at 
the boundary increases beyond the critical value n*, an equilibrium with this value of minor radius 
is no longer possible and so the plasma radius decreases. The radiating region thus propagates (on 
a time scale T) to the centre of the plasma until the original plasma is disrupted or the profile 
modification triggers some limiting MHD behaviour. 

If we assume that the plasma density in a tokamak can be increased without changing the 
density profile, i.e. that n*/n remains constant, then the above theory gives a scaling for the peak 
density ft with machine and plasma parameters. Thus, for V ~ const, 

/ 1 y /BY 
n* ocl I I — 1 • (weak dependences on a and R) (48) 

\ q ( a ) / \ R / 

where n= I, v = 1 for the neoclassical collisionless and collisional transport considered above. 
This B/R scaling of n is in agreement with tokamak experimental data [6,13, 5]. Finally, the 
dependence of n on the 'cleanliness' of the discharge as noted in many experiments (e.g. [6, 9, 14]) 
can be seen from (20). This dependence appears explicitly in three ways: (1) the radius of the 
radial region in which radiation dominates; (2) the fraction of input power which is radiated; and 
(3) the fraction of impurity atoms present. As has already been noted [4], the peak density for 
any given device can be increased by additional heating and by the reduction of impurity 
contamination. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/B6 

R.J. TAYLOR: The density limit in Ohmically heated tokamaks depends not directly on j 
but rather on (B/A)0-8 and a2, in addition to the impurity content. This can be derived for Z = 1 +e 
with the assumption that T E CC na2. These may be expressed as an approximate j dependence, but 
the importance of the minor radius is then neglected; in other words, other things being equal, the 
maximum density tends to fall with a in this case, too. 

B.J. GREEN: I should emphasize that there are two tokamak regimes that we can speak of: 
(i) a maximum-density regime and (ii) sub-maximum-density operation. It is for the second of these 
regimes that the scaling Tg <* n has been observed. This is not the case under discussion here because 
losses other than radiation become important. The density limit is observed to scale with B/R for 
many different tokamaks (see Ref.[5] of our paper); moreover, the limit does depend on the plasma 
impurity content. I do not understand your comments concerning the scaling of this density limit 
with minor radius a, although such a dependence is given in Eq.(20) of the paper. 

F.G. WAELBROECK: You evaluate the maximum density in tokamak plasma by assuming 
that — as is the case in many experiments today — it is governed by the localized radiation losses 
due to O and Fe ions in radiation belts. What do you expect to happen when the impurity con
centrations are considerably reduced? Effects connected with H2 re-cycling or fuelling are 
considered likely to take over then, leading again to a "cooled" sheath when ionization energy, 
associated radiation and (to some extent) charge exchange, become dominant (consider, e.g. the 
case of Alcator). Have you evaluated the resulting n* and maximum density limits for JET? 

B.J. GREEN: As you say, it will be necessary to consider competitive energy loss mechanisms 
as the impurity content is reduced. The limits likely to be set by these other processes are being 
investigated at present. I should nevertheless re-emphasize the importance of even rather small 
impurity concentrations, which may still radiate away substantial amounts of energy. 

H.R. GRIEM: Impurity radiation losses generally decline as a function of temperature, but 
have pronounced maxima corresponding to the various atomic shells. As tokamak temperatures 
go higher, would this not lead to volume rather than surface radiation losses from heavy impurities? 

B.J. GREEN: The oxygen and iron radiation power dependence on temperature used in our 
analysis was calculated from a coronal equilibrium model (see Ref. [7] of our paper) and includes 
the contributions from line, recombination and bremsstrahlung radiation. For the "low"-Z 
impurities considered here the radiating efficiency drops off above temperatures typical of the 
plasma edge; in other words, the radiation is really concentrated in a thin edge layer. Of course, 
for high-Z material which is not fully stripped even at high central temperatures, the radiation 
would occur over the whole plasma volume. 

17 
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Abstract 

APPLICATION OF THE COLLISIONAL TRANSPORT MODEL TO THE COLD-PLASMA BLANKET PROBLEM. 
For the cold-plasma blanket to be a useful refuelling device, appropriate steady states of the plasma on a 

time scale larger than the particle confinement time must exist. These steady states are investigated for a plasma 
without and with impurity content, adopting the collisional transport model. It is found that the steady-state 
solutions indeed show the appearance of a cool and dense blanket and that no important accumulation of 
impurities at the discharge centre occurs for them. 

1. THE COLD-GAS BLANKET CONCEPT AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

If a hot plasma is in contact with the wall of the vacuum 
chamber, a blanket consisting of cold gas and plasma forms 
which separates the hot core from the vessel. In closed confine
ment systems, such a blanket has been considered [1-5] for two 
main reasons. First, a cold plasma blanket may be a simple means 
for reducing the impurity content of a magnetically confined 
plasma. In fact, an outside layer having temperatures not higher 
than some tens of eV and a width larger than the mean free path 
for charge exchange of (energetic) neutrals that might be created 
in the hot core would strongly reduce the bombardment of the 
vessel wall by highly energetic particles and, as a consequence, 
the release of impurities. Moreover, it is thinkable that the 
transport properties in this layer could be such that impurity 
ions, nevertheless created at the wall (in a reactor, e.g. as a 
result of neutron sputtering and/or impact of X-rays) cannot 
appreciably penetrate into the plasma. Secondly, in the presence 
of a cold-plasma blanket, refuelling of the hot core of a reactor 
plasma may be possible via a flux of deuterium and tritium ions 
flowing from the blanket region into the plasma interior. Of 
course, at the same time the fusion-created a-particles should 
flow from the core to the blanket region instead of accumulating 
in the plasma, to ensure the necessary exhaust. 

Whereas the screening function of the cold-plasma blanket 
is of importance also for pulsed systems (in which the dis
charge time is shorter than the particle confinement time Tp), 
refuelling is a problem only if pulse durations larger than xD 

* Guest from University of Trieste, Italy. 
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are considered, that is, when steady-state conditions are ap
proached. In fact, the time scale over which an ignited reactor 
plasma is to be refuelled is 

xR = 2/n<av>fus = ( V y ( V 6 T ) T p (1) 

where Tg is the energy confinement time of the plasma, n and T 
are its density and temperature, respectively, and Ua the energy 
of fusion a-particles at generation. Relation (1) readily 
follows from the steady-state energy balance and shows that 
TR > Tp-

Here, we therefore discuss what can be said about the ap
pearance and the properties of a cold blanket in a magnetically 
confined toroidal plasma on a time scale larger than Tp, adopt
ing as an example the collisional transport model. Although 
this model is physically not very realistic, in particular for 
plasmas of low collisionality, it may be useful to show some 
salient general features of the problem and constitute a start
ing point for further discussions. In fact, by now it is the 
only transport model sufficiently worked out to yield a non-
trivial answer. We shall concentrate mainly on two questions: 
namely, how the plasma density varies with the temperature in 
the different regimes of toroidal transport (including a regime 
appearing for high collisionality that has not been considered 
so far), and where impurities accumulate. 

For reference, it may be recalled that for the cold-plasma 
blanket to be impermeable for (energetic) neutrals, one must 
satisfy [ 4] the condition 

nA > 1015 cm-2 (2) 

2. GENERAL FORMAL FRAMEWORK 

On a time scale larger than Tp, the density and temperature 
profiles are essentially determined by the local (steady-state) 
balances of particles and energy, supplemented by appropriate 
boundary conditions at the edge of the discharge. Furthermore, 
the possible presence of a refuelling flux is of little impor
tance in the plasma particle balance as TR >> T D. Therefore, 
disregarding for simplicity possible recycling processes in the 
outermost plasma layer into which neutrals penetrate (and whose 
extension is small, if condition (2) is satisfied), the steady-
state particle balances simply reduce to 

r. = o (3) 

with Tj the radial fluxes of the different particle species j 
present. Relations (3) can be taken as conditions for the pro
files of the densities nj of the particle species. 

From relations (3) it is obvious that the shapes of the 
particle density profiles depend sensitively on how the parti
cle fluxes Tj are related to the different driving forces, i.e. 
the pressure and temperature gradients of the different parti
cle species as well as the electric field. Hence, a complete 
detailed transport theory is required to be able to reliably 
determine the profiles. 

3. APPLICATION TO THE COLLISIONAL TRANSPORT MODEL FOR TOROIDAL 
GEOMETRY 

Explicit expressions for the particle and energy fluxes are 
available (or can be readily derived) for collisional transport 
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in toroidal geometry at large aspect ratio. We shall exploit 
here in particular the particle balances (3), from which a sim
ple relation between the particle and temperature profiles can 
be deduced, if the fluxes driven by the electric field are ne
glected. This is justified for large poloidal 8. Qualitatively, 
including electric field effects would lead to somewhat more 
peaked (or, alternatively, in outward direction less strongly 
increasing) density profiles. Furthermore, we shall, for simpli
city, assume that the temperature T is the same for all parti
cle species present, and that the safety factor q is large 
enough for toroidal effects to prevail. 

3.1. Clean plasma 

Let us start by considering a clean plasma, consisting of 
electrons and singly charged ions. Using the formulae for the 
plasma particle flux r in the banana (BA) [ 6 ] , plateau (PL) 
[ 7 ] , Pf irsch-Schliiter (PS) [ 6 ] , and high-collisionality (HC) 
[ 8 ] regimes, relation (3) readily yields 

nT-0.28 = c o n s t (4BA) nT0.58 = c o n s t (4PS) const 

const (4PL) 

nTl 

nT 

const 

= const (4HC) 

The (HC) regime appears for v-̂ /cô i > (m-jyme) * , where vj_ is the 
collision frequency of the ions, w^i = (T/mj_)2/qR, m^ and mg the 
ion and electron mass respectively, and R the major radius of 
the torus. The results (4) indicate that the collisional trans
port model, on a time scale long compared with Tp, leads in
deed to the formation of a relatively narrow and dense cold 
plasma blanket in front of the vessel wall (cf. Fig. 1). 

FIG.l. Schematic plot of the radial dependence of the steady-state plasma density n(r) for a bell-shaped 
temperature profile T(rj, if plasma particle transport is collisional. 
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By solving the time-dependent particle and energy balances 
as well as the equation of motion for the plasma current densi
ty, numerically using the ICARUS Code, for an ohmically heated 
discharge and with a transport model covering just the banana 
and plateau regimes, over times of the order of the particle 
confinement time, quasi-steady profiles of that kind were re
covered. This shows their consistency with a stationary energy 
balance. The temperature and current profiles always resulted 
strongly peaked. 

a < Zj(mi/me)
 2 or, equivalently, n^/ne > (me/mi) * 

3.2. Plasma containing impurities 

As regards plasmas containing impurities (I), different 
situations must be distinguished according to the value of the 
parameter a = Zi2nj/ni characterizing the impurity content. We 
limit the discussion here to the range 

(5) 

in which collisions of the plasma ions with electrons are less 
effective than those between the ions themselves and, further
more, the impurity flux is mainly due to collisions between im
purities and plasma ions. This range covers all situations of 
practical interest. Within the range (5), two subranges are to 
be distinguished. If a < 1 ("low impurity content") collisions 
of electrons with impurities do not appreciably contribute 
to the electron flux, whereas for a > 1 (high impurity content) 
this is the dominant mechanism determining re. Further impor
tant parameters are the order of magnitude of the impurity 
charge Zj and of the mass ratio mj/m^ as well as the transport 
regimes of plasma and impurities, respectively. The different 
possible combinations of these parameters lead to a large num
ber of different regimes, of which we shall discuss some of 
particular importance. 

Formulae for most of the relevant collisional particle 
fluxes have been given in the literature [ 9 - 1 1 ] . For a plasma 
in the BA regime containing collision-dominated (PS and HC) 
impurities, however, the electron flux seems not to have been 
given so far. Within the range (5) one obtains for it 

re r e
 q [r 

3/2 
0.39 + 0.73(1 + a): 

dn e 
dr 

T. 
i_ 

T n. e l 

dn. 
I 

dr 

0.5 -
dT.n x 

1+a IT dr 
0.34] 1 0.07 + 0.37(l+a)-

dT e 
dr (6) 

where pe is the electron Larmor radius, xe Braginskii's elec
tron collision time [12], and r the radial coordinate. The ex
pression for the corresponding impurity flux Tj is given in 
Ref. [10] for a > /m^/mj. It is, however, also valid for smal
ler a, as long as the impurity distribution remains close to 
isotropic, which is the case for (VI/W^J) (raj/m-̂ )̂  > Zj or, 
equivalently, Zj > i^i/^j.)-1 • 

When the plasma is in the collision-dominated (PS and HC) 
regime one finds instead, assuming a < Zj and neglecting terms 
of order (me/m-L)^, 

r = _ _§ 2 
O T J- £ 

C2(Z 

Veff1 eff vw 1+a 
n T e e 

d(n T ) e e 
dr 
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and 

rT = 

d(n.T.) 
1 1 1 

n.T 
l e 

" dT 
_1 e 
T dr e 

il 

dr 

n.T. 
l l 

n T 
e e 

m. 
r2 x 

m I 1 

Z T d(n.T.) I l i 

x dtnjTj) 
z-r n T T l i e dr 

- ( 1 + a ) •=• 2 VW 
1 d T i 2 r , .( 1 d< ni Ti> 

dr 

x d(n IT I) 

Z T n TT I I e 
dr 

(a) 
l+s2(a) 

C|(a) 
C l ( a ) + C0(a) (1+sMa)) 

x c K n ^ ) 

n.TT l I dr + | z 
C2(a) 

n I T I 

1 dTil 

dr 

2 I C3(a)[l+s
z(a)] Tj dr 

(7) 

(8) 

where the Cj are defined in Ref. [ 9 ] , zeff = (l+a)nj_/ne, Pj 
is the impurity ion Larmor radius, TJ_I is obtained from T e by 
e -*• i and i ->- I, and 

s2(a) = 3.37 (a/C3(a))(vi/a)bi)
2 (m e/m i)^(T i/T e)

3 / 2 (9) 

s 2 « 1 marking the transition from the PS to the HC regime for 
the plasma. The condition a < Zj implies that the diamagnetic 
heat flux of the impurities is small compared to that of the 
ions, which also means that the relative importance of energy 
transfer between impurities and plasma does not affect the 
particle fluxes, or in other words, that it makes no differ
ence whether the impurities are in the PS or HC regime. 
Formulae (8-9) are generalizations of results of Refs [8,9] . 

3.2.1. Low impurity content 

Since for a < 1 the presence of impurities does not affect 
T e, the conditions (4) for the plasma density profile remain 
valid. Vanishing of the impurity flux yields in the particular
ly important case of heavy (mj > m^) impurities in the colli
sion-dominated (PS or HC) regime, using Eqs (4) and (8) and 
the results of Ref. [10]. 

(l+0.22ZI)/0.28 
n n = const 

-(1.7+Zj) 
= const (10PS), n /n = const 

(10BA) 

(10HC) 

when the plasma is in the BA, PS and HC regimes, respectively. 
The result (10BA) is, of course, subject to the conditions dis
cussed after Eq. (6). 

For impurities of low Zj the case of the plasma and impur
ities being both in the banana regime is of interest in the 
hot core of the discharge. Using the results of Ref. [11] and 
Eq. (4BA) yields here for m,- > m. 

-0.38Z T . 

n n = const if a < (m./mT) I I 
(lla) 
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- 0 . 3 8 Z j - 0 . 6 l v 

n n = c o n s t , i f a > (m./mT) 2 

and for a-particles (Zj = 2) in a D-plasma (mj=2mi) 

-1.2 
n n = const 

(lib) 

(12) 

3.2.2. High impurity content 

For high content of impurities (l < a < Zj (mj_/me) ̂ ) , it is 
convenient to treat the subcases a < Zj ("moderately high impur
ity content", corresponding to n e « nj_) and a > Zj ("very high 
impurity content", equivalent to n e *»

 zi ni ^ ni) apart. In 
the first, one obtains for (heavy) impurities in the collision-
dominated (PS or HC) regime, using Eqs (6-8) and Ref. [10], 

n.T = const 
I 

J.36 n.T = const 
l 

-1+ Y l 
(13BA) , 

-1-Y-
(13PS) 

= const, = const; 

with Yi iY2 = 0(Zj/a2) >0, hence space-dependent, when the plasma 
is in the BA and PS regimes, respectively. If the plasma is in 
the HC regime (assuming also Z T < (m./m ) ^ to hold) 

n.T = const 
l 

-0.36 
n n. = const (13HC) 

obtains. For plasma and impurities both in the BA regime [11] 
one finds for m > m. and with y-> I 0 about for a ^ 0.4 /Z 

I X -̂  X 

n .T 
l 

-k -1+Y-
const = const (14) 

The case (13HC) is, however, of little practical importance. 
For very high impurity content, one deduces for collisional 

(PS or HC) impurities respectively in a BA plasma [10] and in a 
PS plasma (see also Eqs (6-8)) 

n.T 
x 

-(Zj+4) 

2LZX+1) 

-(Zj-2.3) 

~Z~f4 

const 

const 

0.36ZJ-0.64+0.28/ZJ 

n .T x 
(15BA) 

-(Zj+1.8) 

Z -0.8 

= const 

= const 

(15PS) 

If the plasma is in the HC regime and Z < (m./m ) 2 holds, 

n .T 
x 

(ZI+0.3)/(ZI+l) -0.36-0.64/Z. 
= const, n n. =const (15HC) 

results. For plasma and impurities both in the BA regime [11] 

Zj+0.69 

= const (16a) 

one has for m > m. 

-(ZI+1.7)/2(Z +1) ZT+1.7 
n.T = const, n_n. x 

x ' I x 

http://-0.38Zj-0.6l
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whereas for m = 2m. and Z = 2 one obtains 

-0 33 -1 
n.T = const , nTn. = const (16b) 
I I I 

For low Z Eqs (15) and (16a) are good approximations if a>Z^. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the preceding section show that, within the 
framework of a collisional transport model, on a time scale 
larger than xp, a cold plasma blanket develops, the profiles 
being such that no important accumulation of impurities at the 
discharge centre appears. In fact, in most of the possible 
regimes, the impurity concentration nj/ni increases towards the 
plasma edge. Exceptions occur for a < 1 when the plasma and 
(low-Z) impurities are both in the banana regime, and for a > 1 
when the plasma and impurities are both in the highly collisional 
regime. In the former case, however, a on the axis cannot 
exceed about 1 and the decrease is normally smaller than the in
crease in the colder outside regions. The latter, on the other 
hand, is limited to a relatively narrow and cool 
outside layer in which, for realistic cases, the decrease of 
nj/ni remains in acceptable limits. As regards a-particles, it 
must be noted that an a-particle flux to the plasma edge that 
balances the a-particle production in a reactor normally does 
not require an appreciable deviation from the flux-free pro
files as discussed here. In fact, such deviations would be im
portant only for the lowest a-particle concentrations consis
tently possible, namely na/n « (T^/TR)(me/mi)% < 1. The result 
obtained implies that within the model steady discharges with 
a cold blanket and a low impurity content, e.g. a < 1, are 
consistently possible for appropriate boundary conditions. 
Varying the impurity content would be a useful means for 
changing the width of the cold layer to obtain an effective 
screening. 

In the above investigation, the stability problem of the 
profiles and, more generally, of the toroidal plasma consid
ered, has been consistently neglected. In reality, different 
types of instabilities will occur and, consequently, the steady-
state profiles are expected to be modified by anomalous 
transport. In particular, the outside plasma layer as derived 
from the collisional transport model, in which the density and 
temperature gradients are opposite, is unstable with respect 
to the excitation of drift waves. In the hot inner core, trap-
ped-particle instabilities may occur. The effects of these in
stabilities might lead to a rather flat steady-state density 
profile, and even to a decreasing plasma density in the cool 
outside layer, making the formation of a screening cold-plasma 
blanket somewhat more difficult. Nothing definite can, however, 
be said at this moment, since the instabilities dominating 
plasma transport are not conclusively identified, nor is the 
theory of anomalous transport developed in sufficient detail. 
In particular, more knowledge is required on particle 
fluxes driven by temperature gradients and anomalous impurity 
transport in general. 

(This work was performed under the Euratom-FOM association agreement, with 
financial support from ZWO and Euratom.) 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/B7 

B.P. LEHNERT: This paper is a valuable contribution to our understanding of the steady 
state of a plasma surrounded by neutral gas, where the plasma body has been divided into sub-
regions, each region being treated in terms of its relevant mechanisms. In this connection, I wish 
to point out that the stability problems of such dense plasmas as those produced in T-10, Alcator 
and Pulsator may be essentially similar. At this Conference, disruptive instabilities have thus far 
been treated by theories describing MHD modes in the hot plasma interior. On the other hand, 
relatively little attention has been paid to the cool outer regions of the plasma, where temperature 
is low and resistivity high. It is, therefore, not clear whether minimum-average-B stabilization 
would in fact be able to suppress interchange or other modes in these regions. Still, tokamak 
experiments have so far not suffered from such modes in the boundary regions. Consequently, 
one might have to replace minimum-average-B stabilization by some other mechanism to explain 
the observed stability of the boundary regions. One such alternative is provided by the joint 
effects of viscosity due to ion-ion and ion-neutral .collisions, finite pressure and resistivity. Thus, 
to make a long discussion short, have you planned to do a stability analysis on your configuration, 
in addition to the equilibrium studies presented here? 

F. ENGELMANN: We have not done a stability analysis yet. I agree with you that this is 
one of the important problems and that more work is required on it. Another problem is to 
see in what conditions a steady-state energy balance of the outer part of the discharge can be 
satisfied. Our results on impurity accumulation at the plasma edge, together with the considera
tions reported in the preceding paper (IAEA-CN-35/B6), suggest that difficulties may arise if 
the impurities are not efficiently removed from the plasma edge. 

B. COPPI: With reference to your comments on anomalous transport of impurities and 
a-particles, I should point out that there is an extensive literature on the subject and that what is 
now needed is to insert the relevant results in proper transport codes. 

F. ENGELMANN: We know about the work done on anomalous transport phenomena. 
However, the form of the steady-state density profiles depends sensitively on the relative importance 
of the particle fluxes driven by density and temperature gradients, respectively. This implies that 
the relevant anomalous transport properties must be known quantitatively all over the plasma. 
In particular, precise knowledge concerning the anomalous Nernst effect is required. This informa
tion is, at present, not available. 
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Abstract 

NEUTRALS AND IMPURITIES IN THE TOKAMAK DISCHARGES. 
This paper is devoted to particular and detailed studies with the Fontenay-aux-Roses one-dimensional 

toroidal transport code. In Section 2, the distribution of the neutrals inside the plasma and the following 
subsequent points are discussed: a) the correction to be added to the value of Tj obtained by analysing the 
spectrum of the outgoing neutrals created inside the plasma by charge exchange; b) the flux for a given energy 
and per unit of surface of the neutrals striking the walls. In Section 3 the influence of some parameters on the 
accumulation of the impurities is studied. Also the effects of the friction between two species of impurity (oxygen 
and molybdenum) in the case of the injection of a puff of oxygen are studied. Finally, in Section 4, sawtooth 
oscillations are simulated in order to attempt to shed some light on this phenomenon. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The heart of the present version of the Fontenay-aux-Roses one-dimensional toroidal transport 
code includes three main parts: 

a) Four partial differential equations for ne, Te, Tj, j ; 
b) An integral equation for solving a Boltzmann equation for the evolution of the neutrals; 
c) Four partial differential equations for the evolution of the total density for four species 

of impurities (0, C, Fe, Mo), the distribution between the various ionization levels being given by 
the coronal model. 

A complete description of this code called "Makokot" is now available as an EURATOM-
CEA-CISI Report [1]. 

2. SIMULATION OF NEUTRAL PARTICLES 

For many years, in Makokot [2] a Boltzmann equation has been solved for calculating the 
density of the neutral particles inside the plasma. This density n0 is an important parameter 
because it represents the main source of electrons inside the plasma. It is also, by charge exchange, 
responsible for the creation of neutrals with energies of order of Tj, which by leaving the plasma 
represent important heat losses and allow a measurement of the ion temperature. 

To facilitate the systematic study of the neutrals, we have decoupled from Makokot the entire 
part related to the neutrals, which is now an independent modulus [3a]. 

Experimentally, n0 can be obtained by measuring the Ha (or Da) radiation. Unfortunately, 
the experimental data are very poor in this field. For instance, in TFR there exists only one case 
where n0 is known. In the other cases available, the experimental signals give such a flat profile 
in the centre of the plasma that Abel inversion is no longer possible. 
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FIG.l. Influence of the energy of the neutrals entering the plasma on n0(rj: (a) 50% of the neutrals enter with 
1 eV and 50% with 10 eV, (b) all the neutrals enter with 100 eV, (c) 90% of the neutrals enter with 100 eV and 
10% with 2 keV, (d) with beam deposition f>10 keV) and warm neutrals (100 eV). 
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FIG.2. Electron density profile: (i) 50% of the neutrals enter with 1 eV and 50% with 10 eV, (iij 907o enter with 
100 eVand 10% with 2 keV. 
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Among various parameters determining the neutral distribution, one of the most important 
is the energy of the neutrals entering the plasma (E0). Unfortunately, this parameter is not well 
known, but it was pointed out recently that an important proportion of neutrals backscattered 
from the walls enter with energies of a few hundred electronvolts [4] and a small but non-negligible 
fraction has energies higher than the ion temperature inside the plasma. In Fig.l we give the 
distribution of the neutrals inside a typical deuterium plasma of radius a = 20 cm, Zeff = 1, 
ne = n h = 4 X 1 0 1 3 and ne(r) ~ (1 - (r/a)2), Tj(r) = 1000 (1 - (r/a)2), Te(r) = 1880 [ 1 - (r/a)2 ] 2 5 . 
The number of neutrals injected into the plasma from the wall per cm2 -s_1 (called fs) is the same 
for the cases (a), (b), (c) and equal to 0.5 X 1017. 

Obviously, a modification in n0(r) leads to a modification in the electron density profile. 
For instance, we have simulated a 280-kA, D2 , TFR discharge. We have assumed: (i) that 50% 
of the neutrals enter with 1 eV and 50% with 10 eV and (ii) that 90% enter with 100 eV and 10% 
with 2 keV. We have chosen D = Dpfirsch-Schluter * 2000/Zeff [ 1,5]. We can see in Fig.2 that (ii) 
fits the experiments well. In this case, the energy of the entering neutrals seems high, but we can 
also fit the experiments [5] by taking all the neutrals entering with 100 eV and with the supplemen
tary assumption that the neutrals have a 5-distribution function [3a]. 

It should be pointed out that in the simulation we adjust the unknown number of incoming 
neutrals (fg) in order to obtain the correct value of the mean electron density. We have in (i): 
total fs = 1.64 X 1017 and (ii): total fs = 0.86 X 1017. A consequence is that the energy losses 
by charge exchange are much more important in case (i) than in case (ii) (about a factor 2.8 at 
r = 16 cm). 

In our model [ 1, 3a], we have also the possibility of calculating the flux of neutrals F(E) 
leaving the plasma in a given direction ([ 1 ] pp.93, 94) as a function of energy. It should be 
remembered that the experimental measurements of this flux allow a determination of the 
maximum of Tj(r) along a considered chord. In our model, we have Tj(r) as data (or calculated 
by the appropriate diffusion equation), and then the comparison of —3/3E [ln{F(E)/E3/2}] 
with max (Tj(r)) along the chord allows the experimental diagnostic to be checked. 

, 
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500eV 
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FIG. 3. Estimate, by charge-exchange neutrals, of T{(0) for the four cases of Fig.l. 
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1KeV 

500eV -

2 i. 6 8 10 KeV 

FIG.4. Estimate of T-JO) for (a) ne = 2 X 1013, (b) ne = 4X 1013, (c) ne = 8 X 7013. 

1KeV 

500 eV 

10 KeV 

FIGS. Estimate of T-JO), for (a) T-Jr) = 1 keV[l~(r/af}, (b) T-Jr) = 1 keV[l-(rfa)2], (c) T{= 1 keV[1-fr/aJ2]. 

Unfortunately, the neutrals are also coming from all the other points in the chord, in which 
the ion temperature is lower. It is easy to understand that these supplementary contributions give 
rise to an underestimate of Tj. As we shall see, this underestimate could be avoided by analysing 
up to sufficiently high energies. Unfortunately, two experimental limitations exist: the number 
of outgoing neutrals decreases very quickly for high energies and, in the case of hot-neutral injection, 
the injected particles give a contribution undistinguishable from that of the background confined 
particles. In practice, in TFR the analysis is done between 1.7 and 5.5 keV. 
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FIG. 6. Estimate of TJO) for various given values of TJOj. 

1KeV 

500 eV 
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FIG. 7. Estimate of TJO) for a = 10 cm, 20 cm, 50 cm and 1 m. 

We shall give a few examples of the underestimate of Tj. All the curves will be for the ion 
temperature at r = 0 deduced from charge-exchange neutrals as a function of the energy where 
the flux is analysed. 

We begin by studying, in Fig.3, the influence of the neutral distribution inside the plasma 
for the four cases of Fig. 1. As the number of outgoing neutrals is proportional to the neutral 
density, it is obvious that when n0 (r) is smaller at the centre of the plasma than at r = 0.4a or 
0.6 a, the underestimate is more important than in the case of nearly flat profile n0(r) until r = 0.6a. 
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The other curves which we shall give now have been obtained by varying some parameters 
around the central case defined for Fig.l (with 90% of the neutrals entering at 100 eV and 10% 
at 2 keV). 

The underestimate increases with the mean electron density. In Fig.4, the curves (a), (b), 
(c) are for n e = 2 X 1013, ne = 4 X 1013 and ne = 8 X 1013, respectively. 

The underestimate is very sensitive to the profile of Tj(r). In Fig.5 the curves (a), (b), (c) are 
for TjCr) = 1 keV [1 - (r/a)4], T;(r) = 1 keV [1 - (r/a)2] and T^r) = 1 keV [1 - ( r / a ) 2 ] 3 , respectively. 

We can see that the maximum of the underestimate is for the intermediate parabolic profile (b). 
As a matter of fact, two effects are in competition. On the one hand, if Tj(r) is sufficiently flat, 
the neutrals coming from the middle region of the plasma (between r = 0.2a and r = 0.6a) have 
a distribution function with a temperature nearly similar to that at r = 0. On the other hand, if 
Tj(r) is very peaked, in the middle region the number of neutrals created with energies of a few 
kiloelectronvolts is negligible in comparison with the neutrals of the same energy created at r = 0. 
It should be pointed out that, in some cases of very peaked Tj, we sometimes find a slight over
estimate. This overestimate is certainly due to the fact that for high energies the absorption is a 
slightly decreasing function. 

For fixed energies of incoming neutrals, the underestimate increases with T;(0). The four 
cases of Fig.6 are for parabolic profiles of Tj(r) and Tj(0) = 600 eV, 1 keV, 1.5 keV and 2 keV. 
For instance, at an energy of analysis of 5 keV, the underestimate is 75 eV for 600 eV and 230 eV 
for 1 keV. 
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FIG. 8. Flux of neutrals hitting the wall, as a function of energy. 
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In a recent tentative interpretation of the experimental TFR results [6], without hot-neutral 
injection and for 300 eV < Tj < 1 keV, a comparison was made with the Artsimovich law which 
assumes the ions to be in the plateau regime. It was found that in deuterium the experimental 
results follow the Artsimovich law well, but in hydrogen the experimental results are lower than 
the Artsimovich law for Tj > 500 eV. But if we add to the experimental value some corrections 
as suggested in Fig.6, we find that the hydrogen now follows the Artsimovich law, but that the 
deuterium results are better than the Artsimovich law, which suggests possible banana (or smooth 
transition plateau banana) effects. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the Artsimovich 
law was obtained with certain assumptions, such as Tj/Te lying in a limited range and charge-
exchange losses being negligible. 

The underestimate considerably increases with the minor radius a. The values reported in 
Fig.7 are for a = 10 cm, 20 cm, 50 cm and 1 m. 

The very important underestimate for a = 50 and 100 cm, associated with the previously 
mentioned imprecisions (such as the knowledge of n0(r)) leads us to think that the measurement 
of Tj by the charge-exchange neutrals might be very imprecise in future large tokamaks. 

Various other parameters influencing the Tj measurement are more precisely studied in 
Ref.[36]. Let us briefly point out that the corrections are less important for hydrogen than for 
deuterium and that, for a given h~e, the electron density profile plays a role which varies appreciably 
for various energies of observation. Also the impurities act through two factors: they increase 
the ionization by the ions, giving supplementary corrections (±80 eV) and they decrease the charge 
exchanges by reducing nH /n e . 

Finally, with our model we are able to calculate [3a, b], as a function of energy, the total 
flux in cm2 of the neutrals (coming from the entire plasma) hitting the walls. This data could be 
useful to estimate the spectrum of particles (hydrogen and denterium as well as impurities) 
scattered by the walls [4]. For example, in Fig.8 we give F(a,E) as a function of energy for the 
central case b of Fig. 1. The total flux of neutrals with velocities between v and v + dv and hitting 
during one second a cm2 of a wall distant b cm from the centre of plasma is given by (a/b)F(a,v)dv. 

3. DIFFUSION OF IMPURITIES 

In Makokot, we have the possibility of simulating four impurity species: carbon, oxygen, iron 
and molybdenum [1,7]. For each species j , we integrate a partial differential equation for the 
total density: 

zmax 

nT j= £ nZj 

Zj = 0 

a I a / \ 
- n T j + - - ^ T j j = S j (1) 
For the flux 4>r., we have first considered the contribution due to friction between all the 

j 
ions. When the impurities are in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime (as in the present tokamaks), the 
diffusion coefficients for particles have a Pfirsch-Schluter-like structure [8], even if the light 
ions (1) are in the plateau or banana regime. However, these coefficients experience a transition 
between two classes of values: (A) intermediate and (B) very collisional [8, 8a], which differ 
mainly by the fact that in (A) the ion temperature gradient gives an outward diffusion of the 
impurities. For this reason, we express the elementary flux 0z.>Zj due to collisions between 
impurities j in the Zj level of ionization and ions (impurities as well as light ions) of species k in 
the Zfc level of ionization as: 
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16 V * e2c2 InD / r Y mji"k [ nzj % 

'pol 

T V _ o m j z j ~ m k z j N 

mk + mj / 

n7 
z k 

T' / 
-a(r) — I Z j - z k + 3 

where n' = 3n/3r and T is the common temperature of all the ions. 
In practical cases, to represent the smooth transition between classes (A) and (B) (which has 

been calculated precisely in the small-mass-ratio approximation [8]), we choose a = (—1/2) 
until r/a = 0.8 and after we interpolate from a — ( - 1 /2) to a (r = a) = 0. 

By summing Eq.(2) over Zj, zk and k, in a similar way to that of [9] for Zj - zj collisions., we 
obtain a neoclassical expression for 0T . 

16V¥ e2c2 InD / r \ 2 T /mkmj j _ 
3 V ^ B^ol 

k 

(3) 

T' / — m,zf.- mkzkz.- \ ] 
- zj z k n T j n T k - a(r) - nTj nT k ^Zj z k - z | + 3 m k + m . J J J 

where zj — / n
z . z j /nT. a n d zj ~ / nz- zj?/nT-

To calculate these two last quantities, it is necessary to know the distribution between the various 
ionization levels. In Makokot we use the coronal assumption [7] for this purpose. 

In Eq.3 we have neglected the contribution due to collisions with the electrons, because it is 
s/mjm^ times smaller than the contribution due to collisions with light ions. Moreover, it is well 
known that the electron diffusion is anomalous. 

In Makokot (as in Ref.[9]) we deduce n2 from the neutrality condition. But, owing to the 
ambipolarity, it is obvious that if one assumes that the electrons display an anomalous diffusion 
and the impurities a purely classical one, this is equivalent to the assumption that the light ions 
have an anomalous diffusion. In view of this contradiction between light and heavy ions, it seems 
reasonable to think that the impurities also undergo an anomalous outward diffusion. Unfortunately 
the reason for the loss of electrons is not known, but a recent evaluation [10], starting from the 
experimental results, of the heat electron transport coefficient leads us to think of an M.H.D. 
origin. This suggests that all the ions could have the same anomalous diffusion with a velocity v*". 
If we write the anomalous coefficient for the electrons in the form = <pe = -D(3ne /3r), then for 
the impurities the anomalous coefficient will be: 

nT. 3ne 

(*Ti)AN = - 0 ^ 1 7 ( « 

We shall add this (in option) to the neoclassical expression (3), which is necessary to explain 
the impurity penetration. 

To estimate the various effects, we give in Fig.9 the profiles of the oxygen density (no x) 
for: (a) neoclassical diffusion with a = 0, (b) neoclassical diffusion with a = -1 /2 in the main 
central part and (c) neoclassical + anomalous diffusion. In case (c), a continuous injection of 
oxygen is carried out to maintain the same density ifox as in (a) and (b). It is also interesting to 
note that in case (a) the profile of n o x is flat at the centre, although at the beginning the impurities 
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FIG. 9. Effect of neo-classical and anomalous fluxes on the oxygen density profile: (a) neo-classical with a = Q, 
(b) neo-classical and (c) neo-classical + anomalous contribution. 
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FIG. 10. Deuterium density profile for the three cases of Fig.9 and electron density profile for case fa). 
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FIG.11. Time evolution ofnox and nox (r = 0). 
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FIG. 12. Oxygen density profiles for various times. 
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FIG. 13. Molybdenum density profiles for various times. 
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are diffusing towards the centre. On the other hand, the electron density varies only slowly, then 
the deuterium density nD decreases and it is obvious that when 9nD/3r « 0 (see Fig. 10), the inward 
diffusion vanishes. 

As was mentioned previously, we have included in our code the friction between impurities 
not only of the same kind (as in Ref.[9]) but also of the various other kinds. As an application of 
this effect we have simulated the variation of the molybdenum concentration due to the injection 
of oxygen in a plasma whose characteristics are roughly the same as in TFR and with the assumption 
that the diffusion coefficients are the sum of Eqs (3) and (4), with D = (2000/Zeff) Dpfh-sch-Schliiter 
[1 ]. Starting from the beginning of the injection at t = 200 ms, the evolution of the mean oxygen 
density n o x and of no x at r = 0 is shown in Fig. 11. One can see that the injected oxygen reaches 
the centre with a delay of 20—25 ms. In Figs 12 and 13, we give the profiles of the oxygen and 
molybdenum densities for various times. We can see, in agreement with experiment [11], that 
the molybdenum leaves the centre. This is certainly due to the fact that during its penetration 
the oxygen density has an inversed gradient which gives rise to an inversed outward diffusion of 
the molybdenum. 

4. SAWTOOTH OSCILLATIONS 

In this section we shall try to interpret the soft X-ray measurements in a similar way as was 
done in Ref.[12]. 

The amplitude A of the signal is proportional to the population of electrons whose energy 
is greater than ~ 3 keV (n > 3 keV). Inside the surface r = arj where q = 1, the internal disruption 
gives rise to a fluctuation -AA corresponding to a significant increase of x e > 3keV (*ne electron 
heat conduction for particles > 3 keV), for a short time. This fluctuation gives an amount AA 
outside r = ap . The maximum of AA at each point is reached after a delay of tp(r) with respect 
to the centre. Owing to energy conservation, tp(r) must be proportional to r 2 / x e > 3 keV

 anc* 
AA maximum must be proportional to 1/r2 [12]. The measurements of tp(r) outside the surface 
r = ajj allows us to deduce a value of Xe > 3 keV. 

n 

(A Te) max 

FIG.15. (ATe/TJmax as a function ofr. 
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FIG.16. tp asa function of p2 = (r/a)2. 
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FIG. 17. Fluctuation of the electric field E(r). 

On the other hand, the electron energy containment time (obtained by dividing the stored 
energy by the power input on the electrons) can give an estimate of the total electron heat 
conduction xe averaged over a sawtooth period. It was found (e.g., in Ref.[ 12]) that xe > 3 kev/ 
Xe = 2.5 to 15. In view of this result it was concluded in Ref.[ 12] that the hot part of the electron 
population diffuses more quickly than the thermal part. Although this is a possible explanation, 
we shall show that the experimental results can be verified with x e > 3 keV = Xe but with xe 

increased on the two sides of r = aD . 
Makokot was again used for simulating the sawtooth oscillations [13]. But this time we 

adjusted the various parameters (such as the total period and the xe(t) on the axis) in order to 
represent the experimental results of TFR [14], with the assumption that AA/A ~ x(r) ATe/Te 

where x(r) is nearly constant. During a short time, x e is multiplied by a factor X(r) as shown 
in Fig. 14, the total period being 1 ms. We obtain a curve for (ATe/Te)max (Fig. 15) which is in 
accordance with the experimental results. We give also in Fig. 16 tp as a function of p 2 = (r/a)2. 

E(r) in e.rau 

t = 0.04 ms 

t = 0 or 1ms 
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It can be seen that tp is proportional to p 2 /x e for a significant fraction of the plasma, as is also 

found in [ 12]. Finally, we point out that during the sawtooth oscillation, the current density j 

(and therefore the safety factor) varies only weakly Aj'/j < 1% while, on the other hand, the 

electric field undergoes a much larger fluctuation (see Fig. 17). 
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Abstract 

EVOLUTION OF THE DENSITIES OF SEVERAL IMPURITY SPECIES SIMULTANEOUSLY PRESENT 
IN TOKAMAK-LIKE PLASMAS. 

The simultaneous diffusion of several (at present up to six) optional ion species is numerically investigated 
on the basis of unabridged available theories. Ionization and recombination processes are taken into account 
as well. Special consideration is given to a combination of heavy (Fe) and light (O) impurity ions in a hydrogen 
plasma. The effect of (normal and anomalously enhanced) electron collisions on the evolution of the ion profiles 
is checked. The composition of the plasma is crucially determined by the initial distribution of heavy impurities; 
mostly, H is pushed out. Reduction of heavy impurities by the influx of light species seems possible. The 
applicability of the simpler corona equilibrium formulas for the distribution of the stages of ionization is 
restricted to a narrower domain. 

1. Introduction 

For describing and understanding plasmas in fusion research impurities play 

a mostly undesirable but indispensable part because the confinement times 

(in the widest sense) for particles, energy and magnetic fields are sensi

tively determined by their presence. In many computer codes now in use for 

describing such plasmas the influence of impurities is included rather 

grossly. They are thus often represented only by an effective charge Z „ 
et t 

fixed in space and time. More elaborate is the use of corona equilibrium 

formulae or of a set of corona rate equations Q_[ from which Z f , and the 

radiation loss terms are computed for given profiles of electron density 

n and temperature T . Diffusion of small quantities of impurities 

together with transient plasma parameters is, at best, calculated for the 

sum of all impurity species (which essentially implies that all impurities 

diffuse with the same velocity) []2,3,4,5j. Such crude assumptions seem to 

be inappropriate in view of the experiments where discharges with several 

impurity components (0, C, Fe, Mo) and high Z -f (£6) are not unusual so 

that the hydrogenic part should be of minor importance; in addition, dif

fusion of impurities can only be measured indirectly in transient plasmas 

* This work was performed under the terms of the agreement on association between the Max-Planck-
Institut fur Plasmaphysik and Euratom.' 
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and comparisons with or validity checks of the theory should not be based 

on oversimplified equilibrium solutions ("inwardly peaked impurity pro

files"). 

2. Theoretical Bases and Computer Code Features 

Against this background we attempt producing solutions of the most complete 

theoretical models now available for impurities, i.e. solutions of a system 

of continuity equations 

|2k - - div (Fk) + Qk - Sk (1) 

where F, stands for the flux of the ion species with density n, , Q, for the 

sources, and S, for the sinks. A "hydrogen" (H,D,T) component is included 

in (1) and the electron density follows from the quasi-neutrality condition 

ne = °H + I Vi (2) 

I 

Steps in this direction have been made in references [6,7,8], although 

essentially only two ion masses (H plus one impurity with several ioniza

tion stages) are considered. A review of the available theories on multi-

species transport (F, ) reveals that no complete theory exists for arbitrary 

ions in all plasma parameter regimes of interest. Of the "partially 

applicable" theories we selected the following four: 

I) Classical model ("CI") for arbitrary ion species in the collision domi

nated parameter regime for cylindrical geometry without toroidal ef

fects O Q ' Collisions with electrons are taken into account, whereas 

temperature gradient effects are neglected. 

II) Neoclassical model in the banana and plateau regimes "BP" with tempera

ture gradient effects included Qoj. However, only two ion masses 

where the heavier species may consist of several stages of ionization 

are admitted. 

III) Neoclassical model in the banana regime only "B" Q f]. It allows for 

ions with arbitrary mass and charge as well as for temperature gradi

ents and collisions with electrons. 

IV) Models which are explicitly developed for hydrogen plus one single 

impurity fluid Q2,13] are considered for simplified codes (diffusion 

of an avarage ion species, etc.). The results of these investigations 

will be published later. 
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The present version of our computer code is capable of handling a system 

(1) of up to six equations. Since these are usually nonlinear, parabolic, 

and strongly coupled, we apply difference methods with rigorous centering 

in space and time. The linearized second-order difference system can be 

solved without iteration. 

With regard to the experimental findings we choose a combination of light 

(oxygen) and heavy (Fe) impurities in addition to a hydrogenic (H,D,T) com

ponent. The ionization and recombination coefficients for Q, and S, , re

spectively, are taken as in ref. |_Vj • 

For this paper the temperatures and fields are considered as given func

tions of radius and time. In the cases described below we use 

T .(r,t) = T .(0) + (T (a) - T .(0)) • (r/a)2 (3) 
6)1 6)1 C)X. 6) 1 

or T .(r,t) = const (4) 
e,i 

Bt(r,t) = const (5) 

B (r,t) = |li (r/a)2 (2-(r/a)2) (6) 
p c r 

The code is, however, constructed so that it can later be used as sub

program of a Tokamak transport code \jTJ, which then yields self-consistent 

temperatures and fields as well. 

3. Aims and Selection of Cases 

We attempt to answer three major groups of questions: 

I) Checking the basic assumptions of the theories. Here we calculate, for 

example, the relative importance of temperature gradients, contribution 

of densities n. to the flux F., and the influence of (normal and anoma-
k l 

lous) collision frequencies with electrons. 

II) Influence of various initial and boundary conditions which might be 

found in experiments. 

III) Possible simplifications, e.g. the use of corona equilibrium formulae, 

which would allow solving only one diffusion equation for each ion 

mass. 

Except for model B,which requires temperatures in the reactor range, we kept 

the geometrical parameters fixed at 
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a = 20 cm, ( r e a c t o r : a = 400 cm) 
and 

R = 100 c m , ( r e a c t o r : R = 1200 cm) 

T y p i c a l l y 100 g r i d p o i n t s a r e d i s t r i b u t e d i n 0 £ r £ a. Three types of 

p a r a b o l i c i n i t i a l ( t = 0) d e n s i t y p r o f i l e s a r e chosen: 

n ( r , 0 ) = n (0 ) + (n (a ) - n ( 0 ) ) ( r / a ) 2 

n ( 0 ) > n ( a ) ( a x i s peak) (7) 

n (0 ) = n ( a ) ( f l a t ) (8) 

n(0) < n(a) (boundary peak) (9) 

The absolute values of the initial densities are chosen so that the oxygen 

content amounts to a few per cent (= 5%) of the total number of 

ions, and the iron to less than 0.5%. These percentages and profiles are 

given to the lowest considered stage of ionization of 0 and Fe. The other 

stages are either computed from corona equilibrium or the pure rate equa

tions (F = 0) are solved for a given period (usually a few msec) to adjust 

the distribution among the ionization stages to the given T and n . The 

average Z -f is then 3 to 5, reflecting experimental results. The boundary 

conditions at r = 0 are given by the problem's symmetry. At r = a (limiter 

or wall) we prescribe either the flux 

F (a,t) = f(t) (mostly zero) (10) 

or the density 

nk(a,t) = g(t) » const (11) 

As limit cases of the true experimental situation we imagine the following: 

A) The impurities are created during breakdown or are introduced with the 

filling gas. The boundary is either strictly closed (F (a) = 0) or the 

densities are kept to very low values which allow particles to leave the 

plasma volume (or enter it in small quantities). 

B) Practically no impurities are in the hydrogen plasma at t = 0. (Dis

tribution (9) with exponent 20 instead of 2). A certain impurity density 

at the walls is, however, maintained (e.g. created by sputtering) during 

the discharge. 

C) Two ion species are present, the third one entering as in situation B. 

This includes the possibility of additional hydrogen influx or of re

placing Fe by pulsed-in 0. In Table I the computed cases which are of 

importance for the results of this paper are compiled. 



TABLE I. SELECTION OF RELEVANT COMPUTER RUNS 

Case Model Situation Temperature I n i t i a l Profiles Boundary Conditions 

H 0 Fe 

Remarks 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

CI 

CI 

CI 

CI 

CI 

CI 

BP 

BP 

CI 

CI 

CI 

CI 

ci 

B 

B 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(4) 

(4) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(3) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(7) 

(9) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(9) 

(8) 

(9) 

(7) 

(7) 

(9) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(7) 

(9) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(7) 

(9) 

(9) 

(8) 

(7) 

(7) 

(8) 

(10) 

(10) 

(10) 

(11) 

(11) 

(10) 

(10) 

(H) 

(ID 

(11) 

(11) 

(11) 

(11) 

(11) 

(11) 

variation of v . 
ei 

4+ 5+ 
no Fe, but 0 , 0 , 

o6+, o 7 +, o 8 + 

7+ 19+ 
0 (a) and Fe (a) finite 

19+ 
Fe (a) finite 

7+ 
0 (a) finite 

H (a) finite 

H (a) finite reactor data, 

08+(a) finite] 08+,Fe23+-Fe26 
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For cases 1 t o 5 and 8 to 13 w i t h t empera tu re p r o f i l e (3) we chose 

T e ( 0 ) = 1.5 keV, T e ( a ) = 20eV, 1\ (0) = 750 eV, T . ( a ) » 20 eV, B - 40 kG, 

and I = 200 kA. In cases 6 and 7 T = 1 keV, T. = 1 keV were inserted, 
t e I 

The reactor temperatures for cases 14 and 15 were T .(0) = 15 keV, 
e, l 

T .(a) - 1 keV, the densities were an order of magnitude higher and the 
e, I 
current increased to I = 20 MA. 

4. Results 

As might be expect, the cases 6 to 9 show the classical and neo-classical 

models to end up with practically the same density distributions, except 

that the time scale is shortened by a factor of about 50 owing to the neo

classical effects, leaving aside the electron-ion collisions. Such time 

scale contraction has to be kept in mind while judging the results obtained 

from model CI, which we used mostly because of its higher flexibility. 

With our model BP we verified the results obtained in ref. 8. 

The boundary condition (10) (IY=0) easily leads to equilibria. For con

stant temperature (4) the electron collisions finally cause a complete 

flattening-out of all profiles (in contradiction to the picture of "cen

trally peaked" impurity concentration) on levels which are in agreement 

with "corona equilibrium". Consistent with our (technically enforced) 

assumption on the existence of only a few stages of ionization for each 
, _, 19+ _ 20+ _ 21+N - .. j it 'i"u • ii 

species (e.g. Fe , Fe , Fe ) we also computed corona equilibrium 
without ionization to or recombination from the next stages below 

18+ 22+ 

(e.g. Fe ) or above (e.g. Fe ). A typical time scale for reaching 

equilibrium (in model CI!) is 1-5 seconds. The effect of a temperature 

profile is illustrated in Fig. 1 for case 3. The H -profile has almost 

flattened. This cannot happen, however, for the impurities in regions where 

ionization and recombination take place. These provide, gradients which, 

in turn, prohibit the fluxes from vanishing. Such equilibria have, therefore, 

to be calculated with finite fluxes and finite source terms. The dashed 

curves represent corona equilibrium densities (normalized to the total 0 

or Fe as obtained from the full calculation). The complication in the 
inner region is here probably underestimated because of our artificial 

21+ . . . . 

cut-off with Fe . All initial profiles of cases 1 to 3 culminate in the 

same final state although there remain differences for times as long as 

5 to 10 seconds. 
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0 % 1 

FIG.l. Equilibrium densities with temperature profile. 
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FIG.2. Replacement ofH(O) by Fe. 

It is sometimes argued that anomalous transport can be described by en

hanced effective electron collision frequencies. If we multiply v . arti

ficially by a factor of 10, the period for reaching total flattening (for 

constant temperature) is reduced by a factor of more than 10 because steep 

gradients are also smoothened during ion-ion collision dominated phases. 

This makes the use of "centrally peaked" impurity profiles (v . = 0) even 

more questionable. 
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The probably more realistic boundary conditions of cases 4 and 5 produce 

surprisingly marked differences for different initial conditions. In Fig. 2 

the volume integrated particle number of H, total 0, and total Fe are seen 

as functions of time. In case 5, where the production of impurities 

(at t = 0) was assumed in the neighbourhood of the wall, the light impuri

ties as well as hydrogen are quickly pushed out and a Fe plasma is left. 

The number of electrons stays practically constant. Flat initial profiles 

lead to the same result, whereas only axially peaked initial profiles 

(case 4) produce an H-0-Fe-plasma of stable concentrations. A similar un

desirable loss of the main H plasma component is observed throughout situ

ation B and whenever Fe is outwardly peaked and F (a) > 0 possible. 

Case 12 indicates the possibility of extracting heavy impurities (Fe) by 

influx of light ones (0). In Fig. 3a the total particle contents are 

plotted over time. The influx of 0 should be stopped around t = 0.5 sec 

before the major H loss is induced. The radial profiles of Fig. 3b (for 

t <= 0.01 sec and t = 1 sec) show that iron is collected in an outer 

(oxygen) layer; it diminishes, however, in the interior. This could be 

advantageous even though Z slightly increases there (from 1.6 to 2.4). 

Influx of H (case 13) can push out all impurities; but only if the n„ 

gradient is non-negative. A negative gradient hinders the impurity out

flow. Reactor plasmas (cases 14 and 15) behave, on the whole, in the same 

way. 

10'5 

10* 

1013-

N otal 

V 8 

/ 
H 

0 ^ ^ 

/Fe 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 t(sec) 

FIG.3a. Evolution of particle totals (relative units), FIG.3b. Radial profiles at t = 0.01 s and t = 1 s. 
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t = 0.1 sec 

FIG.4. Comparison with corona equilibrium densities (dashed). 

FIG. 5. Influence of electron collisions; radial profiles at t = 1 s. 
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In Fig. 4 we compare for case 11 the distribution of the ionization stages 

resulting from, our full model CI with corona equilibrium (dashed) curves 

where the corona formulae have been evaluated in the above mentioned 

manner. Differences of up to an order of magnitude can be found. In real

ity, the differences should be even larger because in model CI the diffu

sion processes are certainly too slow. In addition, the deviations in

crease when the temperatures vary in time. These deviations from corona 

equilibrium should be taken into account when impurity fluxes are estima

ted from line radiation measurements. 

Since diffusion tends to level the gradients caused by ionization and re

combination, the Z -, (full model) and Z (corona formulae) prove to be 

surprisingly close; typically, one finds about 10% difference. In all 

cases, however, where the impurities are assumed to originate from the 

walls (outwardly peaked profile at t = 0 or finite boundary value), the 

Z _ profiles are rather flat or even peaked towards the outside, which is 

more in agreement with the experiments than the often assumed strong cen

tral peaking. 

Case 5 was chosen to examine the influence of electron collisions for tran

sient conditions. Fig. 5 presents the radial profiles of only the major 

densities n , n„, n07+» n„ 21+ at the time t = 1 sec for the three cases 

v . = 0, v . = v ., and v , = 10 x v .. Firstly, one observes higher v . ei ' ei cl' ei cl J' ° ei 
creating smoother n and n„ profiles. The decay of both n„ and n~ is 

appreciably slowed down at increased'v ., which is probably due to steeper 

gradients in the v . = 0 case. Phenomena such as replacement of H and 0 

by Fe are qualitatively the same. The maximum content and starting point 

of Fe loss is, of course, reached earlier (~ 3 sec) in the enhanced v . 
ex 

cases. (The solid Fe and e curves in Fig. 2 would start falling). 
5. Conclusions 

To summarize the results of these computations, the following main con

clusions might be drawn: 

1. For discharge periods of large Tokamaks or reactors it does not seem 

appropriate to neglect electron collisions in impurity transport or 

even equilibrium considerations; the more so, if the electron collision 

frequency is anomalously enhanced. 

2. The initial conditions (e.g. axis or boundary peak) are crucial in 

determining the evolution of the plasma. Outwardly peaked heavy impuri

ties mostly lead to depletion of hydrogen (and lighter impurities). 
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3. Reduction of heavy impurities by influx of light ion species seems 

possible. 

4. Corona equilibrium formulae yield in most cases rather poor approxima

tions for the distribution among the stages of ionization. 

Further results on the applicability of simpler models, on the relative 

importance of the effects taken into account, etc., and on selfconsistent 

treatment of temperatures and fields will be published in a forthcoming 

paper. 
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Abstract 

KINETIC THEORY OF IMPURITY DIFFUSION IN THE PFIRSCH-SCHLUTER REGIME. 
The diffusion of impurities in the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime is studied with a kinetic theory using appropriate 

orderings and Rosenbluth's collision operator. The distributions and fluxes are obtained for all values of the charges Z 
and densities N. The apparent discrepancy between already published results is explained by the fact that they 
belong to different domains of validity, clearly specified by this approach. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of the diffusion of impurities in the Pfirsch-Schluter regime [ 1 ] has recently 
been the subject of several papers. This problem has been attacked by a fluid theory [2] based on 
Braginskii's equations [3] and using numerical coefficients given by that author [4]. Some attempts 
have been made starting from the kinetic theory [5, 6], and the results obtained were not in agree
ment with those of Rutherford. This discrepancy has not yet been explained. To illuminate this 
important point we have taken up this problem again in a more systematic way, within a kinetic 
theory, specifying the domain of validity of the various orderings. 

2. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD 

Using the independent variables v = |v*l and p = v.. /v, the parallel direction being that of the 
magnetic field, the linearized drift kinetic equations to be solved are [7]: 

" I S 1 <I*P2> Voo " £ P >e hi • ¥ T d-P2' V u " I c * m 

where 

0 = - Ba/B, h = 1 + r cose/R, w . = Z.e B/m. 
t> cj j j 

and (2) 

ck • c<fir W + c ( V fik) 

55 
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The zero-order distributions f0j are taken to be locally Maxwellian: 

N.(r) 

OJ ^ 3 / 2 

We expand f|j in Legendre polynomials 

f, • = ? d> • (V) P (p) 

b j V ^ r j e " b j ( r ) v with b. = ^ j ^ r y (3) 

(4) 

and use for C(fa, fb) the full Fokker-Planck operator given by Rosenbluth et al. ([8], Eq.31). 
Multiplying Eq.(l) by pq and integrating between p = - 1 and p = 1, we obtain a system of 
equations for the unknown functions 0n(v)- The equation of rank q reads [9]: 

v -2o(q+2)sin9v2 ~ f 0v n a , , 0vsin6 r/0.9Nn „n 

„ (q+l)(q+3)o)cjR
 3rfoj " T" Qq+l.nVnj+ 7 ¥ [ ( q + 2 'V l ,n" q Vl,n "nj 

= z - JJi 3 
k,n 2v2 v 

2 v 3 v 

2 Vn j (vVjk + W ' Qqn W V 9k> 

^ ' V Qq-2,n *nj " 1 ^ Qq,n *nj 

r. r. 
- ^ • 3 ( f • v2 3 A )Q - - ^ o f . A„ 
v2 v v oj v n'yqn y2

 M oj n 

+ _iii 3 2 , (f . v232
2B ) Q 

2v2 v2 v oj v2 n ; vqn 

+ — f,Aq(<H) 4 oj n 2v 

+ _ J i 3 ( f .9 B ) 
„ 2 vv oj v n ; 

r i k + _i!S B 3 f . 
2 v 3 n v o j 

(q+D(q+2) Qqn-2q(q-D Q q . 2 j n + ( q - 2 ) ( q - 3 ) Q ^ 

q(q-DQ q_ 2 , n - (q^q+D Qqn 

3q(q+l)Qqn - 3q(q-l) Q q . 2 > n ( 5 ) 

where 

Q q n = jf dp p
qPn(p) ; o = 1 if q is even 

= 0 is q is odd (6) 

4 m. 3/2 v .K.u'2 
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±_ p K 3/2 
V>k=rMkbk f / d v V Vbkv '2 - J - ^ d V V V b k v ' 2

+ ^ " d V v ' e ^ ' 1 ) 

* m. f .v ...n+2 oo n "S 

V ( n + f ) v ' 2 ; J 

LnD n rjk = 47re"z2zk —r ; D = p - = Debye-length/critical impact parameter 
ml o 

^ (7) 

The higher the collision frequencies, the more the distributions tend toward isotropic functions. 
This leads us to suppose: 

r 0 » <t>1 » <J>2 . . . (8) 

The domain of validity of this first ordering (8) will be determined a posteriori. This ordering 
is compatible with the system (5) because the equation of rank q is compatible with all the preceding 
equations to the order of 0q_j. In the following sections we shall limit the calculation to the 
order of <j>x so that only the first two equations of the system (5) will be needed. They read: 

4 sinev2 . 2 0 v . , , 2 9vsin6 . _ y j k , (9. , 2~ h 

-1 ^r r r Voj " 3 — 9e *u + 3 -RR- *IJ - I -7 \ \ 2VV Vjk 
+ 9A> - W ^ M + 2 V'Vo + W " W* W W 

2 0v a , , , 2 , 2 6vsin9 
3 T 96 ((},oj + S * 2 j J + 7 " W - * 2 j 

2r„. r • 1 . . .") ? r -
= z -

k 3v2 ? \{h^\"ik + Vic)" 7 W^k*} " !"7 Wlj 

! ^ 9v{foj(v2W39vBl)- * V V ' a W j + 5{2foA+ ^iV OJ 

(10) 
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In what follows, we shall consider two species i and I such that 

T. = Tj , m. « mj (11) 

We shall drop the terms in sin0/Rh (we neglect trapping). As we shall see, two schemes 
are possible to solve this system, according to the values of the parameters: 

4 = 
0 _ 0 V i 

rViibi r V i I 

(12) 

n = 
N z2 

N.z2 

We shall set 

f l j = f o j X l j (13) 

3. SOLUTION OF Eq.( 10) 

The hypotheses (11) permit some simplifications of Eq.(10), which can be written for i and I: 

Ov r i i J 1 
7rTT

9e xoi - T" xii " I W > + rrr " rr \ V21 w: 
i l i l ( oi 

V H 

v l i 5 i 5i 3 i 3i 

0V V l A , 4 M j / 2 

(14) 

2 '"I 
r r T . "6 "oi = " T~; °vi 'ol^i Tb^Tt x 7£ "1U1 AH " 3 W "oi a„ x 

Ii fc 3v{fo. • - - w ^ " * xn-tvxK-<°' 
f i V u 

oi 21 TU^T 

3 v 9 I + -5M- X 
v " I I '••• (15) 

where 

hi = ^ N . b ; / 2 r V d v - v ' V b J V ' 2 ; J • = A N b ; Y d v W ' V b 3 v 2
X l . ( v ' ) 
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4 3/2 » n - h - v ' 2 

According to the value of rj, the following solutions are obtained: 

1/2 
(a) n » (m./nij) : ( V j . « V J J ) 

2v 
11

 Nlb}/2? r r i i 

1/2. 

^ L ^ Y x ^ ^ K . o ) 
\>I T T " i 7 N oi ' 

(b) n « (m^mj)1' : ( v n « v n ) 

3l/7ov 
V1I 

4NirrI.bIbi 

a , + 5 3 I + R v2 vTv m I Koi (o> 

(valid when XQj = ccj + $j v 2 ) 

(c) n » 1 : (v. . . « v . j ) 

ev" 2 J3i (oo ) 

x l i = HTJr7[ 9e xoi + 3 b i v ~~Wf 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(d) n « 1 : ( v n « v ^ ) 

x v fev" 
ii=TTTxyiq7 ^ 7 9 e x o i + I b i J 3 i H ( 

(1+xJNjj "i -b.vz 
dv ve l 

TTwT 

dv ve 
•biv2 

TITxT l ^ 7 9 e x o i + ! b i J 3 iH (19) 

where x = n 
yT 

s b f / y V e - ^ 2 

0 

This expression (19) is the exact solution of Eq.(14) in which the model operator ([7], 
Eq.A.9) is used for Qj . It gives Eq.(18) when x -* °° and it will yield the appropriate future 
expansion in 77 -* 0. 

4. THE EXTREME PFIRSCH-SCHLOTER REGIME 

When the collision frequencies are high enough, the 0O must cancel the second members of 
Eq.(9) to lowest order. This is possible, when Tj = Tj, by choosing 
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Xo. = 0 1 + g.v
2 ; XQl = oj + Bl v

2 ; with 6! = ̂  3, (20) 

Moreover, Eq.(9) yields 

fdv Ci = 0 ; fdv Cj = 0 ; m i[vxC i dv + nij fVCj dy = 0 

This leads to the following three constraint equations: 

A , ," L.,,2 3rN.cos9 M, T , 
4 N,b?/2 ( dv X v 3 e ' b i v = L

 n ^ f t + ̂  . 4 : N.b?/2 f dv X v V b i v = . i
 ftn (£- + £ • ) . 

V^ i i J 0 IT b i w c i R G N T h 

A 3/2 /° u ,.z 3rNTcos6 .,, T l 

N b 5 / 2 

f d v X „ v 8 e - b 1 v 2
+ l j i - i - rdvX1 Tv5e-bIv 2 

J l i N. b 5 / 2 J I I 

(21) 

(22) 

15V^rcose (,r_ 2 T \ NIZi ,N' 2 T \ , 
(N + T } i + N7Z7 ( 1 T + "T"M <23) 8b?/2w . R 0 / N » #1 Vl 

i c i v 

These equations ((21) to (23)), in which Xy and Xn will be expressed according to Eqs (16) 
to (19), will allow the unknowns a[, ft and aj to be determined and then the distributions and 
fluxes to be calculated. 

'"i 1/2 
4.1. Domain n « („p-) 

Using Eqs (17) and (19), the constraints (21) to (23) read: 

5F
 p i , 32 

2"E6 B7) + W 

NTr ,Tr2b,3 /2sine /" M, x l Z. 

I * <E
4V !E6 E7) + f < E

7 V 4 E 9 b7) 

o NTr .Tr2b.3 /zsine ( N , T , Z. N , T , ) 
= -LJJLJ (̂ - + T.) - ^ (^- + ^ ( = A (24) 

3\fiF o)ciR02 (_ N l 1 ^j N l 1 j 

5 3 i NI 5 3 i 
<ai + 7 ¥ T ) + N T ^ I + ! b7> = 0 (25) 

E6 5 R. N2 B. 28 0. 

i f (E4 a i + ! E6 ¥7) + ^ 3BT + T5f <E9 a i + 5 E i l *}> 
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N i r i l r 2 b i / 2 s i n e f ,N' A 2 T \ Z i ,N' A T ' . 

3(^f wciR02 

f ,N' 2 T \ Z i ,N' T \ 

N,Z. T , 

For n > 3, E^ can be expanded in powers of 17: 

\fTd 
E' = n - r r -^ + . . . (27) 

n n + i s n _h -v 2 

4 b. ~2~ Jdv vne blV 

2 r° xne~x 

where d_ = — f dx x e 
Jfi = v? 4, ^ J° er f (x ) - ^ e " x 2 

In Eq.(26), the term Ni0i/N?3bi is negligible compared with the terms E'. Equation (25) guarantees 
the ambipolarity. We obtain 

9Y? (A-B) 

(d7" S d9 + TS d l l } 

B 7 - - ! « 1 + ° ( « ) 

r 6, (d7 - T- dg) 
^ + I TT- = A + (B-A) ' A A 

(28) 

N i 5 3 i N i 5 B i Z i 
«i - a i - <x + nj) (ai + ! b r ) - -17 <«i + ! * T )

 i f ^ « * 

m. 1/2 
4.2. Domain (—) « n « 1 

Using Eqs (16) and (19), we obtain exactly the constraints (24) to (26), except the negligible 
term Nj/3i/3Nfbi, which does not appear. The results (28) remain valid in this domain. 
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4.3. Domain T ? » 1 

Using Eqs (16) and (18), the constraints read: 

Bi i/i N I b i / 2 l * 2 r i I s 1 , i e f N' V Z i N' T' ) 

CI 

* &< NT 5 B i 
(30) 

*1 5 f i f N I b i / 2 r 2 r i I S i n 9 

V 5 F 7 = 32 
N1 , 2 T \ ' i . N ' . T V Z i N I ,T ' 

1 J (31) 

so that 

ai = 5 ( c " 7) » BT = I D"C 

a i + l ^ 7 = 1 (C " 1°) = H [ C ~ |(D~C)] (32) 

5 
a I = ? 

" 5 N i 3 
N. 5 6, N, 

4.4. The fluxes 

In this regime we have (with V • = - sin0(v^ + -^-JA^-jR ) : 

i ci 

5 ^ s i n 

i 
(33) 

5 l 7 i N s in 

i c i 

(34) 

and the equivalent expressions for $j and Qj. The preceding results yield: 
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°z | ( ^ ) I + ^ ( T - ) I (35) 

Q - -
95^ W ^ i l 

26 b l / ^ R 2 © 2 / 3 (ir + "r)i " i^ ( i r + "T)i 

j ' . 
NTZ. 

(TVIJZJ- (T-)I (36) 

Z. 
(37) 

5 Z i 
QT = " W 7 17 *1 " T 

I " I 

5 N I ! l 

b i w c i R b i 

(38) 

The last term in Eq.(38) can be neglected if N j « Ni and Zj « Zj. The coefficients a are given 
in Table I. 

TABLE I. VALUES OF THE COEFFICIENTS a 

°l 

°2 

°3 

a 4 

n « 1 

1 

1 d9 " d7 

TS d l l " 1 d 9 + d 7 

negligible 

- 3x27 

95nV^C-2Vll" •Td9+d7) 

(1) 

(1) 

(-.L3) 

n 

7577 

29 

3 

3" 

1 

5 
19" 

» 1 

(0.46) 

(0.64) 

(1) 

(0.28) 

The values in parentheses are those of Rutherford [2]. 
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4.5. Domain of validity 

The condition (8) for i and I yields 

K « 1 (39) 

N. m. 1 / 2 

* « 17 (ij)1/2 (40) 

where £ is given by Eq.(12). Moreover, Eq.(20) implies that 

XQ - (a + 3v2) « XQ for i and I (41) 

The relations (15) to (19) and inspection of the order of magnitude of the various terms in 
Eq.(9) show that the inequality (41) can be written: 

m. n I0 N T
2 m T , /0 

n + (_l)1 /2 + I (J.jl/2 

J LpJ n?2 « 1 (42) 
x ,mia/2 . 2

 mi 
* + < r a ^ + n ij 

The inequalities (39), (40) and (42), which define the domain of existence of the "extreme 
Pfirsch-Schluter regime", are represented in Figs 1 and 2. We note that conditions (39) and (40) 
are the most severe in the case of Fig.2, and also if (zf/zf) < (mj/mj)1/2 in the case of Fig. 1. 

5. THE INTERMEDIATE PFIRSCH-SCHLUTER REGIME 

Let us now suppose that the second member of Eq.(9) for j = i is negligible. We immediately 
get 

v - 2rvcos6 fN1 _ 3 T' b 2 XL) ,,~ 
X l i - ^ T R 0 ( T 2 T + b i V T j i ( « ) 

Then Eq.(10) gives X0i and we obtain: 

r d e f H , f » W i ^ j i f,l ' v, z i , N ' + T ' , ) 

(44) 

N.NTr2r,. 
(dQ (A 2,, * 4 i l r i l f/N' . T \ 
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FIG.l. Domain of validity of the P.S. regime, case — » 
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z. 
The ambipolarity remains satisfied and $ j = - y— $ . . 

These results are in agreement with those of Rolland and Werkoff ([6], Eq.24). We now 
examine the domain of validity of these results. 

The inequalities (39) and (40) remain to be satisfied. The second member of Eq.(9) for 
j = I can never be neglected, and the neglect of the second member of Eq.(9) for j = i requires 

m. 
5

2 » - 1 ; n e » 1 (46) 
m I 

The domain so defined, which exists if (Zi/Zi)4 » mj/mj, is represented in Fig. 1. It is just 
the complementary domain of that of the extreme Pfirsch-Schluter regime, and is located in the 
region r\ » 1. 

6. CONCLUSION 

According to the value of the parameters £ and r\ (Eq.( 12)), we distinguish an "extreme 
Pfirsch-Schluter regime" in which we recover Rutherford's results and an "intermediate Pfirsch-
Schluter regime" in which the results of Refs [5, 6] are valid. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/B 8-1, B 8-2, B 8-3 

J.D. CALLEN: In modelling the gas puffing experiments on Ormak we find inadequate 
neutral particle penetration even when wall reflection processes are included. Accordingly we 
have added the Ware pinch effect, which allows us to model both the density increase at the centre 
with gas puffing and the electron density profile with and without gas puffing. Have you done 
a self-consistent calculation of the entire neutral energy distribution function at the plasma edge, 
taking into account a reflection model, rather than just increasing the energy of the reflected 
neutrals? 

F. WERKOFF: No, we have not done a self-consistent calculation because the data and 
theories available to us are still not adequate for the purpose. We think too that inclusion of the 
Ware pinch effect can yield a good electron density profile. Nevertheless, the Ware effect does 
not act on the neutrals, and it seems to us that it would be difficult to obtain a correct representation 
of the neutral distribution within the plasma when it is assumed that the neutrals penetrate the 
plasma at a low temperature. 

R.J. TAYLOR: In the last five years or so we have moved away from critical discussions 
about the limiter in tokamaks. Now I would like to make a prediction concerning the disruptive 
instability and the density limit: I can well imagine that during the next few years these topics 
will not be discussed so much either. We have some evidence from the Alcator experiments that 
the density limit exists only for contaminated discharges; in a clean tokamak the limit will turn 
into a j3p limit. 
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Abstract 

CONFINEMENT STUDIES IN CULHAM STELLARATORS WITH OHMIC HEATING CURRENTS. 
In the Cleo apparatus, tokamak and Ohmically-heated stellarator plasmas have been directly compared, 

for gas currents of 10—25 kA and B,. = 12.7 kG. The vacuum poloidal field due to the helical winding has a 
considerable influence on the containment properties. In particular, for the same current the electron energy 
content is twice as great in the stellarator as in the tokamak. In the Torso apparatus the confinement has been 
studied as a function of drift parameter £ = v /̂Vg. For % < 0.02, when the plasma is collisional, the confinement 
scales in accordance with the predictions of classical theory for the Pfirsch-Schliiter regime. Electrostatic density 
fluctuations, apparently current-driven drift modes, increase in amplitude with £ and for £ > 0.02 the confinement 
becomes increasingly determined by turbulent diffusion due to these modes. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper outlines the results of two series of experiments: 

(i) A direct comparison between plasmas in tokamak and ohmically heated stellara
tor configurations performed on the CLEO apparatus. 

(ii) Studies of plasma confinement in an ultimate torsatron (TOESO) using an ohmic 
current and covering a wide range of plasma and current densities. 

Relevant details of the apparatus and the main plasma parameters used in these 
experiments are listed in Table I. 

I. CLEO 

CLEO [l] is a 7-field period, t= 3 toroidal stellarator of major radius, 
E 0, 90 cm and minor radius, r^, 13 cm as defined by two circular stainless steel 
limiters, fixed inside the 28-cm bore stainless steel vacuum vessel. The maximum 
available toroidal field B^ is 20 kG and the helical winding is designed to carry 
current 1^ up to 120kA turns. 25P/o of the torus inner surface is covered by an 
active film of titanium before and, if necessary, during the day's run. The base 
pressure ~ 1 0 - 8 torr. 

A tokamak configuration can be set up in this apparatus by not energizing the 
helical winding, with equilibrium provided by a vertical field. A vertical field 
is also required for stellarator operation, typical values at 20 kA gas current (lg) 
being 70G and 30 G for tokamak and stellarator respectively. Using ohmically 
heated hydrogen plasma, with I„ in the range 5- 26kA, a comparison has been made 
between stellarator and tokamak configurations, most extensively at 17 kA. For the 
3(p of 12.7kG and 1^ of 61 kA turns used in this comparison, the separatrix lies 
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS USED IN EXPERIMENTS 

PARAMETERS 

H e l i c a l w i n d i n g 

Mean major r a d i u s 

T o r o i d a l m a g n e t i c f i e 

D u r a t i o n o f f i e l d s 

Plasma r a d i u s 

L i m i t e r r a d i u s 

Vacuum t r a n s f o r m 

-fc ( u s e d f o r c a l c u l a t 

Mean h e l i c a l f i e l d mo 

Ohmic h e a t i n g c u r r e n t 

Id 

ion] 

dula 

Maximum ohmic r o t a t i o n a l 

C e n t r a l e l e c t r o n dens 

C e n t r a l e l e c t r o n temp 

Mean i o n t e m p e r a t u r e 

P a r t i c l e c o n t a i n m e n t 

i t y 

t ion 

tran 

e r a t u r e 

t ime 

Energy c o n t a i n m e n t t i m e 

C o l l i s i o n parameter 

D r i f t parameter 

X = 

<*• 
? = 

jform 

•t/m 

H0 (cm) 

B , (kG) 

(ms) 

?p (cm) 

r L (cm) 

<P<*p> 

*H(o) 

\ 
I g (kA) 

f ^ n(cro~ 3 ) 

T e ( e V | 
tokamak mode) 

R / * \ > i 

ff = 1) 
v d A e 

Ti (eV) 

Tp (ms) 

TE (ms) 

CLEO 
( C o n v e n t i o n a l 
S t e l l a r a t o r ) 

3 / 7 

90 

1 2 . 7 

250 

10 

13 

0 . 3 
( a t l i m i t e r ) 

0 

0 . 1 5 - 0 . 8 

0.C4 

+ ( 5 - 25) 

+ 0 . 3 

5 X 1 0 1 2 - 2 X 1 0 1 3 

350 
250 - 550 

5 0 - 150 

1 5 - 50 

1 - 2 

- t o " 2 

3 X 1 0 " 2 

T0BS0 
( U l t i m a t e 

T o r s a t r o n ) 

3 / 4 

4 0 

3 - 1 0 

10 

5 . 3 

-
0 . 8 

( s e p a r a t r i x ) 

0 . 2 

0 . 5 

0 . 2 5 

± ( 1 - 1 0 ) 

± 0 . 2 

2 X 1 0 1 2 - 1 0 1 4 

1 0 - 200 

-
0 . 2 - 4 

0 . 0 0 3 - 0 . 3 

5 X 1 0 " 2 - 1 0 2 

6 X 1 0 " 3 - 3 X 1 0 - 1 

outside the limiter. The calculated value of rotational transform for the stella
rator vacuum magnetic surface which touches the limiter is ^M=0.o. The same value 
of * at the plasma edge would he produced in the tokamak mode by an equivalent 
current I e of 21 kA. 

We have chosen to compare the tokamak with the ohmically heated stellarator when 
the plasma edge is determined by the limiter, rather than by the separatrix, in order 
to ensure that limiter effects, e.g. recycling, and wall effects are as similar as 
possible in the two configurations. 

Results 

Figure 1 shows oscil
lograms of current, loop 
voltage and n e measured by 
2-mm microwave interfero
meter, for both tokamak and 
stellarator,under conditions 
where the peak gas current 
is 20 kA in each case. The 
loop voltage is higher for 
the stellarator. At peak 
gas current the values are 
4.0 and 6.5 volts for tokamak 
and stellarator respectively. 
At peak current the values 
of n e for tokamak and stel
larator are roughly in the 
ratio of 1:2. 

Measurements of the 
central values of electron 
density and temperature are 

W 20 30 
Time (ms) 

B 

FIG. I. Oscillograms of fa) loop volts, (b) gas current, (cj mean electron 
density for CLEO ((A) tokamak, (B) stellaratorj at 12.7 kG toroidal 
field. 
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made by light scattering at peak gas current. In both stellarator and tokamak the 
density increases linearly with current. In the tokamak the central tempera
ture also increases linearly with current but in the stellarator is essentially 
constant for the current range 10- 20kA. The conductivity temperature evaluated as 
a mean shows the same behaviour as the central temperature. 

k 
i K j 

Tokamak 
12.7 kG 17kAIQ 

tt 
^JL^ 

<H V, 1 H 
FIG.2. Radial profiles ofne and Tp for CLEO stellarator and tokamak 

Profiles of n(r) and 
Te(r) measured on a vertical 
plane on one side of the 
geometric centre have been 
obtained at the peak gas cur
rent of 17kA and toroidal 
field of 12.7kG only, for 
both stellarator and tokamak. 
These are shown in Fig.2. 

An approximate estimate 
of W, the electron energy per 
unit length, obtained by as
suming the profiles do not 
change with gas current,shows 
that for both stellarator and 
tokamak W « I„ (ig + Ie) where 
I e = 0 for tokamak and 25 kA 
for stellarator. This scal
ing is predicted on the basis 
of pseudo-classical diffusion 
and is illustrated in Fig.3. 
The full line corresponds to 

10 a value of poloidal (3 for 
the tokamak (0ee = SNTg/lJ) 
of 0.4. These results con
firm and extend those of the 
Uragan I and Wendelstein IIB 
stellarators [2,3]. 

The dependence^f ion temperature on gas current shows an Artsimovich scaling 

Tj « L(lg + Ie) B^ng]
3. Again there is agreement between stellarator and tokamak if 

we put I e=25 kA for the stellarator (Fig.4). 

- • w r 
iz 

I 
c 10" 

O Cteo (stellarator mode) 
x Cleo (Tokamak mode) 
• Torso 

106 

I 9 ( I « - I 9 ) (A2) 

200 

FIG. 3. Electron energy per unit length W, as a 
function oflJL + Ie) for CLEO (stellarator and 
tokamak modes) and TORSO. 

150 

> 100 
p-

50 

Y 
QyO 

o^oo 

A 
*/ y* / o Stellarator (Ie=26kA) 

/ x Tokamak (Ie = 0) 

[d g . Ie ) B0ne]
1'3 ([A.G]V3 cm"1) „ 10"7 

FIG.4. Ion temperature as a function of 
[(Ig + Ie)Bipne]

m for CLEO (stellarator and 
tokamak modes). 
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An overall value of the particle containment time, Tp, is inferred from the 
absolute H a emission. The total (time-resolved and azimuthally localized) emis
sion is measured in each of two narrow sectors, one at 6° and the other at 66° major 
azimuthal angle from the nearest limiter. Most of the emission comes from the 
vicinity of the limiters, the intensity in the tokamak case being twice that in the 
stellarator. Taking an azimuthal distribution similar to that found for the ST 
tokamak [4], in conjunction with these data, indicates an overall T in the range 
4-8ms for the tokamak and 15-50ms in the stellarator for the l7kA gas current 
condition. 

Values of T^ , resistance anomaly (Zeff) and Pg deduced from the data, 

are shown in Pig. 5. For the stellarator, the integral 
r 

f rnTedr 
o 

used in this determination is taken over a circle whose area is equal to that of the 
trefoil-shaped limiting magnetic surface. 

As before, we assume that the profiles do not change with gas current and that 
Zeff is an average over the cross-section. It will be seen that Zeff for the 
tokamak is generally ~ 2, which is reasonable taking into account the titanium getter-
ing and low level of power flux to the walls. The value for the stellarator is 
higher, particularly at low gas currents. 

Summary of Results 

(1) The stellarator gives an energy confinement time for electrons Sims at 20 kA 
gas current and T e = 350 eV. 

(2) The behaviour of the tokamak, in that it gives PQ ~ 0.4 and Tg £ 1ms at 
Ig ~ 20kA and B m ~ 13kG , is in line with other medium-sized tokamaks, e.g. 
T3 and ST. It agrees well with the scaling laws proposed by Daughney [5] 
and Murakami [6]. 

(3) The confined electron energy is 
greater in the stellarator than 
in the tokamak at the same gas 
current. This is a consequence 
of the different radial profiles. 

(4) The stellarator poloidal vacuum 
field takes part in plasma con
tainment, as is shown in Fig. 
3, in which the contained elec
tron energy varies linearly as 
Ig(Ig + I e ) -

(5) There is general agreement,over 
the limited parameter range 
studied, with pseudo-classical 
scaling for electron thermal 
conductivity (Fig.3) and neo
classical for ion thermal con
ductivity (Fig.5), although the 
value of Tj is about a factor 
of two lower than that given by 
the well-known Artsimovich for
mula. This could be associated 
with the relatively high density 
of neutrals, 1-5X108 cm-3 [7]. 

Stellarator 
Tokarnak 

Ig(kA) 

FIG.5. Energy containment time, Zere and fig as a 
function of gas current for CLEO (stellarator and tokamak 
modes). 
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II. TOESO 

This apparatus is based on the 'ultimate torsatron' concept in which closed 
magnetic surfaces are formed entirely by currents in a single set of helical wind
ings (-L=3,m=4) with modulated pitch [8]. An important feature is that the 
windings are located inside a large vacuum vessel (2m high, 2m diameter) so that 
there is good physical separation between the plasma (whose boundary, since no 
limiter is used, is defined entirely by the magnetic field separatrix) and any 
solid object liable to plasma bombardment. Where possible, all such objects are 
shielded by outgassed stainless steel covers. 

The windings are energized by capacitor banks with a three-stage power crow
bar: this enables magnetic fields up to 10kG to be held nearly constant for ~ 8 m s . 
By allowing the winding current to rise or fall by, say, a few percent (Fig.6), 
the changes in the (uncompensated) poloidal winding flux which links the torus are 
made to provide an ohmic heating current which can flow for several milliseconds in 
either direction (i.e. rotational transform adding or subtracting). The discharges 
are all formed in a static ambient hydrogen atmosphere at pressures between 0.4 and 
5X10 _ S torr. The arrangement allows for unimpeded flow of clean gas to the 
plasma column, with consequent azimuthally uniform ionization. 

The electron density and temperature (and their profiles) are measured respec
tively by multichannel microwave (2 and 11mm) interferometry and 90° Thomson scat
tering. In addition, density fluctuations with frequencies up to 0.5MHz are studied 
using the small phase shifts seen on these and a 3-cm (reflected) microwave beam. 
Peak densities and electron temperatures used in this work are ^10 4 cm and £200 eV 
respectively. The particle confinement time T_ (0.2- 4ms) is derived from mea
sured ne(t) and (suitably averaged) absolute H a intensity [9], which shows 
negligible azimuthal variation for reasons given above. Mean electron energy 
confinement times r E (3 - 300 us) are obtained from the above data together with current and 
calibrated voltage loop measurements, and corrected for power losses due to collisional ionization 

(a) 
B(kG) 

Time (ms) Time (ms) 

FIG.6. Examples of different operating conditions obtained in TORSO by appropriate choice of bank voltages 
and timing, (a) high density, current negative (transform opposing); (bj lower density, current positive (transform 
assisting). 
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and excitation of hydrogen based on the H a measurements. The ohmic currents used have been 
restricted to those magnitudes and directions which do not result in gross disruption [10] although 
in some cases there is evidence of internal MHD activity at the largest currents used (e.g. at 
I g ^ + l O k A a t B ^ , ^ 10 kG). 

Typical time dependences are shown in Fig.6. 

Results 

The experimental data (consisting of over 100 complete sets) have been analysed most 
successfully in terms of the two parameters (a) X = R/tAe, which characterizes the collisionality, 
and ranges from 5 X 10~2 - 102 ; and (b) % = vd/ve , the ratio of electron drift/thermal speeds, 
which characterizes the destabilizing effect of current on electrostatic modes. This ranges from 
0.006 to 0.3 in the experiments. Application of neoclassical theory to the field parameters predicts 
that collisional diffusion should follow the Pfirsch-Schluter law for X ^ 1 and be dominated by 
electrons in localized ('helical banana') orbits when X < 0.2. However, since only ohmic heating 
is available, X and \ are not independent, both Xe and % increasing with higher current and lower 
density. Thus, in practice, weakly collisional conditions occur only together with large drift 
parameters £. 

Extensive analysis shows that the results can conveniently be subdivided into two distinct 
regimes according to £ \ 0.02. Some representative data from these two regimes are reproduced 
here. 

Low-Drift, Col l i s ional Regime, g < 0.02 

For these condit ions the densi ty f luc tua t ion leve l i s low, n/n ^ l°/0, and con
finement c l ea r ly depends on 
Tg on n , Te and B for a 
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m. Fig.7 shows the measured dependence of Tp 
range of conditions in all of which the current is kept 

so small that the effect of current on 
mean rotational transform * can be 
neglected; we may thus take *= const>» 
0.5. All the results have X ^ 4 and 
so fall well inside the Pfirsch-Schluter 
regime. 

Figure 7 shows that for the para
meter range indicated, the scaling of 
both Tp and Tg is consistent with 
the classical diffusion law 

T oc Bf: T2 n -1 (1) 

A 4-dimensional X hest fit to the iy 
data has been computed and gives the 
•non-subjective' scaling: 

'E 
B i.7±0.1 m 0.4±0.05 -0.9±0.15 

T„ n 

FIG. 7. Scaling of Tp and rE with n, Te, B in TORSO for 
low drift, %<0.02, stable operation. (In each box the 
scaling of the remaining two parameters is assumed 
classical.) 

(The scatter on the Tp data was too 

large to compute a meaningful fit.) 

Notice that (l) also represents 
pseudo-classical scaling (Bm-^Bg). We 
illustrate this in Fig.3, which shows 
the energy contained in TORSO to follow 
the same law as CLE0 and other conven
tional stellarators. 

Appropriate collisional confine
ment times can be estimated using mean 
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d i f f u s i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s , assumed t o be u n i f o r m and b a s e d on measured mean v a l u e s n 
and T e a c c o r d i n g t o t h e P f i r s c h - S c h l u t e r r a t e : 

Di = p2 v,/*2 , 
J J' 

3 = e , i (2) 

For this we use De for particles and, since for these data the electron-ion equi-
partition time < Tg , take the energy loss rate to be determined by ion conduction, 

/Te nuVa 
f ^ i " ^ ST/ - De" (50-100) D€ 

The resulting estimates are about five times longer for T and the same within 
experimental error for \ . 

B. High-Drift, Weakly Collisional Regime g £ 0.02 

As § increases, both T and Tg fall and their systematic dependence on B 
decreases and eventually disappears (Fig.8(a)). At the same time there is an in
crease in the weakly correlated density fluctuations (~105Hz) observed within the 
plasma, which reach r m s amplitudes n/n f» 10% at § «» 0.25 (Fig.8(b)). These 
fluctuations can be readily distinguished from those due to internal M H D activity 

(e.g. internal disruptions) which produce 
quite different (e.g. sawtooth) signals on 
the interferometers, and which usually 
occur at fairly well defined values of i/B 
(i.e. of field configuration). Although 
these phenomena have apparently little 
effect on the confinement, such cases have 
been excluded from Fig.8, owing to the 
difficulty in measuring the appropriate 
contribution to n/n. 

Spectral and spatial correlation 
measurements have shown that the fluctua
tions are consistent with collisionless 
electrostatic drift modes with charac
teristic wavelength given by k x p j ~ l and 
phase velocity close to the electron 
diamagnetic drift velocity. With these 
characteristics it is easy to show that 
the enhanced guiding centre diffusion 
given by 

r 1 ^ck J L cp(k)^2 

L Tc ^ 0U(k)B / ( ^ 
k 
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FIG. 8. (a) Tp in TORSO versus % for larger 
drifts, MHD stable conditions. The points $ 
represent estimates based on measured 
fluctuations, shown in (b) for the same data. 
B=10kG(o); 6kG(+); 4 kG (•). 

becomes independent of B provided ID T RS 
const ( T C is the correlation time for 
fluctuation (i)(k)). 

Particle confinement times derived 
from equation (3) using experimentally 
measured quantities show reasonable agree
ment with experiment (see Fig.8(a)). 

Thus it appears that for sufficiently large § the stabilizing effect of shear 
is overcome and the resulting larger fluctuating fields come to dominate the loss 
process. One consequence is the change in scaling from B 2 to B°. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(l) It has been demonstrated that a conventional ohmically heated stellarator can 
confine plasma at temperatures ~350 eV for times > 1ms using currents ~ 20 kA 
in fields of only 13kG, i.e. at least as long as in tokamaks of comparable 
size. 
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(.2) Both experiments confirm that a mean poloidal field produced by the helical 
windings is as effective in confining the plasma as is an equivalent azimuthal 
current within the plasma. 

(3) For the range of mean free paths accessible to these experiments,no signifi
cant difference in behaviour has been found between the conventional stella-
rator and the torsatron. However, in those regions of parameter space in 
which theory predicts the helical field modulation should determine the neo
classical loss rate, in practice the effects of plasma turbulence are always 
so large that we have been unable to distinguish any consequences of particle 
localization. 

(4) Where the current density is sufficiently low that turbulent effects are small, 
the confinement can be adequately accounted for by the appropriate pseudo- or 
neo-classical scaling laws. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 1 

K. MIYAMOTO: The radial electron temperature distribution is flatter in stellarator operation 
than in tokamak operation. Do you have any explanation for the experimental results? 

D.J. LEES: We can only speculate. The shear is much less in the stellarator mode except 
at the plasma edge, so that drift waves, to which the stellarator may be somewhat unstable, may 
have the effect of spreading the temperature and density distribution, making it flatter near the 
centre and sharper near the edge. 

K. MIYAMOTO: Is the scatter of experimental data on confinement time small enough to 
enable you to distinguish between modified pseudo-classical diffusion scaling ( « L I ( L I + Ln)) and 
ordinary pseudo-classical scaling (aL[)? 

D.J. LEES: Yes, the single relationship between electron energy/unit length and current for 
tokamak and stellarator modes is only possible if we take into account the vacuum transform. If 
we scale with I | , then no proportionality is apparent. 

W. STODIEK: Your list of comparative stellarator and tokamak data for Cleo appears to 
show both confinement time and density to be larger by a factor of two in stellarator operation. 
Have you, in fact, observed that the confinement time is proportional to density? 

D.J. LEES: No; we varied the gas current, and the density rises as the gas current increases. 
But, as you can see from the graphs in the paper, the confinement time appears to decrease slightly 
as the gas current is increased. So this raw information suggests that the contrary is true. 

G. GRIEGER: I might suggest that the longer Tg in stellarator operation is due to the 
broader temperature and density profiles, as a result of which one has a larger energy content for 
a given peak density. 

I notice that your Zeff is higher in stellarator than in tokamak operation. Is this because 
the stellarator profiles extend further to the wall? 

D.J. LEES: Yes, that is possible. Another explanation might be that the stellarator is 
unstable to drift modes, producing an excess resistance and an increased Zeff, rather than impurities. 

I agree with your comment concerning the confinement time. This seems to be a strong point 
of the present results. 
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Abstract 

OHMIC HEATING IN THE W VII A-STELLARATOR 
First results of experiments with Ohmic heating in the W VII A-stellarator are reported. At Bo = 2.5 T, a 

comparison of discharges with large (-to = 0.23) and small C*0 = 0.055) rotational transform of the external helical 
field is made. In the parameter regime, ne = 5 X 1018 - 6 X 1019 m~3, Te = 200 - 900 eV, T; = 100 - 220 eV, 
energy confinement and MHD-instabilities are investigated. The energy density nT follows the scaling 
nT ~-t Jp B0 (Jp = plasma current, Bo= toroidal field,*= rotational transform), the energy confinement time 
increases with ne and Te. Disruptive instabilities do not occur in discharges with large helical fields (*o = 0.23). 
Gas puffing during the discharge leads to higher densities (n e 0 ~ 8 X 1019 m~3), low Zeff and heating of the ions. 
Internal relaxations are not only observed on X-ray signals but also on various other diagnostic signals outside 
the plasma. 

INTRODUCTION 

The W VII stellarator was built in order to heat and to confine a plasma, the parameters of 
which are comparable with those in a standard-size tokamak. In its first experimental phase with 
the small vacuum tube (W VII A) ohmic heating is the only heating mechanism, consequently all 
those effects as disruptions, kink instabilities and other current driven effects are expected. During 
the first three months of operation the aim of the experimental activities was to study the effect 
of the external helical field on confinement and stability of the plasma. By reducing the external 
helical field, a stepwise transition to tokamak operation was possible. 

In this paper attention is given to the comparison of "tokamak" operation with "stellarator" 
operation, the discussion of other effects not concerning this question will be reduced to a minimum. 

MACHINE PARAMETERS AND MAGNETIC SURFACES 

W VII A is a circular 9. = 2 stellarator with 40 main field coils and an air core transformer for 
ohmic heating. The basic machine parameters are listed in Table I. Technical details of the 
apparatus are described elsewhere [ 1 ]. 

Tolerances of the mechanical setup have been chosen as small as possible in order to avoid 
deviations from axisymmetry. The only major deviation is the ripple of the helical field (8h < 5%). 
Magnetic surfaces measured by means of an electron beam agree well with the theoretical ones 
(Fig.l), magnetic islands with A > 3 cm could not be detected [2]. The effective plasma radius as 
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TABLE I. BASIC MACHINE PARAMETERS 

Major radius 

Vacuum tube 

Limiter radius 

Helical windings 

R0= 2 m 

r; =0.17 m 

rL = 0.135 m 

8 =2 , m = 5 

Rotational transform 

Shear 

Toroidal field 

Air core transformer 

0 < - t 0 < 0 . 2 3 

A*0/*o= 10"2 

2.5 T (4 Tin Jan. 77) 

0= 1.2 Vs 
(2.2 Vsin Jan.77) 

@^-®t 
k' 

Ro s 2n 

EXPERIMENT 

-T= 0.232 

LIMITER RADIUS! 

G 

10 cm 

COMPUTATION 

f = 0.215 

:J 

COMPUTATION 

• EXPERIMENT 

O TRANSIT NUMBER 

< = 0.477 

I „ = IT 

FIG.l. Calculated and measured magnetic surfaces for various values of the rotational transform. 
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R = 2.0 m 
a = .12 m 

1=2 
m = 5 

j j -wave interfero
m e t e r ^ / 4 m m ) 

H« 
preionization 
108 MHz-
fast valve 

probe 
preionization 
gun 2.5 GHz 

neutral energy 
analyser, diam. loop 
fast valve 

neutral 
injector 
fast valve 

VUV-
spectroscopy 
270 A-U00 A 

soft x 
energy analysis 
diode arrays 

ruby laser 
Thomson scattering 

FIG.2. Position of the instrumentation for diagnostics. 

defined by the magnetic surface contacting the molybdenum limiter is a = 10 cm (a = geometric 
mean of the axis of the ellipse.) The plasma current does not modify this result appreciably [3]. 
This result is also confirmed by the measured temperature and density profiles. 

MODE OF OPERATION 

During the first period of operation cleaning discharges at 50 Hz, B0 = 0.4 T,-r0 = 0.23 and 
the study of effective preionization methods were carried out. The base pressure in the vacuum 
chamber which is not bakeable could be reduced below 10"7 torr with H 2 0 being the dominant 
impurity. 

Two hours of cleaning discharges in Ne (50 Hz at 5 kW) precede the normal pulsed operations 
with ohmic heating. The time sequence of a pulse consists of a 10 ms rf pulse (108 MHz, 3 kW) 
started by a Ti/H2 gun which produces a plasma with ne < 1018 m~3. The length of the following 
OH-discharge normally is 100—200 ms. Preionization with 2.4 GHz and (or) with a neutral injector 
(30 kW) will be available in the future. 

Since for technical reasons the coupling between air core transformer and plasma current is 
weak and control of the loop voltage is not yet available, the voltage always decays as programmed 
by the passive circuitry. Shaping of the plasma current is only possible by additional neutral gas 
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pulses during the discharge. Additional gas feeding is necessary since recycling from the wall is 
not sufficient to maintain the plasma density. With an elaborate system of fast acting valves around 
the machine (response time < 1 ms) the neutral particle flux of F = 1019 —1021 part./s is 
controlable. Although the external helical field defines the equilibrium of the plasma, a programmed 
vertical field is used for corrections of the plasma position. 

In addition to the basic magnetic and electrical parameters, results from all diagnostic methods 
distributed around the machine (see Fig.2) are available. For further improvements methods to 
measure profiles of ion temperature, VUV radiation, plasma current and the spectrum of synchrotron 
radiation are in preparation. 

Bn =2.5T 

fast 
-j .4 valve 

iso t [ms] 

W[k3] 

t [ms] 

FIG.3. Typical discharges (upper part with gas pulsing) for different external rotational transforms-t0 = 0.055, 
jr0

 = 0.23 at B0 = 2.5 T. W(J), the total energy, is measured by diamagnetic loops; marked dots give plasma energy 
as calculated from profiles ofkTe, n and kTv 
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PARAMETER RANGE 

The experiments were performed at 2.5 T toroidal field and mainly at two values of the 
external helical field: -t0 = 0.23,-c0 >-tp ("stellarator" operation) and-t0 = 0.055,-f0 « < p 

("tokamak" operation). -fp is the rotational transform of the plasma current at the edge of the 
plasma. In all discharges described hereafter the total rotational transform is -t = <0 + -rp; * = 1/q. 

With discharges in hydrogen (filling pressure 5 • 10 - 5 torr - 3 - 1 0 " 4 torr) the following para
meter range could be investigated: n e = 5 X 1018 - 6 X 1019 m - 3 ; kT e 0 = 2 0 0 - 9 0 0 eV; 
kTjo = 100 -220 eV, plasma current I p < 37 kA, loop voltage 3 - 8 V; energy density 
< n T X 1 0 2 2 e V / m 3 . 

The Kruskal limit under tokamak conditions (a « 0.1 m) is 70 kA. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

a) Energy confinement 

In order to demonstrate the effect of the helical windings some typical discharges (see Fig.3) 
with equal current and without additional gas pulse (lower picture) or equal energy density (upper 
picture) are compared. Without gas pulse the plasma density cannot be increased above 
1.5 X 10 1 9 nT 3 . 

H2 B0=2.5T 

W [W] *= .5 /q = 2 
«f -23 

FIG.4. Description of plasma energy versus *Ip for the discharges given in Fig.3. jt= 0.5 marked for *0 - 0.055 
and-e0 - 0.23. 
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FIG.5. Electron temperature and density profiles: 
-to = 0.055, Jv = 23 kA, discharge numbers 2004 - 2014 1 
*o = 0.23, Jp = 22kA, discharge numbers 1610 - 1641 J ° ~ ' 
Radius ofq = l indicated (calculated from kTefor Zeff = const.) 

During the current rise anomalous loss of density accompanied by onset of MHD-oscillations 
and bursts of rf oscillations (co = ooCi -» copi) occurs whenever the value of* at the plasma edge is 
near a rational number. In discharges with higher density these rf oscillations show pronounced 
maxima around harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency. 

In the second phase of the discharge the energy density is higher in the "stellarator" case than 
in the equivalent "tokamak" case. As shown in Fig.3 the difference is roughly a factor 2 at a 
current of 25 kA. This effect can be explained by the flattened ne, Te-profiles of the "stellarator" 
case (Fig.5) and by the additional confining effect of the helical field. In order to obtain the same 
plasma energy content in stellarator operation a lower current is needed (Fig.3, upper picture, 
18 kA for-tr0 = 0.23 and 28 kA for -t0 = 0.055). The plasma energy derived from the diamagnetic 
loop and from the profile measurements agree very well. 

The energy density follows the scaling already found in W II B [4] and Uragan [5] : <nT> = 
A-er I p B 0 , if the current is below a critical value (see Fig.4). The factor A depends on the density 
regime. The improvement of energy confinement with increasing density can clearly be seen. 

The temperature and density profiles measured by Thomson scattering (Fig.5) show the 
flattening effect of the stellarator field. This effect may be due to m = 1 MHD-modes and internal 
disruptions within the-c> 1-surface. 
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TABLE II. PARAMETERS DERIVED FROM PROFILE MEASUREMENTS OF TWO 
GROUPS OF DISCHARGES WITH EQUAL CURRENTS. 
(kT = /nkT r dr//n r dr; iT = 2 /n r dr/d2 ; (1Q includes the field of the plasma current only, 
r p ' = electron plasma energy/Ohmic power, TE = total plasma energy/Ohmic power). 

Discharge numbers 

+p/*0 

• * 

I[kA] 

U[V] 

t [ms] 

n e 0 [ 1 0 I 9 m - 3 ] 

n"e [10 1 9 m - 3 ] 

kT e 0 [eV] 

kfe [eV] 

kT i0 [eV] 

W[J] 

Pe 
Zeff 

j (0)[A-nT2] 

Tv. [ms] 

r E [ms] 

Without 

-to = 0.23 

1 6 1 0 -

1.61 

0.6 

22.0 

5.7 

120 

1.1 

0.68 

760 

432 

220 

390 

0.78 

8.7 

1641 

199 X 104 

2.7 

2.0 

gas pulse 

-to = 0.055 

2 0 0 4 - 2 0 1 4 

6.6 

0.42 

23.0 

3.8 

160 

0.7 

0.33 

674 

390 

95 

142 

0.28 

3.7 

212 X 104 

1.6 

1.4 

With gas 

•to = 0.23 

3 2 4 8 - 3 2 6 3 

1.1 

0.53 

18.2 

4.6 

70 

5.9 

3.4 

251 

178 

185 

566 

1.8 

1.2 

106 X 104 

6.8 

4.4 

pulse 

-to = 0.055 

3110-3129 

4.9 

0.32 

17.5 

3.8 

110 

2.92 

1.6 

526 

269 

180 

358 

1.3 

2.3 

234 X 104 

5.5 

4 

A slight asymmetry found in some density profiles cannot yet be explained. 
The energy confinement time TE ' derived from the profiles varies between 1 ms and 7 ms. 

The difference to the Bohm time is a factor of 10—20. The confinement time increases with 
electron temperature and density, the measurements are not yet detailed enough in order to show 
a scaling with the helical field. 

A comparison of the two types of discharges and the quantitites derived from the profiles 
are given in Table II. The energy confinement time TE including the ion energy is 2—8 ms. Without 
gas pulse Zeff which is calculated from the temperature profiles is between 2.5 and 8.7, in the 
discharge with gas pulse these numbers are reduced to 1.2—2.5. In the latter case these results are 
confirmed by X-ray measurements. The two groups of discharges described above represent the 
state of art. 

b) MHD-oscillations and disruptive instability 

A remarkable difference between the two types of discharges is the behaviour of the 
disruptive instability. It is not possible to cross the-t = 0.5 limit in "tokamak" operation since the 
discharge is terminated at Ip = 32—35 kA by a disruption. Also incorrect positioning of the plasma 
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n [m3]* 
I 
I 

4-10«-| 

1 

1 
1 J 

i kTe [eV] 

-200 
conductivity 
temp. Z = 1 

100 

50 100 150 
t [ms] 

FIG.6. Loss of plasma energy near * = 0.5. W plasma energy, n plasma density and kTe (calculated for Zeff = 1) 
are given for discharges with slightly changed IPt m a x . 

column and a strong gas pulse lead to a disruption, sometimes a t* = 0.33 (q (a) = 3). Already 
below these critical values the energy confinement decreases due to the onset of strong MHD-
oscillations (see Fig.4) as seen by pick-up coils. 

In "stellarator" operation the current can be raised to a value of 37 kA (* « 0.8) without a 
disruption. Also here the energy content is reduced at high currents, the optimum current being 
between 20 and 25 kA. -t = 0.5 is passed at 16—18 kA. This drop in energy density seems to be 
correlated with the enhanced MHD-activities at rational values of -t, (-t = \, h, \). At these numbers 
of -t during current buildup also large voltage spikes (up to 200 V) are observed at the limiter, which 
consists of four insulated segments. The four signals obtained are different and depend on the 
orientation of the magnetic surfaces and the plasma position. The investigation of a discharge 
close to -t = 0.5 (see Fig.6) shows that mainly the particles are lost during this phase. The 
conductivity temperature increases at the same time. The discharge is maintained at a lower energy 
level. Scrape-off of magnetic islands or large convective cells may be a possible explanation for 
this anomalous loss. Asymmetric density profiles as mentioned above may be correlated with this 
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FIG. 7. Sawtooth relaxations and MHD modes at *o = 0.055. Limiter signals are shown in the lower photograph 
on the right-hand side. 

HARD X 

HARD X AT 
LIMITER 

SOFTX 
2nA/Div 

10 kA 

B0 = 2 . 5 T f 0 = .23 

FIG.8. Sawtooth relaxations at*0
 = 0.23 and high density shown by the soft X-ray signal (discharge No. 3252). 
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B0 = 2.5T f0= .23 

lp*15KA f - .4 

75 TIME(ms) 80 

FIG.9. Sawtooth relaxations and MHD modes of same discharge 3252 for t between 75 and 80 ms, observed by 
various diagnostics. 

effect. Together with this phase of anomalous loss, enhanced radiation of molybdenum, iron 
and oxygen lines are observed. Bolometric measurements also show an enhanced loss, whereas in 
the quiescent phase radiation losses do not contribute essentially to the energy balance. 

Further investigation of the MHD-modes may clarify these phenomena. Whether the external 
non-resonant helical field stabilizes the disruption by shaping the plasma profiles or by suppressing 
the mode coupling mechanism of MHD-modes cannot yet be decided by the present measurements. 

c) Sawtooth relaxations 

After current build-up sawtooth relaxations and MHD modes are observed at various 
diagnostics. Under certain conditions, m = 1 and m = 2 modes are identified by means of the 
Mirnov coils. 
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AlnAJ 
t = 85 msec 
t = 0.23 
B=25kG 
shot 3265-3283 

FIG.10. Radial profile of soft X-ray flux A and relative sawtooth amplitude AA/A. 

For-«r0 = 0.055 soft X-ray fluctuations are shown in the upper left part of Fig.7, which are 
correlated with variations of the 4 mm microwave interferometry signal. Also in coherence with 
the relaxations, bursts of rf emission are measured with a probe located at the plasma edge. The 
right half of the figure shows the correlation of the rf bursts with the limiter potentials. 

Figure 8 shows the plasma current and soft X-ray waveforms for -t0 = 0.23 at a high electron 
line density of about 7 X 1018 m-2. Around -t = 80 msec of the discharge, the large relaxation 
alone would limit the electron energy confinement time to 7—13 msec. Since TE is around 
6 msec for the electrons, the electron energy losses due to the internal relaxations is quite 
substantial. No hard X-rays are observed at this time. 

At high densities, the relaxations are observed in the W VII A-stellarator even at the outside, 
as shown in Fig.9. The relaxations are observed on the following diagnostic signals: loop voltage, 
limiter potentials, Rogowski coil, diamagnetic signal (AnT/nT « 3%), Mirnov coils and on the 
soft X-ray fluxes. The light emission in the visible from a limiter segment exhibits a similar feature 
as the potential signal b over this short time interval. 

This simultaneous observation of the internal relaxations indicates that the screening of the 
internal disruptions by the outer layers of the plasma no longer occurs. In spite of this coherent 
oscillation over the whole plasma column this does not lead to a termination of the discharge. 
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For this type of discharge, a radial profile of the soft X-ray flux A is shown in Fig. 10 together 
with the relative sawtooth amplitude AX/A. From this follows that the radius, where q is 
supposed to be unity, is about 3 cm. This is around 30% of the effective plasma radius. Assuming 
Zeff independent of radius, one obtains from the laser temperature profiles a value of about 5 cm 
for the q = 1 radius. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The comparison of discharges in "stellarator" operation (-c0 = 0.25, -tp < t0) and "tokamak" 
operation (<0 = 0.055, -tp » - t 0 ) shows the following results: 

At-t < 0.5 and equal plasma currents the plasma energy increases with increasing external 
rotational transform. Also the radius of the q = 1 surface grows with-to- This leads to a flattening 
of the density and temperature profiles. Apparently the current density is limited by q ^ 1 in 
the central region. 

Gas puffing lead to an increase of the density and the energy confinement time, to heating of 
the ions and a reduction of Zeff to 1.2. 

Close to -t = 0.5 (ir0 =.0.05) strong MHD-modes [m = 1, m = 0] appear and the energy confinement 
becomes worse. Disruptive instabilities limit the rotational transform to -t- < 0.5. 

In stellarator discharges C*-0 = 0.23) no disruptions of the current have been observed, even at 
•b = 0.8 at the edge of the plasma. 

At rational values of-e, (-e- = 3 ' h, §) strong losses of plasma energy — mainly caused by particle 
losses — are observed. 

Strong internal relaxations are observed in the regime 0.33 < < < 0.66, the frequency decreases 
inversely with density to 200 Hz. The magnetic and electric signals of these oscillations can be 
seen outside the plasma. 

The possibility of changing current distribution, temperature and density profiles by varying 
the external rotational transform-f0

 a n d the MHD-behaviour in the stellarator case yields supple
mentary information about ohmically heated plasmas confined in toroidal devices. Its pronounced 
effect on the disruptive instability indicates that the helical field is an effective parameter for 
studying this important problem. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 2 

B. COPPI: What makes Zeff so large in the W VII A? 
H. WOBIG: We observe Zeff = 8—9 in a late phase of the discharge with low density. Before 

and during the transition phase at rational t we observe wall contact and an influx of impurities. 
B. GOPPI: You have a rg that tends to increase with T. Is this associated with a decrease 

in the effects of collisional modes? 
H. WOBIG: It might be, but no experimental data are available to support such an assumption. 
M.M.K. KEILHACKER: I would like to ask the same question that has been asked with 

regard to Cleo in stellarator operation. How does the energy confinement time scale with 
electron density? 

H. WOBIG: We observe an increase in confinement time with density (rE ~ n e) . However, 
this dependence has not been checked completely because not all the parameters can be varied 
independently. 

J.L. JOHNSON: Did you observe a higher Zeff for the tokamak mode than for the stellarator 
mode because the low transform t = 0.055 could not provide equilibrium control in this mode 
before the current rises? 

H. WOBIG: The experiment has not yet yielded enough data to reveal a difference of Zeff 
between the stellarator and tokamak modes. 

K. MIYAMOTO: I notice that, in the W VII A device too, the radial electron temperature 
distribution is flatter in stellarator operation than in tokamak operation, despite the fact that 
the W VII A and Cleo have different pole numbers (£ = 2 and £ = 3, respectively). Have you any 
explanation for this? 

H. WOBIG: No quantitative explanation is available. I believe that anomalous plasma 
transport within the q = 1 surface, which may be correlated with the internal relaxations, leads 
to the flattening of the profiles. 
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Abstract 

EXPERIMENTS ON JIPP T-II: A HYBRID SYSTEM OF STELLARATOR AND TOKAMAK. 
An experiment on feedback control of the plasma position was carried out in JIPP T-II; the vertical 

magnetic field was feedback controlled and the horizontal magnetic field pre-programmed. Stable tokamak 
plasma can be successfully obtained by feedback control of the vertical magnetic field if the vertical displacement 
is below a certain threshold value. When the safety factor qa estimated on the plasma boundary decreases to a 
value less than 3 in a high-current discharge, the current disruption occurs with negative voltage spikes of several 
tens of volts. When the plasma current and position are kept so that the safety factor q a is to be larger than 
3 during the discharge, the current duration reaches twenty times the skin time (r s = 5.3 ms) of the resistive shell. 

INTRODUCTION 

Construction of the JIPP T-II device [1 ] was finished in May 1976. After adjustments and 
tests of the device and power supplies, experiments were started in mid-July 1976. As the 
vacuum system was carefully constructed,the base pressure of 4 X 10 - 9 torr was only attained 
a week after starting the pumping, with 24 hours baking at 350°C. The favourable waveforms 
of the loop voltage and the plasma current in the tokamak configuration were obtained without 
discharge cleaning. 

The objects of the JIPP T-II project are the following: production of plasma with the same 
parameters in resistive shell configuration, using the feedback control systems for vertical and 
horizontal magnetic fields, as those of conventional tokamaks with conducting shell; study of 
the effect of a helical field on tokamak configuration, especially in the initial phase of plasma 
current; investigation of equilibrium and stability problems of Ohmically heated plasma in 
stellarator configuration and comparison of plasma confinement scaling laws in the stellarator 
configuration with those in tokamak configuration in the same device. Further heating using 
fast neutral beam injection (100 kW) and lower hybrid resonance (0.8 GHz, 200 kW) is being 
prepared. 

This paper presents the experimental results of the feedback control system of the vertical 
magnetic field using a digital computer and thyristor power supply, which is suitable for a large 
tokamak of the next generation. Several types of control system of the equilibrium field are 
investigated [2, 3]. These methods are not, however, suitable for a large tokamak in which the 
electric power for vertical field coils is very high. 

The system that is suitable for controlling high electric power is adopted in JIPP T-II. 
The thyristor power supply of 1.5 MW directly driven by a digital computer system is prepared 
for the feedback control of the vertical magnetic field [4]. For the horizontal field coil, whose 
electric power is comparatively low (0.7 MW), a transistor power supply system is used. 
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TABLE I. TYPICAL PARAMETERS OF JIPP T-II 

major radius 

aperture radius of limiter 

aspect ratio 

toroidal field 

helical field 

vertical field: 

stationary field 

negative pulse field 

feedback control field 

magnetic flux of iron core 

91 cm 

17 cm 

5.4 

B. = 30 kG 

I m 4 (field period) 

x/2ir * 0 . 3 when B, = 20 kG 

I/2TT « 0 . 1 when B. = 30 kG 

1.2 kG (decay index 0 < n < 1 .5) 

- 1.2 kG 

0 ~ - 0 .2 kG 

0.58 V-s (without pre-magneti-

zation) 

Fast Moss Analyser 

Visible Spectroscopy 

\ 
Pumping 
System 

High speed Hard X-ray 
camera ^ / 

Laser 
Scattering 

Neutral Beam 
In j . Heating 

Microwave 
Interferometer 

Soft X-ray Fast Neutra 
; Neutral Beam \ 
\ In j - Heating ' 

V.U.V- Soft X-ray 
Visible Spectroscopy 

, Lower Hybrid \ 
* Res. Heating ' 

FIG. 1. Schematic view of JIPP T-II with planned positions of diagnostic instruments and heating systems. 
(V.U. V. = vacuum ultra violet.) 
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FIG.2. Schematic diagram of feedback control system for the vertical magnetic field. 
(1) plasma column; (2) vacuum chamber; (3) magnetic probe; (4) resistive shell; (5) feedback control coil; 
(6) shunt resistor; (7) SCR power unit; (8) pulse phase shifter; (9) mini-computer system; (10) conversion 
circuit from current to magnetic field; (11) amplifier. 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS 

Typical parameters of the device are shown in Table I. Figure 1 gives a schematic view 
of JIPP T-II with the planned position of diagnostic instruments and heating systems. In the 
present experiment, magnetic loops and probes are used to measure the position of the plasma 
ring, and the visible spectroscopic measurement is carried out in order to monitor the neutrals 
and the impurities in the hydrogen plasma. 

The feedback control system for the vertical magnetic field is shown in Fig.2. The system 
consists of thyristors, pulse phase shifter, amplifier, digital computer and so on. The feedback 
controlled vertical field coils set up outside the resistive shell are driven by this system. The 
signals (S1, S2) of the two magnetic probes for measuring the horizontal displacement of the 
plasma ring, plasma current (Ip) , stationary vertical field (BV D ) , and feedback controlled field 
(Byp) estimated without resistive shell are taken in the AD converter and digitalized by the 
sampling time of 1.39 ms. The following equation [5],which governs the horizontal equilibrium 
position of the plasma ring confined in the resistive shell,is solved by the computer, using the 
digital data, and the necessary strength of the feedback controlled field is estimated to within 1 ms: 
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FIG.3. Typical time variation of the vertical magnetic field. Solid curve is the resultant field corresponding 
to case IV in Fig. 5. 
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FIG.4. Waveforms of loop voltage and plasma current; horizontal and vertical displacements; calculated safety 
factor on the plasma surface. Pf= 10~* ton (H2); Bt-26kG; By£)= 183 G; e=41kJ. Solid curves are 
obtained with feedback controlling the vertical field and pre-programming the horizontal field (Case III), dot and 
dashed curve; pre-programming (Case II), broken curve; feedback controlling (Case I). 
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where the plasma radius a is assumed to be constant. The geometrical parameters are as follows: 
the major radius of the shell is R = 910 mm; minor radius b = 245 mm; the half distance between 
the two magnetic probes is d = 237 mm; and the skin time of the shell is TS = 5.3 ms. The 
difference and sum of the two magnetic probe signals are denoted as Uj (= S, - S2) and u2 (= S, + S2), 
respectively. The quantity h^ is the vertical magnetic field in the plasma region estimated without 
shell, i.e. h°j = B V D — By p. Here the pulsed vertical field B V P is ignored, since the pulsed field 
decays to a sufficiently small value in the feedback controlled phase. The time constant of the 
coils is about 5 ms and the vertical field penetrates into the plasma region with time delay of the 
skin time of the shell. Figure 3 shows the typical time variation of the resulting vertical magnetic 
field penetrating into the plasma region. JIPP T-II is equipped with two types of coil systems 
producing the horizontal field. One is driven by the stationary power supply to compensate 
error fields and the other is fed from the transistor power supply excited by a differential amplifier 
which takes in the signals of a pair of magnetic probes to monitor the vertical motion of the 
plasma ring. This coil current is controlled so that the difference in the signals of the two probes 
tends to zero. Throughout this experiment, however, the horizontal field was mainly pre
programmed. The time constant of penetration of the horizontal field for the resistive shell is 
about 20 ms. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental conditions are as follows: the filling pressure is pf = 1 X I 0 - 4 torr (H2); 
the toroidal field is Bt = 20-30 kG; the stationary vertical field is B V D = 100-200 G; the 
stationary horizontal field is B H D = 10-20 G; and the stored energy of the capacitor for Ohmic 
heating is e = 20—70 kJ. 

Figure 4 shows the waveforms of loop voltage and plasma current, and the time behaviour 
of the horizontal (AH) and vertical (Ay) displacements and the safety factor on the plasma 
surface for three discharge cases. We note that the horizontal displacement is estimated by the 
formula which takes into account scraping of plasma radius by the limiter instead of Eq.(l). 
In Case I, the vertical magnetic field is controlled, but the horizontal field is not pre-programmed. 
In Case II, the vertical field is not controlled and the horizontal field is pre-programmed. In 
Case III, the vertical field is controlled and the horizontal field is pre-programmed. In this case 
the vertical and horizontal motions are suppressed. As is seen from Fig.4, the plasma currents 
in Cases I and III are suddenly terminated with negative voltage spikes of several tens of volts, 
when the safety factor q a decreases less than 3 by reduction of plasma radius, which results 
mainly from the vertical displacement. In Case II, the horizontal displacement causes the current 
disruption. 

By suppressing the vertical and horizontal displacements to be as small as possible and by 
adjusting the peak plasma current to keep the safety factor q a larger than 3, we can obtain the 
long duration of tokamak discharge as shown in Case IV of Fig. 5. The duration reaches about 
twenty times that of the skin time of the resistive shell (r s = 5.3 ms). Moreover, the effect of 
feedback control of the vertical field is examined by turning off the current of the feedback 
coil 57 ms after the triggering of discharge under the same experimental conditions as Case IV 
of Fig.5. The plasma ring rapidly shifts towards the inside of the vacuum chamber and the 
plasma radius decreases. On account of this phenomenon, the safety factor q a rapidly decreases 
to a value less than 3 and the duration of plasma current is limited to within about 8 ms after 
turning off the coil current. 

To summarize, the effectiveness of feedback control of the vertical field and the pre
programming of the horizontal field is demonstrated on the plasma equilibrium in the configu
ration with the resistive shell. The duration of the plasma current reaches 110 ms, which is 
about twenty times that of the skin time of the resistive shell. 
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FIG.5. Waveforms of loop voltage and plasma current, e = 31 kJ. Other experimental conditions are the same 
as those of Fig.4. The solid curve is obtained when the feedback control works during the discharge (Case IV). 
The broken curve is obtained when the current of the feedback coil is turned off 57 ms after triggering the 
discharge. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 3 

R.J. TAYLOR: You claim that you have a good vacuum, but your traces (voltage, density 
MHD oscillations) indicate that the plasma is not so clean, and that Zeff is probably not much 
better than 3. Could you comment on this point? 

S. ITOH: I did not say that our plasma was clean; I said only that a high vacuum was obtained 
and that the typical tokamak waveforms of the loop voltage and plasma current emerged without 
discharge cleaning. There are not many devices in which a base pressure of 2 X 10~9 torr is attained. 
In most tokamaks, many discharge cleaning shots are required before such good waveforms can be 
obtained. Zeff is to be measured in the near future. 
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Abstract 

PLASMA CONFINEMENT AND RF HEATING ON THE HELIOTRON DM AND D DEVICES. 
The parameters of the Heliotron DM device, the purpose of the experiment and preliminary results for the 

confinement of Ohmic plasma are described. It is observed that the magnetic limiter configuration is well established. 
A high-current-density plasma (j ~ 150 A -cm -2 , B ~ 9 kG) has been obtained. Two kinds of RF heating experiments, 
one involving an ion cyclotron wave (CJ ~ coci) and the other one a shear Alfven wave (w ~ k^ vA) , are reported. 
The successful plasma heating in both cases is explained by mode-converted processes at the perpendicular resonance 
in the hot-electron plasma. 

1. EXPERIMENT ON THE HELIOTRON DM 

1.1. Purpose of experiment 

The primary research objective of the Heliotron DM is the extension of Heliotron D work 
[1—3] into the higher magnetic-field regime. Table I shows the main dimensions of the DM and 
D devices. Since the plasma current density j is nearly proportional to B/qR, a high j value 
(j <̂  200 A- cm - 2) is expected in the DM device. Then, pseudoclassical theory predicts an energy 
density of the plasma, nT, of about 101 6eVcm~3 . Research work is yet to be carried out on 
stability (MHD mode, current-driven electrostatic mode and its effect on plasma resistivity) and 
confinement (localized particle diffusion, anomalous diffusion and impurities). Experiments are 
also planned on neutral-beam injection and on the operation of the divertor. 

1.2. Experimental set-up 

Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the device. Since toroidal coils are not always necessary 
for producing a magnetic limiter configuration, we did not show them in order to simplify the 
machine structure. An iron core is used for Ohmic heating of the plasma. The toroidal vacuum 
chamber has a rectangular cross-section (30 cm X 32.5 cm) with a major radius of 45 cm. The 
helical coil (diameter 2.8 cm, copper-silver alloy) is located inside the vacuum chamber and is 
wound according to the conditions r = 6 cm and 6 = 10.5 <p, where 0 and y are poloidal and 
toroidal angles, respectively. The divertor plates are mounted at the back of the coils which are 
bakeable up to 250°C. Titanium sublimation into them is not performed, at present. A current 
of 107 kA which produces a toroidal field of 10 kG on the minor axis is supplied by a capacitor 
bank (0.01 F, 10 kV). The current is held constant within 90% of its maximum value for 20 ms. 
Two vertical single-turn coils are connected in series with the helical coil; they play the role of a 
return circuit for the helical-coil current. To compensate the vertical-field distortion due to the 
iron core, a current amounting to 10—15% of helical coil current is fed to the compensating 
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TABLE I. FUNDAMENTAL MACHINE PARAMETERS 

Helical coil major radius (cm) 

minor radius (cm) 

l,k 

Helical field (kG) 

Magnetic flux of iron core (V • s) 

DM 

45 

6 

2, 10.5 

10 

0.15 

D 

108.5 

13 

2, 12.5 

3 

-

FIG. 1. Plan view of Heliotron DM device. 

windings. After baking (~ 100°C) the vacuum chamber, a base pressure of 1 X 10~7 torr is 
obtained by a turbomolecular pump. Electron temperature and density are measured by 90° 
Thomson scattering using a 10-J ruby laser. The density is also measured by X = 2 mm and 6 mm 
microwave interferometers. The ion temperature is derived from Doppler broadening. 

1.3. Vacuum magnetic field 

The computed outermost closed magnetic surface has an elliptic shape with semi-axes of 
3.1 cm and 6.1 cm (Fig. 2). The maximum rotational transform, tp, the shear parameter, 0 , 
and the modulation depth of the helical field, eh , are 3,0.6 and 0.37, respectively. Outside the 
outermost closed magnetic surface, magnetic lines of force cross the coil supports or the divertor 
plates. 
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FIG.2. Computed magnetic surfaces and spatial distribution of ion saturation current. The arrangement of 
collector plates for particle flux measurement is also sketched. 
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1.4. Preliminary results 

Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the ion saturation current measured by a Langmuir 
probe. The plasma boundaries are in good agreement with the computed outermost magnetic 
surface. The second peaks observed outside the main plasma suggest that the particles diffusing 
out from the main plasma flow along the magnetic lines of force in the separatrix region and are 
lost on the coil supports or the divertor plates as in the D device [3]. Measurements of the 
particle flows (Fig. 2) both into the helical coil (Ti) and into the coil supports and the divertor 
plates ( r 2 ) show that the ratio r2K^i + T2) is always higher than 0.95. This implies that a 
magnetic limiter configuration is realized since no metal limiter is used in this case. The preliminary 
results of the plasma confinement experiment are summarized in Fig. 3. The energy confinement 
time normalized by the pseudoclassical confinement time is shown as a function of density. So 
far, an energy density of up to 1016 eV-cm - 3 (T e 0 = 100 eV, ne = 1014 cm - 3) has been obtained. 
We see that the energy confinement improves for increasing density. 

2. ION CYCLOTRON AND SHEAR ALFVF.N WAVE HEATING ON THE HELIOTRON D 

2.1. Introduction 

The details of the Heliotron D device are described elsewhere [1,2]. The experiments are 
carried out in a magnetic limiter configuration with B t /Bh = 0.2 (B t is the flux density produced 
by the toroidal coil, and Bh the toroidal component of the helical field produced by the helical 
coil). The maximum rotational transform, tp, and AB/B in this case are 2 and 0.2, respectively. 
The average plasma radius of the elliptic cross-section is 10 cm. A helium plasma with 
1012 cm - 3 < n e < 5 X 1013 cm - 3 , 40 eV < Te < 150 eV, 20 eV < Tj < 60 eV is produced by an 
Ohmic discharge at B ~ 3 kG. 

The ion and electron temperatures are measured by Doppler broadening of the helium line 
o 

(4686 A) and by Thomson scattering of laser light, respectively. 

2.2. Ion cyclotron heating 

Previous work [4] has shown that ordinary ion cyclotron resonance heating was applicable 
and effective in heating the ions in the heliotron field. 

In this report, we give experimental evidence of wave generation and plasma heating even 
above the critical density (where kĵ  -» °°, in cold plasma). 

An RF coil similar to that of the Kharkov type (i.e. a half-turn coil system) with a funda
mental wavelength of 58 cm is installed inside the smaller-major-radius side of the helical coil 
and connected to an RF generator of 1 MHz and 200 kW. 

A typical time dependence of the ion temperature during an RF pulse is shown in Fig. 4 for an 
RF power of 130 kW. The critical density calculated from the condition kjj c2/co2 = a>2j/(co2. - co 2 ) 
is 5 X 1012 cm - 3 for co/tocj = 0.9 at the plasma centre. The optimum coupling density of cold-
plasma theory is 2.5 X 1012 cm - 3 . Appreciable ion heating is observed above the critical density 
nc. 

In Fig. 5, several observed parameters are shown against density. The arrows in the figure 
indicate nc . Although the ion heating has a peak at n ~ 6 X 1012 cm"3, the coil load resistance 
(rL) increases monotonically with the density. Electron heating becomes effective at a density 
o f n e > 8 X 101 2cm - 3 . 

The electrons must be treated as hot since co/k||VTe = 0.1—0.3 in our experiments. Then, 
the ion cyclotron wave at the perpendicular resonance may be converted into a modified mode 
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[5] which can propagate on the higher-density side. The dispersion relation of this mode is given 
approximately by 

k^c 
= 2 

Jpe 

hvTe 

We hardly expect any influence of the field inhomogeneity on this mode since it does not include 
the cyclotron term. The characteristics of this mode are kj: > k\ and E^ > E2

Z > E%. A detailed 
calculation shows that electron Landau damping exceeds ion cyclotron damping as the density 
increases [6]. This agrees with the experimental results. 

2.3. Shear Alfven wave heating 

Plasma heating by a shear Alfven wave using the spatial resonance at OJ = k|| vA in a non
uniform plasma and mode conversion in a hot-electron plasma is proposed by Hasegawa and Chen 
[7]. This method is very similar to that described for the ion cyclotron wave in the preceding 
section. 

An RF coupling coil is installed inside the vacuum chamber and outside the helical coil. The 
toroidal length of the coil is 1.45 m (Ay = 2.9 m). An RF generator of 405 kHz and 1 MW provides 
the power to the coil through a directional coupler and a matching network with a pulsewidth of 
1—5 ms. 

The parallel wavelength is measured by two magnetic probes arranged along the toroidal 
direction. The measured wavelength is twice the coil length, which suggests the excitation of a 
shear Alfven wave. 

5 

J? 

A n,o=1.6xl018(m-3) 

B n.0= 3.2 xKAirr*) 

C neoaA-BxIO^m"3) 

0 0.10 r (m ) 0-2 0 

FIG. 6. Radial distribution of plasma density and poloidal wave magnetic field. 
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FIG. 7. Time dependence of various plasma parameters. 

The wave magnetic field, BQ , is measured in the radial direction as is shown in Fig. 6. When 
the plasma density becomes low, the position of the Bg peak seems to shift radially inwards. This 
is in good qualitative agreement with theory. The estimated densities at the peaks are roughly 
the same as the calculated critical densities. 

In Fig. 7, the time dependence of ion and electron temperatures during the RF pulse is shown. 
The temperatures are measured at the opposite side of the torus to the RF coil, and the electron 
temperature is measured at the column centre of the plasma. We see that both electrons and ions 
are heated significantly, i.e. from 95 ± 15 eV to 160 ± 20 eV for the electrons and from 25 ± 2 eV 
to 40 ± 2 eV for the ions at an input power level of 300 kW. 

Electron heating is more efficient than ion heating in the initial phase of the RF pulse. The 
electron temperature, however, decays quickly for a reason unknown to us. More detailed experi
mental studies are necessary to explain this result. The fact that the electrons are heated simul
taneously with the ions suggests the excitation of a modified shear Alfven wave. The hot-electron 
regime on which the experiments are carried out supports this hypothesis. The ion heating should 
be due to collisional damping since the cyclotron damping is very small under the experimental 
condition of co ~ wc;/2. 
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2.4. Discussion 

Although more detailed studies are necessary to compare these two methods, the fact that 
electron heating occurs in both cases indicates that mode-converted processes in the hot-electron 
plasma should play an important role in our experiments. 

The equivalent load resistance for the shear Alfven wave (~ 5 £1) is higher than that of the 
ion cyclotron wave (~ 1 £2). This high load resistance implies the coupling is a low-Q and broad-
resonance one. On the assumption that the energy loss time defined by nk (Te + Tj) V p / I 0H VL 
does not change during the RF pulse and the whole plasma volume (Vp = 0.2 m3) is heated 
uniformly, the heating efficiencies of both methods may be as large as about 60%. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 4 

J.L. SHOHET: Have you made a radial temperature profile measurement to determine 
whether the Alfven heating occurs at the resonant layer? 

K. UO: No, we have not measured it yet. The electron temperature was measured at the 
side opposite to the RF coil and at the centre of the plasma column. 

J.L. SHOHET: Have you any data on Te and Tj versus density in the case of Alfven 
heating, such as you had for the ion-cyclotron resonance case? 

K. UO: We measured Te and Tj for only two densities in the case of shear Alfven wave 
heating. Our observation was that the density decay is slower at the higher of these two densities. 

G. GRIEGER: Why, in the ion-cyclotron heating experiment, does the ion temperature 
decay so fast after the RF pulse is switched off? Is your ion heat conduction so great? 

K. UO: The rapid decay may be due to charge exchange with the neutrals. 
E. CANOBBIO: Do you have any explanation for the electron cooling measured during 

the RF pulse in the case of shear Alfven wave heating? 
K. UO: We have no explanation for it at present, but the source of the phenomenon is 

under investigation. 
H.L. BERK: Do you know the energy life-time before and after heating — with ion-cyclotron 

and Alfven heating? 
K. UO: The energy life-time does not change appreciably after the RF heatings. The value 

of Tg is about 0.7 to 1.0 ms. 
H. DERFLER: Were you able to determine whether the ions were heated parallel to or 

perpendicular to the magnetic field? 
K. UO: We measured ion heating in the direction perependicular to the magnetic field by 

the Doppler broadening method. Heating in the parallel direction is the Ez component of the 
mode-converted ion-cyclotron wave. 

H. DERFLER: Was there a reduction in confinement time during or after RF heating? 
K. UO: No. 

I l l 
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Abstract 

OHMIC PLASMA HEATING IN THE L-2 STELLARATOR. 
The paper gives the results of the first experiments on the L-2 stellarator, put into operation at the end 

of 1975. The L-2 stellarator consists of a toroidal magnetic trap with a double (C = 2) helical field. The major 
diameter of the torus D = 200 cm, and the cross-sectional diameter of the vacuum chamber d = 35 cm. The 
maximum magnetic field B0 = 20 kG (in the experiments under consideration, B0 < 14 kG). The rotational 
transform angle on the axis-tj(O) = 0.2, on the boundary surface-*s(a) = 0.7, and the shear 8 s 0.5. The mean 
radius of the boundary magnetic surface a = 11.5 cm. The limiting gas-kinetic plasma pressure for B0 = 20 kG, 
determined from stability and equilibrium conditions, is 1017 eV-cm"3. Ohmic heating of the plasma was used 
in the first stage of the studies. At a current I = 20 kA, a plasma with density ne sz 1013 cm"3 was obtained, with 
a mean electron temperature Te = 300 eV and an effective charge Zeff ~ 3. The energy life-time of the plasma 
T E = 6—8 ms = 3.6 X 10"8 a2 B±, where B± = (B s + B|)j_; (Bg^ is the average transversal stellarator field, 
( B j ^ is the current poloidal field. The relationship with the Bohm time r B o h m can be written r E s (40—50) 7"Bohm. 
At a current reaching a certain critical value Icr = 2.5 Bo (a/g), corresponding to the total angle of rotational 
transform on the axis of ^ ( O ) = 1, the appearance of helical perturbations with n/m = 1 / 1 , limiting the magnitude 
of the plasma current, was observed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The progress in plasma heating achieved in the last few years with tokamak-type toroidal traps 
make it necessary to reflect on the position held in the controlled fusion programme by another 
type of toroidal closed traps, the stellarators. 

Experiments conducted for a number of years at the P.N. Lebedev Physics Institute with the 
small stellarators L-l, TOR-1 and TOR-2 with currentless plasma have yielded a large amount of 
physical data on the filling of the stellarator with plasma produced by a plasma gun [ 1 ] and during 
the interaction of laser radiation with a target [2], resonance disturbances of the magnetic field 
structure [3], drift-dissipative instabilities [4], etc. [5,6]. 

However, these studies were conducted with relatively low magnetic fields, under inadequate 
vacuum conditions with a plasma of low density and temperature. The transverse dimensions of 
the plasma column were very small (a-^ 3 cm). Naturally, under such conditions, which are 
unavoidable in small-scale installations, it was impossible to study the plasma heating. 

To expand the possibilities of the study, we constructed the L-2 stellarator during 1972—75 
(Fig.l). Its characteristics make it possible to study transport processes by using modern 
diagnostics and methods of plasma production and heating. 

Physical studies with the stellarator were begun in November 1975, after a series of control 
magnetic measurements of the vacuum structure of the magnetic field. 

The initial results of studies of current plasma heating in the L-2 stellarator are presented below. 

115 
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FIG.l. Stellarator L-2. 

2. DESIGN AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE L-2 STELLARATOR 

The L-2 stellarator is a toroidal system with a helical winding having multipole order 9. = 2. 
The rotational transform angle on the axis-tg(O) = 0.2, on the boundary surf ace-t§ (a) = 0.7; 
shear 0 = (r2/R) d-t(r)/dr = 0.5. The mean radius of the boundary surfaced = 11.5 cm. The 
longitudinal field strength B0 = 20 kG. The limiting value j3 = Steal lh\, determined from the 
stability and equilibrium conditions, is 10~2, and the corresponding gas kinetic plasma pressure 
at B0 = 20 kG is (nTty = 1017 eV-cm - 3 . 

The vacuum chamber is made of 0.12-cm thick stainless steel. Its major radius R = 100 cm, 
and minor radius r = 17.5 cm. No insulation inserts are present in the chamber. Its resistance 
along the major circumference is 4.2 X 10~3 Q.. The chamber is provided with thermal insulation 
and allows preheating to 350°C with induction current. The seven sections of the chamber contain 
28 ports, 4 in each: two vertical ones 6 cm in diameter, an outer one 9 cm in diameter and an 
inner one 2 cm in diameter. 

The pumping system of the installation is completely oil-free. The forevacuum (from 
760 to 10 - 3 torr) is carried out with silicagel pumps, and the high-vacuum evacuation, with 
titanium discharge pumps. The base vacuum is 10 - 8 torr. 

The longitudinal magnetic field is generated by a system of 28 coils. Each coil consists of 
two disc coils connected in parallel, each having 20 turns of copper busbar wire with a cross section 
of 15.5 X 5.5 mm2 . 

The helical winding consists of four groups of five busbar wires with an average cross-section 
of 40 X 15 mm2 each. The assembly frame, which determines the relative arrangement of the 
busbar wires, is located on the outside of the helical winding. This arrangement of the frame 
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FIG.2. Rotational transform angle -cs (r) versus radius for different e: + corresponds to eo = 0.228, and A to e = 1.1 e0. 

brings the winding as close as possible to the chamber. The winding has N = 7 pitch lengths along 
the length of the torus and consists of moduli one pitch length long. The slope angle of the busbar 
wires with respect to the annular axis of the torus is constant. 

A characteristic feature of the helical winding of the L-2 stellarator is the relatively large 
slope angle of the busbar wires, 57°. This makes it possible to obtain a very large shear while 
maintaining an appreciable rotational transform angle on the magnetic axis, i.e. to combine the 
advantages of the £ = 3 and £ = 2 windings. At the same time, the ellipticity of the boundary 
surface is relatively small, the ratio of its semiaxes being < 1.5. 

An O-shaped magnet with a flux of 0.18 V-s is used to generate a current in the plasma 
under Ohmic heating conditions. 

The magnetic system of the installation has windings for generating a perpendicular field 
with a strength up to 400 G and a ± 4% inhomogeneity within the vacuum chamber. 

The windings of the longitudinal and helical fields, connected in series, are supplied from a 
capacitor bank. At the present time, a part of the bank with a storable energy of 3 MJ is used, 
providing for a field B0 < 14 kG. In the near future, the assembly of the entire bank 
— 11 to 12 MJ — will be completed, so that it will be possible to operate at the rated value 
B0 = 20 kG. 

Before the physical studies were started, control magnetic measurements were made, the 
purpose of which was to determine more accurately the actual structure of the stellarator magnetic 
field and to compare it with the calculated structure. The measurements essentially confirmed the 
calculated characteristics. At the same time, it was noted that perturbations due to the finite 
accuracy of the assembly are present in the system. Resonance perturbations were manifested 
most markedly [7]. They led to the formation of a small magnetic island (Ar = 1 cm) at a 
rotational transform angle of -tg (r) = 0.5 and a certain loss of the boundary region, where -eg (r) = 1. 
As a result, the mean radius of the boundary surface decreased from 12.4 cm (calculated value) 
to 1 = 11.5 cm, and the angle decreased from-tg = 1 to-tg(a) = 0.7. Figure 2 shows the calculated 
curves and experimental points-eg (r) for two values of the parameter1 e : e = e0 = 0.228 and 
e = 1.1 e0. 

1 The parameter e stands for the amplitude coefficient of the fundamental helical harmonic of the magnetic 
potential, given by the expression (e/2a) Io (fiox)sin)2(0 ~ca), where a = N/R, and 0 is the azimuthal angle relative 
to the small circuit. 
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FIG.5. Total rotational transform angle fcs =-ts +4^ versus radius for different ratios I/B0-

3. DIAGNOSTIC METHODS 

The present studies involved measurements of the plasma current I, loop voltage U, diameter-
average electron density 

ne= / (ne(r)/2a)dr 

(4-mm interferometer), plasma diamagnetism 

f<* 2ir / (neTe + niTi)rdr 

0 

electron temperature at the centre of the column, Te(0), from Thomson scattering of radiation of 
the second harmonic of the neodymium laser, X-ray radiation with energy fiv > 10 keV, and 
radiation of excited atoms and ions in the visible and quartz uv regions of the spectrum. In 
addition, special windings were used for measurements of the displacement of the current column 
and helical perturbations. The experimental results were processed by an on-line computer 
connected to the diagnostic equipment. 

Figure 3 shows a diagram of the installation and arrangement of diagnostics. 
By the time the series of experiments described below was finished, the adjustment of the 

methods of measurement of the ion temperature using charge-exchange atoms, temperature 
distribution and electron density profiles and soft-X-ray diagnostics had not been completed. 
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FIG. 6. Characteristic oscillograms of Ohmic discharge. Regime A: I < Ict, regime B: I = Ict. 
I - plasma current, U - voltage on plasma column circumference, ne - mean electron density, X - intensity of 
X-ray radiation, J - spectral line intensity. 

CONDITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The magnetic field B0 had a sinusoidal variation with time, with a half period T/2 ^ 70 ms. 
The field amplitude could be set in the range B0 = 5—14 kG. The working region was a time 
interval of 23—47 ms, during which the field changed by ± 6%. 

The experiments were carried out at fixed values of the parameter e = e0 = 0.228, e0/2, 
0.9 e0 and 1.1 e0. The discharge was excited during a continuous injection of hydrogen. 

A characteristic feature of the initial stage of the discharge is the fact that, in contrast to 
tokamaks, it developed in the presence of already existing magnetic surfaces. This appreciably 
facilitated the breakdown and should apparently affect the amount of impurities. The breakdown 
starts at a pressure of about 10~6 torr. The experiments described were carried out in a pressure 
range of (2-20) X 10 - 5 torr. 
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FIG. 7. Oscillograms demonstrating a helical harmonic m = l,n = 1, regime A: I <Icr, regime B: / = /c 

a - plasma current, b - signal of "sine" winding, c - signal of "cosine" winding. 

The regimes studied were those with a plasma current I = 10—32 kA. The current pulse was 
either plateau-shaped or quasi-sinusoidal. 

The transverse dimension of the current column at e0 = 0.228 was determined by the 
boundary magnetic surface, whose mean radius i = 11.5 cm (i.e. the separatrix is well within the 
chamber and does not touch the walls), and at e < 0.9 e0, by the chamber, which functioned as a 
diaphragm. At e = e0 /2, when the ellipticity of the magnetic surfaces was smaller than at e = 0.228, 
the mean radius of the last closed surface bounded by the chamber was 14 cm. 

A satisfactory reproducibility of the discharges and their characteristics in the working 
pressure range was achieved by using the uv radiation of a powerful quartz lamp for the pre-
ionization. 

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISCHARGE IN THE L-2 STELLARATOR 

It was noted that the plasma current amplitude may vary over wide limits, but its maximum 
value ICT is limited, and at e = e0 is proportional to the longitudinal magnetic field strength. 
Figure 4 shows the dependence of ICT on the magnitude of the longitudinal field, obtained over a 
wide range of hydrogen pressures. It is evident that the function ICT (B0) is linear and corresponds 
to ICT = 2.5 B0 (a/g). 

This limitation of the current arises when the total rotational transform angle in the region 
near the axis-ts(r) =-«5(r) +-*i(r) = 1 Cti(r) is the rotational transform angle due to the current). 

Figure 5 shows the family of functions -t^Cr), plotted on the assumption of a parabolic 
distribution of current density j(r) = j (0) ( l — r2 /a2). The parameter is the ratio I/B0. It is evident 
that the value -t^O) = 1 is reached initially on the periphery (when I/B0 = 1.5). As the current 
increases further, the point where-t^(r) = 1 is displaced toward the plasma axis, and reaches it 
when I/B0 = 2.5. At the same time, the plasma column in the region near the axis shrinks sub
stantially. Figure 6 shows two groups of oscillograms for the regimes I < Ic r and I ss Ic r , obtained 
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FIG.8. Characteristics of the discharge for plateau-shaped current pulse. P - power of Ohmic heating, 
Tea - electron temperature determined from conductivity, T^ - temperature of electrons determined from 
diamagnetic signal, Ts\ — electron temperature determined from laser scattering. T% - energy life-time. 

with all other conditions being the same. Oscillograms of group A (current, loop voltage mean 
density, X-ray radiation, H ,̂ C III, C V lines) have no singularity, whereas the oscillograms of the 
second group at the instant when the current reaches its maximum value show a positive voltage 
spike, a sharp increase in electron density, and peaks of the lines of hydrogen and impurities. 

It may be postulated that the current limitation occuring at *£(()) = 1 is due to the appearance 
of a perturbation of the magnetic field of the type m = 1, n = 1 (m and n being the azimuthal 
perturbation numbers for the minor and major circumferences of the torus). Measurement of 
the field components of this perturbation, made by means of a "sine" and a "cosine" (approximate 
Mirnov-type) helical winding n/m = 1/1, showed (see Fig.7) that when the current reaches the 
value I = Icr, a helical field harmonic arises whose amplitude reaches several gauss under the con
ditions of the experiment. 

In a regime with e = e0/2 = 0.114, when the plasma current increases to a value corresponding 
to<2(0) = (1/2) (I/B0 = 2.2), one can expect the manifestation of the perturbation n/m = 1/2. 
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Indeed, under these conditions, a singularity arises in the loop voltage, the lines of hydrogen and 
impurities show peaks, and the density increases sharply. However, this perturbation does not 
cause a limitation of the current amplitude. 

Let us note that at e = e0, the total rotational transform angle in the region near the axis ^ ( 0 ) 
passes through the value-tE(0) = (1/2) (I/B0 = 1, see Fig.5), and yet no singularities are observed 
on the oscillograms. It may be postulated that their absence is due to the relatively small radial 
dimension of the plasma region where ̂ ( r ) s l / 2 . 

6. PLASMA HEATING WITH PLATEAU-SHAPED CURRENT (I < !„) 

The characteristic basic time dependences of the discharge for a plateau shape of the plasma 
current are given in Fig.8. 
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FIG.10. Time dependence of plasma energy density \ ne(Te + T\)&>of electron temperature and energy lifetime. 
Quasi-sinusoidal current pulse. B = 13 kG, P= 8X 10's torr, e = 0.228. 

Presented in addition to the oscillograms are electron temperature values T e a calculated from 
the conductivity and obtained from diamagnetic and laser measurements of Te(0), the power of 
Ohmic losses, and the energy life-time.2 

It is obvious that the electron temperature and density reach maximum values relatively 
rapidly, in times comparable to the characteristic current rise time, and subsequently undergo 
little change. 

Attention is drawn to the relatively low rate of Ohmic energy loss P, which on the flat portion 
of the current pulse amounts to 30—40 kW, while the heat energy stored in the plasma 
W = (3/2) ne (T e +Ti) d V = 200-300 [J] (V being the volume of the plasma column). This 
relationship between the plasma energy and the rate of Ohmic energy loss leads to an energy time 
TE = W/P = 6—8 ms, which is relatively long for an L-2 scale device. 

The electron temperature Te(j was obtained from the diamagnetic signal as follows: 
Te<j = ne(Te + Tj)/ne - T;, where T; was determined from the Artsimovich formula and is approximately equal 
to 100 eV. (Recently obtained results show that the ion temperature T; is slightly lower than this value, i.e. 90 eV). 
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It is well known that the longitudinal component of the velocity of runaway electrons may 
make a certain contribution to the plasma current, and hence, to several quantities determined 
by the current (a, T e a , P> etc.), and the transverse component, to the diamagnetic signal [8]. 

An estimate of these contributions may be made on the basic of absolute measurements of 
the hard X-radiation spectrum of the plasma. Figure 9 shows a hard X-ray spectrum measured 
with a scintillation counter. The spectrum was obtained in a time interval of 5 ms, starting 6 ms 
after the formation of the discharge. An estimate of the density of runaway electrons, based on 
a series of similar measurements assuming a hydrogen plasma, gives the value ne;runaway — 108 cm - 3 . 

Such a density corresponds to a total current of about 200 A, which amounts to approximately 
1% of I. The maximum possible contribution of these electrons to the diamagnetic signal does 
not exceed 1 % either. 

7. HEATING IN THE QUASI-SINUSOIDAL CURRENT REGIME (I < ICT) 

The basic characteristics of the discharge and plasma are given in Figs 6a and 10. Analysis 
of the data presented in these figures and their comparison with the data of Fig.8 show that when 
a pulse of quasi-sinusoidal shape is used, the electron temperature and energy life-time are lower 
than in the case of heating with a plateau-shaped current. This becomes particularly noticeable 
when it is considered that in the first case the plasma current is 25 kA, and in the second case, 
16-17 kA. 

Apparently, each of these two types of discharges has its particular features which eventually 
affect the plasma characteristics. They include, for example, the fact that in one case the plasma 
heating conditions are stationary, i.e. the current and density change either not at all or slowly, 
whereas in the quasi-sinusoidal current regime they vary with time. 

Estimates made in the framework of the pseudoclassical theory show that under stationary 
heating conditions, the electron temperature reaches the maximum value possible under the given 
conditions in a fairly long time (10—40 ms), which is longer the higher the temperature. This 
suggests that in heating with a plateau-shaped current, it is possible to approach the maximum 
electron temperature faster than in quasi-sinusoidal heating. 

Secondly, when the current changes continuously with time,-t£ runs through a series of values 
corresponding to the lower azimuthal perturbation numbers (n,m). The perturbations arising 
in the peripheral region of the plasma column cause an interaction of the plasma with the wall, 
inflow of gas due to desorption, and naturally, worsen the energy balance. This phenomenon 
undoubtedly also occurs when the current is plateau-shaped. However, it exists until the current 
reaches its stationary value, i.e. in 5 ms. During the entire remaining heating time, the gas inflow 
is determined by the balance conditions. 

It appears that these differences may cause the energy life-time to be 1.5—2 times longer 
during heating with plateau-shaped current than when quasi-sinusoidal current is employed. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of our initial current heating experiments showed that under the conditions 
prevailing in a medium-sized stellarator such as the L-2, at a relatively low magnetic field 
B0 = 13 kG and plasma current I = 20 kA, a plasma of the following parameters may be obtained: 
mean electron density ne = 1.5 X 1013 cm - 3 , electron temperature Ted — 300 eV, effective ionic 
charge Zeff = 3, the energy stored in the plasma volume being 200—300 J. The energy life-time 
r E = 6 - 8 ms = 3.6 X 10 - 8 a2 Hx = ( 4 0 - 5 0 ) r B o h m , where H± = (H s + Hi) i ; H s being the stellarator 
field and Hi the current field. In our case, Hi ~ 400 G and (Hs)i ~ 1100 G. Very recently, it 
was demonstrated that the particle life-time is about 15—25 ms. These results show that plasma 
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thermoinsulation as provided by the transverse stellarator field is no worse than that provided 
by the magnetic current field without disturbance in magnetic confinement. 

Studies of the Ohmic heating regime in the L-2 stellarator are scheduled to be continued in 
the near future. The range of diagnostic methods will be expanded, the magnetic field strength 
will be brought to the rated value (20 kG), and the plasma current will be correspondingly 
increased. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 5 

H.P. FURTH: I would like to ask a general question. In this session we have heard a good 
deal about comparisons between stellarators and tokamaks. How about the comparison between 
stellarator plasmas heated by Ohmic heating and stellarators heated by other means? Is Ohmic 
heating better for confinement, or worse, or about the same? One often hears about destabilizing 
effects introduced by the Ohmic heating current, yet it seems to me that the best stellarator results 
are being obtained by tokamak-like Ohmic heating, as in your present work. 

M.S. RABINOVICH: Naturally, at first sight a stellarator with current heating seems like an 
odd sort of machine. However, our results indicate that the stellarator field substantially improves 
the confinement of a current plasma and to some degree suppresses the instabilities characteristic 
of a tokamak in pure, pristine form. Not long ago I.S. SpigheP reported, at Varenna, Italy, that 
a hybrid stellarator-tokamak system can attain appreciably higher temperatures than a tokamak 
relying exclusively on Ohmic heating — perhaps 5 keV. However, it is quite right to say that further 
experiments are needed with currentless plasma in stellarator systems. In 1973, it was demonstrated 
on Uragan, at Khar'kov, that neo-classical losses occur in a currentless stellarator plasma — but these 
experiments were carried out in conditions such that the principal losses occurred via the ion 
channel. However, since we know that in tokamaks the ion behaviour is likewise neo-classical, a 
satisfactory answer to your question will have to await further experiments to be carried out in 
the near future — I hope in 1977. 

Since you called your question a general one, I will venture a personal expression of opinion. 
It seems that in one form or another Ohmic heating must be present in the stellarator; it helps 
establish favourable conditions for the plasma. Accordingly, it is fair to say that both stellarators 
and tokamaks have lost their pristine purity — and simplicity. 

R.S. PEASE: Have you verified experimentally the a2 scaling of the energy confinement time? 
M.S. RABINOVICH: No, these experiments have just got under way, and we have not studied 

that relationship as yet. 
H. WOBIG: Does the stray field of the Ohmic heating transformer possibly destroy the 

magnetic surfaces at q = 1 ? 
M.S. RABINOVICH: We checked that point in a number of control experiments. The 

vacuum field is in fact destroyed in the^= 1 (or q = 1) region and we find a maximum^(a) = 0.7. 
It is extremely difficult to pinpoint individually all the causes of this breakdown of the vacuum 
magnetic surface. You are presumably interested in the q = 1 region with current, but unfortunately 
we have not yet made any measurements of the magnetic surfaces with current. 
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Abstract 

HIGH-FREQUENCY HEATING AND EQUILIBRIUM PLASMAS IN THE URAGAN-2 STELLARATOR. 
The high-density stellarator plasma in the range of strong magnetic fields (Ho > H o i ) was subject to HF 

heating by means of a dielectrically unshielded exciting device located inside the vacuum chamber. The effect 
of current bypass was discovered in the exciting device caused by the plasma of an Ohmic discharge. Quasisteady 
currents were measured in the plasma under the conditions of HF heating. The influence of these currents was 
studied on the distortion and destruction of the magnetic surfaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The high-frequency heating of plasma by short-wave oscillations is subject to well-known 
difficulties; the excitation of long-wave oscillations and their use in plasma heating represent a 
very pressing problem [1—3]. Long-wave oscillations at low frequencies (co < COB,), particularly 
Alfv6n waves [4], can be effectively excited in plasmas of arbitrary dimensions. Moreover, in this 
frequency range it is easier to construct powerful sources of high-frequency energy. The first part 
of this paper deals with the results of experiments on the excitation of long-wave oscillations in 
the plasma of the Uragan-2 (U-2) stellarator, a detailed description of which can be found in 
Ref. [5]. 

The second part of the paper investigates several problems of plasma equilibrium in a stellarator. 
Experimental investigations of equilibrium currents are of obvious interest for the problem of 
toroidal confinement. Measurements in tokamaks are made difficult by the presence of a strong 
basic current. The situation is more favourable for stellarators when current-free methods are 
used to generate and heat a plasma, but here too the experimental data are still limited [6—9]. 
Some information on quasi-steady currents in a U-2 stellarator at HF heating has already been 
given in Ref. [10]. Here we shall give the results of more detailed investigations. With the help of 
numerical calculations a simplified analysis of destruction and distortion of the magnetic surfaces 
was performed for a three-turn stellarator under the action of plasma cuiTents; the possibility 
was also studied of using an external transverse correction field to reduce the destruction and 
distortions. 

2. EXCITATION OF LONG-WAVE OSCILLATIONS IN THE URAGAN-2 STELLARATOR 

2.1. To generate long-wave oscillations we used an exciter of finite dimensions (Fig.l) which 
generated a broad band of wavelengths. The wayes were excited by HF currents in the working 
units of the exciter which were parallel to the confining magnetic field. It should be noted that 
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FIG.l. Diagram of discharge chamber of the U-2 stellarator with positions of diagnostic devices: 
(1): Schematic representation of exciter and its connection with the HF generator 
(2): High-frequency magnetic probes 
(3): Microwave interferometer 
(4)-(6): Diamagnetic probes 

this device was placed inside the vacuum chamber and was not insulated. The exciter was fed 
from a HF generator with pulses of the frequency f = a>/27r = 5.32 MHz and a duration r from 
1 to 3 ms. Before the beginning of the experiments the discharge chamber was carefully cleaned 
by Ohmic discharges. During the experiments the working gas (hydrogen, deuterium) was 
constantly supplied. 

In the experiments the following parameters were measured: the electron concentration 
averaged over the cross-section of the plasma column, by a broad-band interferometer; the gas-
kinetic pressure of the plasma, by a system of diamagnetic probes arranged along the vacuum 
chamber; the voltage of the HF fields in the plasma, by HF magnetic probes arranged in different 
directions; the HF currents Ij and I2 in the exciter arms, by means of small Rogowski loops. 

2.2. In the first series of experiments, plasma of density n e = 1012 to 5 X 1012 cm - 3 was generated 
by Ohmic discharges, the exciter was fed from a low-power HF generator. When the exciter was 
in operation a shunt effect was observed, i.e. the current I2 at the exciter outlet was considerably 
smaller than the current lt at the inlet (see Fig.l). The bypass current (I,—12) that passed through 
the plasma changes essentially the frequency characteristics of the resonance circuit (Fig.2). The 
amount of resonance frequency detuning varied depending on the strength of the helical magnetic 
field (Hhj > Hh2). This is obviously connected with a variation of the radius and thus of the 
plasma density near the working units of the exciter. As the level of HF power was raised, the 
shunt effect vanished, i.e. the currents in the exciter arms became equal. Figure 3 illustrates the 
dependence of the critical current I^ at which the shunt effect disappeared, on the parameter e0 

characterizing the magnetic field configuration in the stellarator. It is proportional to the ratio 
of the currents in the windings of the helical field and the longitudinal field. As the plasma density 
and radius were increased, the latter depending on e0, the normal conditions of exciter operation 
were guaranteed at high values of the current Id-. 
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FIG.2. Frequency characteristics of exciter without plasma and when placed in the plasma of an Ohmic discharge. 
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FIGS. Dependence of the critical HF current in the exciter on the magnetic field configuration of the stellarator 
for different plasma densities (nY=2X 1012 cm~s; n2 = 4 X 1012 cm'3). 

2.3. To study the excitation of long-wave oscillations in the current-free plasma of a stellarator, 
experiments were carried out on the generation of plasma by means of a HF discharge. In the 
range of strong magnetic fields H0 > H0j a current-free plasma was obtained with a density of 
n e = 1012 to 1013 cm - 3 and a high degree of ionization. This method is in fact promising for 
larger machines also. 

The field pattern of the Alfv6n waves in the plasma cross-section was investigated; Fig.4(a) 
shows the wave field pattern in a plane parallel to the axis of a rectilinear section of the stellarator, 
which makes an angle of 6 = 45° with the vertical. The measurements showed that the Hz-component 
(along the magnetic axis) of the excited wave is small compared with its Hj_-component. The radial 
distribution of H i in the discharge chamber is shown in Fig.4(b). These dependences show that 
in the toroidal plasma non-symmetric modes are excited with one azimuthal field variation 
(|m| = 1) [11 — 13]. The dependence of the transverse component of the HF field on the confining 
magnetic field is shown in Fig. 5 and proves that asymmetric Alfv6n waves are effectively generated 
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FIG.4. (a) Pattern of wave field in longitudinal cross-section of plasma column, (bj Radial distribution of the 
H^-component of the HF wave field in the discharge chamber. 
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HjkOe) 

FIG. 6. Dependence of the transverse plasma energy TL and HL (the component of the HF wave field) on the 
magnetic field strength H0 in a plasma containing two kinds of ions: (a) nli* = nT)+= 2 X 1012 cm'3; 
(b) nD+ « « „ » = 4 X 7012 cm'3. 

in a wide range of magnetic field strengths. Estimates show that the positions of the HF field 
maxima correspond to the regime of excitation of natural long-wave modes of a toroidal plasma 
resonator. The corresponding wavelengths Xu can be calculated with the formula 

X|| = vA/f=L/n 

where L is the length of the torus (L = 1036 cm), f is the working frequency of the generator, 
VA is the Alfven velocity and n is the number of natural modes (= 1,2,3 ...). 

As expected, the ion-cyclotron waves were excited less effectively since the HF field had a 
spectrum of longitudinal wave numbers shifted towards small ky. The measurement of the gas-
kinetic pressure of plasma during the excitation of long-wave oscillations indicates a dissipation of 
these oscillations (Fig. 5) in the absence of small HF fields, when non-linear effects as observed in 
a single-wave exciter [14] do not yet occur. A detailed explanation of the physical mechanisms 
responsible for the relatively low Q-factor (Q ~ 10) of the natural modes of the Alfven waves (i.e. 
the strong attenuation of the energy supplied to the plasma) requires additional experiments. In 
a plasma containing ions of two kinds (deuterium and hydrogen) the amplitude of waves excited 
in the frequency range 

w ~ V C O B U C0Bi2 
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reaches a maximum in the neighbourhood of the ion-ion hybrid resonance point (Fig.6(a)). As 
expected, the maximum of the HF field was shifted to the range of weaker magnetic fields as the 
deuteron concentration grew. In the given case a thermalization of the wave energy occurred in 
the resonance zone (k\ -> «0 near the axis of the plasma column. 

We investigated the possibility of ion-cyclotron absorption of the HF field energy of the 
Alfv£n waves excited in a dense hydrogen plasma containing a small group of deuterons (Fig.6(b)). 
The measured dependence of the transverse energy T^ on the intensity H0 of the confining 
magnetic field shows that an effective plasma heating occurs in the vicinity of the deuteron cyclo
tron magnetic field. Diamagnetic measurements of the plasma temperature in different sections 
of the vacuum chamber showed that when the conditions were reached for an attenuation of the 
Alfven waves (Figs 5 and 6(b)) and the ion-ion hybrid waves (Fig.6(a)), the plasma was uniformly 
heated over the whole length of the torus. 

2.4. Conclusions 

Finally we give the main results of the experiments on the excitation of long-wave oscillations. 
(1) A shunt effect of the HF current plasma was observed in the exciting device placed 

inside the vacuum chamber. An effective operation of the dielectrically unshielded exciter was 
shown to be possible under certain conditions. 

(2) It was shown that, in a wide range of experimental conditions, a plasma can be produced 
with the help of Alfven waves. 

(3) We discovered an effective absorption of the Alfven waves in the entire plasma volume. 
The Q-factor measured (Q ~ 10) was lower by two orders of magnitude than that predicted 
theoretically. 

(4) We proved experimentally a cyclotron absorption of the Alfven wave energy when a 
small fraction of deuterons was added to a plasma with two kinds of ions. 

3. QUASISTEADY CURRENTS IN A U-2 STELLARATOR PLASMA UNDER HF HEATING 

3.1. Predictions of the theory 

Besides the transverse — relative to the magnetic field — (diamagnetic) current 

C dP 
Ji~J0 B^ 3r 

(1) 

in the framework of a very simple hydrodynamic model of equilibrium, the theory indicates the 
necessity of a longitudinal field for a stellarator with the number of turns m0 and the number of 
field periods n0 , which has the following form [15]: 

2C 9P -*8m0 5m0 . . 
cos0+ cos(mo0-no<£) +—f sinflsin (mo0 -n0v>) (2) 

where 

e = - , 8 = 
R 

=4„3 

mj (m0 - 1)J, 
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The expressions (1) and (2) are written in a curvilinear co-ordinate frame, r,0,</>. The cross-
sections of the magnetic surfaces are approximately bounded by circles; B^ is the longitudinal 
magnetic field, •*•= i/27r, i is the angle of rotational transform of the lines of force, and R is the 
major radius of the torus. 

In Eq.(2) for the longitudinal current the main component, as to its value, is the spatial 
harmonic with m = 1 for the co-ordinate 0 and n = 0 for y?. The harmonics with m = m 0 , 
m = m0 ± 1, n = n 0 , connected with the helical structure of the magnetic field are small compared 
with the main harmonic, for typical stellarator parameters. 

An important conclusion of a stricter (neoclassical) theory of the toroidal equilibrium is the 
presence of a zero harmonic of the longitudinal current (m = 0, n = 0) [17], determined for the 
plateau and banana regimes on the Galeev-Sagdeev diffusion curve by the expression 

Jo = - Vr B^ 0 (3) 
c 

where a is the conductivity and Vr the diffusion velocity of the plasma; © = et. Expression (3) 
cannot be applied to the hydrodynamic region although here too a zero harmonic of current 
exists [18]. 

Clearly the theory of toroidal equilibrium is still far from complete, but we mention the 
following. When calculating the additional current (with respect to the simplest model) the 
equilibrium equations are averaged for 0 and this results in a loss of possible harmonics other than 
the zero harmonic. A detailed analysis of the equilibrium for the hydrodynamic range and the 
plateau can be found particularly in Refs [16,19], where expressions for the equilibrium pertur
bations of the parameters on the magnetic surfaces are found. The authors calculate the zero 
harmonic of the longitudinal current [ 18] with the help of an equation of equilibrium of the forces 
acting along the magnetic field, and average the equation for 0. Without using this means, the 
method of calculation used in the present paper leads to the conclusion that other harmonics of 
the additional current also exist which are, in their intensity, comparable with the zero harmonic. 

For the hydrodynamic region we obtain the following expression for the longitudinal current 
(here currents connected with the helical field structure are ignored): 

2C 3P 
j | | = — — [cos0 + e /3 i ( l - cos20) + e/32sin20] (4) 

where j3j and 02 are rather complex functions of the plasma parameters. Under typical conditions, 
0i ~ 02 < 1 so that the additional currents with m = 0 and m = 2 are small compared with the 
main harmonic of m = 1. 

In the plateau regime the additional current increases in intensity. It contains a zero harmonic 
as given by Eq.(3) as well as the harmonics with m = 1 and m = 2 as shown by an analysis of the 
equilibrium equations obtained in Refs [16,19]. 

The HF field may exert a considerable influence on the plasma column in equilibrium. In 
particular, we know from theory the non-linear effect of an electron entrainment by the wave. 
In Ref. [20] the following estimate is given for the total entrainment current: 

_ eWe 

1,5 27rmei'eVphR 

where We is the total power absorbed by the plasma electrons, Vph is the phase velocity of the 
wave and ve is the electron collision frequency. 
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3.2. Experimental conditions and measuring method 

The frequency of the HF generator was oo/2ir =5 .3 MHz. Basic measurements were made in 
the regime of ion-cyclotron wave excitation, coi = (1.1 to 1.2)<o, where COJ is the ionic gyrofrequency 
at the axis. When hydrogen or deuterium is used as the working gas, the longitudinal magnetic 
field amounted to B^ « 3.5 kG and «* 7 kG, respectively. 

Two series of measurements were made, with the exciting device inside and outside the 
vacuum chamber. The HF power fed to the plasma column was W < 10 kW in the first case and 
W > 30 kW in the second. The plasma parameters averaged over the column cross-section were the 
following: density ne = 2 — 8 X iO12 cm - 3 ; ion temperature Tf < 100 eV; electron temperature 
Te < 30 eV. These parameters correspond to the diffusion curve in the hydrodynamic regime 
(near the boundary to the plateau) for electrons and the plateau regime (in the range of r > 0.5 a) 
for ions. The duration of a working cycle was At « 3 ms, the energy lifetime, as measured from 
the decline rate of the diamagnetic signal after the switch-off of the HF generator, was 
TE = 0.2 — 0.5 ms. 

Data on the quasisteady plasma currents were obtained from measurements of the magnetic 
field perturbations outside the plasma column. For this purpose small magnetic probes were used 
with distributed windings, arranged above the screw turn at a distance of r0 « 20 cm from the 
axis. For each harmonic with m = 1,2 and n = 0,1 there were two orthogonal windings denoted 
the sine and cosine windings — the former for measuring the field of the current 
j = Jmn (r) sin(m0 -nip). At certain cross-sections the probe flanges, which were intended for a 
more detailed analysis of the currents' spatial structure, were adjusted. 

It is well known that external measurements permit only a determination of the integral 
(with respect to r) current characteristics of the plasma column. The amplitudes of the individual 
harmonics of the magnetic field measured in the experiments are linked with the currents by the 
relation 

2n r / r \ m + 1 

B m n = y J Jmn(r)(^-y dr (6) 

0 

where en <$C 1. 

3.3. Results of the measurements 

The main parameters varied in the experiments were the HF power fed into the plasma 
column and the magnetic field characteristics: the angle of rotational transform of the lines of 
force, and magnitude and direction of B^,. 

For a comparison between experimental data and theory the parameter distribution was 
chosen in the form 

2 

P(r) = P0 1 - 1 ^ *(r) = * ( a ) ( ^ j (7) 

For a three-turn stellarator a distribution with a. > 3 is the most probable. The main experimental 
data are given for a time interval t = 1.3 — 3 ms from the moment of switch-on of the HF 
generator. 

The characteristics of the harmonic with m = 1, n = 0 of the longitudinal current proved to 
be most stable and close to the calculated values. In agreement with the theory, there were also 
found the spatial structure (the 'sine' component had a much smaller value than the 'cosine' 
component) and a direction of current depending on the sign of B^. 
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FIG. 7. Dependence of the parameter (AB^/Bio) (a/r0)
2 on •*: empty circles for supplied power W < 2 0 kW and 

coj/co = 1.1; filled circles W >30 kW and cjj/oo = 1.1-2. Calculated functions for a = °° (curve 1) and 
a = 2 (curve 2). \ 

From Eqs (1), (2), (6) and (7) follows 

AB ,̂ a / r0 

Bio 
- — *(a)l 
a + 2 \ a (8) 

where 

AB„ = 
A<S> 

A$ is the change of the longitudinal magnetic flux, caused by the current (1) and recorded by 
the diamagnetic loop. Figure 7 shows the experimental dependences of the parameter 
(AB^/BjoXa/ro)2 on the angle of rotational transform in comparison with the calculated ones 
(dashed lines). With high powers supplied we observe a shift of the experimental points in an 
upward direction from the straight line a = °°, bounding the region of probable pressure distri
butions (7). The same effect occurs in the case of an external exciter (W < 10 kW) at a higher 
coi/co ratio. 

The zero harmonic as measured with the Rogowski loop displayed a very complex behaviour 
as it was sensitive to small, sometimes hardly controllable, variations of the experimental 
conditions. The current strength grew with the supplied power (and thus with the plasma para
meters) and was, under typical conditions, I = 5—30 A. In most of the regimes the current, I, was 
several times higher than that resulting from Eq.(4). The estimate (5) of the entrainment current 
yields values which are in principle close to the experimental values when we assume than an order 
of 10% of the HF power is absorbed by the electron component, but even in the framework of 
this mechanism it is difficult to explain all the experimental facts. In the regime of low HF power 
supply and CJJ/W = 1.1 — 1.2 (Ti < 30 eV; Te < 10 eV) we observed a characteristic peculiarity of 
the time behaviour of the current, correlated with the current of the second mode m = 2, n = 0 
(Fig.8). One may assume the existence of currents flowing in opposite directions and of different 
origin. One current arises at the moment when the HF generator is switched on, so long as nT 
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FIG.8. Time dependence of nT, I (curve a) and the second harmonic (curve b). Dashed line: supposed behaviour 
of entrainment current. 
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FIG.9. Dependence of the parameter (BiiJ\AB^\)(r0/a)2 on-t. •: B^ *» 3.5 kG; o.- ^ w 7 kG. 

is still small and can entirely be explained by the effect of electron entrainment by the wave. The 
other current, correlated with that of m = 2, must be considered as an equilibrium current, in 
agreement with Eq.(4). Qualitatively its behaviour agreed with the predictions of the theory: 
the direction of the current depended on the sign of B ,̂; the magnitude grew with decreasing* 
The current intensity, however, was by about an order of magnitude higher than the calculated 
value. 

The behaviour of the currents with m= 0 and m = 2 in other regimes was more complex and 
cannot be interpreted so simply. 
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FIG. 10. Influence of stationary magnetic field perturbations with m = 1, n = 1 [filled circles) and m = 1, n 
(empty circles) on the phase î o of the helical current: (a) -t = 1; (b) *= 0.47. 

In all regimes the helical harmonic of the current with m = 1, n = 1 was present. The 
dependence of its magnitude on the angle of rotational transform is shown in Fig.9; here the 
dashed line shows the calculated behaviour of the harmonic m = 1, n = 0 under the assumption 
that a = °° (we see from Fig.7 that the experimental data agree satisfactorily with the calculated 
data). Of course the increase of the helical harmonic at .*•= 1 observed in Fig.9 is assumed to have 
some connection with the formation of the island structure of the magnetic surfaces under these 
resonance conditions. Therefore the action of the stationary external perturbing fields with m = 1, 
n = 0 and m = 1, n = 1 on the characteristics of the helical harmonic of the current was investigated. 
In perturbations of BVB^ < 4 X 10"4 there was virtually no variation of the plasma parameters and 
the magnitudes of the plasma currents. We discovered only a remarkable change-of the phase 
<p0 = arctg (B^ /B^) of the helical current under resonance conditions (*= 1), under the action of 
a resonance perturbation (Fig. 10). This result supports the above supposition. 

The investigations made with the probe flanges adjusted in different sections with respect to x 
showed that the relative intensity of the harmonics with m = 2 —4 in the spatial structure of the 
magnetic field of plasma currents increases with the rotational transform angle x and is considerably 
higher than the value expected from Eq.(2). The relationship between the harmonic parameters 
on the measuring surface for ,*•= 1 is shown in Fig. 11. 

The structure of the field perturbations with m = 2—4 with respect to <p proved to be rather 
complex and together with the harmonics n = 0,1 it contains, with comparable amplitudes, much 
higher harmonics with n ^> 1 which, obviously, are in connection with the helical structure of the 
magnetic field of the stellarator(n0 = 18). It proved difficult to perform exact measurements of 
the small-scale perturbations. 

3.4. Conclusions 

On the whole, the structure of the quasisteady currents in a stellarator with HF heating is 
very complex and cannot be described by the present theory of equilibrium. Here the analogy 
with the state of theory and experiment concerning the transfer coefficients is obvious. 
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FIG.11. Spectrum of the basic harmonics of the magnetic field of plasma currents on the measuring surface. 
For m = 1 the magnitudes of the harmonics with n = 0 (empty circles) and n = 1 (filled circles) are given separately. 

The experimental facts indicate the important role of the HF field in the formation of the 
structure of quasisteady currents. In the experiments described, the effects of deviation from the 
equilibrium state of plasma, caused by the heating, are of particular importance. The HF heating 
is obviously characterized by a spatially non-uniform absorption of wave energy and the formation 
of an initial non-equilibrium velocity distribution of the plasma particles while, on the other hand, 
the calculated times of establishment of equilibrium distributions are of the order of 0.1 ms, i.e. 
comparable with the energy confinement time. 

The existence of a helical current was unexpected, since the equilibrium equations generally 
do not contain structures with n = 1. Two mechanisms can be made responsible for the excitation 
of such a current. The first is connected with the pressure non-uniformity with respect to <p which 
must occur as a result of HF wave attenuation increasing with the distance to the exciting device. 
Together with the non-uniformity with respect to 6 caused by the toroidality, this effect must give 
rise to the appearance of additional helical perturbations of pressure on the magnetic surface. 
Moreover, under resonance conditions with-<r= 1, an island structure in the plasma column is 
formed. A change of the equilibrium conditions in an island region can cause the appearance of a 
corresponding helical current which, however, was not observed in the experiment. 

Only the harmonic with m = 1, n = 0 of the longitudinal current is in satisfactory agreement 
with the theoretical predictions. But here too we observe a tendency to a considerable decrease of 
current intensity as compared with the calculated values, at least in certain regimes of heating. 

4. DESTRUCTION OF MAGNETIC SURFACES NEAR THE SEPARATRIX UNDER THE 
ACTION OF PLASMA CURRENTS 

The destruction of magnetic surfaces near the separatrix represents the main danger in the 
perturbations of the initial configuration of the magnetic fields of plasma currents. The task of 
finding equilibrium configurations that take destruction into account is complex in the general 
statement of the problem, since the only reliable method of investigating the separatrix zone is a 
numerical computer integration of the lines-of-force equations. 

Here we shall give the results of some numerical calculations that aimed at elucidating the 
following special problems: 

(a) According to theory, the harmonic with m = 1, n = 0 is fundamental in the spatial 
structure of the equilibrium current. It is of interest to study the destructive action of this current 
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FIG. 12. The parameters of the boundary magnetic surface of a straight stellarator under the action of the field 
of the first harmonic of the longitudinal current, and that of a transverse field. 
S = cross-sectional area; i = rotational transform angle per period of screw winding, in degrees; B = perturbing 
field at the axis; Bz = longitudinal field. 
Perturbing field: 
o ; field of equilibrium current 
• : transverse field 
X: superposition of current field and compensating transverse field equal to the former on the axis 
a : compensating field half as strong as in the foregoing case and close to optimum for reducing the destruction. 

on the magnetic surfaces of a stellarator, even if this can be done only with a simplified model, 
and to compare it with some external perturbation, e.g. the transverse field whose influence is 
well known. 

(b) The distortion of the magnetic surfaces under the action of an equilibrium current is 
known to be essentially reduced by means of an external transverse field. The resulting perturbing 
field, however, decreases only in the vicinity of the axis. In the outer region an essential decrease 
of the mean values of the perturbing field is impossible. It is therefore necessary to study the 
expediency of external corrections when the destruction is taken into account. 

(c) The case of excitation of the zero harmonic of a strong current (Ohmic heating) is of 
practical importance. Here too the problem of surface distortion will arise. 

Two simple models were analysed. In the first case we studied the influence of the field of 
the first harmonic of the longitudinal current and that of the transverse field on the surface structure 
of a straight stellarator. The current distribution was given according to Eqs (2) and (7). The para
meters of the non-perturbed field were chosen close to those of the U-2 stellarator. Figure 12 
shows the parameters of the boundary surface (this means the surface on which no destruction 
was observed after 150 field periods') as dependent on the intensity of the perturbing field. It 
was found that, with respect to the destruction, the current field acts analogously to the transverse 
field. Based on this, estimates on the destruction to be expected in the presence of plasma can 
refer to the data available on the influence of an equivalent transverse field. The choice of the 
external transverse correction field will be correct when, at the same time, the distortions as well as 
the destruction of the magnetic surfaces are reduced. 
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The second model is a toroidal three-turn torsatron (toroidality per screw winding ewjn(j = 0.27; 

angle of inclination of conductors 39°) perturbed by the magnetic field of the current loop. This 

model of a zero harmonic of current makes sense as we are interested in the characteristics of 

the external surfaces. The correcting transverse field was generated by the external windings. In 

this case also, the correction field was found to be able to reduce considerably the destruction of 

the magnetic surfaces. 

The results obtained attest to the possibility of effectively applying external corrections to 

reduce destruction and distortions of the magnetic surfaces in a stellarator, in the presence of 

finite-pressure plasma. The characteristics of a correction field can be determined more accurately 

by numerical calculations for a model that corresponds better to the real conditions, and also by 

experimental investigations. Since in the experiment the plasma parameters may vary in a complex 

and unexpected way, it is necessary to put the correction field under automatic control. A method 

of producing an automatically controlled transverse field in a stellarator has already been 

investigated [21]. 
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J.C. ADAM: Do you think the observed damping of the Elfven wave must be related to the 
existence of a critical layer where the wave is converted into a slow mode? Is there any 
experimental evidence in favour of such an interpretation? 

V.A. SUPRUNENKO: It is a perfectly plausible interpretation, but we have as yet no 
experimental confirmation of the damping mechanism. 

J.L. SHOHET: We have done a similar Alfv6n heating experiment on the Proto-Cleo stellarator 
and have noticed a slight peaking of the temperature of the electrons and ions at the resonant 
layers. However, the plasma in Proto-Cleo is highly collisional; much of the energy may therefore 
have diffused out, so that the increase in local heating is probably somewhat diminished. 

V.A. SUPRUNENKO: I think this is a question that will have to be studied in greater detail 
on the Uragan stellarator at intermediate and low collision frequencies. 
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Abstract 

TRANSPORT AND SCALING IN THE ELMO BUMPY TORUS (EBT). 
In the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) a macroscopically stable regime of operation is expected theoretically 

and observed experimentally. The power level for microwave bulk heating has recently been doubled to 60 kW, 
and the resulting plasma parameters scaled encouragingly with this increase in microwave power (e.g. Tj ^ 130 eV). 
The plasma beta for the higher microwave power is approximately 1%; this is still well below the theoretical 
macroscopic MHD instability limit: a plasma beta comparable to the beta of the hot electron annuli can be stably 
confined provided a minimum exists in the magnetic field. A radially resolved fluid transport code, based upon 
refined neoclassical coefficients, yields results which are in reasonable agreement with earlier and recent experimental 
observations. 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) [1] employs a toroidal array of 24 mirror 
coils, to provide steady-state confinement of toroidal (passing) particles 
and of particles trapped in the mirror sectors. The plasma stability re
sults from the modification of the vacuum magnetic field by an annular, high-
energy, mirror-trapped electron population. The plasma is produced and 
heated by microwave power resonant at the electron-cyclotron frequency. 
Initially 30-kW heating sources at 10.6 GHz and 18 GHz were used, but recent
ly the capability of the 18 GHz source has been doubled to 60 kW. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

There are two principal plasma components: 2k mirror-trapped high-energy 
electron annuli and a higher density toroidal plasma. The parameters char
acterizing these components vary widely with operating conditions. It is 
convenient to distinguish three distinct regimes of operation: C-, T- and 
M-modes. The C-mode occurs at low power or high neutral density, when very 
few energetic (annular) electrons are observed, the plasma density (ne 'v 10^2 
cm~3) has a high fluctuation level and the electrons are relatively cold 
(Te * 20 eV) . 

Research sponsored by USERDA under contract with Union Carbide Corporation. 
* Consultant, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, USA. 
** Consultant, Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan, 
t Exxon Nuclear Company Inc., Bellevue, Washington, USA. 
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FIGA. Density fluctuation level versus stored energy. The sharp decrease in the fluctuation level between the 
C- and T-modes corresponds to theoretical estimates of the annular beta necessary to produce a local minimum 
in the magnetic field. 

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF HIGHER POWER RESULTS WITH PREVIOUS DATA 

Microwave Power (kW) 

Bulk 

18 GHz 

20 

59 

59 

Profile 

10.6 GHz 

0 

8 

15 

Core 

Density T. 

N£xl0 l i (eV) 

1.3 >75 

2.5 133 

4.0 140 

Te,l 
(eV) 

130 

432 

194 

Annular 

Te,2 
(keV) 

>100 

>100 

>100 

As the power level is increased, the stored energy in the energetic 
annuli increases and a transition takes place to the quiet T-mode. Figure 
1 shows this transition clearly. The annular beta (plasma pressure/magnetic 
pressure) at which the relatively sharp transition occurs agrees with theore
tical estimates of the value required to produce a local minimum in the mag
netic field. This quiet regime of operation is consistent with the neoclass
ical transport models discussed in Sect. I I 1 of this paper. At still lower 
pressure, the density drops abruptly and only the energetic electron annuli 
remain, fluctuating macroscopically, in the M-mode. 

The recent doubling of the 18 GHz microwave power capability has given 
insights into the quiet T-mode of operation. Table I compares the higher 
power results with previous data. 
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Two microwave power supplies effectively give independent control of 
the hot electron annuli and the toroidal plasma. The 18 GHz microwaves are 
resonant with electrons near the magnetic mirrors; the location of the reso
nant zones provides heating of the toroidal plasma at all the minor radii 
and is called "bulk heating". The 10.6 GHz "profile heating" supply is 
used to tailor the radial profile of the hot electron annuli. Fine tuning 
of the profile allows minimization of fluctuations in the annuli and toroidal 
plasmas. The maximum beta of the toroidal core plasma for the last two 
cases in Table I is approximately 1%. The key parameter in high power 
operation is the neutral pressure, since higher values allow more profile 
heating without causing transition to the M-mode. Alternatively, the higher 
profile microwave power moves the transition from the C-mode to the T-mode 
to higher values of neutral pressure. Higher electron density also accompan
ies the higher neutral density; this in turn causes the toroidal core elec
tron temperature to be lower and better equi1ibrated with the ions. The 
lower electron temperature is accounted for by the higher number of particles 
per unit power and higher rate of energy transfer to the ions through Coulomb 
col 1isions. 

The high-energy electrons produced by the electron-cyclotron heating 
(ECH) in EBT form annular rings similar to those observed in open-ended geo
metry [2,3]- This is demonstrated by monitoring the x-ray production and 
by measuring the diamagnetic flux as a probe is inserted into the annulus. 
The variation of this measurement with magnetic field shows that the annulus 
position is determined by the field value where the applied frequency is 
twice the cyclotron frequency. Using the 10.6 GHz power which is also 
resonant near the radial position of the annulus, the stored energy in 
the annuli may be controlled independently. 

The radial dimensions of the bulk plasma were previously determined 
with Langmuir probes [4], and recently with scans across the plasma using 
an optical spectrometer centered on hydrogen or impurity lines. This 
has shown that the plasma is centered in the device when it is collisional, 
but moves inward in the T-mode, as would be expected when particles are 
less col 1isional, and may then follow drift surfaces. 

The electron temperature has been measured using Thomson laser scatter
ing and both soft and hard x-ray bremsstrahlung spectrometers. Ion tempera
tures are derived from charge-exchange measurements [5]. The scattering 
experiment uses a multipulse method to overcome the statistics inherent 
to low-density (*v>]0̂  cm~3) scattering. The soft x-ray spectrometer is 
based on a lithium-drifted silicon detector with a beryllium window. 

Further spectroscopic measurements have been carried out using a scant-
ning VUV*spectrometer to determine neutral and impurity density versus electron 
density, and a high-resolution device to measure line widths. The dominant 
impurities are lower charge states of aluminum, nitrogen, oxygen and 
carbon. The Ha line width gives the temperature of the neutral hydrogen 
atoms in the plasma. Since each fresh H atom cycles many times from plasma 
to wall before leaving the chamber, the atom temperature is characteristic 
of the wall interaction. The observed value (<0.3 eV) is higher than room 
temperature, but lower than the value expected from dissociation of mole
cular hydrogen ions ('v-S eV). The microwave interferometer density measure
ment, together with the measurement of Ho intensity, shows that the electron 
density is highest in the quiet T-mode, and that the ratio of electron to 
neutral density is highest in that mode. 

1 VUV = vacuum ultraviolet. 
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A joint effort with Hickock et al. should provide spatially resolved 
measurements of the ambipolar electric field [6] wlthfn the next year. These 
measurements should enhance our understanding of the potential, which pro
foundly influences the overall confinement in EBT. 

M l . THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Our present emphasis is on transport and scaling in the macroscopically 
stable T-mode which is expected theoretically [7] and observed experimentally 
[k]. A simple point model of transport and scaling for EBT yields results 
which are in reasonable agreement with experiment, thus prompting further 
detailed examination of the consequences of neoclassical transport in EBT. 
We discuss: refined calculation of the ion transport coefficients; a radially 
resolved fluid model for transport; and a kinetic model for electron trans
port in the microwave field. 

A. Ion Transport Coefficients 

Earlier calculations of neoclassical transport coefficients assumed 
strong radial (ambipolar) electric fields (eej) » kT) in vacuum magnetic 
fields [8]. Since the experiment shows that ecj> - kT, it has been necessary 
to improve upon the earlier results and we have performed numerical calcula
tions of the ion neoclassical transport coefficients for ecf>/kT > 1 and 
v/fl > 1 (v = collision frequency; £1 = poloidal angular drift speed). The 
analysis is based on the drift kinetic equation, assuming local approxima
tions to the density and temperature gradients, and treating the dependence 
on poloidal angle to first order in the inverse aspect ratio. The distri
bution function has been calculated for two dimensions in velocity space 
using both an expansion in orthogonal polynomials (closely allied to a 
variational principle for the transport coefficients) and a finite difference 
scheme. Wê  ha^e found the latter approach jjecessary for cases in which the 
ambipolar E x B drifts are opposite to the B x VB drifts. Transport coeffi
cients are obtained by taking moments of the distribution function. A 
strong dependence on e<J>/kT and v/fl is found. 

B. Fluid Transport Model 

To assess the consequences of these ion transport coefficients, we use 
one-dimensional (radially resolved), time-dependent transport equations 
obtained by taking moments of the drift kinetic equation. Because of effects 
of microwave heating, discussed in Sect. C, the electron transport coeffi
cients are less well understood, so we presently set the electron diffusion 
coefficients equal to those of the ions (thus leaving the ambipolar potential 
as a free parameter) and assume that the electron heat conductivity is that 
of the ions multiplied by a parameter Ce, of order unity. Losses due to 
charge-exchange, impurity line radiation and MHD activity are included. 
These equations and the neutral transport equation are solved to give 
radial profiles for electron density, electron and ion temperature, and 
neutral density. 

Steady-state solutions for ec|>/kTj = 0.5 and Ce = k are in reasonable 
agreement with experiment. The profiles of Fig. 2 agree well with the first 
case in Table I; those of Fig. 3 agree with the last two cases of the table. 
For these runs we use the experimental estimate that one fifth of the total 
power is absorbed by the toroidal plasma. The resulting profiles are being 
used as an aid in inverting visible light measurement to obtain nen0. 

For these transport calculations, MHD activity was assumed for r > 12 cm 
because of local unfavorable gradients in JdH/B. The region for r < 9 cm 
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FIG. 2. Radial profiles of electron density, neutral density and ion and electron temperature. These theoretical 
results for low microwave power operation may be compared with the experimental results given in Table I. 
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FIG.3. Radial profiles for high microwave power operation. The solid and dashed curves correspond to the 
high and low neutral density cases cited in Table I. 
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could also be susceptible to such MHD activity for sufficiently large pres
sure gradients. A more definitive treatment of the modification of the 
profiles by MHD activity awaits completion of a fully implicit numerical 
procedure. For the interim we have examined a pessimist?c model in which 
the MHD diffusion coefficient is taken to be independent of the details of 
the pressure profile and approximately a thousand times the neoclassical 
coefficient. Including such a transport coefficient in the region for 
r < 9 cm produces modest changes in the peak density and temperatures. The 
most notable difference is a flattening of the temperature profiles near 
the origin. We speculate that a more detailed treatment of microwave propa
gation and heating might well lead to profiles which are relatively flat 
near the center and have little or no MHD activity. 

C. Kinetic Transport Model 

A natural consequence of microwave heating in EBT is the production of 
hot electron annuli. These annuli constitute enhanced, spatially localized, 
high-energy tails on the electron distribution function. This vitiates 
the usual treatment of neoclassical transport in which it is assumed that 
the zero-order distribution function is a Maxwellian. Since microwave heat
ing is a stochastic process it provides a source of scattering in addition 
to the Coulomb collisions usually assumed. For these reasons, standard 
calculations of neoclassical transport coefficients are not clearly appli
cable for electrons in EBT. 

This problem is partially circumvented in the fluid transport codes 
by insisting on ambipolarity. The ambipolar electric field must then be 
supplied as a parameter (e.g. based on experimental observations). 

To provide better estimates of electron neoclassical losses in EBT we 
have developed a method based on the bounce-averaged drift kinetic equa
tion. In particular, we write the electron distribution function as 

f = f (v, r) + f (v, r) cos 6 + f (v, r) sin 0 
o c s 

where v is speed, r is the minor radius, and 9 is the poloidal angle. We 
then solve three coupled nonlinear equations for f0, fc and fs. Both micro
wave and Coulomb scattering are taken into account through the use of 
Fokker-Planck operators. Preliminary results from an appropriate computer 
code (which can also be used for ions) have allowed us to obtain a spatially 
averaged, self-consistent electric field. We find that e<j)/kTj and C e are 
both of order unity. An algorithm is being implemented which will determine 
the radial profile of the electric field self-consistently (by assuming 
ambipolarity). 

IV. PROGNOSIS AND PLANS 

The experiments to date have demonstrated macrostable confinement of 
a toroidal plasma because of a high-beta, mirror-confined, hot electron 
population. The stabilizing effect of this population is expected to be 
maintained for hotter and denser toroidal plasmas than exist in the present 
case. In fact, theoretical studies indicate that the beta of the toroidal 
plasma can be on the order of the beta of the hot electrons. Thus, EBT is 
extrapolatable to a steady-state, high-beta device. 

In the summer of 1977, the 18-GHz power will be used for profile heat
ing and the bulk power supply frequency will be increased to 28 GHz (200 kW, 
gyroklystron) to allow the EBT-S experiment. These changes are intended to 
increase both the temperatures and densities. The neoclassical theory pre
dicts an improvement in confinement with temperature in the col 1isionless 
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regime (collision time longer than precession time) and the opposite behavior 
in the collisional regime. The changes in microwave power and frequency 
are intended to allow the transition region between the collisional and 
col 1isionless regimes to be studied. The design of a high-field (super-con
ductor), 20:1 aspect ratio device is expected to be completed by the spring 
of 1977. This device (EBT-ll) is to be powered by over 2 MW of 2.5 mm power. 
If construction is justified by the EBT-S results, EBT-ll should permit 
formation of plasmas in the density and temperature regimes of advanced 
tokamaks. 
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H. WOBIG: The closure of magnetic field lines can easily be destroyed by technical imperfec
tions of the coil system. How do you manage to achieve closure of the field lines, or does the 
plasma tolerate small deviations from the closure of field lines? 

C.L. HEDRICK: The experiment was designed and constructed very carefully so that an 
error of approximately one part in 104 occurred. Corrector coils were added to cancel the 
remaining error. By adjusting the current in the corrector coils it was possible to increase the 
density by 30%. 

H. GRAD: There is also a theoretical answer to Mr. Wo big's question. Careful analysis has 
shown under what conditions an approximately closed line system should be analysed by closed 
line theory and under what conditions it should be analysed by sheared theories — for example 
with regard to the type of stability criteria that should be used, or how equilibrium should be 
calculated.1 

N. WINSOR: Can you comment on the level of impurities in EBT? Would it be practical 
in the device to introduce a controlled level of impurities and test some of the effects which have 
been discussed at this conference? 

C.L. HEDRICK: My recollection of the experimental results is that the level of impurities 
is approximately 1/100 of that observed in tokamaks. EBT is very different from the other 
toroidal devices discussed at this Conference; it is, notably, a steady-state system. Several minutes 
are required for the plasma and walls to equilibrate. Thus it seems to me that the practical problem 
of introducing a controlled level of impurities might differ significantly from the problems 
presented by other machines discussed here. 

R.S. PEASE: What is the volume of the confined plasma? 
C.L. HEDRICK: The volume varies with the position of the hot electron annuli, which in 

turn depends upon the current in the coils. A nominal value for the volume of the toroidal core 
plasma is 600 litres. 

T. CONSOLI: Could you explain how the radial electric field existing between the electron 
rings and the wall influences the plasma confinement? 

C.L. HEDRICK: The ambipolar electric field naturally forms so that the loss rates of ions 
and electrons are equal. Unlike most other toroidal devices, EBT has no rotational transform. 
Consequently, the electric field has a profound effect upon particle orbits. 

The average neo-classical step size can be estimated as being Vy/J2 where Vy is the straight-up 
(or-down) drift speed produced by toroidal curvature and Q. is the precession frequency about the 
minor axis. The precession frequency is produced by the curvature and gradient-B drifts due to 
the mirror or bumpy field as well as the E X B drift. For low-energy particles, the electric field 
dominates the motion and the step size is reduced. Since we observe eyj/kT to be of the order 
of unity, this means that the confinement for the bulk of the distribution is improved by the 
electric field. 

On the tail of the distribution, the E X B drifts can become comparable to the curvature and 
gradient-B drifts. Thus, for example, high-energy-ion particle confinement can be worsened. 

1 See, e.g. GRAD, H., Proc. (US) Natl. Acad. Sci. 70 (1973) 3277, and GRAD, H., in Plasma Physics and 
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research (Proc. 5th Int. Conf. Tokyo 1974, 2, IAEA, Vienna (1975) 153. 
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Abstract 

EQUILIBRIUM AND MHD STABILITY OF A PLASMA IN STELLARATORS WITH SPATIAL MAGNETIC 
AXIS. 

Certain aspects of the theory of toroidal systems with three-dimensional axes are considered. A class of 
simple closed curves the torsion of which has a relative curvature containing only two Fourier coefficients is 
defined. Relationships are obtained between these coefficients and the average torsion ensuring that the curves 
are closed. The equilibrium of a non-axisymmetric plasma column in the presence of a longitudinal current is 
considered. The confining fields which ensure equilibrium of a plasma column with an arbitrary type of axis 
and displacement of the plasma column with respect to the magnetic axis of the vacuum field are determined. 
An equation of pressure balance which relates the diamagnetic signal to the plasma pressure and current is 
derived for stellarator systems. The stability of a plasma column in stellarators with three-dimensional axes 
with respect to transverse displacements of the plasma as a whole-is demonstrated. Consideration is given to 
the fact that the conditions for helical stability of a current-carrying plasma are more easily satisfied when an 
external rotational transform is generated. It is shown that the conditions of Mercier stability are sufficient for 
a plasma with a fixed boundary. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Progress in research on controlled thermonuclear fusion in the tokamak programme is due 
to a large extent to the relative simplicity of tokamaks and their inherent self-consistency. The 
induction current used to confine and thermally insulate the plasma is also instrumental in pro
ducing and heating the plasma. This current also introduces increased thermodynamic unbalance 
to the system and this is reflected in the helical instability of the plasma which restricts the 
magnitude of the permissible current. The transition which is currently taking place to plasma 
temperatures in the kilovolt range renders Ohmic heating of secondary importance compared 
with additional methods of heating. For this reason, an upsurge of interest in systems which 
do not require an induction current for plasma confinement and at the same time do not differ 
appreciably from tokamaks is unavoidable. In our opinion, these requirements are fulfilled by 
stellarators with three-dimensional magnetic axes such as Spitzer's figure-eight device [ 1 ] and 
its modifications. Small devices of this type are located at the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic 
Energy [2] and in Japan [3]. 

In the present paper, certain problems of equilibrium theory and MHD stability of a plasma 
in systems with three-dimensional axes are considered. These include determining the simplest 
form of three-dimensional closed curves, considering the equilibrium conditions of a plasma in 
external fields in the presence of a longitudinal current and investigating macroscopic equilibrium 
stability (modes m = 1, n = 0), and flute instability. 
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2. SIMPLE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CLOSED CURVES 

The first experimental devices with three-dimensional magnetic axes consisted for technological 
reasons of sections of a toroidal solenoid [2,4]. From the procedural point of view, it is important 
to find the form of axis whereby the equilibrium configurations would be described as simply as 
possible. 

In the case of two-dimensional closed curves, the simplest form is a circle characterized by 
the constant of curvature K. In the case of three-dimensional open curves, the simplest form is 
a helical line characterized by the constants of curvature k and the torsion K. What are the 
simplest closed three-dimensional curves? 

As has been shown in references [5—7], closed three-dimensional curves in the problem of 
MHD configurations should be characterized by the average torsion 

a ( s )= / K( - ^ ; a(s)= I K(s)ds (1) 

and the complex function of the relative curvature 

K(s) = k(s) exp i{K0s -a(s)} (2) 

where k(s), K(s) are the absolute curvature and torsion of the curve and s is the length of an arc 
of the curve. The length of the closed curve was assumed to be equal to 2w. 

In view of the periodicity, the relative curvature K(s) can be expanded in Fourier series 
and the curve can be characterized by the parameter K0 and a range of coefficients kn of the 
Fourier expansion. The curve containing the minimum number of expansion harmonics will 
be the simplest for description purposes in this representation. It is found that, in order to satis
fy the condition of closure of the curve, it is sufficient to retain only one harmonic apart from 
the zero harmonic: 

K(s) = k0 + kNexp(iNs) (3) 

The values of the parameters k0 and kN satisfying the conditions for closure of the curve can be 
determined by numerical solution of the Serret-Frenet equations. These calculations showed that 
for N = 2,approximate values of k0 and kN are determined from the following interpolation 
equations (0 < K0 < 2): 

V l - K o / 2 V3K0 

1-0.52/Co + 0 . 1 1 K £ ' 2 1 + 0 . 1 6 K 0 + 0.28 K^ 

The functions k0(/c0) and k2(K0) are plotted in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the development of the 
simplest closed curve with N = 2 with K0 varying from 0 to 1. When K0 = 0, we have a circle 
which then acquires torsion and is transformed into a two-dimensional figure of eight when 
KQ — 1. When K0 increases further from 1 to 2, the curve ceases to be right-handed and becomes 
left-handed, passing through the same stages in reversed order. 

The curves with N > 2 can be considered as closed N-period right- and left-handed helical 
lines. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the expansion coefficients of relative curvature k0(/c0) 
and k3(/c0) for a three-period simple closed helical line. 
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FIG.l. Relationship between the coefficients of expansion of the relative curvature K(s) = fc0 + fcie °fa 

two-pitch spiral with average torsion K0. 1: coefficient k0 for a right-handed spiral and k2 for a left-handed 
spiral; 2: coefficient k2 for a right-handed spiral and k0 for a left-handed spiral. 

FIG.2. Projections of a two-pitch spiral. 

3. EQUILIBRIUM IN THE PRESENCE OF A CURRENT 

In recent years Ohmic heating currents have been used fairly generally to produce and heat 
the plasma in stellarators. The conditions of plasma equilibrium in stellarator systems with longi
tudinal currents are considered below. 
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K0 

FIG.3. Relationship between the coefficients of expansion of the relative curvature K(s) = k0 + k^e^ of a 
three-pitch spiral with average torsion K0 . 1: k0 for a right-handed spiral; 2: k3 for a right-handed spiral; 
1 : k0 for a left-handed spiral; 2': k3 for a left-handed spiral. 

(a) Method of calculating equilibrium of a non-axisymmetric plasma column in given external 
fields with a longitudinal current in the plasma. 

To solve this problem it is sufficient to distinguish the proper field produced by the plasma 
current from the total equilibrium field. This problem was solved previously only for an 
axisymmetric torus. 

The scalar potential <p of an equilibrium magnetic field outside a plasma the cross-section 
of which is assumed to be circular with a radius p = a, is readily determined in the first approxi
mation of an expansion in ka. Joining with the equilibrium solution inside the plasma column 
[5] gives: 

<p= B^aco + 
B,.,a , „ a , 3 , , P , a l a 2 

k p £ n - + - k p - b , - - b , - + - k — 
P 2 a p i p 

sin(co-o:) 

+ bi I - + - ) cos(w - a) 
2 \ a p, 

1 
Bs(p3 - 3a2p) — k(s) cos(co - a) + Bss (5) 

In this case, a system of coordinates p, OJ, s related to the plasma axis and described in 
references [5—8] is used; B w is the field produced by the current on the surface, and the 
functions b^s) and b^s) are dependent on the current and pressure distributions and are defined 
by the expressions: 

b i (s ) - ib! (s ) I- ,i(a-Kns) (6) 

where Kn = K0 — n, 

8TT<P> + <B2
0>/2 + <KnpBwBs> - 1 KnaBwB s 

b,.,„ -
B w ( B c j _ K n a B s ) 

(7) 
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The angle brackets denote averaging over the cross-section. 
In expression (5) for <£, all terms which are singular for p -»• 0 refer to the proper field pro

duced by the plasma current.although some of the terms which are regular for p -* 0 also refer 
to the proper field. These are not dependent on the current distribution over the cross-section 
and therefore agree with the expansion in powers of p of the scalar potential of a filament with 
the same current and the same form as the plasma axis. To identify the confining field correctly 
therefore, it is necessary to first determine the field produced by a three-dimensional current-
carrying filament. 

It can be shown that if the ratio of p 2 to the square of the characteristic dimensions of the 
filament is disregarded, the scalar potential f of the magnetic field produced by the current is 
equal to 

f(p,to,s) = -
c 

2co + 
J ( r 2 + p 2 ) 3 / 2 J ( r 2 + p 2 ) 

ds' 

/ ds ® — ds' (8) 

where ep, e w , T are unit vectors along p, to and s.and r is the vector joining the point of obser
vation s and the point of integration s': r = r(s') - r(s). The last term defines the longitudinal 
component of the field which is not essential for equilibrium and will therefore be omitted 
subsequently. 

For smooth curves with no discontinuities in curvature K(s) and no angle of torsion 

« = / * (s)ds 

the potential f can be represented as follows: 

I 
f = -

c 

8R 
2co + (kp in \- f j sin(a> - a) + pfj cos(co - a) (9) 

where f t (s) and f, (s) are smooth functions of s which are defined by the following expressions: 

J r3 J r3 4R 
(10) 

vrr , 
do 

where v,p are the unit vectors of the normal and binormal and R = (l/27r) § ds. To calculate fl5 

the path of integration is divided into two sections by the point Sj at a distance TX > p from s 
(f i is naturally not dependent on the position of this point). 
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By neglecting the terms which are singular for p -*• 0 in expression (5) and subtracting the 
potential of the filament, we derive an expression for the potential y?m of the maintaining field: 

1 ri 

Vm = 0ss ~~ 7 Bs(i°3 ~ 3&2P) T~ k c o s(<° ~ °0 
BWP 

3s 

op o 
ka £n — - - k a + by + afx 

BWP 
s in(co-a) — (afj - bj) cos(oo-a) (12) 

The components which are proportional to the plasma current represent the potential of 
two mutually perpendicular uniform fields in the plane s = const. The first of these, Bja = BiP, 
extends along the binormal and is equal to 

Bw / „ 8R 3 
Bjj3 = — Ika fin ka + b t + af! (13) 

and the second, B±v = B\v, extends along the normal: 

Bco 
*Lv = - — ( a f i - b , ) (14) 

In these expressions the terms proportional to bx and bt are dependent on the internal characteristics 
of the plasma whilst the others are simply proportional to the plasma current. 

If the maintaining field is known, the displacement A(s, oo) of the plasma axis with respect to 
the magnetic axis of the vacuum field can be determined from the following equation: 

3A 3 3 B tf .... B Iv — = — — — ka2 cos(co — a) — — sin(oj - a) — — cos(o> - a) 
ds 8 3s Bs Bs 

In this case the displacement A„(s) along the normal is found to be equal to 

(15) 

A„ = — ka2 + cosa C + n w _,_ ^ sina(s') cosa(s') 
Bc Be 

ds' 

J ly . * l /3 sina(s') + cosa(s') 
Bc Bc 

- s i n a / 

0 

and the displacement along the binormal Aft: 

s 

I 

ds' 

An = sina - C — s ina(s ) c o s a ( s ) 
Bc ' B. 

ds' 

r 
— cos a I 

B i " • t '\ A. B l P / »N 
sina(s ) -1 cosa(s ) 

Bc Be 

ds' 

(16) 

(17) 
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where a(s) is the angle of torsion and C is a constant determined from the conditions of 
periodicity for A„ and A^: 

2TTR 27TR 

/ 

BJL0 . B.lv 
sin a cos a ds 

, cosa(2 

sina(27rR) TTR) J 

Biu . Bl)3 
— sina -I cosa 
Bs Bc 

ds (18) 

such that 

dA„ 
Ap(0) = 0, — 

Figure 4 shows the displacement of the plasma column with respect to the vacuum magnetic 
axis for the simplest curve with N = 2, K = 0.3. 

•DOS. 

FIG.4. Displacement of a plasma column with respect to the magnetic axis in a two-pitch spiral. N = 2; KQ=0.3 
for a uniform current density; |3 = 1%; a/R = 0.1; jUj = 1; Ai is the displacement along the normal; A2 is the 
displacement along the binormal. 
(a) displacement with respect to the vacuum magnetic axis without a shell. 
(b) displacement with respect to the axis of the shell, b/a = 1.5. 

(b) Pressure balance in the presence of an Ohmic heating current. 

One of the fundamental methods of determining the plasma energy confined by the 
magnetic field involves measuring the diamagnetic signal A3> (the variation in the longitudinal 
magnetic flux in the plasma column). To obtain a relationship between the plasma energy and 
A$ in an arbitrary toroidal geometry, it is convenient to use the Kruskal-Kulsrud equilibrium 
equation [9]. 
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d4> dv 
c d p = — d l — - d J (19) v dV dV 

where V(a) is the volume of the toroidal region bounded by the surface a(r) = const; 4>(a), X(a) 
are longitudinal and transverse magnetic fluxes; J (a) is the longitudinal current in the plasma, and 
1(a) is the total current (including the current in the external coils) flowing through the "hole" 
of the torus a(r) = const. It will be assumed that this varies monotonically with increasing 
distance from the magnetic axis where a = 0. 

The currents are related to the derivative of the fluxes by the following relationships [10]: 

47T 4l! 
— J = <*22(a) X' + «23(a) $ ' 1 = a23(a) x' + «33(a) * ' (20) 

c c 

where the matrix o ^ is expressed in terms of the metric tensor gflc; 

aik = <gik/^S >> g^Detgjk 

and the brackets denote averaging over the angular co-ordinates (cf. also Ref. [11 J). From Eqs (20) 
we derive expressions for the number of rotations due to the external field and the field produced 
by the current, respectively: 

_ <x23 _4TT J 
Mo- ; M j - ~, (21) 

«22 c a 2 2 $ 

by eliminating x' = Xj + Xo from Eq. (21) we obtain an expression for 

c , «22 

— * ' = r ^ o J - D (22) 
47T a 3 3 a 2 2~ a 23 

From this it follows that the diamagnetic signal is expressed by the integral 

i)]da (23) 
4n f «22 

A 4 , = — / [i-ie-Mo(J-Ja 

c J a 3 3 a 2 2-«23 

where Ie is the total external transverse current and J a is the total longitudinal current in the 
plasma. 

Relationship (19) is now multiplied by V and integrated over the plasma volume, allowing 
for the fact that p = 0 outside this volume and that 

r i f dxj i r d$ 
/ p d V = - / V — y d J - - / V — (dl-ModJ) (24) 

J c J dV c J dV 

The expression in the round brackets is rewritten as 

d I - M 0 d J = d [ I - I e - i U o ( J - J e ) ] + ( J - J a ) d M o 

Assuming that d<£/dV = const over the plasma cross-section, and taking the matrix for 
configurations with elliptic magnetic surface cross-sections, we obtain the following expressions 
disregarding effects of toroidicity: 
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f J2 B0 B0 f d/x0 

where L is the length of the torus axis and B0 is the field at the axis. The last term in this 
expression, which is due to the existence of shear, n'0 # 0, of the vacuum magnetic surfaces, is 
dependent on the direction of the current. The dependence of the diamagnetic signal on the 
direction of the Ohmic heating current was first identified experimentally by Andryukhina and 
Fedyanin on the "Liven12" stellarator. For 

V V 
Mo = Mi + O a ~ M i ) — ; J = J a — (uniform current density) 

*a *a 

the equation of balance expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters is given as 

2J 
Mj + - ( M a ~ M i ) 

2A«J> 
+ - — (26) 

cRB0 

where R = h/2ir; $ is the longitudinal flux through a cross-section of area s and 

27rJaR 
Mj: 

cB03> v/r^ 

4. MACROSCOPIC STABILITY 

A straight cylinder approximation is used to investigate the macroscopic stability of a plasma 
column in toroidal traps with three-dimensional magnetic axes. This means that by allowing for 
the integral torsion of the axis and the corresponding rotational transform, we disregard the effects 
due to the curvature. This approximation is used when considering helical instability in tokamaks. 
The potential perturbation energy in an arbitrary toroidal geometry expressed in the curvilinear 
system of co-ordinates p, 6, f with "rectified" magnetic field lines is taken as the starting point 
for the investigations. In the straight cylinder approximation the metric coefficients g^ and the 
relationship between the covariant and contravariant components of the magnetic field and the 
current density are given by the following equations: 

K0p
2L /L\ 2

 r pL 2np , 
g22 = p2 , §23= ^ , 233=( — ) > V ^ : = 2ff ' 3(P)=~X(P)+K0P$(P), 

- I ( p ) = KoPX'(p) + — *'G>) (27) 
2?rp 

where L is the length of the system; p is the existing radius of the cross-section of the magnetic 
surfaces; and x, *> I. J are the transverse and longitudinal magnetic fluxes and currents respectively. 
From these equations we obtain an expression for the number of rotations /x = x'/&': 

«oL J(P )L 
M = Mo+Mj; Mo = - ^ , " J = i ^ i 7 (28) 
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In this approximation the expression for the potential perturbation energy assumes the following 
form: 

W: i/pdp (mx ' -n$ ' ) 2 J ' + m x ' - n * ' 
2mJL\ £ 
2irp / p. 

+ m2(mx' - n*') ' 
, ^ S 2 2m2J(p)J'(p)(L/27r)2 

(29) 

When K0
 = 0 the expression in the second round brackets assumes the form mx' + n<£', and 

the familiar expression for the potential perturbation energy of a cylindrical plasma column is 
derived. Following the procedure adopted in reference [12], after integrating by parts we obtain 
the condition for stability of the plasma as follows: 

W: 7r£2(a) 

Lm2 
( m x ' - n $ ' ) 2 ( l + mX + 

a£'(a)\ mJL 
(mx' - n*) > 0 (30) 

where all the values are taken at the boundary of the plasma column, for p = a, X = [1 + (a/b)2 m] 
/[l - (a/b)2m],and the logarithmic derivative a£'(a)/£(a) is determined by solving Euler's equation: 

_d_ 

dp 
p(mx' - n $ ' ) 2 = ( m 2 - l ) ( m x ' - n * ' ) 2 * (31) 

where, as is readily apparent, a£'(a)/£(a) > 0. We agree to assume that J > 0 as, when this is the 
case (as is readily observed), instability (W < 0) is only possible when x'(a) _ (n/m) <£>'(a) > 0. 

Certain consequences of these expressions are examined. 

(a) Equilibrium stability, m = 1, n = 0 

When m = 1, £' = 0 as follows from Eq. (31) and the expression for the potential energy 
(in the absence of a shell, X = 1) assumes the following form when n = 0: 

w - ^ * ' 
JL 

2-ira.x' 
(32) 

In the absence of external rotational transform, the expression in brackets vanishes (neutral 
equilibrium) which, as has already been established, makes the condition for stability of a 
toroidal current-carrying plasma loop sensitive to the character of the transverse maintaining 
field. In three-dimensional systems with J = 0, the equilibrium is known to be stable, 

(b) Helical perturbations with J = 0 

For helical perturbations with m ¥= 0, n ¥= 0, the resonance condition mx' _ n $ ' = 0 may 
be satisfied due to the low degree of shear in the systems considered. In this case the equilibrium 
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FIG.5. Diagram showing helical instability in stellarators. 

position is close to neutral equilibrium and, in order to clarify the question of stability of a system 
with J = 0, it is necessary to allow for effects due to the curvature. This question is considered 
in Section 5. 

(c) Helical instability with J =£ 0 

From the expression for W and Eq. (31), it is evident that the total difference between the 
three-dimensional system and the straight cylinder consists in the variation in the relationship of 
the combination mx' ~~ n<E>' with the current J, i.e. 

mx' - n«J>' = m $'(n - mjuo) (33) 
2irp 

The total variation in the stability criterion for the same current distribution J(p) over the plasma 
cross-section therefore amounts to the substitution n -*• n - mjiio- This result was obtained in 
Ref. [13] as early as 1958. From this it follows that on the plane JUJ, Mo the regions of instability 
are bounded by the straight lines /xj'2 = (n/m)(l - q^Vj) where q1'2 are the boundaries of the 
instability gap in a tokamak. The stability diagram (Fig. 5) shows that the stability gaps (areas 
between the hatched regions) are enlarged with increasing nQ. 

The conditions for passage through the regions of instability are therefore more favourable 
in systems with three-dimensional axes. 

5. STABILITY OF A PLASMA WITH A FIXED BOUNDARY 

Under conditions where a low degree of shear exists (this is automatically fulfilled in a 
circular cross-section plasma without a longitudinal current.and requires an approximately 
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uniform current density distribution when a longitudinal current is present) in a plasma column 
with a circular cross-section of radius "a" and a fixed boundary, the following expression can be 
obtained for the potential perturbation energy: 

W = -
/ 

dp 

Pi 

p_ (mx' -n<S>')2idSm>nj 

R m 2 I dp I 

(mx' _ n<&')2 m2 - 1 

R„ 

+ 8*p'R — - ) |kep| 
\d>'2 /_, p + e 

l€m,nl 

/ 4 7 r p ' R 2 p m - ^ m > n d p 
Pi 

2R 
a , m + 1 L . <J>'2(p + 
/ p 2 m + 1 d p 

Pi 

,'n2/,.m + 1 / 47rp'R2/pm * l ?m>ndp 
Pi 

2R / p 2 m + 1 d p 

e)2 

r |kePi2 

A $'2(p + (p + e)2 
(34) 

Pi 

The derivation of this equation is similar to that used in Ref. [14] for a tokamak. The condition 
for the third term to be positive, which is sufficient for the condition W > 0 to be satisfied, is the 
same as the condition of local stability [10] based on Mercier's theory. As the last two terms in 
W vanish for local perturbations alternating in sign, it follows that for perturbations satisfying 
the condition mx' — n<£' = 0 in the absence of a current, 

J = 0, W if*' 'R<k 2 >p 2 £ 2 dp<0 

i.e. the plasma is unstable. This quasiflute instability is weak (the effective average curvature of 
the field lines is keff = <k2)p) but at present the dangers involved are not known. This instability 
can be stabilized by assigning a special D-shaped configuration to the magnetic surface cross-section. 
In this case the conditions of equilibrium and stability can be satisfied for /? < 10% for a right 
(open) helical system, as calculations have shown [8]. These results are valid for closed systems 
with a large number of periods N > 1. Further detailed calculations are required for systems with 
a finite number of periods. 
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Abstract 

INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA CONFINEMENT IN A DEVICE WITH A THREE-DIMENSIONAL AXIS. 
The results of investigating plasma behaviour in a closed trap with a three-dimensional axis resembling a 

four-arc figure-eight are presented. The existence of vacuum magnetic surfaces is confirmed by numerical cal
culations and experiments. The results of straightforward consideration of the diffusion coefficient in this 
system as a function of the collision frequency are presented. The particle lifetime in a weakly ionized plasma 
produced by an electron beam (n ~ 109 to 10U cm"3; Te ~ 10 eV) is in satisfactory agreement with the theoretical 
calculations. The energy lifetime in a Joule plasma (n ~ 1012 to 1013 cm - 3 ; T e a ~ 30 to 100 eV) with small 
discharge currents ( ^ 1 kA) is approximately equal to the value given by the empirical formula for tokamaks. 
As the plasma current increases, the variation in the plasma parameters observed does not contradict the picture 
of increasing plasma interaction with the walls due to displacement of the column. 

The M-8 (Fig. 1) is a closed trap with a three-dimensional axis resembling a four-arc figure-
eight and consists of four semitori. The radius of curvature of the semitori is 20 cm and the 
inside diameter of the stainless steel vacuum chamber is 6.8 cm. Porcelain inserts (dielectric joints) 
are incorporated in the central sections of the semitori. The semitori are connected by cylindrical 
tubes 4.2 cm long, which are used for pumping and diagnostics. The angle between the planes 
of the semitori is 32°, which gives a rotational transform angle of 232° (~ (2/3) 27r) but not over 
the total length of the system (L ~ 2.7 m). The longitudinal magnetic field is produced by 
discharging an artificial line to 64 coils (4 semitoroidal magnetic units) and in the experiments 
described was 6 kG (the maximum field is — 10 kG). The reduction in the magnitude of the field 
at the two-dimensional vertex was approximately 7% in 10 ms. The limiting vacuum produced by 
ion and sorption pumps is approximately 8 X 10 - 7 torr. 

The existence of non-convective circular vacuum magnetic surfaces has already been 
established in a device of this type [1 ,2] . In this case, the displacement of the magnetic axis 
is approximately 4 mm and is directed along the normal towards the axis which is equivalent to 
the existence of a magnetic antiwell of 1 —2%. The rotational transform of the field lines is virtually 
independent of the dimensions of the magnetic surface (d ~ 10"2). These results from analytical 
theory were checked and confirmed by computer calculations of the magnetic configuration and 
in experiments in a real system using the method of multiple passage of a low-energy electron 
beam (the magnetic field strength in this case was 1 kG (Fig.2)). 

A simple analysis of the motion of individual particles in this system shows that diffusion 
of particles trapped in magnetic mirrors formed at the points of marked rotation of the normal 
(cross-sections A and B) will play a major part in regions of low collision frequencies. This means 
that the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the collision frequency for the system in 
question will assume the form typical of stellarators with two-dimensional axes (Fig.3). 

The behaviour of a weakly ionized plasma produced by ionization of neutral hydrogen by 
an electron beam was examined first. Given a beam power of ~ 100 W (300 V, 300 mA) it was 
possible to produce a plasma with the parameters ne ~ 1011 cm -3 , T e ~ 10 eV, although in this 
case the level of oscillations in the plasma was high. By reducing the injection current (~ 2 mA) 
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the M-8 device. 

it was possible to produce a comparatively quiescent plasma with a density of ~ 109 cm - 3 and 
to investigate the decay process. The particle lifetime in this type of plasma as determined from these 
experiments (transition from the Pfirsch-Schluter regime to a plateau, predominance of collisions 
with neutrals) is found to agree satisfactorily with the theoretical calculations noted previously (Fig.4). 

To investigate Ohmic heating, a current-carrying plasma column was produced using two 
O-shaped transformers which gave a total magnetic flux of 0.05 V-s. The diagnostic techniques 
for the Joule plasma included electrical measurements, magnetic probes, measurements of the 
average density using a 4-mm interferometer, monitoring of the time history of the intensity of 
the Hp (4861 A) and CIII (4650 A) lines and an X-ray sensitive element. 

The experiments on Joule heating the results of which are presented below were carried out 
under conditions retained from the previous experiments to investigate the diffusion of a weakly 
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(a) (b) 

FIG. 2. Theoretical and experimental magnetic surfaces in sections A (b and d) and B (a and cj. 

ionized plasma. The diagnostic equipment used in those experiments was therefore retained: 
a barrel-shaped resonator (section C) and a double co-ordinate probe (section B) with internal 
ports 6 cm in diameter. The maximum radius of the magnetic surface fixed under these conditions 
was 2.8 cm; in this case the plasma column was rigidly fixed by this equipment at two points 
over the length of the system. The radius of the plasma column determined at the outset of the 
interaction between the plasma and the walls, which influences the discharge parameters and is 
caused by displacement of the plasma by the transverse field.was 2.6 to 2.7 cm. 
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FIG.3. Diffusion coefficient as a function of the collision frequency for a device such as the M-8. 
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FIG.4. Experimental dependences of the plasma particle lifetime on the collision frequency and magnetic 
field strength. 
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p = 10 4 torr 
b = 6kG 

t(ms) 

t (ms) 

FIG. 5. Typical oscillograms for two discharges. 

Typical oscillograms of the current, UcirC, ne, IH«> IciII and the X-ray signal recorded under 
these conditions are given in Fig.5 for currents of 1 kA and 3 kA. The results of analysing these 
oscillograms (the electron temperature was determined from the conductivity without allowing 
for runaway electrons and using Zeff = 1) are given in Fig.6. The values of ^ (for the total field 
comprising the vacuum field and the field produced by the current) calculated on the basis of 
these results are given in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 8 gives the values of TE calculatedfrom the equation 

Vn T M 
7"E 

Jp ^circ 

the trend of the dependence rE ' = 3.6 X 10 8 rfya2 which is usually used for tokamaks, the value 
of T B for T e = 50 eV artd the trend of the intensity of the CIII line. 
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Before discussing these results the following facts should be noted. First, in agreement with 
theoretical calculations [3], a magnetic well only appears in a four-arc figure-eight type of device 
with a plasma current for a rotational transform of 4ir, i.e. at currents of 7 kA and greater (with 
a uniform distribution and field of 6 kG). If the current is flowing in the opposite direction, 
a well will appear at half this current magnitude although in this case the rotational transform 
angle will pass through zero. If the current density is uniform therefore (shear is absent), the 
plasma should be unstable with respect to local flute perturbations. Furthermore, at a current 
of 1.75 kA (with a = 2.65 cm; H = 6 kOe and a uniform distribution) the total rotational transform 
angle in the system is found to be equal to 2ir, which can result in the development of the helical 
Shafranov-Kruskal instability. Second, we note another important fact. The calculations per
formed in Refs [2, 4] are used to estimate the displacement of the plasma column in our device 
due to the plasma pressure and the electrodynamic repulsion of the current-carrying plasma. As 
a rough approximation we calculate only the zero harmonic of the displacement (the total 
displacement will be slightly greater). The results of these calculations in which we used the 
relationship between Jp and j3^, which was measured experimentally, are given in Fig.9. 

These results are now discussed. Figures 6 and 8 clearly show that a boundary separating 
two regions of different plasma behaviour passes through the region of 1 kA plasma current. 
Region I (up to 1 kA) is characterized by increasing T e with increasing current and energy con
finement times approximately equal to the times calculated from the empirical formula for 
tokamaks. Region II (greater than 1 kA) is characterized by a sharp increase in the energy 
confinement time, a reduction in the electron temperature and an increase in the plasma impurity 
content with increasing current. The appearance of region II may be due to two factors. First, 
it may be due to the proximity of the current magnitude to the Shafranov-Kruskal limit as, if 
the current distribution is parabolic, a magnetic surface with q = 1 is generated near the axis in 
a discharge with a current of approximately 900 A and a longitudinal field of 6 kG. As the current 
increases, the radius of this surface also increases and becomes equal to the plasma column radius 
at a current of 2 kA. The second factor is the displacement of the plasma column which achieves 
several millimetres at a current of 1 kA and results in increased interaction with the walls of the 
resonator and the movable probe which in turn gives rise to a considerable impurity content 
in the plasma. 

As can be seen from the results presented above, the discharge current in this device was 
as high as 3.5 kA which is substantially greater than the Shafranov-Kruskal stability limit. However, 
when the plasma column was only slightly displaced from the walls of the vacuum chamber 
the helical instability could be suppressed both by direct contact between the plasma and the 
chamber walls and as a result of the high impurity content in the plasma. 

The plasma parameters in region I (ne * 5 X 1012 cm"3 ;T e a ^ 50 eV; r E = 80-100 JL-.S) 
clearly indicate that strong flute instabilities are not present; at the values of (3^ achieved, these 
instabilities can incidentally also be suppressed by the slight shear which arises if the plasma 
current is non-uniform [3]. 

In the second series of experiments, the vacuum conditions were improved and the cross-
section of the plasma column was restricted by a specially introduced rail Iimiter. Under these 
conditions the character of the discharge varied noticeably. Increases in the plasma resistivity 
and intensity of the CHI line were now only observed at currents of ~ 3 kA. The displacement 
of the plasma column under the influence of the transverse field was linearly dependent on the 
field strength within the limits of experimental error; the initial displacement in section A 
noticeably differed from the position of the vacuum magnetic axis measured previously. This 
may indicate that the initial magnetic configuration is distorted to a certain extent and, as a 
result, the transverse currents closing over the chamber walls may play a certain part in the 
equilibrium of the plasma. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/D 8-1, D 8-2 

M.S. RABINOVICH: What is the ratio of the transverse chamber dimensions to the transverse 
dimensions of "banana" orbits? 

V.D. SHAFRANOV: Banana orbit particles played no role at all in the experiments 
described here. 

J. NUHRENBERG: I have a question relating to paper IAEA-CN-35/D 8-1. Could you 
comment on the Mercier stability criterion that you expect in treating the fully toroidal case 
without an Ohmic heating current? 

V.D. SHAFRANOV: This is a problem that has been considered recently by Mikhajlovskij 
and co-workers. They found, among other things, that our most important earlier conclusions about 
the stability of helical systems with sufficiently high 0 are equally valid for closed helical systems. 

K. MIYAMOTO: What about the stability of the ballooning mode in a stellarator with a 
spatial magnetic axis? 

V.D. SHAFRANOV: In our opinion ballooning modes are covered by Mercier-type consider
ations. Therefore, my answer to your question coincides with the one I gave a moment ago to 
Mr. Nuhrenberg. 

G. GRIEGER: I was interested to see that the Kurchatov Institute has built and operated a 
machine of the figure-of-eight type. Some years ago we had plans for building such a device, but 
dropped them in the end because we anticipated unstable plasma behaviour. Do you predict plasma 
stability for zero plasma current (OH) and vanishing plasma pressure, or is there a minimum beta 
required to achieve stability? 

V.D. SHAFRANOV: With a circular cross-section of the boundary magnetic surface there is 
no stability for low j3. Stability is available in two cases: (1) with a shaped boundary surface (best 
is a D-shape), and (2) with an increase of (3 to near the equilibrium limit, the form of the boundary 
surface being conserved. In the latter case stability occurs at sufficiently high j3. 

D. LORTZ: We have also studied MHD equilibrium and stability in a figure-of-eight stellarator. 
Evaluating Mercier's localized criterion and computing a critical 0C from a lateral length which was 
determined from stagnation point considerations, we found the 0C values to be quite small — in fact 
around 1%. This would seem to contradict your ideas. 

V.D. SHAFRANOV: I think the difference between our considerations and yours lies in the 
boundary conditions. If the boundary magnetic surface is fixed (for example, by means of the 
conducting walls), then no separatrix appears at all when you increase j3. At the same time the 
form of the magnetic surfaces changes in a favourable way, and this leads to stability. 
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Abstract 

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE FLR STABILIZATION IN THE HIGH-BETA-
STELLARATOR - EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF MHD-CONFIGURATIONS WITH ZERO ROTATIONAL 
TRANSFORM. 

A. The influence of a finite Larmor radius (FLR) on the stability of unstable MHD modes has been 
investigated experimentally and theoretically. Experiments on the high-beta stellarator (HBS) ISAR Tl-B with 
an extremely large helical amplitude (§i =3) showed stabilization for the m = 2, k as 0 mode as long as rL/a ^ 0.14. 
This critical ratio was smaller by a factor of 2 to 4 than that given by sharp-boundary calculations and insensitive 
to coLTjj which varied from 2 to 10 at the critical limit. Theoretically, the initial-value problem of the MHD-
equations including gyro-viscosity was solved in cylindrical and helical symmetry with diffuse profiles. Numerically, 
an implicit method was used for the gyro-viscosity term. Eigenfunctions and growth rates of m = 2 modes could 
be determined at different rL/a. 

B. Equilibrium and stability of toroidal finite-0 MHD-configurations with a plane magnetic axis and zero 
rotational transform are investigated. A new sufficient stability criterion is used which, for this case, coincides 
with Mercier's necessary stability criterion in the neighbourhood of the magnetic axis. Critical j3 values, 0C, are 
computed from the position of the separatrix of the self-consistent third-order (in the distance from the magnetic 
axis) equilibrium solution. Optimization of |3C with respect to all prescribable functions yields a monotonically 
increasing'/^ as a function of the number of periods around the torus. In contrast to the data in the existing 
literature, rather low values of 0C are obtained, e.g. about 10% for 100 periods. 

A.) Experimental and Theoretical Study of the FLR Stabilization in the High- Beta 
Stellarator 

1.) Despite many attempts, completely MHD-stable toroidal high—J3 equilibria have not 
yet been found. Starting from presently known high-beta stellarator (HBS) equilibria 
and assuming wall stabilization of the m = 1 mode, the m = 2 , k » 0 mode remains MHD-
unstable in the high-beta stellarator. The fact that this mode is not observed in high-
beta experiments is usually attributed to finite Larmor radius (FLR) stabilization, but 
the theoretical and experimental knowledge is sti l l incomplete, especially in the 
case of the HBS configuration with mainly-£ = 1 fields. A detailed study seems to be 
necessary because the formally small MHD growth rates should lead to a strong effect 
of FLR even i f the Larmor radius is much smaller than the plasma radius, as expected 
for a fusion reactor. 

In earlier theoretical treatments using very crude mode ls / l , 2 / , a typical depend
ence of the growth rates on the Larmor radius is found: the growth rate decreases i n i t i 
al ly slowly with increasing Larmor radius, followed by a rapid decrease near a crit ical 
value beyond which only a very small remaining growth rate is predicted. Our present 
theoretical and experimental studies are concentrated on the dependence of this c r i 
t ical value on the parameters of the configuration. 
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2.) Experimental investigations of the m = 2 mode have been done at the toroidal 
high-beta stellarator ISAR T l - B / 3 / , which is characterized by a very large helical 
&= 1 distortion (helical amplitude rh = acf^ as 3 cm; plasma radius a £ 1 cm, i .e . 
v 1 & 3; 16 helical periods on the torus of 2.71 m major diameter; minor average 
coil diameter: 17 cm; maximum magnetic f ield: 3.1 Tesla). The small I = 0 and 4= 2 
fields necessary for toroidal equilibrium can be neglected for stability considerations. 
Because of the large compression ratio ()£2.8), the m = 1 , k » 0 mode was not wa l l -
stabilized in the present experiment and, indeed, was the only mode which was 
generally observed for standard operation (low f i l l ing pressure, deuterium). Despite 
of this fact, a useful test of FLR stabilization was possible at ISAR Tl-B since the 
ideal MHD growth rate of the m = 2 mode is much larger and this mode should there
for dominate in case of negligible FLR stabilization. In addition, a very large para
meter range was accessible in ISAR Tl-B by changing the f i l l ing pressure (5.6 f 90 
mTorr), the bank energy (0.5 or 1.5 MJ) and the f i l l ing gas (deuterium or hydrogen). 
Standard diagnostics (laser scattering, laser interferometry, stereoscopic streak came
ras, calibrated films, impurity lines, neutrons, magnetic probes) were used to deter
mine the plasma parameters. The ratio of the ion Larmor radius to plasma radius, 
? = r L / a , changed from 0.08 to 0.35 and the value co^ rv<- {<*>L = Larmor frequency, 
YAU = ion-ion collision time) was varied between 0.5 and 200. ^ and ^i_~^x* a r e 

defined at the half-density radius which seems to be most important for the global 
m = 2 mode. 

Fast growing m = 2 instabilities were observed below ^ = 0 . 1 4 * 0.015 with 
only a narrow transition region (about 10% wide). £ was rather insensitive to cJcXii 
which varied between 2 and 20 at the critical l imit . Because of the complex geometry 
of the perturbed toroidal plasma column, it was not possible to determine the mode 
structure in detai l . In cases where a single m = 2 mode seemed to survive,we 
measured a growth rate slightly higher than predicted by the unsealed ideal MHD cal
culations described below. Sometimes the m = 2 perturbation was slowly rotating 
(order of magnitude ^ ro t ^ lOO kHz), but no definite connection with the growth 
rate was derivable. Because of the m = 1 instability we did not get results about 
m = 2 growth rates smaller than about 1/10 of the MHD growth rate. The y^, 
found experimentally is by a factor of 2 to 4 smaller than predicted by recent sharp 
boundary calculations using test funct ions/2, 4 / . A more realistic theoretical 
approach is described below. 

3.) The ideal MHD theory is an adequate description of m = 2 modes / 5 / in helically 
symmetric high-J3 configurations with diffuse pressure profile as far as the plasma is 
collision-dominated. The MHD growth rates obtained numerically for typical values 
of the equilibrium parameters (fl = 0.7,<ff = 1 , £ = ha = 0.1,>t = 2 , h is the periodi
city number of the-^ = 1 field) is in the order of 4*10" referred to the Alfven transit 
time and is in accordance with the growth rates measured at ISAR Tl / 3 / . Neverthe
less, i f the high-p experiments ISAR Tl and HBS II operate in the collision-free 
regime, where £j> 0.2, the m = 2 mode has not been observed up to now in a time 
scale accessible for observation. Rosenbluth et a l . / I / have shown that in low-|3 
plasmas MHD unstable modes of small growth rates can be stabilized by the gyro-
motion of ions. Later on Freidberg / 2 / has used a Vlasov-fluid constant pressure model 
and has given the reduced growth rates of m = 2 modes as function of the ion Larmor 
radius rL in a straight high—(3 configuration including finite Larmor radius (FLR) 
corrections. 

In the present linearized analysis, we use momentum equations of a collision-free 
plasma to investigate the stabilizing effect of gyroviscosity in helically symmetric 
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high—(3 configurations of arbitrary pressure profile. We use an isothermal one-fluid 
plasma model of equal ion and electron pressure being isotropic, pe = p̂  , p = pe + p̂ . 
p = p . The plasma is described by the fluid equations 

p [ *} v / ' t + (v ' V) v]= -VP ~ F 'P + J x B , 

Qp/Dt + (v -7P) + H a p(7- v) = 0# 

lB/1i + 7 x E = 0, E + v x B = 0 , f i J = P x B 

In Ohm' s law we neglect at present resistive, Hall, and electron pressure terms, but 
we only deal with FLR corrections in the traceless pressure tensor P. In addition, we 
neglect collisional viscosity and the heat flow along and perpendicular to the magnetic 
field and assume electrical quasineutrality. 

There are two finite (3 effects on the FLR stabilization / 6 , 7 / , one is the stabilizing 
influence of temperature gradients which we neglect and the other is the increase of 
ion diamagnetic angular velocity which we take into account. 

The static helically symmetric MHD equilibrium of a long heUcal period length of 

order 0 (^ - 1) has weak curvature and torsion (| (B/B • V) B/B \~%z/a) and we only 

take the lowest order FLR effects into consideration. In addition, we investigate long 

wavelength modes in helical systems. The pressure tensor we need in this case is 

given in a cartesian coordinate system in the following form: 

-Pxx=+PJ (vJ=(P^/2il)(?vx /2y+ '3v,/Px) / P,, =(R£ /2H)(K/9x-9v,/?y), 

where& = eB/m/ is the gyro-frequency of the ions in the local equilibrium magnetic 

field. A description of the numerical mode analysis for investigating the m = 2 mode 

in ideal MHD theory as initial-boundary value problem is given in / 5 / . The additional 

terms in the equation of motion introduced by the gyroviscosity have been treated 

numerically by an alternating direction implicit method and by an implicit splitting 

method. Both methods give essentially the same results. The unstable modes of such 

a system are overstable modes or growing waves travelling in azimuthal direction. 

The additional dimensionless parameter u.= N^/AaSi^ \% defined by the characteristic 
ion gyro-frequency SL^ in the magnetic field B,c and the Alfven transit time 
a / \4. = (y0 $, a^/B^ ) , where the mass density j>0 is taken at the magnetic axis 
and B,c is the vacuum magnetic field of reference at the outer conducting wall . The 
average ion gyroradius rL is given by rL = (2 T^/m^-ft.*)* i

/ where T̂  is the ion 
temperature and m^ is the ion mass. Fig. 1 shows the growth rate y and the oscillatory 
angular frequency (Jk, referred to the MHD growth rate K M H * / Qs function of u. for 
an overstable m= 1 mode in a screw pinch equilibrium with a small hel icalZ- 4 field. 

The screw pinch equilibrium characterized by the longitudinal current J ^ has been 
computed numerically / 5 / . The MHD growth rate ^MHJ> of the m = 2 mode (m is 
the azimuthal mode number) is referred to the Alfven transit time and has been com
puted numerically as described in / 5 / . The growth rate y and the frequency uin 

are computed for A x = 0.25. The oscillatory frequency tJR is about an order of 
magnitude smaller than y . There is nearly no change of the growth rate except for 
rather large ^i values. 

Fig. 2 shows y and &>R of an m = 2 mode as functions of u. computed for ax = 0.12 
in the same screw pinch equilibrium. The growth rate y of the m = 2 mode is strongly 
affected by FLR effects. The reduction of the growth rate obtained numerically is 
larger than predicted by calculations using a surface current constant pressure model 
/2 ,4/and somewhat larger than deduced from the experimental data. This discrepancy 
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should be cleared up by improving the difference approximation. At present 
a crit ical value of ( r L /a ) forstabil izing the m=2 mode in a helical / = 1 equilibriumwithout 
longitudinal net current (3=0.7, <£, = \,e = 0.17X = 2, JK = o, ^ „ H 0 = 0.041 / 5 / ) cannot 
be given. In case where FLR effects are taken into account, the overstable modes become 
more localized rather near by the magnetic axis as p increases. 

B.) Equilibrium and Stability of MHD Configurations with Zero Rotational Transform 

As an axample of toroidal high-j3 MHD configurations with vanishing current density 
on the magnetic axis, we here treat equilibrium and stability for the case of a plane 
magnetic axis with curvature K and reflectional symmetry of the equilibrium with 
respect to a plane perpendicular to the magnetic axis. This type of equil ibria, whose 
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existence can be proven / 8 / a n d which have no rotational transform in contrast to 
low-|3 stellarator equil ibria, has mostly been treated in the surface current model 
and/or by expansion methods with the ordinary Q-pinch as zeroth order / 9 - 1 1 / . 
Here, we use Mercier 's technique / 1 2 / of an expansion around the magnetic axis 
without any other expansions and the only simplifying assumption that the magnetic 
field B be constant on the magnetic axis. Results using this approach have been 
reported by Shafranov and Yurchenko / 1 3 / . We have redeveloped the expansion 
around the magnetic axis up to third order self-sufficiently in order to obtain a com
plete set of formulae for the general three-dimensional MHD equilibrium / 1 4 / . These 
formulae allow a self-consistent discussion of the separatrices occurring in the third 
order flux surfaces and, thereby, estimates of the (3-values obtainable in equilibrium 
and also with respect to stability if a stability criterion is introduced as limiting side 
condition. 

Evaluation of the results obtained in / 1 4 / yields the following set of formulae per
tinent to our problem 

V 4 TTM 1 e x 2 + -i— y z + e S x3 + x y 2 ( ^- - S )] (D 
L 2. 2 e e 

S * = s/fe , Cf*= ^ / " e " , P = 1 6 T 2 p / B* 

^ • f - T t „. (2) 

I 1/54 S* / else 

r = ( e * + 3 ) S*' + l e e ' k ' - ± k" (e2 + 2) + ±- P e k (3) 

k = ~ f r = " I F J " d f t k ' 2 ( e \ + 1 ) + £ r ( « l + i > + 3ee'kk' 

+ 2 k S * ' ( e 1 - l ) + j P ( l + 2 e k 2 ) ] (4) 

J d i [ k ' V - l ) + - ! ^ 3 (el - l ) + 3ee'kk' + 2 k S * V + D + y P • £] = 0 (5) 

3 eg _ J / , 4 k s in z 2TT0 x 
| 7 y , j * 4 IT 2 u e cosz 2ir6> + e"J sin2- 2r9 y 

(6) 

l ^ ' 2 " = - 4 F T ' ( 1 + 4 e k 2 ) 
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Here the periodicity length of the magnetic axis is 2"ir; x and y are Cartesian coor
dinates in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic axis, q = j " d i / B , V volume inside 
a q-surface, 0 longitudinal f lux, e {£) half-axes ratio of the (in second order) 
el l ipt ical cross-section, '= d / d i , *= d/d V , * =feV.'. Equilibrium condition (3) relates 
the coefficients S*, J * of the third order surface and Eq. (5) is a side condition 
typical of closed field line equilibria and arises from the condition that q be function 
of V alone in second order in the distance from the magnetic axis. In Eqs. (6), V , 9,£ 
are Hamada' s coordinates. We use the necessary stability criterion / 1 5 , 17/ evaluated 
on each field line in the form / 1 6 / 

<8> + <t>0
2 J lw l 2 ^ >̂ o (7) 

dC 

(8) 

and a new sufficient criterion / 1 4 / 

C = 0 o / 0 o + P0o"2JlV^|2d£ * 0 
Here, the second term in the curly bracket vanishes because of the reflectional sym
metry. Inspecting Eqs. (6), one sees that inequalities (7), (8) coincide. This result 
also holds i f the field on the magnetic axis is not constant and is the first example of 
identical necessary and sufficient criteria. Combining Eqs. (4), (5), (6), and (8) 
and introducing the transformation 

e = W / f 2 , k = h / / W , P = 2P v vAN, S*= S/(2/W), $*= <$/(2 fW ) 

where W>0 is a constant characterizing the magnitude of e, we obtain 

0 ^ - 2 T T 2 W C = < f ' % h ' i - p w h V f i - h S / > 

O -2Tr2CAV = < f f ' i + h ' 2 - 6h ' f ' h / f + h S ' ) / f 4 > 

f 6/4(6-S? , - l / 2 ^ o / S * 4 
(2ir)- J... d£,{l=- P w m i n { (10) 

* I 1 / 2 7 S2 , else 

(9) 

<•••> 

FIG. 3. Result for 20<N<200. 
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Our problem then consists in discussing (3 as a functional of the three prescribable 
functions f, h, S under the side conditions (9) and that K describe a closed curve. 

Results are: 1) For <>0= 0 and even for fixed finite <H> = 1/N (N number of periods) 
|3 is not limited as can be proven with the following functions: 

h = h„ sin vi + € hv+ i sin (» + \)£ , f = I + f - 2 e cos i - 2 f „ cos v£ 

S = S^ i cos (*• + ])£ in the limit v-*> <** and with h v , h w ^ , f̂ — 0 (1/Vi7 ) 

S „ + - , ~ 0 ( / j 7 A ) , p w ~ 0 ( ^ ) , | 3 ~ 0 ( ^ * ) 

2) A well-posed problem is obtained i f N is fixed and e m Q x / em,-„ ^E as well as 
I7t I 6 K are l imited. Then 0 & N * K2 E/108 which shows that the result in / 1 3 / is 
erroneous. A well-posed problem is also obtained for fixed f, |3 < N2<f'2/f2>/108. 3) We have 
chosen f = 1 + e2 - 2e cos x and numerically optimized 0 as functional of e, h, and S using 
a steepest gradient method with respect to the Fourier coefficients of h and S. The result 
is shown in Fig.3 for 20 < N < 200. Geometrical details of these configurations will be 
presented at the conference. 
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F.L. RIBE: Could you describe your theoretical model for calculating the m = 2 FLR 
stabilization? The approach at Los Alamos is to apply Vlasov theory as nearly exactly as possible; 
this work is being done by Turner and Lewis. 

How does the experimentally determined r^/a compare with the latest theoretical results? 
F. HERRNEGGER: Perhaps I could answer that question. The critical value of the gyro-

radius rL in units of the plasma radius observed experimentally is smaller by a factor of two to 
four than the value predicted by Freidberg. The critical value of rj_ obtained from the numerical 
calculations, where we used continuum equations with a gyroviscosity term and a diffuse pressure 
profile for describing the FLR stabilization, seems to be somewhat more optimistic but about 
within the range stated before. 

H.R. GRIEM (Chairman): Would you care to speculate how kinetic effects might modify 
your rather low j3 limits? 

D. LORTZ: Compared with the results for the 2 = 2 stellarator without longitudinal current, 
the |3C values of the t = 0 configuration cannot be considered small. The influence of non-ideal 
effects on /3C has not been investigated. 
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Abstract 

PLASMA EXPERIMENTS ON STAGED THETA PINCH, IMPLOSION HEATING EXPERIMENT AND SCYLLAC 
FEEDBACK-SECTOR EXPERIMENT. 

Results of the Los Alamos theta-pinch program in three areas of investigation are summarized: (1) In the 
Staged Theta Pinch, results are reported on the effects of magnetic field amplitude and time history of plasma 
formation. (2) In the Implosion Heating Experiment, density, internal-magnetic field and neutron measurements 
yield a consistent picture of the implosion which agrees with kinetic computations and with a simple dynamic 
model of the ions and magnetic piston. (3) In the Scyllac Feedback-Sector Experiment, the 2 = 1 , 0 equilibrium 
plasma parameters have been adjusted to accommodate the feedback stabilization system. With a uniform toroidal 
discharge tube the m = 1 instability is feedback-stabilized in the vertical direction, and confinement in the toroidal 
direction is extended by feedback control. Results with a helical discharge tube are also reported. 

1. THE STAGED THETA-PINCH EXPERIMENT 

1.1. Introduction. The Staged Theta Pinch (STP) is a 4.5-m-long, 22-cm-bore 
theta pinch designed to study the physics and technological problems associ
ated with using separate capacitor banks for shock heating and adiabatic com
pression. Energy is fed to the shock-compression coil from two collector 
plates. Each plate is connected to half of the two high-voltage (125 kV) and 
one low-voltage (40 kV) capacitor banks. The STP uses one of the low-energy 
(47 kJ), high-voltage capacitor banks (PFN I) to produce the plasma and the 
lower-voltage, higher-energy (500 kJ) capacitor bank to provide a variable 
amount of adiabatic compression. A second low-energy (94 kJ), high-voltage 
capacitor bank (PFN II) is available to shape the implosion magnetic field 
and/or to assist in containing the plasma before it contacts the wall of the 
discharge chamber. A more complete description of the experiment may be found 
elsewhere [1,2]. 

1.2. Results of Plasma Studies to Date. Plasma columns with ratios 
(a/b.) of plasma radius to discharge tube radius of approximately 0.5 and 
plasma density outside the main column less than 2% of the maximum column den
sity can be produced at 5 to 10 mtorr initial D2 fill at a PFN I voltage of 
75 kV. At 100 kV on PFN I, plasma columns with the same properties can be 

* Work performed under the auspices of USERDA. 
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FIG. 1. STP plasma density versus radius at four times for the magnetic field waveform sho wn. PFN voltage: 
70 k V; fill: 7 mtorr D7. 

produced at 7 and 10 mtorr initial D„ fill. The 70-kV, 7-mtorr case is il
lustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the plasma density profile at four times dur
ing the plasma discharge, along with the magnetic field waveform. At 5 mtorr, 
which has given the maximum T. to date (T. > 1000 eV)> the results are not 
quite as favorable. Although a well-defined plasma column is formed which 
has a profile which decreases in a smooth monotonic fashion to the wall, 
plasma density near the wall is 5-10% of the peak column density. Plasmas 
with a/b of 0.5 (at the 1/e point in the density profile) would be capable 
of providing wall stabilization [3] in the proposed Staged-Scyllac Experiment 
[4]. 

Figure 2 shows the magnetic-field waveform, a holographic interferogram, 
and the reduced data from the interferogram for two cases. Figure 2(a) is 
for a "step-function" waveform where no flux leaves the discharge tube. In 
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4 6 
RADIUS (cm) 

FIG.2. STP magnetic field waveform, holographic interferogram, and density versus radius for (a) "step-function " 
waveform, and (b) "field-programming" waveform. 

Fig. 2(b) the dip in the magnetic field causes flux to move outward. This 
flux carries low-density plasma into the wall, creating additional plasma. 
In the field-programming mode of operation of Fig. 2(b) the magnetic field 
is reduced while the plasma is re-expanding after the initial implosion. 
Theoretical studies [5] predict that this mode of operation should lead to 
fatter, hotter plasma columns. The data in Fig. 2 show a 15% increase in 
plasma area for the "field programming" case. Data at 100-kV PFN voltage 
and 10-mtorr fill, where the plasma implosion and magnetic field waveform 
are more nearly in "resonance", show a 25-30% increase in plasma area, and 
consequently in plasma temperature. However, for the preionization levels 
(~60%) obtained in the STP, additional plasma is generated outside the main 
plasma column. 

2. THE IMPLOSION HEATING EXPERIMENT (IHX) 

In the IHX, an approximate step function of magnetic field is applied 
to a cylinder of approximately 70% preionized plasma which is 100 cm long and 

The circuit used for the implosion phase and the 
In IHX the plasma-

laden coil provides a large fraction of the circuit impedance, and therefore 
the current shape is strongly dependent on the initial fill density. The 
data presented here were taken with 120 kV on each of the four pulse-forming 
networks (PFNs) at the initiation of the implosion. With this voltage, 8.2 
mtorr filling pressure gives a fairly constant magnetic field during most of 
the implosion (cf. Fig. 3). Ion energies of 1.6 keV are obtained, and EQ at 
the wall during the implosion is 1.3 kV/cm. 

The data of IHX are in good agreement with the numerical calculations of 
Sgro et al. [7] and Hamasaki and Krall [8] and with the simple "bounce" model 
[5] where the ions are elastically reflected by the current sheath at twice 
its speed. An important conclusion from the present experiment is that im
plosion heating can indeed be described by this simple model. 

has a radius r of 20 cm. 
methods of preionization are described elsewhere [1,6]. 
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FIG.4. IIIX density as a function of radius and time. 

Figure 4 shows density data taken continuously at ten different radial 
positions using a four-beam Mach Zender interferometer, averaged over four 
discharges. The circles show the 2 v position where v is the velocity of 
the sheath. In a simple bounce model this position would be the maximum and 
the front edge of the density. In the experiment the finite risetime of B 
causes a velocity spread which tends to smooth and to lower this peak. In 
the simple bounce model v = B /[4u m.n 1^ = 2.3 x 10' cm/sec, where n is 

S n Z O l O O 

the fill density. This is 5% to \0% higher than observed. The expected den
sity jump is 2 n , and in the data from 200 nsec to 500 nsec the jump is with
in 25% of this value. The density behind the sheath is lower by more than an 
order of magnitude than the initial fill density. Measurements with probes 
show the magnetic field taking several centimeters to rise to its wall value. 
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However, Faraday-rotation measurements [9] show that the field rises over 
about the same distance as that of the density decrease, i.e. about 1 cm. 
In the simple model the minimum radius of the sheath is * /3 =6.7 cm. In 
IHX the minimum occurs between 700 and 750 nsec and has a value of about 
7 cm. The velocity and density of the density expansion are also consistent 
with its being pushed by 2 v ions. The neutron production and the value of 
/n2 d^r are shown in Fig. 3. By using the expression for the D-D cross-
section given by Greene [10] and assuming a mono-energetic, isotropic, two-
dimensional velocity distribution, these data yield an ion speed of 3.9 x 
10^ cm/sec. This is within 10% of 2 v . In conclusion, the simple bounce 
model describes the implosion phase of IHX quite well. In addition,remark
ably good agreement is obtained with much more detailed particle simulation 
calculations. 

3. EXPERIMENTS ON 8-m SCYLLAC FEEDBACK-SECTOR EXPERIMENT 

3.1. Previous Experiments. At the Tokyo IAEA Conference, experiments were re
ported on the Scyllac full torus [11] and 8-m sector [12] with a compression 
field of 40 kG. The plasma behavior showed good agreement with sharp-bound
ary theory of the £ = 1,0 helical equilibrium and the m = 1 growth rate 
(Y s- 0.7 MHz), which was too large to be compatible with the delay time 
(T ~ 1.5 usee) of the feedback stabilization amplifiers. Following these 
experiments the 8-m sector (major radius R = 4.0 m) was modified as follows: 
the £ = 1,0 wavelength was increased from 41.9 to 62.8 cm; the compression 
field reduced from 40 kG to 17 kG; beta decreased from 0.8 to 0.65; and 6. 
increased from 0.7 to 1.4 [13], This resulted in the expected decrease in 
growth rate to 0.3 MHz [14,15] and an acceptable value of yr = 0.4. It was 
also found that the toroidal equilibrium is affected by initial £ = 1 oscil
lations of the plasma helix (period = 3 usee) and especially £ = 0 longitudi
nal oscillations of plasma between the periodic-mirror maxima and minima 
(period = 10 usee), leading to plasma motions in the toroidal plane which 
are difficult to stabilize. It was also shown that £ = 2 feedback fields are 
preferable to £ = 0 fields. 

Here we report plasma stabilization experiments in the 8.4-m Feedback 
Sector Experiment consisting of five 1.7-m compression coils having £ = 1,0 
internal surfaces with (1) a uniform toroidal quartz discharge tube, and (2) 
a helical tube. In both cases the equilibrium is characterized by 6.. = 1.4, 
6 = 0.2, T. ~ 120 eV, Tg ~ 120 eV, $ = 0.6-0.7 and n = 2-4 x 10

16 cm"3. 
The feedback stabilization system is described in Refs [13] and [16]. 

3.2. Results with Closed-Loop Feedback Stabilization in a Uniform Toroidal 
Discharge Tube. Initial experiments with the closed-loop feedback system 
showed successful stabilization of the m = 1 instability in the vertical 
plane perpendicular to the plane of the torus, as shown in Fig. 5. The m = 1 
motion in the horizontal plane of the torus was dominated by loss of equilib
rium and was not controllable by feedback. Derivation of the net force on 
the plasma column in the horizontal plane from the observed accelerations of 
the plasma trajectories shows that the equilibrium loss results from transient 
effects in setting up the equilibrium plasma displacements 60 and 5., par
ticularly oscillations of 6„. Experiments were next performed with £ = 2 
fields of 4-8 usee duration and 30-60 G amplitude applied to the plasma dur
ing the preionization phase. This resulted in improvements in the plasma 
equilibrium and confinement as shown in the upper streak photographs of Fig. 
6, where the compressed plasma column remained, nearer the axis of the dis
charge tube. Under these conditions the m = 1 instability was feedback-
stabilized during the main discharge in the vertical plane and plasma con
finement in the horizontal plane was extended by feedback control as shown 
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plasma trajectory (heavy line) and feedback field time history. 
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FIG. 7. Scyllac Feedback Sector streak photograph and position-detector (heavy line) and feedback-field (light 
line) time histories with 5 = 1.4 helical discharge tube. 

in the lower streak photographs of Fig. 6. This resulted in plasma confine
ment times of 25 usee. The lower plots of Fig. 6 show the average of the 
feedback output currents and the plasma trajectories obtained from the five 
plasma position detector stations approximately equally spaced around the 
sector. The streak photographs of Fig. 6 also show: initial <5, helical 
oscillations which damp; the helical plasma distortion 6 which is propor
tional to the separation of the dual plasma trajectories taken one-half 
helical wavelength apart; the bumpy plasma distortion 6 , which is propor
tional to the difference in the plasma diameters in the horizontal plane; 
and the unstable m = 1 motion terminating the plasma confinement. 

3.3. Results With a Helical Toroidal Discharge Tube. A helically-shaped 
quartz discharge tube (helical displacement = 1.4 cm) was fabricated 
and installed in the I = 1,0 equilibrium coil configuration. An additional 
slow-rising, capacitor-driven £ = 2 field (10-30 G) is used for fine adjust
ment of the plasma equilibrium. The horizontal streak photograph (A) of Fig. 
7 shows the elimination of the 6. helical plasma oscillations observed pre
viously (Fig. 6). The slower 6. axial oscillation remains and appears as a 
time variation of the plasma diameter and also a slow inward-outward oscil
lation. The graphs of Fig. 7 also show the plasma position and the feedback-
coil currents for the coil sector (B) corresponding to the streak photograph, 
as well as adjacent coil sections (C and D). The application of feedback ex
tends the confinement time from 10 us to 25 ps. 
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F. HERRNEGGER: Have you done further experimental investigations on the m = 2 mode, 
and have you in fact observed the mode? 

F.L. RIBE: We reported observations of the m = 2 mode at the Tokyo Conference; they were 
similar to those made at Garching. The threshold for stabilization of ri ja is lower by about a 
factor of two than the sharp-boundary estimate of Freidberg. Unfortunately, at both Los Alamos 
and Garching the plasma must be made quite collisional by cooling before the m = 2 mode can be 
observed. We expect to make measurements in the collisionless regime on the Staged Theta Pinch 
with £ = 1 fields. Paper IAEA-CN-35/E 16 gives details of the relevant theoretical work. 

H.A.B. BODIN: In the cases where you reported an extension of the stable time by feedback, 
was this favourable effect observed all along the length of the sector? 

F.L. RIBE: Yes, all along the sector except at the very ends of the end sections. I might 
remark that the observed mode structure is not very different from what the theory would predict, 
except that one is a little uncertain about the exact boundary conditions that should be applied 
at the ends of the plasma. But the plasma is in fact stabilized along its whole length. 

H.A.B. BODIN: Was there any change in the electron temperature between the case with 
no feedback and early wall contact and the case in which feedback extended the confinement? 

F.L. RIBE: One would expect a gradual cooling with the more prolonged confinement, so 
we attempted to determine with our Thomson apparatus what the decrease in temperature was. 
In fact, it turned out to be so small that it lies within the Thomson scattering error; so we can say 
that, with feedback and extended confinement, the temperatures measured by Thomson scattering 
are the same as those measured before wall contact in the experiment with no feedback. 

K. HOTHKER: Do you have any information concerning the diffusion of the magnetic field? 
F.L. RIBE: In the STP we do not see any diffusion in about 10 fxs. Note that the density 

of STP is 100 times that of Helix, where such diffusion is seen. The drift velocities and therefore 
presumably the drift-induced microinstabilities are greater in Helix. 

G.A. EMMERT: Is it possible to include the effect of the £ = 0 oscillation in the logic of 
the feedback loop and thereby cure the slow drift to the wall? 

F.L. RIBE: To follow the £ = 0 oscillations with 10 us period is possible but not a very practical 
proposition. Our present plan in Scyllac is to eliminate the £ = 0 transient in favour of an £ = 2 
transient which will damp out faster. This requires replacing the £ = 1,0 equilibrium by an 
£ = 1 , 2 equilibrium. 
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Abstract 

ANALYTIC AND NUMERICAL STUDIES OF SCYLLAC EQUILIBRIA. 
The results of both numerical and analytic studies of the Scyllac equilibria are presented. Analytic expansions 

are used to derive equilibrium equations appropriate to non-circular cross-sections, and compute the stellarator 
fields which produce toroidal force balance. Numerical algorithms are used to solve both the equilibrium equations 
and the full system of dynamical equations in three dimensions. Numerical equilibria are found for both C = 1,0 
and 8 = 1 , 2 systems. It is found that the stellarator fields which produce equilibria in the C = 1,0 system are larger 
for diffuse- than for sharp-boundary plasma profiles, and that the stability of the equilibria depends strongly on 
the harmonic content of the stellarator fields. 

1. Introduction 

The Los Alamos Scyllac experiment is designed to produce toroidal 
equilibria by adding stellarator fields with azimuthal mode numbers & and 
& + 1 to a fundamental toroidal theta pinch field. The interaction of 
these fields with the appropriate relative phase and toroidal wavelength 
produces an inward force to counteract the toroidal drift force.1 When the 
amplitude of the interaction is correctly chosen, according to theory, 
toroidal forces will be in balance and equilibrium is possible. 

The results of the Scyllac experiments have been interpreted to mean 
that equilibrium results when stellarator fields are applied with the 
amplitudes computed from sharp boundary equilibrium theory. However, in 
the Scyllac derated sector experiments with feedback stabilization,2 the 
motion of the plasma to the outside of the torus has not been suppressed, 
evidently because of the presence of a large unbalanced outward force. 
Other results from the Scylla IV-3-* and Isar-Tl-A^ experiments indicate the 
sideways force on a plasma column is as much as 60% different :from the 
sharp boundary, theoretical prediction. 

* This work was supported by the US Energy Research and Development Administration and by 
New York University Contract (1 l-l)-3077. 

** Guest from Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik. 
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These experimental results have motivated a number of efforts to 
improve existing equilibrium theory. The theory has been refined by 
substituting a more realistic diffuse profile for the sharp boundary 
profile treated previously, and by considering stellarator fields of the 
magnitude of those used in the actual experiments. 

These refinements are incorporated in the work described here, which 
includes a new expansion for diffuse equilibria, and a direct numerical 
solution of the diffuse equilibrium equations without expansion. Results 
of an analytic force estimate obtained by an expansion, and a numerical 
solution of the full time dependent equations are also described. 

2. Solutions of the Equilibrium Equations 

2.1 Solutions by Analytic Expansion (R.Y. Dagazian and J.P. Freidberg) 

Scyllac equilibria are sought by expansion about a straight theta 
pinch with 8-dependent magnetic surfaces! 

B = B(r,9)ez + aB(
1)(r,6)eihz + aB(1)*(r,6 )e _ i h z + a V 2 ) ( r , 6 ,z) (1) 

Here a < 1 and represents the strength of the helical fields; r>9>z are 
cylindrical coordinates and h = const. Toroidal effects are considered to 
be of 0(a 2). 

The original set of MHD equilibrium equations is thus reduced to the 
equations 

v2cf> + ^q4. = o, |v<f>|2 + U - B ) 2 1 cose = g(6) U ) 

where 6(r,8) = 1 - B2(r,9)/B0, BQ/2 is the magnetic pressure just outside 
the plasma; <J> is a stream function related to the helical fields 
-1 = ^^/ B( r>9) an<i R is the major radius of the torus. When g << 1, the 
usual stellarator-like low 3 solutions can be obtained by choosing 
g(g) = 1/A2 x [-£ng(r,e)]V with v = const > 0 and X 2 = const. Other low B 
solutions have been found which are completely analogous to sharp boundary 
equilibria. 

A high 3 expansion is also possible using £ = [1-B(r=0)]2 as the 
expansion parameter. To lowest order, one obtains in this limit 

V2^(0) + v§ 1V1__ = Q | V ( j ) ( 0 )|2 = (0)(g(0)) (3) 
1-3(0) 

Toroidal effects are now of order e and are calculated from higher order 
equations. These are linear in <J>. Regularity conditions at r = 0 and 
consideration of experimentally observed profiles are consistent with the 
choice g(B) = lA2(-£n6)v. 

a i£8 
Letting B(r=0) = 1 , it is easy to obtain solutions of the form r e 

to the nonlinear system Eq. (3) near r = 0. v, a and £ are related 
through the indicial equation (2-v)a^ - 2a3 + 2J£2a2 - 2£2a + v£ 2 = 0 For 
£ = 0, (j)(0) = C l r

2(2/v? + c2, c 1 > 2 = const and B
( 0 ) = exp (- c ^ r 2 ^ 2 " " ^ ) , 

a v = [2Aci/(2-V)]
2/v. A simple analytic solution^ for an £ = 0,1 system 

obtains for V = 3/2* <j>(0) = co +c\ r-^-^e1", co i = const and 
3^ ' = exp(-const r 3 - " ) . Similar solutions are found for other £'s. 
Exact numerical solutions (for any 3) are obtained by means of a simple 
numerical iteration of Eq. (2). 
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FIG.l. The toroidal plasma radius as computed by the Betancourt equilibrium code is plotted against an 
artificial time scale. The second curve from the top corresponds to the unstable equilibrium radius. The other 
curves show the drift of the plasma away from the unstable equilibrium resulting from other initial conditions. 

2.2 Numerical Solutions of Che Equilibrium Equations (0. Betancourt) 

Equilibrium and stability computations for Scyllac were performed 
using a fully three dimensional MHD code.-5 The code minimizes the potential 
energy by an artificial time iteration suggested by the conjugate gradient 
me thod. 

The first type of configuration considered is an % = 1,2 design for 
Scyllac, which is presently being built at LASL. In Fig. 1 is plotted the 
ratio of the toroidal shift (m = 1, k = 0) of the plasma column to the wall 
radius as a function of artificial time for several different initial 
positions. There is an unstable equilibrium position at -0.48, for when 
the plasma column is initialized further in, it will drift towards the 
inner wall, and when the plasma is initialized further out, it will drift 
towards the outer wall. The computation predicts that the equilibrium 
position will be shifted inwards by 5 cm, as compared to the shift of only 
1 cm predicted by sharp boundary theory. Figure 2 shows the results for 
the same case after an increase of 50% in the value of the 1=2 field. 
Again an unstable equilibrium is observed, with the equilibrium position at 
-0.11, which corresponds to a shift of 1.1 cm inwards. A comparison 
between the two cases shows that an increase or decrease in the £ = 2 field 
shifts the equilibrium position outwards or inwards. 
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FIG.2. Similar result to that shown in Fig.l , obtained when DEL2 is increased. 

The second type of configuration considered has an I = 1 field much 
larger than the SL = 2 field. The wall shape is given by 

R(<J>>6) = b[l + A1Cos(<t>-he) - A2cos(2<j>-h6) + A3cos 3(<t>-h9)l 

where R(<J>,8) is the wall radius measured from a circle of radius 400 cm; 
b = 8 cm is the average wall radius; (j) ,9 are the poloidal and toroidal 
angles respectively; and h = 45 determines the helical wavelength. 
Figure 3 shows the results for several different initial positions. The 
results are quite different from the previous cases. The equilibrium 
position is at -0.17, and independent of the initial position of the plasma 
column. All solutions converge to the same equilibrium position. This 
shows that within this mathematical model an equilibrium stable to tne 
m = 1, k = 0 mode can be achieved. 

It is well-known that modes with m = 2 or higher are MHD unstable for 
Scyllac. However, the effect of discretization in these computations is to 
introduce an artificial viscosity which stabilizes the higher modes in a 
manner similar to the finite Larmor radius effect in the actual experiment. 

3. Solutions of the Dynamical Equations 

3.1 Analytic Force Estimates (D.C. Barnes) 

The post-implosion dynamics of the Scyllac plasma depend upon the 
toroidal forces acting upon the plasma. It is possible to estimate these 
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FIG.3. When DELI is increased and DEL2 decreased, a stable numerical equilibrium results, for all initializations 
result in an equilibrium at the same toroidal radius. 

forces without solving the full diffuse magnetohydrodynamic equations by 
computing the total force, F, acting on some appropriate volume containing 
the plasma. A necessary condition for equilibrium is that this force must 
vanish. 

For Scyllac the force per unit length is computed by surrounding one 
helical period of the machine by a smooth toroidal sector of minor radius b 
taken large enough to contain all the plasma. Assuming a main toroidal 
theta pinch field BQ producing a plasma profile B (r,9 ) and small helical 
fields with symmetries £ and % + 1 the force per unit length is given by 
the vector sum of an outward toroidal drift forcei° 

B 2 T27r r1 

B(r,8) rdr 

where R is the major radius, and an inward force from the helical fields. 
In the case of small dimensionless helical wavenumber e = ha, where a is 
the characteristic plasma radius, this is given by 

FJI ,JI+I = 7Ta cica+i 

r.ft) 
\ c l / r •*• oo 

1*0 

1 = 0 
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where the asymptotic behavior of the helical flux is 

/ f" / x5- , v ~ A 1 

h(f) +Mf) V*° 
I 2 [> (!) + doJ < * * ° 

as r •* °°. The dimension less constants C£ and dn represent the applied and 
diamagnetic field strengths respectively. The same analysis may be carried 
out for finite e with the potential given asymptotically in terms of 
modified Bessel functions. 

For computational convenience, 6 =6(r) is chosen corresponding to 
circular magnetic surfaces. The ratio d^/c^ is computed by requiring 
helical pressure balance. The resulting ordinary differential equation for 
ijj£ may be integrated numerically to obtain \j>, at large r to determine 

Vv 
Results for i = 1,0 and £ = 1,2 systems with three different profiles 

6 = 3(r) are summarized in Fig. 4 where the field product C£ C£+i required 
for toroidal force balance is plotted as a function of the plasma 8 on 
axis. The field product is normalized to the value required for a sharp 
boundary constant pressure profile. The correction implied for a diffuse 
Z = 1,0 system is greater than a factor of two at high B and not very 
sensitive to the profile details. For a diffuse % = 1,2 system the 
correction is small. 

3.2 Numerical Solutions of the Dynamical Equations (D.C. Barnes, J.U. 
Brackbill, and W. Schneider) 

The post-implosion dynamics of the Scyllac plasma are described by the 
nonlinear equations for ideal magnetohydrodynamic flow in three dimensions. 
The equations are approximated by finite difference equations and solved 
numerically on a computation mesh with 15 radial, 10 axial, and 12 
azimuthal zones. The mesh boundaries coincide with the interior of the 
shaped compression coils. The mesh interior is divided into a vacuum 
region and an embedded plasma column by a Lagrangian interface. Within the 
vacuum region, field equations are solved using a recently developed block 
iterative, successive overrelaxation method. Within the plasma region, the 
nonlinear MHD equations are solved using a method described by Brackbill7 
The flux on the boundary may be given by arbitrary functions of space and 
time, but in the post-implosion studies, the toroidal flux is constant and 
the poloidal flux is zero on the boundary as in the experiments. Using the 
numerical calculations, questions related to transient responses, 
equilibrium, and stability can be examined. 

Initial value calculations of the plasma dynamics have been performed 
for both sharp boundary (constant pressure) and diffuse profiles (rigid 
rotor)** with parameters corresponding to Scyllac experiments.^ Initially, 
the plasma is axisymmetric and at rest at the center of the discharge tube 
as it is observed to be immediately after the implosion. In response to 
the applied & = 0 and £ = 1 stellarator fields, the plasma distorts into a 
helical, bumpy shape. At the same time, the plasma accelerates outward in 
response to the toroidal drift force until the helical response produces a 
balancing inward force. 
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FIG.4. Results of an analytic force estimate by expansion. Curve labels G, R, and S correspond to Gaussian, 
rigid rotor and sharp profiles. Point labels 1—4 refer to results obtained by 3-D dynamical calculations: 
(I) sharp boundary, R = 1600, (2) sharp boundary, R = 400, (3) rigid rotor "clamped", R = 400, and 
(4) rigid rotor, R = 1600. 

The results of the sharp boundary calculations have been compared, in 
detail, with sharp boundary theory. For Scyllac full torus parameters, the 
field product required to produce toroidal force balance is 1.25 times that 
predicted by sharp boundary theory. For a major radius four times the 
Scyllac value, the corresponding field product is within a few percent of 
the sharp boundary result as shown in Fig. 4. 

The results of a diffuse profile calculation with Scyllac parameters 
is summarized in Fig. 5 where the amplitude of the responses to £ = 0 and 
SL = 1 fields, 6Q and 6^, and the center of mass velocity in the toroidal 
direction are plotted against time. Between t = 1.5 ys and t = 2.0 \is, 
these measures of the plasma response are changing relatively slowly, and 
the solution may be described as quasistationary. The constant velocity of 
the plasma in this interval indicates the field product, B^=oB£=l> applied 
would produce toroidal force balance if the value of this product were 2.7 
times that predicted by sharp boundary theory for these parameters, but 
only 1.5 times that computed from the analytic force estimate as shown in 
Fig. 4. During the quasistationary phase, the plasma drifts from the 
geometric axis. Thus, after 2.0 ys, the toroidal velocity will increase 
because even the partial toroidal equilibrium will have been lost. 

A separation of equilibrium from stability questions is obtained when 
the m = 1, k = 0 instability is suppressed by applying a force to constrain 
the center of mass to remain at the toroidal axis, and removing a small 
fraction of the kinetic energy each time step. The results of such a 
calculation for an H - 1,0 system are shown in Fig. 6, where 60, 6\, and 
the force of constraint Fj Q are plotted against time. The oscillations of 
6Q and the Fj Q force are anticorrelated and the period of the oscillation 
is 1.5 ys as observed experimentally. The removal of kinetic energy 
results in strong damping of these oscillations. The field product needed 
to produce toroidal force balance inferred from this calculation is 
approximately 1.8 times the sharp boundary theory result in approximate 
agreement with the quasistationary solution and in good agreement with the 
analytic force estimate (Fig. 4). 

The growth rate of the m = 1, k = 0 instability can be computed 
approximately for an £ = 1,0 toroidal system by computing the instability 
of an £ = 1 straight equilibrium. A calculation with parameters 
corresponding to the derated sector experiment yields a dimensionless 
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FIG.6. Response of a diffuse profile plasma with "clamping": (a) 8Q, (b) 8j , and (c) inward force of constraint. 
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growth rate, y = Y/nVa> equal to 6.19 x 10~2. This can be compared with 
Y1 = 1.20 x 10~1 from sharp boundary theory, and 8.52 x 10-2 for a small 6 
expansion for diffuse profile plasmas. 

Conclusions 

The numerical computations on Scyllac equilibria have demonstrated the 
existence of numerical, diffuse profile equilibria, and have given 
indications of their differences from corresponding sharp profile 
equilibria. The time dependent calculations have reproduced some of the 
observed transient phenomena; including the oscillation of the toroidal 
imbalance resulting from oscillations of the plasm3 response and the growth 
of the unstable tn = 1, k = 0 mode. Analytical expansions have provided 
corroboration of the observed differences between diffuse and sharp 
boundary equilibria, and should soon confirm the existence of diffuse 
profile equilibria. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/E 11 

J. NEUHAUSER: Betancourt calculated m = 1 stable toroidal equilibria. The typical 
equilibrium parameters chosen are close to those used in present experiments, where the m = 1 mode 
is, however, found to be unstable. Could this difference be explained by the finite grid size? 

J.U. BRACKBILL: The computation mesh was refined in later recalculations of the stable 
equilibrium presented, and the equilibrium was found to be unstable. No pure £ = 1,2 stable 
equilibria have been found with the refined mesh, but it has been found that the addition of the 
2. = 3 helical field included in the field equation in the paper resulted in equilibria stable to the 
m = 1, h = 0 mode, even when the mesh is refined. 
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Abstract 

EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF HIGH-BETA PLASMA IN MODIFIED BUMPY TORUS (MBT). 
The equilibrium and stability properties of the plasma in Modified Bumpy Torus, which is an asymmetric 

system with closed magnetic lines of force, is reported. For small beta value, the growth rate of m = 1 mode 
instability in MBT can be smaller than that of Scyllac configuration. The results of 1 /4 toroidal sector experiment 
are reported. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The confinement time of the present high-beta plasma experiment is 
limited by the rapid plasma movement tovard the surrounding wall caused by 
the m = 1 mode instability [l, 2]. The main efforts in high beta pinch 
experiments are directed to stabilization of such an instability. It is 
important to investigate the various kinds of asymmetric systems and to find 
the more stable configuration against m = 1 mode. 

We report the equilibrium and stability properties of the MBT 
(Modified Bumpy Torus) configuration. The plasma surface has a distortion 
of % = 0, I = ±1 and. % = ±2. Magnetic lines of force in MBT configuration 
are closed; they have no rotational transform. This differs from Scyllac 
[l] and High Beta Stellarator [2] with rotational transform. 

First we describe theoretical predictions for the equilibrium (in 
section 2) and the stability (in section 3) of the plasma in MBT. Then we 
report the results of l/k toroidal sector experiment with the major radius 
1.5 m in section k. 

2. EQUILIBRIUM 

The present MBT configuration is produced by use of gapped conducting 
shell rolled on the surface r = r (around the discharge tube) over the 
azimuthal range -9 <8<0 , the direction of 8 = 0 being toward the outer side 
of the torus (Fig. l). Toroidal bumpy field generated by toroidal multi-
mirror coils is modified by the gapped shell, and the I = ±1 and & = ±2 
field components are introduced. 

The magnetic field strength on the axis is assumed to have the form 

B(z) = B + SBcos(hz) (l) 
o 
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ThetaCoil Shell 

FIG.l. Schematic arrangement of MBTdevice. Major radius R0 = 150 cm, gapped angle do = 120°, shell 
radius r~ = 6.5 cm. 

The plasma surface is deformed to the form 

r = a{l + I 6„cosU6-hz) > (2) 

where 

6 = (SB/B )/(2-2B), 
o o 

8=5 = (r /a)(6B/B )(cos6 -l)/(2-3) 1 -1 s o o 

5=6 = (6B/BJ(l+3cos0 )(cos0 -l)/(2-3) 2 - 2 o o o 

6£ oc (a/rs)
|il1-2 (for \l\ > 3) 

Here we have assumed that 6B/B « 1, e = ha « 1, and a/r « 1. 
The condition of toroidal equilibrium is obtained by equating the 

drift force per unit length of plasma column 

,2 2 
Pd = f BV{(3-2g)6 o6 1 + (2-e)6l(52} 

2 2 
to the toroidal force F = B a BAR, where R is the major radius of the 
torus. The value of the major radius required for toroidal equilibrium 
takes the minimum value, for fixed values of h, r , a and 3 , where 0 ^ 
135°. In the previous experiment in linear geometry the theoretical predic
tion for the existence of equilibrium has been confirmed [3]. 

3. STABILITY 

The stability of the MBT configuration against the rigid lateral dis
placement (m = 1, n = 0 mode) has been investigated. Since the MBT configu
ration has plane symmetry with respect to the plasma z = 0, n = 0 mode has 
the greatest growth rate. If we put the displacement of the plasma surface 
as ^ = £cos(0+a), where a represents the direction of the plasma movement, 
the growth rate y can be written in the following form [h]: 

y2 = §3 *M{JG*6Jl + lHJl6iUl6il+1cos2a} (3) 
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where v. is the Alfven speed and for e « 1 

Go = (3-23)(l-3)/(l-3/2) 

G± = G ^ = (e
2A)(2-|5)(U-33)/(l-|3)-23(a/b)U 

G£ = (|£|-l)(2-3) (for \l\ > 2) 

HO = - 3 

Hi = H-i = (8-53) (1-3) A(l-3/2) 

and ID is the radius of the conducting shell. 
The growth rate of the vertical displacement (a = u/2) generally differs 

from that of horizontal one (a = 0). The coupling term with 6 and 6 makes 
the vertical displacement more unstable than the horizontal one [5]. On 
the other hand, when H „ > 0, the coupling term with 6 and 6 makes the 
horizontal displacement more stable than the vertical one. Vhen the 
relation 

H fij + 2HJ S. = 0 (U) 
o 1 1 o 2 

holds, the above two effects cancel each other. 
Supposing the formula (3) is valid to all values of 61 , we try to 

minimize y with respect to 61 , with fixed e and a/R . If 3 » e , for 
MBT configuration we have ° 

^ M * w 3 / 2 ( a / R e 2 ) (5) 

where A ^ = 0.5 for 3 = 0 and A ^ =13.7 for 3 = 0.5, while for Scyllac 
configuration with £ = 0 and & = l we have 

y2/h2v2 ~ A g C Y x 3a/Re (6) 

with Ag =6.5 for 3 = 0 and Ag =5-6 for 3 = 1 . For small value of 3 
and £ > 0.1, MBT configuration has; an advantage over Scyllae configuration. 

The stability of the MBT configuration with finite surface deformation 
has been investigated for the sharp boundary model with & - 0, ±1 and ±2 
field components. The calculation is made by using the expansion with 
respect to 3» The result obtained is that when 

-^ $ dil/B < 0 (7) 

i.e. when the interchange mode is stabilized, m = 1 mode as well as higher 
m modes is also stabilized. In order to satisfy the condition (7), the 
& = ±2 component should be independent of the toroidal magnetic field 
component; the additional winding is required to realize stable configura
tion. The detailed calculation will be reported elsewhere. 

k. EXPERIMENT 

Experimental arrangement 

We report here the experimental results in l A toroidal sector device 
to study the equilibrium and stability conditions of plasma in MBT configu
ration. The schematic arrangement of sector device is shown in Fig. 1 The 
MBT l A sector device parameters reported here are summarized in Table I. 
The surface distortions 6+1, 6 and 6+_ are induced by means of inserting 
the gapped copper shell, as shown in Fig. 1, which modifies the primary 5, 
= 0 field. The primary 8, = 0 field is produced by the z-dependent, 
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.01 

.001 

FIG. 2. Dependence of surface distortions Sjg on gapped angle 60 at ji= 0.5. 

FIG. 3. Dependence of major radius R0 required for equilibrium condition on gapped angle at each fi value. 
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FIG. 4. Radial dependence ofz-component of the vacuum magnetic field. 

periodical theta current fed to compressiion coil. The MBT equilibrium 
condition depends on 6 , r , h (= — , L periodic length), R„ (mirror 
ratio on magnetic axis without copper shell), 3 and a. The value of the gap 
angle, 120 , is determined from the optimum equilibrium condition minimiz
ing the major radius and the growth rate of m = 1 mode instability, other 
parameters fixed. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the dependence of 6« and R on 

8 , 3 , in typical parameters of 
h = 0.28 cnT1 and RM = 1.9, based 
on sharp boundary model. Fig. 2 
indicates that MBT configuration 
is composed of large % = ±1 and 
small % - 0, i = ±2 distortions. 
Fig. 3 indicates that the major 
radius RQ needed for equilibrium 
condition takes a minimum in the 
region of 100°<6 <150°. The growth 
rate of m = 1 mode in this region 
is smaller than that in the other 
region of 9 . 

Experimental results 

Table 1. Device parameters 

Torus major radius (R ) 
Coil arc length 
Coil bore radius 
Shell radius (R ) 
Gapped angle of shell (0 
Bank voltage 
Bank capacitance 
EQ (at 1*.5 cm and kO kV) 
Rise time (x/k) 
Crowbar time (L/R) 
Avg. field BQ 

Preheating (Z-type) 
Preionization (Electron 
Filling pressure (H^) 

.) 

150 cm 
230 cm 
8 cm 

6.5 cm 
120° 
35 kV 

37.5 yF 
98 V/cm 
2.2 ysec 
^75 ysec 

6 kG 
20 kV 

gun) 15 kV 
50^3 mtorr 

-1 Experiments are carried out under two combinations of (h = 0.28 cm , 
R^ = 1.9) and (h = 0.18 cm~ , R^ = 3.3) to examine the dependence of equi
librium condition on h and RM. We will conveniently call the former combi
nation Config. 2-2, the latter Config. 3-3. Fig. h shows the radial distri
bution of B -component of vacuum magnetic field at z = 0 plane (good region) 
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( b ) 

FIG. 5. Streak photographs taken through horizontal slits: (aj in a pure toroidal field at 10 mtorr hydrogen 
pressure; (b) in Config. 2-2 at 10 mtorr hydrogen pressure. Sweep time is 20 ps. Top is the outer side of the 
torus. In (b), the left side is at the z - 0 plane, and the right side is at the z = L/2 plane. 

3-H 

G-V 

B-H 

B-V 

20 us 

FIG.6. Streak photographs in Config. 3-3 and at 3 mtorr pressure: G-H, B-H (views from top, showing 
motion in torus plane) taken through horizontal slits at z = 0 plane, G, and z = L/2 plane, B. G- V, B- V (views 
from front, showing motion perpendicular to torus plane) taken through vertical slits at z = 0 plane, G, and 
z = L/2 plane, B. 

and at z = L/2 plane (bad region). Comparison of two distributions in both 
configurations indicates that the surface distortions 6f, and the inward 
force compensating the toroidal drift force, are larger in Config. 3-3 than 
in Config. 2-2. Control experiments are performed in order to measure the 
plasma heating and toroidal drift in the presence of a pure toroidal field 
with no field modification (Rw = l) and at hydrogen pressures of 50, 20, 10, 
5 and 3 mtorr. No bias field is used. Fig. 5 shows the S.T.L. streak 
photographs taken through horizontal slits in a pure toroidal field at 10 
mtorr pressure (a), in Config. 2-2 at 10 mtorr pressure (b); Fig. 6 shows 
Config. 3-3 at 3 mtorr pressure. It is found that the equilibrium state can 
be controlled by initial gas pressure as well as by field configuration. 
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Decreasing initial gas pressure, the toroidal drift of the plasma in a pure 
toroidal field becomes fast, and the drift time to tube vail at 10 mtorr 
pressure is 5 ysec after the maximum radial contraction, as shown in Fig. 
5(a). The plasma column in Config. 2-2, as shown in Fig. 5(t>), drifts out
wards also but with a slower velocity than a pure toroidal plasma, on ac
count of the presence of inward force compensating the toroidal drift. It 
can be seen in Fig. 6 that the equilibrium state is achieved in Config. 3-3 
and at 3 mtorr pressure. Streak photographs show that the equilibrium posi
tions of plasma column are off coil axis, 1 cm inner side at z = 0 plane and 
0.6 cm outer side at z = L/2 plane. The equilibrium positions are kept 
during the observed period. The surface distortions in the equilibrium 
state are estimated to be 6+-, = -0.95* 60 = 0.15 and 6+2

 = 0.1, assuming 8 
=0.1 and a = 1.5 cm. The plasma temperature (T = T. + T ) is given as 
30 eV from the plasma drift motion observed in a pure toroidal field. The 
plasma motion perpendicular to torus plane is not observed, as shown in 
Fig. 6, in spite of theoretical prediction that the growth rate of m = 1 
mode is larger for the vertical displacement than for the horizontal dis
placement. The plasma confinement is not, therefore, terminated by m = 1 
mode displacement but by end loss. The sharp boundary stability theory 
predicts the growth time of m = 1 mode to be 2.3 usee for the vertical 
displacement, assuming Alfven velocity of nearly 2.5 x 10 cm/sec . 

From the observations reported here, the following main conclusions 
are drawn: (l) The MBT configuration by means of gapped copper shell is 
useful to produce and confine a high beta plasma. (2) The experimental 
equilibrium can be achieved by controlling the initial gas pressure, as 
well as the field parameters. These experimental results can be explained 
by the equilibrium theory. (3) The plasma is stable against m = 1 mode. 
The detailed comparison of experiments and theory is performed with the 
measurements of plasma parameters as beta value, plasma radius and 
temperature. 
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F.L. RIBE: I wonder whether you could clarify the situation as regards the 9. — ± 1 growth 
rate and equilibrium. How large is the difference between vertical and horizontal growth rates? 
At Los Alamos, Freidberg and Gerwin have found that small differences in the equilibrium of 
£ = ± 1 configurations have a large effect on the instability growth rate. 

J. TODOROKI: There are two points to be considered. The first is that the £ = ± 1 con
figuration without additional £ = 0 and/or £ = ± 2 fields has no equilibrium. The second is that 
the ellipticity of the plasma cross-section is of the order of unity even if the amplitude of the 
£ = 0 and 2 = ± 2 fields is very small. My answer to your question is that the difference in growth 
rate between the vertical and the horizontal direction depends on the ellipticity of the plasma 
cross-section: the growth rate is larger in the direction of elongation of the plasma column. 
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Abstract 

FORMATION OF A HOLLOW CURRENT PROFILE IN THE EARLY STAGES OF THE TOKAMAK LT-3. 
Experimental investigations of the ionization stages of the tokamak LT-3, using internal magnetic probes, 

reveal the formation of a hollow, skin-like current profile. During this period, Langmuir probe observations indicate 
that the electron density is strongly peaked on axis. The toroidal electric field is approximately uniform across 
the discharge, however, and thus the current profile arises from a proportional variation in conductivity, not from 
the classical skin effect. A theoretical model is described, based on the electron energy balance between the 
Ohmic heating input and the loss due to inelastic collisions with neutral particles, present during ionization. The 
model predicts a distinct maximum in the conductivity as a function of ionization degree at a given value of E/p. 
For an electron density peaked on axis such a variation leads to a current profile at first peaked on axis and then 
evolving into a hollow distribution. 

There is generally very good agreement between the model and the experimental observations. The most 
serious discrepancy is the peak conductivity temperature, which is observed to be higher than predicted. The 
effects of thermal conduction may account for this discrepancy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Theoretical investigations [1] of the current-rise stages of Tokamaks have 
predicted the formation of skin-like current profiles owing to the high conductivity 
of the plasma. These simulations generally consider only a fully ionised plasma. 
Here, however, we are concerned with the very practical question of the evolution 
of the profile during the ionisation stages of the discharge, when the plasma is formed. 

It is found that a hollow current profile forms purely as a result of the ion
isation processes at work, provided only that the electron density is peaked on axis. 
This means that the discharge enters the fully ionised state with an already skin
like profile. This should be expected to enhance considerably the tendency towards 
current exclusion demonstrated by the simulations. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Magnetic Probes. During the comparatively cool early stages of the dis
charge it proves possible to employ magnetic probes introduced right to the mag
netic axis without undue perturbation of the plasma. The poloidal magnetic field, 
Bg , so measured, may then be differentiated, assuming approximate cylindrical 
symmetry, to obtain the toroidal current density from the relation: 

w yr> = 7r- i <rB* > 

Present address: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massacusetts 02139, USA. 
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10.00 

FIG. 1. Evolu tion of curren t density. 

The validity and accuracy of this process have been discussed at length elsewhere [2]. 
The resulting current density evolution is shown in Fig 1. for the first 500 usee of the 
discharge. The current density, at first peaked on axis, evolves rapidly into a 
hollow profile which persists until after the H a radiation indicates ionisation to be 
complete (~400 |isec). 

The radial profile of the toroidal electric field, EA , may be obtained from the 
time derivative of the poloidal magnetic field by using Faraday's law in the form : 

r„ 

(2) E . <r2) = E A (r 
• ' • / 

B„ dr 

Then given EA outside the plasma, measured by the VA loop, we can determine EA 
at any radius inside the plasma. The result is shown m Fig 2. Only during the 
first ~100 usee, while the current peaks on axis,is there any considerable devi
ation of EA from uniformity due to inductive effects. 

From j ^ and EA may be deduced the profile of the conductivity which we ex
press in terms of the temperature appearing in the usual Spitzer relation for a fully 
ionised plasma, viz : 

(3) = 1. 6 x 103 T 3 ^ 2 fi" 
1 - 1 
• m 
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FJG.2. The toroidal electric field profile at various times. 

where o is the conductivity, Ta the corresponding conductivity temperature, and 
we have assumed Z ff = 1 and In A = 12. The profiles of TCT are similar in 

shape to JA . The peak value reached is ~12 eV. 

Langmuir Probes. A swept double Langmuir probe technique has been used 
during the ionisation stages. Normal symmetric characteristics were obtained. 
The electron temperature, T , deduced from the characteristic using the relation 

(4) 
jdi 
dV 

s_ 
2T 

(where i is the probe current, i its saturation value and V the probe voltage) was 
generally somewhat below the conductivity temperature Ta 

T a was representative of the true electron temperature, T 
at those times when 
This is probably due 

to local plasma cooling by the probe, 
the relationship^] 

The electron density, n , was deduced from 

(5) 1 = 2 A n e 
e 

T e 
e 

where A is the probe area and m. the ion mass. 
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FIG.3. The electron density profile determined from (corrected) Langmuir probe measurements. 

In the moderately strong magnetic fields of LT-3 ( ~ . 5 T ) equation (5) is sub
ject to considerable uncertainties in its absolute value although as a measure of the 
relative variation of n it is expected to be reasonably accurate. The results for n 
obtained are shown in Tig 3 where we see that throughout the ionisation stage n is 
strongly peaked on axis. The absolute calibration of Fig 3 is obtained by comparison 
with the results of the diamagnetic measurement [4} as follows. Assuming n to be 
given correctly by equation (5) apart from a constant multiplicative factor, to be 
determined, we multiply this density by the temperature determined by magnetic 
probe measurements and integrate to obtain the poloidal electron beta, p . This is 
then scaled to agree with the total poloidal beta P , determined from the diamagnetic 
effect, and the scaling factor to be applied to n thus determined. 

Fig 4 shows the result of this scaling. The agreement in relative variation is 
good during the first ~400 usee when neutral gas dominates the discharge and T. is 
low. Thereafter p falls below P , probably due to a rise in T.. The scaling 1 

factor required to produce agreement in the betas is nearly 6; i. e. equation (5) leads 
to an electron density nearly 6 times too small. 
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FIG.4. Comparison of the poloidal betas. 

Hoc Radiation. The abelisation of H^ observations along seven chords allows 
us to determine the spatial profile of emission. A simple matrix technique is used to 
transform the four independent measurements (cylindrical symmetry assumed) into 
a radial profile depending upon its value at four points r = 0, 2 .5, 5. 0, 7.5 cm and 
varying linearly between these, being zero at the discharge walls (r = 10 cm ). The 
resulting radial profiles are shown in Fig 5* Prior to the formation of the hollow 
current profile, the HK emission peaks on axis, but subsequently it develops a sec
ond peak in the r = 5 cm region. 

The accuracy of these profiles is fairly limited. The transformation scheme 
tends to enhance the angularity of the distribution but this may be corrected visually, 
i. e. round off the corners. More important is the sensitivity of the distribution , 
particularly near the centre,to small e r rors . Our estimated uncertainly in the 
observations ( ~10%) leads to an uncertainty at the profile centre of about 50%. This 
sensitivity arises partly from the paucity of our observational access which is also a 
severe limitation on the spatial resolution possible. Nevertheless the broad features 
of the emission are felt to be correct. 

3. THEORETICAL 

Conductivity in Partially Ionised Gas. There are two contributions to the 
resistivity in a partially ionised gas. The first, due to electron-electron and 
electron-ion collisions,is expressed by the Spitzer formula, equation (3). The second 
arises from collisions with neutrals and may be determined from mobility measure
ments in neutral gas iSlja. good fit to the data is 

(6) n = 5. 2 x 10 
N 

N 
Q«m 
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FIG.5. The evolution of the Ha emission profile. 

where n is the resistivity and n^ the neutral density. At intermediate degrees of 
ionisation the resistivities are approximately additive and the conductivity becomes: 

(7) 
1 . 6 x l 0 3 T 3 / 2 

e 

l + 8 . 3 X l 0 - 3 T 3 / 2 ^ 
e n 

e 

^ _ 1 _ 1 
Q « m 

Electron Temperature. During the ionisation period the electron temperature 
is maintained at a fairly low value (~5 - lOeV) mainly due to energy losses in 
collisions with neutrals. We write the total energy loss rate in the form 

(8) ™Si»e% eV-m • sec 

where S. is the maxwellian rate coefficient for ionisation and W is the mean total 
energy loss per ionising collision. Terms contributing to W are 

(1) Ionisation energy of H ~15 eV 

(2) Energy lost in non-ionising collisions ~10 eV 

(3) Energy required to heat the newly created free electron to thermal 
energies, ~ 5 - 10 eV. 
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FIG.6. The variation of electron temperature with ionisation degree at given E/p (Vm^-mtorrj. -i „ „ ™ i | 

Thus W is of the order of 30 eV per ionisation. For T <, 20 eV we may approximate 
the experimental data [6] by 

(9) 
_ I Q Q Q _ J 

S. « 5. 6 x 10 T m . sec 
I e 

Then we ignore other energy losses and equate the ohmic heating power input E a 
with the collisional energy loss to obtain the equation 

(10) T = 
e 

37 2 
T 5.9 x 10 (E/nM) 

e JN 
n e / n N ' l + 8 . 3 x l O _ 3 T 3 / 2 

1/3 

Vne. 
E/n^ may be expressed more conveniently in terms of p, the filling pressure (in 
mtorr) to which the neutral density corresponds, viz : E/p = 3. 3 x 10 E / 1 ^ -

Equation (10) is solved iteratively to obtain T as a function of n /n^ for 
various values of E/p. The results are shown in Fig 6 where we have also plotted 
the conductivity temperature, TCT , which would be deduced by the use of equation (3). 
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FIG. 7. Theoretical conductivity temperature profiles for E/p = 20 V-m l'tntorr 1. 
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Naturally T a , which essentially measures the conductivity, is not expected to be 
equal to T for small n / n ^ when neutral collisions dominate the resistivity. Only 
when n / n ^ t 1 can we identify the conductivity temperature with the actual electron 
temperature. Our total uncertainty in S.W is about 50% which is equivalent to an 
er ror ~25% in E/p. Thus, for example, for the curve of Fig 6 for E/p = 20 Vm 
mtorr the lower error limit is approximately the curve for E/p = 15. The uncer
tainty in T and TCT is thus ~20%. The results of Fig 6 may be compared with in
dependent determinations both theoretical [7] and experimental (at low E/p) [5]. The 
agreement is satisfactory, though the uncertainties are much greater at higher E/p 
and correspondingly higher temperature. 

Plasma Profiles. In order to use the data of Fig 6 to obtain the conductivity 
temperature profile we need the radial profiles of n / n ^ and E/n^. Any non-
uniformity of n.^ is severely limited by the free transport of neutrals across the 
discharge, thus we suppose n^=? const. We know also that the variation of E is 
fairly small for most times in the experiment. Thus we take E/n^ = const. 

Now we consider a peaked profile of n ; for definiteness let 

(11) 
eo • r 2 

1+ (—) 
o 

We take r = 2 cm to approximate the experimental profile at 200 jisec and then 
Fig 7 shows the calculated conductivity temperature profile for E/p = 20 with various 
degrees of ionisation. As ionisation increases the initial centrally peaked distribution 
evolves into a hollow profile. 
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4. CONSISTENCY 

Peak Conductivity Temperature. If the neutral density is correctly given by 
the filling pressure (0.5 mtorr) then E/p = 20 is something of an overestimate. This 
then exacerbates the most outstanding discrepancy between theory and experiment, 
the peak conductivity temperature reached at any given radius. The model gives this 
as ~7 eV whereas experimentally we observe ~12 eV. 

At first sight it might be supposed that thermal conduction could not be 
responsible for this discrepancy since it would normally tend to reduce the peak 
temperature. However, this is to confuse the conductivity temperature with the 
true electron temperature, for whilst T a may peak on axis owing to the peaked 
electron density, T will in fact be a minimum on axis. Thermal conduction is thus 
able to raise the minimum T and thereby the maximum T a . Another possible 
cause of the higher experimental conductivity is that appreciable current might be 
carried by runaway electrons. This cannot, as yet, be ruled out. 

The electron density at which T a is maximum at any given radius is found to 
agree within uncertainty limits with the theoretical value viz n ^ 0.5 n . 

We note also that the high conductivities predicted in Fig 7 at large radii, in 
contradiction of the experiment, reflect merely the inadequacy of the chosen density 
profile to represent the true profile at these radii. The density falls off more rapidly 
than the model allows, causing T a to fall correspondingly. 

Hot. Emission. Supposing the hydrogen atom density to be approximately uni
form we can obtain the predicted H a emission profile. This is found to be consistent 
with the observed profile (Fig 5) although the uncertainties are quite great. However, 
if the energy loss rate due to collisions with neutrals (approximately proportional to 
the H a emission rate) were balanced only by ohmic heating input, then the current 
profile would of necessity take the same form as the H ^ . This is not the case. The 
outer peak in H^ may be balanced by the hollow current profile but the pronounced 
central peak has no corresponding current density peak. Thermal conduction would 
appear the most likely mechanism for supplying the extra heat needed at the centre. 

5. CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that we can understand the evolution of the discharge during 
the ionisation stages primarily in terms of electron energy balance between ohmic 
heating and losses due to collisions with neutrals. The results appear to have a very 
wide applicability in Tokamak-type devices. It is highly probable in any Tokamak 
that electron loss processes will lead to an initial electron density peaked on axis, as 
is observed in LT-3. In the presence of such a density profile we expect the current 
to evolve into a hollow distribution, resembling the usual skin-effect but occurring 
even when the electric field is uniform. 

The electron density in LT-3 flattens after about 300 \isec (Fig 3) owing to the 
increased ionisation where the current peaks. By about 400 usee it reaches a 
measurable level near the wall. At this time the OI radiation indicating impurity in
flux begins to rise [2J • We attribute this to wall bombardment by thermal particles. 

file:///isec
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The hollow current profile persists after ionisation is complete. This is 
probably attributable to the increasing importance of the 'overheating' type of skin 
effect demonstrated by the simulations [1]. Subsequently, as has been shown[2], the 
hollow current profile relaxes owing to the development of MHD modes. This probably 
accounts for the rapid evolution to a centrally peaked current distribution generally 
observed in Tokamaks. 
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Abstract 

THE INITIAL STAGE OF DISCHARGE DEVELOPMENT IN TOKAMAKS. 
The results of analysis and numerical calculations of equations describing discharge development in toroidal 

systems with a strong longitudinal field are presented. The results of numerical integration of the following 
system of equations describing gas breakdown in tokamaks are given: 1) the equation of continuity for the 
electrons with allowance for ionization and diffusion, 2) the equation for the average electron energy (temperature) 
with allowance for thermal conductivity, ionization and radiation, 3) the electrodynamic equation describing 
the skin effect for the electric field. In solving the equations, particular attention was paid to clarifying the 
dependence of the time required for total ionization of the gas on the plasma parameters. It is shown, in particular, 
that the curve giving the ionization time as a function of the electric field has a minimum, i.e. optimum fields exist 
where a minimum number of volts per second is expended on breakdown. It is shown that a steep ionization 
front may be formed under certain conditions and this may substantially retard the discharge development 
in devices with fairly large cross-sections. Graphs showing the volts per second expended on breakdown as a 
function of the neutral gas density and the chamber radius are plotted and profiles of the electron temperature, 
the current density and the electric field at various points in time are also given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The initial stage of an electrodeless discharge in a strong longitudinal magnetic field is con
sidered in this paper. Particular attention is paid to breakdown as such, to the increase in the 
electron density and the associated increase in the current and variations in the electron temperature, 
the electric field and the current density over the plasma column cross-section. At this point we 
refer only to Refs [ 1 —4] from the literature relating to these topics. In Ref.[ 1 ] the problem is 
essentially only stated. In Ref. [2], where the ideas expressed in Ref.[ 1 ] are further developed, a 
system of equations describing breakdown in a Z-pinch (applicable to the parameters of a plasma 
focus) is solved numerically. The physical processes forming the basis of breakdown are considered 
in Ref.[3], for conditions with low particle densities when a considerable number of accelerated 
electrons exists (in this paper, an expression is derived for the ionization frequency for this 
particular case). Reference [4], which has only recently been published, contains qualitative 
calculations for processes taking place in the initial stage of a discharge in tokamaks. 

In the present paper, the discharge development process is studied for parameters typical 
of existing and future tokamaks (ne > 1013 - 1014 cm - 3) when runaway electrons clearly do not 
play an important part. Under these conditions the ionization processes are fairly accurately 
described by well-known equations and the system of equations which we shall be using is in 
many ways similar to the system given in Ref.[2]. The main difference will be that we shall 
include an additional equation for the electron temperature and consider a range of parameters 
different from that considered in Ref.[2]. 

2. EQUATIONS DESCRIBING GAS BREAKDOWN AND AVALANCHE DEVELOPMENT 

Equations describing breakdown in a real tokamak are, at least, two-dimensional. With a 
view to simplifying the problem, a tokamak will be simulated by the segment of a straight 
cylinder with identical end faces. The toroidal drift of the plasma column towards the walls (in 
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the absence of equilibrium) is disregarded. In the first place, however, this drift can be suppressed 
by vertical magnetic fields or image currents in the shell and, in the second place, it can be 
simulated in a straight cylinder by introducing the appropriate diffusion coefficient. 

It will be assumed that the discharge chamber is initially filled with neutral atomic hydrogen 
of uniform density, n0, and that this is associated with a certain initial electron density, £n0, 
where % is the degree of ionization. The variation in the electron density is described by the 
equation , of continuity: 

9ne l g 9ne 

— - = ^ n e + r D (1) 
3t ' e r 3r 3r 

The following expression will be used for the ionization frequency vx [5]: 

e~x / x \ l / 2 

v{ = 9.7 X 10-8 n0 — — — ( — — ) (2) 
x + 0.73 \ 1 + x / 

where x = 13.6/Te(eV) and allowance is only made for ionization from the ground state, which 
is completely justifiable for the parameters of interest to us. The following equation is used for 
the diffusion coefficient D: 

1 c T e 
D = « — — - (3) 

16 eB 

This type of expression describes the rate of losses due to toroidal drift and also losses due to 
Bohm diffusion. 

The equation for the electron temperature T e assumes the following form: 

3 3Te j2 i a 3Te / 3 \ 
- r u — - = - + XK—--i/j - T e + I n e - W n e (4) 
2 e 3t a r 3r 3r 'V2 e / e e 

where p/a is the Joule heating by the electric field and K is the coefficient of thermal conductivity 
which is taken as K = (2/3)neD. The third term in Eq.(4) describes the loss of energy to ionization 
and heating of the electrons to the temperature T e . The last term in Eq.(4) describes the losses 
of energy to radiation which will be considered in a coronal model in the two-level approximation. 
It is easily shown that, for the conditions of interest to us, the expression for W assumes the 
following form: 

W = 5 . 2 X 1 0 - 8 n O z + ( ) 2 8 V Z ( Z + D (5) 

where Z = 10.2/Te(eV) and the excitation cross-section is taken from Ref.[5]. In deriving Eq.(5), 
it was assumed that the plasma is optically thin. It can, however, be shown that in large systems 
where the plasma can be optically thick to a considerable extent, expression (5) is still valid for 
values of the electron temperature of interest to us (see Ref.[6]). Other expressions for vx and W 
derived in slightly different approximations were used for a number of conditions. The results 
obtained with a sample of different cross-sections were, however, found to be virtually the same. 
The current density j z is related to the electric field by the conventional Ohm's law: 

j z = a E z (6) 

where 
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and 

1 1 
a - i = _ + _ 

a0 ac 

n e e 2 r e a ne 

o0 = = ax — 

(7) 

a, = 3.7 X 10 1 5s _ I , ac = 1.3 X 1013 T| '2(eV) 

The equation for the electric field is readily derived from Maxwell's equations. We find that 

3t 4ir r 3r dr 
(8) 

The system of partial differential equations (1), (4) and (8) completely describes the development 
of breakdown, the increase in the current, the skin effect for the electric field and the variation 
in the temperature during the discharge. The following were taken as boundary conditions for 
T- and n„: 

9Te 

9r r = 0 9r 
- 0, Te(a) - 0, ne(a) = 0 

r = 0 

(to be more precise, ne and T e should be fairly small at the plasma boundary as D and K -*• 0 
when Te -*• 0). Initially, 

t = 0, T e = 0 and ne = | (0)n0 

To obtain the boundary condition for Ez, Eq.(8) is integrated over the plasma cross-section 
and an equation for the external circuit in the low-toroidicity approximation is then applied. As 
a result we obtain: 

V(t) - E(a,t) a 9E 

2 br 
(9) 

where L = 2(ln(8R/a) — 1.75) is the inductance of the plasma loop per unit length of the column 
and V(t) is the voltage of the primary circuit transformed into the secondary circuit. For the 
sake of simplicity, it will subsequently be assumed that V(t) = const or V(t) = V0 t/t0 when 
t < t0 and V(t) = V0 when t > t 0 . The other boundary condition for E is the finiteness of E 
at the centre. By adding the initial condition E(r,0) = V(0), we obtain a complete set of boundary 
and initial conditions for systems (1), (4) and (8). 

3. SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS DESCRIBING THE INITIAL STAGE. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The system of equations described above was solved numerically for the following parameters. 
The initial neutral-gas density varied between 1012 — 1014 cm - 3 , L varied between 1—4, and V0 

between 0.05 — 3 V-cm - 1 . The last parameter was optimized in order to find the minimum 
number of volts per second necessary to achieve total ionization of the neutral gas. Calculations 
were performed both for V = const and for a voltage linearly increasing with time with different 
rise-times t0. The initial degree of ionization £(0) varied over a wide range of values from 
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10~13 — 10 - 3 . The longitudinal magnetic field B varied from 20 000 — 45 000 G. a varied from 
0.1 — 16 and the radius of the plasma varied between 10—200 cm. 

The main results can be formulated as follows. In relatively small systems (a < 100 cm), no 
noticeable skin effects were observed for the electron density and the electron temperature was 
fairly high in regimes with constant voltages. Definition of a more realistic model of linearly 
increasing voltage substantially reduces the electron temperature (i.e. the energy) in the initial 
stages of breakdown. The situation with the electron density is to a certain extent paradoxical. 
It is generally assumed (see, for example, Ref.[2]) that the difference in the value of I- in different 
sections of the discharge will be many orders of magnitude but this is not observed in our 
calculations. This is due to the comparatively small dimensions and the low densities of the 
neutral gas, i.e. the difference between the initial and final degrees of ionization is not sufficiently 
great for a strong skin effect to be manifest. In actual fact, a voltage drop and a field skin effect 
begin to appear when a certain degree of ionization has been attained. This is readily determined 
by using Eq.(8) and boundary condition (9). If it is assumed that the variation in the current 
density is mainly due to the variation in the degree of ionization, the following expression is 
obtained for E(r): 

E(r) = V-
Io(7r) 

Io(7a) + - 7 a I i ( 7 a ) 

(10) 

where 

A-nov^ 
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FIG.l. Current density distribution at various points in time (T-20). 
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FIG.2. <j> versus V0. (<t> is in volt-seconds.) 

From this expression it follows that the field first begins to decrease (when L ~ 2) when the 
condition (L/2)j2a.2 > 1 is satisfied and then, when Y2a2 > 1, the skin effect is initiated. As 
L ~ 2 in our case,these two effects begin almost simultaneously. The degree of ionization at which 
the field begins to decrease in accordance with the condition (L/2)72 a2 > 1 can be determined 
from the following relationship: 

? c i = -
2c2n0I 

47rLa?E2a2 
(11) 

When deriving equation (11) we assumed that the electron temperature was dependent on the 
condition aE2 = i^ngl (which is in accordance with the results of computer calculations). It is 
readily apparent that for a = 10 cm, n0 = 2 X 1013 cm - 3 , E = 0.3 V-crn -1 | c r = 2 X 10" s . From 
the results of accurate calculations it follows that the skin effect does not appear numerically 
when % = £cr but at a degree of ionization approximately an order of magnitude greater. Figure 1 
shows the distribution of j z for the T-20 device at various points in time. 

The qualitative picture of the discharge development with time is now discussed. This is 
most straightforward for the case of an external electric field which is constant in time. During 
the time tj = 2 X 103S V 2 , / ^ , the degree of ionization essentially does not vary and the electron 
temperature is fairly high. After a certain time t j , £ increases to a significant extent, the current 
begins to increase and the field E decreases exponentially. The Joule heating therefore decreases, 
as does the value of T e , as a result of the loss of energy to radiation and ionization, with T e 
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decreasing gradually. The electric field is not able to pump energy to the electrons and they 
continue to cool down until Te drops to a value substantially lower than the ionization potential. 
At this stage, the ionization rate (and the electron cooling process) decreases exponentially and 
the Joule heating is equal to the losses to ionization. As vx ~ exp(—I/Ta) at this stage, the electron 
temperature T e is only logarithmically dependent on the other parameters, i.e. it is virtually 
constant, as is observed in our calculations. 

One of the most important parameters characterizing the discharge is the total ionization 
time r . r is taken as the time when the average degree of ionization over the cross-section % is 
90%. Figure 2 gives the number of volt-seconds, <j>, as a function of V0 where <p = r(V0) • V0 . 
Two different branches are clearly distinguishable on the curve. At low values of V0 (V0 < 0.1 V-cm -1 , 
<p rapidly increases with decreasing field. This is attributable to the fact that as the voltage 
decreases, there is not sufficient energy to ionize the plasma. When V0 > 0.3 V-cm - 1 , the value 
of T ( V 0 ) remains approximately constant as the increase in <t> is only due to the factor V0 . In this 
region of voltages a plasma skin effect begins to become noticeable and halts any further decrease 
in T with increasing V0 . At large values of V0 ionization takes place more rapidly at the edge of 
the plasma and, as a result, the temperature begins to increase and the field skin effect begins to 
increase further as a result of the increase in conductivity with temperature. This causes the electric 
field at the centre of the plasma to decrease sharply and the release of energy to be substantially 
reduced giving rise to a reduction in the degree of ionization. It is evident that heating of the 
peripheral regions of plasma is strongly dependent on the thermal conductivity processes at the 
edge of the plasma. The heat flow to the centre of the plasma which can substantially increase 
the ionization rate at the centre as compared with the rate dependent on the normal Joule heat 
release is also strongly dependent on the thermal conductivity. The trend of the righ-hand side 
of the curve in Fig.2 depends, to a considerable degree, on all these effects. The ionization time T 
can be obtained comparatively easily as a function of the parameters of the system only for the 
left-hand side of the curve r = r(V0) when the skin effect is negligible. By applying the equation 
for the external circuit, allowing for the fact that the current rise rate is dependent on ionization 
as has already been noted, and the equation of energy balance oE2 — v^ln^l + ax), where the 
factor a.! allows for the importance of radiation, we obtain the following expression for the 
value r ~ v\l: 

In 0 ( l + a t ) 
T (12) 

a,Vg 

It should be noted that when deriving Eq.(12) a weak skin effect was assumed. Equation (12) 
is clearly a purely qualitative expression and may contain a significant numerical coefficient. The 
most interesting feature of this expression, therefore, is only the dependence on parameters which 
is qualitatively confirmed by the results of our calculations. It should be stressed again that 
expression (12) is only valid for the decreasing part of the cuve r = T ( V 0 ) . A condition describing 
the importance or lack of importance of a skin effect can then be obtained. On substituting the 
value vx expressed in terms of E in the inequality 4iroa2 vj c2 < I we find that 

c / I n 0 ( l + « i ) 
V < V , = J (13) 

a i a > 4rr 

When n0 = 5 X 1013 cm - 3 and a = 35 cm, Vj = 0 . 1 V-cm"1 . In the converse limiting case 
V > V x , the skin effect begins to play an important part. The value V! determined from Eq.(13) 
exactly corresponds to the value of V at which the transition from one part of the curve r(V0) 
to the other begins. Condition (13) also results in a regular dependence of V! on the discharge 
parameters. From this it follows, in particular, that with increasing plasma radius the bend point 
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FIG.3. Variation of electron density with time for TFR. 
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on the curve r(V0) should be displaced towards decreasing V0 which is also deduced from our 
calculations. These calculations with the variable parameters D and n enable us to conclude that 
the model considered is only very slightly dependent on these parameters: a variation in D by 
two orders of magnitude results in a variation in the most important parameter r by several 
factors at the most. 

Experimental results obtained by the TFR group from investigations of the initial stage of 
the discharge are presented in Ref.[4]. It is interesting to compare the experimental results for 
the TFR with the results of our calculations on breakdown for the parameters of the TFR 
(a = 20 cm, R = 98, B = 45,000 G, n0 = 1012 - 10 1 3 cnT 3 ,V 0 =0 .05 - 0 . 1 V-cnT1). Graphs 
of the dependence ne = ne(t) calculated for V0 = 0.05 V-cm - 1 and n0 = 4 X 1012 cm - 3 are 
plotted in Fig.3 for various values of the parameter a and the experimental curve for the variation 
in density is given. The agreement was clearly completely satisfactory with the variation in the 
parameter a only slightly altering the trend of the theoretical curves. Figure 4 gives the experimental 
dependence of the breakdown time lag on the initial pressure in the chamber (the time lag is 
defined as the time between the instant when the induced electric field is applied and the time 
when the interferometer which begins to record the electron density at ne « 1011 cm - 3 begins to 
operate). Figure 4 also gives the theoretical curve of the time lag for a. = 1. The agreement is 
also clearly satisfactory in this case. 

4. MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

1. The one-dimensional model of gas breakdown in a tokamak considered produces reasonable 
estimates of the ionization time and its dependence on the main plasma parameters. 
2. The existence of a practical value of the voltage Vj has been established. When V0 < V! 
the discharge develops quasi-uniformly; when V0 > V] a strong skin effect appears. 
3. The most marked skin effect is observed for the current distribution. The electron density 
exhibits a considerably less marked skin effect. A noticeable skin effect is also observed for 
the electric field distribution. 
4. The model considered is very slightly dependent on the most indeterminate parameters, i.e. 
the diffusion coefficient and the thermal conductivity. Variation in these parameters by two 
orders of magnitude results in a variation in r by several times, at most. 

5. The strong current skin effect (particularly in large systems with a > 100 cm) means that 
allowance must clearly be made in this case for processes such as anomalous skin effect due to 
various types of instability. 
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Abstract 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLUID SIMULATION OF CURRENT RISE IN A TOKAMAK. 
The observed fast relaxation time of the skin effect in present tokamak discharges cannot be accounted for 

by neoclassical transport theory; therefore anomalous coefficients for resistivity and energy transport must be 
introduced in one-dimensional codes. However, in a two-dimensional model there is a possibility that azimuthal 
variation of the profiles can occur when local plasma heating and the subsequent change in electrical conductivity 
take place. This may be interpreted as a thermal instability phenomenon. Furthermore, convective cells may be 
set up due to toroidal effects which convect the profiles into the discharge at a faster rate than diffusion. The 
initial stages of the current rise phase are studied using the TICTOK code, which is one-fluid, two-dimensional and 
Lagrangian. Indications of a regime in which thermal instabilities occur are presented together with simulations 
in this regime. Preferential heating occurs under these conditions on the inner side of the torus due to a larger 
9A/9t here, followed by an increase in current density. The effects of plasma flow are also considered and two 
distinct regimes are found that depend on plasma temperature. Transport by heat convection is found to occur. 
In one regime this is of an oscillatory nature, and in the other the predominant flow is from the body of the plasma 
to the edges and then round the boundary. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The absence of an observed skin effect in existing tokamak discharges may be interpreted in 
two different ways. Observations [ 1 ] on the electron temperature profile show no increase at the 
periphery of the discharge. This may be due either to an enhanced electron thermal conductivity 
across the magnetic surfaces to the centre, making the temperature profile almost flat even though 
the current distribution is restricted to the periphery, or to an anomalous skin effect [2] that 
allows the current to penetrate to the centre of the discharge. In both cases an anomaly factor is 
required that cannot be explained by neoclassical transport theory. In bigger machines a larger 
anomaly factor is required to allow the relaxation of the current from a skin-peaked distribution, 
for which all m number perturbations are unstable [3], to a centrally peaked profile that is more 
favourable for stability. This larger anomaly factor implies a higher level of plasma turbulence, 
which could impart an intolerable thermal loading on the limiter. 

The use of a moving limiter to increase the plasma radius during the rise of the current has 
been shown [4] to give stable current profiles in a reasonable time. Although this method has 
been proposed for the planned Joint European Torus (JET) [5], it has not been used during the 
current rise phase in any existing experiment. Here, the possibility of peaking of the profiles 
due to local plasma heating and the subsequent increase of electrical conductivity is considered. 
This situation is interpreted as a thermal instability phenomenon [6]. 

Preferential heating occurs on the inside of the torus due to a larger 3A/3t there; this causes 
a larger current to flow, which in turn, by Ohmic heating, causes a rise in plasma temperature. 
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This effect is not seen in a one-dimensional approach where the macroscopic variables are averaged 
round the poloidal plane. Estimates of the regime of thermal instabilities are presented together 
with simulation results. 

Effects of plasma flow are also considered. This is generated by gradients of density, 
temperature and current within the plasma. Again, different regimes of operation are found that 
depend upon plasma temperature. The direction and magnitude of the flow and the convection 
of heat are considered. v 

2. THEORETICAL MODEL 

The current rise phase is studied using the TICTOK code [7,8]. This is based on a fluid 
model [9] that includes inertial terms but removes fast compressional Alfven waves, associated 
with the large toroidal field, by considerations of "toroidal incompressibility". 

2.1. Physical considerations 

Variations in the toroidal field (Alfven waves) may be defined using a simple Ohm's law: 

Ampere's law: 

V X B =v0T 

and Faraday's law: 

9B/3t = - V X E 

Employing cylindrical co-ordinates (r, 0, z) based on the major axis, an expansion in /51/2 yields 
to lowest order 

V-(v7r2) = 0 (1) 

which may be regarded as a condition of toroidal incompressibility, similar to the incompressible 
condition in hydrodynamics V*v = 0. 

To completely specify the flow velocity field, only its curl is now required since an equation 
for its divergence is already available. The curl of the radius squared times the momentum equation 
is taken in order to remove the dependence upon the toroidal magnetic field BA, but in doing so 
the pressure terms remain. Defining a vorticity, 

H = r ( V X r 2 p v ) 0 (2) 

the momentum equation gives 

" 77 + ^ <V v 2 X V r 2 P ) = rB • V(rJ0) + ^ (3) 
r dt 2 y dz 

The first term on the right-hand side of this equation represents the generation of vorticity in the 
form of poloidal Alfven waves and the second term represents sound waves. 
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The divergence condition (1) yields 

-VX 
r 

Toroidal symmetry implies that the poloidal velocity may be written entirely in terms of the 
toroidal component of the stream function 4>. Thus, 

vr = r — vz = - r — (4) 
9z 3r 

where i// = \J/Q. An elliptic equation for the poloidal velocity stream function may be formed 
using (2) and (4): 

• r-=97\:p97j+^v r^J (5) 

This may be solved for \}/ given appropriate boundary conditions. 
For the vorticity to be specified in time, time-dependent equations for the terms on the 

right-hand side of (3) are necessary. The continuity, energy and Maxwell's equations rearrange 
to give 

d ? 
— (r2p) = -rVV- - (6) 

(7) - l ( p - ( 7 - l ) e ) = p - ( 7 - l ) 
dt 

da 
— = -^rJrf, 

p p 
,* 

> 

nkT 

( 7 - D p 

a = rA,A 
d t • v - v (8) 

In a manner analogous to the poloidal velocity, the poloidal magnetic field may be represented 
entirely by the toroidal component of the vector potential. Likewise, so may the toroidal component 
of the current density: 

9 1 9a 9 1 9a 
~Voh= — ~ — + ~ — (9) 

v or r 9r 9z r 9z 

In the limit of low beta and infinite conductivity, Eq.(8) reduces to 

da 

- = 0 « 0 ) 
It may thus be seen that, in the absence of resistivity, contours of TAA remain fixed in the fluid 
frame. It is easily shown also that contours of rA^ represent poloidal magnetic field lines or, in 
view of the toroidal nature of the tokamak, magnetic surfaces. We chose to use these magnetic 
surfaces as one co-ordinate of the computational mesh and construct another co-ordinate orthogonal 
to the surface, at each timestep, using the package ORTHO [10]. Solution in the fluid frame removes 
the problem of mesh interaction [11] with the physical variables F, especially with respect to terms 
of the form K- VF where K is the magnetic field or flow velocity. The introduction of resistivity 
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gives a small velocity to the magnetic surfaces, perpendicular to these surfaces and relative to the 
fluid of 

W«~ |Va| 

It also introduces additional terms to the toroidal incompressibility condition of order beta. 
The flow velocity may now be used to advect the flux surface co-ordinate system relative 

to laboratory space. 

2.2. Transport coefficients 

Classical scalar resistivity is used without anomaly factors. As usual, it is of the form due to 
Spitzer: 

0.5nwe i 4(2TT)1 /2 / e2 V / k T V / 2 

for a single species of singly charged ions, and where the symbols have their meaning. 
Full tensor thermal conductivity is used: 

q" = - ? - V T (12) 

The thermal conductivity tensor K [ 12] includes normal heat flow parallel to the temperature 
gradient, modified by the effects of the strong magnetic field present, and also terms due to 
heat flow perpendicular to the magnetic field and temperature gradient (Righi-Leduc terms). By 
assuming equal species temperatures, however, electron and ion contributions to the Righi-Leduc 
terms are found to balance in the limit of £1^^ > 1, where £2j is the ion cyclotron frequency, and 
Tjj the ion-ion collision time. It is in this regime that tokamaks always operate. 

This just leaves conductivity parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, but always 
parallel to the temperature gradient. The temperature diffusion equation (7) is solved implicitly 
for heat flow parallel to the magnetic field, but as the conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic 
field is reduced by a factor 1/(1 + (J2eTei)

2) compared to the parallel component, heat flux 
perpendicular to the magnetic field is treated explicitly. 

Flux limitation of the heat flow has been considered such that 

n ec e 8kT„ 
lemax A 2k I e , ce 

4 ' c 7rm 

but, so far, it has been unnecessary to invoke this restraint on the heat flow. 

2.3. Boundary conditions 

Equations for the velocity stream function (5) and the temperature (7) may be solved 
subject to applying boundary conditions. These are derived from the physical conditions existing 
at the boundaries. 

At the external boundary of the mesh it is assumed that limiter, vacuum vessel and conducting 
shell coincide. Therefore, the plasma extends up to the conducting wall. No flow can exist 
across the wall; therefore the gradient of \]J in that surface is zero. Thus the stream function is 
a constant specified value on the outer mesh line. The temperature on the boundary is governed 
by considerations of Ohmic heating, since heat flow to the wall is put to zero. 
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The simplest tokamak arrangement is considered for connection of the torus to the energy 
source. The capacitor bank is connected directly to the conducting shell surrounding the vacuum 
vessel. The external circuit is not modelled; instead it is assumed that the total current induced 
in the plasma has a constant time rate of change. The value of rA^ on the outer line is changed 
not by conditions inside the plasma but from an external source. In this way vector potential is 
fed into the simulation. The capacitor bank discharge causes a toroidal electric field to exist in 
the conducting shell, which.owing to its toroidal nature satisfies rE^ = const, where r is the 
distance from the major axis. The shell has a uniform conductivity, so the toroidal current density 
satisfies rJ^ = const. 

At the magnetic axis, continuity of these variables is ensured by using a local Cartesian mesh. 
Round the magnetic surfaces, periodic boundary conditions are used. 

2.4. Initial conditions 

The initial temperature and density are assumed constant across the whole of the minor 
cross-section. No initial flow or rotation is defined. The current density is assumed to be inversely 
proportional to the position from the major axis across the whole of the minor cross-section and 
is obtained by using corrections to first order in the inverse aspect ratio to a cylindrical solution 
for rA^. 

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

The computer runs discussed use parameters given in Table I for JET and T-3. They vary 
only in the initial temperature and the current risetime (time from its initial to peak value). 

3.1. Preferential heating 

Figure 1 ((a) and (b)) shows the temperature and the major radius times the current density, 
TJA = x, for JET parameters with an initial temperature of 3 eV and a current risetime of 10 ms. 
Figure 1 (a) shows that preferential heating of the inner side of the torus is evident (note that the 
major axis is to the left of the diagram, as with all other figures). A larger current flows here 
because there is an increased 9A/3t in this region. Joule heating occurs in this area with a con
sequent rise in electrical conductivity which in turn causes an increase in rJ^ in this region (see 
Fig. 1(b)). The current may therefore establish a preferential path in this region and subsequently 
cause further increases in local temperature. Current channels can be created as long as the heating 
effect of the increased current can be maintained in spite of constantly decreasing resistivity and 
the diffusive effects of thermal conductivity. 

TABLE I. MACHINE PARAMETERS 

T-3 

JET 
(circular 
cross-section) 

Radii 
Minor 
a(m) 

0.15 

1.28 
1.28 
1.28 

Major 
R(m) 

1.00 

2.93 
2.93 
2.93 

Magnetic 
field 
B 0 (T) 

3.8 

3 
3 
3 

Maximum 
current 

'max 
(kA) 

90 

1000 
1000 
1000 

Current 
rise 

nse 
(ms) 

3 

10 
50 
50 

Initial 
temperature 
T(eV) 

10 

3 
10 
80 
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FIG.l. Temperature (a) and major radius times current density (b) for JET parameters with an initial temperature 
of 3 eV and a current risetime of 10 ms, after a simulation time of 526 us. Temperature is in units of eV and current 
density in terms of^rJ^ Note that the major axis lies to the left, as in all other figures. 
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FIG.2. Vorticity (a) and stream function (b) for the same parameters as Fig.l. These distributions are also 
after a simulation time of 526 lis. 
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Resistivity and thermal conduction are both temperature-dependent. If we neglect thermal 
conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic field, the heat flux parallel to the magnetic field is 

W|| <XKVT 

where K « T 5 / 2 . Also, resistivity r\ « T~3 / 2 . Heat flux in the poloidal plane is related to the 
rotational transform of the total field: 

q aB^ 

Heat flux round the poloidal plane is 

T S / 2 VT 
Wpoc 

y q 

A region in the poloidal plane will lose energy in this manner, diffusing heat round the field lines. 
The heating of a region will occur through Joule heating: 

H oc r?J2 

If the electric field is uniform then H K T 3 ' 2 . The ratio of heat input to dissipation is proportional 
to qL2T"2 where L = T/|VT|. 

For JET parameters, the temperature at which these effects balance is approximately 80 eV. 
Above this temperature, thermal conductivity at once smooths out any thermal irregularities. 
For runs with an initial temperature above this limit, no preferential heating is observed. 

3.2. Plasma flow 

The flow of plasma is a consequence of the source terms in the momentum equation. In this 
model the momentum equation is written in terms of a vorticity (Eq.(3)). Vorticity can be produced 
by gradients of rJ^ parallel to the total magnetic field or by gradients of the pressure. Oscillatory 
flow, in the form of poloidal Alfven waves and sound waves.can result from these gradients. 

At initial temperatures of 3 eV preferential heating (Fig. 1(a)),as discussed in §3.1, can occur 
because of the larger toroidal electric field on the inner edge of the torus. Ohmic heating leads to 
an increase in electrical conductivity in this region, which results in a subsequent rise in rJ^ there 
(Fig. 1(b)). This is interpreted as a thermal instability phenomenon. The increase in rJ^ in this 
region leads to gradients of rJ^, in the direction of the magnetic field which, as a result of the source 
terms in Eq.(3) for the vorticity (Fig.2(a)), give rise to a steady non-oscillatory flow (Fig.2(b)). 
This flow is away from the mid-plane, then to the edge of the plasma and back again along the inner 
edge towards the mid-plane (Fig.3). After a simulation time of approximately 0.5 ms the flow has 
reached approximately 100 m/s. This steady flow gives rise to heat transport by convection. Heat 
is convected from the hotter region on the inner side of the torus towards the colder outer regions. 
This accounts for temperature changes of the order of 100 eV/s. Enhanced penetration of the 
temperature and current profiles by convection could therefore occur. Preliminary analysis shows 
that the rate of diffusion is at least comparable with the normal resistive diffusion fate. 

At the higher initial temperature of 10 eV, thermal conduction is larger and therefore the 
thermal instability phenomenon is less pronounced. Also, because electrical conductivity is larger, 
the resistive diffusion timescale of the plasma across the field lines is longer. The current is there
fore confined more to the edge of the plasma (Fig.4) and, because, it diffuses on a timescale long 
compared to the poloidal Alfven timescale, poloidal Alfven waves occur as a result of the initial 
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FIGS. The poloidal velocity after a simulation time of 526 fis for the same parameters as Figs 1 and 2. The large 
arrow on the left depicts the maximum velocity and is in units of minor radius per us. 
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FIG.5. Poloidal velocity stream function for the same parameters as Fig.4. (a) and (c) show the flow at a maximum 
amplitude, and (b) depicts the minimum flow. The maxima are at 77us and 195 lis and the minimum is at 127 lis. 

lack of equilibrium. This produces an oscillatory flow with a period of approximately 250 us 
(Fig.5). In Fig.5(a) the flow is from the body of the plasma towards the inner edge of the torus, 
then round the edge and back into the plasma body. In Fig.5(b) the flow has reached a minimum 
and has broken up into six cells as it reverses. In Fig.5(c) the flow has reversed compared to 
Fig.5(a). The flow velocity in Fig.5 (a,c) is approximately 30 m/s. This oscillatory flow is not 
seen at the lower initial temperature because the resistive diffusion timescale of the plasma across 
the surfaces is comparable with the poloidal Alfven timescale. 

Similar behaviour is observed with different machine parameters, but with T3 parameters 
diffusion effects are important at higher temperatures because of its smaller size. Therefore current 
and temperature profiles in T3 simulations at 10 eV are very similar to those in JET simulations 
at 3 eV. However, flow velocities are smaller because of the reduction in machine size and are 
approximately 1 m/s. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Preferential heating is found on the inner side of the torus, which leads to an increase in 
current density there, caused by an increase in electrical conductivity. This will occur as long as 
the temperature does not exceed a limiting value dependent on the device in question. 

Convection is found to occur but is mostly from the plasma body outwards round the edges 
of the plasma. This depends to some extent on the initial conditions, as the motion of the plasma 
is a relaxation to equilibrium. Situations can be envisaged whereby convection could play an 
important role in heating the interior of the plasma body and lead to relaxation of the skin effect 
and the setting up of a current profile more favourable for stability. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/A 14-1, A 14-2, A 14-3 

B.J. GREEN: Can the model described in paper IAEA-CN-35/A 14-2 yield agreement with 
the current density profile evolution observed in experiments — for example, by Hutchinson in 
paper IAEA-CN-35/A 14-1, or on TFR? 

V.D. SHAFRANOV: I believe it can. The analysis of Abramov and his colleagues is more 
general than Mr. Hutchinson's, and in my opinion it comprises the effects described by Hutchinson. 

J.F. CLARKE (Chairman): Have Abramov and his colleagues (IAEA-CN-35/A 14-2) con
sidered the conditions for the production of relativistic electrons? 

V.D. SHAFRANOV: For the plasma parameters considered here (moderate E/p), runaway 
electrons do not play an essential role. 
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Abstract 

THE PETULA TOKAMAK EXPERIMENT: EFFECTS OF LOW-Z MATERIALS ON 
PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS. 

Alumina and carbon limiters have been used in Petula. Compared to discharges produced with a tungsten 
limiter, discharges with alumina limiter show better plasma characteristics: the concentration of oxygen, which 
is the dominant impurity in both cases, decreases by a large factor, as does the plasma resistivity at the same 
electron temperature. As a result, the gross confinement time increases significantly, which is thought to be due 
to smaller line radiation losses. The important part played by the limiter in oxygen contamination is clearly due to 
these results and, from this point of view, alumina is much better than tungsten. On the other hand, the poor 
ability of alumina to resist thermal stresses is a severe limitation to its practical use. In the case of a carbon limiter, 
which does not suffer from this drawback, the amount of carbon released into the plasma is too high to provide 
stable discharges. The strong correlations observed between displacement, voltage fluctuation and C IV line 
emission suggests that feedback control stabilization and better-quality pyrocarbon could improve the 
plasma characteristics. 

INTRODUCTION 

In view of the detrimental effects of heavy metallic impurities in tokamak discharges, low-Z 
materials may be preferred for parts subject to particle and photon bombardment. Since the 
limiter receives a large part of the plasma energy, materials can be tested, in a first step, for the 
construction of the limiter. To our knowledge, the only experiments in this field are an experiment 
with aluminium in ST [1] and, very recently, with boron carbide and carbon in TFR [2]. In Petula, 
tungsten, alumina and carbon have been used successively. The behaviour of the discharges in 
these three cases is presented in the following. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The main parameters of Petula are [3]: major radius 72 cm, mirror radius 15 or 14.5 cm 
according to the limiter used, magnetic field 1.6 T. The vacuum vessel is made of 316 L stainless 
steel. In all cases, the filling gas is deuterium. An attempt was made to attain the same gross 
plasma parameters for discharges with different limiter materials. 

* On leave from Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, USA. 
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Electron flu%. 
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FIG.l. Cross-section of outer part of alumina or carbon limiter. 

The alumina limiter consists of three sectors, 16 mm thick, and another one, 75 mm thick, 
located at the outer side of the torus. To minimize thermal stresses, the cross-section of the 
latter has been designed so that the intercepted electron flux be distributed on the largest area 
(Fig.l). The material used is high purity alumina, 99.7 percent, obtained by sintering at 1600°C, 
with the density ranging between 3.85 and 3.92. The limiter is baked in air at 900°C for 20 hours 
before being used. Details on the outgassing properties of this alumina, in particular after being 
bombarded by a low-temperature plasma, have been investigated previously [3, 4]. 

For discharges with carbon, the limiter is the same, except for the outer sector, the thicker 
one, which is replaced by a similar one made of high-density (2.2) pyrocarbon. This material is 
obtained by deposition on a graphite substrate in hydrocarbide vapour at 2000°C. Before being 
used in Petula, pyrocarbon parts are baked under vacuum at 1800°C for 24 hours. 

The internal radius of these two limiters is 14.5 cm. To prevent any damage in case of 
failure of these limiters, the tungsten one, which is used as reference in the plasma characteristics 
comparison, is not removed from the vacuum chamber. However, as its radius is greater (15 cm) 
it receives only a small portion of the plasma energy. 

In any case, before operation the vacuum chamber is baked to 250°C for at least two days, 
and discharge cleaning is performed with the following parameters: current 30 kA; magnetic 
field 0.15 T; repetition rate 0.3 Hz. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN TUNGSTEN AND ALUMINA LIMITER DISCHARGES 

Results 

Detailed measurements on these two types of discharges have been reported in Ref.[5]. 
The major changes of plasma characteristics are shown in Figs 2 and 3 and in Table I. Numbers 
in the table refer to roughly the same current, 70 kA, and the same time, 37 ms, which is 
somewhat later than the maximum of plasma current. 

The first difference to be mentioned is that discharges with alumina limiter are less easy to run: 
the filling pressure has to be increased from 2 X 10"4 to 3 X 10"4 torr in order to achieve gas 
breakdown, and discharges pass through an unstable phase as can be seen from the loop voltage 
in Fig.2. The use of some pre-ionization scheme or a better control of the vertical field could 
suppress these instabilities. After that phase the loop voltage drops below the value obtained 
with the tungsten limiter leading to a 50-% reduction in Ohmic power. 
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FIG.2. Time evolution of current, loop voltage, and mean density for discharges with tungsten and alumina limiters. 
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FIG.3. Comparison of gross confinement times for several discharge conditions with tungsten and alumina limiters. 
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TABLE I. PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS FOR TUNGSTEN AND ALUMINA 
LIMITER DISCHARGES 

Resistive voltage 

Average density 

Te on axis 

Tj on axis 

Energy life-time 

zeff 

Impurity concentration at r " 

oxygen 

carbon 

[V] 

[101 3cnT3] 

[eV] 

[eV] 

[ms] 

- 10 cm: 

[10 u cm"3] 

[1011 cm"3] 

Tungsten limiter 

4.6 

2.5 

510 

230 

1.9 

6.3 

30 

3 

Alumina limiter 

3.1 

2.8 

435 

210 

2.9 

3 

8 

3 

On the other hand, the integration of temperature and density profiles, measured by the 
Thomson scattering technique, gives roughly the same mean electron kinetic pressure of 
6 X 1015 eV-cm - 3 : the smaller temperature with the alumina limiter is compensated by a larger 
electron density. Thus, the decrease in Ohmic power heating is reflected in a 50-% increase in 
the gross energy confinement time, from 1.9 to 2.9 ms. 

Although no measurement of the metallic impurity content was made in these experiments, 
the dominant impurity, in both cases, seems to be oxygen whose density deduced from the O VI 
absolute line intensity is consistent with the calculated value of Zeff. The carbon concentration 
is, at least, three times smaller. 

Electron energy balance 

The only positive term in the electron energy balance equation is the Ohmic power, which 
changes from 1.1 to 0.75 W-cm -3 when changing from the tungsten to the alumina limiter. The 
losses are due to electron diffusion, heat conduction, impurities line emission and equipartition of 
energy with ions. For both cases, the last term has nearly the same value and can anyway be neglected. 

No marked difference can be noticed on the ne or T e radial profiles. The deduced ne Te 

profiles (Fig.4) are quite similar within experimental errors so that heat or particle diffusion is 
hardly the reason for the improvement in energy confinement. 

Impurity line emission can be evaluated for two contrasting cases: corona equilibrium or 
inward and outward diffusion [6]. Neither hypothesis is found to be valid in Petula plasmas. 
Radial profiles of the C IV or the O VII line intensity are not in agreement with those expected 
from the experimental Te profiles and the corona equilibrium calculations [4]: the O VII maximum 
intensity should be located at r = 10 rather than 5 as is depicted in Fig. 5. For the case of the 
tungsten limiter, taking only oxygen into account, the radiated power amounts to 0.1 W-cm -3 

with the corona equilibrium hypothesis or 1 W c m - 3 with a 103 cm-s - 1 diffusion velocity. The 
corresponding numbers with alumina are 0.05 and 0.25 W-cm"3, respectively. Intermediate numbers 
between these two extreme hypotheses would balance the change in heating power. Thus, it can 
be concluded that a large portion of the extra Ohmic power in the case of discharges with the 
tungsten limiter may be lost by the extra amount of oxygen impurity. A complete balance would 
require measurement of tungsten and aluminium concentration. 
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FIG.4. Radial profile of electron kinetic pressure in electron-volt per cubic centimetre, at two different times. 
Solid line: tungsten limiter; broken line: alumina limiter. 

FIG.5. Symmetrized O VII emission radial profile (Abel-inverted). Radius scale is 2 cm per division. 
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shof number 

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the quantity DH, which is related to the plasma horizontal position, and of the 
intensity of the 1623 A O VII line, for 14 successive, nearly identical shots. DH is actually the difference between 
two Mirnov-coil signals. For the sake of clarity, start and end of discharges have been removed. Straight segments 
join the value obtained at each shot, every millisecond. 

It must be pointed out that, owing to the low electron temperature and to the rather flat 
temperature profile, oxygen line emission is not restricted to the external region of the plasma: 
even with the corona equilibrium hypothesis, the inner half volume of plasma radiates from 1/3 
to 1 /4 of the total line emission so that it is not necessary to suppose that the extra Ohmic power 
is locally dissipated at the plasma boundary. 

In the same way, aluminium which can only reach the Al XII state at the plasma centre, 
would radiate a large fraction of input power if its concentration were comparable to that of the 
oxygen. This should complicate understanding the measured difference in Ohmic power between 
the two cases. 
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Oxygen contamination 

If we replace the tungsten by an alumina limiter, the oxygen concentration decreases by a 
factor of four. This suggests that the limiter contributes a large portion of the oxygen release in 
tokamak discharges. This conclusion can also be drawn from a correlation between the plasma 
position and the oxygen concentration. A quantity related to plasma position and O VII 1623 A 
line intensity is shown in Fig.6 versus time and shot number. Those shots are considered identical: 
the gross discharge parameters - current and loop voltage - are within 1%, the measured values 
of the ion temperature, for example, are within 10%. However, a small change — 2 to 3 mm — 
in plasma position towards the limiter, as occurs, e.g. for shot 9, is followed by a significant 
increase in O VII emission. 

Oxygen release by the tungsten limiter may be due to the existence of an oxide layer on the 
surface. The sputtering yield of W03 is known to be about an order of magnitude larger than that 
of A1203 even at rather low temperature, and the difference grows with temperature [7]. Both 
materials are subject to preferential sputtering of oxygen. As a matter of fact, the alumina limiter 
becomes dark yellow after one thousand discharges and turned back white when it was baked 
in air. This means that, under plasma bombardment, alumina loses part of its oxygen and assumes 
an understoichiometric composition. 

CARBON LIMITER DISCHARGES 

No comparison could be made with the carbon limiter since no stable discharge could be run 
with it. Large disruptive instabilities occurred and the voltage remained high (~ 10 V), thus 
limiting the current to 50 kA. C IV light emission was enhanced by a factor of 15, compared to 
the tungsten and alumina cases. 

Owing to disruptive instabilities, all quantities measured were strongly fluctuating during 
the discharge. Variations in C IV emission were correlated with plasma cooling (as observed by 
soft-X-ray measurements) and the displacement of the plasma column [5]. 

A search during the discharge for synthesized light hydrocarbons such as CH4, CD4 etc... 
was made using a mass spectrometer, but no measurable quantities could be found. 

Thus we may assume that chemical activity is unimportant and sputtering is responsible for 
the large amount of carbon released in the plasma. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These experiments have permitted some insight into the effect of plasma-limiter interactions 
on plasma losses. Because of the large amount of impurities, in particular oxygen, released during 
these interactions, part of the Ohmic power leaves the plasma as line radiation. We have, indeed, 
observed a correlation, from shot to shot, between plasma position and oxygen sputtering by 
tungsten, and a correlation between plasma position, plasma cooling and carbon concentration 
during instabilities in the case of carbon limiter - similar phenomenon should occur in initially 
unstable phases of alumina discharges. This suggests that a smaller impurity content can be 
obtained by a better control of the plasma position by means of accurate programming, or even 
feedback control, of the vertical field. 

As far as material properties are concerned, alumina is the best of the three materials tested. 
In other tokamaks, low oxygen densities have been achieved but, in most cases, the drop in oxygen 
density is compensated by an increase in limiter material contamination [8]. Alumina should 
actually sputter aluminium in addition to oxygen but the amount seems small enough so as to be 
neglected in calculations of Zeff and of the energy balance. 
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The main drawback of alumina is its poor resistance to thermal stresses: in effect, the outside 

part of the limiter not only exhibited local melting but also fragments were broken off. This 

may put some limitation to the use of alumina. On the contrary, carbon remained completely 

unaltered after several hundreds of shots. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/A 15 

R.J. TAYLOR: Is the erosion of the limiter (tungsten or other) caused by runaway electrons 
or by sputtering? I believe that experiments carried out with Zeff > 1.5 are influenced by 
runaway electrons. These experiments do not relate to the Z = 1 tokamak problems where the 
limiter erosion does not occur by local electron beam melting. What were your X-ray doses at 
the limiter? 

J.M. PARLANGE: Hard X-rays were recorded in the vicinity of the limiter but not quanti
tatively measured. Emission occurs only during the build-up of plasma current (5 or 6 ms) when 
the loop voltage is still high. The doses were smaller for the alumina limiter case. The melting 
of certain spots observed on both limiters may have occurred during some erratic shots when the 
vertical field was not well adjusted, or during the 30 kA cleaning discharges. 

S. VEPREK: Did you analyse the composition of the yellow layer formed on the surface 
of the alumina limiter? Did you find deposition of hydrocarbons? 

J.M. PARLANGE: The yellow colour is attributed to sub-stoichiometric composition, but 
further analyses are under way. 

S. VEPREK: Could you comment on the crystallinity of the pyrocarbon used for the limiter? 
Did you observe some peeling-off under the discharge conditions? 

J.M. PARLANGE: I can only say that the carbon plates were placed in such a way that the 
best (harder) crystal plane intercepted the plasma flux. No peeling was observed. 

H.R. GRIEM: Measurements of ionization and excitation coefficients, mostly at the University 
of Maryland, show that ionization times and line radiation powers are usually underestimated by 
a factor of about two1. How sensitive are your conclusions regarding the validity of the corona 
model to these rate coefficients? Also, how do the coefficients adopted in your analysis compare, 
for example, with recently reported ionization rate coefficients2. 

J.M. PARLANGE: The coefficients used by Mattioli and co-workers in their reports are 
most probably Lotz's coefficients. The use of more accurate coefficients would increase the 
radiated power but would also move the position of maximum emission of a given line by a very 
small quantity, as far as corona equilibrium is concerned. On the other hand, for the case of an 
inward oxygen flux^the position of maximum emission of O VII lines would be greatly changed, 
since ne and Te gradients are low in that plasma region. That is to say, in order to fit the 
calculated position with the measured one, a different velocity has to be assumed for oxygen ions. 

GRIEM, H.R., Plasma Wall Interactions (Proc. Int. Symp. Jttlich, 1976). 
DATLA, R.U., NUGENT, L.J., GRIEM, H.R., Phys. Rev. A (to be published). 
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Abstract 

DIVERTOR AND INJECTION EXPERIMENTS IN DITE TOKAMAK. 
The modes of operation of the tokamak are described including the effect of inserting a small limiter into 

the plasma. The ion temperature has been doubled by injecting 200 kW of neutral beams into the plasma. The 
unique bundle divertor has transferred more than half of the power loading from the torus wall to the divertor 
target. This device-is shown to be a powerful tool for controlling and studying plasma-wall interactions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Divertor Injection Tokamak Experiment [1,2] was brought into 

operation in March 1976 to study: (i) plasma-wall interaction and the 

control of impurities and recycling by a divertor, (ii) heating by power

ful neutral atom beams and (iii) toroidal containment utilizing these 

facilities. Initial studies are reported here. 

The toroidal field, B ^ 2.8 T, is produced by 16 liquid nitrogen 

cooled coils (Fig. 1). The stainless steel vacuum vessel of major radius 

R = 1.17 m and wall radius 0.3 m was baked to 850 C before assembly and 

has a base pressure of 2 x 10 torr. There are two ceramic gaps, three 

fixed circular limiters (Mo) at 0.27 m, and several adjustable limiters (Mo) 

at r = a,.. 

The plasma current, I ^ 250 kA for 0.1 to 0.2 s, is driven from 

capacitor banks coupled via a 1.8 V-s iron core. The equilibrium vertical 

* Permanent address: Institut fur Plasmaphysik, KFA Julich GmbH, Association EURATOM-KFA, Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
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Photon scattering X-Ray P'PlllflPPi 

FIG.l. Schematic of DITE. 

field is derived from the iron core, the primary windings and separate 

coils powered by a 3 MW feedback amplifier. A radial field is provided by 

a 25 kW feedback amplifier. 

The divertor system will operate with EL ^ 1.8 T but is temporarily 

limited to 1.0 T. The two tangential injectors deliver 200 kW to the plasma 

and a further 1.2 MW is in preparation. 

2. TOKAMAK STUDIES 

Operation: Good tokamak pulses with limiter q ~ k, I ̂  200 kA, T ^ 1 keV 

were obtained after only a few hundred cleaning discharges (30 kA, 30 ms) 

in argon. This was.later changed to hydrogen. Over the period of operation, 

the resistance anomaly factor (AR) and T decreased. The plasma parameters 
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FIG.2. Typical currents, voltages and mean densities versus time. 

are sensitive to the condition of the torus wall even with good base pres

sure and routine discharge cleaning is essential. The hard X-ray emission 

is normally low, averaging 1 mrad at 7 m. Typical current, volts and 

density records are shown in Fig. 2. 

Equilibrium: The plasma equilibrium position is maintained to within a 

few mm by the B and B feedback systems. These usually allow recovery 

from disruptive instabilities and can also be used to programme the radial 

position of the plasma. The addition of velocity feedback has appreciably 

improved the settling time and the overshoot. 
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Stable Region: The ranges of current and density available for experiments 

(Fig. 3> region I) have been delineated for normal operation at fixed B 

with pulsed gas feed. The low density region II of Fig. 3 is inaccessible 

because the plasma density is determined by material from the wall and the 

limit AB is independent of B . Below A the density is inadequate to 

prevent runaway. The high density limit, reached by feeding gas in during 

the current plateau, is determined by the onset of disruptive instabilities 

in region III. The limiting curves, (a) for B„ = 2.0 T and (b) for B„ = 0.9 T, 

in Fig. 3 both meet AB at qT ~ 3* 'This rational q, is thought to be for

tuitous. The high density limit at low I is independent of q,. When the 

current is increased (qT decreased) along the high density limit, the plasma 

density becomes less dependent on the filling pressure and Ap increases 

whereas T_ and 0A decrease. At low current (I ~ 25 kA, qT ~ 10), Pn increases E 6 p Ui 9 

with n achieving diamagnetic values (3Q ~ 1.5) as the density limit is e y 

reached. This is similar to results from Alcator [3] and Pulsator [_k] but 

at much lower density (n ~ 1.5 X 10 1 9 m~ 3). 

The above stability diagram has some similarities with that of ref. [5] 

but there is no indication of stable regimes between the rational values 

q = 1, 2, 3. 

Radial Profiles: (Fig. k for I = 200 kA). The radial profile of electron 

density, (2 mm microwaves) has a triangular form, approximating (1-r /a ) 

with a = 0.35 m and v = 3-^, for all conditions and this agrees with the 

relative density obtained from photon scattering. The particle diffusion 

coefficient, D(r), estimated from n (r) and the ionization rate given by 

the H emission I (r), varies by a factor of 10 over the radius. Although 

the plasma is in the plateau region, the variation with local parameters 

follows the Pfirsch-Schluter dependence but with D * 70 D . 

The radial profile of the electron temperature, derived from photon 

scattering, also has a triangular form. An electron energy balance is not 

yet available. 
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The radial profile of the ion temperature has been measured by a 

neutral particle analyser (N.P.A.) viewing tangentially over a limited 

range r < 0.1 m and it is much flatter than T (r). An ion energy balance 

code [6], given the other plasma parameters, shows that the magnitude and 

form of T. (r) agrees with neo-classical expectation. Typically about h^>% 

of the central ion energy is lost by neo-classical thermal conduction, kQP/o 

by charge-exchange and 15$> by particle diffusion. 

The radial profile of the neutral hydrogen atom density, derived from 

the H emission,has the usual central minimum. The magnitude and form of 

this profile can be reproduced by a neutral atom diffusion code which uses 

the measured n (r) and T (r) and represents an eflux from the wall by roughly 

equal amounts of both low energy (eg 5 eV) and high energy (~ T. ) neutral 

atoms. 

Radiation: Two thermopiles are used to measure the power reaching the wall 

by both radiation and neutral atoms but the latter has been shown to be 

negligible. For conditions of stable operation (Fig. 3), an almost constant 

fraction (F) of the input ohmic power is radiated to the walls. Direct 

calibrations give 0.5 < F < 1.0 depending on the integration round the torus. 

Measurements of the power to the limiters suggest a value F > 0.8. 

A grazing incidence V.U.V. spectrograph yields the spectrum during 

the discharge; a shutter excludes the beginning and the end of the pulse. 

The dominant lines are OVII (21 A) and OVIII (19 A) with weaker lines of 

Fe XVII (15-17 A), CrXV (21 A) and CVI (3k A) and groups of lines from 

Mo XV - XXV (25 - 40 A) and probably higher stages (65 - 85 A). 

A soft X-ray spectrometer yields temperatures (eg f = 530 + kO eV) in 
e — 

reasonable agreement with those from photon scattering(eg (T ) = 470 +_3& eV) 

but only relative anomaly factors are available at present. A soft X-ray 

pinhole system measures the usual relaxation oscillations near the centre 

of the discharge. The electron cyclotron emission in the tangential direc

tion for I = 150 kA, reported in paper A13-2, shows the expected thermal 
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TABLE I. PLASMA PARAMETERS 

I 

V 

B* 

3L 

q(aL) 

q(0.27 m) 

Teo 

ne 

foe 
AR 

Zeff 

*Ee 

kA 

V 

T 

m 

eV 

1019 m"3 

ms 

51 

2.4 

0.91 

0.19a 

2.75a 

5.5 

315 

0.64 

0.24 

1.6 

1.9 

2.8 

46 

2.6 

0.89 

0.19 

3.0 

6.0 

280 

0.81 

0.22 

1.6 

1.9 

2.1 

46 

2.6 

0.91 

0.26 

5.7 

5.7 

230 

0.86 

0.22 

1.5 

1.7 

2.1 

100 

3.0 

1.34 

0.18 

2.0 

4.0 

620 

0.77 

0.12 

3.5 

5.0 

2.2 

150 

4.0 

2.1 

0.22 

3.0 

4.5 

440 

1.29 

0.08 

2.7 

3.7 

1.7 

195 

3.5 

2.6 

0.26 

4.2 

4.2 

800 

2.15 

0.12 

3.3 

4.8 

3.7 

For this diverted discharge, the value quoted for a^ is as (the separatrix radius) and the value quoted for 
q(aL) is q(as). 

emission except in the current decay when the hard X-ray emission increases. 

Scaling with Current: Although no full scaling experiments have been 

performed as yet, the data in Table I, derived from profile measurements, 

shows the trends. 

3. NEUTBAL INJECTION STUDIES 

The first two injectors [7], operating at 28 kV, have delivered a 

total of 200 kW to the surface of the plasma in a direction tangential to 

the current (co-injection) in a 150 kA discharge. Calorimeter measurements 

show that only about 5% of this power is transmitted to the far wall. 

Injection does not disturb the plasma and the density increase is negligible. 

The energy spectrum (Fig. 5) of the resulting fast ions is measured 

by a tangential N.P.A. This spectrum agrees well with the predictions of 

Fokker-Planck theory [8] provided the droop of capacitor voltage is included, 

Using the measured radial dependence of plasma parameters the power transfer 

to the ions is calculated to be ?? kW. With this input power included, the 

neo-classical ion energy balance (§ 2) predicts T. rising from 330 eV to 

510 eV. 
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FIG.5. Fast-ion spectrum for 200 kW into a 150-kA discharge. (Theoretical curve dashed.) 

The rise in ion temperature is measured by two independent methods 

(i) a radial N.P.A. (Fig. 6), giving T. rising from 3^0 +_ ̂ 0 eV to 610 _+ 50 eV 

and (ii) the spectral broadening of the H line profile as measured by a 

scanning Fabry-Perot, giving T. rising from 290 +_ 25 eV to 630 _+ *t0 eV, 

i.e. approximately doubling T.. The measured rise in T. is greater than 

that predicted and this might be partially explained by assuming more 

realistically n. £ n e.g. n. = 0.6 n leads to T. = 570 eV. It should be 

noted that during injection there is no detectable change in the electron 

temperature and that T. > T . 
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FIG.6. Thermal-ion spectrum for 200 kW into a 150-kA discharge. 

/f. PLASMA-LIMITER INTERACTION 

An adjustable limiter (90 mm diameter disc of Mo), was inserted 

vertically into a 100 kA discharge with B = 1-4 T. With this limiter 

inserted to a. = 0.18 in (q = 2) the central electron temperature changes 

from 360 eV to 6̂ 0 eV and the plasma resistance decreases by 50%. The 

total radiation, V.U.V. emission from 0, Mo, Fe, Cr, and jn d£ do not change 

appreciably although the latter starts to fall with time. The hard X-ray 

emission falls by more than a factor 10. The fraction of the ohmic power 

received by the limiter increases from 0.3% to 15%. 

The temperature rise and hence power deposition, on a small probe 

(50 mm diameter disc of Mo) is measured with time resolution by a scanning 

infra-red camera. With this probe acting as the limiter at 0.18 m for 

I = 100 kA, the maximum surface temperature reaches only 1000 C, precluding 

evaporation as a mechanism for impurity production. The power to this probe 
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has been measured as a function of position behind the adjustable limiter 

set at 0.18 m. The power falls off rapidly in a few centimetres demonstrat

ing an effective 'scrape-off layer behind the limiter. 

The profile of T (r) for I = 100 kA and & = 0.18 m (qL = 2) suggests 

that almost all of the current flows within r = 0.18 m, and yet no dis

ruptions are observed. Only if the limiter is inserted to a. < 0.12 tn 

(qT < 1.3)i does disruption occur. 

Similar effects are observed with a 50 kA discharge and profiles of 

T (r) and n (r) for aT = 0.26 m and 0.18 m are shown in Fig. 10 in the 
e e ii 

divertor section. 

FIG. 7. Schematic of bundle divertor. 

5. DIVERTOR STUDIES 

The Bundle Divertor; The DITE bundle divertor [9] has achieved the main 

purpose of a divertor which is to remove the primary plasma-wall inter

action out of the torus in which the plasma is confined. 

A bundle of toroidal magnetic field lines, localized in both major 

and minor azimuths, and also in minor radius, (outside a separatrix radius 

a =0.19 m) is diverted into a separate divertor chamber which is connected 

to the torus via two short tubes (Fig. 7)» The bundle is connected by the 
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rotational transform of the tokamak to a toroidal annulus, a ^ r ̂  aT , 

called the 'scrape-off layer, within which field lines make on average 

10 circuits of the torus before entering the divertor. Plasma within this 

'scrape-off layer can flow into the divertor chamber and be dumped on a 

molybdenum target plate. The chamber is pumped by titanium sublimation to 

trap the neutralized plasma and any material desorbed from the target. 

The topology of the bundle divertor prevents field lines from forming 

perfectly closed magnetic surfaces [10]. Computations show that a field 

line experiences a small radial step each time it passes through the 

divertor [11]. Although this effect breaks up the magnetic surfaces in 

the 'scrape-off layer, the charged particles following these field lines 

are trapped by the divertor target and do not experience the radial step. 

The bundle divertor is now operating successfully with EL = 1.0 T and 

I « 50 kA equivalent to q » 3 at the separatrix. The magnetic 'scrape-off 

layer extends 70 mm beyond a . The divertor field is already established 
s 

at the start of the tokamak pulse, and normally when the discharge is 

radially centred, the divertor action develops as the rotational transform 

is established during the first 10-20 ms of the current rise. An alter

native mode of operation in which the plasma is initially positioned at a 

smaller major radius against the inner fixed limiter and later moved into 

the divertor field to 'switch on' the divertor action, yields similar 

results. 

The specific diversion and screening effects of the divertor are 

described before considering the more general effect on the plasma. 

Plasma Diversion: The flow of plasma into the divertor is observed by 

cine photography, mass spectrometry and infra-red scans of the temperature 

rise of the target. The plasma flow and power deposition confirm the com

puted shape of the diverted flux bundle. However, at low densities, localized 

heating and luminous tracks, probably from runaway electron beams, are seen. 
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The action of the divertor reduces the plasma density near the wall, 

as measured by a Langmuir probe, by a factor 5« The total hydrogen flux to 

the wall, as measured by a carbon collector/desorption probe is reduced by 

a factor 2. The wall recycling, as measured by the H emission, is reduced, 

and the plasma density falls more rapidly. 

The back flow of plasma from the divertor to the torus, estimated by 

adding D_ in the divertor and looking for it in the torus, appears small. 

Power Diversion: The power deposited on the target, as measured by surface 

and bulk temperature rises, reaches 60% of the ohmic power input. The 

detailed mechanism of this power flow to the divertor target is not fully 

undei'stood but thermal conduction appears to play an important role. 

The divertor reduces the total radiated power by a factor between 5 and 8 

and also reduces the power received by the power measuring probe near the 

wall by a factor 2. 

Within the experimental limits of accuracy, there is a dramatic and 

consistent change in the power balance. Without the divertor, all the 

ohmic power reaches the wall, mainly by radiation, whereas with the divertor 

a large fraction of the power loading is transferred to the target. 

Jnedl 
Units 1018rrr2 

Gas injection 

Time (s) 

FIG. 8. Screening effect of divertor with hydrogen gas feed. 
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Screening: In the absence of gas feed, the divertor accelerates the fall 

of plasma density with time. This is partly because the particle flux to 

the wall is reduced, as noted above, and partly because the inwardly diffusing 

particles, evolved from the wall, are also diverted - the screening action. 

This screening is clearly demonstrated when gas is pulsed into a dis

charge. Whereas the density of a non-diverted discharge can be raised by 

pulsing EL gas into the torus, it is difficult to raise the density of a 

diverted discharge in the same way (Fig. 8). The injected gas appears to 

be ionized within the 'scrape-off layer and removed by the divertor before 

it penetrates to the centre of the discharge. A large increase in the 

diverted particle flux is indicated by visible spectroscopy and mass spectro

metry. Alternative methods of refueling, such as solid hydrogen pellets, 

appear to be necessary. 

A similar, but more dramatic, effect of screening is observed by 

pulsing 0_ gas into a discharge. Mass spectrometry shows that 0 gas fed 

into the torus is rapidly adsorbed on the walls and then subsequent tokamak 

pulses have high volts and low, falling current. About 50 cleaning pulses 

remove this effect. When a similar amount of 0 gas is pulsed in during 

the current plateau of a non-diverted discharge, the resistance increases by 

up to a factor h.5 during the gas feed, and then tends to recover (Fig. 9)« 

The resistance of a diverted discharge is not altered by 0 gas feed, but 

the total radiation and 0 II emission still increase during the same gas 

injection, indicating that the oxygen is reaching the plasma but presumably 

not penetrating beyond the outer 'scrape-off layer. The divertor appears 

to prevent the penetration of the oxygen into the body of the plasma. 

Effects on the Plasma: The divertor increases the central electron tempera

ture from 200 eV to 330 eV (Fig. 10 (a) and (c)). This is similar to the 

effect of inserting a limiter at a, = a , for which the temperature increases 

to 280 eV (Fig. 10(b)). This comparison confirms that the separatrix of 

the divertor acts as a magnetic limiter. The divertor also reduces the 
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(ms) 

FIG. 9. Screening effect ofdivertor with oxygen gas feed. 

04 

*V) (a) 

Divertor off, a L=0-26m 

(b) 

Divertor off , a L = 0-19m V 

I 

(C) ne(1019m-3) 

Divertor on, a L = 0-26m 

FIG.10. Comparison of Te(r) and ne(r) for divertor on and off (a^ - 0.26 m and 0.19 m). 

hard X-ray flux in a similar manner to the insertion of the limiter but 

this may be for different reasons. The observed small changes in resistive 

and soft X-ray anomaly factors appear inadequate to explain the large 

change of T in either case. Although this effect on T is not understood 

at present, it might eventually throw some light on the mystery of the 

electron energy balance in tokamaks. 
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The comparison of diverted and non-diverted discharges must take 

account of the change of effective limiter radius and hence the three 

curves are presented in Fig. 10. The comparison should also be made with 

near the same density but the screening effect makes this difficult. The 

two sets of data are presented in Fig. 10(c); the triangles for the lower 

n and the circles for an attempt to increase n . The temperature does 

not change appreciably with n . The only similarity between the divertor 

action and the insertion of the limiter appears to be in their effect on 

T (r) and hard X-rays. 
e 

As evidence of the advantage of the magnetic limiter action of the 

divertor, the Mo emission in the V.U.V. from diverted discharges is an order 

of magnitude less than that from undiverted discharges with the Mo limiter 

at a, = a . This demonstrates that the plasma-'limiter* interaction is 

transferred out of the torus and that a negligible amount of Mo from the 

target reaches the torus. The Fe and Cr emission in the V.U.V. are also 

less but only by 70$ while the dominant oxygen emission decreases by only 

30%. These smaller changes are difficult to interprete with confidence. 

Reduced interaction of diverted discharges with the walls is demonstr

ated by the H emission (Fig. 11). The absence of the usual peak in I (r) 

corresponds to a reduced slow neutral flux from the wall, presumably because 

the incident power is reduced. The central H emission, which is almost 

unchanged, is mainly due to the faster component of neutrals from the wall. 

These are thought to arise by back scattering at the wall of fast neutrals 

from charge-exchange in the plasma and these neutrals would not be directly 

affected by the divertor. 

The divertor clearly reduces the plasma-surface interaction within the 

torus and yet the T (r) profiles in Fig. 3(b) and (c) for non-diverted and 

diverted discharges lead to the same low resistance anomaly A^ = 1.6 

(Z = 2 ) . This is not yet understood, but the following hypothesis is 

presented. 
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Ha emission 

(arb units) 

A 

Minor radius (m) 

FIG.11. Comparison of Ha intensity versus r for divertor on and off. A, Band Crefer to conditions labelled 
in Fig. 8. 

Both diverted and non-diverted discharges appear to be dominated by 

oxygen impurity and, although the divertor should screen out 0 from the 

wall, it does not appreciably affect the oxygen V.U.V. emission. This may 

be because the dominant contamination of these low I, low iL., plasmas occurs 

in the initial phases when the divertor is ineffective. The plasma surface 

interaction during the pulse is probably weak. This hypothesis implies 

good containment of the initial contamination. Operation at higher currents 

with stronger plasma-wall interaction and consequently higher A will demon

strate more clearly the effect of the divertor on impurities. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The bundle divertor appreciably reduces the flux of power and particles 

from a 50 kA discharge to the walls and screens the plasma from the eflux 

from the walls. It acts as a magnetic limiter and appreciably reduces the 

Mo contamination but not A . 
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The electron temperature of a 100 kA discharge is doubled by inserting 

a small limiter into the plasma. The T (r) profile leads to q = 2 and there 

are no disruptions. 

The ion temperature of a 150 kA discharge has been doubled by neutral 

injection to T. = 610 eV > T . 
i e 

This first survey of the potential of DITE shows,in particular,that 

the divertor is a powerful tool for favourably influencing and studying 

plasma-surface interaction. 
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M.M.K. KEILHACKER: From the width of the scrape-off layer and the flow velocity of the 
plasma into the divertor, one can estimate the diffusion coefficient for cross-field diffusion in the 
scrape-off layer. If I take your observed scrape-off width and assume the plasma to flow into the 
divertor at the ion sound velocity, I get a diffusion coefficient which is of the order of the Bohm 
diffusion coefficient. Of course, if one takes into account the magnetic mirror in the bundle 
divertor, the confinement time of the plasma in the scrape-off layer may be longer, resulting in 
a smaller diffusion coefficient. Would you like to comment on what you think the cross-field 
diffusion coefficient in Dite is? 

J.W.M. PAUL: We prefer not to comment on this important aspect of divertor operation 
until we have more data. At present we have measured only the power and not the particle flux 
profile in the divertor. The former (and hence presumably the latter) is appreciably narrower 
than the magnetic scrape-off layer. 

R.W. CONN: Without a divertor and wigh gas re-cycle, one would expect a low-temperature 
edge and a sharp temperature profile. With a divertor and with reduced gas re-cycle, as you 
indicated, one would expect flatter temperature profiles. Did you make profile measurements, 
and was the temperature profile flatter with the divertor operating? 

J.W.M. PAUL: Temperature profiles, Te(r), were presented in Fig. 10 for "divertor-on" and 
"divertor-off cases. The "divertor-on" case, Fig. 10c, incidentally, contains data for two different 
densities, as we have noted in the text. There are two "divertor-off' cases: Fig. 10b with limiter 
aL = 0.19 m = as (the separatrix radius), and Fig. 10a with aL = 0.26 m as for the "divertor-on" 
case. 

The measured "divertor-on" profile is flatter than the "divertor-off" profile of Fig. 10b. 
However, the error bars on the data, resulting from the relatively low density, do not justify any 
firm conclusions. 

G.H. WOLF: Do you already have information on how the divertor topology changes the 
q-profiles around the plasma edge and whether this influences the confinement properties? 

J.W.M. PAUL: The q-profiles have been derived from the electron temperature profiles of 
Fig. 10 by the usual method and there is an apparent difference. However, as I said in answering 
Mr. Conn's question, the error bars do not justify any firm conclusion. 
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Abstract 

DIVA DIVERTOR AND JFT-2 CONFINEMENT EXPERIMENTS. 
This paper describes DIVA divertor and JFT-2 confinement experiments. DIVA is a tokamak with an 

axisymmetric divertor with typical plasma current of 15 kA, electron temperature of about 200 eV, and ion 
temperature of 50-100 eV. A qualitative investigation of the cause of contamination of the plasma by heavy 
elements was performed. In JFT-2 confinement studies were concentrated on the behaviour of impurities at 
a toroidal field of 18 kG. Spectroscopic measurements indicate that the main impurity is oxygen, whose radial 
profiles are measured up to O-VIII. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes DIVA divertor and JFT-2 confinement experi
ments. DIVA, shown in Fig. 1, is a tokamak with an axisymmetric divertor, 
with typical plasma current of 15 kA, electron temperature of about 200 eV, 
and ion temperature of 50-100 eV. Detailed description of the device and 
preliminary experimental results are given in refs. [1] and [2]. Plasma 
behaviour near the divertor are in refs. [3],[4] and [5], The following 
section describes particle and energy balance in divertor experiments and 
the cause of impurity contamination in DIVA. 

Previous studies of confinement in JFT-2 were conducted at a toroidal 
field of 9 kG, discharge current of_ 80 kA [6]. Typical plasma parameters 
were Te(0)=300 eV, Ti(0)=200 eV, Ne=8><10

12 cm-3. The toroidal field is Bt^18 
kG and the density is controlled by gas injection. Typical plasma parameters 
at 160 kA discharge are Te(0)=1.2 keV, Ti(0)=0.3 keV, and Ne(0)=2xi0

13 cm"3. 
We describe the discharge characteristics and measurements of vacuum UV 
emission from oxygen impurities. 

On leave from Mitsubishi Atomic Power Industry, Saitama, Japan. 
On leave from Tokai University, Kanagawa, Japan. 
On leave from Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan. 
On leave from University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. 
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FIG. 1. Cross-sectional view of the device. 

2. DIVA DIVERTOR EXPERIMENTS 

H.MAEDA, Y.SHIMOMURA, H.OHTSUKA, S.YAMAMOTO, M.NAGAMI, K.ODAZIMA, H.KIMURA, 
N.UEDA, S.SENGOKU, A.FUNAHASHI, T.MATOBA, S.KASAI, T.SUGIE, M.SHIHO, T.SHOJI, 
K.KAWAKAMI, K.TAKAHASHI, K.KUMAGAI, H.TAKEUCHI, T.YAMAUCHI, T.TOKUTAKE, 
K.ANNO, T.ARAI, H.HIRATSUKA, T.SHIBATA, S.KUNIEDA 

2.1. Particle and Energy Balance 

Operating conditions and plasma parameters are almost the same as 
reported in ref. [4]. Particles diffusing out from the main plasma are col
lected by copper shells, protection plates and movable shells, which are 
used as Langmuir probes. Loss flux to the burial chamber through the scrape-
off layer and flow velocity therein are measured with a one-sided Langmuir 
probe at R=40 cm. The total particle loss from the main plasma amounts to 
95 A at 10 ms. The estimated particle confinement time is about 1.4 ms, 
which is consistent with the confinement time 2 ms determined from measure
ment of the Ha line. A greater part of the plasma particles escaping from 
the main plasma reaches the surfaces of copper shells covered with clean gold 
films and is reflected through the so-called direct recycling process [7,8]. 
About 10 % of the escaping particles is guided to the burial chamber at a 
subsonic speed of less than 0.5*/Te/M. Particle flux to the divertor can be 
increased by a few times by increasing the ratio of the divertor hoop 
current to plasma current. 
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FIG. 2. Profiles of ion saturation current is and its oscillatory part il (50-200 kHz) at 10 ms and R = 40 cm. 

Intense fluctuations are observed, which are localized in the outer 
density gradients of the scrape-off layer at R=40 cm (Fig. 2). These fluctu
ations, which have not been identified yet, presumably enhance the particle 
diffusion across the magnetic fields during the transit of ions to the 
divertor along field lines, and may be responsible for the relatively small 
value of divertor efficiency. Diffusion constant in the scrape-off at R=40 cm 
is roughly estimated from the profiles of ion saturation current at different 
major radii and is a few to 10 times as small as the Bohm diffusion 
constant [4]. 

Energy confinement time is estimated 0.7 ms by assuming parabolic 
profiles of temperatures and densities [A], Energy loss from the main plasma 
through radiation and fast neutrals is measured with pyroelectric detectors, 
and is less than A0 % of the Ohmic input at 10 ms. The rest of the energy 
loss is due to thermal conduction and/or convection across the magnetic sur
faces. In DIVA a part of the heat flux is guided to the burial chamber 
through the scrape-off layer. The heat flux in the scrape-off layer is 
measured with a thermoprobe, which consists of an electrically insulated 
100-ym thick molybdenum plate covered with thin nickel film. Energy de
position on the Mo plate is measured as an increase in the resistivity of 
the thin Ni film with a time resolution of 200 us. Figure 3 shows the heat 
flux distribution at R=40 cm. The distribution well coincides with the 
distribution of particle flow from the main plasma; heat flux to the 
divertor reaches about 10-20 % of the Ohmic input. Heat transmission rate 
to an insulated conducting plate placed at R=40 cm is a few to 10 times as 
large as the one expected from the plasma flow when a normal plasma sheath 
is assumed. High-energy electrons or runaway electrons coming from the 
main plasma are responsible for this large transmission rate [3,4,8], How
ever, effects such as lowering plasma sheath potential by secondary 
electrons [9] cannot be excluded. 
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FIG. 3. Profiles of heat flux q, particle flux ip to the divertor, and electron temperature T£at 10 ms and R = 40 cm. 

2.2. Impurities 

Impurities observed with vacuum UV spectroscopy are grouped into light 
elements(C,N,0) and heavy elements(Au, etc.). The light elements can be re
duced to half by flushing titanium on about half of the divertor chamber 
surface, and their concentrations are less than 1 % of the plasma. This sug
gests that the light elements come from the surfaces of the burial chamber 
and not from the surface of copper shells covered with gold films, i.e. 
the clean surfaces in the DIVA device decrease contamination of the plasma 
due to light elements [10]. The resistivity and the radiation loss are not 
changed when the amount of light elements is reduced to half. Therefore the 
heavy elements(Au, etc.) are more influential in DIVA experiments. The DIVA 
device uses various materials which can be the source for impurity contami
nation of the plasma. The surfaces of the copper shells are covered with 
gold film and the protection plates are made of gold. Materials used in 
the burial chamber are copper, titanium and stainless steel. It is difficult 
to estimate the amount of these heavy elements in the plasma spectro-
scopically, especially the amount of gold and copper. Qualitative investi
gations on the cause of contamination of the plasma by heavy elements 
are performed. 

10 
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FIG.4. Time variations of plasma parameters: loop voltage VL and radiation loss PR; total number of electrons 
Ne and ion saturation current to the shell ls; charge-exchange neutral flux Fcx of the energy above 250 eV and 
heat flux density q at R = 40 cm and Z — 4.5 cm. 

Figure 4 shows the typical waveforms of loop voltage V"L, radiation 
losses PR, time evolution of total particles Ne, ion saturation current to 
the copper shells Is, heat flux q to the divertor at Z=4.5 cm and R=40 cm 
and charge-exchange neutral flux of the energy above 250 eV. Solid and 
broken lines represent the variation of plasma parameters during the dis
charge with an additional gas injection of 4.5X1019 H2/s(case A) and 1.7* 
1019 H2/s(case B), respectively. The figure shows that the charge-exchange 
neutral flux has no correlation with the increase of PR in the later phase 
of the discharges and also shows there is no correlation between ion flux 
incident on the shell surface and the increase of PR. These results suggest 
the heat flux density in the scrape-off at R=40 cm has a correlation with 
the increase of PR. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of two-dimensional measurements of 
orbits of high-energy electrons(10-100 keV) and the heat flux to the burial 
chamber. The heat flux to the burial chamber disappears beyond the copper 
rods supporting titanium wire,and the heat flux density at the surface of 
the rods is almost the same as the one at R=40 cm in both case A and B. 
Figure 6 clearly shows that high-energy electrons are well guided to the 
burial chamber as reported in ref. [4] and collide with the copper rods 
supporting titanium wire. It is noted here that all of the high-energy 
electrons and the whole of the heat flux to the burial chamber are inter
cepted by these rods due to the rotational transform of the magnetic field. 
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FIG. 5. Two-dimensional profiles of heat flux at 10 ms. 

FIG. 6. Orbits of high-energy electrons (10-100 ke V). 
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The results show that the copper rods supporting titanium wire are 
exposed to the heat fluxes of 430 watts/cm2 (case B) and 180 watts/cm2 

(case A) at 15 ms. The difference between the two cases is due to the amount 
of high-energy electrons in the scrape-off plasma. High energy electrons 
cause a large heat transmission rate to electrically insulated conducting 
rods and cause the evaporation of the material from the rods' surfaces. When 
the copper rods are positively biased to collect electron saturation 
currents on the supports in case A, the radiation loss P^ and loop voltage 
V^ increase and become the same as in case B. This indicates that the vio
lation of thermal insulation of the copper rods from the plasma also leads 
to the increase of the radiation loss and the resistivity. 

The above results show that the increase of the radiation loss 
from the plasma is due to the plasma contamination by heavy elements which 
come from copper rods supporting titanium wire, and the release of the metals 
is caused by evaporation due to heat deposition on the surface of the rods. 

2.3. Conclusion 

Particle and energy balance, and particle and heat fluxes to the 
divertor, are investigated in addition to the results reported in ref. [4]. 
Impurities are also investigated qualitatively. The main results are as 
follows: (1) Particles diffusing out from the main plasma are reflected at 
the surface of copper shells covered with gold film and about 10 % of the 
escaping particles are guided to the burial chamber at a subsonic speed of 
less than 0.5*/Te/M. (2) Energy loss from the main plasma through radiation 
and fast neutrals is less than 40 % of the Ohmic input at 10 ms and 10-20 % 
of the input is swept to the divertor, i.e. deposited on the copper rods 
supporting titanium wire. The large heat transmission rate to the insulated 
conducting plate placed in the scrape-off is due to high-energy electrons. 
(3) The light impurities such as carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are not in
fluential in DIVA, and they come from the burial chamber and not from the 
gold surface of copper shells. The clean surface provides light-impurity 
free plasma. (4) The heavy impurities are influential in DIVA and responsi
ble for the radiation loss from the main plasma. The contamination is caused 
by the heat flux on the copper rods in the burial chamber, and thermal insu
lation by the plasma sheath is effective with respect to the metal contami
nation due to the heat flux. 

The following questions are still to be answered: 1) How much material 
is released from the copper rods exposed to the corresponding heat fluxes? 
2) How much of the released material can penetrate into the main plasma? 

3. JFT-2 CONFINEMENT EXPERIMENT 

N.FUJISAWA, M.MAENO, S.KONOSHIMA, N.SUZUKI, T.HIRAYAMA, M.SHIMADA, 
T.YAMAMOTO, A.FUNAHASHI, T.KAWAKAMI, K.TAKAHASHI, T.MATOBA, A.SHOJI, 
K.KUMAGAI, S.KASAI, H.TAKEUCHI, T.YAMAUCHI, T.SUGIE, M.SHIHO, T.KUNIEDA, 
N.TOYOSHIMA, T.SHIINA, M.ISAKA, Y.MATSUZAKI, Y,TANI, K.KODAMA, K.YOKOKURA, 
H.SUNAOSHI, M.KAZAWA, K.HASEGAWA 

3.1. Discharge Characteristics 

The time evolution of the principal parameters for a 140 kA discharge 
is shown in Fig. 7. After sufficient discharge cleaning, the plasma density 
in a hydrogen discharge in JFT-2 always decreases with a time constant 
of 10-25 ms after a breakdown, and reaches a nearly steady value 
(Ne-5xl0l2 cm~3)[4]. In order to obtain the desired density, additional gas 
is injected through a controllable gas inlet system. The mean line density 
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FIG. 7. Time behaviour of a typical 140-kA discharge at Bt = 18 kG. 

is kept nearly constant during the discharge. The electron temperature is 
determined both from the Thomson scattering and the soft X-ray spectra. 

Figure 8 shows the variation of Te(0) and T-ĵ O) [11] with the dis
charge current. The experiments are carried out either at a constant Safety 
factor(q(a)=4), or at a constant toroidal field(Bt=18 kG). The plasma 
density is Ne(0)=(1.5-2.5)xl0

13 cm~3. The electron temperature at the plasma 
center increases linearly with the discharge current below 150 kA. The vari
ation of Ti(0) agrees with the Artsimovich plateau scaling [11]. 

The profile of electron temperature is measured with a collimated 
Si(Li) detector. The observed spectral data are processed so as to give the 
radial distribution of Te taking into account Ne(r) obtained from microwave 
measurement. Figure 9 shows the temperature profiles in three cases A, B and 
C, with q(a)=4 indicated in the inset. 

3.2. Vacuum UV Emissions 

Vacuum ultra-violet emissions in the wavelength 10-1300 A are measured 
with a grazing incidence monochromator, which is calibrated by the branching 
ratio method. Figure iO shows the Abel-inverted profiles of emissions from 
oxygen 1st resonance lines (0-1T, 0-V, 0-VC, 0-VIE and 0-VH) at the current 
plateau (80 ms) in case A. Using the coronal model, oxygen densities in peak 
emissions are approximately estimated to be 109 cm~3 for 0-3V , 0-V, and 
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FIG. 9. Profiles of electron temperature in three different cases with q(a) = 4. 

Ifjll-lO12 cm-3 for 0-VL to 0-Vm. It seems to be difficult to explain the 
observed fractional abundance from calculations on the ionization equilibrium 
[12]. Iron and molybdenum densities are found to be about 10 cm-3. 

3.3. Summary 

Plasma confinement in 18 kG discharges is studied on JFT-2. The density 
control by additional gas injection successfully extends the plasma para-
meters.The peak electron temperature is about 1.2 keV, and the variation of 
T^CO) agrees with Artsimovich's scaling. 
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FIG. 10. Emission profiles of oxygen ion (0- V, 0- VI, O- VII and O- VIII) at 80 ms in case A. 

Although the temperature profiles in Fig. 9 seemingly yield q(0)<l on 
the assumption of the uniform electric field and constant,Zeff> no sawtooth 
fluctuations are observed with a PIN diode in the present experiments. The 
measurements of continuum emission with the Si(Li) detector show that Zeff 
is decreasing with radius. Therefore q(0)^l cannot be excluded. 

Finally we give a brief remark on Zeff(0). The observed continuum soft 
X-ray intensity is 10-20 times as large as that of the hydrogenic brems-
strahlung, which provides Zeff(0)=3-5 according to analyses by Goeler et al. 
[13]. In addition, the spectroscopic measurement on oxygen lines emitted 
near the plasma center presents Zeff(0)>3. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/A 18 

M.M.K. KEILHACKER: You mentioned that the plasma flows into the divertor at subsonic 
speed (less than 0.5 (T e /M) l / 2) . How did you determine this velocity? 

H. MAEDA: We determined the flow velocity with a one-sided Langmuir probe. Turning 
the probe round in the scrape-off layer, we obtained the shifted profile of the ion saturation current. 
We assumed a shifted Maxwellian distribution for the plasma scrape-off layer and then determined 
the drift velocity from the shifted profile of the ion saturation current. 

M.M.K. KEILHACKER: You mentioned also that the heavy impurities which are mainly 
responsible for the radiation losses are due to the heat flux onto the copper rods in the divertor 
chamber. What fraction of these impurities flows back into the main vacuum chamber and 
penetrates into the confined plasma? 

H. MAEDA: This is what we are most interested in at the moment; we are preparing measure
ments of the amount evaporated from the rod surfaces as a consequence of the heat fluxes, It is 
difficult to determine the quantity of heavy impurities (gold, copper) in the plasma spectro-
scopically, but the radiation loss measured with a pyroelectric detector is less than 40% of the 
Ohmic input. 

G.A. EMMERT: Do you have data on the space potential for floating potential in the scrape-
off layer? Are the surfaces that collect particles floating or grounded electrically? 

H. MAEDA: A two-dimensional measurement of the space potential in the scrape-off layer 
is to be performed across the plasma in the near future. With regard to your second question, 
the supports for titanium wire which intercept particle flow in the scrape-off layer are electrically 
floating. 
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Abstract 

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF ENHANCED PLASMA LOSS DUE TO OHMIC HEATING CURRENTS. 
Experiments in the Culham Levitron have measured enhanced plasma loss rates when current is induced 

parallel to the magnetic field. There is good agreement between changes in loss rate and fluctuation amplitude 
and the enhancement is believed to be due to the presence of current-driven drift modes. Detailed measurements 
of the mode structure show radial widths which are narrow and insensitive to shear. This result disagrees with 
existing slab-model theories but is in closer agreement with recent finite geometry calculations. The shear, 
collisionality and u/ve are similar to those of many tokamak experiments. The confinement time increases with 
density, and comparison with empirical scaling laws for tokamaks shows an interesting level of agreement. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
(1-4) 

Several theoretical treatments predict enhanced growth rates for 

drift modes in the presence of current parallel to the field lines. Experi

ments on the current-driven collisional drift mode have been carried out in 

linear geometry without the presence of shear, and associated particle losses 

have been observed . Experiments in weakly sheared stellarator geometry 

have shown high fluctuation levels in the presence of ohmic heating current 

for u > v£ where u is the mean drift associated with the current and v-j_ 

is the ion thermal speed; in these experiments it was difficult to establish 

firmly the particle loss associated with the fluctuations. 

In this paper we present observations of the particle loss rate in a 

toroidal system with and without current parallel to the magnetic field under 

conditions of moderate to high shear. The shear, collisionality and 

ratio (u/ve) of the current-driven drift velocity to the electron thermal 

velocity are similar to those of many Tokamak experiments. It should be 

noted that in the Levitron, in contrast to the Tokamaks, Bfl > B,, where 6 and 

<j) are the poloidal and toroidal coordinates. With current present, the 

University of California, San Diego, USA. 
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results show markedly enhanced losses and a proportionality between the con

tainment time T and the plasma density n similar to some Tokamak scaling 

laws. This behaviour appears to be associated with the presence of current-

driven drift modes which were reported in an earlier paper . We also present 

measurements of the amplitude of fluctuations in the plasma and their spatial 

correlation. The variations in amplitude} suitably normalised,largely follow 

the changes in loss rate. The azimuthal correlation measurements, perpendi

cular to the field, show a phase velocity close to the drift velocity 

v^ = (kT /eB) V(£n n ) . The radial measurements, however, show mode widths 

which are only weakly shear dependent and are narrower than would be expected 

for simple ion Landau damping. 

It is interesting that the scaling law for T obtained from our measure

ments is comparable with the empirical scaling obtained from Tokamak 

experiments when expressed in terms of u/ve. 

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The present experiments were made in the Culham Superconducting Levitron, 

which is an axisymmetric toroidal system with a floating superconducting ring 

with major and minor radii of 30 and 4.5 cm respectively . A ring current 

of 120 kA was used with values of toroidal field up to 1 kgauss, which gives 

a typical shear length of 10 cm as compared with a density scale length of 

1 cm. The plasma was produced by electron cyclotron resonance heating at a 

resonant field strength of 3.6 kgauss in the centre of the plasma profile. 

This heating produces a steady-state condition determined by the balance of 

input power and energy loss due to ionization and excitation. Typical plasma 
. . . 1 1 - 3 

conditions in this phase are n e ~ 6x10 cm and T = 5 to 10 eV. T^ is 

calculated to be close to T . After 3 seconds the microwave power was 

reduced to 2-5% of its original value; the plasma density then decayed by 

more than an order of magnitude to a new equilibrium whilst maintaining T 

at about 2.5 eV. During the decay T {= (1/n dn /dt) } can be determined 
as a function of n e down to the value at which the ionization rate reduces 

the loss rate. The steepness of the ionization/excitation curves makes T e 

essentially independent of small changes in input power and gas density. A 

profile of n e and T& during the decay and on the outer side of the ring 

is shown in Figure 1. The electron drift velocity v, derived from these 

values is also shown. 

The regime of collisionality explored was from V /v ~ 10, at the 

start of the decay, to V /v ~ 0.1 as the new low-density equilibrium J' e conn 
was established (where V is the collision frequency with ions and elect
rons and V is v /L where L is taken to be the distance along a 

conn e 
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FIG.3. Containment time as a function of density with and without plasma current at Ij= 1300 A. 

field line encircling the minor axis). Thus the experiments covered the 

equivalent of the plateau and collisional regimes. However, the criterion 

for the drift waves to be collisionless is V < knv and, as discussed 
e " e 

later, it would appear that this criterion is satisfied for a wide range 

of the parameters covered. 

Current parallel to the field lines was induced in the plasma by pass

ing a current (I.J, oscillating at 50 Hz, through an additional 36 turns of 

the toroidal field winding. The oscillating poloidal electric field fully 

penetrated the plasma. The current density j induced in the plasmas was 

calculated assuming the plasma resistivity to be the classical Spitzer-

Harm value; for values of u/ve up to 2x10 there is unlikely to be 

significant departure from classical. The plasma heating produced by this 

current was small for the conditions of interest and, because of the 'thermo-

statting effect' referred to above,the temperature rise was negligible in 
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the main body of the plasma. However, as the low-level equilibrium condition 

was reached,a temperature rise at the edge of the plasma was observed for 

the higher ohmic heating currents. 

3. EFFECT OF CURRENT ON CONTAINMENT AND FLUCTUATION AMPLITUDE 

The decay of density with time after the microwave power was switched 

down is shown in Figure 2. Also shown is the effect on the decay of adding 

100 A rms current in the 36-turn toroidal field winding. The decay rate is 
11 -3 

unaffected above approximately 10 cm but is enhanced as the density 

decreases below this value. The decay time x is plotted against n in 

Figure 3, where T has been corrected to allow for ionization during the 

decay. This correction was less than 20 per cent for the data presented. 

By varying the ohmic heating current I„ it was found that x was essen

tially independent of I~ until a critical value was exceeded which 

depended on ne. The variation of x with both I„ and n£ is summarised in 

Figure 4,where x is plotted against u/ve. This ratio was calculated using 

the mean densities and temperatures given by a microwave interferometer and 

the Hel light signal and is representative of the conditions at a radial posi

tion near the maximum V(£n n e). The containment time X is inversely propor-

tional to u/ve for 4*10 <u/ve<2.HlO . For u/ve < 4*10 ,x is equal to the 
-2 

current-free values, while for u/ve > 2x10 it is constant. This apparent 

upper limit to the loss rate could be due to an increase of the resistivity 
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above the Spitzer-Harm value used to calculate j; the effect of an increase 

in resistivity would be to move the points on the extreme right of the graph 

to lower u/ve. 

Having observed the variation of x with I_, we sought an association 

between T and the amplitude of density and potential fluctuations* A 

simple treatment of the continuity equation, neglecting ionization, and put

ting the radial flux T = <n E*)/B, allows the containment time to be related 
-1 ~2 — 

with some approximation to the fluctuation level, namely, T « (n /n n ). 

This relation neglects the variation of wave number ky with frequency and 

assumes a fixed phase between ne and E. The amplitude of fluctuations in 

saturation current, I , from a floating double probe was measured within 

the frequency band from 1 kHz to 30 kHz and the mean square amplitude of I 
~2 — S 

over this frequency range was used to obtain values for (n /n n ). These 

are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of u/v . The data of Figure 4, 

inverted to x and scaled, are represented by the broken line; this 

figure shows that a measure of agreement exists in the variation of x and 
~2 — 
(n /n n ) with u/v . 
e e e e 
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FIG.6. Containment time as a function of toroidal field (cc shear) for ne= 2.1 X 10n, 6X1010 cm'3 and for 
/ft = 0, 100 A. 

4 . EFFECT OF SHEAR ON CONTAINMENT 

The local value for the shear length L is given by 
-1 -1 S 

L = 4/TT d/dr (tan B,/B«). Although there is a large poloidal variation 
s <p t) 
of L in this experiment, both the average value of L around a flux 

s ° 

surface, Ls , and the local shear can be taken to vary linearly with toroidal 

field in the present range of values. The variation of T with I , the 

current in the 72-turn toroidal field winding,is shown in Figure 6 for 

n = 2.1 x 10 and 6x10 cm" and for In = 0 and 100 A rms. At high den-0. 
-3, sity the addition of ohmic current (u/v = 4x10 ) has little effect on x, 

6 10 -3 
which increases with shear. However, at 6x10 cm the ohmic current 

_2 
(u/v = 1.5 x 10 ) has a marked effect and, particularly with current 

present, x is insensitive to shear. 

5. RADIAL MODE STRUCTURE AND DISPERSION RELATION 

The radial mode width and the wave phase velocity were obtained from 

correlation measurements of I and <f) over the frequency range from 0.6 kHz 
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FIG. 7. (a) Cross-power spectrum of floating potential fluctuations $ for Ij= 1300 A and IQ = 100 A. 
Probe position is 3.5 cm from ring, 

(b) Power spectrum as a function of radius for three frequency bands. Radial correlation widths 
(2x0) are shown by solid bars. 

to 300 kHz where '$' is the amplitude of fluctuations in floating potential. 

Two double probes were used, each aligned parallel to B and connected so 

that their capacitance to ground was reduced to ~ 20 pF by feedback circuits. 

Double rather than single probes were used to avoid perturbations caused by 

the flow of probe current across the containing field. For the correlation 

measurements in the toroidal direction the two double probes were arranged 

on the same flux surface but displaced by 0.5 cm. For the radial measure

ments the electrodes of each probe were aligned parallel to B and one 

probe was moved radially with respect to the other. The signals were 

recorded digitally for a period of 1.6 ms at sampling intervals of 1.6 ys, 

and the time at which the data was taken was triggered automatically at a 

chosen density value during the decay. When ohmic heating was present the 

trigger was arranged to occur at a time just after the peak of the current 

waveform. 

The data were analysed using fast Fourier analysis techniques 
(9) 

similar to those described by Smith et al. . The phase Q^if) and 

coherence spectra for either the two I signals or the two (f) signals 

were calculated together with the power spectra. With the probes displaced 

in the toroidal direction, the coherence spectrum showed good correlation up 

to « 200 kHz. The cross-power spectrum for <j> at I = 1300 A and I~ = 100 A 
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FIG. 8. Dispersion relation calculated from phase spectrum for $ at Ij= 1300 A and IQ= 100 A. Probe 
position is 3.5 cm from ring. 

is shown in Figure 7(a) and the radial variation of power in three frequency 

bands is shown in Figure 7(b). The phase spectrum gives the dispersion rela

tion directly and this is shown in Figure 8, where a) is plotted against 

ICA. At low frequencies the dispersion relation shows a phase velocity 
5 w/k »* 2*10 cm/sec and propagation for this case is in the electron diamag-

netic drift direction. For drift waves, if stationary guiding centres relative 

to the probes are assumed, w/k m v_. For zero mass motion, however, the 

phase velocity becomes (k(Te + T£>/eB)V(£n n e), which gives a better fit to 

the data as shown in Figure 8. Propagation with similar magnitude of 

the phase velocity was observed without ohmic current and at I = 400 and 

2000 A. At I = 400 A,however, the direction of propagation was reversed. 
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FIG.11. Dispersion relation in radial direction for Is at Ij = 1300 A, IQ = 0, 100 A and with the fixed 
probe at 3.5 cm. 

At I = 1300 A,measurements of <j> are consistent with the assumption of 

zero mass motion but further measurements are needed at I = 400 and 2000 A 

to determine the importance of Doppler shifts on the direction of propagation. 

For the radial correlation measurements one double probe was fixed at 

3.5 cm from the ring. The coherence spectrum showed good correlation as the 

second probe was moved out to a distance, x, a few mm on either side. This 

is illustrated in Figure 9, where the coherence and phase are shown as a 

function of x for one band of frequencies at IT = 1300 and I„ = 0 and 100 A. 

The variation of xQ, the half-width between coherence values of 0.6, with 

frequency for I = 2000, 1300, 400 A and I„ = 0, 100 A is shown in Figure 10. 

Values of the full width are also shown in Figure 7(b). The results show that 

with I n = 0 the behaviour of x_ is rather complex. With I 0 = 100 A, x 
Q Q 

appears to have only a weak dependence on Ls(a: I ), showing a decrease with 

L in fact rather than an increase as would be expected for shear stabilization. 
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In Figure 9 the phase as a function of x for I~ = 0 shows mainly an 

inwardly directed phase velocity with an occasional outward signal. For 

I 0 = 100 A,however, there is only a very small phase shift and a standing 

wave pattern is suggested. The radial dispersion relation at I = 1300 A 

and I 0 = 0, 100 A is shown in Figure 11. 

6. DISCUSSION 

(a) Radial Mode Structure 

Many theoretical treatments of drift instabilities have been made for 

the present frequency range to « to . and they show that the phase velocity 

perpendicular to V(£n n ) and B is close to v, as observed. The main 

difference between the theories lies in the structure of the mode in the 

radial direction. For weak or zero shear, Krall and Rosenbluth predict 

standing waves whose radial width is xQ = 2JLa^, where a. is the ion 
*-l 2 * ,~ 2-i—i * 1 

Larmor radius and £ = L w 9 to /dx J 2 with to = kjV . A summary of the 

experimental widths is plotted in Figure 12 as a function of average shear 

The value of x from the expression above is plotted as a broken line but, 

since a high derivative of the density gradient is taken to evaluate this, 

there is a degree of uncertainty in the precise numerical result. The Krall 

and Rosenbluth analysis also requires 3to /9x = kA3v /3x = 0 on the profile; 

as Figure 1 shows, this does not appear to be present. It is also difficult 

to explain the many radially overlapping modes observed in the experiment 

(cf. Figure 7(b)). 

At high shear Rutherford and Frieman predict that the growth length 

for convective modes is of the order of the distance required for ion Landau 

damping to be effective, that is when k|| « to/v.. Taking k|| = k x . x /L 

and k. = oo/v,, the values obtained for x are shown in Figure 12 as the J- a o 

solid curve. Since the observed radial and azimuthal phase velocities are 

comparable for I„ = 0, very high growth rates are required to fit the model. 

For I n = 100 A the mode is a standing wave. 
. (12) 

Pearlstem and Berk obtained an eigenfunction solution with outgoing 

waves at x = ± °°. These outgoing waves are then damped by ion Landau damp

ing. The scale width for a phase change of 7r/2 is given by 
2 l -1 

x = (TT L a. /L ) 2 where L = V(£n n ). This quantity varies slowly o s j_ n xx 6 

with shear and is also shown in Figure 12. Although in magnitude and shear 

dependence this lies closer to the data, the required radial structure has 

not been observed (cf. Figure 9). 

All the above theories have used slab geometry where only variations in 

the 'radial' direction are considered. Recent finite geometry calculations 

by Cordey and Hastie and Taylor have shown that strong variation of 
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FIG.12. A summary of experimental half-widths, x0 , from Fig.10 as a function of shear strength compared 
with theoretical predictions. 

shear, curvature drift and finite Larmor radius terms in the poloidal direc

tion can substantially alter the predictions of slab models. The criterion 

that the amplitude of variation in shear L is sufficient to localise a 

mode in the poloidal direction is at short wavelengths (high 

frequency). This condition is satisfied on most of the magnetic surfaces of 

the Levitron. At long wavelengths (low frequencies) the variation in the 

curvature drift term is more important. Shear is completely ineffective at 
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stabilising this type of mode. For a parabolic variation in w the mode is 

also localised in the radial direction with a width similar to the Krall and 

Rosenbluth weak shear value. For the observed monotonic variation of OJ , 

similar widths might be expected but no detailed theory exists for this case. 

(b) The Effect of Current on Containment 

The enhancement of the growth rate of drift modes due to current paral
lel to the field lines has been treated in the collisional region, k||v < v , 

(2) e e 
by Ellis and Motley and in the collisionless regime by Rosenbluth and 

(4) . . . . * 2 

Liu . The main driving term in the collisional case is Y = V u u/(k||v ) 

but since V « n and u = j/(en), y is independent of n . Taking 

the usual estimate, y/\a , for the diffusion coefficient, x becomes indepen

dent of n in disagreement with the results of Figure 3. The main driving 6 I * 
term in the collisionless case is Y = u u u/v and then T a n as 

e e 

required. The criterion k|| v < V can be taken as a condition on the 

product x to if kn/ky = x /L . For the present experiment, putting 

x = 0.5 cm, the conditions are collisionless for CO/2TT > 43, 14 and 10 kHz 

at IT = 400, 1300 and 2000 A respectively, which covers a large part of the 

parameter range of interest. The data are consistent with the enhanced 

plasma loss in the presence of current being due to the collisionless current-

driven mode,but further measurements on mode structure are required. In 

addition, the role played by changes in temperature gradients during ohmic 

heating in the later stages of the density decay must be determined. 

(c) Tokamak Scaling 

The collisionality conditions here correspond with those in the plateau 

regime in which most Tokamaks operate. The range of u/v covered also 

covers that present in many Tokamak experiments. It is interesting therefore 

to compare the present scaling of X with the empirical scaling laws derived 

for Tokamaks. Daughney has derived scaling laws to fit the data from 

the ATC experiment and has compared these with data from other experiments. 

He finds T 4 a2 
—15 e e 

T = 3 x 10 1J -X—S sec 
E I 

where I is the plasma current and the units are cm:, eV and amp . More 
(14) recent attempts to fit scaling laws to Tokamak data suggest that 

x <* n * is more appropriate than L ^ n . However, taking j = I/ira , 
E e . h e 
Daughney's scaling becomes , 

10~* 
x„ = — 7 — sec 
E u/v 

e 
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The Levitron data suggest that 

5.10"4 
x = 7 sec 
P u/ve 

and data from the FM1 experiment suggest that for at least some drift 

modes T /x„ « 5-10, which brings the Levitron and Daughney scaling into 
P E 

surprisingly close agreement. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

(a) Experiments in the Levitron have shown an enhanced plasma loss rate when 

current is induced parallel to the magnetic field. When the current is such 
-3 -1 

that (u/v ) P> 5x10 then T varies as (u/v ) and is insensitive to shear, 
e e 

(b) Fluctuations in density and potential are observed on the outer density 

gradient with frequencies up to 300 kHz. There is good agreement between 

changes in loss rate and fluctuation amplitude. The phase velocity is of the 

order of the diamagnetic drift velocity and the scaling is consistent with 

the presence of the current-driven mode. 

(c) The radial mode width is small, much less than that expected for ion 

Landau damping, and it is almost independent of shear both with and without 

current. This lack of shear dependence is in disagreement with drift wave 

theories based on slab geometry. 

(d) Better agreement is obtained with recent finite geometry calculations ' 

which take account of the strong variation of shear and other equilibrium quan

tities in the poloidal direction and give modes which are not stabilised by 

shear. Further measurements are needed to complete the comparison with these 

modes. 

(e) The observed scaling of x with (u/v ) , and therefore n , is similar 

to empirical Tokamak scaling laws. The constant of proportionality between 

x and (u/v ) is also in close agreement with Tokamak scaling. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 12 

W. HORTON, Jr.: A few years ago we reported the critical drift velocity for the onset of 
current-driven collisionless drift wave instability in sheared magnetic fields (GLADD, T., 
HORTON, C.W., Phys. Fluids 16 (1973) 879). Our solutions show radial widths that are less than 
the estimates of Pearlstein and Berk and threshold values of the current in Vd/ve that appear to be 
above those you report. Have you compared the observed mode widths and critical Vd/ve with 
the Gladd-Horton results for collisionless drift waves? 

D.R. SWEETMAN: In the brief discussion in this paper we quote only examples of different 
theoretical treatments. The Gladd-Horton treatment suffers from the same difficulty as the 
Pearlstein-Berk one in that it predicts a mode width dependent on shear and predicts stability 
with the values of average shear we can achieve. 

B. COPPI: I have not understood whether your growth rates are collisional or not, on the 
basis of the inferred radial width of the observed modes. Does the same situation hold for all 
frequencies? 

D.R. SWEETMAN: As you know, collisionality is a function of frequency, shear and mode 
width. As is explained in the paper, we estimate, using the experimental widths, that the drift 
modes are collisionless above a frequency of 10—20 kHz — that is, overmost of the observed 
spectrum. 

H.P. FURTH: If present tokamak confinement is dominated by current-driven drift waves, 
one would expect other loss mechanisms to become dominant in large future devices, for which 
^streaming/^thermal w*^ become very small. The implication is that present-day tokamak experi
ments are not teaching us anything that will be relevant to confinement in tokamak reactors. 
What do.you think about this? 

D.R. SWEETMAN: I agree. The implications of this scaling law are quite serious for the 
present generation of experiments, including PLT and T-10, but larger experiments would probably 
be dominated by non-current-driven modes, as is the Levitron at low values of u/ve. 

T. OHKAWA: Collisionless drift waves are sensitive to the ion temperature through Landau 
damping . In tokamaks the energy confinement times are not very sensitive to the increase of ion 
temperature brought about by beam injection. Does this not suggest that the drift waves are 
unlikely to be responsible for transport? 

D.R. SWEETMAN: In the usual drift wave models (e.g. Pearlstein-Berk), the power balance 
is between the driving terms and the rate of energy convection from the centre of the mode. 
Landau damping takes place well outside this region and thus the confinement is not necessarily 
sensitive to the magnitude of the Landau damping. Other models might give more sensitivity. 
It is therefore one of the important aims of our experiments to determine what decides the mode 
structure and therefore the scaling laws. 
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DOES MAGNETIC SHEAR STABILIZE DRIFT WAVES? 
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Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, 
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United Kingdom 

Abstract 

DOES MAGNETIC SHEAR STABILIZE DRIFT WAVES? 
In the uniform plane slab, shear in the magnetic field produces an inherent damping of drift waves. This 

damping arises because, in the presence of shear, a mode centred on a given magnetic surface radiates energy 
outwards from that surface. 

However, in a realistic system, where the field strength and shear are not uniform, waves associated with 
different surfaces are coupled together. This changes the propagation of drift waves and radiation is inhibited or 
reflected. If the shear or the magnetic field is sufficiently non-uniform the drift wave reverts to a non-propagating 
mode in which there is no intrinsic shear damping. The mode is then governed by the density profile as if shear 
were absent. Consequently, in a real system drift waves may be unstable even though the conventional criteria 
for shear stabilization appear well satisfied. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

It is widely accepted that shear in the magnetic field has a stabilising 

influence on plasma drift waves. However,this is usually demonstrated [1] [2] 

using the plane slab model, in which the shear and the magnetic field are uniform, 

whereas in a toroidal system both the field strength and the shear may vary 

considerably over a magnetic surface. 

In this paper we re-examine the damping attributed to shear and show that it 

may be completely annulled if either the field strength or the shear itself is 

sufficiently non-uniform across a magnetic surface. In this event unstable drift 

waves may arise, similar to those in a shear-free system, even when the con

ventional criteria for shear stabilisation appear to be well satisfied. 

2. Plane Slab Model 

We first review the basic damping effect of shear in the uniform plane slab 

model as originally described by Pearlstein and Berk [2], In this model the field 

is B = B [z+(x/L )y] and the density gradient is in the x-direction. The usual 

long-wave-length, low-frequency, approximations are made, and all resonant wave-

particle interactions (Landau damping) are neglected. Then drift waves 

<p = cp(x) exp (-iwt+ik y+k z) satisfy the equation [1], [2] 
y z 

j-u 2 g^--(kz + /3x)
2 + X 2x 2 + AJ cp(x) = 0 (1) 

describing propagation in the x direction. The coefficients are given in terms 

of the ion Larmor radius a. and the diamagnetic drift frequency u* by 

323 
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u = k a . 2 / r , A = [ 6 u / 2 u . * + k 2 a.2] [k a . / r ] 2 , 0 = k /L and X = k a . / r 2 . K y i n i y i y i n ' ^ y s y i n 

The quantity r is a measure of the density scale length, 6u = (u + u.,!) « |w.*| 

and x is measured from the point of steepest density gradient. It is clear 

that j3 represents the influence of shear while X represents the influence of 

the density profile. Furthermore we need consider only waves centred on the 

maximum of the density gradient, i.e. we put k = 0 . 

Then the origin of shear damping is easily seen. For when /3 < X the 

solution of (1) is a mode 

cp = exp [ - (X2-/32)^ (x2/2u] 

which decays with x , i.e. does not propagate, and has real frequency given by 
h Ado) = u(X2-p2) . In this case the density profile effect dominates over the 

shear and the wave is intrinsically undamped. [Its stability will be governed by 

the residual resonant wave-particle interactions.] 

On the other hand, when (3>X the solution is an oscillating mode 

cp = exp [ - i(0 2-X 2) 2 (x2/2|i] 

which propagates outwards in x and has a complex (damped) frequency given by 

A(co) = iu(j32 - X2) . In this case the influence of shear outweighs that of the 

density gradient and the wave is intrinsically damped - because it radiates 

energy to large |x| . We can refer to this damping, given by 7 = 2co.*(r /L ), 

as the damping due to shear. (Note that it is determined by the propagation of 

the drift wave itself and not by ion Landau damping, which has been neglected, 

although the energy lost will eventually be absorbed by Landau damping.) The 

overall stability of the system is determined by the balance between this 

intrinsic damping 7 and any destabilising resonant particle effects. Published 

stability criteria [2] represent this balance. 

In the plane slab, therefore, shear undoubtedly exerts a damping effect. The 

remainder of this paper is concerned with the question of whether this damping 

persists when the system is non-uniform. 

3. Non-uniform Slab Model 

When conditions are no longer uniform over the magnetic surface two new 

effects arise. One of these is the modification of the particle orbits and leads 

to the trapped particle modes which have been much studied. However, there is 

also a second effect - namely the influence of the non-uniformity on the 

propagation of the drift wave - and hence on the intrinsic shear damping. The 

simplest model for a discussion of this propagation problem is again a field 

B = B [z+(x/L ) y] with a density gradient in the x direction. However, the 
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shear L and the field strength B now vary in the z-direction, and x,z 

represent local coordinates about a flux line. 

The equation for electrostatic waves, having the form 

with cp(x,z) a periodic function of z , is then [3] 

)(x,z) exp ( - iwt+ky) 

~V 3xJ 3z 
+ ij3x ) + X 2 x 2 + A r cp = 0 (2) 

describing propagation in both the x and z directions. This differs from 

Eq. (1) by the replacement ik ->3/3z and by the fact that the coefficients are 

all functions of z . Modulation of the coefficients [i , X , and A simulates 

the modulation in field strength over the magnetic surface while modulation in |3 

simulates modulation in the shear. We shall discuss separately the consequences 

of modulation in |3 and in A . 

4. Modulation in Shear (|3) 

For this discussion we consider the shear to vary sinusoidally in the 

z-direction as j3 = j6+|3 sin lirzli. . To ensure that shear damping would other

wise be dominant we temporarily neglect the opposing influence of the equilibrium 

density profile, i.e. put X = 0 . Then after a transformation 

cp ->cp e x p 2TT Cos 
2TTZ 

(note that cp is still periodic in z ), the wave equation becomes 

3 , . n 2TTZ _ + 1Q, Cos _ _ 
3z 

+ i/3x + A > cp = 0 (3) 

where a = lfi/2-jr . We then w r i t e cp = Eu (x) exp (27rinz/ j?) and o b t a i n 

u - i M u ; 1 + u ) + — (u , 0 + u 
n n + 1 n - i 4 n + *• i 

|3x + lim. 
u + 

a 2
 I I 2 

0 (4) 

From t h i s equa t i on one sees t h a t when a i s small (a lmost uniform shea r ) t he 

inc 

by 

individual u are decoupled. Each u has independent amplitude and is given 

10 u = A exp „ 
n n Zu 

, 27m x + -=— 

These are just the damped propagating modes discussed in section (2) for the case 

]3»X . 

Now consider the situation with large a (strongly non-uniform shear). If 

we assume, and verify later, that in this case the u vary slowly, then a 

solution depending only on s = (j3x+27rn/i) satisfies 
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/ 47r2tt2 s. \ 3 2 u „ . s , 3 u 
^ \^-'P*J §-iT-2 i^M2 |7+(A+«2u2-s2)u = 0 

When 47r2Q'2 »/32 i 2 this mode is 

u = exp i M ! ( Bx+^21 ] --L- ( ex+-^i 

Note that, unlike the situation when or is small, each u no longer has an 

independent amplitude and each u (x) decays at large x . Furthermore the 

frequency of this mode is real. 

We deduce therefore that when the modulation in the shear is large, the 

u (x) centred on different magnetic surfaces become coupled together to produce 
n 
a mode which no longer radiates energy and so has no intrinsic damping! Although 

each u decays with increasing (x+27rn/|3i) the overall mode 
n 

cp = Eu exp 27rinz/i is extended in x . In fact, at this level its structure 
y n 

is identical with that of the quasi mode introduced by Roberts and Taylor [4] -

but see section 6. 
We have still to ensure that u varies slowly with n . This implies that 

n 
k2 a2(0/B) > 27T r L /i 2 , while if ion Landau damping is to be avoided one must have 

n s 

(j?/3) < L ISL . Since we have considered only the regime ka < 1 the analysis 

applies only when (r /J?) « 1 , i.e. to machines in which the density scale is very 

much shorter than the periodicity length. 

5. Modulation in A 

As a second illustration of how shear-damping can be annulled by the coupling 

of waves associated with different magnetic surfaces, we consider the effect of a 

sinusoidal modulation in the term A - such as would be produced by a variation in 

magnetic field strength over the surface. For this illustration we ignore any 

other non-uniformity. Then the equation for the propagation of drift waves is 

^ dh+ ( ^ + i | 3 x ) + 'vA+ACos ^ f - J >cp = 0 (5) 

If we again write cp = Eu (x) exp 2?rinz/i and assume that the u are slowly 
° n n 

varying, then 
92u * 32u / 0 \ 2 

and a solution which depends only on s = (/3x+27rn/i) is given by 

(jT-A-P*^) 9
9

2 ^ (
2

S ) - s2u(s)+(A+A)u(s) = 0 (7) 

It is again apparent that this solution will be oscillatory and damped if 

27r2 A< |32 u2 i 2 but becomes non-oscillatory and undamped if 27T2 A> jS2 |a2 i 2 . 
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We conclude therefore that if the magnetic field is non-uniform the coupling 

between waves which were independent in the plane-slab again annuls the damping 

due to shear. 

Although this model is highly artificial, it is of interest to estimate its 

implications for a real system. If e represents the fractional variation 

in equilibrium quantities, such as B , over the magnetic surface, then 

the present model implies that the damping attributed to shear could be annulled 

if 

I 2 

47T2 L Z 

s 
J. 

The condition for u to vary slowly can be expressed as (ka")2e2>(r /i) , 
n k n 

while neglect of ion damping requires e (r /i)<1 . These conditions are 

compatible with small e for wave numbers l>ka>(r /i) so that the analysis 

is again appropriate-for machines with (r /i) «1 . A more exact analysis of 

Eq. (5), which does not depend on the approximation of slowly varying u , shows 

that the damping does indeed disappear but it does so gradually as A is 

increased, rather than discontinuously as Eq. (7) would imply. 

6. Mode Profile 

To complete the analysis we consider the effect of the equilibrium density 

profile on the new coupled mode. This effect - represented by the X-term in the 

original model - was neglected in sections (4) and (5) to ensure that shear 

damping would be dominant in the uniform system. When it is reintroduced it 

determines the location and profile of the coupled mode. 

With the X-term restored, Eq. (7) is replaced by 

TTT̂  " H'lri- (fr + 2 r O « + < A + A ) u + X * x 2 u = 0 (8) 
z a x ' a x z \ IL / 

and changing t h e v a r i a b l e s t o s = (/3x+——) , v = X2x t h i s becomes 

2TT*A 9 0 , \ d 
' ''-jf^ - »* P2) § 7 T - s 2 u + ( A + A ) u 

= 2 ^ % f l f v + ^ - ^ «> 
The left-hand side of this equation describes the problem we have already 

discussed - with a solution dependent only on s and representing an undamped 

mode when 2-nz A>(i2jS2i2 . The terms on the right-hand side introduce an 

explicit x dependence due to the equilibrium density variation. We treat these 

terms as perturbations on the original problem through an expansion in X2 . To 

obtain the profile it is necessary to go to second order. 
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Denoting the l e f t - h a n d s i d e of Eq. (9) by Z we then have 
o 

£ u° = 0 (10a) 
o 

£ u d ) = 2u2 jS | ^ f - (lob) 
o ^ 3s 9v 

r C 2 ̂  o •> a 3 2 u (* ) , , 9 2 u . , o 
X u ^ ^ = 2u2 £ — - — + \xA ^—5 A v z u 

o 3s 9v 3 v z 

(10c) 

The lowest order s o l u t i o n i s u = A(v) exp - ( C T S 2 / 2 ) w i th 

27T2A , Q'^" 

Note that the amplitude factor A(v) is undetermined in this order. Then in 

(10c) the function u'2' can be annihilated using the operator 

/ Q-
CTs2/2 A ] 6 dS 

and after some manipulation one obtains an equation for the amplitude function 

A(v) , namely 

u2(l+g) A"(v) -v2A(v) +6AA(v) = 0 

where 6 A is the second order shift in the eigenvalue A . The value of g , 

which depends on u^ 1), may be calculated explicitly but in the situation of 

interest, when the mode is undamped, g«l . In this case the structure of the 

mode, as defined by the "envelope" A(v) is identical with that of the mode 

which would exist if shear were absent (section 2). 

7. Conclusions 

In the conventional plane-slab model shear in the magnetic field introduces 

an inherent damping into the drift wave. This is essentially because shear 

causes the wave to propagate in the direction of the density gradient and a wave 

centred on any magnetic surface loses energy by radiation away from that surface. 

This intrinsic damping is given by X = 2u"(r /L ) . 

However in a more realistic system, in which conditions vary over a magnetic 

surface, waves associated with different surfaces - which would be independent in 

the plane-slab model - become coupled together. As a result the propagation of 

the drift wave and the radiation of energy are inhibited. 

If the non-uniformity is sufficient the drift-wave becomes completely non-

propagating, even in the presence of strong shear. In this event shear damping 

disappears and the mode is determined by the density profile alone, almost as if 

shear were completely absent. 
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Two model examples of this behaviour have been studied. The first 

simulates the effect of variation in the shear itself; the second simulates the 

variation in other parameters over a magnetic surface. 

We conclude that in a real system shear stabilisation may be ineffective and 

drift waves may be unstable even if the conventional criteria for "shear 

stabilisation" are well satisfied. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 10 

A. EL-NADI: As one moves away from the rational surface in the presence of magnetic shear, 
the parallel wave number increases and ion Landau damping plays a strong stabilizing role. Since 
the extended solution you described is not localized radially, do you expect that inclusion of 
this effect woudl lead to stability? 

J.B. TAYLOR: It is not true that the local parallel wave number necessarily increases away 
from the rational surface. If it were not for the periodicity requirement the wave would adjust 
itself so that locally k|| = 0 everywhere. This is essentially what happens in a quasi-mode 
(ROBERTS, K.V., TAYLOR, J.B., Phys.Fluids 8 (1965) 315) and it also occurs in the present 
problem. The conditions for ion Landau damping to be unimportant for the present extended 
mode are given in the paper. 
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Abstract 

DIFFUSION AND FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENTS IN THE TRAPPED-ELECTRON AND TRAPPED-ION 
REGIMES. 

Experiments have been performed in the Wisconsin Levitated Octupole with a weak toroidal magnetic field 
added to the octupole field. When the ions were collisionless or collisional, the diffusion scaling observed in the 
absolute minimum-B regions indicated convective diffusion driven by mirror-trapped electrons. When the ions were 
collisonless, both a dissipative trapped-ion mode and a collisonless trapped-ion mode were observed in the average 
rninimum-B region. These modes were distinguished by their propagation direction in the plasma frame and were 
not present without the weak toroidal field or when the ions were made collisonal. When these modes were present, 
the plasma transport was increased by an order of magnitude. 

Experiments have been performed in the General Atomic dc Octopole in the regimes in which dissipative 
trapped electron and trapped ion modes are expected to occur. Dissipative trapped-electron modes have been 
observed and studied in detail. The trapped-ion regime has been attained by means of rf ion heating at the lower 
hybrid frequency, and fluctuations that appear to be collisonless ion drift waves driven by ion Landau resonances 
have been observed in the private flux regions. These ion modes may provide a confinement limit on tokamaks that 
are operated in parameter ranges for which the dissipative trapped-particle modes are unimportant. 

Experiments at the University of Wisconsin 

I. Introduction 
The addition of a weak toroidal field to the toroidal octupole field 

with the internal rings levitated caused a change in the cross-field trans
port in a collisionless plasma from convective diffusion-*-, which was seen in 
both the absolute and average minimum-B regions, to transport which was dif
ferent in the two regions. The 1-dimensional density profile, n(i|0> where ip 
is the poloidal flux function, is shown in Fig. la at two times after the 
gun-produced plasma was injected into the containment zone. The regional de
pendence of Dj_, the diffusion coefficient, caused a ̂ -dependent particle 
lifetime Tp. In the average minimum-B region outside IJJS, Tp was a factor of 
4 shorter than xp inside ̂ s . Shown in Fig. lb is the density fluctuation 
level, 6n/n, as a function of $ for fluctuations with 1 kHz < f < 1 MHz. The 
decreased xp appeared where 6n/n was large. 

* This work supported by the US Energy Research and Development Administration. 
' This work supported by the Electric Power Research Institute, EPRI Project RP115-2. 
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Inside ^ s where 6n/n was small, the likely transport mechanism is con-
vective diffusion driven by mirror-trapped collisionless electrons which are 
not neutralized by circulating particles or shear2. Outside tys, trapped ion 
instabilities were responsible for the transport. A dissipative trapped ion 
mode^>* was observed just outside IJJS between ips and ij; = 6.1 and a collision-
less modeJ' was observed outside ij> = 6.1. 

The plasma parameters were as follows: (1) Initial peak density of 1 x 

10 9 cm-3. (2) Initial T± of 30 eV 
with a decay time of 10 msec. (3) 
Initial T e of 5 eV with a decay time 
of 30 msec. (4) The ion mean free 
path, Aj^, was 100 m in the region 
where the dissipative trapped ion 
mode was seen and was 102 -10* m over 
the region where the collisionless 
mode was seen. The modes were not 
observed when X^ was less than 10 2 m. 

The machine parameters were as 
follows: (1) Average poloidal field 
was 2 kG at the internal ring sur
face 0J> = 2.5) and 1.3 kG at the 
minimum ^di./Bp flux surface (i|Jc = 
7.8). (2) The toroidal field was 
0.38 kG at the minor axis. (3) The 
mirror throat connection length out
side ^ s was 1-3 m. (4) Shown in Fig. 
lc is the value of the safety factor, 
q, as a function of ij>. 

II. Absolute Minimum-B Region 
Inside tys, the magnitude and 

scaling of Dj_ was measured directly. 
The particle flux measured by strip
ed particle collectors^ mounted on 
the internal ring surface and the 
observed density gradient near the 
ring yield a value of the local D . 
Shown in Fig. 2 is the observed scal
ing of D x with B A V E for three values 
of the density indicating that D = 
n~l and independent of B. (In the 
figure, B A V E is the typical value of 

B in the absolute minimum-B region and is equal to half the value of B at 
the ring surface.) This n - 1 scaling was also verified by fitting the observ
ed profile shape to the shape predicted by a 1-dimensional diffusion model1. 

A survey was made of the density and floating potential fluctuation 
amplitudes in the range 1 kHz < f < 1 MHz with representative values given 
in Fig. lb. In the private flux region around the internal ring, the ampli
tudes of the fluctuations could account for at most 2% of the observed 
transport. In the bottom of the poloidal field mirrors, however, aperiodic 
density and potential fluctuations were observed with f < 1 kHz and <5n/n 
5%. We suspect that these fluctuations were caused by vortices generated by 
excess charge trapped in the local mirrors of the poloidal magnetic field. 

The existence of these vortices has been investigated theoretically and 
in simulations by Kamimura and Dawson and the observed scaling agrees with 
that proposed by the theory. In an attempt to discover if the trapped charg
es were electrons or ions, the ions were cooled to near room,.temperature by 
injection of neutral hydrogen to a pressure of about 5 x 10 Torr. The elec
trons were cooled to about 1.5 eV creating a collisional ion and collision-

FIG.l (a) Observed density pro file for 11 msec and 
19 msec after injection of the plasma, (b) Density 
fluctuation level, 8n/n, as a function of position, \p. 
(c) Value of the safety factor, q, as a function of i//. 
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less electron plasma, C0beA>ei ~ 100. Shown in Fig. 3 is the observed scaling 
of Dj. with B for two value of the density in the collisional ion plasma. The 
scaling of Dj_ was unchanged, indicating that the electrons trapped in the 
mirrors were responsible for the observed diffusion. If the magnitude of the 
observed Dj, is to be reconciled with the magnitude predicted by Ref. 2, an 
enhanced energy level in the vortex spectrum must be postulated with an ef
fective temperature, T*, of ~500 eV in the hot ion plasma and -150 eV in the 
cold ion plasma. The mechanism responsible for these enhanced energy levels 
is not known, but oscillations at wc^ were observed due to current flowing 
along magnetic field lines. The current was generated by imperfect crowbar-
ring of the magnetic field with |E| ~ 0.1 V/m. These fluctuations may couple 
to the vortex modes generating an enhanced energy level. 
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FIG.2. Observed values ofD± versus B for three values 
of density in the collisionless ion and electron plasma. 
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FIG. 3. Observed value of Di versus B for two values of 
the density in the collisional ion, collisionless electron 
plasma. 

1500 

III. Average Minimum-B Region 
Outside ^s, two collisionless trapped ion modes were observed. A dissi-

pative mode was observed in a narrow region of î -space between I/J = 5.7 and 
$ = 6.1 and a collisionless mode was observed in the region outside i|> = 6.1. 
These modes were identified by their propagation direction in the plasma 
frame; the fluctuations associated with the dissipative mode propagated in 
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the electron diamagnetic drift direction and those associated with the coll-
isionles^ mode propagated in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. 

An E x B drift due to a steady-
radial electric field Doppler shift
ed the velocities and both modes 
were observed to propagate in the 
ion diamagnetic drift direction 
in the laboratory frame. The 
Doppler sb^ift^was accounted for 
using an E x B drift magnitude 
based on radial floating poten
tial profile data since it was 
observed that VT e = 0. The 
transition between the modes 
was, in any case, very distinct 
in the observed data, W , ., , the 
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FIG. 4. The observed phase velocity of the fluctuations 
in the lab frame, Kjjab, are plotted as a function of 
position \p. 

velocity. In Fig. 4 we show V^ j ^ 
as a function of position \p. 
In Table I the important parameters describing the two observed modes are 
listed. 

The calculated growth y = to /vef is greater than vef so the commonly 
taken ordering for the dissipative mode is violated for our observed case. 
However, we point out that in an octupole there exists a significant 
regime, for which there is presently very little theoretical work, 
between the usual dissipative regime (y < v

ef)
 ar*d the collisionless ion, 

low frequency interchange mode described by Rosenbluth.5 The interchange 
mode is driven by the small fraction of trapped particles (/JEĵ  ~ 0.1) 
with a net average magnetic drift in the bad curvature direction. Thus, 
to be collisionless, we must have y > v90°/eh' Therefore, the ordering 
V9o°/ £ < y , < V9o°/e^, constitutes a large regime in an octupole with 
a weak toroidal field. Furthermore, the toroidal magnetic drift due 
to the poloidal field gradients is of the order of the diamagnetic drifts, 
which also requires different ordering than commonly taken when the 
trapped ion modes are theoretically analyzed. 

TABLE I. IMPORTANT PARAMETERS DESCRIBING THE TWO OBSERVED MODES 

Toroidal field, minor axis 
Average poloidal field 
Safety factor (q) 
Connection length (L ) 
Trapped fraction 
Effective elec. detrapping freq(v _) 
Ion mean free path 
Angular frequency 
plasma frame 

Perpendicular wavelength 
Parallel wavelength 
0)* 
e 

Diffusion coefficient (Dj_) 
Calculated growth 

Dissipative 

0.38 kG 
0.80 kG 
0.25 
~3 m 
0.85 
4x10-* sec 
10 2 m 
(+)6xl04 sec - 1 

5-10 cm 
5-10 m 
~(+)lxl05 sec - 1 

6x10^ cm2/sec 
y=0)r

2/vef 

-1x10° sec 

Collisionless 

0.38 kG 
0.8-1.4 kG 
0.17-0.25 
-1-3 m 
0.65-0.85 
<4xl03 sec - 1 

10 2-10 4 m 
(-)6xl04 to 
(-)lxlO5 sec - 1 

15-35 cm 

(+)5xl04 to 
2xl05 cm 2/sec _ 1 

104-105 cm2/sec 

(+) = propagates in electron diamagnetic drift direction. 
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Experiments at General Atomic 

I. Dissipative Trapped Electron Mode 
The trapped electron modes have been studied in the General Atomic 

dc Octopole primarily in helium plasma, at densities between 10? and 
io9 cnr3. The electron temperature is held constant at 1 eV by nonresonant 
wave heating, and Tj_ ~ 0.05 eV. The poloidal field averaged on the stabi
lity limit flux surface is 115 G, and the toroidal field was varied between 
0 and 250 G. From the beginning of the discharge, large fluctuations are 
observed in the common flux region outside the separatrix. Figure 5 shows 
the density and density fluctuation distribution near an octopole hoop. The 
safety factor q is also plotted in Fig. 5. The plasma density is peaked at 
the separatrix flux surface i|ts, where q(i)f) diverges. The fluctuation ampli
tude is maximum near the surface for which dq(ty)/dijr = 0, which is the layer 
of zero average shear, although locally the shear length can be as short as 
25 cm for Bt such that q ^ ) = 1, where ^ is the minimum length line. The 
fluctuation is large, typically Sn/n ~ O.U. 

The fluctuations are highly coherent and monochromatic, so the 
poloidal and toroidal wavelengths can be determined from probe phase shifts, 
and from these data the parallel and perpendicular wavenumbers can be found. 
Typically, \4 « 30 cm and \|( « 20-50 m. The real part of the frequency is 
3 kHz, which corresponds well with the electron diamagnetic drift frequency 
when account is taken of wave slowing due to finite ion mass effects. Scal-
ings of the wave phase velocity with Te and B verify the drift nature of the 
fluctuation. 

2 4 6 8 10 12 
Distance from Hoop (cm) 

FIG.5. Plasma density, density fluctuation, and safety factor q as a function of distance from a hoop surface. 
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FIG. 6 (A) Plasma fluctuation level as a function of density. The arrow on the abscissa indicates where yeff/cj = 1. 
(B) Theoretical growth rate for the dissipative trapped electron mode driven by ion inertia, as a function ofueff/oj. 

The various electron drift waves may be distinguished by the dependence 
of the saturated amplitude on plasma parameters. The saturated amplitude is 
plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of density, which is proportional to ̂ eff/^ 
for fixed Te, where ve:ff is the effective electron collision frequency. The 
density for which Vg^/ao = 1 is indicated by the arrow. The peaking at high 
density, n > 109 cm~3, for which there are few trapped electrons, is caused 
by the collisional drift wave. The low density fluctuations can be attri
buted to the dissipative trapped electron mode driven by finite ion mass,7 
since the theoretical linear growth rate for this instability is peaked at 
veff/a) *« 1, which is also shown in Fig. 6. The data points show a maximum 
at a somewhat lower collision frequency, ^eff/ca «* 0.5-

Details concerning this fluctuation, such as radial mode structure, 
mode frequency, and perpendicular and parallel wavenumbers have been 
explained by a nonlocal analysis of the dissipative trapped electron mode. 

II. Modes with Trapped Ions 
Experiments are performed on laser-generated lithium-ion plasma. 

Lithium is chosen because its vapor pressure at room temperature is very 
low (lO-^ torr) so that recycling of plasma particles at the limiters is 
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FIG. 7. Fluctuation amplitude on the hoop side of the separatrix, as a function of v*and v*. 

greatly reduced from that of a gas. In addition the ion mass is small so 
ion gyroradius limitations are minimized. Typically, the lithium neutral 
density is less than 10$ of the electron density, which reduces ion charge 
exchange energy losses to negligible values. Ion energy confinement appears 
to be consistent in magnitude with that expected from neoclassical colli-
sional transport, so that little power absorption is required to increase T^ 
to 3-5 eV. Wave heating at the ion cyclotron frequency, lower hybrid fre
quency, and electron cyclotron frequency has been used to heat ions and 
electrons; under most conditions, these heating techniques produce plasma 
with T-L « Te, in the range 0.5 to 5 eV. The densities used lie between 
10 1 0 cm"3 and 10° cm"3, so the electron and ion mean-free paths, Xe and \^_, 
lie between 0.1 and 2000 m, while the mirror length is 0.5-3 m. The 
averaged poloidal field is 350-500 G, and the toroidal field was varied be
tween 0 and 1000 G. 

In the private flux volume inside the separatrix, fluctuation levels up 
to Sn/n ~ 0.2 are observed near and on the ring side of the density gradi
ent maximum. This location is an absolute minimum-B for all toroidal fields 
used in this study, and it is characterized by moderately strong shear; 
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TABLE II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISSIPATIVE TRAPPED-ELECTRON MODE 
AND THE DISSIPATIVE TRAPPED-ION MODE 

Location 
Trapped fraction 
Safety factor 
Mirror length(m) 
Density(cm"3) 
Electron temperature(eV) 
Ion temperature(eV) 
Electron mean-free path(m) 
Ion mean-free path(m) 
Frequency(kHz) 
Perpendicular wavelength(cm) 
Phase velocity(cm/sec) 
Direction pa ra l l e l to 

diamagnetic d r i f t of 
Diamagnetic d r i f t frequency(kHz) 
Amplitude(6n/n) 

Trapped Electrons 

Outside Ys 

o.T 
0-2 
1-10 
108-K>9 
0.5-2.0 
0.05 
>5 
<0.25 
1-3 
30-Up 
3X104-105 

electrons 
10 
• 3-.h 

Trapped Ions 

Inside Ys 

0.1-0.U 
0.1-0.3 
0.5-2 
10°-109 
1-U 
1-U 
>5 
>5 
1-5 
10-3P 
5X104-105 

ions 
30-15 
.2 

quant i ta t ive ly , the average curvature radius i s about 30 cm, the minimum 
shear length i s 25 cm, and the density gradient scale length i s about 1 cm 
near the hoop. The absolute minimum-B configuration suppresses MHD modes or 
modes driven by local bad curvature, while the shear i s effective in s tab i 
l i z ing modes with long pa ra l l e l wavelengths. In Fig. 7 the fluctuation 
amplitudes are plot ted as a function of v* and v*, where v i } 6 = vijeLj/[/ 
/ i~i, m . TZT. v

 ar,A T-. no +>io mivT-nr ipncr+.Vi. Thp airmlitnde i s nea r lv c A/ek Ti(eM and 1^ is the mirror length. The amplitude is nearly con
stant a£Ci5-2cV/for data with vj < 1. For high collisionality, the wave 
amplitude drops to less than %. The frequency for these fluctuations is 
always in the range of 1-5 kHz, while the electron bounce frequency is 
200-U00 kHz and the ion bounce frequency is 1-5 kHz. Depending on toroidal 
field, the trapping fraction /Flies between 0.1 and 0.5, and q lies between 
0 and 0.3. 

For v| & 1, the wave phase velocity lies in the ion diamagnetic drift 
direction, after the Doppler shift correction is made. This mode always has 
frequency close to the ion bounce frequency, so it may be the collisionless 
ion mode discussed by Coppi, Rosenbluth, and Rutherford0 driven by trapped 
ions. The dispersion relation for this mode, 

i ^ ) - " * 1 b i + 

bi, 
= 0 

2 .2 where b? = i kf Pg and p B is the poloidal gyroorbit size, indicates that 
a) < a>*i3 with which the data agree. This mode may be more virulent than the 
trapped particle modes for collisionality between that required for the 
temperature-gradient driven dissipative trapped electron mode and the dis-
sipative trapped ion mode. 

The characteristics of these modes are summarized in Table II. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/D 11 

B.P. LEHNERT: At these low ions densities even slow neutral particles will penetrate the 
entire plasma body. I agree with you that, under certain circumstances, the plasma balance and 
stability then become quite sensitive to neutral gas interaction. But it is not quite clear to me 
how you have treated the influence of this interaction on the energy and particle containment 
times as well as on stability. Could you comment on this? 

R.S. POST: The energy containment time is largely determined by electron and ion neutral 
collisions in the Wisconsin experiments. However, we are interested in the particle diffusion and 
the instabilities which cause it. Particle diffusion due to electron and ion neutral collisions is 
negligible at these densities. The effect of electron and ion neutral collisions on the stability of 
trapped-particle modes can be incorporated in the calculation of the dispersion relation. For our 
parameters neutral collisions represent a damping which is not sufficient to suppress the instability, 
as the experiments show. 

D.R. SWEETMAN: In the case of the Wisconsin Experiment, do you have current present in 
the plasma and, if so, could one explain the D cc l /n e scaling as being due to the collisionless 
current-driven drift mode? 

R.S. POST: There is an electric field due to imperfect crowbarring in the Wisconsin 
Experiment. Thus we cannot rule out the possibility that these modes are current-driven. However, 
the trapped-ion modes observed here require very collisionless ions, copj/fj > 20, so they cannot 
be the current-driven collisionless drift modes observed in the Culham experiment. 
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Abstract 

NON-LINEAR TRANSPORT DUE TO COLLISIONAL DRIFT WAVE AND INTERPRETATION OF 
RELATED EXPERIMENTS. 

The non-linear development of a plasma with an unstable collisional drift wave is studied by using two-fluid 
equations. The set of the non-linear equations for modification of background density and drift mode amplitude is 
derived by an asymptotic expansion method, which describes well the transition to higher instabilities and non-linear 
transport. It is shown that stable stationary convective motion exists only for limited values of a critical number, 
the ratio of viscosity damping to linear growth rate. As this critical number decreases, the number of unstable modes 
increases, and, usually, a bifurcation of non-linear steady states is obtained. Expressions for particle and heat 
transport are obtained. A comparison of these results with the experiments of a stellarator device is also made. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent experimental results obtained with a stellarator device [1] have shown that in the 
collisional regime the plasma is subject to large-amplitude oscillations of the collisional drift mode 
rather than to fluctuations, and usually a few unstable modes dominate. It was also shown that the 
observed particle losses are mainly due to these oscillations. For a further understanding of the 
experimental results, non-linear analysis of the collisional drift instability is necessary. The purpose 
of this paper is to work out this non-linear analysis by introducing a new method of asymptotic 
expansion and to explain some features of the experiments. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION SCHEME 

We start from the two-fluid equations [2]. After some amount of algebra, we obtain the 
coupled equations for the density n = n e = nj and the electrostatic potential <p: 

£ + u -Vn + D V „ 2 ( f £ - l o g n) - V • (D V .n ) = Q (2.1) 
X. Hi C M 1 •*• Cx -L e 

^n . rt 
3 

| | + \'Vn - V^D^n) + div{£- |x [ A + ^ ^ . V J ^ } 

+ div{^ | x [ n ( £ + VVudi + £ V (5^) ]} 
1 - ! 

+ div{—7-- f*V n (u =Z + £ . ) } = Q. (2.2) 
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where T e j are supposed to be constant, D c i is the classical diffusion coefficient, 
Dc i = (Te + Tj) uei/meQ,l, Us is the ion viscosity part of the stress tensor and IIFLR is the finite-ion-
gyroradius part, "UE = (c/B2) B* X V0, and "udi = (Ti/mifiO (B X Vn)/Bn. The sources Qe,i are 
introduced only to ensure equilibrium. We shall use a hydromagnetic description of the drift wave: 
b = (112) ki2 ai2 = (112) ki2 vTi

2 /fij2 « 1, fte » vti > w, ky vTe and fij» w where w is the 
frequency of drift wave, and ki and ky are wave numbers. 

Further calculations will be carried out for a slab model. We assume an unperturbed density 
N(x) = N0( l + KX) distributed over 0 < x < £ and a uniform magnetic field, B = Bz. We choose 
e = |(c|£ < 1 as a smallness parameter for the following considerations. First, the parameter e will 
be a measure of the saturation levels of perturbation because, as is shown in Ref. [3], the modi
fication of the background density by the zero-frequency harmonic is the primary mechanism of 
saturation. Secondly, from linear theory, we know that w* > w « e and 
7L = oo* (to - oj^)/k||2Dc|| cc e2 where to^ is the electron diamagnetic frequency, 7 L the linear 
growth rate, and Dc|| = 1.96 Te/mei'ei- We then introduce the following ordering scheme: 

n/N~e$/T ~o>/(T / T . )bfl. ~0 (e) , k £ ~ 0 ( e ° ) , k„2D /co ~ 0 ( e _ 1 ) (2.3) 
T e e l l y en * 

i - ! ( 1 ) x 2 , <2) * . . . 

^ 9 7 7 ) + " - (2.4) 

where p = n/N(x), ^ = e0/T e , n and 0 are perturbed quantities, and vg is the group velocity to be 
determined in the calculation. By this ordering, Eqs (2.1,2) can be expanded in a systematic way. 
Deferring the detailed calculations to a subsequent paper [4], we here quote the main results. 

To first order in e, the set of Eqs (2.1,2) is .reduced to Dcy(n = N 0 )9 2 /3z 2 (p ( 1 ) - >//(1)) = 0; 
then we may write: 

p ( 1 ) =<j , ( 1 ) =f = h ( x , y i , t 2 ) + E { g ( x , y < ! , t 2 ) e 2 l k " Z + c . c . } 

^ r r r- , . x ik..z _ , . - i k „ z , i (k yn-coti) , ,» , . 
+ Z { [f, ( x , y i , t 2 ) e " + f ( - " l e " ]e y J ° L + c . c . } (2.5) 

k „ , k 
y 

where h and g denote the modification of the background density, and f± are the drift-wave 
amplitudes. Harmonic components are neglected because of their small contributions. Note that 
to is taken to be real in the present calculation. To second order, e2, the phase shift between n 
and 0 is determined to be 

p ( 2 ) . ^ ) l f 2 + E { ( . i ) 5 ( f i k , , Z + f e - i k , , Z ) e i ( y 0 - t l ) + c . c > } ( 2 6 ) 

where 

6, = (co.-o))A.,2D and o) =k v =-k KT /m Q 
k * c» * y * y e e e 

We also obtain an expression for co. If we neglect non-linear terms in this expression, we recover 
the linear dispersion relation co = toJ[\ + (1 +X)b] where X = Te/Tj and b = ( l /2 )k y

2 a j 2 . 
To third order, e3, we obtain the non-linear equations for h, g and f+: 

— = D — + 2Z Y - — [If I2 + If I2] (2 7) 
9t2 D

CJ.9x2
 + Zl Yk < 9x L| +1 ' -1 J u > /' 
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£2- = D | % + 21 Y ± f- (f f *) (2.8) 
! to Cx dX^ k K dX + -3 t 2 

3t2 g oy^ + k K 9x ex x + 

+ Tk 7 I f £- <"> 

( ^ v 7^~)f = [Y, (1 + ~ 1^) + D A, - d + i 6 u ] f 
9 t 2 g 9yi - k K 9x ex •»• -

+ Y v ^ f (2-10) 
k K 8x + 

where the summation 2 is taken over ky and k\\, 5 a> is the frequency shift and 

d^a+1)\Aa±2^)2' A ^ - V ' V (1+A)a ,*Vi2' Yk="*6k 

Here, the terms representing classical diffusion across the magnetic field and ion viscosity are 
retained. 

3. MODEL EQUATIONS AND NON-LINEAR BEHAVIOUR 

Non-linear behaviour of the system under consideration may be described by the following 
set of the "model" equations for h and f (f stands for f+). In dimensionless form, they are given by 

IT - « w + 2 A (P4F) (3-1> 

| E - - ( l - | | ) 4 P - n»2P (3.2) 
dT dt, 

where 

H=(ir/ | ic | j l)h , F=(ir/ |ic|fc)f , S=(ir/£)x=k x 

T=Y to/k2 k2=k2/k 2, a=k 2D /y 
1. y x y ex L 

r,= (3/40) (A+l)v. . (k a . l ^ k 2 / y T k 2 , AE3 2 /3£ 2 -k 2 

11 x x y L x 

In view of the experimental conditions, we fix the k|| and ky values. We also require fixed boundary 
conditions at x = 0, £, for simplicity. Equation (3.1) and (3.2) can be solved by decomposing F 
and H into Fourier components: 

F = E F s in (p^ ) , H = £ H s i n (p£) (3.3) 
P P 

P P 

The following results are obtained from the solutions: 
(i) Equilibrium: if TJ > rjc = 1/(1 +k 2 ) , there is no unstable mode. The stable steady state with 
F p = Hp = 0 is designated by S [0]. 
(ii) The first stage: if 7?c > 7? > r\i = 1 /(4 + k2), one mode Fx becomes unstable and the background 
modification H2 accompanies it. This stage is described by a simple set of two-mode-coupling 
equations: 
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dx 
H2 -r2H2 - 2(l+k

2)F1
2 — Fl = Yl Pi + (l+k^jHzFj (3.4) 

where T2 = 4 a a n d 7 j ={1 - T ? ( 1 +k2)}(l +k2) . We then find the steady-state solutions, S[ l ] , 
with the saturation levels 

F, = ± {2a(n I s c n)} 
1/2 

H2s = ( T , / V " 1 (3.5) 

It is verified that the state S [1 ] is non-linearly stable. In the moving frame with the velocity 
v^ = \K.\Te/me£ley> a convection pattern for the ion fluid is traced in analogy to particle trapping 
in phase space whereas the electrons show almost no convection, as is shown in Fig.l. 

Modification of background 

Amplitude of perturbed density 
of drift mode 

>Y 

FIG.l. Convective pattern for the ion fluid in the slab model. The convective motions are shown in a frame 
moving with electron diamagnetic velocity. 

amplitude of perturbation 
> 

linearly stable 

nonlinearty stable 

\ V^^nonl inearlv unstable 
\ k \ \ 

I \ \ \ 
I \ \ \ 
I \ \ I 

S[0] S13] S12] SIU 

FIG.2. Schematic diagram showing bifurcation of the non-linear steady state. S[0] indicates equilibrium and S[n] 
the state with n unstable modes. 

The diffusion coefficient is estimated to be 

D = { i + 2(n - n) /n } D 
-*• r* r* r 

(3.6) 

(iii) The second stage: if r\x >rj > r\2 = l/(9 + k2), two modes, Fj and F2 , become unstable, 
accompanied by Hx and H2. We find a new steady state, S[2], with F l i 2 and H2)i having finite 
amplitude. The steady states, S[0] and S [ 1 ], remain as the solutions. It is interesting to see that 
all the S[0], S[ l ] and S[2] become unstable. Numerical computation shows that the solutions 
tend to a limit cycle around S [ 1 ]. We thus have a bifurcation of the non-linear steady states, as 
is shown in Fig.2. 
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(iv) The case rj « 1: many unstable modes exist. A plateau region corresponding to wave 
transport prevails in the slab body, and classical-particle-transport boundary layers are formed at 
both ends, whose width is estimated to be £\ /T?. The effective diffusion coefficient is of the 
order of Dci/2^/77. 

Let us finally make a remark on temperature perturbations. We can incorporate them into 
our scheme by adding the energy equations. The heat conductivity in the S[ l ] state, for example, 
is found to be Xi = [xcl + 1-2(1 -T?/TJC) nDcjJ where x c i i s the classical value. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The non-linear behaviour of the collisional drift instability which we have revealed may 
explain some features of the experimental results in Ref. [ 1 ]. Phenomena close to optimum 
confinement conditions are well understood in the light of the present non-linear model. The 
criterion for the state of one-mode saturation, 17j < 77 < rjc, is converted into a requirement for k\\, 
i.e. 0.10 < Rk|| < 0.17 for Xe-plasma where R is the major radius. (We have set e = 1 /2, kx

2 = ky
2 

and used the other parameters in Ref. [ 1 ].) The experimental value of k|| under the optimum 
confinement conditions is about Rky < 0.20. The theoretical value of Di agrees with the observed 
optimum value within about a factor of three. Here we have replaced D c i in Eq. (3.6) by the 
value associated with the Pfirsch-Schliiter factor. The tendency of the confinement time becoming 
shorter for smaller k\\ values may be interpreted as a transition to higher instabilities. 

To discuss phenomena in the vicinity of k\\ « 0, we must consider toroidal effects. We have 
calculated the toroidal effect on the collisional drift instability in the region kipDcu/co^ < 1 and 
found the linear growth rate to be appreciable. We also see that the gradient-B instability will 
take the place of the collisional drift instability near k\\ = 0, which will be reported elsewhere [5]. 
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K. MIYAMOTO: Have you any comparatively simple explanation for the saturation level 
of the fluctuation of the density (5n/n) or the potential (e50/Te)? What sort of agreement do 
you find between the calculated and the experimental results? 

Y. TERASHIMA: No, we do not have any simple explanation. Let me remark again that the 
modification of the background density by the zero-frequency harmonic is the primary mechanism 
for saturation. The saturation levels are given by the solutions of the equations of quasi-linear 
form. We do find reasonable agreement between the theoretical and observed diffusion coefficients 
near the optimum confinement conditions. The residual discrepancy is ascribed to other effects, 
for example the influence of a non-uniform static electric field. 

J.B. TAYLOR: The fluctuations were modifying the background density gradient and 
reducing it, but what was restoring this density gradient? Were the boundary values of n fixed? 

Y. TERASHIMA: Yes, the boundary conditions were fixed, and under fixed boundary 
conditions we can find the saturation levels. 
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Abstract 

CLASSICAL PLASMA DIFFUSION. 
Results obtained from a series of adiabatic and dissipative codes are described which exploit the Grad-Hogan 

theory of classical transient diffusion and skin penetration. The models include two-dimensions and axial symmetry, 
a variety of constraints such as specified plasma volume, toroidal and poloidal currents and fluxes, free boundaries 
in vacuum and force free field, limiters, etc., a variety of topologies, including time-dependent changes of topology 
(islation, tearing, annihilation of islands). The principal physical results are that, under appropriate circumstances, 
there is significant quantitative classical disagreement with "classical" (Pfirsch-Schliiter) diffusion and classical 
skin effect (current penetration). The chief numerical achievements are a family of accurate and efficient 
algorithms and codes which are useful in their own right and should also provide a basis for a new generation of 
plasma-modelling, curve-fitting codes (with added atomic physics, radiation, and anomaly factors), but with the 
geometry and time-dependence treated realistically. 

INTRODUCTION 

The most powerful tool for treating problems of diffu
sion is to separate these relatively slow processes from much 
faster wave propagation. This is necessary both analytically 
and numerically to avoid the very large disparity of time 
scales. However, a penalty is paid in discarding the fast 
inertial time scales in that one is then faced with new and 
unknown mathematical and numerical structures which require 
development of new analytic techniques and numerical algorithms. 
There was a fortunate gap of several years between recognition 
of the problem [1] and widespread realization of the problem's 
importance, during which it was possible to develop the basic 
mathematical, physical and numerical understanding of this new 
field [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. 

The fundamental qualitative simplification is to consider 
the plasma always to be in pressure balance, slowly .passing 
through a sequence of approximately static equilibria [6]. 
This suggests that there is a logical precursor to this prob
lem, viz. study of the behavior of a family of equilibria de
pending (presumably) continuously on a parameter, for example, 
following adiabatic constraints. This far from trivial prob
lem has its own mathematical and physical interest and diffi
culty [5]. Despite very significant differences in detail, 
there are strong analytical and numerical bonds in common to 
the adiabatic and diffusion problems. The principal reason 
(and principal difficulty) is that the plasma velocity flow 
field does not march in time; its value must be obtained from 
the implicit constraint that the equilibrium (e.g. Vp = J x B 
in MHD) continues to be satisfied by the pressure and field 

* Supported by USERDA under Contract No. E(l 1-1)3077. 
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profiles that evolve from equations that do_ have time deriva
tives, 3p/3t, 3B/3t, 3J/3t [1, 7, 8 ] . More precisely, the 
two theories are linked by their dependence on the theory of 
Generalized Differential Equations (GDE) [5] and by the im
portance of splitting the problem into alternate determination 
of geometry and profiles [9]. As an aside, we note that the 
misleading simplicity of the standard Pfirsch-Schluter [10] 
and Neoclassical [11] formulations is based not on arguments 
of physical validity but solely on criteria for mathematical 
solvability [3]. 

Physically, the question can be formulated in terms of 
Ohm's law in its simplest form, E + u x B = nJ. From our 
present viewpoint, the fields B and J are presumed to be 
known at a given time; the problem is how nJ splits into two 
parts, E and u x B. In an infinite medium, this split is 
arbitrary; the actual separation depends on geometrical con
straints. Taking one extreme, E = r]J, addition of the Maxwell 
equation, 3B/3t + curl E = 0, gives a diffusion equation for 
the classical skin effect in a solid conductor. The opposite 
extreme, nJ = u x B, coupled with conservation of mass, 3p/3t 
+ div(pu) = 0 (for simplicity, isothermal), gives an unusual 
nonlinear diffusion equation for p ("classical" plasma dif
fusion) . The Grad-Hogan theory which uncovered the coupling 
between these two basic phenomena, each coupled to the chang
ing geometry, showed under what special limiting conditions 
conventional skin effect and plasma diffusion become 
valid. Roughly speaking, only in the limit of low 3, large 
aspect, and circular cross-section do skin effect and plasma 
diffusion decouple (primarily because they evolve on vastly 
different time scales, and because the geometry is trivial 
for circles). 

One can state quite generally (by a variational argument) 
that the skin effect in a deformable plasma is always faster 
than in a corresponding rigid conductor. On the other hand, 
the correct classical plasma diffusion through a flux surface 
can be either larger or smaller than the conventional Pfirsch-
Schluter (or equivalent Neoclassical) results. These results 
have only recently become quantitative [12, 13] although they 
were expected since inception to eventually give corrections 
to the "classical" formulas as important as, say, the transi
tion from classical to neoclassical. In this paper, we try 
to illuminate these classical (but unconventional) effects by 
synthesis of the large body of theoretical calculations of 
boundary layers, singularities, etc., with a set of coordinated 
numerical experiments. 

To conclude this introduction, we list some of the major 
ingredients which go into the current picture of classical 
equilibrium and diffusion. 

(i) Current can penetrate (anomalously!) into the inter
ior of a plasma by geometry deformation more quickly than by 
skin effect or plasma diffusion; this may be useful for selec
tive heating. 

(ii) There is a singular current boundary layer at a sep-
aratrix; it is entirely different for the adiabatic and resis
tive cases (there is a very subtle transfer between them as 
the resistivity goes to zero); the nature of this current 
layer also depends critically on dimensionality and symmetry. 
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(iii) The basically dissipative separatrix boundary layer 
can be treated by a generalized adiabatic model just as the 
Hugoniot conditions are used in shock theory. One must also 
distinguish between the cases of mixing and splitting regions. 

(iv) All stability analyses (especially local) must take 
these singular profiles and novel constraints into account. 

(v) Bifurcation occurs when a point eigenvalue crosses 
the origin; the system can become unstable or remain stable 
through such a transfer. Islation occurs when a continuum 
reaches the origin. As in bifurcation, no simple conclusion 
can be drawn with regard to stability. But continuation of 
the solution is unique, in contrast to that in bifurcation. 
Figure-8 (Doublet) and Tearing islation exhibit entirely dif
ferent initial singularities, as well as extreme differences 
in their respective adiabatic and resistive limits; we confine 
ourselves primarily to the former in this paper. 

(vi) At a resistive free boundary, the pressure gradient 
is linear and determines the speed of the free boundary. As 
soon as the plasma touches a wall or limiter the profile changes 

1/2 
to p ^ V ' (V = volume from the boundary). A resxstive 
and heat-conducting plasma touching a wall or limiter has 

1/2 
p <\J p 'v v . When it leaves the wall, becoming a free bound
ary, there is a range of possible exponents. The temperature 
is floating at the free boundary or at a wall or limiter, and 
cannot be specified at will. If the plasma leans hard against 
the wall or limiter (still with p = p = 0), there is a thin 
boundary layer which, in an adiabatic approximation, scrapes 
against the limiter, with p ^ 0. 

(vii) Perhaps the greatest simplification of the theory 
and reduction in numerical magnitude occurs by suitable sepa
ration of the problem into alternate geometrical and one-
dimensional profile determinations [9]. 

(viii) The theory of the GDE governs the adiabatic problem 
globally, also determination of the diffusion flow field at a 
given instant; however, more efficient algorithms are used for 
the latter, allowing longer time steps, by eliminating the 
velocity rather than solving for it [8]. 

INDUCTANCE AND THE SKIN EFFECT 

The usual application of the present theory considers 
plasma loss by diffusion as the primary objective and calculates 
its modification in the presence of skin effect and other tran
sients. We now reverse the problem and analyse the skin effect 
itself, to study current penetration into a classical plasma. 
To set the stage we note (with constant resistivity) that both 
magnetic field and current diffuse identically: 

3B/3t + (n /y Q ) c u r l 2 B = 0 , S J / 8 t + (n /u Q ) c u r l 2 J = 0 (1) 

Specifically, both B and J can penetrate into a conductor only 
from the exterior. This skin effect in a solid conductor is 
modified in a plasma by the addition of convection, curl (B*u) 

2 
and curl (Bxu) for B and J . Convection is usually thought of 
as being independent of diffusion, but in the present case it 
is fully determined by and inseparable from diffusion. This 
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leads to important changes of intuitive concepts. In two-
dimensions the flux function satisfies the equation 

3i|//3t + u-Vip = (n/y0)Aip (2) 

Again, taking constant n and ignoring convection, J = A^ sat
isfies a similar equation. The net plasma diffusion is usually 
defined as 

U = A u dS = <u-Vip>/iK = <u-VV> (3) 

where V is the volume (area in 2-D) within a ^-contour. The 
difference, U-VIJJ - <u-Vip>, represents the change in shape of 
the contours. At low 3, on an appropriate time scale, <u-V^> 
is negligible compared to u«Vip and the averaged equation is 
simply 

^t = (n/u0) W ) ' (4) 

where \p. (V,t) is the indicated derivative and K is the recip
rocal of the Grad-Bateiuan surface inductance [14, 5] 

K = <JW|2> (5) 

The fact that ty diffuses simply, as in (4), and J does 
not, 

Jt = (n/yQ)(KJ')« + (Kt^')' (6) 

is a consequence of the time-dependent geometry, K ; in (2) 
this is hidden in the unspecified convection term. Having 
identified 1/K as inductance, the qualitative significance of 
a change of shape with regard to current penetration will be
come clear. 

To fix the ideas, consider the specific numerical example 
in Fig. 1 in which increasing current in a shaping coil pro
duces a transition from a free-boundary Belt-Pinch to a Doub
let. To be precise, this is a plasma at low 3 and finite po-
loidal 3/ surrounded by vacuum and a fixed wall in a two-dimen
sional (or axially symmetric) resistive, time-dependent model; 
the toroidal field and total toroidal plasma current are held 
fixed as the waist is compressed. In Fig. 2, a shows the cur
rent profile J(V) at a late time representative of a fully 
developed Doublet. The dashed line is the initial, uniform 
current distribution before shaping (and is also the uniform 
time-dependent current which would result at very high resis
tivity) . The resistivity is clearly low enough to produce a 
sharply peaked current layer near the separatrix and a well 
defined skin current layer near the plasma edge joined by a 
plateau which evidently has not yet been reached by diffusion. 

The total current dip in the outer skin is visibly more 
than is required to compensate for the excess near the separa
trix; also the plateau value (undiffused) is too high. It is 
evident that the plasma current density is not simply diffusing 
into the plasma (study of the ^ profile shows that \\i does diffuse) . 
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FIG.l. Time-dependent transition from belt pinch to doublet. 

FIG.2. Current density profiles. 
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FIG.3. Sinusoidal half cycle. 

In Fig.2,b is the result of a similar computation in which 
instead of holding constant the total plasma current, it is 
varied in time at exactly the rate required to eliminate the 
surface current which would accompany the adiabatic (n = 0) 
solution to this problem. Fig. 3 shows the result of a 
sinusoidal variation of shaping current from zero to a maximum 
and back to zero. The current density at maximum compression 
is the dashed line and the final current is the solid line. 
There is an appreciable residual skin current, but only a very 
small residual current near V = 0. Using the "adiabatic" 
boundary condition gives a residual at the plasma edge almost 
the same as the very small one at the origin. The accuracy 
of the adiabatic return at small r| is a testimony to the ac
curacy of the numerical algorithm. 

As an aside, we return to K(V) with the remark that it 
depends on the geometry alone and not on the profiles \p (V) or 
J(V) . For a family of concentric circles, K(V) = 4TTV (in 2-D) . 
In any simple configuration K(0) = 0 . For a contour of given 

2 
perimeter L, K > L > 4TTV. The minimum is attained only for 
a circle (but not conversely; for K to take its minimum, the 

2 2 2 2 circles must be concentric) . For an ellipse i|> = x /a + y /b , 
K = 2-!TV(a/b + b/a) . K becomes relatively large for an elonga
ted ellipse and for any complex figure such as a figure-eight 
or a corrugated surface. 

In the neighborhood of a separatrix, K behaves differently 
depending on whether the model is adiabatic or resistive. 
Theoretical calculations show: 

4>' J K K' 

Adiabatic: 1 (V~1//3,l) 1 (V~1//3,l) 

Resistive:(log 1/V) ~ 1 log 1/V 1/V 
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By IJJ1 ~ 1 we mean bounded and n o n - z e r o ; by J 
,-V3 

(V~1/3,l) we 

mean V "' " on the acute side and 1 on the obtuse side of the 
separatrix. In a thin, slightly resistive layer, Kip' remains 
smooth (which makes ip" and J highly peaked) . To understand 
the J-profiles of Fig. 2 (which are much more highly peaked 
at n = 0.1), one must take into account not only the singularity 
of K but also that it moves. A simple analytic (non-quanti
tative) linearization of (4) taking K = 1 + eK.. (V - ct),where 

K^ has a moving bump,gives a perturbed current which follows 

the shape of K-̂  exactly for small n and is displaced with a 

tail for larger n. The basic content of Fig. 2 (together with 
suitable parameter variations) is: 

(i) current increase at outside of plasma induced by in
crease in K (corrugated contours) 

(ii) current increase at center due to elongated ellipti
cal contours (approaching islatieri) followed by growing separa
trix 

(iii) neighborhood of separatrix governed by moving, singu
lar boundary layer 

(iv) rising J in plateau caused by gradual contour elonga
tion 

(v) "normal" skin effect at edge (but quantitatively dif
ferent from standard) 

(vi) spreading of fine structure with increasing resis
tivity 

(vii) coupling with plasma diffusion (omitted in this dis
cussion) . 

Two further points deserve mention. The current peak at 
the separatrix develops at the plasma center before islation; 

2 4 -1/3 
the elliptical elongation (ip % x + y and K' ^ V / at the 
instant of islation) merges into the islated boundary layer. 
Moreover, at some distance from the center (small V but safe
ly outside the separatrix), the inner inductance as a func
tion of time shows a smooth transition from elongated ellipses 
through islation to figure-8. Second, the current peak 

FIG.4. Inductance profiles. 
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is always observed to be slightly inside the separatrix. It 
is this fact which allows the finite but increasing (as n -> 0) 

current inside to approximate the adiabatic V - 1 ' 3 , at the same 
time approaching the bounded adiabatic value on the outside. 
Figure 4 gives K(V) at t = 0 and for a fully developed Doub
let. The increase in K at center and edge and singularity 
at the separatrix are evident (the logarithmic infinity of K, 
contained in the numerical calculation, is not fully evident 
in this machine-plotted curve). 

To conclude this discussion, we remark that current pene
tration can easily circumvent the limitations of the classical 
skin effect in a strictly classical model. Second, the ques
tion of additional ohmic heating at the center of a noncircular 
plasma by oscillatory shape changes requires investigation. 

The methods which are here illustrated by the example of 
a transition from Belt-Pinch to Doublet are evidently effective 
for other problems involving "tearing", reverse-field pinches, 
divertors, flux-conserving Tokamaks, "disruptions", etc. One 
general feature is worth pointing out. The very singular tran
sition from resistive to adiabatic models requires very careful 
interpretation of theoretical calculations. For example, phen
omena which are termed resistive or instabilities are sometimes 
found to be neither on using a fully nonlinear non-dissipative 
(adiabatic) model. In a "tearing" perturbation the coefficient 
K(V) (originally K = 1 in a slab model) is "perturbed" as 
shown in Fig. 5. A fully nonlinear adiabatic boundary layer 
analysis (in slab geometry) has shown [5 ] that what is usually 

FIG.5. Tearing K(Vj. 
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termed a resistive tearing instability is a stable transition 
of the topology. A similar result has recently been found by 
entirely different (resistive) means [15]; in this context a 
linear instability is found to "saturate" nonlinearly. In the 
adiabatic context, the resistive growth is just a fine grain 
description of the transfer between two neighboring stable con
figurations of different topology. In other geometries one can 
expect entirely different outcomes. 

OVERVIEW OF NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS AND CODES 

The basic algorithm is to alternate between determination 
of the geometry and its related coefficients [such as K(V) in 
2-D, two inductance coefficients in axial asymmetry and three 
in helical] and determination of physical profiles in 1-D, such 
as ip (V) and J (V) . This procedure was suggested for the diffusion 
problem in 1970 [9], and actually implemented for the adiabatic 
problem in 1974 [12], and for diffusion in 1975 [13]. Figs 
1-4 are taken from an improved version of the latter code incor
porating normalized volume (see below). For the GDE, this al
ternating method is not just a convenience; it appears to be 
almost the only way that the required (non-elliptic) boundary 
conditions can be introduced. For the diffusion problem, a 
GDE governs the velocity field which has to be eliminated be
fore the other variables can march. Since the velocity pro
file can exhibit rapid time changes, this would require a 
short time step (comparable to that required to follow a nar
row skin diffusion layer). The total magnitude of this type 
of computation would be comparable to any complex nonlinear 
2-D + t problem. By eliminating the necessity for computing the 
velocity field (primarily by proper choice of independent vari
able in 1-D: volume at low $ t mass at finite $ [7]), we have 
succeeded in increasing the time step for computing 2-D variables 
to the time scale for changes in geometry, which is much slower. 
This becomes especially effective by introducing normalized 
volume as the independent 1-D variable. Inside the separatrix 
we take £ = V/V , 0 < £ < 1, and outside, £ = (V-V )/(V -V ) 

where V (t) and V (t) are the separatrix and plasma volumes. 
S xr 

This places the separatrix singularity at a fixed point. 
Another important problem which we mention only briefly is 

to coordinate the transfer of information (essentially interpo
lation) among the 2-D rectangular mesh [(x,y) or (r,z), etc.], 
the 1-D contour mesh, and the much finer 1-D diffusion mesh. 
It turns out to be essential to closely space the first contour 
on each side of the separatrix; this is done effectively by a 
geometrically increasing spacing (with occasional extra con
tours, e.g. at the center if islation is about to occur, or 
near the outer edge if the geometrical spacing is too large). 
Also, with growing or shrinking islands, the number of inner 
contours must be allowed to vary from step to step. Another 
critical point is that for accuracy, interpolation (in 2-D or 
1-D) must not be allowed across the separatrix. 

The logic of noting changes in topology, deciding when to 
dignify small islands with contours, introducing new families 
of contours, new functions K(V), new diffusion equations, etc., 
as they are needed is intricate but not difficult. The number 
of time steps at which the geometry is recomputed does not have 
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to exceed four to six in either a Doublet or Belt Pinch so long 
as the topology does not change (the plasma shape can change 
considerably); an additional half dozen or so subdivided steps 
are helpful during islation, until the islands grow to an appro
priate size. 

The Eulerian 2-D mesh is found to be more efficient (and 
even more accurate) than other codes using Lagrangian or flux 
coordinates; this is quite evident from the singularity and 
multivaluedness of Lagrangian independent variables (when even 
a simple polar coordinate singularity requires special care and 
reduces the accuracy). There is also a great increase in accu
racy from the reduction to 1-D of much of the problem. 

Generally speaking, in a 1 x 2 rectangular domain, a 
32 x 64 mesh gives accurate physical results and 64 x 12 8 is 
required for special mathematical purposes like checking singu
lar boundary layers in the low resistivity limit. Some 200 
to 300 points are taken in the 1-D diffusion mesh (approxi
mately equal mesh size in the islands and outer regions). The 
number of contours varies from two (in an island at birth) to 
a standard number of 10 to 20 for the entire plasma. 

Optimization of so many variables is, of course, far from 
complete. But the accurate, sharp, reproducible detail in the 
curves of Fig. 2 for J(V) (which is a non-smoothed second de
rivative) speaks for itself. For ease in making comparisons, 
the codes are written so that it is easy to make changes in 
the type of interpolation and in types of explicit and implicit 
diffusion schemes. 

Treatment of a free boundary at the plasma edge requires 
some .comment. In the adiabatic problem, the volume of the 
plasma can be given a priori or it can be determined from 
given external flux or current constraints. A useful tool 

here(and in diffusion problems) is the inductance L = dV/K, 

of the exterior vacuum field. This serves to connect boundary 
conditions at the edge of the plasma directly with the 
outer wall. There is no need to calculate more than one or 
two contours in the vacuum, and the value of L is given ex
plicitly at each iteration step by the Poisson (or other) 
inversion. As we have mentioned, the resistive free boundary 
has a linear pressure profile (to p = 0) with an explicit 
formula for the boundary velocity. The free boundary with 
heat flow and resistivity (p = p = 0 at the edge) is handled 
in terms of the normalized volume, say £ = V/V (t) as inde
pendent variable. The boundary is always £ = 1, but this 
introduces an artificial convection term involving Vp/Vp which 
has to be determined. We are able to monitor the exponents 
(e.g. p ̂  Vs, p ^ Vr) to detect when the plasma leaves the 
wall or limiter, then use a very accurate feedback mechanism 

to determine Vp such that the plasma neither leaves the "wall" 
E, = 1 nor leans on it too heavily. 

A number of analytic features which are carefully ob
served (which might be numerically disregarded, but with a 
probable loss of accuracy) are, for example:(i) J is finite 
but K is not at a resistive separatrix; (ii) K is finite 
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but J and K1 are not at an adiabatic separatrix; (iii) avoid
ance of "implicit" treatment involving quantities of un
known smoothness (such as velocity); (iv) use of identities 
to replace differenced variables by smoother ones (e.g. K 

2 
lies between i|>' and i>" in smoothness, <l/r > is smoother than 
K, etc.). 

CONCLUSION 

This paper represents, in part, the fruition of vari
ous predictions made by Grad and Hogan in 1969, that a fully 
classical analysis of the coupling between skin penetration, 
transient plasma diffusion and transient geometry effects 
would significantly modify what is normally termed "clas
sical". Using a model which strongly couples theoretical 
analysis and numerical algorithms, we have developed very 
efficient and accurate codes for handling classical diffusion 
and heat flow in realistic geometry, including time-dependent 
topology and islation, and many singular limits and 
boundary layers. Using this information, one can begin to 
create a more sophisticated intuition of the qualitative 
adiabatic and dissipative behavior of a classical plasma, 
separating out the individual physical phenomena in a more 
rational way than along earlier "classical" lines. 

One specific physical conclusion meriting further 
investigation is that current penetration is not limited 
by the skin effect, and is under the experimenter's control. 
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H. GRAD: The adiabatic jump conditions are listed in GRAD, H., HU, P.N., STEVENS, D.C., 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 72 (1975) 3789. A detailed derivation will appear in Nuclear Fusion. 
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Abstract 

TOKAMAK PLASMA MAGNETICS. 
High-j3 (~ 5 — 30%) tokamak equilibria have been found and the external magnetic field structures required to 

attain and hold them have been studied. The high-/} equilibria can be a natural consequence of intense heating by 
an auxiliary power source such as neutral beams, if the heating is rapid compared to the magnetic diffusion time 
scale. Since magnetic fluxes are "frozen in" for such equilibria, they are called flux-conserving-tokamak (FCT) 
equilibria. FCT equilibria are shown to exist and satisfy the local (Mercier) stability criterion with jS-values ranging 
up to 28%. For slightly D-shaped cross-sections, simple and efficient poloidal field systems are described which 
properly control and shape the plasma and admit poloidal divertors at the apexes of the natural D-shaped cross-
sections. The poloidal field system may also have the property (STATIC concept) of shielding (by a factor of 
about 6) superconducting toroidal field coils from flux changes. Finally, the toroidal field ripple effects that 
enhance the ion heat conduction and cause a substantial fraction of alpha particles to drift out of the plasma are 
briefly discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In ohmically heated tokamak discharges [1] it is normally found that 8 
(the ratio of plasma kinetic to poloidal magnetic field energy density) is 
near unity. For 8 ^ l the ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibria are 
easily analyzed in*small aspect ratio expansions [2]; the nearly concentric, 
circular magnetic flux surfaces are found to be only slightly nested toward 
the outer edge of the torus. In the earliest tokamak experiments [1], the 
ohmic heating current produced a poloidal magnetic flux whose boundary value 
was determined by a conducting shell. 

Many present and most future tokamak devices differ from the earliest 
tokamak experiments in two important respects: 

1. Practical limitations on the time-constant of the "conducting shell" have 
led to its replacement by a system of conductors. This discrete system of 
conductors, in combination with the ohmic heating primary windings and 
the vertical field coils (used to center the plasma through a radial 
J_ x B̂  force) comprise the poloidal field coil system. 

* Research sponsored by Energy Research and Development Administration under contract with 
Union Carbide Corporation. 
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2. Noncircular cross sections, auxiliary heating by neutral beams, and other 
methods, are proposed to attain high 3 (the ratio of plasma kinetic to 
toh.oldat magnetic field energy density), corresponding to 6 values signi
ficantly exceeding unity [3]. This causes the flux surfaces to nest 
strongly toward the outer edge of the torus, requires stronger vertical 
fields to center the plasma, and changes significantly the distribution 
of currents in the poloidal field system. 

This paper examines the quasistatic evolution of MHD equilibria to high 3 
{y 5-30%), discusses the poloidal field systems required to provide such 
equilibria, and examines the effects on these equilibria of the ripple in 
the toroidal magnetic field arising from the discrete number of coils. 

Previous calculations of high 3 equilibria [3] have used relatively 
arbitrary profiles for the pressure function p(ijj) and toroidal diamagnetism 
function F(ij/). However, in tokamaks that are intensely heated by an auxiliary 
means (e.g., neutral beams), the heating can occur more rapidly than the 
characteristic magnetic diffusion time, so the poloidal and toroidal magnetic 
fluxes become "frozen in." In the resultant "flux-conserving-tokamak" (FCT) 
equilibria [4] the p(^) and F(ifj) functions characterizing ideal MHD equilibria 
are no longer arbitrary. The pressure function is determined by the heating 
process and the toroidal diamagnetism is then determined by flux conserva
tion. The FCT equilibria [5-7] induced by intense neutral beam heating are 
quite different from the earlier ones; in particular, since the ratio of 
the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes and hence the rotational transform 
[or safety factor q(40] profile is "frozen in," higher 3 equilibria are more 
accessible than had been found earlier. From stability considerations, we 
suppose that the high 3 equilibria presented here will be progressively more 
difficult to obtain as 3 increases. They are nevertheless of significant 
interest because, for example, at the highest levels quoted one would be 
tempted to reconsider the possibility of D-D ignition with the resulting 
elimination of fueling and tritium inventory problems. 

This paper is organized as follows: First, in Section 2 we discuss 
high 3 MHD equilibria in circular and noncircular cross section tokamaks, 
with particular emphasis on the FCT equilibria. Then, in Section 3 we dis
cuss the poloidal field systems required to contain high 3 plasmas, in
cluding optimization of the whole system and discussion of the STATIC 
system [8,9] for reducing both the pulsed fields at the toroidal field coil 
windings and the plasma volt-second requirements. Finally, in Section 4 we 
treat toroidal field ripple effects on plasma transport and fast ion (includ
ing alpha particle) containment. In particular we discuss the largely un
recognized effects of the magnetic field ripple on alpha particle drift 
orbits and their containment during the slowing down process. 

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF IDEAL MHD EQUILIBRIA 

The heating and energy confinement time scales are very long compared 
to the MHD time scale for relaxation of force imbalances. Thus, in both the 
strong heating phases and in the near equilibrium states governed by trans
port losses, the plasmas evolve through sequences of quasistatic equilibria 
[10] governed by the equilibrium force balance equation Vp = J_ x B_. In 
axisymmetric tokamaks the combination of this equation and Maxwell's equa
tions can be reduced to the usual equation [2,3,10]: 

A*ip = 4TT RJ = - 4TTR2 dp/dijj - F dF/diJj (1) 

Here, ij> is the poloidal flux function, A* = R 3/3R (R"1 9/9R)+ 82/3Z2 is 
the magnetic differential operator, p(î ) is the plasma pressure, and the 
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departure of F(IJJ) = RB„ from its constant vacuum field value is a measure 
of the plasma induced paramagnetism or diamagnetism in the toroidal magnetic 
field. In this equation p(tp) and F(^) are independent functions that must 
be specified. If the functions chosen are well behaved and the domain is not 
too large, solutions to this elliptic nonlinear differential equation can be 
found [3]. The boundary conditions used depend on the problem; for simplicity, 
we use conducting-wall boundary conditions in the remainder of this section. 
In section 3., where realistic poloidal field systems are discussed, we use 
both free boundary and discrete (external) coil boundary conditions. 

2.1 Conventional High 8 Equilibria 

In general the pressure function p(ij;) should be determined from the solu
tion of a full set of transport equations. The toroidal diamagnetism function 
F(ip) could be determined from the magnetic diffusion equations, resulting 
for example, from the assumption of an isotropic Ohm's law of the form 
E_ + V_ x B̂  = nJ[ [10]. In earlier work pO) and FF1 (tp) profiles were assumed 
that result in "reasonable" bell shaped toroidal current density (J.) distri
butions. ^ 

Extensive calculations have been performed [11] on MHD equilibria for 
various assumed p(^) and FF'(ip) profiles in order to determine the optimum 
aspect ratio, plasma shape, and maximum 8 subject to the constraint of satis
fying local MHD stability - the Mercier criterion, q ^ 1 [12]. The mathema
tical procedure commonly used to mock up evolution to higher 8 has been to 
increase the magnitudes of both the pressure and toroidal diamSgnetism while 
maintaining the same functional forms of p(ifj) and FF' (iJO in such a way that 
the total plasma current and F (at the limiter) are unchanged. It was found 
[3] that as 8 increased, the outward J_ x _B_ force increased, the flux sur
faces nested strongly toward the outer edge of the torus, and reversed 

/8P Pp 

FIG.l. Local stability limits for conventional (i.e. non-FCT) MHD equilibria in a tokamak with an optimum 
D-shaped cross-section (ellipticity parameter 1.65, triangularity parameter 0.5), and an aspect ratio of 3. 
(a) Behaviour of the safety factor at the limiter (qj and at the plasma centre (q0) as a function o/jSp; (b) behaviour 
of the maximum $asa function of |3p. The FLA T, ROUNDED, and PEAKED labelling of the curves refers to the 
shape of the toroidal current (J^j and pressure profiles. The corresponding curves for FCT equilibria are also shown 
for comparison. (From Ref. [11]). 
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currents tended to form on the inner edge of the torus because the p1 and 
FF' terms in Eq. (1) cannot balance there [3]. For a given total plasma 
current, the safety factor q0 at the plasma center decreased as 3 in
creased. To avoid violation of the Mercier criterion as 3 is increased, 
it is necessary to decrease the total plasma current or increase the 
toroidal magnetic field, so that q at the limiter increases. Since 3 % 

3p/q2A2, where A is the aspect ratio, 3 first increased with 3 > b u t t h e n 

ultimately decreased with 3p. These points are illustrated in Figure 1 for 
equilibria with the D-shaped cross sections. The Mercier criterion allows a 
maximum 3 (̂  2.5 - 12%, depending on profile width [11]) for 3p ̂  2.4 ̂  0.8A. 
The corresponding maximum for a circular cross section tokamak is 1.7 - 5.3%, 
again occurring at 3p ̂  2.4. 

For peaked current density profiles, little increase in the maximum 
Mercier stable 3 results from noncircularity because for peaked profiles, 
the flux surfaces near the magnetic axis are nearly concentric circles; the 
highest value of 3 is found when the aspect ratio is "as tight as possible" 
[11]. However, for a given maximum magnetic field strength in the toroidal 
field coils and for a reasonable distance between the plasma and the toroidal 
field coils, an optimum 3 is found when the aspect ratio is about 3 to 4 [11]. 

As will be seen in section 2.2, the flux conservation condition 
prescribes FF'; the resulting equilibria do not share the undesirable fea
tures just described for the conventional case. 

2.2 FCT High 3 Equilibria 

If we satisfy the basic condition for FCT equilibria-- the characteris
tic heating time is much shorter than the magnetic diffusion time-- the Ohm's 
law during the intense heating phase becomes the ideal MHD equation: 
E_ + V x B̂  - 0. Since Ohm's law no longer determines F(ij/), the questions of 
interest then are: what determines F(tj/) during intense heating and what are 
the properties of the resultant equilibria? Within the constraints of ideal 
MHD theory, a given mass of plasma fluid is permeated by the same magnetic 
flux [13] - even while the plasma fluid is being heated. In fact, the poloid-
al (\|>) and toroidal ($) magnetic fluxes are separately conserved. The 
inverse rotational transform is defined as the differential ratio of these 
two fluxes: 

q(40 E d$/2TT dijj = (1/41T2) F(^) <R"2) dV/dip (2) 

where (R~2) is the flux-surface average of R~2} and dV/dt̂  is the differen
tial change in the plasma fluid volume per unit poloidal magnetic flux [3]. 
Since $ and ip are individually conserved, so is q(40 . Thus, to the extent 
that ideal MHD theory applies to the intense heating phase, the prescrip
tion [5] for determining F(^) is that as p(ip) is increased according to the 
transport equations, and ty is determined from Eq. (1), F(ijj) must be adjusted 
according to Eq. (2) to keep the q(ijj) profile the same as that before the 
intense heating began. 

A typical sequence of FCT equilibria [5] with a limiter q of 4.8 is 
shown in Fig. 2. With a limiter q of 2.1, 3 values as high as 28% have been 
obtained [5]. These equilibria resemble the ones obtained in the usual way 
[3,11]. However, a very important difference is that since the magnetic 
fluxes are conserved in this sequence of equilibria, q at the plasma center 
remains unchanged as p increases (cf. Fig. la); thus, the q ̂ > 1 stability 
condition for local perturbations and internal m = n = 1 kink modes is 
satisfied naturally as 3p is raised in FCT fashion. There is thus no ob
vious equilibrium or ZoaaZ stability limit on the 3 attainable for these 
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/9,£p = 18.8%, 5.83 

10.7%, 4.75-

FIG.2. Behaviour of: (a) flux surfaces in R-Z plane; (b) pressure profiles; and (c) current density distributions 
vs Rat Z= 0, for D-shaped FCT equilibria as they evolve from low to high § with qa = 4.8. (From Ref. [5]). 
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FIG.3. Heat deposition profile for the sequence of FCT equilibria shown in Fig.2. Since \jjln ~r (the minor 
radius in a circular cross-section), this profile is equivalent to the usual H(rj profile used in neutral beam injection 
theory [16]. 

FCT equilibria (cf. Fig. lb). It appears to have been demonstrated ex
perimentally in the belt-pinch [14] and SPICA [15] devices that high 8 
equilibria, albeit produced by very different methods, can be stable 
against gross MHD instabilities. 

It is of interest that FCT equilibria seem to have little or no re
versed current regions in them, perhaps because it would be difficult to 
maintain the q(i{0 profile with reversed currents in the plasma. In the 
non-FCT high 8 equilibria, the reversed current region on the inner edge of 
the torus cancels the diamagnetically increased current on the outer edge to 
the extent that the total current remains nearly constant as 3 is raised. 
In FCT equilibria, which prove to be free of significant reversed current 
regions, the total plasma current does increase. It has been estimated from an 
analytic model [6] that the total plasma current scales as p1/-5; this leads to 
the scaling relation 3 ^ p1'3 and hence to the observation [6] that 3 no 
longer bears any simpli relation to3/q2A2. For the flux-conserving process 
the magnetic flux linked by the ohmit heating transformer is unchanged during 
the heating, so the additional current in the high 3 FCT equilibria is pro
duced by the diamagnetic current effect and is driven by the increased 
pressure gradient. However, it is necessary to increase the currents in the 
equilibrium field coils in step with the change in the plasma current dis
tribution and magnitude. This requires an appropriate coil driving circuit, 
as is discussed in detail in the next section. 

Although there are no reversed currents, the current does peak strongly 
near the outer edge of the torus (cf. Fig. 2}. This current is not a "skin 
current" in the usual sense because it is induced throughout the plasma by 
the pressure gradient. It is largest near the outside of the plasma where, 
with intense heating, dp/d4> is largest. We note that the neutral beam energy 
should be adjusted so that the energy deposition profile [16] is consistent 
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with the desired FCT sequence. If this were not properly accomplished there 
would be a tendency for irregularities in F(ijj) to occur, which could lead (e.g. 
as in the pressure-width "window" in [5]) to localized currents and possible 
limits on the attainable 3. With the energy losses neglected, Fig. 3 shows 
the intense heating that is appropriate for the sequence of FCT equilibria 
shown in Fig. 2. Such a heating profile can be produced by neutral beams, 
given adequate beam penetration [16]. 

In summary of our discussion of high $ FCT equilibria, we note that the 
critical conditions required to obtain these equilibria are: 

(1) A time scale for heating that is much shorter than the time scale 
for magnetic diffusion. 

(2) A spatial deposition profile for the heating that is adequately 
matched with the desired FCT sequence. 

(3) A responsive poloidal field coil system that can accommodate the 
changes in the plasma current distribution and magnitude. 

3. POLOIDAL FIELD COIL SYSTEMS 

Since the plasma current (I ) and its distribution change drastically (cf. 
Fig. 2) during the heating phase^in an FCT, it becomes important to determine 
a poloidal coil system that can shape and center the plasma despite large vari
ations in the equilibrium. If a long fusion burn time is also required, these 
coils will have to be appropriate also for non-FCT equilibria resulting from 
flux diffusion. Long pulses will also require poloidal field coil systems 
that minimize the volt-second expenditure in the ohmic heating (OH) coils; if 
superconducting toroidal field (TF) coils are used, it is advantageous to lower 
the pulsed fields at the TF coils. This will reduce eddy current heating and 
cryogenic power requirements. Finally, and very importantly, the system should 
be simple. 

3.1 STATIC Shielding Concept 

Reduction in the volt-seconds and magnetic shielding (STATIC [8]) of the 
TF coils has been proposed [8,9] and evaluated [17] in the poloidal field 
system for the Oak Ridge Tokamak Experimental Power Reactor design [18]. There, 
a set of shielding-vertical-field (S-VF) coils was added between the circular 
plasma and the TF coils to function as the main VF coils. These coils carried 
Ampere turns equal and opposite to I and were located so that individually 
they carried equal currents, thus permitting the use of a single power supply 
and control system. It was then determined that the averaged poloidal field 
strength at the TF coils could be reduced by a factor of 6 compared to an 
ordinary tokamak design which has VF coils external to the TF coils (see Fig.4). 
Because the stored field energy of I was nearly canceled in the vicinity of 
the TF coils, we obtained a 50% reduction in the plasma inductive volt-seconds 
and a 40% reduction in the total peak power required from the poloidal field 
system. The currents in the S-VF coils were driven largely by plasma in
duction effects. 

3.2 Equilibrium Field (EF) Coil Configuration 

The same concept can be applied to a plasma having a D-shaped cross 
section; however, the internal coils must now also shape the plasma properly. 
For this reason, they are now called the equilibrium field (EF) coils. The 
characteristics of the EF coil configuration can be determined by examining 
the eddy current distribution (J ) on an ideal shell next to the D-shaped 
plasma boundary of Fig. 2a. This "ideal" EF current would respond instantane
ously by inductive effects to changes in the plasma, providing the proper 
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FIG.4. Typical poloidal flux surfaces of: (a) a tokamak with the magnetic field shielding (STA TIC); and 
(bj a similar tokamak with VF coils external to the TF coils [17]. The average poloidal field at the TF coils in 
(a) is 1/6 of that in (b). 
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(IN) (OUT) 
SHELL ARC LENGTH 

FIGS. Eddy current density distribution JEalong a closely fitted, ideally conducting shell that confines the 
D-shaped FCT equilibria shown in Fig.2a. The shell arc measure starts at the inside mid-plane (IN) and ends at 
the outside mid-plane (OUT). 

equilibrium shaping field, canceling the poloidal field external to the shell, 
and having a total current equal and opposite to the plasma current [9]. 

The behavior of J£ is plotted in Fig. 5. It is seen that at the tip of 
the D, J is relatively small. Also, J (tip) « I is well satisfied for the 
range of^g values studied. To either side of thePtip, the shape of the J /I 
curves remains unchanged although the values scale monotonically (increasing1* 
on the outside and decreasing on the inside) with 3 . Note that J for a 
circular plasma does not have these properties [9]. 

As a result if J is to be replaced by discrete coils in the vicinity of 
the plasma to mimic tne ideal equilibrium field that J provides, the currents 
in these coils should have the following characteristics: 

(1) They behave like J of the conducting shell as discussed above. 
(2) Since the shape o f ^ to either side of the tip remains unchanged 

despite large changes in 3 and I the coils to either side of the 
tip can carry equal currents [9], thus reducing the number of 

power supplies and controls. The coil currents on either side of 
the tip increase or decrease with g as does J . 

(3) Since practical EF coils must be placed at some distance from the 
plasma, a divertor-like pair of coils must be introduced near the 
tip to reproduce the proper equilibrium shaping field [4,19,20]. 
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plasma edge is half the plasma horizontal minor radius, (b) Typical high 0 (= 15%), high qa (= 5) free-boundary 
FCT equilibrium confined by these coils. 

Realistic EF coil locations that retain these properties have been 
determined [20] by well known methods [9]. The vacuum fields produced by 
these coils are highly accurate replicas of the ideal vacuum field in the 
plasma region. The EF coil configuration and a typical free boundary (no con
ducting shell) FCT equilibrium with 3 - 15% are shown in Fig. 6. By adjust
ing the ratio of currents in the inside and outside coils, free boundary FCT 
equilibria with various $ values and the proper D-shape are obtained [20]. 
We note that free boundary equilibria for conventional (non-FCT) functions 
p(40 and F(t|0 also retain proper position and D-shape after relatively small 
changes in the coil current ratios. This shows that the poloidal field design 
suggested here will be effective for a broad range of plasma properties. The 
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FIG. 7. (a) Optimized EF coil locations for a D-shaped FCT with A = 4 and a natural divertor. Coils connected 
with dots are in series; the " - " sign indicates current in the same direction as Ip. The centres of the coils are 
at a distance from the plasma edge of half the plasma horizontal minor radius, (bj A typical high-$ (= 15%) 
free-boundary FCT equilibrium using the same profile functions p ( ty) and F(\p)as the equilibrium ofFig.6b, 
confined by these coils. 

D-shaped plasma, which was introduced primarily for improved local stability 
with increased limiting 3 [11], is seen here to admit an especially simple EF 
coil configuration (Fig. 6a) that can retain the D-shape over a wide range of 
B in FCT and non-FCT plasmas. 

3.3 Natural Divertor Configuration 

This D-shape has another advantage: i t readily leads to a YiaAxxKaJL poloid-
al f ie ld divertor configuration. In Fig. 6, i t i s seen that a separatr ix exis ts 
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near the tip of the D-shaped plasma because the divertor-like coil there carries 
a current in the same direction as the plasma current. One can shift the 
separatrix to the edge of the plasma at the tips of the D by small changes in 
the EF coil configuration and currents. 

The proper divertor coil locations can be determined in a fashion similar 
to that just discussed, except that J must now be obtained on a conducting 
shell with an angular tip. The resulting J is found to be similar to Fig. 5 
except that now J (tip) = 0. The usual coil location procedures [20] are em
ployed to determine a coil system shown in Fig. 7a. A typical free boundary 
FCT equilibrium with natural divertor and 3 - 15% is shown in Fig. 7b; it 
bears a strong resemblance to the equilibrium of Fig. 6b. 

The natural divertor configuration has the following advantages [20]: 

(1) The magnitude of the total EF coil Ampere turns needed for the 
natural divertor of Fig. 7a is found to be 1.54 I for the 8 values 
studied. Without the divertors, it was 1.14 I . ̂ Therefore, the 
divertor requires an additional current of only 0.4 1 . This 
current is small compared with the more conventional arrangements 
[21,22] that require divertor field currents ranging from 2.5 I to 
3.5 I in addition to the vertical field currents. Note that the 
relative distances between the divertor coils and the plasma in 
these designs are similar to those used in Fig. 7b. 

(2) Since the EF coils maintain the equilibrium and the separatrix con
figuration, the location of the separatrix is fixed whenever the 
plasma is centered. This is expected to reduce the potential 
difficulty in controlling the separatrix location. 

3.4 Summary 

In summary of our discussion of the Equilibrium Field coils for high B 
equilibria, we note that the D-shaped plasma as shown in Fig. 2a permits a 
relatively simple EF coil configuration (Fig. 6a) that has the following 
characteristics: 

(1) It can shape and center plasma equilibria for a wide range of 3 
values, both in FCT and non-FCT modes. 

(2) It retains the magnetic field shielding (STATIC [8,9]) in that the 
volt-seconds and poloidal field system power supplies are reduced 
and that the EF currents are largely driven by inductive effects. 

(3) It admits a natural poloidal field divertor configuration (Fig. 7a) 
that requires only 0.4 I additional Ampere turns at a distance 
from the plasma edge of naif the plasma horizontal minor radius. 

4. EFFECTS OF RIPPLE IN THE TOROIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD 

4.1 Enhanced Ion Heat Conduction 

The ripple produced by the finite number of toroidal field coils 
destroys the ideal axisymmetry of the configuration and is responsible for 
additional particle trapping. It can lead to enhanced plasma transport by 
two separate mechanisms. In the first, known as ripple trapping, particles 
can become trapped in the toroidal field minima between the coils and experi
ence a vertical guiding center drift which, in the presence of collisions, 
leads to the ripple diffusion [23,24]. The ripple trapping affects only a 
relatively small group of particles, namely those with vn (parallel velocity) 
so small that they can be trapped in the ripple, i.e., vh < 6l/2 v, where 
6 = (Bmax " BminV^max + Bmiip is t h e ripple depth and v is the particle 
speed. The ripple depth varies with poloidal angle; thus, the induced ion 
heat transport varies as well. Since 6 is usually maximum on the mid-plane 
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FIG.8. The geometry-dependent factor (Gj in the ion heat conduction coefficient as a function of the ripple well 
depth parameter a = r/NqRb for a given coil configuration and various plasma cross-sectional shapes: (lj circular, 
(2) D-shaped, and (3) elliptic. The (a) insert shows the toroidal field coil and plasma surface cross-sections. The 
(b) insert shows the variation of the ripple depth with poloidal angle 6. 

at the outer edge of the torus, the flux surface averaged ion heat transport 
due to ripples is less [25-27] than that which is estimated when the poloidal 
variation is neglected. The geometry dependent factor (G) in the ion heat 
conduction coefficient characterizing this effect [25-27] in a case with 
shaped toroidal field coils is shown in Fig. 8,for various plasma cross sec
tions and the resulting magnetic ripple dependences on the poloidal angle 
(9). The basic conclusion to be drawn from this figure is that, as long as 
the plasma and toroidal field coils have roughly the same shape, so that the 
distance between them is nearly constant as a function of poloidal angle, the 
effect of the poloidal variation of the ripple is to decrease the induced ion 
heat conduction by a factor of 3 to 10 [25-27]. Taking this effect into 
account for an N = 20 coil configuration with D-shaped toroidal field coils 
and plasma cross section as shown in Fig. 2, a maximum ripple of 2.2% at the 
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plasma edge was found [27] to cause little enhancement of the energy transport 
processes, except near the plasma edge, where it could be comparable: X < 10^ 
cm2/sec. Also, because of the ellipticity, the ripple-induced ion heat con
duction is less by a factor of about 2 [28] than that in a circular cross 
section plasma [27]. 

The second mechanism of enhanced ion heat conduction is caused by the 
ripple-induced radial drift of the banana drift orbit centers [29]. However, 
it has been shown recently [30] that since the ripple-induced banana drift 
motion is oscillatory in nature with a small magnitude (y 6) and a fairly high 
characteristic frequency, this enhancement of the ion heat conduction scales as 
v and not v -* in the collisionality regime of interest in most future devices 
(v*< 0.1). Thus, rather than being dominant as claimed in [29], it is in fact 
negligible in the relevant collisionality regime (vA << 1). 

4.2 Fast Ion Losses 

At the higher ion energies typical of neutral beam particles injected into 
large devices O 100 keV), or alpha particles produced from D-T fusion (3.5 MeV), 
the ions can be lost directly or indirectly by ripple trapping effects. For 
an isotropic source of alpha particles, the fraction of these particles initi
ally trapped in ripples ( < 6*/2) will be lost directly. Those alphas that 
are not lost immediately after their production can be lost by diffusing into 
the ripple loss region during the slowing down process by pitch-angle 
(sin-1 V|i/v) scattering. In order to investigate this problem, we have solved 
the bounce-averaged equation (governing fast ion slowing down and scattering 
processes)for the approximate alpha particle distribution function in the 
presence of the ripple loss region [31]. We define E* to be the energy below 
which the particles are so collisional that they are detrapped before they 
can drift out of the machine, and E to be the critical energy below which the 
particle distribution becomes isotropic [31]. We have found for alpha parti
cles that E t is lower than E ^ 30 T ^ 300 keV, so that even if the source 

c e 
is anisotropic, most of the particles will be ripple trapped and drift 
vertically out of the plasma. However, since its initial energy E is much 
greater than E c , a typical alpha particle will deposit most of its energy 
before drifting out. 

For neutral beam heating, the injected ions have an E + > E (except near 
the outer edge of the plasma) for typical ion energies and coil designs [26]. 
Thus the vertical drift from ripple trapping of injected ions is not expect
ed to cause appreciable loss. 

In summary of the magnetic field ripple effects, we note that: 

(1) The ripple trapping enhancement of ion heat transport can be mini
mized by making the toroidal field coil and plasma cross section 
shapes similar, i.e., both D-shaped for the high 3 FCT equilibria. 

(2) The banana drift diffusion effect [29] is negligible [30] in the 
collisionality regimes of interest in future large devices 

(v* « 1). 
(3) Even with a high enough plasma current to have well contained axi-

symmetric drift orbits, most alpha particles will apparently be 
lost from the plasma by diffusing into ripple loss regions. How
ever, they should deposit a substantial fraction of their energy 
in the plasma before leaving. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Specific summaries have been given at the end of each of the three major 
sections of this paper. The most important overall conclusion is that where
as most previous work has indicated that the maximum reasonable 8 in a 
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tokamak is limited to about 3%, the work discussed here indicates that B's up 
to 20-30% are possible with FCT equilibria, which emerge naturally from the 
intense heating process. The prescription for obtaining the FCT sequence of 
equilibria is much more physical than the previously ad hoc. mathematical 
models used to search for high 3 equilibria. The poloidal field coil system 
required to control and shape the high 3 D-shaped equilibria of both the FCT 
and non-FCT types is found to be attainable. It also readily accepts poloid
al divertors. Finally, magnetic field ripple effects in such configurations 
are found to be slightly smaller than in circular cross section tokamaks, and 
in any case are not limiting. Thus, we conclude that much higher 3 equilibria 
are possible in tokamaks than has previously been thought feasible, but caution 
that the stability of these equilibria remains to be studied. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/B 10 

B. COPPI: In assessing the virtues of flux-conserving configurations, I think one must bear 
in mind (i) that these are transient configurations with a time scale to be determined, (ii) that 
conventional ("stationary") configurations with a tight aspect ratio, such as JET or Ignitor, 
can lead to average (3 values as high as 18% with q(a) = 2.6, as shown by Wenon, and (iii) that 
beyond some critical value of the ellipticity, finite-j3 systems are unstable to ballooning modes. 

J.D. CALLEN: Yes, we agree that these are "transient" configurations whose time scale 
is yet to be determined. However, if the intense heating has been successful in heating the 
electrons, then the magnetic diffusion time, which is the upper limit on the life-time of these 
states, becomes very long — e.g. <: 103 seconds for reactor parameters. With regard to your 
second question, in the body of the paper we discuss our optimization of non-FCT equilibria; 
for a flat current distribution and qa ~ 3, we find the maximum 0 to be about 12.5%. However, 
the important point here is that for more physically realizable current profiles the maximum j3 
in the usual equilibria is of the order of 5%, as quoted in the paper. Your third point is that 
ballooning modes may introduce a |3 limit. We agree that this will occur at some |3. In this regard 
it is encouraging to note that, in the high-j3 (up to 50%) Garching Belt-Pinch Spica, and in the 
Tenq experiments, the plasmas are apparently stable against rapidly growing MHD instabilities 
as long as reversed current situations are avoided. 

H.L. BERK: Is there an appreciable difference between the maximum and average j3 in 
your equilibrium? 

J.D. CALLEN: Yes; the maximum j3 is about three times the volume average values quoted 
in the paper. 

H.L. BERK: Is it not true that the more conventional equilibrium calculations choose 
convenient functions for F('<J/) and p ^ ) rather than a detailed time evolution? 

J.D. CALLEN: Yes. 
H.L. BERK: Hence it would be fair to say that your flux conserving code has found one 

route to high-/? equilibrium but that there may well be other methods? 
J.D. CALLEN: Yes, we hope that in future some attention will be given to the possibility 

of using appropriate physical processes to determine the sequence of MHD equilibria in any 
particular experimental situation. 

J.L. JOHNSON: In our preliminary calculations we have found that, as you increase |3 
and thus the total current, the growth rates of both axisymmetric and kink modes also increase 
significantly. We think this type of activity will probably impose the limit on |3. Have you done 
much work on the study of these instabilities? In particular, have you worried about the 
axisymmetric modes? 

J.D. CALLEN: We have not considered these modes in detail yet. However, the possible 
axisymmetric modes are common to nearly all non-circular cross-section and/or divertor plasmas. 
We would expect to stabilize these typically weakly growing vertical motions by a combination 
of passive and active feedback systems. As for the ideal MHD kink modes, since they do not 
appear to manifest themselves, except possibly through resistivity in tearing-type modes, in 
present plasmas as long as q(0) > 1, and since it has been shown theoretically (by Rosenbluth 
and co-workers) that they saturate at fairly small amplitudes, we are not sure about their relevance 
to the application of the FCT concept to experiments. 

D. PFIRSCH: If you rely on flux conservation, you will have a pulsed reactor. Our feeling 
at Garching is that, given anomalous transport effects, the burning time in such a reactor might 
be rather small compared with a cycle time. 
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J.D. CALLEN: Yes, we agree that this is a pulsed state, whose time scale is yet to be 
determined in detail. However, we feel that since, as long as impurity effects are taken into 
account, the parallel resistivity is found to be nearly classical, the flux diffusion time will remain 
long even in the presence of anomalous electron heat conduction and particle diffusion. 

R.N. SUDAN: Have you considered the consequences of strong inhomogeneity in the 
intense heating pulse? 

J.D. CALLEN: Yes, and what happens, we have found, is that if the heat is deposited 
preferentially in a certain radial portion of the plasma, then the flux surfaces become most 
D-shaped and nested in that same radial portion of the plasma. The equilibria can still apparently 
reach the same high |3's as for the broad heat deposition profiles used in the calculations reported 
in the paper. However, since the equilibria produced by strongly inhomogeneous heating profiles 
can have some strong differences in flux surface shapes from one radial position to the next, 
such equilibria may be more susceptible to instabilities or transport modifications. Thus, it is 
probably preferable, but perhaps not absolutely necessary, that the heating profile be relatively 
homogeneous. 
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Abstract 

THEORY OF PLASMA CONFINEMENT IN TOKAMAKS OF NON-CIRCULAR CROSS-SECTION AND 
OPTIMIZATION OF THE DOUBLET HI DESIGN. 

The theory of plasma confinement in non-circular tokamaks has been developed and applied to resolve 
critical questions in the design of the Doublet III experiment. Equilibria are analysed in the ideal MHD theory 
using free-boundary numerical techniques and a wide range of models of the diffuse plasma pressure and current. 
The plasma cross-sectional shape is studied as the current profile and external shaping flux are varied. Arrays 
of field-shaping coils (F-coils) to produce the desired 3:1 vertically elongated doublet are tested with this com
putational model. The gross stability of non-circular tokamaks has been studied extensively using variational 
techniques. Axisymmetric modes, expected to occur in vertically elongated plasma columns, are found to be 
stabilized if conducting walls are near enough to the plasma surface. Ideal and resistive criteria for the stability 
of localized interchange modes have been used to evaluate the maximum plasma pressure (and current) that can 
be stably confined in plasmas of varying cross-sectional shapes. Doublet- and dee-shaped tokamaks are stable 
at sufficiently high plasma pressures to suggest that interchange need not be the limiting phenomenon. In various 
configurations, optimized for maximum plasma pressure, the safety factor q appears to have the same significance 
for circular and non-circular discharges. A dynamical description of non-circular discharges has been developed 
by interleaving a one-dimensional, time-dependent transport computation with a two-dimensional, static MHD 
equilibrium calculation. Results of these studies and corresponding Doublet III design parameters are summarized. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is increasing evidence that substantially higher plasma pressure 
can be stably confined in doublet and dee-shaped tokamaks than in conven
tional devices having circular cross-sections. Equilibria with average 
values of beta in excess of 20$ have been shown numerically to be stable 
against localized interchange modes [l] if the cross-section and current 
profile are properly chosen. Other studies [2] of more global MHD insta
bilities suggest that ballooning modes may set a lower limit on the maximum 
stable beta. Axisymmetric MHD modes, causing unstable vertical displace
ments of the plasma column, have been predicted to occur in many noncircular 
tokamaks. These are wall-stabilized in present-day devices but may require 
careful attention in the design of next-generation, noncircular tokamaks. 
Techniques for shaping the cross-section with external coils are proving 
to be feasible in Doublet IIA and appear even more promising for alternate 
coil designs, specialized for particular cross-sectional shapes. In this 
paper we summarize the stability criteria used to select optimum shapes 
and discuss how the requirements for shaping and controlling the plasma 

* Work supported by USERDA, Contract No. E(04-3)-167, Project Agreement 38. 
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column have been implemented in the Doublet III device to provide an early-
test of the predicted advantages of noncircular tokamaks for high-beta 
plasma confinement. 

2. LOCALIZED INTERCHANGE MODES 

The stability criteria for ideal and resistive interchange modes have 
been evaluated numerically for computed equilibria to identify those shapes 
which permit stable, high-beta confinement [l]. In searching for optimum 
shapes (maximum beta and plasma current), we have obtained such large values 
of Bmax that localized interchanges are not expected to be the limiting 
phenomenon. It is, however, necessary to shape the cross-section properly 
and ensure that the plasma current is not excessively concentrated in the 
center of the discharge. 

Two separate studies are summarized here. In one, the physical geo
metry was patterned after Doublet IIA; while the other study used Doublet 
III configurations. The equilibria are computed using free-boundary codes 
described in detail elsewhere [3]. Both linear and nonlinear models for 
the ^-dependence of the toroidal component of plasma current have been 
investigated. For brevity, we stress here the linear models in which 

J = JQ 

The symbols have their conventional meanings except for y which measures the 
ratio of the current density at the magnetic axis (\p = ipm) to that at the 
limiter (\J> = 1^). For a given generic shape and specifi'ed values of Bp and 
Y, detailed shape parameters are adjusted to give the maximum value of beta 
for marginal stability at some point inside the plasma (typically the mag
netic axis). This limiting value increases with 8 p and decreases with y, 
as shown in Figs 1 (Doublet IIA geometry) and 2 (Doublet III geometry). 

For plasmas with only external magnetic separatrices (circles, ellipses, 
dees, etc.), it has been possible to iterate between the equilibrium and 
stability computations to achieve marginal stability at all points within 
the plasma. Optimized in this way, circular plasmas yielded B =U% while 
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FIG.2. Variation of beta (at marginal stability j with 0p, the "poloidal beta", and Ps in an indented 
Doublet HI system. 

dees reached B^x =18$ for y =0.2. The beta limits found by Freidberg and 
Grossman [2] for kink/ballooning modes in skin-current plasmas are similar 
for circles {-5%) but more stringent for dees (~10#) and doublets (~12#). 
We therefore expect ballooning modes to be the limiting instability if the 
shape and current profile are adequately controlled. From these and other 
considerations [h], doublets appear to be more stable than dees. 

3. AXISYMMETRIC MHD INSTABILITIES 

The axisymmetric MHD modes [5] which may occur in vertically elongated 
plasma columns must, in general, be stabilized by a conducting wall (or con
ducting coils) just outside the plasma surface. Image currents induced by 
the perturbed plasma motion then provide restoring forces which suppress 
the unstable growth. 

To assess the stabilizing properties of a given wall or coil geometry 
for diffuse pressure and current models, it is necessary to use numerical 
techniques for the final minimization of the energy principle. We analyti
cally minimize the plasma contribution to 6W with respect to displacements 
in the toroidal and poloidal directions. The vacuum contribution is eval
uated using the technique of Lust and Martensen [6]. Various sets of trial 
functions are used to cast the final minimization of 6W into a matrix eigen
value problem with a kinetic-energy-like normalization. A computer code, 
AXISYM, described in detail elsewhere [73, evaluates the matrix elements and 
solves for the minimum eigenvalue for given equilibrium and wall parameters. 

We have used this technique to study the effects of isolated shape 
parameters, such as elongation and triangularity, on the axisymmetric 
stability of analytically and numerically generated equilibria. For example, 
using the elongated equilibria studied by Rebhan [8], we have determined the 
properties of the lowest eigenmode for decreasing values of the aspect ratio, 
R/a. In the large aspect ratio limit, R/a » 1 , the least stable perturbation 
is very nearly a rigid-body vertical displacement. As R/a decreases, the 
rigid-body character is replaced by a more complex flow pattern, still, how
ever, with a dominant vertical displacement. It is this vertical displace
ment which is stabilized by a conducting shell. For example, for vertical 
elongations b/a >2 and moderate triangularities, a rectangular shell at 
twice the maximum plasma radius was adequate for stability. 

Although we have compared many different sets of trial functions, it 
has been difficult to determine the least stable eigenmode for doublets. 
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For all sets examined, ve find that realistic Doublet III equilibria are 
wall-stabilized [9]. This agrees with the result of a large aspect ratio 
analysis of a skin-current model of doublets [lO], In fact, many doublets 
with height-to-width ratios of 3 are stable to rigid-body vertical displace
ments even with no conducting shell, in qualitative agreement with Okabayashi 
and Sheffield [ll]. The degree of current peaking does affect the critical 
wall separation for stability; but Doublet III equilibria are easily wall-
stabilized even with peaked current profiles. 

A wide range of shapes has been tested for stability using numerically 
generated equilibria of elliptical-racetrack, dee, and doublet cross-sections. 
Although generalizations are difficult, stability is most sensitive to the 
shape of the flux surfaces nearest the conducting shell. For example, a 
racetrack is more easily stabilized by a simple rectangular shell than is 
a dee. 

FIG.3. The plasma shape, Ps, for varying FIG.4. The plasma shape, Ps, for varying current 
external shaping fields and y = 2, with indented and profiles with indented and rectangular F-coil systems, 
simple rectangular F-coil systems. 

k. MHD EQUILIBRIUM 

Broadly speaking, the shape of the plasma cross-section is determined 
by two control functions: the impressed (external) magnetic field and the 
plasma current profile j(ijj). Interchange optimized doublet configurations 
are readily obtained for broad or skinned current profiles; but for peaked 
profiles the plasma shape may be bimodal with the hysterisis and accessi
bility properties familiar from catastrophe theory. This behavior is 
illustrated in Figs 3 and !• , where the fraction of poloidal flux inside 
the separatrix, Ps, is the detailed shape parameter. The two control 
functions are specified through y and ito/lp, where ^D is the magnetic flux 
applied to form the doublet and Ip is the total plasma current. Clearly, 
a satisfactory range of doublet shapes is possible even for moderately 
peaked current profiles. Note, however, that at the extrema of the S-
curves an abrupt transition from doublet-to-droplet solutions occurs. The 
proximity of these transitional points to the desired operating regime can 
be decreased by providing closer coupling between the plasma currents and 
the F-coil currents; for example, by reducing the gaps between F-coils and 
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placing them closer to the (desired) plasma surface, as has been done in the 
Doublet III design. Detailed studies [12] of alternate shaping and control 
systems suggest that if the shaping coils are chosen correctly, only moder
ate external fields are needed to form an optimal doublet. 

The shaping response of more complex, nonmonotone current profiles has 
been examined in fitting computed equilibria to experimental results from 
Doublet IIA. Local reductions in the plasma current near the plasma sur
face lead to doublets •with most of the poloidal flux inside the separatrix, 
P £0.6. These equilibria require additional control to prevent a doublet-
to-droplet transition, for example, by applying external magnetic fields to 
compress in the vertical plane. 

5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT CODE 

An algorithm has been devised which describes the time evolution of 
axisymmetric plasmas of arbitrary cross-section in toroidal geometries [13]. 

The assumption that shapes change more slowly than plasma parameters 
permits a decoupling of the full two-dimensional, time-dependent problem 
into a sequence of one-dimensional, time-dependent transport calculations 
interleaved with two-dimensional, static equilibrium calculations. 

The equilibrium module is similar to that described above. The trans
port module for arbitrary geometry is similar to the circular cross-section 
case if one writes the general flux-averaged equations in terms of the geo
metrical coordinate p: 

p(x,t) = (V(x,t)/2TT2 R Q )
1 / 2 

where V(x,t) is the volume enclosed by the flux surface passing through the 
point x at time t. The equations for the flow of mass, energy and charge 
are written in terms of the basic variables n, Te, T^, and a flux function 
analog of the poloidal magnetic field: Bp = (8i{//8p)/R . Closure is obtained 
by means of the flux surface average of Ampere's law and the transport rela
tions, the latter serving to eliminate the fluxes in the problem in terms of 
the basic variables and their p-derivatives. 

With the addition of anomalous transport, a cylindrical neutral 
attenuation model, impurity effects, and neutral beam injection, the code 
has been employed to model the results of circular and elliptical cross-
section discharges in Doublet IIA and to make predictions about Doublet III. 
Fits to Doublet IIA, which provide some insight into the dependence of trans
port coefficients on geometry employ a transport model in which the toroidal 
magnetic field in the usual scaling laws has been eliminated in terms of the 
dimensionless measure of the magnetic trapping X/qR, where X is the electron 
mean-free path and q is the safety factor. The result is that transport is 
reduced in elongated plasmas compared to circular plasmas at the same tor
oidal field, i.e. less toroidal field is needed to confine elongated 
plasmas. 

The significantly higher operating densities and the accompanying im
provement in confinement observed in elongated Doublet IIA discharges have 
been successfully modeled and the code predicts similar improvement due to 
elongation in Doublet III. In particular, central densities of 2-3 x 101"*/ 
cm3 are expected to be obtained in 2 MA ohmically heated Doublet III 
discharges. 

6. DOUBLET III DESIGN SYNOPSIS 

Detailed design studies of plasma equilibrium and stability have been 
carried out for Doublet III (Fig. 5) with emphasis on practical constraints 
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FIG. 5. A cross-section of the Doublet III liner, F-coils and main toroidal coil. 

DOUBLET III DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Plasma, major radius 
Plasma width 
Plasma height 
Toroidal magnetic field 
Plasma, current 
Experimental time 

R0 = ±M n 
a = 0.90 m 
b = 2.90 m 
2.6 T 
5 MA 
1 s 

such as access for neutral beam heating and diagnostics, engineering con
siderations, and overall system cost/flexibility tradeoffs. These studies 
have shown that specialization and optimization of the field-shaping system 
to a specific plasma shape (e.g. dee or doublet) enhances prospects for 
producing high-beta tokamak plasmas. (See also T?b'le I.) 

Equilibria for these studies were generated using a wide range of 
linear and nonlinear plasma current profiles, with a free-boundary MHD code 
which models the shaping coils as cross-sections of constant current den
sity. Shaping may be improved either by moving the coils closer to the 
plasma or by attaining broader current profiles. Since effective steady-
state current profile control remains to be demonstrated, it is prudent to 
design a close-coupled coil system capable of shaping the relatively peaked 
current profiles observed in present-generation tokamaks. In Doublet III, 
the optimized ratio of the minor radius of the shaping system to the plasma 
minor radius is a'/a = 1.3. This choice allows doublets to be formed for 
Y £10, and yet allows space for reasonable engineering design of the coils, 
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vacuum vessel and limiter. The optimal thickness of the coils normal to the 
plasma is given by d/a =0.15. The width of the gaps between the coils in 
the poloidal direction must be less than about 10$ of the coil poloidal 
spacing to prevent an undesirable increase in the effective coil-to-plasma 
distance owing to flux leakage. The large gaps between coils necessary for 
neutral beam injection must be located with care and specifically optimized 
for the desired equilibrium shape. For example, gaps near the doublet 
elliptic axes are actually beneficial to plasma shaping, but a similar gap 
at the doublet midplane is harmful. 

The optimal value for the height-to-width ratio for a doublet plasma is 
b/a = 3.3 ± 0.2. For these proportions, shaping is accomplished by provid
ing two adjustable fields, a vertical field obtained by increasing the flux 
function ty on the inner (R < R ) coils relative to the outer coils by 
ipy = (2 x 10~8) [l + 3p] Ip V-s, and a quadrupole field obtained by lowering 
the flux value of the two outer midplane coils with respect to the other 
outer coils by if>D = (- 3 ± 3)

 x 10"8 Ip V-s. The shaping of stable (in 
both a configurational and MHD sense) doublets is found to be only weakly 
dependent en clvtainir.r the optimal values of % and tyj) noted above. This 
leads to confidence that the configuration control will accommodate the 
current profile variations and programming uncertainties inherent in an 
actual experiment. 

A wide range of alternate coil systems and configurations has also 
been explored, particularly for a 3.3:1 rectangular cross-section (non-
indented) coil array. Good doublets entail a six-fold increase in shaping 
power requirements and a three-fold decrease in the configuration control 
window width. Similarily, dee-shaped plasmas are also possible, but only if 
the !•> gradient near the plasma boundary separatrix (top and bottom corners) 
is very precisely controlled. The programming window for acceptable dees is 
found to be relatively narrow compared to doublets, and also more dependent 
on Bp and the current profile. The optimal elongation for dee-shaped 
plasmas is about 2:1 and is well below the 3.3:1 ratio required for good 
doublets. It will be possible to produce elliptical and dee-shaped plasmas 
with elongations up to about 1.6:1 in one end of the present indented coil 
system. 

As noted above, interchange modes are not expected to limit the beta 
obtained in Doublet III, even for moderately peaked current profiles. With 
skinned profiles, doublet equilibria stable to kinks and interchanges and 
with average beta values in excess of 30$ can be demonstrated. Although 
the effect of ballooning modes on diffuse, high-beta equilibria requires 
further study, our present understanding of plasma confinement in non-
circular tokamaks suggests that the Doublet III program can provide a 
clear test of the feasibility of high-beta tokamak operation. 
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Abstract 

COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF AXISYMMETRIC MODES IN NON-CIRCULAR CROSS-SECTION TOKAMAKS. 
A major computational program to investigate the MHD-equilibrium, stability, and non-linear evolution 

properties of realistic tokamak configurations is proceeding. Preliminary application is made to the Princeton PDX 
device. Both axisymmetric (n = 0) modes and kink (n = 1) modes are found; the growth rates depend sensitively 
on the configuration. A study of the non-linear evolution of axisymmetric modes in such a device shows that 
flux conservation in the vacuum region can limit their growth. 

COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES 

Considerable progress has been made towards understanding the MHD 
behavior of toroidal systems with an equilibrium configuration that can be 
prescribed by an analytic expression [1,2]. This work provides a useful 
frame for interpretation of experiments and analysis of new designs. 
Nevertheless, the plasma behavior can be modified significantly by changes 
that cannot be represented analytically/ such as peaking of the current 
distribution. For this reason, we have developed a computational program 
to investigate the equilibrium and stability properties of systems where 
the configuration is prescribed by giving the positions and currents of the 
coils that provide the magnetic fields, and the dependence of the pressure 
and the toroidal field function on the flux. 

A good method for investigating the stability of such a configuration 
is to extremize the Lagrangian associated with small perturbations around 
the equilibrium. In the Princeton code [3,4] a Galerkin procedure, using 
a Fourier decomposition in the coordinates in the magnetic surfaces and 
finite elements in the coordinate that labels the surfaces, is employed to 
construct an eigenvalue problem for the normal modes of the system. 
A set of coupled integral equations is used to express the contribution 
from the vacuum region in terms of the displacement of the plasma-vacuum 
interface. Flux conservation between the plasma and the conductors in the 
vacuum region is achieved by the techniques of Lust and Martensen [5]. We 
have found a set of orthogonal basis vectors [4] to accomplish this. 
Evaluation of the spectrum for the equilibrium gives the instability growth 
rates and the shapes of the unstable modes. Most of our previous applica
tion has been to analytic equilibria where our results can be compared with 
those obtained by other techniques [2,6,7]. This has provided confidence in 
the program—all cases treated so far agree to within computational error, 
which decreases as the number of expansion functions is increased. 

* Supported by USERDA Contract E(l l-l)-3073. 
t On loan from Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, USA. 
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FIG.l. A PDXequilibrium closely tied to the inside divertor coils. B0 = 25 kG, 1= 500 kA, R = 1.24 m, plasma 
diameter = 0.6 m, 2.57 <q <3.19, 0p = 0.42, $ = 2{p)IB\ = 0.6%, with p and XBT linear functions of'%~V. 
a J magnetic surfaces; b) eigenfunction of kink mode at <p= - n/4; c) eigenfunction of axisymmetric mode; 
dj magnetic surfaces when £20?= •?• 
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FIG.2. A PDX equilibrium loosely tied to the inside divertor coils. BQ - 25 kg, 1= 500 kA, R = 1.35 m, plasma 
diameter = 0.7 m, 2.74 <q < 3.46, j3p = 0.52, (3 = 0.6%, with p and XBT linear functions of^h - ^ 0 . The 
currents in the external toroidal coils are 3% smaller than in the configuration of Fig.1. 
a) magnetic surfaces; bj eigenfunction of kink mode at <p = — n/4; c) eigenfunction of axisymmetric mode, showing 
that the unstable mode is not a rigid shift but has considerable structure; d) magnetic surfaces when Sl0t = 4. 
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FIG.3. Plasma configuration with uniform axial current with eight external coils in a straight system. 

/coil/^plasma = 0.04, rcon/a = 1.5, q = 2.5, 0 = 1%. 
a) equilibrium magnetic surfaces; b) displaced grid when Clot = 24; c) displacement of the magnetix axis, with 
the dashed curve representing the analytic prediction; d) grid velocities at Slot = 24 when reversal occurs. 
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The nonlinear evolution of the unstable axisymmetric modes can be 
followed by treating the MHD equations as an initial-value problem. We use 
a method that combines the best features of both Eulerian and Lagrangian 
dynamics. Its distinguishing feature is that the grid is treated as a dy
namical variable which is advanced simultaneously with the other variables. 
It is coupled to the fluid in a convenient way, but not frozen in it. An 
earlier code [8] has been extended so that the compressible part of the 
fluid displacement is advanced in time implicitly, whereas the incompress
ible part is treated explicitly. Thus the time-step may be larger than 
that associated with the fast magnetosonic velocity, and the growth of the 
instability can be followed. We further generalized the code to include 
toroidicity. Using this initial-value approach we are able to compare the 
early phase of the evolution with analytic studies [9], and with the 
results from the normal mode approach as discussed in the next sections. 

APPLICATION TO THE PDX DEVICE 

A typical PDX configuration, given by the Princeton equilibrium code 
[3], is shown in Fig. la. The currents in the poloidal coils provide a 
sufficiently large vertical field that the plasma assumes a strong dee-
shape, closely tied to the inside divertors. 

Evaluation of the localized stability criteria [10] shows that the 
system is stable with respect to both ideal and resistive interchanges— 
both D-j- and DR are negative, increasing monotonically from the magnetic axis 
to the interface. The MHD spectrum calculated for the n = 1 modes (where 
E, a exp - incj>) consists of stable oscillations varying from ft2 = 3 x 10 to 
5 x 10~6 and one unstable mode with fi2 = -0.50 . We normalize the growth 
rate to fi^ = (y p R2q2/B )-*-'2 . The eigenfunction of this mode is shown 

" o o Mb o 
in Fig. lb. It is an m = 4 kink concentrated near the plasma-vacuum 
boundary, as would be expected for q,< 4 . 

The spectrum associated with axisymmetric modes (n = 0) shows one 
unstable mode, £>2 = _o.49. The eigenf unction is shown in Fig. lc. This 
instability is also observed in a study using the initial-value formulation 
as can be seen in Fig. Id where the new flux surfaces are shown after the 
mode has developed. The growth rate, ft2 = -0.33 , agrees with that obtained 
from the variational program. 

A second PDX case with similar plasma parameters, except for a slightly 
weaker vertical field so that the plasma is not as closely tied to the 
inside divertors, is shown in Fig. 2a. This configuration is also stable 
with respect to the localized stability criteria and has an unstable n = 1 
kink mode with ft2 = -0.43 (Fig. 2b). In this case the n = 0 instability, 
shown in Fig. 2c, is much slower, Q2 = -0.05 . The corresponding results 
from the initial-value approach where 9, ~ -0.05 , shown in Fig. 2d, are in 
good agreement. 

It is clear from these cases that the growth rates of the axisymmetric 
modes depend sensitively on the shape of the magnetic surfaces. 

NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OF A STRAIGHT SYSTEM 

We have followed the long-time development of the axisymmetric insta
bility in a straight system. An equilibrium in which eight external 
coils provide a rectangular component to the plasma cross section, 
analogous to the analytic model of [9], is shown in Fig. 3a. An instabil
ity initially grows in agreement with the linear growth rate [9], and the 
system subsequently evolves to that shown in Fig. 3b. It then reverses and 
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oscillates about a new intermediate configuration as shown in Fig. 3c where 
the displacement of the magnetic axis is given. The velocities of the grid 
points at the time of reversal are shown in Fig. 3d. Examination of the 
configuration at this time indicates that the mode stabilization is 
provided by a skin current that is generated in the plasma surface in order 
to satisfy flux constraints in the vacuum region outside the plasma. 
Since this current may, in practice, be quickly dissipated, it may be 
necessary to provide some feedback stabilization. 
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Abstract 

AXISYMMETRIC INSTABILITIES OF NON-CIRCULAR PLASMA CROSS-SECTIONS AND COMPUTATION 
OF HIGHLY ELONGATED TOKAMAK EQUILIBRIA. 

A code for testing numerically computed MHD equilibria for axisymmetric instabilities is used to study 
the effect of current distribution and aspect ratio for non-circular cross-sections produced by applied quadru-, 
hexa- and octupole fields. Peaked current distributions are found to have a singificant stabilizing effect for 
triangular and higher-order deformations, which is stronger the more rapidly the multipole fields decay towards 
the plasma centre. In the second part, results of equilibrium computations for highly elongated plasma cross-
sections are given. Whereas calculations with a code using a feedback scheme for the applied multipole currents 
give convergent results also for semiaxis ratios b/a ^ 14, iterations assuming fixed external currents fail to 
converge for b/a >̂ 4. 

To increase the plasma current, average current density and total 
beta for a given aspect ratio and q at the boundary or to incorpo
rate an axisymmetric divertor, the plasma cross-section has to be 
deformed from a circular one. This raises the question of limita
tions imposed by axisymmetric instabilities or by the impossibility 
of realizing the desired cross-section shape with experimentally 
feasible conductor arrangements or currents. 

1. Axisymmetric Instabilities 

For an infinite aspect ratio and flat plasma current distribution 
it can be shown analytically that an elliptic deformation destabili
zes the plasma column against rigid displacements in the direction of 
the major semi-axis /1/. Numerical calculations in toroidal geometry 
using rigid vertical displacement as a test function, have shown 
that this mode can be stabilized by rectangular or doublet-type de
formations of the plasma cross-section, and (for weak elongations) 
by a small aspect ratio /2/, /3/. This instability was also found 
to depend only weakly on the plasma current distribution (as expec
ted from its character as an m = 1 mode), with peaked current profiles 
being more unstable. 

Recent examination of more general axisymmetric modes for idealized 
current distributions (skin current model for finite aspect ratio/4/, 
flat current distribution for infinite aspect ratio /5/) has shown 
new instabilities arising for deformations of the plasma cross-
section produced by external hexapole or octupole fields. These 
unstable modes (which consist in a shift of the plasma column plus 
m =2 or m = 3 deformation for the hexapole and octupole cases re
spectively) - if persisting to more realistic current distributions -
would be particularly dangerous for experiments using a non-localized 
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divertor configuration. A strong effect of the current distribution 
on these modes is, however, to be expected from their m* 1 compo
nents and the fact that they were not found in a corresponding ex
periment in the GA octupole /6/. 

To test arbitrary, numerically computed tokamak equilibria for their 
stability against axisymmetric modes, we developed the code described 
in /!/, following in essential details the Princeton general stabi
lity code /8/. The test functions considered are displacements des
cribed by 

T= rej, x V X 

which eliminate the terms containing the applied main field from the 
energy principle. Using their surface current model, Rebhan and Sa-
lat /9/ showed such "slip motions" to be indistinguLshably close to 
the general minimizing axisymmetric displacement for an inverse as
pect ratio E ±1/3. 

The input for this code is provided for by different versions of the 
Garching equilibrium code /10/. The toroidal equilibrium current dis
tributions used in the following can be written as 

\ = ( cp r + c f / r ) ' ( *" +c}1' f ° r * ^ *c 
i$ = O for | < |c 

in terms of the poloidal flux function ijj, with 1 = 0 , 1,2 and c and 
1 ^ 

cf chosen to give a desired J3 (= -^ for the stability calculations 
given here). The stability code assumes no top-bottom symmetry of 
the equilibrium and allows the vacuum to extend either to «or to a 
conducting wall, although results presented here refer to symmetric 
equilibria and unbounded vacuum regions only. 

In this paper we apply the code to study the following questions: 

a) Do the axisymmetric modes found by the authors of /4/ and /5/ 
depend on current distribution, and can this dependence explain the 
discrepancy between their results and the experiments of Prater et 
al. /6/? 
b) Does stability against axisymmetric modes constitute a selection 
criterion between different divertor configurations? 
c) Does superposition of a rectangular deformation improve the stabi
lity behaviour of vertically elongated plasma cross-sections? 

For this purpose we first considered plasma columns whose cross-sec
tions in the r,z plane are given by 

e 2(1+a) = ( 1 - r ) 2 1 + 5 + z 2 + A> ((1-r ) 4-6(1-r )2z 2 + z 4) 
1-6 ^ 

in dimensionless coordinates normalized by the large plasma radius 
R0. Cross-sections of this type, where 8 measures the elliptic and 
a the rectangular deformation, were also studied by Rosen /5/ in the 
limit e =0. For a large aspect ratio and a current distribution with 
1 = 0 we do indeed recover his results: Figure 1 shows the minimum 

of u (the ratio of potential energy change 6W to K = 4- J p£""dT ) for 

£ = .044 and 6=0, as a function of a, exhibiting the predicted 
scaling - u2 - Q2„ p o r these and the following calculations we have 
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10-' 

FIG. 1. Comparison of results of our code (dots) with scaling of growth rate given by Rosen [5]. 

assumed constant plasma densities p = p0, and have normalized the 
frequencies CJ by a characteristic 'frequency of external kink modes: 

co = GO / OJ T1^ 
2A 

in terms of the plasma current I 0 and the cross-sectional area A. 

Repeating these runs with peaked current distributions, we find 
greatly reduced growth rates for 1=1, with stability for deforma
tions a < .048, and no unstable modes for 1 = 2 in the range of a 
considered and within the class of displacements represented by our 
expansion functions. Figure 2 shows the resulting smallest CJ*̂  for 
magnetic disturbances (omitting the low frequency, purely acoustic 
modes from the graph), as obtained using five Fourier components to 
describe the behaviour of X on a flux surface. As it is a property 
of the coordinate system used that coordinate lines get strongly dis
torted in regions of high shear, we repeated some runs using eight 
Fourier components, giving an approximately 10 % larger growth rate 
for the most unstable 1 = 1 case, but still no unstable mode for 1 = 2, 

Varying the aspect ratio one finds the stability boundary to be a 
function of e, with decreasing aspect ratio having a stabilizing in
fluence. This is shown in Fig. 3a, which gives results fora= .15, 
8 = 0 . They again exhibit the strong stabilizing effect of peaking 
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FIG.2. Dependence of growth rate on rectangular deformation and current distribution. Dots correspond to 
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FIG. 3. Effect of current distribution and aspect ratio for given rectangular (a) or triangular deformation (b). 
Inserts show the respective plasma boundaries used. 
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current distribution, which can probably explain the stability found 
in the experiments of Prater et al. /6/, even for the rather large 
aspect ratio 1/e = 10. 
The stabilizing influence of peaking current distribution also ex
ists in the case of a triangular deformation of the plasma column 
produced by a hexapole field. Figure 3b gives the results for a 
plasma column cross-section described by 

£2(1+ T ) = (1-r ) 2 + z 2 (1+ T 2 ) + 2 - (1-r ) • z 2 

withT= .3, as a function of 1 and t. The value of Twas chosen so as 
to yield approximately the same growth rate for 1=1 in the infinite 
aspect ratio limit as in the octupole case of Figure 3a.The outstand
ing difference between the cases of 3a and b is the much weaker in
fluence of the current distribution in the hexapole case, resulting 
in an unstable region for current distributions with 1 = 2 as well. 
This behaviour is to be expected from the fact that an external hexa
pole field penetrates deeper into the plasma than an octupole field. 
It also lies in between that for the octupole case and that for an 
elliptically deformed plasma column (due to an applied quadrupole 
field) ,where peaked current distributions are even slightly more 
unstable than flat ones /3/. 

In Figures 4a-c we finally examine the effect of superposing a rec
tangular deformation of increasing magnitude on an elongated plasma 
column (6= .2, e = .132). Considering only rigid vertical displace
ments (solid lines, computed using the code described in /3/), one 
would predict a strong stabilizing effect. Calculations including 
more general displacements, however, show the most unstable mode to 
consist in a combination of displacement plus an m = 3 - type defor
mation (also found in the models of refs. /4/ and /5/). Indeed for 
the case of a flat current distribution one even finds an increase 
in growth rate for large a. For peaked current distributions we 
get a decrease in growth rate with a which is, however, much 
smaller than the one predicted by rigid displacement calculations. 
To obtain qualitatively correct results, one again has to increase 
the number of expansion functions along a flux surface for large 
distortions a. 

The conclusion to be drawn for the design of divertor tokamaks from 
the results of our hexapole and octupole calculations is that for 
current profiles characteristic of stationary operation, axisymmet-
ric stability behaviour will be the better the more localized the 
divertor field, thus probably ruling out a hexapole configuration. 
As peaking of the current distribution and decrease of the aspect 
ratio have a stabilizing influence, the most dangerous stage of 
operation will be the current build-up phase, where the current 
distribution may tend to a skin type, the plasma cross-section may 
be smaller (if an opening magnetic limiter is incorporated or the 
divertor fields are constant in time) and walls (which might have 
a stabilizing influence, as even in the 8=0 cases the unstable 
modes have a m=1 component) may be distant. Concerning the poss
ibility of stabilizing elongated plasma cross-sections by super
position of a rectangular deformation, it was found that the 
stabilizing effect disappears for flat current distributions if 
generalized modes are considered, and is reduced so much, even for 
peaked current profiles, that its use would become impracticable. 
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2. Highly Elongated Tokamak Equilibria 

For a given q at the plasma boundary vertically elongated cross-
sections promise higher values of the plasma current, the average 
current density and the total beta. Available experimental results 
on doublets /11/, /12/ and belt-pinches /13/ suggest that q at the 
boundary has indeed the same stability implications for circular 
and non-circular cross-sections. 

We have studied axially symmetric, ideal MHD equilibria with free 
plasma boundaries and external multipole currents. The main object
ive of this paper is to investigate the existence of such equili
bria with half-axis ratios varied over a wide range and more or 
less concentrated plasma current distributions. Other important 
parameters of variation are poloidal beta (8 ), inverse aspect ratio 

P 
( e ), radial distance between the plasma surface and conductors (A ) 
and shape of plasma boundary (ellipse, racetrack and doublet). In 
addition to the obtainable half-axis ratio — , criteria for the se
lection of the optimum configuration are that a) the required ap
plied currents should be as small as possible b) the configuration 
should be obtainable for different plasma current distributions and 
c) enforcing the same surface configuration during the time varia
tion of jx (r,z,t) should require only simple adjustments in the 
feeding of the external coils. 

The vehicles to be used in the present study are two versions of 
the Garching equilibrium code /10/. Calculations with the so-called 
R-code assume a desired plasma surface plus a surface on which con
ductors with external applied currents can be positioned. The code 
yields as result self-consistent equilibria with an actual plasma 
surface approximating the one prescribed as input together with the 
currents necessary in the outer conductors. The second version (F-
code) computes equilibria for given outer conductor distributions 
and currents. While both codes give (if converging) self-consistent 
equilibria, there is an essential difference in the conditions im
posed during the iterations: the R-code assumes a nearly fixed plas
ma surface, stabilized from iteration to iteration by a feedback 
scheme for the external conductor currents. The F-code assumes 
fixed outer currents with eventual feedback stabilization of the 
gross position of the plasma column by simple radial and vertical 
fields only. The iterations of the F-code therefore simulate more 
realistically the time-behaviour of applied external currents in 
large experiments during the time-scale of ideal or resistive MHD 
instabilities. 

The procedure followed in our study starts with a chosen class of 

plasma surfaces with fixed z but variable — and with a second suf-
a h 

ficiently close conductor surface. For each choice of — we first 
a 

carry out an R-run yielding as result the required external currents. 
This external current distribution is then fed into the F-code in 
order to check whether the plasma shape can be reproduced with the 
different iteration procedure. Calculations with the R-code for 
racetrack-shaped plasma surfaces, 8 = 1 , t = .13 and flat or peaked 

current distributions (1=0, 1) have shown that highly elongated 

equilibria with — > 14 exist even for A > 2a (see Figs. 5a and b). 
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If the external currents are fed into the F-code, one finds that 
these solutions cannot be reproduced. Instead, a constriction of 
the plasma column at the centre plane and a subsequent break-up 
into two parts occur. The development is very similar to that ex
pected from an axisymmetric (n=0) tearing instability. Initially, 
the F-runs nearly reproduce the equilibria obtained in the corre
sponding R-runs, but during later cycles the break-up occurs. It is 
found that for racetrack-shaped plasma, for 1 = 1 , B =1, F-code runs 

b P 

can reproduce equilibria only for — i 4. This convergence limit is 
a 

practically independent of t and A , but it sensitively depends 
on j, (r,z) (steeper profiles resulting in smaller — ) . This de-

Y a 
pendence was studied by varying jx(r, T ) for racetrack-shaped 
plasmas and by changing the plasma shape from racetracks to ellipses 
for a fixed j, (r, „ ) . In no case could the F-code reproduce doublet-
shaped solutions obtained by R-runs. 

Such R-run equilibria are currently being prepared as input to a 
resistive MHD code by Biskamp and Welter /14/, which should also 
help to clarify the analogy between non-convergence of F-code runs 
and tearing mode instabilities. Although the existence of highly 
elongated equilibria was shown by R-runs, it is supposed that they 
are not experimentally useful, unless an active feedback or wall 
stabilization takes place. Poloidal field configurations of equi
libria near the convergence limits, which were obtained by F-runs 
for racetrack and ellipse with 1 = 1, B =1 and £ = .25, are shown in 
Fig. 5c and d. ^ 
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Abstract 

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF MHD SPECTRUM OF NON-CIRCULAR, SMALL-ASPECT-RATIO TOKAMAKS. 
A spectral code has been developed to compute the ideal MHD spectrum of axisymmetric toroidal plasmas 

of arbitrary cross-section; it is applied to the Soloviev equilibrium. The aspect ratio is kept fixed to 3. The cor
responding ratio between the safety factors at the edge and on the axis qs/q(0) is equal to 1.74. Two different 
shapes are considered: an almost circular cross-section and a D-shaped elongated cross-section with a half-axis 
ratio of 2. The two extreme cases of no conducting shell round the plasma and of the shell tight against the 
plasma surface are treated. The growthrate of the most unstable mode is plotted versus q(0). In the rigid boundary 
limit the low n modes are found to be stable above a value of qo, which is below the Mercier limit. The structure 
of the modes shows the combined effects of shear and toricity. The calculation is repeated for the free boundary 
case. The growthrate of the kink plotted versus q(0) has the same general behaviour as in the straight case, but 
the modes show a complicated structure which can be construed as a coupling between an internal mode and 
a kink of different m through the toricity. 

INTRODUCTION 

The knowledge of the ideal MHD spectrum is a prerequisite to a good 

understanding of the behavior of present experiments and to the design of 

new devices. For large-aspect-ratio circular cross-section tokamaks, some 

partial analytical results have been obtained by an expansion in the inverse-

aspect ratio. For more general configurations, localized criteria have been 

the only source of information on the existence of an unstable spectrum. This 

has prompted the development of so-called spectral codes in which the MHD 

spectrum of a configuration is approximated numerically. Such a code, which 

can handle any straight circular cross-section plasma equilibrium,has been 

published [l] and applied to some interesting configurations [2,3J. General

izations to straight non-circular plasma equilibria have also been described 

[4,5] and applied to Gajewski's equilibrium [6J. We have recently succeeded 

in extending our code to uniaxial toroidal configurations [7]. 

This paper describes a first application of the code to an analytical 

equilibrium chosen for its simplicity and because it can give plasma shapes 

similar to JET. We first describe the method and then present the results. 

411 
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THE NUMERICAL METHOD 

The spectrum is obtained by finding the stationary points of the 

Lagrangian L = 6W + 6W - UJ 
2||| .3 ,_,2 

d x p ] 5_j , where 6W is the usual expression 

for the plasma potential energy, ^(x) t n e displacement, to the eigenfrequency, 

p the density and 6W the vacuum potential energy which can be expressed 

in terms of E, on the surface [8] . 

In the axisymmetric case, using the non-orthogonal coordinate system 

(i|>,X> 0) introduced by the Princeton group [4] and Fourier expanding in the 

0 direction Z_(x) = <^?e f£(i/>,x) e ]> t n e Lagrangian becomes 

L = 
|| d/? 

/& 
dx { 

4T 3^ 
3 4 2 

q r B 
P 

2*2 
2 q r B „ 

|F(X) 
3X + _8V| 

3/** ax T^ 
i/*M- (-) 

9/? q 

+ 2 8 Z F(X) + - 2 ^ £ + in^TV 
« qrB2 

P 

YpT 
2 

qr 
— (r2X) + — (r2V) + F(r2Y) 
9/ij? 8X 

^ K | X | 2 } + d) dX d> dx' G(x,x') F(x(x)) {F(x(x'))} 

- W 2 I I ^ ^ X P { ^ X 2
+ ^ Y

2 

p vy B q 
P 

52r6q 
_P I 
2Ti|> 

/$Y + /ijJv - 4gX 

where 
2v?r 2/?f 

qrB 5 /T, V = 2 M - Y + —-*• , Y = * 
P * v̂P r

2B rT 
F = inq (*) 

3X 

B (^,x) a nd T (̂ )/r are the poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic 

field respectively, j the toroidal current density, q(^) the safety factor and 

r(i|j,x) the distance to the main axis of the torus. G(x,x') is a surface Green's 

function which depends only on the geometry of the vacuum region. 

The code uses a "finite hybrid element" expansion of X, Y and V [7J . The 

domain CK/tj? 4vAjT , 0^X^2T7, where ty is the value of ij> at the surface, is covered 

with a rectangular mesh. X is defined at the mesh points and Y and V at points 

shifted by half a cell in the x direction. The Green's function is obtained by 

solving numerically a Fredholm integral equation on the plasma surface and on the 

conducting shell, using a finite element expansion [Vj . The variational problem 
2 

reduces then to a matrix eigenvalue equation of the form A - to B = 0, where B 

is a positive matrix, which is solved by a fast inverse vector iteration scheme. 
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In case the equilibrium is symmetric with respect to the plane z=0, 

the domain can be restricted to O^x^17-

The results presented in this paper have been obtained with N £24 

equal intervals in the ty direction and N -£24 equal intervals in half the 

range in x- Convergence has been tested for all the results presented here. 

The Equilibrium 

Since little is known on the spectrum of toroidal plasmas, we chose for 

our first try Soloviev's equilibrium given by 

*(r,z) = 
r- 2 2 2 2 2 r r + bZ 2 . (r - RZ) 

2q0 Rv^b^ L E
2 4 

and characterized by four parameters: the aspect ratio R/a, the vertical 

elongation E, the safety factor on the axis q(0) and b. It has the advantage 

of being analytical, simple and of reducing in the limit of large-aspect-

ratio to Gajewski's equilibrium, the spectrum of which is known. Also, with 

the four parameters it is possible to produce a variety of shapes with sub

stantial shear. 

In this paper we restrict ourselves to the cases b = 0 ( 3 = 1 ) , R/a = 3, 

with either an infinite vacuum region surrounding the plasma or with no vacuum 

region at all (rigid boundary). Note that there is already a substantial 

amount of shear since with these parameters q(^ )/q(0) = 1.74. We also assume 

constant density p. 

RESULTS 

There are still two free parameters to characterize the equilibrium, 

q(0) and E. We follow the usual way of representing the growthrates versus 

q(0) for fixed E. To make the comparison with other authors [_4,6j easier, the 

growthrate Y= |OJ| is normalized with the poloidal Alfven frequency 
T 

ID,= —— . We consider successively four cases: E = 1 and E = 2 with and 
A v^q(0)R2 
without vacuum. The case E = 1 is interesting because it reduces to the 
circular case when R/a >> 1. E = 2 gives an elongated, D-shaped cross-section 

very close to the JET design. 

Internal Rigid Boundary Modes 

We first consider the case with the conducting shell tight against the 

plasma, which is equivalent to dropping the vacuum potential energy term 

and imposing the boundary condition X(^ ,x) = 0. 
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a) E = 1 

The square of the growthrates of the most unstable modes are shown in 

Fig. 1 as functions of q(0) for n = 2,3 and 4. For n = 1 we did not find any 

unstable modes. More precisely we found unstable modes with decreasing 

growthrates as the number of elements increased, and the extrapolation to 

an infinite number of elements led to stable or close to marginal modes. 

There could still be some surprises here but if there are unstable modes 

their maximum growthrate will be at least one order of magnitude smaller 

than the maximum growthrate of the n = 2 modes. This point illustrates an 

essential difference between the discretization scheme used here and the 

standard finite element method. In the latter the discretization error is 

stabilizing while it is destabilizing with our method. To discuss the re

sults it is useful to introduce an azimuthal number m(i|;) = |Arg X(\p,2-n) -

Arg X(iJ;,0))/2 -rr. It is an integer which reduces to the usual azimuthal number 

m in straight circular geometry. On each figure the range of q(0) in which 

the singular surface nq(^) = Z (integer) lies inside the plasma is shown by 

a segment identified by £. For example,for n = 2 the surface nq = 1 lies 

inside the plasma when .287 < q(0) < .5. For n = 2 there are two unstable 

regions. The mode which peaks at q(0) = .4 is a pure m = 1 mode near its 

maximum,becoming mixed with m = 2 or m = 0 in the wings. The unstable mode 

at low q values is mostly m = 0, with almost no deformation of the magnetic 

surfaces. The same resonant structure is visible in the n = 3 and 4 curves 

but the modulation attenuates as n increases. The first peak starting from 

the left is pure m = 1, the second is mostly m = 2 with m = 3 near the 

surface. The third peak in n = 4 is mostly m = 3 with m = 4 near the sur

face. As n increases, more resonant surfaces can lie simultaneously in the 

plasma, leading to complicated m profiles. This seems to have a stabilizing 

influence. A comparison between the three cases brings some interesting 

points. All the modes have a toroidal component of the same order of magni

tude as the other two components. The stability limit remains below the 

Mercier limit q(0) = 1. The limit increases with n,probably accumulating at 

q(0) = 1 as n ->• ». Under the Mercier limit there is room for one more un

stable resonant region with m fy n but it is not there. Analogous results 

have been obtained by Wesson [lb] and Kerner QlJ. For each n we have plot

ted only the most unstable mode. There are other modes with smaller growth-

rates but we did not search systematically for them. 
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b) E = 2 

Figure 2 shows the results for n = 1,2 and 3. They are very analogous 

to the E = 1 case. Let us concentrate rather on the differences. All the 

modes are strongly destabilized. There is now an unstable n = 1 mode. Near 

the peak at q(0) = .8 this mode is pure m = 1. Plugging back the eigenvector 

into <$w we see that the negative contribution comes from the region with 

strong unfavorable curvature. Summing over each magnetic surface we see that 

only an inner region gives a negative contribution. This region is not lim

ited by q = 1 as in the straight geometry; for example when q(0) = .8 the 

last surface unstable is at q = .83. The mode, though, is not confined to the 

region q < 1 as |x| decreases regularly from the center to the surface. Note 

that the growthrate of this mode remains small. For n = 2 the first peak on 

the left is still a pure m = 1 mode. Here too the inner magnetic surfaces 

are what are unstable, and the marginal surface corresponds to a value nq 

substantially below 1. The second peak corresponds to a mode which is mainly 

m = 2 with m = 1 near the center and m = 3 close to the surface. The n = 3 

modes have the same behavior. The presence of the peak with m = n dominant 

in the three cases pushes the stability limit to q(0) % 1.1, which is still 

substantially below the Mercier limit q(0) = 1.35. There is no evidence yet 

that the limit will move up to the Mercier limit as n increases, contrary to 

the case E = 1. The same drop in growthrate is observed a s the number of 

singular surfaces in the plasma increases. One should also make the same 

remark as for n = 1, E = 1,concerning the difficulty of ascertaining that 

there are no unstable modes in a given region. We cannot exclude the pos

sibility of very weakly growing modes in the region between q(0) = 1 . 1 and 

the Mercier limit. 

These rigid boundary results are rather surprising. It implies that if 

q(0) is lowered adiabatically it is the high-n, high-m Mercier modes which 

become first unstable, contrary to the case of a straight column. 

Free-Boundary Modes 

We consider now the case where the plasma is surrounded by an infinite 

vacuum region. This is the domain of the external kinks. In the limit of a 

large-aspect ratio the growthrate of the kink is only a function of nq(0). 

This means that only one value of n needs to be examined-, with an aspect 

ratio of 3 we expect to see corrections to this result. 
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FIG. 3. The square of the normalized growthrate T /co\ of kink modes versus q0 for n= 1 and 2. Infinite vacuum 
region surrounds the plasma (no shell). E = 1. 

a) E = 1 

The square of the growthrates of the most unstable mode for n = 1 and 

n = 2, plotted versus q(0), are shown in Fig. 3. The curves have a periodic 

structure, the period being given by Aq(0) % 1.74/n. The minima coincide 

with the presence of a singular surface near the plasma surface, just as in 

a straight system. The differences with a nq dependence are visible, special

ly for the first peak, which is more important for n = 2 than for n = 1. The 

modes all have a very small component of the displacement in the toroidal 

direction, contrary to the internal modes where the three components are 

comparable. Looking at the structure of the modes, there is little difference 

between the n = 1 and n = 2 modes so that we shall discuss them together. 

Starting from the left,the first peak is a pure m = 1 mode with an essentially 

rigid motion. All the magnetic surfaces are unstable. The second peak is 

m = 2 at the surface and m = 1 inside. Figure 4 shows the motion in a merid

ian plane, chosen such that the mode be symmetric, for q(0) = .45 and n = 2. 
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FIG.4. Map showing the instantaneous displacement in a meridian plane chosen such that the flow be symmetrical 
about the mid-plane. The mode represented is a kink with E = 1, q0 = 0.45, and n = 2. Note that m — 1 in the 
center and m= 2 on the outside. 

The motion in the center is m = 1 and connects to the m = 2 motion at the 

surface. The length of the arrows indicates the relative magnitude of the 

displacement. The axis of the torus is on the left, the motion being towards 

the outside. The motion is mostly m = 1 and yet the main destabilizing con

tribution comes from the region where m = 2. We visualize this mode as a 

coupling through toricity of an unstable m = 2 kink with an almost marginal 

internal m = 1 mode. This interpretation is supported by the fact that there 

is a q = 1 singular surface in the plasma. Similarly the next peak will be 

m = 3 near the surface and m = 2 inside, and so on. Looking at the 5th peak, 

which is the last one we have computed and the first to have two singular 

surfaces in the plasma, we see that it is made of a central m = 3 region 

with almost no motion, m = A intermediate region and m = 5 narrow layer near 

the surface. There again most of the destabilizing contribution comes from 

the vicinity of the surface. 
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FIG. 5. Plot of the normalized growthrate r2/oj\ of the E = 2, n= 1 kink mode versus q0-

FIG. 6. The instantaneous displacement in a meridian plane of the second most unstable mode for E= 1, <?o = 0.45 
and n= 2 (same parameters as in Fig.4). The vertex in the central region distinguishes it from the kink mode. 
The growthrate P2 is about twenty times smaller than for the kink. 

b ) E = 2 

Figure 5 shows the results for n = 1. Compared to E = 1 the curve has 

the same periodic behavior with only slight shifts in the maximum and min

ima. There is a strong destabilization of the m = 1 mode and a stabilizing 

trend in the high q(0) region which we could not follow because of computing 

limitations. The structure of the modes remains very similar to E = 1. 
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c) Internal modes 

We have not yet searched systematically for the other unstable "inter

nal modes" which lie below the kink with growthrates comparable to those 

of the rigid boundary modes. We do have some partial results which show that 

there exist unstable modes made up of an internal part coupled to an exter

nal kink mode. An example of such a mode is shown in Fig. 6 for the same 

parameters as in Fig. 5, namely E = 1, n = 2, q(0) = .45. The mode has an 

internal m = 1 part which looks like an internal kink with an external m = 2 

kink-like behavior in the outside region. Its growthrate T /w % .025 is 

typical of internal modes. The map of the potential energy shows an unstable 

core and an unstable region at the surface separated by a large essentially 

neutral layer. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/B 11-1, B 11-2, B 11-3, B 11-4 

A. GIBSON: I take it that the J3T OR values you discussed for configurations in Doublet 
(paper IAEA-CN-35/B 11-1) are volume averages. If we try to use the /SJOR a s a n economic 
indicator, the choice of averaging volume becomes important. Would you agree that it is better 
to choose the volume bounded by the toroidal coil for this purpose rather than the plasma volume, 
lest the overall benefit of the higher |3 should be significantly reduced? 

G.E. GUEST: Perhaps I could reply to that question. If the plasma fills most of the 
available volume of magnetic field, there is no such reduction. This conclusion has been reached 
as a result of extensive reactor design engineering studies carried out at General Atomic, which 
are to be reported in paper IAEA-CN-35/I 3-2. 

H. GRAD: I might just point out that the part of paper IAEA-CN-35/E 8 contributed by 
Grossmann and Tataronis belongs logically in the group which Mr. Lackner has just presented, 
because it contains numerical evaluations of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues with parameter 
variations over current profiles and plasma shapes (for very elongated belt pinches). 

R.W. CONN: I have a question which should perhaps also be directed to Mr. Guest. You 
indicate a difference in limiting (3 between D-shaped and Doublet cross-sections of only 2%, and 
you say that this is due to ballooning modes. Would you care to comment on the relative 
difficulty of creating each of these shapes with external conductors, particularly with respect 
to the necessity of locating coils closer to the plasma in the Doublet configuration for reasons 
of stability and power consumption? 

G.E. GUEST: The relative advantages of the two shapes have not yet been investigated 
sufficiently to allow a definitive answer to your question. In particular, the limiting values of j3 
you refer to are based on a highly idealized model of the plasma, the sharp-boundary model, 
and may be unnecessarily low. If this is the case, it is important to note that from the standpoint 
of MHD equilibrium, the more elongated (3:1) Doublet can achieve higher total |3 with lower 
values of poloidal (3 than the less elongated (1.6:1) D-shaped plasmas usually projected in your 
engineering studies. In addition, the internal separatrix of the Doublet may offer advantages 
from the standpoint of improved confinement or reduction of anomalous losses. As these 
advantages in plasma confinement are evaluated in theory and experiment, they must be weighed 
against the engineering difficulties you have mentioned. At the moment I can only say that the 
experimental power reactor design project at General Atomic has identified feasible engineering 
solutions to these problems. 
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Abstract 

ENERGY AMPLIFICATION IN TOKAMAKS BY FAST-ION INJECTION. 
The energy amplification factor Q and the nr product are calculated for toroidal energy amplifiers with 

four different fast-ion configurations; counterstreaming deuterons and tritons (CIT mode); perpendicular 
injection; isotropic injection; Maxwellian ion distributions. The Q of the CIT configuration is approximately 
double that of any of the other configurations at low energies (~60 keV), but a high energies (~200 keV) the 
values of Q are of similar magnitude. A small density of thermal ions is found to reduce substantially the Q 
of all of the systems. To study the equilibrium properties of these devices a set of one-fluid equations is derived 
from the Vlasov equations of each species. A high-jS equilibrium is found for the CIT configuration where the 
pressure is anisotropic with pn S> p^. The addition of a toroidal flow is shown to have a small deleterious effect 
on the equilibrium-!? limit. 

h INTRODUCTION 

The main reason for operating a tokamak reactor as an energy ampli-
12 13 -3 

fler is that the nx required in this mode of operation (.10 - 10 cm • sec) 

is much less than nx needed for conventional reactor operation 

(10 -10 cm -sec). The low value of nx means that the feasibility of 

this type of concept could be demonstrated in present experiments (DITE, 

PLT etc). So far two schemes have been proposed, 'the two-component 

torus (TCT) in which deuterons of energy 160 keV are injected into a 
(2-4) 

thermal tritium background,and the counterstreaming ion tokamak (CIT), 

in which fast deuterons and tritons at an energy ~ 80 keV are injected along 

the magnetic axis in opposing directions so as to form a counterstreaming 

configuration of deuterons and tritons. In both of these systems the rela

tive energy of the deuterons and tritons is arranged to be close to the peak 

of the fusion cross-section at around 100 keV. The energy flow in these 

devices is as follows; the injected fast ions lose their energy through 

Coulomb collisions to the lower temperature thermal plasma, which in turn 

loses energy by thermal conduction, radiation,etc. 

The TCT and CIT are limiting cases of the three-component energy 
(2) . . . . 

amplifier , in which the fast deuterons and tritons are injected into a 

thermal D-T plasma. In Section II of this paper the Q and nx necessary 

for this mode of operation are calculated as a function of the ratio of fast 

ion number density to the total density. It is found that a small density 

of thermal ions substantially reduces the Q of the CIT configuration. 

423 
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This is due to the enhanced scattering and energy loss of the fast ions 

through collisions with the thermal ions. 

In the remainder of Section II, the Q and nr are calculated for 

several other fast ion configurations; (a) perpendicular injection of D 

and T; (b) isotropic injection of D and T; (c) high-temperature 

Maxwellian DT distributions;and these are then compared with the Q and 

nx of the CIT. In case (c),the ions are assumed to be maintained in 

thermal equilibrium at a higher temperature than the electrons by a heating 

scheme which preferentially heats the ions,such as low-energy neutral injec

tion or even ICRH^etc. 

In Section III, using the same approach as CGL we derive a set 

of one-fluid hydromagnetic equations from the Vlasov equations for the 

deuterons, tritons and electrons. Then in Section IV these equations are 

used to discuss the anisotropic equilibrium of the CIT (typically P||/Px ~ 3). 

Defining the 3 to be the ratio of the plasma energy density to the magnetic 

energy density, we show that the 3 ~limit is slightly lower than that of the 

corresponding scalar pressure tokamak. If the injected momentum is unbalanced 

then the resulting macroscopic mass motion of the plasma leads to a further 

small reduction in the 3 ""limit. 

II. THE EVALUATION OF Q AND nx FOR DIFFERENT ION CONFIGURATIONS 

To determine the Q and nx of the three-component tokamak we first 

require the distribution functions of the deuterons and tritons. The thermal 

components of the ions may be taken to be Maxwellian, but the fast components 

have to be obtained from appropriate Fokker-Planck equations. Numerical 
(3) solutions of these equations have been obtained by Kulsrud and Jassby , 

however,here we shall use the analytic solutions given by Cordey which 

were obtained by linearising the Fokker-Planck equation and thereby neglect

ing the interactions between the fast ions themselves. This is a valid 

approximation when either the injection energy e- > e • (~ 16 T„) or when 
J cj e 

the number of fast ions is less than the plasma number density. The form of 

the fast ion distribution for the j species (j = D,T) is identical to that 

of reference (6) and is repeated here for convenience 
f. = E a (v) P (C) (1) 
j n n 

where v is the speed, £ = v.. /v and the coefficients 

v 6n / i + a3 \ 1 + e * / 3 
S T . A ( — ) ( • • • • " ? ) v < v . 

S J n V j V ( v / v . ) 3 + a 3 / J 
*n<v) - J 

r (v. - v ) 3 ~) 
S T . A exp —4 , " v > v . 

s j n ^ / o v . 1 + Y J j 
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with A = K {1 + (3-2a36 )(1+T)6/(1+a3)}/(l+a3)v.3,a3 = v 3(l-p)/v3 , 
n n n j cj j 

3 = m.z £J-n(n + l)/2m., 6 = T /e.,p = n^/n with n,. the number of fast 
n l eff j' e j' f f 

ions, and v. is the injection velocity; the remainder of the symbols have 

their usual definition which may be found in reference (6). The fast ion 

density may be expressed in terms of the source strength S by use of the 

formula 
nf = H < f

D
( v> C ) + fT(v,C))dCvdv (2) 

The energy amplification factor Q is defined as the ratio of the 

nuclear power output to the injected power and is given by 

Y //( FMD ( v ) + fD ( v' ? )) (FMr(v/)+fT(v,'?/))a(l^-^)li-lld3v ^ 
Q = 

S(eD + eT) 

(3) 

where Y is the thermonuclear yield per reaction. In this equation the 

F are the Maxwellian thermal distributions and the f̂  are the fast ion M J 

distributions given above. The integral in Eq.(3) is over six velocity 

variables; however, the products F
M D

 F
M T > F

M D fT and FMT f^, which occur 

in the integrand, can be trivially reduced to one-dimensional integrals; 

the only difficult part is the product of the two fast-ion components. This 

integral has been reduced to a three-dimensional integral by the technique 

/T„ = 20keV 

T„ =10keV 

T„=5keV 

0.4 0.6 
n f /n 

FIG.l. Q versus the ratio of fast-ion density to plasma density (nr/n) for the counter streaming ion configuration. 
The deuteron injection energy is 60 ke Vand the triton 90 ke V, this ratio is chosen so that the radial profiles of 
both species will be similar. 
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10' 

5 keV 

->10 keV 

nit ion m 

Injection energies D60 keV 
T90 keV 

T e =20 keV 

Te =10 keV 

Te = 5 keV 

FIG.2. m versus rir/n for the counterstreaming ion configuration (CITj. 

described in Appendix 1, and then evaluated numerically. After using 

equation (2) to eliminate the source strength S, equation (3) for Q may 

be written as a function of n,/n, the fast ion-to-plasma density ratio. 

The nT necessary to maintain the thermal plasma at a temperature 

T is obtained from the power balance equation; 

(1 + 0.2Q) S(E + e ) - | Hi (2 - nf/n) 
£ 

(4) 

Here T is the energy containment time of the thermal plasma, e. is the 
t*Vi 

injection energy of the j species and the term involving Q is from 
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alpha-particle heating. By rearranging the above and using Eq.(2) one can 

obtain an expression for nT as a function of nf/n only. 

The Q and nT for a typical case of counterstreaming ions are 

shown as a function of nf/n in Figs 1 and 2. The 'ideal CIT' is on the 

right of both figures at n^/n = 1, in this limit there are no thermal ions 
12 13 

and Q's in the range 1-5 with nr's in the range 2 x 10 - 2 x 10 are 

obtained for temperatures in the range 3-10 keV. There is a marked reduc

tion in Q as the thermal ion density is increased (nf/n < 1). For 

nf/n ~ 0.1-0.2 the fast-thermal reactivity is larger than the fast-fast 

reactivity and the amplifier is operating in the TCT mode. Finally,for 

nf/n < 0.1 the thermal ion reactivity is dominant and the fast ions are 

merely heating the tokamak (beam-heated torus, BHT). 

The corresponding Q and nT curves for perpendicular injection 

are very similar to those for counterstreaming D and T, except the Q is 

lower by about a factor of 2 for nf/n ~ 1 (no thermal ions) and injection 

energies a r e of order 60 keV. This can be seen in Fig.3, where Q is plotted 

as a function of the electron temperature for the three different ion con

figurations. The curves are dotted where the theoretical ion distributions 

T e ( k e V ) 

FIG.3. Q versus Te at ntjn = 1 (no thermal ions) for three different fast-ion configurations, CIT, isotropic and 
perpendicular injection. At high electron temperatures, the fast ions become Maxwellian which is also shown. 
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Maxwellian Ions 

Ti = lOkcV 

30 r-

F1G.4. Q versus T„ for Maxwellian ion distributions with different temperatures. 

Maxwellian Ions 

•Ignition-

nt 

FIG.5. m versus Te for Maxwellian ion distributions with different temperatures. 
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are no longer valid; this is,when interactions between the fast ions are 

important; eventually>at very high electron temperatures,both the fast-ion 

distributions are Maxwellian^and the Q for this distribution is also shown 

n Fig.3. For high injection energies ~ 200 keV, or when there is a large 

thermal ion component, the Q of all three fast ion configurations are very 

similar, the CIT configuration being marginally larger than the other two. 

Finally, to complete this section the Q and nT are derived for 

the two-temperature energy amplifier. Here the ions are assumed to be 

maintained in thermal equilibrium (Maxwellian distribution) at a higher 

temperature than the electrons. To operate a tokamak in this mode the ion 

energy containment time must be greater than that of the electrons, and a 

method of preferentially heating the ions is required, such as low-energy 

neutral injection or ICRH. Assuming that the main ion energy loss is to 

the electrons via Coulomb collisions, then the Q of the system is 

Q = I- n2 0V/{| n(T. - T )/T. } = 4.7 x 1 0
1 5 £v" T 3/2/(T. - T ) x 4 2 I e le e l e 

The electron power balance equation then gives the following expression for 

the electron energy containment time, T , to maintain the electrons at a 

temperature Tg 1 2 x 1012 T 5^2 

"ee (T. -T )(1 +0.2Q) 

The above expressions for Q and nT are shown as a function of 

T in Figs 4 and 5 for three different ion temperatures. Once again,high 

Q requires high nx; nevertheless^ Q's in the range 5 to 15 can be obtained 

for nx's a factor of ten less than the nx required for ignition. At 

low electron temperatures, T ~ 5 keV, the Q of this mode of operation is 

roughly a factor of 2 less than that of ideal CIT operation (n = n),and is 

of similar magnitude to the Q's of the perpendicular and isotropic injection 

III. THE ONE-FLUID HYDROMAGNETIC EQUATIONS 

Following the method of CGL , we show that for a plasma of more 

than one ion species, it is possible to establish a one-fluid hydromagnetic 

description, provided that the pressure tensor is defined with respect to 

the resultant mass motion. 

We start with the Vlasov equation for the i species and expand 

the distribution function f£(r,v_,t) in powers of m^/e in the form 

f. = f. + f. + This expansion gives the following sequence of 

equations 
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(E + v x B) . V f. = 0 ( 5 ) 

.„ + v . V ) f ? + — (E + v X B) . V f} = 0 e t c . ( 6 ) 
) t — — / l m. — — — v i 

7 l 

As pointed out in CGL, for Eq.(5) to be satisfied the electric field must 

be perpendicular to B. More precisely, the electron plasma frequency 

should be very large compared to the ion larmor frequency - a condition 

easily met in a tokamak. Assuming E|( = 0 and defining u_- such that 

E + u_£ x B = 0, then it is well-known that Eq.(5) is satisfied by 

f° = f° (c2
x, en, r, t) (7) 

where c is the random velocity of the species. An odd movement of f. 

taken in the direction perpendicular to B̂  must vanish, and hence, the 

perpendicular component of iî  is the mean velocity of species i in this 

direction. It follows that the mean velocities of deuterons, tritons and 

electrons perpendicular to B t are equal to leading order. 

Integrating equation (6) over velocity space and combining the 

separate equations for deuterons and tritons gives the continuity equation 

|£ + V . (p u) = 0 (8) 

where p = E m.n. , u = I m.n.u./p , n. = J f. dv and u. = — f v f. dv. 
l l ' — l i—l M ' i ' l — —l n. J — l — 

Similarly, the momentum equations for the separate species are obtained 

by multiplying equation (6) by v̂  and integrating over velocity space. 

These equations can then be combined to give the one fluid momentum equation 

d" ~ . 
p = - V . p + j . B (9) 
at — — 

Here the pressure tensor p is defined with respect to the resultant 

plasma flow, _u, in the form 

p = / dv(v -u.) (v -u) (mjjfp + ^ P = PIÎ II e„ + p^Cl-e,, en) (10) 

The symmetry of the distribution function about the magnetic field (see 

Eq.(7)) is responsible for the disappearance of the off-diagonal elements 

of the pressure tensor. The energy moment of equation (6) gives equations 

of state for the parallel and perpendicular pressure. Following CGL , we 

neglect the pressure transport terms and the equations of state become 

^ (P||B
2/p3) = 0 and ± (px/pB) = 0 (11) 
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Equations (8) - (11) taken together with Maxwell's equations, form 

a closed set, which we now use to investigate the equilibrium of a CIT 

device. 

IV. THE CIT EQUILIBRIUM 

The analysis and notation used in this section are similar to those 

of our earlier paper . However, we now include the effect of toroidal 

flow, which would arise if the injected momentum is unbalanced. For axisym-
A 

metric geometry and purely toroidal flow, _u = Ve,, the equations of state 

and continuity are automatically satisfied. Thus we consider the steady-

state equations _, -«->-
p u . Vu = - V . p + j x B (12) 

J = V x .B (13) 

V . B = 0 (14) 
and 

V x (u_ x B) = 0 (15) 

The most general form for B̂  which satisfies Eq.(14) in an axisymmetric 

torus, is £ x ^ 

r> _ T ̂  _± J_ 
- " R e r • R • • 

where i|> is the poloidal-flux and T is an arbitrary function of R, Z. 

The toroidal component of Eq.(15) leads to V = RU(ip), where U is an 

arbitrary function of ip. Following Mercier and Cotsaftis we define 

a = 
Pll " Pj. _ _ ! 

and p = j (pn + Pj_) 
B 2 V ~ 2 

Using Eqs.(lO) and (13), the toroidal component of Eq.(12) gives 

(1 - aj T = gOJ;) 

where g is also an arbitrary function. Assuming T = T(i^), then 

0_ = 0_(^). The momentum balance equation can now be written in the form 

- p R3 U2(<|>) VR = (1 - o_) (R j - TT7)V<j; - R2
V^ + -| R

2 B2o'_ Vip 

Dotting through with B_ and changing variables, we find the result 

|f ̂  = p(R,40 u2oj») R 

Assuming p = p 0J0 , then 

p = | p ( « U2(ljj)R2 + P W 

(16) 
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where P(^) is a further arbitrary function of ip. It is straightforward 

to show that 2 2 2 

(17) 

Setting U = 0 this form reverts to that of Mercier and Cotsaftis 

Similarly, for p|| - p x Eq.(17) gives the result quoted by Strauss . We 

now have to solve the equation 

Hip = - Rj^ (18) 

where H is the standard elliptic operator. 
2 

Assuming simple quadratic forms for POP), 0__, pU , and taking 

T = constant, then Eq.(18) is linear in \p. Following our earlier work , 

we consider the plasma to have a circular cross-section of radius r = 1, 

and set ip = \p at the boundary (r = 1) . We now solve Eq. (18) analytically 
B 

by expanding 1JJ in the inverse aspect ratio, £. Our ordering scheme 

(analogous to reference (7)) ensures that P|| » Pj.. The solution to first 

order in e gives the following expressions for the flux surfaces and the 

toroidal current density respectively. 

* = *B 1 + „!_. (1-r2) ( 1 + •£- r cosf (19) 

and 

i, = - ^ ( i + ? ^ cose J (20) 
TTr 

where I = ifo R and the equilibrium B-limit, 3 , is 
c rB o ' c' 

£ 1 
2 2 
q 1 + pV /p|| 

(21) 

where q is the safety-factor (as defined in reference (7)). 

pV 
In the above equation, is constant to leading-order in £ 

Pll 
throughout the plasma. In the absence of flow, the isotropic pressure 
equilibrium-limit (corresponding to similar pressure and current profiles) 

2 
is 6 =1.5 e/q , so that anisotropy with p|| >> px reduces the g-limit 

by 1/3. Similarly, the toroidal flow only introduces a small deleterious 

effect. Thus we conclude that the equilibrium 6-limit of the CIT is not 

significantly different to that of the conventional scalar pressure tokamak. 
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APPENDIX I 

In this Appendix the six-dimensional cross-section integral of Eq.(3) 

is reduced to a three-dimensional integral for distribution functions of 

the form 

f(v,£) = E an(v)Pn(?) , g(v.O = Z bn(v)Pn(?) 

The integral to be evaluated is 

R = / / d3
Vld

3v2 f(vpc) g(v2,C2) l^-vgl ad^-vgl) 

After transforming from the y_ coordinates to spherical polar coordinates 

with velocity v ^ whose polar axis is along v_ (Morse and Feshbach ), 

the above integral becomes 

R = / / / / / / dvx v^ d?1 d<()1 dv2 v^ d?1 2 d<)12 2 ^ V W 

bn(v2) Pn(C2) | v " + v 2 - 2 V l v2 q 2 | 2 a ( | v 1 + v 2 - 2 V l v 2 q 2 | 2 ) 

12' 

/ ? / T 
where ?2 = S12 ^ + /l - ?12 ^1 - £ c o s ^ . 

(9) 
Using the identity 

V * 2 > = E ^ P n a i } Pn ( C12 } C°S ^ 1 2 
m=-n 

the integrals over <J> , cj> „ and C may be trivially completed to give 

R " E^T /J/ dVlV?dv2V2d 1̂2 an<V W ^hl^Wl-^l*! 5 
n 

x a ( | v 2
1 + V 2 - 2 V ] L v 2 5 l 2 | * ) 
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Abstract 

COUNTERSTREAMING-ION TOKAMAK FUSION REACTORS. 
Tokamak plasmas fuelled and heated by energetic neutral-atom beams are characterized by total ion pressure 

greatly exceeding the electron pressure. For smaller devices with relatively low injection energy, the largest fusion 
reactivity of energetic-ion plasmas is obtained when oppositely injected D° and T° beams sustain large densities 
of counterstreaming deuterons and tritons (CIT mode). In this study, steady-state ion velocity distributions for 
the CIT are calculated with a multispecies Fokker-Planck code, and are found to have sufficient thermal spread 
so that all infinite-medium velocity-space modes are stable. Quasistationary operation seems physically realizable, 
because the injected beams provide all fuelling, and the counterstreaming ions can be made to carry the bulk of 
the plasma current required for equilibrium; a satisfactory magnetic flux-surface configuration is revealed by a 
particle simulation code. Steady-state radial profiles of plasma parameters are determined with a coupled 
Fokker-Planck/radial transport code that includes charge-exchange effects and particle and heat diffusion of 
"warm" ions and electrons. With inclusion of realistic charge-exchange loss and a significant warm-ion population, 
the ideal CIT Q-values are found to be reduced by 60-70% for a given < n e r E e >. For example, Q = 1.0 for Winj = 
80 keV (D°) and 120 keV (T°), when < n e r E e >= 8 X 101? cm"3 s and < n h o t /n e > ^ 0.7 Generally, the total ion 
pressure is 3 to 5 times the electron pressure, and the warm-ion temperature ~ 2Te. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the application of intense neutral-beam injection to tokamak 
plasmas, it becomes possible to sustain plasmas with n^ >> 1, where 11̂  is 
the ratio of total ion energy density to the electron energy density. In 
smaller devices that permit relatively small beam voltage for good penetra
tion, plasmas with 11̂  >> 1 are especially easy to establish because (1) a 
substantial fraction — perhaps most — of the injected energy is given up 
to "warm" (i.e. bulk) ions rather than to electrons; (2) decelerated in
jected ions constitute a significant fraction of the warm-ion population; 
(3) the energetic ions themselves hold a large fraction of the plasma energy. 
Considerations (1) and (2) imply that the warm-ion temperature T^ can 
exceed the electron temperature T e, even when the energy confinement times 
T-g± and Tge are comparable. Indeed, in present high-powered injection ex
periments with Wjj = 15-35 keV, the trend toward T^ > T e, 11̂  >> 1 plasmas 
is already evident [1]. 

* Work supported by USERDA Contracts E(l l-l)-3073 and W-7505-ENG-48. 
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FIG.l. Steady-state ion velocity distribution in an ideal CIT plasma (a) parallel and (b) in a direction x 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Beam injection at Wb = 60 keV (D°), 40 keV (T°), indicated by v-my. 

In tokamaks with only modest neTg -values, where beam-induced fusion 
reactions are important, there are certain advantages in minimizing the 
warm-ion population n^: (1) For a given nexEe and injection power density 
P^, a larger Te — and therefore longer fast-ion lifetime — can be 
maintained at smaller n^/n . (2) The energetic-ion population generally 
has a large fusion reactivity <av>, so that significant fusion power multi
plication Q is attainable in principle even at low n£TE and low T£. In 
small devices employing state-of-the-art low-energy beams (W, = 40-100 keV), 
<av> is maximized when D° and T° beams are injected oppositely to create 
and sustain counterstreaming-ion velocity distributions [2-4], as in Fig. 1. 
In this CIT (counterstreaming-ion torus) mode, the streaming ions can 
be made to drive the bulk of the plasma current required for equilibrium 
[4,5], Inasmuch as the injected beams provide all fueling, steady-state 
operation is possible in principle. 

i 1 i i i i i i i i i r 
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In this work the term CIT denotes that class of D-T plasmas with n^ 
>> 1, p„ > p, , and where the D and T velocity distributions are shifted 
oppositely in v.. . Previous studies have been concerned with velocity dis
tributions in ideal CIT operation [2,4]. Near-ideal CIT distributions can 
be maintained only by minimizing the recycling of decelerated ions and warm 
neutrals that leave the hot reacting region. In practice, inevitable in
flux of cold plasma and neutrals will result in a certain warm-ion popula
tion with T^ in the range 1-3 T£. The present paper reports investigations 
of the energetics and reactor performance of CIT-type operation when non-
ideal effects such as charge-exchange loss and large warm-ion populations 
are included. The object is to determine realistic operating regimes that 
would offer Q-values of 1 to 2, which are suitable for near-term tokamak 
applications such as fissile breeding. Our principal computational tools 
comprise a numerical multispecies Fokker-Planck analysis coupled with a 
one-dimensional plasma transport code. 

2. ION VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

2.1. Start-Up 

At the beginning of a cycle the injected fast atoms are trapped by an 
Ohmic-heated low-density (n£ ~< lO*-* cm~^), low-temperature (T ~ 1 keV) tok
amak plasma. During injection for several slowing-down times (a period 

13 -3 
typically less than 1 s), ne is built up to the range 4 to 8x10 cm , Te 

reaches a steady-state value of at least several keV, and the ion population 
becomes dominated by energetic ions. In the steady state, injected ener
getic neutrals are trapped by charge-exchange with ions traveling in the 
same direction, by impact ionization on oppositely traveling ions, and by 
electron ionization. The electron temperature is maintained by Coulomb 
power deposition from the energetic ions (and by charged fusion-reaction 
products), Ohmic heating generally being negligible for <Te> > 3 keV. 

2.2, Ideal CIT Performance 

The hot-ion velocity distribution functions f^(v) are calculated with 
a time-dependent, multispecies, two-velocity-dimensional Fokker-Planck (FP) 
code [6], The time derivative of the distribution function 
for each ion species is written as the sum of a Fokker-
Planck collision term, a source term, a charge-exchange loss term, and a 
term expressing finite particle and energy confinement times. Coulomb in
teractions (drag, angular scattering, energy diffusion) among all plasma 
species are included, but the electron distribution is kept Maxwellian. 

Initial calculations [2] employed the following ideal conditions: (1) 
The energetic ions are assumed to be perfectly confined until they deceler
ate to an energy 2Te. (2) Ions with energy W < 2Te are assumed to be lost 
at a rate T~1 - 2T E~1. (3) The injected beams provide the only source of 
particles and heat, so that both T and n are determined by Tg and the 
ion source strength S. Figure 1 shows the steady-state fft(v) when the in
jection energies are W^ = 60 keV (D°), 40 keV (T°), and neTge is of suffi
cient magnitude to give Te = 6.0 keV [2]. The dominant Coulomb interaction 
occurs among ions injected in the same direction, so that fjj for each spe
cies resembles a shifted Maxwellian. The hot-ion "temperature" is about 14 
keV, with Tx slightly greater than T.. because of angular scattering by the 
long-range Coulomb interaction between counterstreaming ions. 

The fusion power gain Q is calculated by integrating reactivity over 
the D and T velocity distributions and dividing by the injection power. 
Figure 2 shows Te and Q as a function of n T E for various W. , when fusion 
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nerEe(cm-3.s) 

FIG. 2. Dependence of (a) Teand (b) ideal Q on electron energy confinement parameter for steady-state CIT 
operation. D° and T° infected at same energy. 1 7.6 MeV per reaction. Neither charge-exchange loss nor fusion-
alpha heating is included. 

alpha particles are not confined. "Break-even" (Q = 1) is attained at 
nexE = 2xl()12 cm _-s and Te = 3.5 keV. The required fast-ion confinement 
time is T,/TEe = (Wb - 3/2 Te)/1.5 Te » 1. It has been shown that, approx
imately, Te « (

n
e
T
E e)

2 / 5 a n d Q " (n eT E e)
3 / 5 I41-

2.3. Effect of Warm-Ion Population 

Although the FP code itself has no explicit spatial treatment, both 
the finite spatial diffusion time of warm ions and a possible cold-ion in
flux can be modelled by varying TD/

TEe> where the particle confinement time 
Tp(v) =Tmin [1 +(Mhv

2/3Te)
5]. (In the following, T denotes Tmin.) In 

these calculations we use Wrpo = 3/2 W^o, S-Q = 6.5xl813 cm~3s~l, and a speci
fied TEe. Generally, ST/SD is adjusted to give nT = n^. Then both ne and 
Te are determined in part by SD and TEe, but also by

 Tp/TEe> which deter
mines the build-up of warm-ion population. 

(The injected beams have angular profiles of the form exp[-b(cos6 
- cos0o)

2], where 6Q is the direction of injection with respect to the mag
netic axis. In our calculations with 6Q = [0° (D°), 180° (T°)], we use 
a width A6 = 20° (b = 275), but we find that Q is reduced by at most 5% for 
A6 up to 80° when Wb = 60 keV (D°). At larger values of Wb, where head-on 
nuclear collisions are less favorable, oblique injection may be satisfactory.) 
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FIG. 3. Effect of warm-ion lifetime r p on CIT performance with beam injection at 60 keV (D°), 90 keV (T°). 
ED = mean deuteron energy, including warm ions. p\\/pl and flj refer to entire ion population. No charge-exchange. 

Figure 3 shows that both H-̂  and p,t/p t decrease significantly with xD/ 
TEe" ^ e decrease in pv/p± is due to the nearly isotropic warm-ion popula
tion, and to the increased angular scattering of the hot ions by the warm 
ions. Calculations with D° beam injection alone give Pjj/p̂  = 3.1 at x / 
TEe = 1.0 [see Fig. 4(a)]; thus the value p„/pj_ ~ 1.9 obtained with D and T 
counter-injection at Tp/xEe = 0 reveals the long-range angular scattering 
interaction between counterstreaming ions. In the low-nexE case, Q is max
imum for Tp/tEe ~ 0.3. In the high-nexE case with 100-keV beams, both beam-
target reactions and thermonuclear reactions among warm ions are important, 
so that maximum Q is achieved at Tp/xE ~ 1-2.5. 

With increasing ne
Tgp> T increases and electron drag decreases, so 

that ions in the counterstreaming distributions are increasingly able to 
thermalize with each other before slowing down. Then fft(v) becomes more 
nearly isotropic, as shown in Fig. 4(b) for W, = 60 keV, T£ = 12 keV, xp 

= xEe. With sufficiently large nexp, the CIT evolves into beam-driven ther
monuclear operation [7] with T^ > T .' 

2.4. Charge-Exchange Loss 

Figure 5 shows the variation of ion parameters and Q with neutral den
sity nn for constant Spj and xEe. The present model assumes that all fast 
neutrals formed by charge-exchange are immediately lost from the plasma. 
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NEUTRAL DENSITY ( I 0 7 c m " 3 ) 

FIG.5. Effect of neutral density on CIT performance with beam injection at 60 keV (D°), 90 keV (T°). Pn« = 
0.67 W- cm'3, Tp = Tge. Fast neutrals and warm ions resulting from charge-exchange are immediately lost from the 
plasma, p$/pL and fl; refer to entire ion population. 17.6 MeVper reaction. 

For plasmas of practical size, however, the majority of the fast neutrals 
are re-trapped and eventually ionized, so that nn would be a factor of 5 to 
10 larger than the values listed in Fig. 5 to give the same plasma parame
ters. The present calculation — unlike that of Sect. 5 — assumes also 
that warm ions formed from charge exchange leave the plasma immediately. 
Then charge-exchange loss causes depletion of the lower velocity part of 
f^Cv), so that Ep and 11̂  increase significantly with nn. 

2.5. Impurity Ions 

The principal effects of an impurity-ion population are to enhance the 
angular scattering rate of fast ions (proportional to "L&fc - ^n^Zr/ne), and 
to deplete the reacting-ion population for a given total plasma pressure. 
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FIG. 6. Effect of impurity ions on (a) beam-induced current and (b) Q. WD=60 keV; WT -90 keV. 
PD« =0.67 W-cm~3; PT° adjusted to give nT=nD when r p = rEe . Te = 6 ke V. No charge-exchange. 

In small quantities the impurity ions have the beneficial effect of permit
ting the streaming ions to drive a large plasma current [8]. The net beam-
induced current density is [5,8] 

J b ^ V ^ D * V ^ V ^ - Z T : ) (1) 

\ eff / 

In the present calculations, ST/SD is adjusted to give nD ~ nT rather than 
to maximize J,. Even in this case the average triton momentum tends to ex
ceed the average deuteron momentum, resulting in significant values of J^, 
as shown in Fig. 6(a). Evidently, maximum J^ is reached at Ze£^ ~ 1.5; at 
larger Zeff, enhanced isotropization of ion momentum outweighs the increase 
in (1 - 1/Zeff). Figure 6(b) shows that with iron impurity, the reduction 
in Q is quite tolerable at Z e f f =1.5. By increasing the ratio ST/SD, it 
seems feasible to raise Ĵ , to 100 A/cm^ while keeping n̂ ,/nD no larger than 2. 

3. EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATION OF CIT PLASMAS 

At the start of injection, the electric current of the energetic ions 
parallel to the magnetic field is cancelled identically by induced electron 
currents. These return currents relax with a very long time constant, equal 
to the bulk-plasma skin time. A guiding-center code, GUIDON [9], has been 
used to investigate the steady-state effects of unshielded injected-ion cur
rents. In this spatially two-dimensional computer simulation, several 
thousand superparticles represent the fast ions. The guiding-center motions 
of the superparticles are followed in time and used to compute contributions 
to the toroidal current and plasma pressure profiles. The effects of elec
trons in the system are represented by an Ohmic current and by a drag force 
on fast ions. 
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The present calculations use WD = 80 keV and W™ = 120 keV. A fast ion 
is removed from the system when its energy reaches 30 keV, or if it strikes 
a limiter at r = a; there are no warm ions. An ion that is removed is re
placed immediately by a fast ion at full energy. The beam-induced current 
is calculated from the steady-state net toroidal momentum, using Eq. (1) 
with Ze££ =1.5. In order to produce large J. , one can set up by appro
priate neutral-beam injection either (1) comparable but very large n̂ <V|j>̂  
and np<v,;>j), or (2) a large nm<v,j>T in the direction of the Ohmic current, 
and a relatively small nD<v(!>j) in the opposite direction. We find that 
method (2) is more suitable for obtaining a satisfactory equilibrium, be
cause a large current set up by counterinjected ions tends to repel the 
other currents, resulting in excessive radial drift of the fast ions [9]. 
The flux-surface configuration is found to be well behaved if one produces 
^b ~ ̂ OH ~ ̂  ^/cm with T° injection current about 1.5 times the D° injec
tion current, giving nT/nD ~ 2. 

4. VELOCITY-SPACE STABILITY OF CIT PLASMAS 

The ideal CIT system appears to have considerable free energy, 
because the ion velocity distribution is highly anisotropic (p,j > 2p^), and 
af^/Sv^ > 0 for |v,;| < u, , where û , is the mean streaming velocity. Never
theless, for all practical conditions the steady-state CIT velocity distri
butions are found to be stable to electrostatic and electromagnetic infinite-
medium modes. This stability is due primarily to the large thermal spread 
of the ion distributions. 

The ideal ion velocity distributions f^(v) (see Fig. 1) can be approxi
mated by shifted Maxwellians with mean streaming velocity u, , "temperature" 
Th), > 1.5 Te and Th > Th„ . Other relations found from the FP results 
(see Table I) are v^/u^, > 1/3 and AW/Wb > 4/3, where vtl = (2Th„/Mh)

1/2 

and AW = 2 %vt.M* . 

The stability of counterstreaming-ion distributions to electrostatic 
and electromagnetic velocity-space modes has been investigated in conjunc
tion with both magnetospheric phenomena and laboratory experiments [10,11]. 
The stability criteria are summarized in Table I. Since the streaming ener
gy density can be treated formally as if it were a thermal pressure [12], 
the usual constraint on Bp for steady-state tokamak equilibrium (i.e. £ 
< RQ/a) allows only a small value of u, /v^f- The ideal fv,(v) are apparently 
stable against all velocity-space modes, and practical fh(v) w i H ^e even 
more stable: That is, a substantial population of warm ions enhances the 
slowing-down rate of energetic ions, resulting in a smaller u^, and also in
creases AW and T^j . In many practical cases, the total ion distribution — 
the sum of fft(v) for D+ and T*" — is single-humped, as in Fig. 4(b), and 
therefore is absolutely stable against velocity-space modes. Concerning MHD 
modes that could result from the anisotropic pressure, it is clear that the 
"firehose" instability cannot arise in tokamak operation, where p„/B << 1. 

5. FOKKER-PLANCK/RADIAL TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS 

5.1. FPT Code 

The Fokker-Planck code used to obtain the results of Sect. 2 has been 
combined with a one-dimensional transport code; the combined code is de
noted FPT. The numerical techniques employed in FPT to solve the differen
tial equations of plasma transport are described in detail elsewhere [13]. 
Here we summarize the plasma-physical treatment of the CIT problem as em
bodied in the code. In all cases steady-state solutions have been obtained, 
with excellent particle and energy conservation. 
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TABLE I 

Stability Criteria for Counterstrearaing-Ion 
Velocity Distributions [10] 

Mode 

Electrostatic, 
a) not near OJ . 

Cl 

Electromagnetic, 
a) not near OJ . 

Cl 

Electrostatic ion 
cyclotron waves 

Electromagnetic ion 
cyclotron waves 

Sufficient Condition 
for Stability 

T„ > 1/2 Te , 
ub < 10(^/^)1/2 

ub < 1 / 2 VAlfven 

AW/W,_ > 0.8 T /T, 
b e -

uK < 1/3 v.lc . 
bor AW/WK

A^fYen 

CIT Parameters 
from FP Code 

T,, > 1.5 Te 

ub < 5(I e/ Vl/2 

Ub K 1 / 5 VAlfv5n 

AW/W, > 2 T /T, 
b e -

AW/W, > 4/3 
D 

In FPT the particle and energy fluxes are calculated at 61 radial 
points, while FP calculations are performed at just 7 radial positions, 
with interpolations used at intermediate positions. The time step At for 
both the FP and transport calculations is 2 ms. 

Transfer of Hot Ions to Warm Ions: Hot ions (injected by neutral 
beams) do not diffuse, but decelerate in place. The fundamental decelera
tion mechanism is Coulomb drag on electrons, so that upon reaching W 
~ 3/2 T a hot ion becomes part of the "warm-ion" population. It is most 
convenient in the FPT code to regard the warm-ion population as Maxwellian 
(and isotropic), and to transfer hot ions into this Maxwellian as follows: 
At each time-step,all hot ions with velocity in the range 0<v<vmax, where 

jVmaXfh(v) \ Mj/dv" = | T.JVraaxfh(v)aV (2) 

are transferred. We justify this procedure a. posteriori, since we find, 
generally, that T^/Te = 2-3. All warm-ion species (D+, T+, impurities) 
have the same temperature T^ — but usually have considerably different 
densities. 

Transport Model: The dominant particle diffusion is that of warm ions; 
the electron density profile is determined by charge neutrality. Ions and 
electrons lose energy by particle convection and by thermal conduction. In 
the investigation reported here, the same diffusion constant D is employed 
for all particle and energy loss processes. Denoting a typical ion species 
by the subscript "a", a typical particle flux is 

r = D3n /3r (3) 
a a 
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The heat flux used in the ion heat transport equation is 

a a 

The electron heat flux is 

5 r 3 % n 9Te 
Q =-DT e > —*- + D n e — - ,cN e 2 e /_, Sr e 3r (5) 

a 

The diffusion constant is taken to be independent of all plasma parameters, 
and its magnitude is varied arbitrarily over the range observed in present 
tokamak experiments (D ~ 3*10 to 3x10^ cm2/s) [1]. 

The electrons also lose energy by a bulk loss 3/2 neTe/xr, where 
Tr(sec) = [0.1 + 0.3(1 - r/a)3/*]. This term simulates radiation loss, 
which dominates at the edge. The warm ions also lose energy by charge-
exchange. The transport of neutral particles is not treated explicitly, but 
a stationary profile of neutral density is specified: nn(r)=nn(0)exp(k„r/a). 
Hot ions that undergo charge exchange become warm ions at 3/2 T^. Warm ions 
that undergo charge exchange lose all their energy. 

Miscellaneous'. (a) Electric fields are absent. Ohmic power dissipation 
is negligible for the conditions of interest. (b) Fusion alphas have been 
treated as a separate species but are not included here, since we find that 
their effect is only modest under conditions where Q ~ 1. (c) A source of 
cold ions (at zero energy) can be introduced according to a specified pro
file, Sc(r). 

5.2. Parameters for FPT Calculations. 

The present study is concerned especially with finding plasma condi
tions for which Q > 1. The plasma dimensions are RQ = 3.75 m, a = 0.75 m 
(circular). For a number of practical reasons discussed elsewhere [4,14], 
the optimal Wb for CIT-type operation is 80 to 100 keV for D°. In this 
section we use Wb = 80 keV (D°) and 120 keV (T°). 

Boundary Conditions: At the limiter radius (r = a) , we fix n^ = 0, 
ne = n± = 2.5x1012 cm

-3, Te = T± = 0.3 keV. At t = 0, the density and tem
perature profiles are parabolic in radius, with n^(0) = 2x10^3 cm-3; n^ot(0) 
= lxiol3 cm-3; Te(0) = Ti(0) = 7.0 keV. The hot-ion source current is para
bolic in radius and constant in time, with S^ = 0.75 S-Q. Injection angles 
are eQ = 0° for D° and 180° for T°, with beam width A6 = 20°. 

Charge Exchange: The neutral density at r = 0 is expected to be in 
the range 1-3 cm~3. This population arises from (1) neutrals produced 
by charge-exchange trapping of injected neutrals [4]; (2) neutrals diffus
ing from outside the discharge (attenuated by several orders of magnitude). 
In a real plasma most of the neutrals from charge-exchanged fast ions would 
be recaptured in the plasma. Because we assume here that all hot neutrals 
are immediately lost from the plasma, we take nn(0) = 1-3x10" cm"-' as an 
effective range of values for use in the FPT code. The rate coefficient for 
charge exchange is taken to be 8xl0~8 cm^/s, independent of ion energy. 
The neutral density profile is nn(r) = nn(0)exp(5.7 r/a), which gives 
nn(a)/nn(0) = 300. 
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FIG.7. FPT calculations for CIT performance as a function of(ne > TEe determined from diffusion and bulk 
losses. Parameters are averaged over entire plasma (a = 75 cm). T; is warm-ion temperature. Effective 
nn^av^cx-0-I s'1 atr = 0, 30 s'1 at r = a. 17.6 MeV per reaction. 
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are not retrapped.) nnfrj = nn(0j exp(5.7 r/a). Tt is warm-ion temperature. D=6X10 cm2/s. 
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COLD-ION FLUX /HOT-ION FLUX 

FIG. 9. FPT calculations for CIT performance as a function of relative cold-ion flux. Hot-ion flux is total beam 
infection rate (1.1 X 1022 particles/s). Ts is warm-ion temperature. Effective nn < av >cx =0.1 s'1 at r = 0, 
30s'1atr = a. D = 6 X 103 cm2/s. 

5.3, Results of FPT Calculations 

For a given set of parameters (Pbeam» D> nn' Sc^ t h e evolution of the 
plasma conditions is followed until a steady state is attained. The time 
to reach steady-state conditions is 0.6 to 1.2 s, which corresponds to ap
proximately one "Spitzer slowing-down time." The profiles of ne, n., nhot, 
Te and T^ differ somewhat from the parabolas chosen at t = 0, but are 
smoothly varying; at all positions one has 3na/9r, 8T^/3r, 9Te/9r < 0. 
However, the average hot-ion energy <W^> is sometimes peaked toward the out
side, reflecting the strong charge-exchange loss rate in this region. 

Figures 7 to 9 show the effects of plasma diffusion, charge-exchange 
loss, and cold-ion influx for conditions where Q > 0.8. In all cases shown, 
pbeam i s 1 7° m> or 4.1 W/cm3. (We find that Q increases with Pbeam» o t h e r 

conditions being equal; the increase is due primarily to an increase in Te. 
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The 170-MW injection used here sometimes results in plasma densities that 
would be too high for acceptable beam penetration, and in plasma betas that 
are too large according to the usual MHD constraints. In practice, however, 
the plasma would be moderately elongated, thereby permitting a substantially 
higher beta. Reference [14] gives a practical example of a CIT-type fusion 
plasma with suitable MHD parameters and acceptable beam penetration.) 

Effect of Warm-Plasma Diffusion Rate: Figure 7 shows the variation in 
key plasma parameters with <ne>tge. In the steady state, an effective Xp e is 
calculated as the ratio of the total electron energy in the plasma to the 
sum of the rates of electron energy loss by diffusion to the limiter and by 
the bulk-loss process. To increase Tge (and also Tg^), D is varied from 
3xl()4 to 3x10^ cm2/s. At the smaller n ex E e, the diffusion-loss rate for 
electron energy is comparable with the bulk-loss rate, whereas the warm-ion 
diffusion-loss rate greatly exceeds the charge-exchange loss rate (averaged 
over the entire plasma). 

The following points are noteworthy: (1) With increasing <n e>Xg e, the 
plasma evolves from the CIT regime with nhot/ne ~ ^ t o w a r <i a TCT/thermonu-
clear regime where njlot/n << 1 [7]. (2) While Q increases substantially at 
larger <ne>x17e, the accompanying large increase in n may prevent beam 
penetration. (3) Under most conditions one has T^/Te > 2, which reflects 
the strong Coulomb coupling of the hot ions to the warm ions, as well as 
the deceleration of hot ions into the warm-ion distribution. In all cases 
n^ >> 1. (4) The average energy of the diffusing warm ions is substantial, 
namely <3/2 T^> ~ 35 keV. (5) With increasing warm-ion population, the hot 
ions decelerate more quickly, so that their charge-exchange loss is reduced. 
(6) Q is about 40% of the ideal CIT value [shown in Fig. 2(b)]. The reduc
tion is due to the large charge-exchange loss of hot ions, and to the en
hanced drag on warm ions. 

Effect of Charge Exchange: Figure 8 shows the effect of increased 
neutral-density population. As discussed in Sect. 5.2, the values shown for 
nn < 0 v >cx correspond to values 5 to 10 times higher in a real plasma of com
parable <n£>a, where hot neutrals can be retrapped. For all conditions of 
Fig. 8, <Te> = 10-11 keV. With increasing r^, the hot-ion density suffers 
considerable depletion, and Q decreases markedly. T^/T decreases with n n 

because of increased charge-exchange loss of warm ions, but 11̂  >> 1 always. 

Effect of Cold-Ion Influx: Ionization of neutrals entering the plasma 
results in a source of cold ions. In addition cold plasma from the "scrape-
off region" can enter the discharge. Figure 9 shows the effect of substan
tial Fc = cold-ion influx/hot-ion influx, using the cold-ion source profile 
Sc(r) = Sc(0)[l-r/a]exp(6.0 r/a). 

For F >> 1, n^ o t/n e becomes very small, indicating that the plasma has 
entered the TCT regime where the beams supply only a fraction of the plasma 
fueling, and beam-target fusion reactions are dominant. Both T e and T^/Tg 
decrease markedly, but one still has T^/T£ > 3/2. In the transition to 
this low-Te TCT regime, Q drops by 30% while n eXg e increases by 55%. Again, 
the factor of 2 increase in n e would make beam penetration difficult. These 
results illustrate that to obtain Q ~ 1 at smaller n exg e with acceptable 
beam penetration, it is important to provide a means of rapid particle ex
haust from the torus [7] '— such as an "unload" magnetic divertor. 
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6. RELEVANCE OF PRESENT EXPERIMENTS 

Start-up: In the 2XIIB mirror machine, build-up of high plasma density is 
achieved by neutral-beam injection on a warm low-density target plasma [15] 
in a manner analogous to that proposed for CIT start-up (see Sect. 2.1). 
In the 2XIIB plasma, nhot/ne = 0.85. 

Plasma Recycling: Optimal CIT operation places severe limits on the allowed 
influx of cold plasma and neutrals into the reacting region. By special 
discharge-cleaning techniques, very low recycling has been obtained in the 
Alcator and Microtor devices [16], where the density drops continuously in 
time unless puffs of gas are injected into the plasma. In the ATC device, 
the same result has been achieved by titanium gettering of the vacuum wall 
[17]. Two new divertor experiments, DITE and PDX, can be operated with "un
load" divertors that should rapidly exhaust ions that diffuse out of the 
discharge. 

II.; » 1: In TFR, ORMAK and ATC [1], high-powered beam injection has pro
duced <T^> > <Te>, so that the large bulk-ion temperature is sustained 
wholly by the injected beams. The total energy of the warm ions and ener
getic ions exceeds the electron energy by as much as 50%: i.e. JÎ  ~ 1.5. 
In the new DITE, PLT and PDX devices, Wb will be sufficiently low so that 
at least half the beam energy will be transferred to bulk-plasma ions, and 
the beams themselves will provide significant fueling. Therefore, one ex
pects a continuation of the present experimental trend toward 11̂  >> 1 and 
T^ > T„ — the realm of energetic-ion plasmas. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/B 12-1, B12-2 

J.B. TAYLOR: You pointed out that the advantage of using a high-energy beam system 
is that it can attain Q = 1 at a lower nr than that needed in a conventional tokamak (30 times 
less). However, it is my impression that this advantage disappears when one goes to more realistic 
Q values of, say, 10. Could you give the nr values for the TCT and CIT machines which are 
needed to attain Q = 10, and compare these figures with a conventional beam-heated machine? 

J.G. CORDEY: The nr of the CIT for a Q of 10 is still lower than that of the beam-heated 
tokamaks by a factor of between 2 and 5. Approximately, the nr for the beam-heated tokamak 
for a Q of 10 is 1014 cm_ 3 -s whereas the nr required in the CIT is 3 X 1013 cm _ 3 ,s for a Q of 10. 
The maximum Q of the TCT is 4. 

R.W. CONN: One of the questions about CIT operation is the need for a small r p compared 
to rE . It is necessary somehow to have rapid diffusion of the thermalized component. We have 
found in recent fluid simulation calculations of tokamaks with divertors (KESNER, J., CONN, R.W., 
Nucl. Fusion 16 (1976) 397) that, in the unload operating mode, r p is indeed ^ to 1/3 times 
r E as required for CIT operation. This is in contrast with present experiments with high gas 
re-cycle where r p is about 3 r E . Thus, we may be able to test CIT in divertor experiments, either 
future experiments or in machines already operating. How do you visualize testing CIT operation 
in large beam-injected experiments without divertors, such as TFTR (US) or JET (Europe)? 

J.G. CORDEY: In answer to your first comment, we intend to test this concept on the 
Dite tokamak, which also has a divertor. In the other devices you mention, JET and TFTR, 
which do not have a divertor, gettering will be required for CIT operation. In the JET experiment 
the injection power envisaged is too low for CIT operation at full aperture, so a restricted aperture 
would have to be used. 
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Abstract 

TRANSPORT PROCESSES AND INSTABILITIES IN MAGNETICALLY CONFINED PLASMAS WITH T u « T e i . 
A series of instabilities and transport processes relevant to high-temperature magnetically confined plasmas 

with almost equal electron and ion transverse temperatures are presented. These plasma regimes have been 
realized either as a result of high electron-ion collision rates (high density) or of the excitation of current-driven 
modes above the ion cyclotron frequency (low density). In the high density regime a model for the anomalous 
energy diffusion that invokes the excitation of current-driven drift modes below the ion cyclotron frequency is 
described considering in particular a degree of collisionality for which the current-carrying electron distribution 
is significantly affected by magnetic trapping. It is also shown that, in this regime, for proper combination of 
high densities and high temperatures, the stability of the m° = 1 internal kink modes is considerably improved by 
the simultaneous effects of electrical resistivity, finite ion gyroradius, finite electron drift wave frequency, and 
ion-ion collisions under realistic conditions. In the low density regime, a combination of Fokker-Planck and 
particle codes is used to study the positive slope formation and the energy transfer to the ions, resulting from 
the excitation of modes with frequencies near the ion plasma frequency. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent experiments on magnetically confined toroidal plasmas, such as Alcator, have 
demonstrated the possibility of varying the plasma density over a wide range while maintaining 
a relatively independent control of the electron temperature. Therefore, a sequence of regimes, 
characterized by different values of the collisionality parameter v*% - vt/<2>te and of the streaming 
parameter £ = vp||/vme can be realized. Here ve is the average electron collision frequency, 
cote = v ^ / f a R ) the average transit frequency, R the torus major radius, q the inverse rationalized 
rotational transform, vpy = Jn/(ne) the electron drift velocity, v m e the thermal velocity, and Jy 
the longitudinal current density. In the high density limit of the above sequence, the collisional 
energy transfer rate from the electron to the ions is higher than the energy loss rate so that 
T e ~ Tj. At the low density end, magnetic trapping or collective effects can create a positive 
slope in the electron distribution function, leading to transfer of longitudinal drift energy into 
transverse ion energy so that TJJ_ ~ T e i (slide-away regime) [1,2]. In this paper we indicate some 
of the results we have obtained in analysing these two extreme regimes. 
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A. ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT MODEL FOR HIGH DENSITY REGIMES 

We argue, from the thermal energy balance equation for an Ohmically heated plasma, that 

7?||Jjj ~ nTD/a2 (Al) 

where ??|| is the longitudinal resistivity and a is the plasma minor radius. The diffusion coefficient D 
can be written as D = D{. + Da where D{. is due to ion-ion collisions and Da is an effective coefficient 
representing the electron and ion energy transport due to collective modes. We write D a = Da + Da, 
where Da results from current-driven modes and Da from residual drift modes that are not associated 
with the current. In particular, we take 

Da = (n /n o r a >6J (q ,B ,T) 

as suggested by relatively low density experiments where Da > DJ., and recall that 

Dj. = (n/n0f* (T/T0) ~a> DJ-Cq, B,v„) 

Here n0 and T0 are reference values of density and temperature, B is the toroidal magnetic field, 
«! is an empirical coefficient that can be obtained from the experiments, a2 and a3 are coefficients 
that can be evaluated on the basis of the values of v**. Now we argue that the maximum density 
nm that is obtained in these circumstances corresponds to the minimum value Dm of D for fixed 
values of a, B and q which, in the case of Alcator,also fix the value of T. For a, = a2 = 1 we have 
Da = D\. if n — n m and therefore 

D m « 2 ( n 0 / n m ) D J ( q , B ) + Dd 

The highest density regimes obtained in Alcator correspond to v** < 1 over most of the 
plasma column, v* well above unity O* < 6), where v* = veff/6jbe; feff is the average effective 
collision frequency of trapped electrons and <2>be their bounce frequency. Recall that 
v* « ^ ( R / r ) 3 ' 2 . Thus v% is too large to allow the excitation of trapped particle modes and 
we do not consider them as candidates to explain Da in the regime we consider here. On the 
other hand, since the portion of velocity space v/v^g that is not affected by magnetic trapping 
is indicated by v/v the < v%4, we argue that the part of the electron distribution which effectively 
carries the current is modified by magnetic trapping. Then a model for an anomalous diffusion 
coefficient that can account for the experimental observations is based on assuming the excitation 
of current-driven electron drift modes for relatively low values of £. In particular, we notice 
that the positive slope in the average electron distribution as a function of vy, which an applied 
electric field can induce at the boundary between trapped and current-carrying electrons, may 
be steeper than in the absence of trapped electrons. We argue that this effect can be sufficient 
to overcome the stabilizing influence of the shear of the magnetic field and of a finite transverse 
electron temperature gradient on the excitation of current-driven drift modes even when the 
relevant values of | are relatively small, as in the case of the highest density values that have been 
obtained experimentally. 

To treat the relevant stability problem, we refer to a model one-dimensional plane geometry 
and consider an electron equilibrium distribution function of the form f̂  = fQ^(\ + fecj + fet>)> 
where feM is a Maxwellian, fecj is the usual diamagnetic correction and feb is a beam-like distortion 
that models the effect of the applied electric field when a finite fraction of the electron population 
is trapped. We consider modes with longitudinal phase velocity between the ion and the electron 
thermal velocities and obtain 
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co 0 -<^* e and 7 = (VE»/VD||) X % x w *e 

where 
coQ is the mode frequency 
7 its growth rate 

F b =/ d v l f eM f eb 
vres = "o/ky 
k|| is the mode longitudinal wave number 
GJ^e^kj^tcTe/CeB)]/^ 
kĵ  is the mode perpendicular wave number that simulates the poloidal wave number of 

the real mode, and 
rn is the characteristic length of the density gradient. 

In deriving 7 we have assumed that (vp/vD | |) is sufficiently large for the electron flow contri
bution to more than compensate the stabilizing effect of the finite transverse electron temperature 
gradient [3]. 

The energy diffusion rate resulting from this instability can be evaluated by writing the 
anomalous diffusion coefficient as D* « y\2

T where Xr indicates the typical radial wavelength 
of the mode. Then, by introducing an effective temperature Teff = (X2kj_/rn)Te, we obtain 

DJ
a = cT e f f / (eB)X£X(v*/v D | | ) 

By substituting this expression for D a into Eq.(Al), assuming Da > D^, DJ., we obtain the scaling 
T e oc (IB)1/2 for I cc J | | 3

2 and Teff = T°ff X (T?||/T?C1) X (vD | |/v£) where T°ff is a constant, r?cl is 
the classical expression for the resistivity, and I is the total plasma current. This scaling is con
sistent with the observations in Alcator [4] for peak densities in the range 2 to 7 X 1014 cm - 3 

and q(r = a) > 5. The same expression for Da has been employed in a one-dimensional transport 
code [5] and has reproduced the macroscopic scalings as well as the observed temperature and 
density profiles for T°ff = 50 eV, provided an expression is adopted for I?||/T?CI that increases 
above unity as a function of radius and is similar to that given by neoclassical theory. 

B. STABILIZATION OF INTERNAL KINK MODES 

We have shown that, for a proper combination of high densities and temperatures, the structure 
and the stability of m° = 1 internal modes is strongly affected by the simultaneous effects of 
electrical resistivity, finite ion gyroradius, finite electron drift wave frequency and ion-ion collisions. 
In particular, the latter effect reduces strongly the mode growth rates under realistic conditions. 

We refer for simplicity to a cylindrical configuration with length 2nR and in which there 
is an axial magnetic field Bz(r) and an azimuthal magnetic field B#(r) produced by the axial current 
with Bfl(r) < Bz(r). We adopt a set of moment equations for electrons and ions, and consider 
a quasistatic equilibrium in which the electron and the ion fluids have unperturbed drift velocities 
driven by the pressure gradients, and the equilibrium quantities depend only on r. We then study 
the time evolution of the small-amplitude perturbations in the form: 

A (Ft t) = A(r) exp(-i6ot + im°0 + ikz) 

where k = 1/R. When resistivity, ion inertia, and the other kinetic effects (finite gyroradius, 
electron drift wave frequency and ion-ion collisions) are neglected, the equation for radial dis
placement £ is singular at r = r0, where r0 is defined by (kBz + m°B^/r ) | r = r o = 0. This discontinuity 
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in £ across r = r0 is resolved through an "inner" layer round r = r0, in which finite ion inertia and 
all the non-MHD effects tend to become important. This is done by solving the equation for £, 
valid within the layer, in such a way that the solution matches smoothly the relevant MHD solutions 
outside. The matching condition yields the desired eigenvalues of the problem. The equations 
for the inner layer are 

\(\-i\o(\-D-^)l>'' = xil," (Bl) 

l K x ) = - £ x + [ e / ( X - i X e ) W " (B2) 

where \jj is proportional to the radial component of the perturbed magnetic field, X = - icorH, 
Ae(Q = - CO^J-JTH, e = Tfi/TR, GJ is the complex eigenfrequency, w ^ j ) is the electron (ion) 
drift wave frequency, r H is a typical Alfven time, r R is the resistive diffusion time, D represents 
the diffusion coefficient for the transport of transverse momentum that is due to ion-ion colli
sions, and prime denotes differentiation with respect to x = (r - r0)/r0. When D is ignored, two 
different asymptotic solutions of Eqs (Bl) and (B2) can be obtained f o r - e 1 / 3 ^ AH < e 1 / 3 and 
XH < - e1 /3 . Here XH = 7MHDTH> ^MHD being the ideal MHD growth rate. 

In the former case, the dispersion relation is 

(XHX1 / 4 /8)[(X-iX e)3 / 4(X-iXi)1 / 4r(A)/r(A + 3/2)] = 1 (B3) 

where 

A = [X1/2 (X - iXe)
1/2 (X - iXi)1/2 - 1 ]/4 

X = X/e1/3, etc. 

For XH = 0, i.e. MHD marginal stability, the typical growth rate is e1/3/X2 for |Xel > 1. The 
growth rate is thus considerably reduced compared to the one that is obtained with resistivity 
alone [6]. The generating function x for the radial displacement £, where x a d£/dx, is given 
by x oc exp[- ( l /2)x2 (X - iXe)/e]. We note that x develops oscillations within a Gaussian 
envelope due to the finite electron drift frequency. It can be shown that the typical length of 
the oscillations ~ r0e1/2/|Im(X - iXe)|1/2 can become of the order of the ion gyroradius as the 
electron temperature is raised, and the effect of ion transverse viscosity becomes important. For 
typical Alcator parameters, BT (toroidal magnetic field) = 75 kG; rn (density scale length) = 15.0 cm, 
and r0 = 1.0 cm. This occurs for n 2 Tg l / 2 > 60, where ii = n (peak density/(1014 cm - 3) and 
T e=T e / ( l keV). The eigenvalue problem including the ion-ion collision term has been solved 
numerically [7] for the case XH = 0, where it is reduced to the treatment of a third-order homo
geneous equation in the Fourier transform of x- The relevant solution indicates that the width 
of x(x) is broadened while its oscillations are suppressed. The corresponding profile of |£(r)| 
becomes peaked around r0 (Fig. 1(a)), unlike the usually known MHD solution; the growth rate 
is drastically reduced or made negative and the frequency Re co is about equal to co^.e. These 
features are similar to those of the m° = 1 modes that have been observed experimentally [8]. 

For XH < - e1/3, an additional term a\jj (a = constant) has to be added to the right-hand side 
of Eq.(Bl). This term includes one which depends on the spatial variation of q(r) = rBz/(RBg). An 
unstable mode, which we call "reconnecting" mode, is found with features similar to those of 
the tearing mode which is found, for instance, for m° = 2. In particular, the radial magnetic field 
is about constant over the inner layer for Xe < e 3 / s ; for D = 0, X ̂  1.6 e3/5/|XH |4/s, and £ is 
peaked around r = r0 (Fig. 1(b)). For Xe <? e3/s (high density and temperature), the mode tends 
to become stable [9] even in the absence of ion-ion collisions, while the frequency of oscillation 
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FIG.l. (a) Real and imaginary parts of radial displacement % for the internal m° = 1 kink mode as a function of 
x = x/e1/3. The figures correspond to the particular case o/XH = 0 (MHD marginal stability), D = (0.1)e, 
Re \ = -0.03, Im%= (0.94)%e, and %e = 5. The quantity £„ is the value of Re % in the limit x ->-oo 

(b) Radial displacement % as a function ofx =x/8 for the case ofD = 0 (no ion-ion collision), Xe = 0, 
corresponding to the (MHD stable) resistive "reconnecting" mode. Here 5 is a measure of 

the width of the inner layer and is of the order of e2,s. 

C. LOW DENSITY REGIME 

The low density regime is characterized by an electric field that is not too small with respect 
to the Dreicer field ED, so that a substantial fraction of the electrons can be accelerated. For 
existing tokamak experiments this corresponds to peak densities of n0 < 1013 cm-3. Previous 
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V/V TH 

FIG.2. Particle simulation of formation of positive tail. Distribution function of the tail at t — 0 and 780 co"1 

[Sle/oje = 2, nT/n = 0.3]. 

computational studies of this regime have shown that purely collisional processes can lead to a non-
monotone electron distribution parallel to the magnetic field [10]. However, for present-day 
tokamak parameters, the resulting distribution-function tail is monotone. The observed R-F 
spectra and ion heating in Alcator, TM-3 and T-6 can be accounted for only by assuming the 
formation of a positive slope at velocities larger than the electron thermal velocity. 

To reconcile these facts, we examine two questions. First, we ask whether collective effects 
can transform a monotone distribution function into one with a positive slope [11]. We shall 
find that the answer is yes (Fig.2). Second, we ask what ion heating and radiation we can expect 
as a result. Figures 3 and 4 and Table I indicate the answer. 
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FIG.3. Fokker-Planck simulation of positive slope formation, for different values of \E0\/h'D: \E0\/ED = 0 (X); 
\E0\/ED =0.179 (&); liTol/^o = °- 715 (°>- Solid line is the initial tail distribution function [£2e/coe = 3.5, 
nT/n = 0.05\ 

(a) Formation of a positive slope 

A distribution function with a sufficiently long tail is unstable to an anisotropy instability, 
at the Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance (cjk + £2e)/k|| = v|| i n the lower hybrid branch of the 
plasma dispersion relation, where cok = (k||/k)cope, provided fie> cope and k X D e < 5 _ 1 . Here 
k and ky are the mode wave number and its longitudinal component respectively, £2e and 6Jpe 

are the electron cyclotron and plasma frequencies, XDe is the Debye length and 5 = 3 is a constant. 
Since only particles with velocities vy > 8(k/k||) (lT2e/a)pe)vt}ie « 5(£2e/cjpe)vthe will be in resonance 
with the waves, we expect only limited diffusion in velocity space for v t h e < vy < vm = S(fie/ojpe)v tj ie. 
This results in a particle pile-up for vy > vm and the formation of a bump near vm . A particle code 
can readily test this hypothesis. Figure 2 shows how a statistically flat (at t = 0) electron distribution 
evolves into one with a positive slope in less than 103 plasma periods. 

Having confirmed the basic non-linear process, we proceed to examine how this process 
will be affected by the tokamak electric field E and by binary collisions. We vary parameters 
such as the tail density n R /n 0 , the frequency ratio n e / co p e and the turbulence level W/(nT). For 
such a study we use a Fokker-Planck code, modified to include in a quasilinear fashion the col-
lisionless scattering due to the previously studied instability. 

Some typical results are shown in Fig. 3. We can draw several conclusions from these 
studies [12]: 

(1) The bump forms only if (£2e/cope)
2 > 1. 

(2) Increasing the value of £2e/cope results in an increase of the velocity at which the bump 
forms. 

(3) The value W/(nT) affects only the time scale of the problem but not the final distribution. 
(4) Increasing the ratio n^/n0 increases the logarithmic derivative of the slope. 
(5) The most critical parameter is E/ED . 
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FIG. 4. Particle simulation of the ion heating by a slide-away or runaway beam: 
(a) Wave energy spectrum 
(bj Ion distribution function at t = 0 and 600 co"1. 
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TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: n e / w p e = 0.3, m/M - 1/256, nB /n = 0.25, 
V B / V e - 4 . 4 7 , V T B / V e = 1 

0Vm/M w k / n i 

0.7 1.07 

1.0 1.19 

1.5 1.43 

2.0 1.73 

4.0 3.25 

Wave to beam 
energy 
Wb/Eb 

0.023 ± 0.003 

0.050 ± 0.003 

0.061 ±0.003 

0.048 ± 0.003 

0.041 + 0.003 

Ion 
heating 
ATi/Eb 

0.23 

0.17 

0.06 

0.03 

0.004 

Electron 
heating 
ATe/E„ 

0.04 

0.09 

0.23 

0.28 

0.34 

We can see from Fig.3 that, if we increase the electric field above a certain value, the distri
bution function (in this region) remains monotonic even in the presence of these modes. Thus 
there is a range of E/ED for which we can expect this process to take place; it is absent if E/ED 

is too small or too large. 

(b) Ion heating and R-F radiation 

The second problem deals with the interaction between the electron distribution function 
exhibiting a positive slope and the background plasma. Again particle simulation techniques are 
used to study the non-linear interaction. A one-dimensional, three-velocity-component (1-3/2D) 
code with a uniform magnetic field is used. The simulations are performed by varying the angle 6 
of the wave vector with respect to the magnetic field in each calculation. For the problem under 
study, cok is a function only of sin 6, so this procedure allows us to compute the frequency spectrum 
as well as the importance of each frequency on ion heating. 

Some typical results are shown in Fig.4 and Table I. The main conclusions of this study are [ 13]: 
(1) The higher-frequency modes grow faster.in accordance with linear theory. However, they 

saturate at lower turbulence levels than the lower-frequency modes. The maximum saturation 
amplitude occurs near cok « 1.5 £2LH- Here ^LH anc* ^p i a r e ^ n e lower-hybrid and ion plasma 
frequencies respectively, and £2LH * ^pi f ° r t n e c a s e s 0I> interest. 

(2) The ions are predominantly heated by the lower-frequency modes, in the sense that the 
appearance of these modes is accompanied by substantial rates of energy transfer to the ions by 
Landau damping (Fig.4). 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/B 13 

W.M.-W. TANG: Since Alcator employs gas puffing to build up the density, it must be 
possible to generate reversed or flat density gradient profiles for appropriate durations. We find 
such configurations to be favourable to the stability of the usual forms of trapped-particle modes. 
Could you please comment on how these profiles would affect the collisionless current-driven 
modes which are emphasized in your paper? 

B. COPPI: An inverted density profile is produced only as a transient during the rise time 
of the density. In this case the growth rate of electron drift modes is favoured by the presence 
of opposite electron temperature and density gradients in the outer layer of the plasma column. 

F. ENGELMANN: First, I should like to comment on the problem of particle penetration 
in the high-density regime of Alcator. At the values of the impermeability parameter reached, 
which are as high as na « 5 X 1015 cm -2 , one should see a "hollow" plasma density profile developing 
if the particle transport inwards were due to diffusion of neutrals. Since such profiles have not 
been seen, I think that in Alcator anomalous transport of charged particles must play an important 
part in increasing the plasma density. 

Secondly, it would be interesting to compare the results you obtain for the distribution of 
the neutral density, by summing the Neumann series, with those following from the simple diffusion 
model. 
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Abstract 

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DRIFT WAVE THEORY, PARTICLE SIMULATIONS AND THE OBSERVED 
ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT IN TOKAMAKS. 

The drift wave model for anomalous plasma transport is developed further by analytic theory and 2^ D 
particle simulations. The predictions of theory are used to analyse the computer experiments and the tokamak 
experiments. A study of the problem of anomalous electron thermal transport and the fluctuation spectrum 
in the drift wave frequency range is summarized with respect to experiments in TFR, ATC, ST, Ormak and 
Alcator. 

1. Introduction 

In this work we study the correlation between the anomalous electron ther

mal transport observed in tokamak discharges and the value of that transport 

rate predicted by the drift wave model. The drift wave model for transport is 

developed by 2-̂  and 3 dimensional particle simulations and by extensions in 

the theory of wave saturat ion. In the model several recent developments of 
drift wave theory are included in the calculations for the linear mode parameters 

and the macroscopic quasil inear ExB convective transport rates induced by the 

shear controlled drift wave ins tab i l i t i es . 

2. Discharge Data 

The drift wave model is compared with a total of twenty-five tokamak d i s 

charge data se ts that cover typical regimes of operation in TFR [1], ATC[2], ST[3], 

ORMAK [4] and ALCATOR [5]. The measured plasma parameters were collected 

from the literature and from private communications with the experimental t eams . 

* This work was supported by the US Energy Research and Development Administration Contracts 
E-(40-l)-4478 and E-(ll-l)-3073. 
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The TFR data is a series of four discharges at constant current (1=14 OkA, 

B=25, 33, 40, 50kG) and a series of four discharges at constant field (1=152, 

158, 250, 310kA, B=50kG) taken during May 1975. The ORMAK data is a series 

of four constant q(a) discharges with increasing current and field (1=62, 101,126, 

175kA, B=9.5, 15.5, 19.0, 26. JcG) and three constant q(a) discharges (1=12OkA, 

B=18.2kG) with increasing n (o) taken during September 1975. The ATC data is 

a series of five discharges with currents varying from I=58-95kA and fields from 

B=14-21kG taken in 1975. The ST data is from that published by Dimock e t . a l , [ 3 ] , 

where a single discharge (I=40-60kA, B=37kG) is analyzed at different points in 

t ime. The ALCATOR data is a ser ies of three points in time with gas puffing 

while the density triples to n (o) = 2.5 x 1014cm"3 (I=80-100kA, B-40kG) and a 

low density n (o) = 1013cm~3 discharge (I=100kA, B=40kG) taken in late 1975. 

The electron thermalenergy flux through radial surfaces beyond the q(r )=1 

mode rational surface is assumed to be limited by the anomalous drift wave flux 

F, (r). To examine this hypothesis the observed electron thermal flux F , (r) 

is compared with that from the drift wave model. The observed flux is defined 

through the steady state local thermal balance equation 

- T - ( r F . ) = j E - Q , - Q , (1) 
r br obs } \\ \\ ^e i ^rad v ' 

where F , (r) is calculated from the radial profile data according to F , (r)= 

J (j E -Q .) r' d r ' / r with r restricted to regions sufficiently hot that radiative 

losses should be negligible compared to thermal conduction and the ion col l i -

sional energy transfer rate Q .. 

3 . Drift Wave-Trapped Electron Mode Analysis 

In the analysis of the experiments the drift wave model is taken so as to 

include recent developments in the stabili ty and macroscopic convective t rans 

port rates of drift wave-trapped electron modes. The theoretical model includes 

shear stabilization [6], the grad-B drift Landau resonance [7] of trapped electrons 

and the multi-energy range approximation [8] for the oscil lat ing electron d is t r i 

bution which synthesizes the four regimes of coll isional drift waves , the col l is ion-

less drift waves , and the high and low collisionality regimes of the trapped e l e c 

tron modes. All four regimes occur in the da ta . 

3.1 Dispersion Relation. In the experiments the fluctuations are e lectrostat ic 

to a good approximation, and the dispersion relation D(k,co) = 0 is written follow

ing the notation in Horton [8] as 

T ,. T co* N _, c»* , 
D = l + T f " i - r f + — Jlo e - \ ~ b Gry e -H e (k , . ) (2) 

where b = (l/le) k^p , P = cim/I^/eB, and 1\. = d In T./d In n. In the analytic 

study the electron response is taken as linear with rf , = n (ecS/T ) [1-H (k,cu)] 
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where the nonadiabatic response H is computed from H = AG°+ 7] G with 

A = 1- u>,/c% and 

G n (k,u>) = 2TT^r°°h (e = E/T ,k / 0 )) e ^ e ' e ( e - f ) " d e <3> 
"o 

The energy dependence of the nonadiabatic electron distribution h (e) is given 

in Eqs. (3-5) and in the Appendix of Ref. [8]. The dominant electron energy 

contribution to Gn varies with the collisionality of the wave. The density 

dependence of G n , although weaker than the 1/n variation of earlier work [6], 

remains a significant effect producing substantial ly more stabil i ty at high den

s i t i e s . In particular the ALCATOR discharges at all radii and the high density 

ORMAK discharges at most radii are found to be stable due to the posit ive 7] 

stabil ization occurring for coll is ional modes. For instabili ty the frequency must 

exceed the ion transit frequency cu, . = v./qR. 

3.2 Anomalous Thermal Flux. The anomalous particle flux r and electron thermal 

flux F, produced by the fluctuations are given by 

ncT ,-, eco, 2 . 
rdw= -elT I l-T5" 1 ky ( Alm G + ^e Im G > (4) 

k e 

y 
2 

ncT r eco, 2 , o 
F, = f T I \ + £ - > I - V s - I k (AlmG' + Tl Im G*) (5) 
dw 2 e dw eB L. ] T ' y e 

k e 

y 

The spectral density I(k p) of the fluctuation spectrum is defined by £ | n , / n | = 

[ p d k I(k p), and we observe that^the drift wave turbulent energy density W is 

given approximately by W = n T f pd k I(k p). From evaluations of I\j and F , 
e e-!o y y dw dw 

we find that the thermal flux is carried by high energy electrons E~(3-5) T and 
2 1 e 

that 7] G » AG . Consequently, the flux in Eq. (5) is given primarily by the 
electron temperature gradient and reduces to 

n n r 
9 

where the average < ) is over the spectral distribution and W.= n T (p/r ) (L / r ) . 
\ / ^ f e e ' n' v sx n ' 

The reference turbulent energy density Wf is the maximum energy density available 

to the shear localized drift modes as follows from either the wave-part icle non

linear limit or the free energy limit to wave growth. The turbulent energies that 

occur in the experiments are taken to be a constant fraction a - W/W f of the free 

energy W, available to the modes except at stable and marginally stable radii 

where W remains near the thermal fluctuation level . 

In Figs. 1 and 2 typical results for the drift wave parameters are shown. 

Although not always the c a s e , in the two discharges shown the turbulence level 

Wf(r) reaches a maximum at r ~ a / 2 . Due to 71. ~ 1 the frequency shown in (c) 

reaches a maximum near k P~%. The dimensionless spectral distribution I(k p) 
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FIG. I. Theoretical fluctuation and electron thermal flux analysis for the (250 kA, 50 kG) discharge in TFR. 
Shown are (a) maximum fractional turbulent energy density distribution with radius, (bj spectral distribution 

of density fluctuations at the radius of maximum Wt normalized such that (,nfr)2/n'o(r}'= W(r)/neTe(rj = f pdky/(kvpj, 
o y 

(c) frequency in Hz of fluctuations in non-rotating frame (Er = 0) with the ion Landau damping region at LO^ indicated, 
(d) ratio of observed electron thermal flux FQ^S (rj to the scaled drift wave flux F^w (r) in the region q(rj > I. 

0.0 0.4 0.8 
r_ 
a 

FIG.2. Same theoretical analysis as in Fig.l for the (101 kA, 15.5 kG) discharge in Ormak. 
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FIG.3. Comparison of the fluctuation spectrum I(kyp) calculated at r = 8 cm for ATC (1= 76 kA, B- 21 kG) 
on the left-bottom axes with the scattering values reported for the same discharge shown on the top-right axes. 

reaches a maximum near the maximum of the linear growth ra te . The ratio of the 

observed electron thermal flux to the drift wave flux is shown as the points in 

(d) with the horizontal line showing the implied value of a . The hypothesis 

that F , (r) = F , (r) is tested by examining the constancy of a over the range of 

applicable radii in all the d i scharges . 

3.3 Spectral Distribution. The spectral distribution of the fluctuations is c a l 

culated approximately using the results of a fluid model mode coupling theory 

that assumes the div(nv F) nonlinearity controls the saturation of the drift modes, 

The nonlinear calculation neglects resonant three mode coupling which is e s s e n 

tially forbidden by the dispersion and obtains saturation by balancing the third 

order secular terms in the nonlinear ion response with the linear electron 

destabi l izat ion to yield that 
Wr C-Im D(k,u))] 

e " V 
from which it follows that 

I (V ) = ^ 
W, dk 

Im H = e 

Ak <Im H > 
__Z_ el 

TTk w f* 

(7) 

(8) 

The value of # = W/Wf computed from this spectrum appears consistent with the 

value deduced from the observed electron thermal flux. 

The fluctuation spectrum I(k p) given by Eq. (7) is analyzed in detai l for the 

ATC experiment where Mazzucato[9] obtained a direct measurement of the fluctua

tion spectrum averaged over the radial region from r =*5cm to 13cm at the six 
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FIG.4. Electron thermal energy confinement time r^frj = § /neTg2ir r'dr'/2irrF(rJ, from drift wave model Tge (dw) 
o 

versus the observed thermal confinement time Tge(obs). 

values of k p shown in Fig. 3 . The computed theoretical spectrum at r = 8cm is 

shown in Fig. 3 to be in agreement with the observed spectrum. Calculation of 

the spectrum at r =6.4cm gives a value of I(k p) below that shown by 3 0% while 

at r = 9.6cm the value is greater by a factor near two. For ATC the peak of the 

spectrum shifts to k p ~ 0 . 8 - 0 . 9 at larger radii , and the absolute fluctuation 

level remains high at larger radii . 

4 . Comparison of Theory and Experiment 

In general terms we have found no significant evidence to contradict the 

hypothesis that the observed electron thermal conduction is due to drift wave 

fluctuations. A qualitative difference in the energy balance data for ALCATOR 

is observed where 5 (r F , ) / r d r becomes negligible compared to j„ EM and Q^*. 
O D S ii || e i 

For the high density data the process of electron thermal conduction is unimportant 

which agrees with the stabili ty analysis since it predicts no appreciable anomalous 

transport. In other data the energy balance occurs between 5(rF , ) / rdr and 

j E with F , (r) being relatively uniform and of order 1 to 5 wat ts /cm . Com

parison of F , (r) with psuedo c lass ica l and neoclass ica l formulas yields 

contradictory results as is generally recognized. The ratio F > ^ / ^ d w ^ i s 

observed to be approximately constant with radius when the region q(r) < 1 is 

excluded. The strong correlation between the theoretical fluctuation spectrum 

and that observed with microwave scattering in ATC gives microscopic evidence 

to support the hypothesis that F0u s(
r) = F d w ( r )* 
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A 

In the data for TFR, ATC, ST and ORMAK, the analysis of F
o b s ( r j ) / F

d w ( r j ) 

with r. restricted to applicable regions yields samples with 5 to 7 values for 

each discharge . The mean value and standard deviation of a for the ith d i s 

charge denoted by (a-,a-) typically have a. < <v./3. Study of the (a.,a.) data leads 

to the conclusion that the hypothesis of constant a is satisfied over the d i s 

charges in a given device . From this conclusion we proceed to define OLT^IO-^ 

for each dev ice . The values obtained for a ± a n are 

a j , F R = . 6 4 ± . 2 3 o;ATC= .33 ± .29 

a O R M A K = ' 1 6 ± - 0 9 ^ = . 1 7 ± . 0 6 

At present the variation of a-p. from device to device appears too large to warrant 

further averaging. It is not clear how to interpret the observed deviations of 

a-p. from device to device . Adopting the value of a^. as the final determination 

of the turbulence level and treating equally all applicable data points in the 

d i scharges , we show in Fig. 4 the local electron thermal energy confinement 

time T_ from the data versus that from the drift wave model. Within a given 

device the correlation between the theory and experiment appears significant. 

5 . Particle Simulations 

Extensive electrostat ic part icle simulations are performed on the anomalous 

cross field plasma transport due to col l is ionless drift wave instabi l i t ies using a 

2^D model. The nonlinear behavior is studied of the drift instabi l i t ies and the 

associated plasma transport in the presence of a single unstable mode and many 

unstable modes. The effect of magnetic shear is investigated for single and 

multiple rational surfaces . Some preliminary results are reported for the full 

three dimensional s imulat ions. 

5.1 Description of the Models . Three simulation models are used to study the 

anomalous plasma transport due to low frequency micro ins t ab i l i t es . The 2^-D 

slab model T10] (x ,y ,v , v , v ) which is used for most of the resul ts reported 7 x y z 
here , has an inhomogeneous plasma density and temperature in the x direction 

where the plasma is bounded between two conducting wa l l s . In the y direction 

the plasma is assumed to be periodic and homogeneous. The magnetic field 

has its major component B in the z direction with a small "azimuthal" component 
B which is either constant or varies with x for a sheared magnetic field, oy 
Both cylindrical and toroidal models in three dimensions are also used where a 

hybrid approach of two dimensional spatial grid and the eigenfunction expansion 

in the axial direction [11] is employed. 

5.2 Drift Wave Instabil i t ies and Anomalous Plasma Transport. Nonlinear b e 

havior of the col l is ionless drift instabil i t ies due to finite Larmor radius effect 
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0.31 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 

FIG. 5. Time evolution in units ofcjJg of the density profile, mode structure and parallel electron temperature 
on 64grid points with mesh size A = X^-. The simulation parameters are given in Ref. [12]. 

and the associated plasma transport are studied first for the case where there 

is only one unstable mode with k p. = 0.5 in the system [12]. The density is 

nonuniform in x while the temperature is assumed constant in this c a s e . 

Typically, the instabili ty grows with the predicted linear growth rate followed 

by the nonlinear saturation at (ecp/T ) ^ 0.1 as observed in Q-machine experiments. 

Three different processes appear to be responsible for the saturation: the 

steepening of the electron velocity distribution at the phase velocity/ which 

increases the Landau damping; wave induced plasma diffusion, which decreases 
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510 

FIG.6. Dependence of diffusion and thermal conductivity coefficients on shear for hyperbolic tangent density 
profile. The rational surface is at the maximum density gradient. Diffusion scale units are A cope = cTe/2eB 
with w c e = 2wpe. 

the density gradient; and the energy transfer which generates a temperature 

gradient in the direction of the init ial density gradient. Among the three, the 

background density diffusion appears to be the dominant effect. 

Fig. 5 shows a typical simulation result . Generally speaking, quasilinear 

diffusion appears responsible for the observed density diffusion; however, for 

the case of strong instabil i ty the diffusion is enhanced due to the vortex type 

of plasma convection caused by the ExB drift across the magnetic field similar 

to the convective diffusion studied earlier [13]. The parallel electron kinetic 

energy transfer rate is substant ial as shown in Fig.5 and is independent of 

particle diffusion. 

When there are many unstable modes the anomalous diffusion is enhanced. 

This case is simulated allowing 2 0 unstable modes in the system, where the 

minimum wave length is k p. = 0.05 and the most unstable mode is k p ^ O . 5 . 

Simulation resul ts indicate that the instabili ty is eventually dominated by a 

few modes around k p. « 0 . 5 . Quasilinear type particle diffusion again appears 

to be the dominant saturation mechanism. The diffusion p roces s , however, is 

more incoherent perhaps due to the interaction among the different vo t i ces . The 

measured particle and energy diffusion are about 30% greater than those for the 

single mode c a s e . 
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FIG. 7. (a) Diagram of the sheared magnetic By(xj field with multiple rational surfaces, (b) Growth of the average 
density perturbation in the presence of multiple rational surfaces. 
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6. Shear Stabilization of Drift Ins tabi l i t ies . 

In the shear less system the unstable drift waves are observed to grow to 

large amplitudes where strong particle and energy diffusion flattens the densi ty 

gradient. With the introduction of magnetic shear , however, the instabil i ty 

and hence the anomalous diffusion may be suppressed. We have simulated this 

problem using the 2^D slab model with the magnetic field given by B(x)=B [z + 

(x -xJ /L y] with x, = 36 A , where there is one rational surface. The resul ts 

are shown in Fig. 6 for the measured particle diffusion Dx and the electron thermal 

conducitivity K . As we s e e , part icle diffusion decreases rapidly with the in

creasing shear . The critical shear , L / L , for total s tabil izat ion is in good agree

ment with the linear shear stabil ization theory [6]. In contrast , the electron heat 

t r ans fe r is r a the r insensi t ive to shear and is of o rde r Bohm although the scaling 
r e m a i n s to be determined. 

Toroidal effects that couple modes localized to neighbouring rat ional 
surfaces a r e modeled in the slab by modulating the By(x) shown in Fig .7a . 

For the case of two rational surfaces an analytic global solution [14] is 

obtained with purely outward energy propagation in the regions exterior to the 

rational surfaces . For two closely spaced rational surfaces the shear induced 

damping of the global eigenmode is less than that of eigenmodes localized by 

one rational surface. This is because a standing wave structure is formed between 

the rational surfaces, and in the exterior region destructive interference lowers 

the energy lost through outward propagation. Now due to the presence of two 

rational surfaces , the destabil izat ion from inverse electron Landau damping is 

about twice that for a single rational surface, as long as the spacing between 

surfaces is not too small . Generalizing to N closely spaced surfaces , the 
1/3 stabil i ty criterion becomes L / L > N(m /m.) / . A series of particle simulations 

confirm this criterion. As shown in Fig.7b, the scaling of growth rates with the 

number of rational surfaces is in agreement with the theory. The absolute values 

of the growth rates are about 50% less than expected. This is reasonable since 

the theoretical approximations neglect the region where o/k^vQ> 1 and consider 

inverse electron Landau damping as a perturbation. 

For the case of two rational surfaces , we also observe electron energy t r ans 

fer due to Landau absorption. The electrons lose their energy to the waves at the 

point where co/k y ~ 1 and in turn the waves are absorbed near the rational surfaces . 

The initial uniform electron temperature is modified accordingly. In toroidal 

sys tems , the coupling among different rational surfaces will take place because 

the toroidal field depends on the poloidal angle , and therefore similar effects 

to those observed here are expected to occur. 
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7. Three Dimensional Simulations 

Recently full three dimensional simulations for both cylindrical and toroidal 

plasma models have been init iated. Some preliminary results have been obtained 

for the drift ins tabi l i t ies . We again observe the growth of a few strongly unstable 

modes with k±p. ~ 0 . 5 , causing significant particle diffusion which appears to 

stabil ize ins tabi l i t ies . More results will be reported at the conference. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPER IAEA-CN-35/B 14 

A. SAMAIN: The empirical laws derived by Mercier and co-workers, e.g. from the TFR 
results, indicate that the heat transmission coefficient has a weak variation with temperature. 
Is this consistent with your model? 

W. HORTON, Jr.: I presume that the answer is yes, to the extent that our model explains 
the observed transport in TFR (let me recall that the uncertainty in our coefficient is 
Aa/a ~ 0.2/0.6 ~ 30%). Of course, it is surprising that the drift wave thermal conductivity, 
which appears to vary as Tg'2/(BI) - H g ^ , i7e, en) , could be consistent with the weak Te dependence 
inferred from the data of Mercier and co-workers. The interrelation of the plasma parameters is so 
complicated, however, that I do not see this as a contradiction to the drift wave model. 

A. GIBSON: The authors of paper IAEA-CN-35/A-3 said that the measured fluctuation level 
is too small for transport in the intermediate radial region to be explained by drift waves. Will 
you comment on this? 

W. HORTON, Jr.: First, it appears that the value of rTg/hg ~ 1—3 X 10~3 used in their estimate 
for the electron thermal flux may be lower than that actually implied by the measured S(kx, k y ) , 
which could be interpreted as showing approximate isotropy in the kx , ky-plane with a corresponding 
increase in /S dk x dk y . In contrast, the value of n e /n e = [/pdkylCkyp)]1/2 predicted by Fig.lb in 
our paper is approximately 1.4 X 10~2. This difference in ng/ne probably accounts for the different 
conclusions as to whether the fluctuations are responsible for the observed electron thermal 
conduction. 

In addition, the amplitude of the trapped-electron mode is greater on the outside of the torus 
than on the midplane, where the scattering volume is shown in Fig.4 of paper IAEA-CN-35/A-3. 
This poloidal variation could account for a larger overall thermal flux being consistent with the 
observed S(k, T). 
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Abstract 

NUMERICAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION IN TOKAMAKS DUE TO 
DISSIPATIVE TRAPPED-ION INSTABILITY. 

The trapped-fluid equations of Kadomtsev and Pogutse (K.P.) are solved numerically as an initial-value 
problem with due observation of the appropriate boundary conditions, which are derived. Numerical results are 
given for the value of the anomalous diffusion coefficient D at late times and for its dependence on the magnetic 
field, temperature, density, etc. Examples of the time development D(t) are also given. The main result is: 
the numerical values of D are, in general, larger than according to K.P.; and the scaling of D with B, T, N p , etc., 
differs from K.P.'s, but also varies considerably with the parameter values involved. In addition, several analytical 
results are presented, e.g. special non-linear solutions, invariance properties, and from dimensional analysis a 
general "scaling law" for D (B, T, Np , etc.) is obtained. Some of these analytical results have been successfully 
used for testing the numerical programme. 

The importance of the dissipative trapped-ion instability for the next 
tokamak generation is evident. It is most simply described by the trapped-
fluid transport equations of Kadomtsev and Pogutse (K.P.) Q-4]: 

8 nj + v.(nj-n°) + V(njv) = Npv'V6°, v" = z x V [ A d i V ) ! , j - i,e 
t J L_ _l 

A = 2eBNP0-6o) ' T " 2Vi/(VV 
i e —* 

with n ' = trapped particle densities, v = velocity, v^ e = effective 
collision frequencies, n° = 6QNP = trapped equilibrium density and where 
the approximations VB = 7«v = V60 = 0 have been used. Without treating the 
boundary-value problem, K.P. were able, with the help of some assumptions 
(such as isotropy, small scale turbulence,...), to derive an asymptotic 
diffusion coefficient in the plane layer approximation: 
D(K.P.) = vQ

2/(2ve) (v0 = A|Vn°j= diamagnetic drift velocity). We shall con
sider here the slab model too, but use the appropriate boundary conditions 
and the additional approximations VA = V2n° = 0. By analogy with the torus, 
the solutions have to be periodic in y (poloidal direction) with, say, 
period b. Furthermore, we consider a reflecting wall at x = 0 (magnetic 
axis) and an absorbing wall at x = a. Assuming the densities and the velo
city component vx = - AByCn1 - ne) to be continuous, it follows that 

* Work performed under terms of agreement on association between the Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasma
physik and Euratom. 
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vx = 9tv
x = 0 at both x = 0 and x = a. From this the values of the solu

tions on the boundaries x = 0 and x = a can be analytically obtained: 

exp(-v. t) ,e(x ,y,t) = n°(x ) + n 1>e(x ) - n°(x ) W" 
with i^ = 0 or a. For a given initial perturbation about the equilibrium, 
we consider here the time development of the solutions of the K.P. equa
tions, taking into account the above periodicity and analytical boundary 
conditions, which are inserted in the numerical code. Even though this 
model forbids wall losses, owing to the collision terms we have a mean par
ticle flux in the x-direction throughout the volume. From this a diffusion 
coefficient, with respect to the gradient of the trapped equilibrium den
sity n°(x), can be derived: 

D(x.t) - - £ / d y (H^) vx/Vn° 
o l 

This diffusion coefficient was compared with that given by Kadomtsev and 
Pogutse Q,2] 

DK>Pi = (AVn°)
2/(2ve) 

The numerical calculations use an explicit version of the Carlson method 
[jQ. Most calculations were performed with a 60x60 quadratic grid (Ax = Ay) 
choosing b = a;.some 30x30 grid calculations were also performed. The equi
librium used was of the form 

n°(x) = n°(0)-(l-x) 
a 

with 6Q = const. Hence NP and T are also functions of x. The numerical 
values given below indicate the values of NP and T at x = 0. The collision 
frequencies ve ^ are calculated from these values on the axis and taken to 
be independent of x, which is an approximation. Generally, the initial 
perturbations were of the form 

m° 1 

'(a-x) I , i 
m=l 

A cos(m<()+0) + cos (mi})) 

with <J> = 27ry/b, cQ = 2X10?, m = 4. The constants A and 9 were determined 
in such a way that the m = m0 term gave a pure growing mode according to 
the linearized theory. The time step At was determined as 

At = min(Ati, At2, At3» At^) 

with Atj = 2ysec, At2 = (10ve)
_1, At3 = Ax/(1.1 max|v | ) , At, = 

Ay/(1.1 max|vy|). Replacing At by At/5 in one run did not appreciably 
alter the time-asymptotic value of the diffusion coefficient (down by 
about 10%). 

We now present the numerical results. As a parameter, the critical wave
length Ac = 2irv0/ (ve/5~) is used Q Q • For Ac > a, an asymptotic value of 
the diffusion coefficient D is not produced. For instance, D at x = a/2 
fluctuates in time between zero and a maximal value of the order of D^ p . 
One-dimensional Fourier analysis in the y-direction shows that most of"the 
energy resides in the m = 1 mode. This parameter range is close to the 
limit of validity of the theory, where magnetic drifts become important, 
and a transition to the collisionless trapped-ion mode occurs Q,2]. In 
an intermediate range, a/2 > Xc > a/4, the fluctuations of D in time become 
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D [cm2/sec] 

1.5X106-

1.0x106 

0.5x106-

0 
0 2 A 6 8 10 

FIG.l. Diffusion coefficient versus time, normal case. 

— x B = 60kG, T=10keV, Np = 10Kcm - 3 , 
a=b = 50cm, 60 =1/2 , t = 20ms 

FIG.2. Example of equipotential contours for ffJfmal = 1. 

smaller. Again, most of the energy resides in the m = 1 mode. In the 
regime of small-scale convection, i.e. Xc < a/4, in most runs the diffusion 
coefficient assumes a constant asymptotic value after about 5 to 10 msec. 
Between the initial phase of linear growth and the asymptotic phase there 
is a strongly nonlinear phase in which D may exceed the asymptotic value by 
a large factor and, in addition, may strongly oscillate (see Fig. 1). The 
final state is characterized by an azimuthal mode number m £ 1 in which, 
again, most of the energy resides. Yov this range a diagram of equi
potential contours, showing also the E x B* drift, is given (see Fig. 2). 

B = 30kG,T=4keV 
Np= 10wcm"3 

a = b = 50 cm 
d0= 1/2 

(K.P.) 
. t tmsecl 
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D[cm2/sec3 

B=30kG,T=10keV 

Np=2.8xlOwcm"3 

a= b = 50cm 

4>= 1 /2 

(K.P.) 

1 1 r~Umsec] 
0 10 20 30 40 50 

FIG.3. Diffusion coefficient versus time, special case. 

In agreement with analytical results, the potential shows a dipole effect. 
The one-dimensional Fourier-transforms of E y and E x in the y and x-direc-
tions yield the 4 energy spectra Wy(m,x), Wx(m,x), $x(n,y), and "vfy(n,y), 
where m and n are the mode numbers in the y and x-directions, respectively. 
While, in a case with mf£na2 = 2, Wy is strongly peaked at m = 2, Wx at 
m = 0 and 2, Wx and Wy are smooth spectral distributions. A peculiar 
phenomenon may occur for carefully selected parameters in the transition 
region between different values of the final m-number (see Fig. 3). In the 
example, first an asymptotic state with m = 4 is quickly reached; only 
after 15 msec does a sudden jump to a state m = 2 occur, enlarging the 
diffusion coefficient by a factor of two. 

In Figs 4 to 8 we show the dependence of the anomalous diffusion coeffi
cient on the quantities B, T, Np, 60 and a = b. It is seen that the curves 
exhibit a fine-scale sawtooth structure, since cases with equal values 
of the final mode number m show a local scaling different from the global 
scaling obtained by larger variation of the parameters, whence mf£nai varies 
between, say, 1 and 10 (or more). Owing to the limitations of the x-y 
grid (60x60), results with mf£nai > 10 should be observed with caution. 
The main effects shown in Figs 4 to 8 are: (1) The diffusion is generally 
stronger than according to K.P.; (2) The global scaling of the diffusion 
coefficient deviates appreciably from K.P. scaling. However,the scaling is 
not constant, but varies with the equilibrium parameters. 

Analytical results were also obtained, mainly to serve for tests of the nu
merical program. For instance, the K.P. equations possess the following 
special nonlinear solution: 

n ' (x,y,t) = n (x) + ni' (x) exp(-v. t) 
i,e 

These solutions were also found in numerical runs to very good accuracy. 
Furthermore, the K.P. equations possess several invariance properties. 

1.5x106-

1.0 X106-

05x106-
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FIG.4. Diffusion coefficient versus B. FIG.5. Diffusion coefficient versus T. 
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FIG.6. Diffusion coefficient versus Np. FIG. 7. Diffusion coefficient versus 5 0 . 
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m=*10 

a (cm) 

FIG.8. Diffusion coefficient versus a = b. 

From every nonlinear solution one can generate new solutions by the trans
formations: 

ni,e(x,y,t) + n1'e(x,y+n(x),t) 

where n(x) is a free function, and by the transformation: 

P(x,y,t) ->- [3p(a-x,y,t)[] , Pt(x,y,t) -»• [3pt(a-x,y,t) ] 

i e . . . . . . . 

with p = n -n . Solutions that obey initial conditions periodic in x or 
antisymmetric with respect to x = a/2 preserve these symmetries for all 
times and possess smaller diffusion coefficients than solutions without 
such symmetries. These symmetry properties were recovered in numerical 
runs to very good accuracy for rather long times. This shows that the 
time-asymptotic plasma state may depend on the initial conditions. Other 
tests compared the time development (growth of the instability) at early 
times with the linearized theory. In all these cases the agreement was 
entirely satisfactory. Finally, dimensionless analysis shows that for 
Tf=Te, vf/ve = const, the diffusion coefficient in the asymptotic state, if 
independent of the initial conditions, should obey the parameter dependence: 

81 = v.a" g2 
o 

v a 

with v = A 3 n , or 
o x 

a2NP 
D " WYSll ' g3 VB(l-6 )a2NP 

63 T 5/2 
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where gi, g£, g3 are undetermined functions. In a special test the "local 
scaling" of D near B = 30 kG, T = 4 keV, Np = 10^ cm"3, a = b = 50 cm, 
60 = 1/2, with m = 6 = const, has been found to agree rather well with 
these formulae, viz. 

d(log D) = -0.62 d(log B) + 0.41 d(log Np) + 0.40 d(log <5 ) 

+ 0.80 d(log a) 

the coefficient of d(log T) being zero. Other analytical results were de
rived that have not been used for tests up to now._ For instance, it was 
shown that travelling wave solutions of the form n1>e(x,y-wt), w = const, 
if they exist at all, require w = -(ve-V£)v0/(ve+v£) with v^ ^ 0. Further
more, a linear relation exists between the x-derivative of the average 
particle flux < n1*6 vx > in the x-direction and the average electric 
potential $, viz. for every x: 

8 < n 1 , e vX > = - [2eNp(l-6 ) /T7 • [v v./(v -v.)"] • < $ > 
x "- o - t i - e i e i - 1 

where the average is taken over y and t. 

Summarizing, we find that the diffusion coefficient due to the dissipative 
trapped-ion instability is of the order of, or appreciably larger than (a 
factor of 10 or more), the K.P. value, depending on the plasma and machine 
parameters. This result will, of course, be modified if ion Landau damping 
(which is neglected here) is also taken into account. We thank F. Sardei 
for invaluable advice on numerical methods. 
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Abstract 

LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR THEORY OF TRAPPED-PARTICLE INSTABILITIES. 
This paper analyses several important features of trapped-particle instabilities. For trapped-electron modes, 

the complete two-dimensional (2D) spatial structure, including the effects of magnetic shear, is numerically 
calculated within the framework of a differential formulation for long radial wavelength modes. Growth rates 
obtained for representative cases correlate reasonably well with the usual one-dimensional (ID) estimates of shear 
stabilization. However, the spatial structure of the mode differs markedly; e.g. it typically extends over several 
mode-rational surfaces. At the shorter wavelengths, where the maximum growth rates of the modes typically 
occur, it is necessary to introduce an integral equation formulation for calculating the radial dependence. Growth 
rates from this 2D analysis are significantly smaller than ID estimates, and the poloidal mode structure exhibits 
a pronounced localization at the magnetic field minimum. Specific collisional mechanisms affecting the linear 
stability of these modes are also studied. Collisional scattering of low-energy electrons can reduce the non-adiabatic 
trapped-electron response and collisional broadening can strongly modify the resonant response of the untrapped 
electrons. The saturation of the usual form of the dissipative trapped-ion instability by mode coupling is studied 
analytically and numerically. The "solitary wave" or "multi-mode" equilibria of LaQuey et al. are found to be 
unstable and inaccessible. However, their "two-mode" equilibria can be both stable and accessible and can lead 
to transport levels well below the Kadomtsev-Pogutse estimates, provided wave dispersion is small and the para
meters considered are not far from marginal stability. In addition to the standard trapped-ion modes, which are 
associated with the electron diamagnetic drift branch, it is found that ion diamagnetic modes of this type can 
also be generated. This new branch is destabilized by both resonant and non-resonant interactions with ions 
which have average unfavourable magnetic drifts. If the ion temperature gradient parameter, TJ; = d CnT;/d£nn, 
is either large (rjj > 2/3) or negative (r?j < 0), growth rates from the ion branch are dominant over the electron 
branch. 

TRAPPED-ELECTRON MODE 

The first type of trapped-particle instability predicted to be encoun
tered in tokamak devices is the dissipative trapped-electron mode. Here we 
investigate two important aspects of this instability, namely, (1) its two-
dimensional spatial structure and the effect of magnetic shear on modes ex
tending over several mode-rational surfaces; and (2) the influence of col
lisional scattering of low-energy electrons and of collisional broadening 
of the untrapped resonant electron response. 

* Work supported by USERDA Contracts E(l l-D-3073, E(l l-l)-3237, E(40-l)-4478, and ERDA contract 
with Union Carbide Corporation. 

t Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N.J. 
t t University of Texas at Austin, Texas. 
** University of Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. 
% Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
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In order to properly identify the trapped-electron mode and assess its 
effects, it is necessary to determine its spatial structure and to obtain 
a realistic estimate of the stabilizing influence of magnetic shear. Pre
vious investigations of these problems have generally been one-dimensional; 
i.e. either the radial structure of the mode is ignored while solving for 
the structure parallel to the magnetic field, or the parallel structure is 
ignored while solving for the radial structure in the vicinity of a single 
mode-rational surface [1]. The present analysis deals with the complete 
two-dimensional (2D) structure of the mode over its full width, which may 
extend over several rational surfaces. Recalling that this is basically an 
electrostatic instability and that the appropriate frequency range lies 
between the thermal ion transit frequency, <^ti, and the thermal electron 
bounce frequency, oT^g, the ion and electron density responses are calculated 
using standard procedures [1]. We then use the quasineutrality condition to 
obtain the 2D, integro-differential equation for the fluctuating electro
static potential, <j> (r,9,£,t) , where r is the minor radius and 6 and X, 
are the poloidal and toroidal angles. Without loss of generality, the slow 
and fast 8-dependence can be separated by expressing <j> as 

<j>(r,9,£,t) = 4>(9,r) exp (-iu>t+im°8-i£U (1) 

where % and m° are the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers. Here m° 
= £q(r0) with q being the safety factor and r Q designating the position 
of a reference mode-rational surface around which the mode is localized. 
The slow 6-variation is contained in <j>(9,r), which must be periodic in 6 
and satisfy the condition | (3<j>/39)/$ | « m°. Noting that the spacing of 
mode rational surfaces [i.e. the distance between the surfaces where 
q = m/H and q = (m±l)/il] is Ar s - (£q')

- 1, it is convenient to express 
the radial distance from r 0 in terms of S(r) = £[q(r) -q(rQ)] 
- (r-r Q)/Ar s. Equation (1) thus becomes 

<j> = [$(6,S) exp (-ise)] exp {-i«.[C-q(r)e]} exp (-iwt) (2) 

Since Ar s is generally much smaller than typical equilibrium scale lengths 
for realistic conditions with rq'/q ~ 1/ the radial equilibrium gradients 
can be treated as constant to a good approximation. Hence, only the ex
plicit S-dependence is considered. 

For radial wavelengths longer than the ion gyroradius (krPi < 1 ) , k r 

is treated as a differential operator; i.e. k 2 = -(Ar s)
- 29 2/3S 2. The 

basic mode equation thus becomes 

/ 3 2 3 2 3 4 \ -
I A(8) — - + B ^ - i S ) + C + D ( e ) + E — *(e,S) 
\ 9 S d S / 

d\ FM = £ § S _ _ U + K<|> = 0 (3) 
e\a>-u) (E/T ) +iv (E/T ) ' 

t. De e - e 

where A contains the first-order radial finite ion gyroradius terms, B 
includes the ion sound contribution a('(o^/a»)2, C is the sum of the elec
tron adiabatic, ion hydromagnetic, and poloidal finite ion gyroradius 
terms, D includes the ion magnetic curvature drift terms, E contains 
the second-order corrections to A, and K represents the contribution 
from ion and untrapped electron Landau resonances. In the trapped-electron 
driving terms, w*e = k ep iv iT/2r n > 0, x = T e/T ±, v ± = (2T i/m i)^

/ 2, 
r^1 = - (d/dr) inn, kg = m°/r = £q(r0)/r, n e = d £ n T e / d £ n n , (JDe is the 
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orbit-averaged electron magnetic drift frequency, v_ = ve/e, £ = r/R, and 
J = {$ d9' $(S,9») exp [iS(6-e')]/vH(6')}/[f d9/vM(8)]. This equation can 
be converted into a matrix equation by expanding $(9,S) in complete sets 
of poloidal and radial basis functions, specifically, 

*(9,S) = £ E +• g.O)h (S) (4) 
n=0 j =-<» J J 

where gj (9) = (2ir)-1/2 exp (ij9) , hn(S) = M^
1/2Hn(a

1/2S) exp (-CTS2/2) , 
Mn = (ir/a)

 1/22nn!, Hn denotes a Hermite polynomial, and a is a parameter 
[with Re(a) > 0] which is adjusted to minimize the required number of radial 
basis functions. Poloidal periodicity is clearly satisfied, and the radial 
boundary condition, $ •*• 0 as S -* ±°° , is also satisfied for Re (a) > 0. 
The latter corresponds to "globally" localized modes which can spread over 
a number of mode-rotational surfaces. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), 
multiplying by g.= • (9)hn. (S) , and integrating over 9 and S gives the 
basic matrix equation, which is solved by standard numerical procedures. 

To check the 2D code against previous ID analytic calculations of the 
radial structure [1], the poloidal dependence as well as terms D, E and K 
are suppressed in Eq. (3), and a typical very long wavelength mode (kgp. 
- 0.04) is analysed. In the same spirit, the radial structure and terms 
A, B, D, E and K are suppressed to compare with previous analytic calcula
tions of the radially-local poloidal structure [1]. The comparisons indicate 
good agreement in both cases. We then proceed to study the proper 2D func
tional dependence with all terms kept in Eq. (1). Growth rates calculated 
for kgp^ - 0.2 and rq'/g.=l are found to be quite close to the results from 
the ID radial analysis [2]. This seems to indicate that the ID radial 
estimate of shear stabilization may be more accurate than expected. How
ever, it should be emphasized that the actual mode structure, as shown in 
Fig. 1(a), is very different from the simple ID result. Hence, the basis 
of comparison with experimentally measured mode structure, as well as the 
usual assumptions regarding the radial wave spectrum introduced in non
linear theory, could be significantly altered. 

The most serious limitation of the analysis described is the constraint, 
krpj_ < 1, which is required to ensure the validity of the differential for
mulation for calculating the radial dependence. Typically, this condition 
is found to be violated for kQP^ > 0.3. Since the radially local results 
indicate that the maximum growth rates lie in the range kgp- > 1, a refor
mulation of the analysis of the radial dependence is necessary. The term 
which primarily governs the radial structure comes from the finite ion 
gyroradius factor in the perturbed ion density response and can be ex
pressed as 

4- dk exp [ik (r-r )]J2[(v,/fl)(k2+k2)1/2] dr exp [-ik (r-r )]*(6,r) 
2TT r r o o a 8 r I r o 

If krp^ < 1, the Bessel function term, J^, can be expanded in the usual 
manner, and the integrals here are trivially performed to yield the fa
miliar differential form. For the general case of arbitrary kr, we can 
still carry out the r-integration analytically, but the kr-integration must 
be calculated numerically. However, the basic structure of the matrix 
equation remains unchanged. Hence, the numerical procedures used for 
solving the long radial wavelength (differential) problem can be employed 



4^ 

FIG.l. Real part of the perturbed electrostatic potential eigenfunction 0(0, S) for fc0Pj = 0.2 (diagram (a/) and k0p{ = 1.4 (diagram (b)). Note that the poloidal 
angle 8 is zero at the outside of the torus, and that the radial variable S is S = (r - r0j/Ars, where r0 is the radius of the mode-rational surface around which the 
mode is centred, and Ars is the spacing of mode-rational surfaces. Only positive values ofS are shown since the eigenfunction is symmetric in (Sd). 
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for the integral formulation as well. The influence of ion collisions and 
various corrections to lowest-order effects have also been incorporated in 
the analysis. After confirming that the new 2D code accurately reproduces 
the results from the previous 2D treatment of long-wavelength modes, a case 
with k0Pi - 1.4 is studied. Here we find that the growth rate is roughly 
a factor of two below the ID radial estimate [2], and that the poloidal 
structure, as shown on Fig. 1(b), exhibits a strong localization at the 
magnetic field minimum (where the trapped particles are most strongly con
centrated) . This indicates that the usual assumption of a flute-like 
poloidal structure is quite inaccurate for short-wavelength modes. As 
kQpi is further increased, the trend toward smaller growth rates (compared 
to ID results) and poloidal localization is found to persist. This is 
likely related to the fact that the trapped-electron driving term in Eq 
is reduced. Specifically, since S « k0 (r-rQ) , the phase, iS(6-9'), in <j> 
can become quite large at short wavelengths. 

Two basic collisional mechanisms, which affect the linear stability 
of trapped-electron modes, are the collisional scattering of low-energy 
electrons and the collisional broadening of the resonant response of the 
untrapped electrons. To a good approximation the trapped electrons satisfy 

(3) 

the conditions, V|| < e1'2v and v > v lA, where the collisionality 

be 
to the banana regime." The latter constraint, which is ignored in most cal
culations, can lead to a significant reduction in the nonadiabatic trapped-
electron response. 

For the untrapped electrons, the nonadiabatic response is modified by 
the collisional broadening of the resonant interaction. In studying this 
effect we follow the familiar ID radial eigenmode analysis [1] but include 
electron magnetic curvature drifts [2] and untrapped electron Landau reso
nances [3]. The radial dependence of the latter effect is treated per-
turbatively [3] and leads to an additional term in the usual eigenvalue 
equation. For the lowest (most unstable) radial eigenmode, this term is 
proportional to J dx exp(-iux2/2)nUT, where x is the radial variable, 
u = (fî /ca) |k0/Ls I , L~ = (e/q)d &nq/dr, and n U T is the nonadiabatic un
trapped electron density response. To include the resonance broadening 
effect in nyT, we use an approximate Lorentz collision operator, 
ve(v)v

23 /9v| , in the drift kinetic equation determining the perturbed 
distribution function for the untrapped electrons. This is solved by a 
Fourier transform method which leads to the result: 

UT 
d3v 

UT 
1*11 

2 2 
exp (-v /v ) 

e 
dp exp -lp 

3 2-i 
v p v 
31k;, 

(5) 

where p is the transform variable associated with v)| , kn = kgx/Ls , and 
0)1 = u*e{l+ne[(v/ve)

2-3/2]}. For |u> + i (ve/3)p
2v2 | (Lg| u

1 / 2 |/kgve) « 1 , 
we can analytically perform the x, p and VJJ integrations in the nonadia
batic untrapped electron contribution to the usual eigenvalue equation [2]. 
The influence of this term for v* 5 1 is generally found to be weak. It 
should also be noted that even if v* > 1, the collisional broadening tends 
to strongly reduce the Landau damping for vp/u> However, nonresonant 
collisional effects from the nonadiabatic untrapped electrons may be signi
ficant in this regime. 

TRAPPED-ION MODE 
Operating conditions in present toroidal systems, such as PLT and T-10, 

as well as those in future larger tokamaks, are expected to reach the high 
temperature regime where the trapped-ion instability is predicted to appear. 
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Here we present (1) a comprehensive analysis of the nonlinear saturation of 
these dangerous modes by mode coupling; and (2) a calculation showing that 
a new branch of trapped-ion modes, which rotate in the ion-, rather than the 
usual electron-diamagnetic direction, can also appear. 

In studying the saturation of the usual dissipative trapped-ion insta
bility, we consider the two-dimensional Kadomtsev-Pogutse fluid equations 
modified by essential kinetic effects [4]. The basic mechanism considered 
is the process whereby energy in long-wavelength unstable modes is non-
linearly coupled via E x B convection to short-wavelength modes stabilized 
by ion Landau damping. The fundamental nonlinear equation for the potential, 
$ = e<J)/T, in the absence of kinetic modifications can be expressed as 

2 2 

3$ a$ v* 32$ v*tf--ni) u2 2 rnv* /a* a2$ 9$ 92$ \ 
at + v* a? + ~_ ^ 2 + V + —^72 "a7 * J7\~ [it ^ 2 - ^ a^7J = ° (6) 

where $ « 1, T e = T ± = T, v* = w 0 A y = (s1/2/2) (cT/eB)^ 1, r^1 

= -(d/dx) £nn 0, v + = v^/e, and the slab coordinates, x = r and y = r(6-£/q), 
are employed. Since OJ/V_ << 1, it is relevant to analyse the radially 
local, one-dimensional problem which results when the last term in Eq. (6) 
is ignored. As noted in previous work [4], linear kinetic theory indicates 
that Landau damping by both trapped and circulating ions provides an energy 
sink at short wavelengths for sufficiently weak temperature gradients. 
Saturation results when the wave steepening due to the 9$2/9y term in Eq. 
(6) moves energy from the unstable long-wavelength modes to the damped modes 
at short wavelength. Ion Landau damping is added to Eq. (6) in a perturba-
tive fashion, and the resultant expression is then transformed to the drift 
frame moving with speed v* to yield 

9i|> 92<& 3$ , 3<i>2 

9 T 3? 2 3C4 9 5 

where § E (y-v*t)/ri <C = (v_/wQ) (i- Hi) ( $ / e
1 / 2 ) , v = v + v _ > 2 , x = w

2t/v_ , 
a = A' (1 - 1.5n±) (v_/%i) (0)o/aibi)

2, A' ~ 40, ni = d in Tj/d in n Q, and 
COJ-Ĵ  is the thermal ion bounce frequency. 

LaQuey, et al. [4] obtained two types of steady-state analytic solu
tions to Eq. (7); namely, "two-mode" equilibria and "multi-mode" or 
"solitary wave" equilibria. The question of the stability of the multi-
mode equilibria to linear perturbations can be cast in the form of an 
eigenvalue problem. Using a Nyquist analysis we find that such equilibria 
are always unstable. Equation (7) has also been numerically integrated 
in time with the initial conditions being random noise in one case and the 
actual multi-mode equilibria in another case. In both situations the in
accessibility of such equilibria is clearly demonstrated, and the con
clusions of the Nyquist analysis are confirmed. 

The two-mode equilibria, on the other hand, are found to be both stable 
and accessible for a certain range of a . Considering the case where only 
a linearly unstable mode, £, and its stable harmonic, 21 , are signifi
cantly excited, one can obtain a steady-state solution to Eq. (7) which is 
stationary in the drift frame and has the form 

00 

*(5) = L a, sin (45) (8) 
1=1 * 
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with a£ =±£, ( Y J Y 2 £ I > 1 / 2 ' a2£ = _ £ " Yjl'and T^ = £ 2 ( l -a£ 2 ) - v for 
1/4 < al2 < 1. Linear perturbations, 6am exp (-ioit), on the basic mode-
coupling equation must satisfy 

-iw6a = Y <$a - m £ a p 6 a
m o ( 9 ) 

m m m ._ v m-v. 
£ m-£ 

Since the higher harmonics are heavily damped, it is adequate to just con
sider the perturbed modes m, £±m, 2& ± m (£ being the fundamental mode 
number) in solving this matrix equation. The results of this analytic pro
cedure indicate that with v = 0, two-mode equilibria are stable to linear 
perturbations for 0.6 ~ a&2 ~ 0.7. Direct numerical integration of Eq. (7) 
with random noise initial conditions confirms this conclusion and also 
demonstrates the accessibility of this class of equilibria. 

Ion collisional effects are important in determining the linear sta
bility threshold for the trapped-ion modes and also introduce an energy 
sink at long wavelengths. However, their nonlinear influence is relatively 
weak because the dominant nonlinear wave steepening behavior (described 
earlier) transfers energy to short wavelengths. Wave dispersion, on the 
other hand, can be an important nonlinear effect in that it can hinder mode 
coupling and force the saturated amplitudes to significantly higher levels. 
Kinetic effects, such as finite ion banana-width excursions, give rise to 
dispersion and can be modeled by adding the term S33i/)/3£3 to the left 
side of Eq. (7) with 6 H (v_/o)0) (p

2q2/er2) . This leads to equilibria 
with a finite group velocity in the drift frame and with a structure 
similar to the previously described two-mode equilibria. The group velocity, 
u, is introduced in Eq. (7) by replacing 3/3T with -u3/3£ , and is found 
to scale as u « &/a . The corresponding increase in energy content is 
A{(3if»/9£) 2>£ a 62/a with ( )c denoting averaging over £ . Hence, the 
influence of dispersive effects on the saturation of the trapped-ion in
stability is negligible only if 62/a < 1. 

-» -» 
Recalling that the radial transport is primarily driven by the ExB 

drift and assuming that wave dispersion is small, the diffusion coefficient 
can be expressed as 

v_ \ v j \r Ce B)\L) 
,-2 (10) 

(l - n.) 

We use Eq. (8) to find that (,(3̂ /35) 2>r a a"2 • Comparison with the 
Kadomtsev-Pogutse estimate then yields (with rn and R in cm) 

D/D „ s 2xlo7r4(e/qR)6(l-1.5n.)~2B (50 kG) 2 n (1014cm~3)"4 T (keV) ? d - n±)~ 2 

K.—P n i 

(ID 
This indicates that saturation via one-dimensional mode-coupling leads to 
transport levels significantly more optimistic than those given by Kadomtsev 
and Pogutse for parameters just above the instability threshold. For con
ditions well above threshold (i.e. at higher temperatures or lower densities), 
D/DK_p rapidly becomes very large. However, our basic model ceases to be 
valid in such regimes. In fact, it should be emphasized that in order to 
satisfy the various validity conditions for the basic model (i.e. 0)o << OJJ-,-̂, 
co0 << v_, v+ < a)

2/2av_, 6 < a1/2) , we find that for typical PLT parameters 
our analysis is only meaningful for situations close to marginal stability. 
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As a final point we note that the two-dimensional nonlinear mode struc
ture is currently being investigated. We find that the inclusion of radial 
perturbations via the last term in Eq. (6) can have a destabilizing influ
ence on the one-dimensional equilibria given by Eq. (8)/ provided 
|k r I (co/v_) is sufficiently large. Since all k modes will be nonlinearly 
generated, this result emphasizes the importance of studying radial fea
tures such as magnetic shear and the stabilizing effects associated with 
ion banana-width dispersion (together with ion collisions). Inclusion of 
such effects provides an energy sink at short radial wavelengths, thus 
allowing the possible formation of two-dimensional saturated states. 

In addition to the usual dissipative trapped-ion instability, which 
is basically an electron diamagnetic drift mode, we have found that ion 
diamagnetic modes of this type can also be generated. This new branch 
can be driven unstable by both resonant and nonresonant interactions with 
ions which have average unfavorable magnetic drifts (i.e. uTD£ < 0 ) . Un
like the familiar trapped-ion modes, which can be stabilized in tokamak 
systems with flat or reversed gradient profiles [2], these modes can per
sist as residual instabilities. Moreover, for sufficently large ion tem
perature gradients (n^ > 2/3) , the ion branch is usually dominant even for 
normal density profiles. To arrive at these conclusions, we analyse the 
local form of the Kadomtsev-Pogutse trapped-ion mode dispersion relation, 

1 + x - l / ^ + ( e T n ) i
1 + ( £ T ) i

1 ( E - 3 / 2 ) \ / f i /x - U ^ r 1 - ( e T ) e
1 (E-3 /2 ) 

( 2e ) 1 / 2 \ fi+E+iv+(E)~3/2 / \ n - T E + i v (E) 3 / 2 
(12) 

where <A> E (2/TT 1/ 2) /" dE E 1/ 2 exp (-E)A, E E E/Tj, T = Te/T.j_, eT- E rT-/R, 
r~* E -(d/dr) £nTj, V = - v + / GTDi and Q = -u)/uDi . The Nyquist analysis 
of this equation indicates the existence of two unstable branches over a 
wide range of parameters. However, the actual numerical solutions for Q 
indicate that only one branch is dominant. Specifically, if n^ is either 
large (ni > 2/3) or negative (n^ < 0 ) , the growth rates from the ion branch 
are usually larger than those from the electron branch and also persist at 
much higher collision frequencies. With regard to the flat (nj = 0) and 
reversed (n^<0) density gradient cases, we find that these ion diamagnetic 
"residual" modes generally have smaller growth rates than the standard type 
of trapped-ion modes (e.g. with n^ = 1/2), especially at lower collision 
frequencies. 

The important features of the ion branch can be analytically derived 
from Eq. (12) in relevant asymptotic limits. In particular, we consider: (i) 
V-L = Ve = 0 corresponding to the collisionless or interchange mode;and (ii) 
V£ = 0 with ve = °° corresponding to the lowest-order limit of the dissi
pative trapped-ion mode. In both cases we can express the energy integrals 
of Eq. (12) in the form of plasma dispersion functions (Z-functions). The 
usual collisionless trapped-ion mode can be recovered by assuming |7oD/u)| 
<< 1 and expanding the equation to second order in this quantity. For large 
or negative n^, it is necessary to carry the series to |aTD/(jj|

4 before 
truncation. In accordance with the numerical solutions to Eq. (12), this 
algebraic equation yields two unstable roots with approximately equal growth 
rates and equal but opposite real frequencies. For the lowest-order limit 
of the dissipative trapped-ion mode, Eq. (12) can be expressed as 

5 = G2-^G± (13) 

where ? = [ (1 + T - 1 ) / (2e) l/2 - 1] [e T/(l-e T)], A E (3/2 - n l
1 ) / (1 - eT) , 

Gx E 2[l+yZ(y)], G 2 = [1 + 2y2 + 2y3Z (y) ] , and y E -(-fi)l/2. Writing 
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Q = ftr +iy and separating Eq. (13) into its real and imaginary parts, it 
is easily demonstrated that this equation yields no unstable solutions if 
A 5 0 and/or E, - 1. Since eT << 1, the first condition is equivalent 
to requiring 0 S n^ - 2/3, and the latter condition is just (2e) '•'2 

5 e T(l+T
_ 1). These conclusions are in complete agreement with the numeri

cal solutions to Eq. (12) for all cases considered. Analytic estimates of 
growth rates for these dissipative modes can again be obtained by expanding 
the Z-functions for ]a5'D/wj << 1. For very weak density gradients, where 
InJ1! is of the same order or less than |eT[ , we find 
ft - i[(3/eT) (e/2)

 x/ 2(l+T - 1)" 1] 1/ 2 with e, E T , en « 1. This is a 
purely growing (nonresonant) type instability that is very similar in 
character to the familiar collisionless trapped-particle mode. For the 
more general case we find 

2 1/2 
ft a -5/2 + (l/2C1)[-C2+i(4C1C3-C2)

X/ ] (14) 

where C± = [1 + x"1 - (2e) 1/2]/(2e) */2, C2 = 3/2 - ( e ^ ) - 1 , and C3 

= (eT)
-1(3/2 - nT1). Comparisons with numerical solutions to Eq. (12) in

dicate that this analytic estimate is reasonably accurate, especially in 
a qualitative sense. 
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Abstract 

EFFECTS OF IMPURITY IONS ON THE TRAPPED-ION INSTABILITY AND ON THE TRANSPORT 
COEFFICIENT. 

The dissipative trapped-ion instability is predicted to be one of the most dangerous instabilities in tokamak 
plasmas in the fusion-reactor regime. The important role of impurity ions has been widely recognized in deter
mining the energy loss. The dissipative trapped-ion instability in a plasma with many species of ions is analysed 
in terms of Kadomtsev's weak-turbulence theory. Particle diffusion and thermal conduction are analysed by 
mode-coupling interaction. The basic equations used are a drift kinetic equation and Poisson's equation. From 
the equation for the fluctuation of the distribution function and Poisson's equation, the wave kinetic equation 
with wave-particle and wave-wave non-linear interactions is derived. The characteristic frequency, af£, does not 
satisfy the decay condition. The wave-wave non-linear interaction, therefore, vanishes. The saturation wave 
energy is determined by the non-linear damping of the wave on trapped ions, and the spectrum is isotropic. The 
equation for the ensemble average distribution function gives the diffusion coefficient and the thermal conductivity 
for electrons and each species of ions. The impurity ions present decrease the wave energy. Particle diffusion 
and thermal conduction will, therefore, be reduced, compared to that given by the Kadomtsev-Pogutse formula. 
Typical applications of the result will be presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many types of diffusion coefficients and thermal conductivity are proposed [ 1 —5] to interpret 
transport processes in tokamak plasmas (see Refs [6, 7]). Kadomtsev and Pogutse [4, 5] have 
considered both trapped-ion and trapped-electron instabilities and given expressions for diffusion 
coefficients and thermal conductivity. They have made use of the relation D^ ~ y£/kf> [5]. Dean 
and others [6] have extended the Kadomtsev-Pogutse formula to include the effect of impurity 
ions. Many investigators [8—13] have considered the dissipative trapped-ion instability in deriving 
the diffusion coefficient. As tokamak plasmas approach the ignition condition for a fusion reactor, 
the effect of impurity ions will be important in appreciating energy and particle confinement times. 
Although the dissipative trapped-ion instability is predicted to be one of the most dangerous 
instabilities in plasmas in the fusion-reactor regime, the wave energy of the dissipative trapped-ion 
instability, the diffusion coefficient and the thermal conductivity are not exactly derived from it. 

Here, the dissipative trapped-ion instability in a tokamak plasma with many species of ions 
is analysed in terms of Kadomtsev's weak-turbulence theory [14], and the saturation level of the 
wave energy will be given. Particle diffusion and thermal conduction are analysed in terms of a 
mode-coupling interaction. 

The basic assumptions used are as follows: 

(1) Analysis is done in two dimensions, perpendicular to the magnetic field. 

(2) The magnetic field is strong: u -

(3) The inverse aspect ratio is small: e 

= Z.eB/m.c >> — 
l i e 

<< 1 

499 
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(4) The distribution function for untrapped particles is of Maxwell-Boltzmann type. 

<S 2 > e -*• 
(5) Weak-turbulence theory is applied: yit << w £ , - j — <<n T , E being the electric 

field. 
v e v „ 

(6) We assume that — >> ut. With assumptions 2 and 5, we obtain Y£ <<uit < < c — <<tL) • 

(7) Mutual correlation, (E E _.)£, is neglected, compared to self-correlations, ( E 2 ) £ 
, r r 2 ^ X y K X K 

and (E )?. 
v y 7 k 

2. WAVE KINETIC EQUATION AND QUASI-STATIONARY WAVE ENERGY 

The velocity distribution function for each species of particles, denoted by j , is split into 
four parts: 

p j = fJ + f j = < f J > + 6£-5 + <£-' > + 6 £ J 

un un un 

where P and f^ represent distribution functions for trapped particles and untrapped particles, 
respectively; the angular brackets, < > , denote ensemble average. 

The basic equations for trapped particles for species j are, by assumptions 1 —3, a two-
dimensional drift kinetic equation with electron-ion collisions and Poisson's equation: 

| f l + c ^ V i . V £ J = - E v ' 6 . ( f j - < £ J > ) (1) 
3 t B 2

 s = i o n e s j e 

-V2(j) = 4TT E Z e / ( £ s + £ S ) dv (2) 
^ s v un J 

s = e , l 

Here, v ' = E. v e s / e is the effective collision frequency for trapped electrons with ions of 

species s and v e = < . ! i v e s ; Zj is the ionic charge and Ze = — 1. 

For the untrapped part of the distribution function, we take, by assumption 4, 

f u n = ( l - > ^ ) n j ( x , t ) £ J C ^ ) e x p ( - ^ L - ) , / f j ( v ) d v = 1 

where f •! ( v ) is the Maxwell distribution function and ( 1 - / e ) r r is the density of the untrapped 
particles. We have | Z .e<p/T . |<< 1 by assumption 5. Untrapped distribution functions are 
expressed by 

<fj > = ( 1 - / F ) n : ' ( x , t ) f ; ' ( v ) 
u n v ; o v ' J o ^ ; 

- Z . e<j> 
SfJ = ( l - / 7 ) n J ( x , t ) £ : , ( v ) - 4 — u n v ; o v ' ; o v J T . 
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Taking the ensemble average over (1), we obtain 

J cj 

where z denotes the direction of the magnetic field and cocj = ZjeB/mjC is the cyclotron 
frequency for the species j . Subtracting (3) from (1), we obtain 

-^Jf- + —^ (V<f> x V<fJ>) + v ' 6 . Sf^ 
a t m.co . ^ r -'z e j e D C3 

Z .e 
j j p ^ - [(V* x V6f ; ) ) z - <(Vcj) x V 6 £ 3 ) z > ] (4) 

j c j 

Equation (4) is Fourier-transformed: 

Z .e j 
C-i to+v'6 . ) S f i 2 i k cj>- 9 < £ > 

e j e kw ^ " c j y w 8 x 

2 . e -> 
- J / d l 5 ' d ^ ' i 2 ($xP) Uti , 6 f i -«bt, , 6f^, „ >) (5) 
.to . ( 2TT) 3 *• ' z ^ k V k*w" Tk' w' k w 
J c J 

Z ,e 

m 

where k " = k - k' and u>" = co - to'. Equation (5) is now rewritten as 

kw wJ rka) 

+ fdV,df3 U£x£')'p] OiN , 6 f i £ , f-<<f>ft , 6 f f f, ,>) (6) (2TT)3 LV -* & w J v T k ' w ' k - k ' t o - t o ' T k ' o ) ' k - k ' c o - w ! J 

where 

Z . e TT— _,_ Z . e \ 

w e y *•" m . to • co + i v ' 6 . J ' g w e z ^ m.u) . w + i v ' 6 . J 
7 3 c j e j e J c j e j e 

e*z is the unit vector along the magnetic field and ?y = e2 X ex. Expanding 5fj^w in 0 j ^ , we get 

6 f i = (%'P) <£j>(j)1-> + 5$ (7) 
kco v or Ykw kco 

i j = / ^ ^ [ ( ^ . ) - | J ] (£-£••£> n I) <£j> 
kcj ( 2 T T ) 3 W J V C O - W ' 

^ k ' w ' Tk-k'u>-w' Y k ' w ' M<-k'w-ui' J 
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+ / d | ^ / d | w [ ( j x j f ) . | j ] { [ ( ^ . j I ) x j „ ] . f j } 
(2TT)3 ( 2 T T ) 3 L V ' 6coJ &W-(JO' 

X ( £ - & - £ " - t ^ , „ ) < f ; ' > (<j>e, , *,->„ „ 4 . ^ t , ^ M , „ v w - a)'- 0)" y ^ k ' w * ' k ' V Tk-k'-k"oo-oo'-co" 

The Fourier transform of Eq.(2) is 

4-rrZ e 
<{>,-»• = Z f - / ( S f S T> + 6f+ )dv (8) 

koo s = e i k 2 ^ unkw kwJ 

Substituting (7) into (8), we obtain 

^ ~ 4TTZ e ~ 

eCk,u))4»^ = 4 , ^ , ^ = ^ _ § - / f | u dv ( 9 ) 

-> 
Here, e(k, co) is the linear dielectric constant: 

( k l ) 2 T a) Q a) a 

e(k,oo) = 1 + ——5— (1+ 3— - + ) (10) 
* T. u + i v ' w 

l e 
47re2 ( 1 - / 7 ) 1 ^ . n^ 

d e T e ' Ti s - i T s C s ) n* 
0 r- e T K , a /7n v e nee _ 1 o 

w *ee = y mea)c e ' nee " " ^ / p ^ e 3 X 

V 

v ' = z v ' 5 Z - ^ - and <n s> = / < f s > d v = / 7 n s 

e s=i e s s-i e ° 

We obtain from (10), 

u* + iY* « - - ^ - [ 1 - 2 ( ^ 4 - ) ] - i C ^ ^ l , S ' = l + = £ (ID 
1 i 

• S ' v , J J x S ' 2 v' 

The wave kinetic equation for the trapped-ion instability is obtained from (9). The 
characteristic frequency given by (11) does not satisfy the decay condition [14]. The wave-wave 
non-linear interaction, therefore, vanishes. After some lengthy but conventional procedure [14], 
the wave kinetic equation for the quasi-stationary state is obtained: 

' K ^ JK KT Jk 3̂co Jb)^ (2TT)2 L kook'oj' 

+ V^""" V g"^"^ ] (<fr2) . 0 (12) 
e(£",U)") R 
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where k " = k - k ' , to" = to - to' , e ( k , w ) = e" + i e " , 

x V? r . , - = s - — ^ [ ( i t x i c ' ) . g s ] [ ( i t - 5 ' - ' S S
 t ) < n s > - ( l t ' ^ S

t ) < n S > ] 
k w k " w " . 12 w l ^ u ) - to w v w ' 

s = i , e K 

4TTZ e 
Uf f, , = - E 1 - [ ( i t x i t ' ) . | s ] [ ( ^ ' ) . g s , ] 

k tok ' t o ' . i 2 l v - / 6 o o J L ^ ^ & w - w ' J 

s = i , e k 

X [ ( £ - 3 S ) < n S > + ( £ " - £ S , ) < n S > ] 

(02)£" is the spectrum of the electric potential and is defined by (<P£'CC)'
(t>~k^ = 

= 0 2 ) j^(27r) 4 5(co-c^) 8(£' + k*) 8(w' + co). 7^(<£2)£ in Eq.(12) represents the growth rate of 
the wave energy and the remaining terms represent its non-linear damping. 

Let us now determine the quasi-stationary energy of the wave. The trapped electrons are 
obviously dissipative. They excite and maintain the trapped-ion instability. The quasi-stationary 
wave-energy state is attained by transferring the wave energy from the trapped electrons to the 
trapped ions, i.e. the quasi-stationary wave-energy state is determined by non-linear damping of 
the wave due to the trapped ions. From (12), we obtain. 

v ^ 2 w x a 2 w r 3 € S u r d k ' nMl M
 V k V f r , a ) " V k ' ' u , , £ u 1 r A 2 ^ _ n 

Yk(* )k+ (* ) k ^ ^ r ^ - I m /T2Wp rukWk'to«+ — € f c , t ( a n — ] c * } k ' " ° 
(13) 

where the symbol (i) stands for the sum over all species of ions. The non-linear terms of (13) 

are evaluated by use of expansions in y^/u^, (?k* ~ ?£"')/( ̂ iT ~ "£"') and oj]?/v'e (see assumption 6): 

imuiU -111$ (i*tn* r̂ >3A- 3<n6> h. (14) 

T™ V ica)^"to"Vg"to ' lco „ 47re r * x * n 2 f c . 3 9 < n e > k y + k y n . 
Im - —r-y (kXK ) (=-) —s—— , 3 ' (15) 

e ( l c " , U " ) k z B 3 x v e 

where we have used that e(k ", CJ") = (k^e /k")2 (w*ee/co"). The contribution from (15) to the 
wave energy is neglected compared with that of (14). Using (de'/dcj)co^ — (kde/k2)(-ajJlcee/oo^2), 
we obtain 

^H ' JWT* <t*t'K e~^J~ • S'~*<e^2)l (16> 

e 

The saturation state is realized when the non-linear interaction in (16) is maximum. Before 
saturation the wave is in a state of (E2)jjf < (Ey)£\ The non-linear term assumes its maximum, 
when (E2)j^ = (Ey)j^. It can be shown by assumption 7 that the wave spectrum is isotropic. 
From (16) the energy density is obtained: 

st2. <Bl> <E2> T , K 

<E*> _ 9 * _ n y „ ,, e.-2, nee.2 r e T . „„,. 

~w ~ 2 ~w ~ 2 -fir * ( 1 V } ("TT} c oTe} (17) 

1 i de 
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We have *ne/kde < 1 for drift wave [15], where k^e = 4ire2 ng/Te and Kne = -(l/nS)OnS/3x). 
Expression (17) is consistent with assumption 5. 

3. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

We obtain from (3), by Fourier transformation, 

* = . i r 0 , ^ 3 J /-o ^ 3 ! k "̂ — <*,"* , Off- > (18) 
t m.w . ( 2 T T ) 3 ( 2 T T ) 3 y 8x ' k ' to ' ku 

where the random-phase approximation is used. Substituting (7) into (18) and using (9) and 
(11), we obtain 

3 < f j > Z i e dt k Y 4trZ e 

3 t m j w c j (27T)2 h o U ) l ^ s = e , i k 
k 

X { A [ ( i ? ( v ' ) ) ^ ( ^ - G ^ ) < £ j ( v ) > ] - A [ ( i £ J ( v ) ) ^ ( k - G ^ ) < £ s ( v ' ) > ] } 
k k (19) 

where 

P = P' * i G"J" 

The imaginary part of (<t>f ( v ) ) it is neglected, compared to the real part. 
Integrating (19) over v\ we obtain 

3 < n J > 3 D! llnii 
3 t 3x j ax 

(20) 

where 

Z 
S^ S X Z [ ( ^ ) k + H k , ^ ) - (<t>n)g / K V ( k , u ) g ) ] (21) 

s = e , i j 

n j = / £ j ( v ) d v (22) 

e ( k , a > ) = 1 + S [ K
s u n ( k ' w ) + K s ( k , o ) ) ] (23) 

s = e , i 
with 

K ( k , w ) = K ; ( k , c o ) + i K y ( k , t o ) 
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From (10) and (23) we get E . K " ( k , w £ ) = o , to first order in w ^ / v ' and Y i t / w £ . 
g = g 2_ S K K 6 K K 

By use of (9) and (22), we get, therefore, 

TM 1 r die . ,.2-, k 2
 v,,rt . / - 3 < n ; 5 > . - 1 

D = " m^TT / T2¥? k y C* >£ 4? K C k 'w^C-^r} 

J j c ; J V J 7 J 

It can be shown, by use of (10) and (11), that the diffusion process is ambipolar: 

where v , = w / k = T K /m co . Substitution of (17) into the above expression 
. , *ee *ee y e n e e e c e 

yields 

1 T e - 2 < > * e € ) 2 

D' * 4 ( 1 + = £ ) e 

i i e 

Thermal conductivity is obtained by multiplying (19) by (l/2)mv2and integrating over v . 
We find 

9T. a 3T. 

9t 3x XJ T x 

wherex^ = D! . The assumption that | 3 iln<n ; J >/9iJ-n T . | « 1 isused. 

We obtain the effective diffusion coefficient and the thermal conductivity by multiplying 
by the fraction of trapped particles, y/e, 

, T , 5 / 2 ( v ) 2 

D = / i "D ' = /e"x ' = 4 ( 1 + = ^ ) - 4 — ; = * — 
2 TV ^"- / r ) 2 VP 

where vAe = ( y m ^ ) (-1/n^) (3n^/3x) . 

(24) 

4. APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS 

Case I. D2-Plasma with one species of impurity ions 

We assume that T ( D 2 ) = T ( i m p ) = T . From (17), the wave energy density becomes 

- * ' - "" e n e £ o r „ e r ( T T ^ C ^ T J 
Je££J "de 

where 

n / . e Ze££ = ^ 0 C D 2 ) ( Z D 2 ) 2 + n 0 ( i m p ) ( Z ) 2 > / n - * 1 ; 
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stands for the charge of deuterium and is equal to unity and Z ^ p stands for the charge of the 
impurity ion. From (24), the diffusion coefficient becomes 

D = 1 1 e ^ C V * e ) 2 

2 ( 1 + Z e f f ) 2 C 1 " / ^ 8 Z e f f v eD 

where j>eD is the collision frequency for electrons with D2 ions. Comparing < E2 >/4TT and D 
with those for a pure D2-plasma, we obtain 

< £ 2 > 4 D 4 

' >TJ2 ^ erf- ' (D ) *- ef f^ e f f 

where 

< E 2 > n 2 , K a 1 4 (V ) 
D _ 1 ( nee- ,2 m e T ^ n - L e * e 

4TT 4 l F T ~ J L o e J ' U ( D 2 ) 8 T W f i i v" 

The above expressions show that the impurity ions suppress wave excitation. Particle diffusion 
will, therefore, be reduced. 

Case II. Plasma with D2 and T3 

We assume that T ( D 2 ) = T ( T 3 ) = T . The T3 ions play the role of the impurity ions 
in Case I. The wave energy density and the diffusion coefficient are given by the same expressions 
as in the case of the pure D2-plasma since Zeff = 1. 

Case III. Unequal-temperature plasmas 

These plasmas are also covered by formulas (17) and (24). Large tokamaks are now being 
planned with equal electron and ion temperatures [16]. This case will not, therefore, be examined 
in detail. 

5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The quasi-stationary energy density of the wave for the dissipative trapped-ion instability 
is presented in the case of a plasma with many species of ions. The diffusion coefficient and 
the thermal conductivity are given in terms of a mode-coupling interaction. They constitute a 
generalization dealt with previously [4, 5]. A factor (\-y/e)~2 appears in the expressions for the 
diffusion coefficient and the thermal conductivity. This is due to the fact that the density of 
untrapped particles is taken as (l-y/e)n%. When one species of ions is considered, the expressions 
for D and x = >/ex' a r e reduced to the expressions given by Kadomtsev and Pogutse [4, 5]. The 
diffusion coefficient is reduced to the result given by Dean and others [6], if T ; and Te in their 
work are taken as 1 / T . = £ ( 1 / T „ ' ) (Z ) 2 n / n , and T, = TP ; their definitions 

i s = i o n s s ' o o ' e e 

of Tj and Te are not given explicitly. 
LaQuey and others [11] have derived a saturation level different from our result; the 

diffusion coefficient obtained is smaller than what is discussed here. They considered Landau 
damping due to ion-bounce resonances. An analogous consideration is also done [12], yielding 
a diffusion coefficient lower than that of Kadomtsev and Pogutse. 

Wimmel [13] has re-derived the Kadomtsev-Pogutse formula with a small numerical factor. 
Another diffusion coefficient has also been given. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/B 15-1, B 15-2, B 15-3 

R.W. CONN: Saison and Wimmel (IAEA-CN-35/B 15-1) report a diffusion coefficient 
10 times greater than that predicted by Kadomtsev-Pogutse, whereas the diffusion coefficient 
for the trapped ion mode quoted in your own paper (IAEA-CN-35/B 15-1) is smaller than the 
Kadomtsev-Pogutse prediction. How do you account for this? 

W.M.-W. TANG: Saison and Wimmel analyse a fluid model which excludes the wave-steepening 
non-linear term emphasized by us, and also excludes ion Landau damping effects. The steepening 
term is negligible only if rjj = d lnTj/d In nj is very close to unity. In general, however, this term 
is important and acts to transfer energy from long to short wavelengths. We consider mild 
temperature gradients (7?j < 2/3) and introduce ion Landau damping as an energy sink at short 
wavelengths in our model. In the absence of both the energy transfer non-linear term (discussed 
above) and the ion Landau damping, it is hardly surprising that Saison and Wimmel should find 
much larger values for the diffusion coefficient. Since both models are rather idealized and omit 
some important kinetic features of trapped-ion modes, I would caution against considering either 
estimate of the diffusion coefficient as definitive. 

B. COPPI: Referring to your last remarks, I think that our most recent theoretical findings 
(see, e.g. the fluid-like unstable "ubiquitous" mode) do not make our predictions regarding the 
effects of trapped particle modes more optimistic than in past years. 

H.K. WIMMEL: What do you think about the regime of negative Landau damping? What 
saturation mechanism would apply? 

W.M.-W. TANG: Ion Landau damping is, of course, stabilizing for T?J < 2/3. The radial 
analysis of trapped-ion modes has shown that Landau damping by circulating ions near the 
rational surfaces remains stabilizing for T?J > 2/3. Moreover, we have demonstrated for T?J > 2/3, 
in paper IAEA-CN-35/B 15-2, how a kinetic linear analysis of these modes indicates that, with 
the inclusion of magnetic curvature drift effects, the ion (rather than the usual electron) 
diamagnetic drift branch is dominant. This important effect is absent in simple fluid models. 
In the total absence of favourable Landau damping, saturation could come from mechanisms 
such as orbit diffusion, equilibrium profile modifications, and so on. 

H.K. WIMMEL: What assumption did Chiyoda and Sugimoto (IAEA-CN-35/B 15-3) make 
regarding the impurity density gradient? Do their results depend on the density gradient in 
addition to the fractional amount of impurity admixture? 

W.M.-W. TANG: They assume that the impurity density gradient is in the same direction as 
the main ion component. In fact, impurities are assumed to be in the banana regime and are 
taken to respond in the same manner as the main ion component. 
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Abstract 

NON-LINEAR INTERACTION OF AN ION FLUX WITH PLASMA. 
The interaction with a plasma of an ion beam, formed during the charge exchange of injected neutral atoms, 

is discussed. Methods of analytical study by means of quasilinear equations as well as two-dimensional numerical 
modelling are used. It is shown that at a beam velocity u0/c s < 1/2, the relaxation process may be described by 
using the theory of quasilinear relaxation of electron beams, at u0/cs > 10; one can neglect the slowing down of 
the ion beam and consider only the angular spread. An analytical dependence of the spread angle on time was 
obtained. On the basis of the ion beam relaxation theory evolved, experiments on charge exchange of plasma 
fluxes on a gas target are analysed. It is shown that the anomalous scattering of the plasma flux observed in a 
series of experiments may be explained by the interaction of ions of the flux with ion-acoustic oscillations of the 
target plasma. Damping of ion-acoustic noise by the plasma electrons and ions leads to a limitation of the 
relaxation of the angular distribution function. The relationships obtained are in good agreement with the 
experimental results. 

Problems involving the injection of fast neutral beams into a tokamak plasma are at present 
attracting considerable interest [1 ]. As a result of ionization, an ion beam that may interact 
intensively with the plasma is formed in the pla.sma of fast atoms. Moreover, as will be shown, 
the nature of the interaction is substantially different for different beam energies: at V > T e 

(V being the energy of the beam particles and Te the plasma electron temperature), elastic scattering 
of the beam ions by the plasma oscillations predominates, occurring almost without energy loss; 
at V < Te, the main process is retardation of the beam with effective energy transfer to the plasma. 
The study of the interaction of ion beams with plasma is also of great interest for the processes of 
formation of neutral atom fluxes during the charge exchange of ions on the gas target, since the 
ion flux may intensively interact with the plasma formed in the target during the charge exchange[2]. 

This paper deals with a theoretical study of the interaction of ion beams with plasma over the 
entire range. Methods of analytical study by means of quasilinear equations were used along with 
numerical modelling, which has recently become widely employed in plasma physics [3]. On the 
basis of theoretical calculations, experiments on the charge exchange of plasma fluxes on a gas 
target were analysed. It is known from linear theory [4] that when Te > Tj (Te,Ti being the 
temperature of the plasma electrons and ions), an ion beam can start oscillations in plasma in the 
range of phase velocities vx ; < co/k < vxe Ox- - v/2Ti/M, vxe = vTfjm, M and m being the 
masses of ions and electrons; to and k being the frequency and wave vector of the oscillations), 
which are described by the following dispersion relation: 

g 3fb 

1 + j__^ + ^^.r_^_it_0 
k2d2 co2 k2 n„J c o - k v 
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where d = (Te/47r n 0 e 2 ) 1 / 2 is the Debye radius; copi = \/47rn0e2/M is the ionic plasma frequency; 
n0, nb are the plasma and beam densities, and fb is the velocity distribution function of the beam. 
In the absence of the beam, this equation describes oscillations with the dispersion law: 

ook = to. Pi 

(1 + l/k2 d2)1 / 2 

and the effect of the magnetic field on the plasma oscillations may be neglected. Since the con
ditions cone ~ wpe a r e characteristic of tokamak-type devices, COJJJ ~ V(m/M) ^pi holds for ionic 
frequencies, and the increment of oscillations started by the beam under typical experimental 
conditions is 7 ~ (0.1 to 0.01) oopj <J co^a- The beam leads to an instability of these oscillations 
and to the appearance of intensive noise in the plasma. The reverse effect of the noise on the 
distribution function of the beam ions can be taken into account by use of the quasilinear 
equations [5]: 

9fb 9 fb 3 ^ 3 fb 
1- v = Dn!> 

at di dva
 a p d\a 

_8TTV rKH wk Da8 = / ~ — 5 ( c o - k v ) d 3 k 
a{j M2 J k2 3e 

oco 

3Wk 3cok 3Wk 

+ = 2 7 k W k 

3t 3k 3r ' k k 

_ ^ ^b ^ k 
7 r 2 n 0 ^ /

3f 
k — 5 ( c o k - k v ) d 3 v (1) 

where Wk is the spectral energy density of the oscillations. The basic features of the oscillation 
spectrum for a kinetic beam Av/u0 > (n b /n 0 ) 1 / 3 (where Av is the velocity spread of the beam 
particles and u0 is the beam velocity) can be explained by using the Maxwell distribution function 
as the model. One thus finds that for different ratios cs/u0, the angle of distribution of the fastest-
growing oscillations changes. When u0 <V(2/3)c s , the oscillations develop primarily along the 
propagation of the beam (6 = 0). At higher beam energies (u0 > V(2/3)c s), the noise increases 
most intensively at an angle satisfying the inequality cos0 s \ /2/3(c s /u0) . Thus, there are two 
regionswhere the interaction of the ion beam with the plasma is essentially different. When 
V ^ Te , the beam starts ion-Langmuir oscillations mainly along the direction of its propagation, 
and is therefore effectively slowed. When V > Te, the ion-acoustic oscillations started by the 
beam propagate almost at right angles to its velocity, causing angular scattering of the beam 
without energy loss. In the intermediate region V > Te, the two processes are simultaneous. 

Let us examine the interaction of an ion beam with a plasma at u0 < cs/2. In this case, the 
formation of noise takes place in a narrow cone around the direction of propagation. The cone 
aperture may be estimated as Ad ~ 1/Vy\.,where A is the Coulomb logarithm. 

The narrowness of the noise spectrum makes it possible to use one-dimensional quasilinear 
equations to within the replacement of m by M, equations which are the same as those describing 
the interaction of an electron beam with a plasma. The velocity vo of the front of the distribution 
function is described by the following relation [6]: 

v0 u0 o>pi n b 

£n— + — = 7T— 1 + 1 
u0 v0 A n0 
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During the characteristic relaxation time r ~ 10(n0/nb)o0pi, the beam gives up to 70% of its 
energy to the noise, and the noise spectrum has a sharp maximum near tjpj/u0. Consideration 
of the finiteness of the width of the noise spectrum with respect to kĵ  does not change the one-
dimensional characteristics of the process [7]. 

If the beam velocity u0 > cs, ion-acoustic noise with a vector almost non-perpendicular to 
the direction of propagation of the beam develops in the plasma, causing only a change in the 
direction of the velocity without any significant energy loss [8]. In this case, to study the process 
of spreading it is convenient to change to spherical co-ordinates. Using the axial symmetry of 
the problem and integrating over the polar angle, we write the quasilinear equations in the form: 

9fb 
3t 

i a A_9£b + B _9fb 
3v \ 3v 90 

1 _3_ 

30 

3fb 3fb 

sin0 (B + c 
3v 30 

(2) 

87r2e: 

M2 
• / : 

k 1 + 
k2d2 

Wksin0'd0'dk 

cos0 cost 
kv 

o r / to cost 
sin0 V kv 

co2 /cocos0 N2 

- cos sin20 V kv 
(3) 

3Wk 

3t 
2TT 

n0 k2 J 

sin 9 
3tb 

k 3v kv cost; —cost 
3f 

30 

sin20 s in 2 0 ' - ( cos0 cos0' 

dv d0 Wk (4) 

It is evident from formula (3) that the diffusion coefficients satisfy the proportion 
A: B: C = 1: u 0 / c s : (u0 /c s)

2 and when u 0 / c s > 1, the coefficient c, which allows for the angular 
spread of the beam, becomes predominant. In this case, in Eqs (3) and (4) one can consider only 
the angular spread of the beam, all the small terms being discarded. 

We now turn to the angular distributions F(0,t), G(0',t): 

" / 
F ( 0 , t ) = / v2fbdvd^ G(0' , t )= / k2Wkdkdtf>' 

- / ' 

and in integrating (3) and (4) we shall allow for the fact that fb has a sharp maximum near 
u0; Wk is maximum at the point where the increment with k0 = 1/V2d is maximum. In actual 
experiments, one usually deals with narrow beams 0 < 1, and therefore, introducing the new 
variables 

k 0 u 0 
yfhp, sin0 =6 — \/2x 
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we obtain the following equations describing the angular spread of the beam: 

3F 

at 3n0Mk0u^ 3x 

Gyfii 3F 
, Hi/y — (5) 

3G 8F 

3t n 0 k2
0u

3
0 J 3X X _ 0 

dxG (6) 

and the normalization condition / F d x = 1. The solution of these equations can be found only 
numerically. The distribution function and spectrum of the noise formed during the spread of 
the beam are shown in Fig. 1. Equations (5) and (6) have an integral from which one can find 
the relationship between the total energy of ion-sound noise and the angular distribution function: 

W = y G d ^ - J j n b M u ^ y X F d X « n b M u ^ 0 : (7) 

where 6 is the angle of spread of the beam. Thus, the noise energy density turns out to be 
(cs/u0) 62 times smaller than the beam energy density. For long times, when the initial form 
of the distribution function becomes insignificant, the solution of Eqs (5) and (6) approaches 
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FIG.2. Distribution function of beam in velocity space with u0 = 3cs (nb /n0 = 10~3,r = w p i t ) . 

the self-similar form. In self-similar variables £ = \plt, ri - x/t, the equation for F(TJ) = tF(x, t) 
and G(£) = G(\//,t) has the form 

3G 

31 

nb " o f 3F dr? 

n0 k£u£ J 9i? VTT1 * VF 
(8) 

F = - -
3Mn0 Unkn J \A?~£ 17 9i7 

(9) 

the functions F, G are the asymptotic form of the solution of Eqs (5) and (6), shown in Fig. 1 
for large T. Equation (8) makes it possible to find the characteristic beam spread time. Dividing 
(8) by G and integrating with respect to £ from 0 to °°, we obtain 

G(0) "b 
- m ~ = n — 

3 
co0 

G(oo) 
(F(oo) - F(0) (10) 

Replacing 2n(G(0)/G(°°)) by the Coulomb logarithm A with logarithmic accuracy, and using 
F (oo) - 0, F(0) = l/r?0, where r]0 — 0/21 is the characteristic width of the distribution function 
in self-similar variables, we obtain from formula (10) 

u0 

'6.5 nb 
" p i t ( I D 

We have thus far been dealing with the spread of the beam, but even at large u0/c s , the spread 
is associated with slowdown. If we also consider the first three terms of Eq. (2), from a com
parison of the values of the diffusion coefficients we can qualitatively estimate the ratio of the 
change in longitudinal velocity Avz to the change in transverse velocity A(vz/Av i) ~ cs/u0 \ / A . 
A qualitative estimate of the broadening of the distribution function in transverse velocities is 
confirmed by the results of the numerical experiment. 
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FIG.3. Distribution function of the beam over longitudinal velocity with UQ = 3cs (nb/n0 = 10~3, T = copi t). 

The quasilinear equations (2) make it possible to study the interaction of kinetic beams in only 
two cases: u0 ^ c s /2; u0 > cs. An analytical study of the general case proves too difficult. 
Furthermore, quasilinear equations are unsuitable for studying the initial stage of monoenergetic 
beams when Av/u0 < (n b /n 0 ) 1 / 3 . In this case, use may be made of the method of incomplete 
numerical modelling [9]. An important characteristic of the application of this method to this 
problem is the two-dimensional character of the problem. The basis of the method of incomplete 
numerical modelling as applied to beam problems is the representation of the entire plasma as 
a continuous medium and modelling by particles of the beam only. The electric fields are given 
in this case in the form of a set of plane waves; only resonance waves generated in this process 
can be chosen. By using the results of the analytical discussion, one can specify waves with the 
value of the modulus of wave vectors ~ 1/V2 d and on the basis of an analysis of the increment 
for the Maxwell distribution function in the direction of decreasing |k|. The distance between 
the waves in k space, not disturbing the continuity of the spectrum, is determined by the width 
of the wave interaction zone Av ~ 7/k, which in the specific problem of spread of the beam means 
that Akz < k z7/cj . The equations describing the interaction of the beam with the plasma include 
Poisson's equation, the equation of motion and continuity for plasma electrons and ions in the 
linear approximation, as well as the equations of motion of the particles modelling the beam. The 
equations were solved by the numerical Runge-Kutta method, and up to 200 waves and 1000 
particles were considered [3]. The numerical calculation was carried out for u 0 / c s = 9 and 
u 0 / c s = 3 at a density ratio n b /n 0 = 10"3 and for u 0 /c s = 6 and u 0 / c s = 20 when n b /n 0 = 10_1. 
The results indicate that when u 0 /c s = 9 and u 0 / c s = 20, the slowdown may be neglected, and 
the beam spread is described by formula (11) to within the errors of the calculations. The initial 
"hydrodynamic" stage of relaxation of monoenergetic beams at such ratios u 0 / c s has the same 
qualitative course as the subsequent "kinetic" stage, i.e. only an angular spread is observed. The 
characteristic time of the hydrodynamic stage is described by an inverse hydrodynamic increment. 

The relaxation from lower values of the ratio u0 /c s has a substantially different course. When 
u 0 / c s = 3(n b /n 0 = 10"3), the spread is associated with an intensive slowing down of the beam, 
and the predominance of the spread over the slowdown is appreciable only in the hydrodynamic 
stage. Figure 2 shows the distribution function of the beam at three successive times: T = 0, 
150,1000 (the time is measured from the start of the non-linear regime). It is obvious that, for 
long times, the transverse and longitudinal velocity spreads become equal. Of considerable 
interest is the longitudinal velocity distribution function fz/vz) =/fbv2dv. As is evident from 
Figs 3 and 4, when u 0 / c s = 3, the function fz is non-diffusional in character, this being typical 
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FIG.4, Distribution function of the beam over longitudinal velocity withuo = 6 (nb /n0 = 0.1, T = coDit). 

for u 0 / c s < 1, and when the ratio is slightly larger, u 0 / c s = 6(n b /n 0 = 0.1),the slowdown is also 
significant, but the function fz is diffusional in character (Fig. 4). The beam spread in the case 
of u 0 / c s = 6 as well as u 0 / c s = 3 is satisfactorily described by formula (11), and the shape of the 
angular distribution is similar to that shown in Fig. 1. 

Thus, the slowing down of the beam may be neglected when u 0 / c s > 10. In this case, the 
angle of spread is given by formula (11); it can be used up to u 0 / c s * 3, but as soon as u 0 / c s < 6 
one should not neglect the appearance of the energy spread. When u 0 / c s < 3, the transverse 
velocity spread becomes equal to the longitudinal velocity spread. When u 0 / c s < 1, the relaxation 
of the distribution function is almost one-dimensional, and the velocity of the front is determined 
by the one-dimensional theory of quasilinear relaxation of electron beams. 

The ion beam relaxation theory developed above may be applied to the analysis of experiments 
on the charge exchange of a plasma blob on a gaseous target. Some experiments on charge exchange 
at high densities of the plasma blob of the flux ions cannot be explained by the theory of binary 
Coulombic collisions [ 10]. Further studies showed that during the charge exchange of ions in the 
gaseous target, a plasma is formed in which the flux generates intense ion-acoustic oscillations 
propagating at an angle to the direction of motion of the flux [2]. Therefore, the anomalous 
scattering can be explained by the interaction of the flux ions with ion-acoustic oscillations started 
in a partly ionized gaseous target. 

The oscillations in a plasma-blob system may be described by the following dispersion equation: 

1 +• 
k2d2 k2 n0 

k9f_bi 
3v 

k3f be 

J co - kv y? n0 J a? - kv 
d3v = 0 (12) 

where fbe, fbi is the distribution function of the flux electrons and ions. 
In deriving Eq. (12), it was assumed that the phase velocities of the oscillations satisfy the 

condition vj . < co/k < v j e . Since in these experiments the temperature of the flux electrons 
was on the order of the electron temperature of the target plasma, then, neglecting 
(n b /n 0)(T e /T b e) < 1, we obtain a dispersion relation describing the interaction of the ion beam 
with the plasma, to which the quasilinear theory of ion beam relaxation is applicable with certain 
qualifications. The point is that in analysing the experiments we encounter a somewhat different 
formulation of the problem: a beam of ions of radius R0 is injected into a plasma of finite 
dimensions, and the pulse length is approximately 0.5 JUS. Moreover, the ion-acoustic oscillations 
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undergo Landau damping by the plasma electrons and ions. Let us find out what results from 
taking damping into account. As we know [4], the Landau damping decrement of ion-acoustic 
noise is 

(-) = \l M ^ k 

7 k V 8 m k 3 v | 
l + J - ( - j exp cok 

l2k2vxJ 

and the condition for the development of ion-acoustic instability will be 

7 k - 7 ^ > 0 

Using the estimate of the increment 7 k from Eq. (6) we obtain 

^b _"k_ J_ (_) 

n0 k2u2
0 62 T k 

(13) 

(14) 

As is evident from (14), at large angles of spread 6, or at low densities of the beam, no instability 
develops. Above, we assumed that n b /n 0 was small, i.e. the oscillations were due to the plasma 
particles. When nj,/n0 > 1, one can change to the beam co-ordinate system and assume that the 
ionized target is incident on the plasma blob. The previous conclusion regarding the development 
of instability can then be used, and Eq. (14) now becomes 

3 

— - j L ^ - > 7 ( _ ) (15) 

nb k2u2
0 02

M 

where y(~\ cok, k are determined by the parameters of the flux, 

#M ~vMi/uo 

and VM; is the thermal velocity of the target ions. Let us note that when nb /n0 > 1, the 
ions of the beam do not undergo scattering. In the experiments under analysis, an inter
mediate case occurs in which nb < n 0 - In this connection, we shall attempt to draw a 
qualitative comparison between the results of the experiment and those of the calculation for 
n b « n 0 . 

The beam inhomogeneity along the radius R and axis z makes it necessary to consider the 
spatial'times in the quasilinear equations (1). As was noted above, at velocities u0 > cs, the ion-
acoustic oscillations propagate almost at right angles to the z axis. Under the experimental 
conditions, during the injection time Tm, the oscillations are unable to leave the beam, i.e. 

3k ' 
csrin ~ 2 cm < R0 ~ 6 cm 

and we can therefore neglect the term (9oj/8k)(3Wk/8r) in system (1). Integrating the first 
Eq. (1) with respect to z from zero to z0 (z0 being the boundary of the gaseous target), we 
obtain 

Zo zo 

d r a r Mb 
- / fbd8 + u0[fb(z0)-fb<0)] = — / 0a„ — 6x 
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FIG.5. Calculated values of ratio of the distribution function of beam ions at an arbitrary instant to the initial 
distribution function with 

nh co0 \ 
0.14 r = t 

k2u„V n0 k-'uo 

For a slight increase of the angle of spread dz , as is observed in the initial stage, we can set 

z0 zc 

J fbdz~fb; ^-J Wdz~Wk 

0 0 

and for characteristic times of the process At < z 0 / u 0 , we_can neglect the term u 0 [ f b ( z 0 ) - f b (0 ) ] . 
In the experiments, the characteristic time of the change 6 - At < 10~7 s, and z0 /u0 = 2 X 10"7 s. 
Thus, under the assumptions made above, in a qualitative description of the interaction of a blob 
with a plasma, one can neglect the spatial inhomogeneity of the system and use the results of 
quasilinear theory, but take into account the damping of oscillations by introducing the damping 
into Eq. (6). The solution of Eqs (5) and (6), allowing for damping, was obtained by the numerical 
method for an initial spread angle 6 = 0.1 and 0.14 and different 7 ^ . The results of the computer 
calculation are presented in Figs 5, 6 and 7. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the distribution function 
of the beam ions over angle 6 at different instants of time to the initial distribution function for 
6 = 0.14. To compare the evolution of the distribution function in time, Fig. 6 shows this ratio, 
measured experimentally in Ref. [12]. The following qualitative correspondence is observed: 
with increasing time after the start of injection, the magnitude of the distribution function 
decreases at small angles 8, and its maximum shifts towards larger angles. Figure 7 shows the 
time dependence of the width of the distribution function 6 at one half of its height for different 
values of 7*-"" • 

a = 2 
k u 

,(-) 
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o 6 

FIG. 6. Experimental values of normalized distribution function of ion flux for different instants of time. The 
increase in the number of the curve corresponds to later instants of time. 

0.4 
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0.5 

FIG. 7. Time dependence of width of distribution function. 
Solid curves: 6$ = 0.14; dashed curve: experimental. 
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FIG. 8. Change in noise energy density with time: 
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The dashed curve shows the experimental time dependence of the mean ion scattering angle. It 
is evident that the experimental points are located in the region of the family of curves obtained 
for the initial distribution function width 0O = 0.14, which is close to the experimental value. 
Figure 8 shows the increase of the energy density of the oscillations in time for 6Q = 0.14. 

These results indicate that the beginning of the interaction process involves a stage of 
linear increase of the noise, while 6 remains practically unchanged. Then the noise becomes much 
greater than the thermal noise, the stage of quasilinear relaxation begins, and an increase of angle 
8 is observed. In the presence of strong Landau damping (a > 20), the amplitude of the oscillations 
decreases, and the rate of spread of the beam declines. The final angle of spread may be estimated 
from expression (14). 

Although the experimental values of 6 (Fig. 6) were obtained in regimes with nb < n0, and 
the calculations are valid for nb < n0, qualitative agreement is observed between the calculated 
and the experimental time dependence of the mean ion scattering angle. However, one should 
not look for an exact quantitative agreement between the experimental and the calculated depend
ence for a fixed value of a, since in the case of a high density of the ion flux (nb < n0), the 
oscillations may be transported out of the plasma by the flux, and their level will be limited not 
only by the Landau damping by the particles, but also by the magnitude of the transport. The 
agreement between the observed and the calculated dependence is also indicated by the qualitative 
agreement between the experimental and the calculated energy density value of the oscillations 
in the plasma. The measured value of the oscillation amplitude E « 15 kV - cm - 1 corresponds 
to W = 10"2 for T = 0.5. The above analysis of the calculated and experimental results shows 
that for small beam scattering angles 6 < \ QQQ^, an estimate of the maximum rate of rotation 
can be obtained by neglecting the Landau damping, since the increase of noise predominates at 
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this stage. On the basis of system (5), (6), we obtain, after some simple calculations, an estimate 
of the rate of spread of the beam and the value of the noise energy: 

d0^6J> % cog j_ 

d t " A n0 k 2 u 2 6 ° 6 ) 

W~n b Mu> - (17) 
k0u0 e 

Here k0, GJ0 are the wave vector and frequency of oscillations started with the maximum increment. 
Moreover, while when the damping is neglected k0 « 1/Vzd, when the damping is considered, k0 

and co0 will depend on the form of the distribution function and hence on time. Exact solutions, 
evidently at the initial stage when the damping may be neglected, will not differ appreciably from 
estimates (16) and (17). Moreover, the results of the comparison of the experimental data and 
calculations show that the quasilinear approximation correctly describes the interaction of an ion 
beam with plasma up to n^/no < 1 in view of the smallness of the parameters cs/u0 and W/(n0T). 
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K. PAPADOPOULOS: In 1971 we presented a paper (Phys. Fluids, April 1971) which dealt 
with a similar instability in the presence of a magnetic field. Theoretically, in the regime where 
VD < cs, the two problems are equivalent, cs being replaced by VA (Alfven velocity). We found, 
and this is in line with your results, that a quasi-linear description based on moments of the quasi-
linear equations was consistent with the particle simulation results. However, the stabilization 
mechanism was ion trapping, as one can see from phase space pictures. Did you see any trapping 
in your simulations, and, if not, how do you explain the stabilization? 

B.B. KADOMTSEV: A large number of waves was used in the calculations and trapping 
effects played no significant role. 
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Abstract 

ENERGY TRANSFER OF A RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM TO A PLASMA. 
The energy loss of a relativistic electron beam and the accompanying plasma heating have been measured 

in an experiment injecting an electron beam of 500 keV, 0.5 kA and 20 ns pulse duration into a plasma of density 
between 1011 cm - 3 and 1012 cm"3 confined in a magnetic mirror trap with 0.2 T in the homogeneous middle 
section of 2 m length. The diamagnetic loop measurements show plasma perpendicular energies corresponding 
to heating efficiencies up to 10%. Results with an energy analyser show that the beam loses about 10% of its 
energy. Beam energy spectrum and loss as a function of time are shown. Energy losses and plasma electron 
heating agree within a factor two with theoretical calculations for energy transfer due to the beam excited 
instability at the electron plasma frequency. 

1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experiment shown schematically in Fig. 1 involves the injection of 
a pulsed relativistic electron beam into a steady-state plasma[l] , 

The beam is produced by a Marx generator and field emission diode (in
dicated with 1 in Fig. 1) that delivers a beam with a maximum energy of 600 
keV and 0.5 kA maximum current with a pulse duration of 20 ns (FWHM). The 
beam is injected into the plasma chamber through a 30-um thick Titanium 
foil (11). The plasma chamber acting as a return-current conductor consists 
of a conducting cylinder of 13 cm in diameter, placed inside a vacuum. The 
plasma chamber tapers on both sides to the 3-cm inner diameter diaphragms 
(12) which determine the beam and plasma diameter. The plasma is confined 
in a magnetic mirror trap with a homogeneous part of ISO cm in length at 
B = 0.2 T and B = 0.3 T in the mirrors. The mirrors are 240 cm apart. The 
plasma is created in Argon gas, at a fixed pressure of 4 x 10-lf Torr, by 
means of a helical antenna fed by microwaves at 2.45 GHz. Changing the micro
wave power from 400 to 1400 W, the plasma density can be varied from 
ne= 10

11 to 1012 cm-3. Electron temperature is « 15 eV. Beam "net" current 
can be measured by self-integrating Rogowski coils (3,7), beam and plasma 
transverse energy density by self-integrating diamagnetic loops (14,6), 
having a time-resolution better than 2 ns. 

Beam electrons can enter a magnetic analyser through a 2-mm diameter 
opening in the collector at the axis of the experiment. The analyser mea
sures the time resolved energy distribution of the beam electrons after 
they have passed through the plasma. The analyser uses 180 degrees de
flection in a homogeneous magnetic field of 0.045 T. Pin-photodiodes, from 
which the lens has been removed, are used as sensitive electron current def
lectors C 2 J. An array of 20 detectors covers the range of 60-650 keV, 
with a resolution decreasing from 20 to 40 keV. The time resolution of the 
detectors is better than 1 ns. The analyser has been gauged against a radio
active g-source. The analyser is placed far away from the collector (9) 
(at z= 400 cm) to diminish the disturbance of the perpendicular analyser 
field by the axial magnetic field of the mirror trap. The deflection of 
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FIG.l. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. (1, 10);field emission diode; (2,3,4, 7);Rogowski coils; 
(5, 13, 16):probes; (8, 17):plasma-source; (9):collector; (llj-.anode foil; (12):diaphragm; (6, 14);diamagnetic 
loops; (18):electrostatic energy analyser; (15):8-mm interferometer. 

particles with perpendicular energy in the diverging axial magnetic field 
limits the top angle of the cone in velocity space formed by electrons 
that are accepted by the analyser to 4 degrees with respect to the axis, 
this angle being at the collector (9) where the magnetic field has its 
maximum. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

2.1. Diamagnetic loops 

Injecting the beam into the neutral background gas, the diamagnetic 
loops show a decrease in the axial magnetic field (see Pig. 2a.) due to the 
beam transverse energy resulting from scattering in the diode foil. The 
beam current itself produces an increase in magnetic field, which lowers 
the measured variation of the magnetic field AB. The signals show no de
pendence on the neutral pressure in the range from 10 to 10-3 Torr. 
Typical experimental values taken at the moment of maximum beam current 
(t=20 ns) are AB = 7.5 * lO-4 T and Ib = 500 A at Bo = 0.21 T,which result in 
a value of the beam perpendicular energy density n^k]}^ = 160 J/m3 compared 
to 1600 J/m3 of total energy„ This corresponds to mean angle of 26 degrees 
between the velocity vector of the beam electrons and the axis. 

In the presence of plasma we observe an increase in the diamagnetic 
signal with respect to the signal we measure injecting the beam in the 
neutral gas. At higher plasma densities (see Fig. 2c) the maximum signal 
is observed for t= 60 ns. This maximum corresponds to 3* 102 J/m3 of plasma 
perpendicular energy and since this is reached in 60 ns , to an average 
heating rate of 5 x 109 W/m3. When this is equal tc nj2 where j is the net 
current density [3], we find a value of n = 3 x 10~2 ftmj the Spitzer value 
is 2x 10~5 Qm. At lower plasma densities (see Fig. 2b) the maximum occurs 
at t= 20 ns, the moment of maximum beam current. The form of the signal 
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FIG.2. Diamagnetic loop signals as a function of time for ne = 0 (a), ne = J X 1011 cm'3 (bj and 
ne = 6 X 10u cm~3 (cj. B0 = 0.21 T. A positive signal corresponds to a decrease in B. Every picture shows 
a superposition of three measuremen ts. Ordinate has a linear scale of 5 X 10~4 T/div. 

in Fig. 2b suggests that this maximum is due to an increase in beam per
pendicular energy, which is interpreted as an increase in mean scattering 
angle from 26 to 33 degrees<> To avoid a contribution of the beam, the 
plasma energy densities are compared at t = 60 ns when the beam current and 
the beam perpendicular energy density are small. 

The measurements of the plasma energy density have been carried out 
with plasma density as a parameter for two different values of the magnetic 
field B0. The results are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the 
"strength" parameter S = £2y -s/ nb/2ne", where g = Vb/c and y= 1+eV^/mgC

2. 
This parameter combines the beam-to-plasma density ratio and the beam 
energy in a single variable [4], 

2.2. Magnetic energy analyser 

The signals of the pin-photodiode detectors of the magnetic energy 
analyser are recorded and digitized by means of a Tektronix R 7912 
Transient Digitizer. This instrument gives the current measured by the de
tector as a function of time in 512 samples over a 100 ns period and trans
fers the data to a small computer. Limited by the number of available 
Transient Digitizers, the signals of two detectors, at two different energy 
positions, can be recorded simultaneously for each shot. The magnetic field 
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FIG. 3. Plasma energy density normalized to the beam energy density for two values of the magnetic field, 
Bo - 0.16 T (X) and B0 = 0.21 T fOJ as a function of the normalized plasma density. The curve represents the 
theoretical prediction of [4], expressed in formula (1). 

in the analyser is changed from shot to shot such that in eight shots de
tector 1 covers the energy range from 192 to 342 keV and detector 2 the 
range from 363 to 613 keV. Data presented here are an average, over three 
shots. Shot-to-shot reproducibility is within ± 15%, In total,24^shots are 
required for a complete beam energy spectrum. The spectrum at a particular 
time is computed from the currents measured at that time at the tuned 
energies. 

In Fig. 4 the time variation of the beam energy spectrum measured at a 
plasma density ne= 3x 10

11 cm-3 is compared with the spectra of the beam 
injected into the background gas at 4 x 10-tt Torr, indicated with ne = 0. The 
spectrum at n e=0 is regarded as the undisturbed beam spectrum. We see from 
Fig. 4 that the beam spectrum is rather narrow in the case ne = 0, t = 23 ns, 
when the beam current is near its maximum. The maximum occurs at 500 keV, 
the width (FWHM) is 70 keV. From Fig. 4 it is obvious that the total cur
rent integrated over the spectrum, but measured when the beam is shot into 
a plasma is much lower during the first 32 ns„ In Fig. 5 is presented the 
ratio between the total current measured with plasma, ip, and without plasma, 
iv,as a function of time. The fact that this ratio is considerably lower 
than 1 is probably due to scattering of the velocity vector of the beam 
electrons to angles larger than the 4 degrees accepted by the analyser. 

To find the energy loss of the beam in the plasma we define 

i(t) = Ei(Ej,t) * AEj 

as the total current, that is the area under the curves of Fig. 4 and 

P(t) = Z (Ej/e) * i(Ej,t) * AEj 

being the total power. We then can define e as the mean energy per particle 
entering the analyser by e(t)= eP(t)/i(t). The energy loss of that part of 
the beam that can enter the analyser, thus those electrons on axis that 
have their velocity vector within 4 degrees of axis, is then given by 
(e - e )/ev» where ep is the mean energy per particle when the beam has 
travelled the plasma and ev the mean energy in case n e=0. Fig. 6 shows the 
mean energy loss as a function of time. 
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FIG.4. Beam energy spectrum as it develops in time. All spectra are normalized to the maximum current (ia) 
that occurs. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The energy loss integrated over the total duration of the beam pulse 
and the plasma energy densities measured with the diamagnetic loops and the 
electrostatic energy" analyser are compared in Table I for some values of 
B0 and ne. We notice that the measured plasma energy content is smaller 
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FIG.5. Ratio between the currents integrated over 
the energy spectrum, measured when injecting the 
beam into a plasma and into the background gas, as 
a function of time. 

FIG. 6. Fractional energy loss of beam electrons as 
a function of time, e being the mean energy of beam 
electrons with a perpendicular energy smaller than 
1 keV. 

TABLE I. BEAM ENERGY LOSS AND PLASMA ENERGY DENSITY 

Magnetic field 

BQ [Tesla] 

0.16 
0.16 
0.21 
0.21 
0.21 

Plasma density 

n [cm-3 3 e 

3x 1011 

6x IO11 

1 x 1011 

3 x 1011 

4 x 1011 

S 

0.48 
0.38 
0.69 
0.48 
0.43 

Beam energy loss 
magnetic energy 

analyser 

AE/E, 
D 

0.07 
0.12 
0.11 
0.11 
0.11 

Plasma energy 
diamagnetic 

loop 

n kT ,V/E, 
e el b 

0.1 
0.06 
0.04 
0.05 

V is the volume occupied by the plasma. 

than the beam energy loss, AE. Since the analyser accepts only beam elec
trons with their velocity parallel to the axis, only the energy loss of 
these electrons is measured. As Fig. 5 shows, a large fraction up to 70% is 
scattered to larger angles. The energy loss of these electrons is unknown. 

We suppose the mechanism for the energy loss of the beam to be the 
beam-plasma instability at the plasma frequency. The growth rate for this 
instability, calculated for our experimental parameters, amounts to 0.1 copej 
corresponding to 77 e-folding times in the 20 ns duration of the beam-pulse, 
which is enough for the instability to reach saturation. Heating of ions is 
not likely to occur in this experiment because of the short pulse duration 
T£, in respect to the ion plasma frequency topir^, < 3. 
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Theoretical predictions for the beam energy loss can be derived from 
calculations of the saturation level of the beam plasma instability. Recent 
theory [4], incorporating the effect of scattering of the beam in the diode 
foil, gives the beam energy loss as 

AE/(nb y mpc
2) = (An/nh)S(S + 1 ) ~

5 / 2 if S < 0.45 
(1) 

AE/(nb y mec
2) = O.J8(An/nb) if S > 0.45 

where S is the strength parameter mentioned before and An/nb is the frac
tion of the beam that drives the instability. The fraction An/nb depends 
on the angle of scattering and on the ratio nb/ne in a complicated way. For 
a diode foil of 30 urn Ti and a beam to plasma density ratio of 0.03,An/nb 
PS 0.5 [4]. Since one can expect equipartition between the electric field 
energy of the excited waves and the particle kinetic energy, both take up 
0.5 AE. This value is represented by the solid line in Fig. 3. 
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Abstract 

INJECTION OF A RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM INTO AN INHOMOGENEOUS MAGNETIZED PLASMA. 
The interaction of a high-power relativistic electron beam (REB) with an inhomogeneous magnetized 

plasma has been investigated. The REB (400 keV, 10 kA, 70 ns) is injected along the magnetic field into a 
plasmoid (n < 5 X 1013 cm - 3) , which is generated near the anode of the high-voltage diode and moves in the 
same direction as the REB. By varying the time delay tD between the plasma and beam injections, it is possible 
to vary both the length and the longitudinal density profile of the plasma column into which the beam is injected. 
Propagation of the REB through the system and plasma heating are examined for various t D . The maximum 
heating (diamagnetic signal corresponding to nEĵ S = 5 X 1017 eV-cm"1) is observed if the plasma column is not 
in contact with the collector plate. At least 10% of the injected beam energy is transferred into the plasma. 
Energetic charge-exchange neutrals escaping radially from the plasma indicate the presence of ions with energies 
up to 30 keV. Formation of a virtual cathode and partial reflection of the beam electrons are observed. A one-
dimensional theoretical model of a system with the virtual cathode has been investigated. The feasibility of the 
accumulation of relativistic electrons within the plasma column and the acceleration of the ions at the plasma-
vacuum boundary are demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the search for possibilities promising a higher efficiency of REB energy deposition in a 
magnetized plasma, arrangements with beam electrons re-entering the plasma seem to be attractive. 
The beam electrons can be reflected most simply if they create a virtual cathode at the plasma-
vacuum boundary. Then, the plasma column must not be in contact with the end plate of the 
vacuum chamber, the injected beam current has to exceed the vacuum value and radial losses 
should be suppressed by a strong longitudinal magnetic field. Besides the higher density of the 
energetic electrons interacting with the plasma column, also acceleration of plasma ions to high 
energies in the region of the virtual cathode is to be expected. Moreover, the theoretical analysis 
of a system with virtual cathode suggests that effective accumulation of relativistic electrons can 
be achieved within a plasma. 

In what follows, starting with the description of the experimental device, data on the trans
mission of the REB under various plasma configurations and results of plasma heating investigations 
are presented. Further, we report on the formation of a virtual cathode and the occurrence of 
reflected beam electrons. Basic theoretical ideas and results concerning both the high-voltage diode 
and the region of the virtual cathode in the presence of accumulated beam electrons are sketched 
in the last part of the paper. 
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FIG.l. Schematic diagram of Rebex device. 

APPARATUS 

Experiments have been performed on the Rebex machine schematically shown in Fig. 1. A 
plasmoid generated by a modified conical plasma gun is injected into a magnetic mirror trap. 
A fully ionized front of the hydrogen plasma moves with a velocity of 2—8 X 106 cm-s - 1 , the 
maximum density reaches 5 X 1013 cm - 3 . The conducting vacuum chamber is 15 cm in diameter 
and 200 cm long. The magnetic field in the homogeneous part can be varied up to 9 kG, the 
mirror ratio being 1.5. The REB is injected axially in the same direction as the plasma with some 
time delay t D . The electron accelerator consists of a Marx generator driving a 2 X 8£2 water-
filled strip pulse line which feeds a diode. It is capable of producing a 30-kA pulse of 500-keV 
electrons lasting 70 ns. The beam current, however, was kept below 10 kA. The high-voltage diode 
consists of the cathode 28 mm in diameter and a 30 Mm thick Al anode foil. By varying tD it is 
possible to vary both the length and the longitudinal density profile of the plasma column. Thus, 
regimes with the plasma well separated from the end plate of the vacuum chamber can be adjusted, 
too. 

Plasma diagnostics includes microwave and laser interferometry (8 mm; 0.337 mm), dia-
magnetic loops, capacitive probes, X-ray and microwave detectors and a time-of-flight energy 
analyser of charge-exchange neutrls. The beam diode voltage Uj, and current 1̂  are measured by 
voltage dividers and shunts. The current and the total energy of the beam leaving the system are 
recorded by a collector with a calorimeter. Witness plates are used for detection of the REB cross-
sections. 

BEAM TRANSMISSION 

The temporal evolution of the plasma density measured at two distances from the REB 
entrance (zj = 100 cm, z2 = 200 cm; plasma front velocity 2 X 106 cm -s_1) are shown in Fig.2a. 
At times t < 50 MS the plasma density near the collector is negligible. Within the time interval 
100-600 /xs, the plasma fills the whole interaction region, its density being at least by an order 
of magnitude higher than the beam density. At even longer times, the plasma density decreases 
becoming, at first, comparable to that of the REB near the plasma gun. 
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FIG.2. a) Temporal behaviour of plasma density «g ft) measured at distances zs = 100 cm and z2 = 200 cm 
from the high-voltage diode. 

b) Total beam energy transmitted through the system Q versus time delay fD-
c) Transverse energy of plasma nELS as a function of the time delay tD, B0 — 4.5 kG. 

In Fig.2b, the total REB energy transmitted through the machine versus the time delay tD 

is plotted. For tD < 50 jus, the transmitted energy of 25 J and the collector current of 1 kA 
correspond to the critical vacuum values, in good agreement with theoretical estimates. The best 
beam transmission is achieved at time delays tD = 100 - 600 /xs, the maximum transmitted 
current (about 5 kA) being roughly half of the diode current. Additional measurements prove 
that the current is lost in the plasma gun region only. At tD > 600 fxs, an additional ionization 
takes place during the REB injection. In the transition regime (50 /xs < tD < 100 (is) the trans
mitted REB energy increases gradually. The collector current exhibits a deep modulation and 
is sometimes split into several peaks. 

The witness plate placed at the collector shows that the vacuum beam being rather hollow 
reproduces the cross-section of the cathode (Fig.3a). At tD = 100 - 600 /is, the REB transmission 
is accompanied by deformation and radial displacement of the beam comparable with its initial 
radius (Fig.3c). In the transition regime the beam remains almost co-axial, but energetic electrons 
are detected also at large radii (Fig.3b). 
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FIG.3. Cross-section of the REB recorded by witness plates: 
a) vacuum beam; 
b) transition regime; 
cj dense plasma regime. 

PLASMA HEATING 

The efficiency of plasma heating by the REB was investigated for various time delays t D . 
Strong microwave radiation in the X-band is observed during the injection. The detected soft 
X-rays last substantially longer. More detailed information on the plasma heating is obtained 
from diamagnetic measurements. The diamagnetic signals are composed of two parts. The first 
short pulse of higher amplitude follows roughly the shape of the collector current. Its typical 
value nEĵ S = 1018 eV-cm -1 suggests that the beam transverse energy E^i is only several times 
less than the total beam energy Ej,. This relatively high perpendicular energy has its origin in the 
beam-plasma interaction since no measurable signal is observed if the REB is injected into vacuum. 
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FIG.4. Distribution functions of charge-exchange neutrals measured at tD = 60 fxs and tD = 90 /xr. 

The slower component of the diamagnetic signal lasts for several microseconds. The dependence 
of its amplitude on the time delay tD (Fig.2c) exhibits two maxima. The second maximum 
(tD « 700 us) corresponds to the injection into a decaying, almost homogeneous plasma(n < 101 3cm - 3; 
Ib = 5 kA). The first maximum, on the other hand, is achieved at the injection into a strongly 
inhomogeneous plasma (tD « 90 us). No diamagnetic signals are observed if the plasma column 
is shorter than 60 cm (tD < 30 (is). 

The maximum diamagnetic signals indicate that the plasma heating efficiency is at least 10%. 
The experimental conditions (low injected beam current) and X-ray observations suggest that, 
preferentially, plasma electrons should be heated. An energy analysis of fast charge-exchange 
neutrals, however, indicates that also some ion heating occurs for tD = 50 — 600 fxs. The fastest 
particles (up to 30 keV) are observed for tD = 60 jus. The maximum energy, in the keV range, 
falls very slowly for tpj > 90 ps. Two typical distribution functions are plotted in Fig.4. It is 
apparent that for tD = 60 JUS the distribution is not Maxwellian. The total number of fast particles 
is by an order of magnitude higher for 90 jus. Nevertheless, in both cases, the estimated amount of 
hot ions is too low for the values indicated to be the ion temperatures. These results are supported 
by measurements using an electric probe placed near the chamber wall. 

VIRTUAL CATHODE 

If there is a vacuum gap between the plasma and the collector (tD < 70 fis), a capacitive probe 
located in this region measures a potential comparable to the cathode voltage. Simultaneously, 
the witness plate mounted on the back side of the entrance diaphragm detects backward electrons 
originating at the plasma-vacuum boundary. For larger tfj, both these phenomena disappear. It 
seems, therefore, reasonable to attribute them to the formation of a virtual cathode and to partial 
reflection of the beam electrons. 
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FIG.5. Schematic drawing of particle and potential distributions along the magnetic field in systems with 
virtual cathode. 

THEORETICAL MODEL 

If we study a simple model of a system with a virtual cathode, we realize that the reflected 
beam electrons can be effectively accumulated inside the plasma column and, simultaneously, 
acceleration of ions to high energies can occur at the plasma-vacuum boundary. The corresponding 
particle and potential distributions along the magnetic field are schematically drawn in Fig.5. 
Four relatively autonomous regions can be distinguished: the high-voltage diode, the plasma 
column (including the foil), the plasma-vacuum boundary and the vacuum beam region. 

Electrons with density nb e are extracted from the cathode plasma. After reflection from the 
virtual cathode Cv, a fraction of these electrons adds to the accumulated electrons having the density 
nae . Subsequently, ions with the density nj are extracted from the anode plasma towards the 
cathode C. If the plasma density np > n b e , nae , the plasma potential <p remains very close to the 
anode potential Ub . At the plasma-vacuum boundary, the course of v?(z) is determined by the 
energetic electrons and by the accelerated plasma ions. To include qualitatively the vacuum 
current into the one-dimensional model, we add a fictive anode Af placed at a certain distance 
behind the plasma-vacuum boundary. 

If the plasma length exceeds the anode-cathode distance (L > D), the electrons in the high-
voltage diode and in the virtual cathode are distributed quasi-stationarily for times longer than 2L/c. 
Their distribution functions are then determined by that in the plasma region and (in the diode) 
by the diode current. As the reflected electrons are decelerated and elastically scattered both in 
the plasma and in the foil, the density nae is a growing function of the potential y> being zero at 
the cathode <p = 0. The density of the beam electrons, on the other hand, behaves as 

nbe(v>) ~ V"5 for &p < m ec 2 ; nae (<p = 0) = 0 (1) 

Three regimes of operation of the high-voltage diode seem to be of most interest: 
(a) Diode without accumulated electrons (nae = 0, curve <pa). 
(b) Reflex diode (nae =£ 0) without ions (n^ = 0, curve <£b). 
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(c) Reflex diode (nae =£ 0) with quasi-stationarily distributed ions freely extracted from the 
anode plasma (i.e. L2 > D2mj/m e70 curve y?c). 

In all the cases the Poisson equation can be integrated as follows: 

u b f 

D(t) = J 87re J (nbe(<p',t) + nae(*>',t))<V - 5 i e (l - \ J J ^ ) 

X J (nbe(*,t) + nae(<p,t))dv> 
0 

dip (2) 

The time dependence of the cathode-anode distance d(t) is due to the motion of the cathode 
and anode plasma sheets; e > 0, 5 i e = 0; 1 ad a), 5 ie = 0 ad b), 5 i e = 1 ad c). 
a) In the case nae = 0, we obtain the modified Child-Langmuir solution 

nbe(D) = nbl(D) = 
Uu 

7reD2a 
1 + ( > / 2 - l ) 8 i 

Tg for 7 0 - 1 < 1 

*2 for 7 0 > 1 
(3) 

The ion extraction increases the diode current by a factor of y/2 only. 

(b) If nae(D) > nbl(D) and 5 i e = 0 the accumulated electrons have to be concentrated near 
the anode foil and the diode current is strongly suppressed (nbe(D) < nbj(D)). As, however, con
ditions for ion extraction from the anode plasma are significantly improved, the following regime 
should be established rapidly: 

(c) In the reflex diode with 5 i e = 1 the total number of extracted ions is significantly increased 
if nae(D) > nbl(D). As the ions reach the cathode region, also extraction of electrons is substantially 
increased and the diode current can exceed the Child-Langmuirs value (nbe(D) > nbi(D)). The role 
of ions is manifested most expressively if only the elastic scattering of the beam electrons is 
respected. Then, nbe(D) -*• 0 for 5 i e = 0, whereas nbe(D) grows exponentially for 5 j e = 1 at large 
times for Ub and D fixed. 

All theoretical conclusions are based on the assumption that a stable virtual cathode is formed. 
Analytical estimates predict the possibility of an increase in the density of the energetic electrons 
inside the plasma, at least by one order of magnitude, and a systematic acceleration of the ions 
from the plasma-vacuum boundary up to energies exceeding several times eUb . The total number 
of ions increases with increasing efficiency of accumulation of the beam electrons. Regimes 
optimum for either ion acceleration or electron accumulation could be adjusted, e.g. by choosing 
the proper type of ions in the plasma and in the diode regions. The energy of accumulated electrons 
can be released in a short pulse of roughly 2L/c duration if the virtual cathode breaks down rapidly. 
As this cathode moves with the velocity of accelerated ions, the observed large peaks in the 
collector current could be attributed to its spontaneous breakdown in the transition regime. 
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Abstract 

PROGRESS TOWARD RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM HEATING OF MAGNETICALLY CONFINED 
SYSTEMS. 

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the feasibility of electron beam heating for fusion are 
reviewed. Progress at four United States laboratories on understanding the beam-plasma interaction and developing 
reactor schemes employing it are summarized. 

Relativistic electron beams (REB) have been suggested as a 
direct or supplementary energy source for plasma heating, in part 
because of the large energies and powers available, but also 
because they offer the prospect of rapid heating throughout the 
plasma. Studies in the U.S. directed at an understanding of the 
basic heating mechanisms are concerned with (1) heating rates as 
a function of plasma density and beam density, energy and angular 
spread; (2) axial dependence of the heating process, which may 
correspond to evolution of the beam electron distribution from 
cold (hydromagnetic interaction) to scattered (kinetic interaction); 
(3) variation in heating rates between neutral gas and plasma as 
an initial condition; (4) heating of ions and formation of elec
tron tails and their influence on energy loss processes. 

Progress is being made in understanding these areas and 
specific reactor concepts employing electron beams are being 
developed. Activities at four institutions are reviewed briefly. 

1. PHYSICS INTERNATIONAL 

Work is directed at the use of high-energy beams for the 
linear solenoid fusion application. Recent studies have shown 
that a plasma column heated by electron beams is an attractive 
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breakeven reactor or fissile fuel breeder if end losses can be 
reduced by use of multiple mirrors, end plugs, etc. [1]. The PI 
combined experimental, theoretical and reactor systems analysis 
program is reviewed here. 

1.1. Plasma heating experiments 

A heating experiment with ~ 4 0 kJ beams achieving plasma 
energies of ~ lO1^ eV/cm3 corresponding to ~ 2 keV at 0.1 torr 
initially neutral gas has been reported [2]. System length was 
1 meter and longitudinal field was 16 kG. The heating process in 
the first 25 cm was found to be dominated by ohmic heating by the 
beam-induced plasma return current. Plasma conductivity was 
strongly anomalous due to beam-generated turbulence: collision 
frequencies were ~ 105 of classical values, corresponding to 
~ wpi- These results have recently been corroborated by an in
dependent experiment [ 3] . Calculations at NRL suggest that our 
high current density (~ 10 kA/cm2) may have been the factor which 
overcame radiation losses and made this strong heating regime 
accessible (see 2.2). 

At 0.1 torr, diamagnetic energy is roughly uniform along the 
column. At 0.3 torr, plasmas exhibit a drop in energy density 
away from the diode with a scale length of ~ 50 cm. 

Preionized plasma experiments at high plasma density 
(1015 - 10 1 7 cm--3) are proceeding with beams of 40 to 60 kJ, 
1 MeV, 150 ns, 5-20 kA/cm2. Hydrogen plasma is provided by a 
Z-discharge (Bz = 26 kG). The higher beam current densities are 
achieved by magnetic compression. Beam transmission of ~ 90% is 
observed for compressions of 2 to 3. Enhancement of transmission 
over simple adiabatic predictions is in agreement with a model 
based on multiple transits of the beam electrons between the 
mirror and diode. 

1.2. Plasma heating theory 

One-dimensional MHD code calculations were carried out in 
which thermal energy was added to the plasma column at the 
experimentally observed rates (i.e. ?•§). Calculated amplitude 
of the diamagnetic field and time of peak signal agreed with the 
experimental diamagnetic signal. 

Heating due to ion acoustic turbulence excited by return 
current electrons drifting against the ions (v<j) was analytically 
modeled. Asymptotic states of the plasma resulting from three 
stabilization mechanisms (quasilinear, resonance broadening, 
and nonlinear Landau damping) were investigated for finite Te/Ti 
and a realistic external circuit. All mechanisms have similar 
behavior: the plasma evolves on a short time scale to an 
asymptotic state with constant Te/Ti and anomalous collision 
frequency proportional to v^/v^. After an initial period, during 
which the temperature ratio adjusts to the asymptotic value, the 
plasma remains just above the instability threshold. The asymp
totic state is a function of the current: the instability is 
stabilized and heating stops at maximum current, or shortly there
after. Final T e is < (nj-j/ne)

2 m^c2, the prediction from infinite 
Te/Ti linear theory. 

We have studied nonlinear stabilization of the beam stream
ing (e-e) instability, by coupling the high frequency mode to a 
finite amplitude low frequency (e-i) mode which is parametrically 
driven by the fast waves. Stationary states have been obtained 
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in which both modes have finite amplitudes. From these we have 
calculated the corresponding plasma heating for various parameter 
regions. 

The e-i waves contribute to plasma heating by interacting 
with the drifting plasma electrons and producing a dc resistivity 
which dissipates the return current. An approximate expression 
for the resistivity 

'* ~4 fcf3 ftf v-1 
has been found to be valid for a wide range of parameters 
(Te/Ti = 1 ~ 10; Te ~ 5 keV), where Yee

 = nb/ne 1/Yeb2 i s t n e e - e 

linear growth rate and 0J-, is the beam angular spreading in radians. 
The e-e waves contribute to plasma heating by direct Landau 

dissipation and dc resistivity. Landau dissipation by plasma 
electrons occurs on the coupling-produced side bands, which are 
high-frequency waves with phase velocities much slower than e-e 
instability excited primary band. The balance between the Landau 
damping of the side bands and the linear growth of the primary 
band gives rise to the nonlinear stabilization of the e-e mode. 
Hence, at the stationary state direct Landau heating is simply 
2 Yee^o/ where W0 is the wave energy of the primary band at non
linear stabilization. We find that W0/nekTe increases slowly 
with Yee

 an<^ decreases slowly with Te for Te < 5 keV and rapidly 
at higher Te. For Y /O> = 10~2 ~ 10"4, and T < 5 keV, 

3 *= 'ee' pe e 

Wo/nekTe ~ 5 x 10-
2 (l + ^ j (2) 

-2 
It decreases to W0/nekTe < 10 for T e > 10 keV. Hence, Landau 
heating is rapid at low T e and slow when T e exceeds 5 to 10 keV. 
It is not a strong function of nj-,, in contrast to e-i heating. 

The e-e waves can also result in dc resistivity in the same 
manner as the e-i waves because the amplitude and phase speeds of 
the side bands are generally slightly asymmetric. The asymmetric 
spectrum interacts with the drifting plasma electrons and causes 
enhanced resistivity. Numerical investigations show that the e-e 
resistivity generally becomes larger than the e-i resistivity when 
Te/Ti > 1 because e-e resistivity varies mildly with Tj_/Te while 
e-i resistivity is a strong function of Ti/Te.• 

The resistivity observed in the PI experiment, if caused by 
slow waves, corresponds to an amplitude large enough to nonlinearly 
stabilize the e-e instability. In addition, heating was observed 
for the entire beam lifetime, suggesting the existence of a quasi-
stationary state. 
1.3. Reactor systems 

Linear devices with free-streaming end losses require lengths 
of a kilometer or more to reach breakeven. Many possibilities 
exist for reducing the end loss, including end or multiple mirrors, 
solid or gas end plugs, etc. Our baseline electron beam heated 
solenoid concepts use microsecond pulsed beams, a superconducting 
solenoid field for beam guidance and for radial confinement, and 
multiple magnetic mirrors to reduce axial loss rates. Plasma is 
initially isolated from the tube wall by pulsed solenoid coils, 
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TABLE I 

PARAMETERS OF E-BEAM HEATED SOLENOID DESIGNS 

Tube length 
Plasma radius 
Wall radius 
Superconducting magnet radius 
3 
Superconductor field 
Burn time 
Beam current 
Beam voltage 
Beam duration 
Plasma energy 
Fusion energy 
Losses (magnetic fields) 
Fusion gain 

30 0 meters 

300 
2.6 
6.2 
2 
0.83 

156 
63 
2.3 
7.8 
3.9 
69 

1078 
244 

3.26 

75 meters 

75 
1.67 
5.3 
2 
0.90 

149 
4 
1 
3.8 
2 
7.8 
8.2 
6.4 

m 
cm 
cm 
m 

kG 
ms 
MA 
MV 
ys 
MJ 
MJ 
MJ 

0.5 

but very little compressional energy is added to the plasma in 
contrast to the theta pinch. Alternatively, this feature may be 
eliminated, leaving an ionized gas blanket between the hot plasma 
and wall (gas blanket case). The latter is simpler but requires 
larger diameter plasmas for the same radial loss rate. A limiting 
case is that of wall confinement which is being considered for an 
e-beam heated plasma by the Novosibirsk group [4]. 

Typical parameter values obtained from a systems model of 
single plasma tubes of 300 and 7 5 meters length (Table I) show 
plasma (and e-beam) energies of 8 to 70 MJ and fusion output 
ranging from 8 to over 1000 M J. Containment at 5 keV, lO-L? cm-3( 
is by multiple mirrors of mirror ratio 2. Losses are dominated 
by magnetic mirror joule heating and are several times the e-beam 
energy. The isolation coils have modest energies (0.7 to 1.3 MJ/m) 
compared to theta pinch compression coils (10 MJ/m); switching 
and joule losses are small compared to the mirror coils. At 300 
meters the fusion gain (fusion thermal energy/electrical input) 
is more than sufficient to break even (80 percent circulating 
power) [ 1] . 

Power is limited by the wall area; it may be desirable to 
have a number of plasma tubes inside a single solenoid, with the 
beam fired sequentially into the tubes. Pulse repetition rates 
of ~ 1-10 pps are required for production plants. Electron beam 
generators for the baseline designs are scaled up from existing 
large single-pulse megavolt, megajoule devices, with repetitive 
switching being the main technological advance required. 

Long pulse duration beam diodes (plasma or thermionic) could 
greatly relax the electrical system requirements (to millisecond 
or longer duration circuitry), or even allow steady-state opera
tion. In the baseline design, plasma heating is by the anomalous 
collective processes discussed above, but classical heating is 
possible under some conditions, such as by reflecting the e-beam 
from real or virtual cathodes at the tube ends ("reflex solenoid"). 
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2. NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY 

The NRL program presently includes experimental and theo
retical work on beams propagating both along and across magnetic 
field lines. 

2.1. Parallel propagation 

Theoretical effort has been addressed to the problem of 
inferring plasma energy content from magnetic field measurements 
when the usual static pressure balance model is not valid. This 
may occur in a fast pulsed heating experiment using an intense 
electron beam, in which case magnetic signals must be interpreted 
in terms of a magnetosonic wave propagating through the plasma. 
A dynamic model has been developed and expected magnetic signals 
calculated as a function of the rate of energy deposited in the 
plasma. Applying the results to the PI experiment of Prono, 
et al. [ 2] , in which very strong heating was inferred from magnetic 
signals using the static pressure balance model, plasma energy 
content obtained from the dynamic model was within a factor of 
two of the value inferred by the authors. 

We have investigated experimentally and theoretically the 
production and heating of a plasma from an initially neutral gas 
by an intense beam. A 50 to 100 kA, 1-MeV, 60-nsec beam was 
injected into neutral H2 gas in the pressure range 0.1 to 1.0 torr. 
The beam and beam-produced plasma were confined by a 4-kG magnetic 
field. Beam current densities were < 5 kA/cm^. As in the PI 
experiment, maximum interaction occurred at ~ 0.1 torr, but our 
plasma temperature and density at this pressure were observed by 
Thomson scattering to be < 10 eV and 5 x 10l5/cm3 (full ioniza
tion is ~ 7 x lO^vcm^). The plasma pressure inferred at PI from 
both diamagnetic and ohmic heating measurements was two orders of 
magnitude larger. However, at PI the beam current density was 
~ 12 kA/cm^ and pulse duration was 15 0 ns. To check that the 
difference in current density and pulse duration could explain 
these very different results, we have solved ionization and heat
ing equations taking into account such processes as ionization 
and line radiation, two-and three-body recombination, brems-
strahlung, and heat loss by electrons to ions. Energy input was 
assumed to be by resistive damping of plasma currents, taking into 
account classical as well as the appropriate anomalous resis
tivities. We find that unless the gas is ~ 90% ionized before 
the beam pulse ends, the final plasma is only a few eV since 
atomic radiation losses severely depress the temperature. Since 
this level of ionization is not achieved during our 60 nsec pulse 
(the calculation suggests ~ 50% ionization in 90 ns at 5 kA/cm^), 
our experimental results are consistent with theory. However, 
90% ionization is achieved in ~ 70 ns at 10 kA/cm^, leaving plenty 
of time for heating by the 150-ns PI beam. 

2.2. Rotating beams 

The experimental goal is the production of a large volume of 
magnetically confined plasma suitable for subsequent heating to 
fusion temperatures by magnetic compression. Rotating beams are 
of particular interest since azimuthal currents left after beam 
injection can produce a reversed field configuration, which is 
appropriate for inhibiting end losses during compression with a 
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FIG.l. Reversed magnetic field configuration produced by plasma currents left behind by a rotating intense 
relativistic electron beam. 
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FIG.2. Energy transfer efficiency of a rotating beam as a function of beam strength for a 50-nanosecond, 
7 = 5 beam and an N„ = 10l plasma. 
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blishment of the reversed field configuration, illus-
g. 1, is being investigated experimentally by passing 
nsec electron beam through a cusped magnetic field to 
rotating beam [ 5]. When this beam is injected into 
t 0.1 torr, a net current large enough to fully 
2 kG applied field, and persistence of this current 
as 5 us (e-fold time), has been observed. This time 
t with classical resistive damping of the beam-induced 
nt for the 7-eV temperatures observed by Thomson 
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A theoretical investigation of linear and nonlinear energy 
transfer efficiency of a rotating beam to plasma ions via the 
excitation of linear and nonlinear magnetosonic waves [ 6] has 
been completed. Linear theory predicts that the efficiency in
creases as the beam strength v/y. This work has been extended 
to the nonlinear regime using a ID radial MHD code. As shown 
in Fig. 2, agreement with theory in the linear regime is good, 
but the simulations show that the efficiency tends to level off 
and even decrease at high v/y. Note, however, that the energy 
transfer continues to increase with beam strength. The rotating 
beam experiments in an initially neutral gas are in the resistive 
regime. It is expected that the reactive model will apply when 
the plasma is preionized. 

3. CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

A relativistic electron beam (300 to 400 keV, 10 to 20 kA, 
60 ns, v/y = 0.5-1, 5-cm cathode diameter) is injected into a 
fully ionized hydrogen plasma column (6 x 101^/cm3 > np > 5 x 10

1 1/ 
cm3) confined and isolated from the stainless steel vacuum chamber 
walls in a 10~6 torr vacuum by a 2:1 magnetic mirror trap, with 
midplane magnetic field of 2.6 kG. Unheated target plasma density 
profile was determined with 4-mm microwave interferometry and 
La ngmui r pro be s. 

A parametric study of plasma heating was performed by using 
diamagnetic loops to measure the total plasma perpendicular 
energy and Thomson scattering to measure the plasma perpendicular 
electron temperature and velocity distribution. At low beam-to-
plasma density ratios (0.008 < n^/np < 0.045), the variation of 
heating with n^/np agrees with theoretical predictions and 
computer simulations of the relativistic two-stream interaction 
by Thode [ 7] (see Sec. 4). 

In accordance with this theory, reducing beam angular scatter 
by reducing anode foil thickness increases the interaction 
strength. This was observed experimentally as proportional in
creases in the electron perpendicular thermal energy (determined 
by Thomson scattering) and the total plasma perpendicular energy. 

I I I I I I 1 1 I I I II I 

nb/np 

FIG. 3. Scaling of plasma heating with n^/n* and anode foil thickness. 
Data points: Total plasma perpendicular energy determined by diamagnetic loop. 
Solid curve: Theoretical predictions of relativistic two-stream interaction by Thode. 
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Plasma heating is found to be proportional to the number of beam 
electrons with parallel velocities greater than the phase velocity 
of the most unstable wave predicted by the relativistic two-stream 
dispersion relation. At n^/n^ = 0.012, a reduction in Ti anode 
foil thickness from 50.8 ym to 12.7 ym increases beam-to-plasma 
energy transfer efficiency from 6% to > 25%. These results are 
summarized in Fig. 3, where the observed total plasma perpen
dicular energy is plotted as a function of n^/np and anode foil 
thickness. The solid curves, based on Thode's theory, incor
porate expressions for foil scattering valid for large scattering 
angles. 

Soon after beam injection (200 ns < t < 400 ns), Thomson-
scattering measurements indicate a populated energetic tail in 
the electron velocity distribution. This tail is short-lived; 
within 600 ns after beam injection the velocity distribution has 
begun to relax toward a Maxwellian. The velocity at which the 
distribution departs from Maxwellian is 

/kT~ 
2 V — 
T m e 

in keeping with the theory and computer simulation of Pereira, 
Denavit and Sudan [8], and Thode. The ratio of electron perpen
dicular thermal energy to total plasma perpendicular energy 
decays in 1.7 ys, in agreement with the e-i equilibration time. 

Electron beam propagation was investigated with Faraday cup 
and X-ray emission studies. Beam current followed field lines, 
with losses of 10 to 3 0%. Beam electron energy losses, determined 
by X-ray analysis, were 5 to 20% over the range of n,/n used. 
The greater losses occurred at larger n^/np. ^ 

Measurements with a small collimated Faraday cup indicate 
scattering in the plasma increases the beam angular spread from 
<sin29> = 0.44 to 0.51 between 10 and 30 cm from the diode; 
angular spread at 140 cm is 0.51 as well. The ratios of the 
local magnetic field to diode region magnetic field strengths 
were similar (approximately 1.14) at these three positions. 

Charge-exchange neutrals from 1 to 4 keV were energy-
analysed. In addition to the previously observed ion heating by 
damping of plasma Alfven oscillations, ion heating by ion acoustic 
turbulence at low n̂ /rip and radial electrostatic acceleration at 
high nj-j/np is also present. 

Return current heating levels, as calculated from current 
probe data, account for < 2 0% of the total plasma perpendicular 
energy (measured by the diamagnetic loop) at nk/np= 0.015, in
creasing to ~ 70% at nb/np = 0.3. However, at high n^/np, 
calculated convection losses (due to large drift velocity of 
plasma electrons) are about equal to the return current heating, 
suggesting that diamagnetic loop measurements may not be in
dicative of the total electron beam energy deposited in the 
plasma. Anomalous collision frequencies of 0.05 to 0.02 o)pi are 
deduced from the data. Ion acoustic and Buneman instabilities 
are thought to be the mechanisms responsible for producing the 
enhanced plasma resistivity. 

With a reduction in anode foil thickness from 50.8 m to 
12.7 ym, return current heating at low nt>/np is observed to 
increase by a factor of 6 to 10. This may be due to turbulence 
induced by a parametric decay of high-frequency oscillations 
into low-frequency modes. 
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4. LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY 

Over the past several years the linear and nonlinear charac
teristics of the relativistic beam-plasma interaction (two-stream 
and upper hybrid instability) have been studied theoretically. 
Specifically, the dependence of the interaction on (1) diode 
voltage, (2) beam-to-plasma density ratio, (3) external magnetic 
field strength, (4) electron-ion collisions, (5) finite boundary 
conditions including radial beam and plasma gradients, and (6) 
anode foil scattering have been considered [9,7]. Analytical, 
partial numerical simulation, and particle code techniques have 
been used in studying the problem. 

It is found that the relativistic interaction is two-
dimensional in character; the tendency for a relativistic electron 
to change its direction, as opposed to the magnitude of its 
velocity, transcends into the nonlinear regime. Also, increased 
electromagnetic character in the presence of an external magnetic 
field B Q is important. In the absence of finite boundaries, the 
cold beam energy loss AW is proportional to the beam kinetic 
energy density Wfc, = n£> (y-l) mc , i.e. AW = a(B0)Wk where 
a(B0) *» 0.4 - 0.6. For finite boundaries a(B0, a, np) also 
depends on the beam radius a and the plasma density np. For 
(eBo/mc)/t0p > 1 and acop/c < 5, a begins to decrease due to 
combined magnetic field and finite boundary effects, as seen in 
the Abrashitov et al. [10] experiment. 

Coupling efficiency exhibits a strong dependence on the 
anode foil scattering. For relativistic electrons passing 
through a thin anode foil, the initial spatial relaxation is 
determined by a local beam momentum distribution (spherical 
coordinates) of the form 

6(u - u ) 
f ( u , 6 ) = 2 — <J> csch((J>) exp(cj>cos0) 

4TTU o 

where u = yv and <p = 2 / u 2 w i t h 6* t h e mean a n g l e s c a t t e r due t o 
t h e f o i l . L i n e a r t h e o r y shows t h a t t w o - s t r e a m i n s t a b i l i t y i s 
p r e d o m i n a n t l y q u a s i - h y d r o d y n a m i c , a s opposed t o k i n e t i c , i n 
c h a r a c t e r f o r 

. exp(e 2/e2)F(e ye") 
^ = 1.0 - w _ 9 ^ > 0 .15 (3) 
n b e x p d / 6 2 ) F ( l / 8 ) 

Dawson ' s i n t e g r a l i s F (x) = e x p ( - x 2 ) / * e x p ( - t 2 ) u . _ auu ww 
1.0 - 0 . 5 Y " 1 ( n b / 2 n p ) V 3 - 0 .75 y - 2 ( n b / 2 n p ) 2 / 3 . 

; - t 2 ) d t and 6W = 

i n d i c a t e s t h a t o v e r B5% of t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a i s a s s o c i a t e d 
w i t h t h e hydrodynamic i n t e r a c t i o n [ 7] . 

The e n e r g y l o s t by a beam due t o t h e q u a s i - h y d r o d y n a m i c 
i n t e r a c t i o n i s 

T 

AE = / a(B . a , n . t ) M (y. F , - £ , t ) I. ( t )V. ( t ) d t 
• / 

o ' " ' p ' nK l T o ' " ' n ' " / x b v w v b 

, a 2 v Q a ( B Q , a , n p ) ^ ( Y o , 9 , ^ ) Wfo T „ (4) 
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where v 0 is the beam velocity parallel to the external magnetic 
field, Ib^) ^s t n e beam current, Vj^t) is the diode voltage, and 

T 

Ib(t) vb(t)dt/rb 
max Jtiax 

vb 

is the effective pulse width. For a given generator, T 0 is 
primarily determined by the pulse line under normal operating 
conditions. Thus the functional dependence of the measured plasma 
energy density, WS, is determined by ep E W b a An/nj^ the under
lined terms in Eq. (4). Note that ep is the amount of kinetic 
energy density converted into plasma thermal energy as the beam 
passes through a relaxation region of length 

L (cm) = 2 x 10' n 

CM 
(5) 

A comparison between all experiments in which the target 
plasma is preionized and the predicted functional dependence 
given by ep has been carried out [ 7]. The parameter variation 
includes v/y, n^/np by varying both n^ and np, and 8. Except 
for the Miller and Kuswa experiment, the measured functional 
dependence (direction and magnitude) of the plasma heating is in 
good agreement with the predicted streaming instability theory. 

TABLE II 

MEASURE OF EFFICIENCIES OF PLASMA HEATING EXPERIMENTS, 
9 

STREAMING INSTABILITY THEORY INDICATES THAT Q = 10 . 

E x p e r i m e n t 

Ref. [10] 

Ekdah l e t a l . 

Okamura e t a l . 

P rono e t a l . 
(PI) 

M i l l e r 

T o t a l Beam 
Energy 

100-3000 

265 J 

3 J 

3 4 kJ 
5 8 kJ 

15 kJ 

J 

Plasma 
T a r g e t 

P a r t i a l l y 
i o n i z e d 

F u l l y 
i o n i z e d 

F u l l y 
i o n i z e d 

N e u t r a l g a s 
P a r t i a l l y 
i o n i z e d 

P a r t i a l l y 
i o n i z e d 

Q 

1 0 7 

4 x l 0 8 

1 0 9 

1 0 % 
2 x 1 0 ' 

1 0 7 

v / y 

0 . 1 - 2 . 0 

~ 0 .64 

~ 0 .10 

~10 

- 1 0 
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In Table II, the experiments are grouped according to 
efficiency. A measure of the local heating efficiency is given 
by Q E VT/ep. To obtain a measure of overall efficiency, dif
ferences due to beam pulse length are removed to yield an 
effective heating rate Q E Q/T Q. From Eqs (4) and (5), 
Q «* v0/Ln « 10 v sec, which would be the maximum effective heating 
rate measured by AB0 signals obtained during the beam pulse [2]. 
When ABQ is obtained ** 10

- 6 seconds after beam passage [ 11] , then 
Q * v /L where L is the system length. Note that the low v/y < 2 
experiments fall into two groups according to the target plasma: 
(a) fully ionized target plasma in which 0 ^ 10** - 10* and (b) 
partially ionized target plasma in which Q « 10^. Also included 
in Table II are the two high v/y ~ 10 experiments. Most of the 
data in the PI experiment was obtained for a neutral gas target 
in which Q = 1-2 x 10^. However, in some shots the target was 
preionized to np = 10^0 cm--^, and the efficiency was reduced. 
Miller [ 12] preionized his target plasma to a level of np * l O ^ 
cm~3, with a resulting Q « 10? consistent with other partially 
preionized experiments. Thus in neutral gas or in fully ionized 
plasma the magnitude of measured heating is consistent with the 
predictions of quasi-hydrodynamic theory. However, in the case 
of partially preionized gas, the efficiency is greatly reduced. 
At present, the source of the greatly reduced efficiency for a 
partially preionized target plasma is not clear. However, it 
appears that in a number of the experiments spatial density 
gradients on the length scale of the beam relaxation, Ln, can be 
formed in 3-7 ns. Such density gradients would tend to greatly 
reduce the coupling efficiency, as observed. 

In conclusion, it now appears that the streaming instability 
is the dominant heating mechanism in most, if not all, of the 
experiments to date. 
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Abstract 

PLASMA HEATING BY AN INTENSE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAM. 
Experiments are reported on the heating of a hydrogen plasma by a relativistic electron beam with v/y ~ 2.4, 

maximum voltage 350 kV, maximum current 50 kA, diameter 2 cm and duration 100 ns. The beam is injected 
along a magnetic field of 2 T into both neutral gas and preformed plasma. Experiments with neutral gas show 
that the heating depends on the beam pulse shape and angular scatter but that in all cases the primary heating 
mechanism is that due to return current dissipation. The maximum plasma energy observed is 3.3 X 1018 eVcm" 3 

for injection of a fast-rising cold beam into 100 mtorr hydrogen. Preliminary heating experiments in a preformed 
plasma show that there is both expansion of the plasma and probably a high-energy tail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The heating of a plasma by a high-current relativistic 
electron beam has been observed in a number of previous 
experiments (1). In all these experiments the energy trans
fer to the plasma has been shown to be due to collective beam-
plasma interactions. Two types of interactions have been 
identified: the e-e mode and the e-i mode. In the e-e mode, 
heating is due to the decay of the plasma waves generated 
directly by the electron beam; in the e-i mode, heating occurs 
due to the enhanced dissipation of the return current by the 
ion acoustic turbulence generated by the drifting plasma 
electrons. In a recent survey made by Thode (2), results of 
all the previous experiments have been interpreted as being 
due to the e-e mode by making allowance for the angular scatter 
of the beam electrons. However, this survey did not include 
the experiment of Prono et al, (3), in which a beam with a 
high v/y and much larger current density was injected into a 
neutral gas. Significantly higher energy deposition (up to 
lol^eVcm-^) Was observed and the energy transfer was 
unambiguously identified as being due to return current dissipa
tion. Further it was found that the observed heating was 
such that the ion acoustic instability could exist only if 
the ionization was much smaller than seemed likely in the 
experiment. As a result the authors concluded that the 
enhanced return current dissipation was due to a replenishment 
of the low-frequency turbulence via a non-linear coupling of 
the e-e mode to ion density fluctuations as suggested by 
Papadopoulos (4). 

555 
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In the experiments reported here we repeat the neutral gas 
injection experiments reported by Prono et al. with a beam 
having a similar current density but much lower v/y, The 
observed heating is found to be nearly as large as that 
reported by Prono et al. but only for a beam having a low 
angular scatter. A dependence on the shape of the beam pulse 
is also observed, In all cases the heating is found to be 
due to dissipation of the return current, the anomalous 
resistivity being generated as described by Papadopoulos (4). 
However, observations of the broadening of Ha and Ho lines 
indicate that turbulence persists for long times after the beam, 

A preliminary experiment on injection into a preformed 
plasma is also reported. 

2, EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The nominal parameters of the beam used in the experiments 
are 350kV, 50kA, 100ns and 2cm diameter, giving a current 
density of 15kA»cm-2 and a v/y of 2,4, The beam is injected 
through an anode foil into the interaction chamber, filled with 
hydrogen at pressures from 0.1 to 3Torr, 30 cm long and 7.6 
cm diameter. Three types of anode foils are used: 
1) aluminized Mylar; 2) 12.5ym aluminium; and 3) 25um 
aluminium, The chamber and diode are of stainless steel and 
are immersed in a slowly varying axial magnetic field. Typical 
magnetic fields used are 1,2 to 1,8T, 

For injection into a preformed plasma the stainless steel 
chamber is replaced by a Pyrex tube of similar dimensions. The 
plasma source is the afterglow of a 20kV, 2yF z-discharge with 
coaxial return. Typical axial magnetic fields are about 50% 
higher due to the shorter penetration time of the pinch dis
charge assembly. The initial plasma conditions, measured by 
ruby laser Thomson scattering,can be varied from 5X10-L4 cm~3, 
l,5eV to 3xlol5 cm~^, 5eV, depending on the filling pressure 
and time at which the beam is injected. Approximately 50% 
ionization is obtained. 

A combined calorimeter and Faraday cup with a self-
integrating Rogowski coil is used to monitor the transmitted 
beam energy and the beam current, The device has an aperture 
of 4cm and is located at the far end of the interaction chamber. 

In the neutral gas experiments the net current is monitored 
at three axial positions by Rogowski coils located at the wall 
of the chamber. The Faraday cup can be used to measure the 
net current within a 2cm radius by eliminating the foil and 
vacuum gap. However, when this is done, simultaneous 
measurement of the beam current is precluded. A small RC 
integrated multiturn probe coil is used to monitor Bg at a 
radius of 2.4cm, The plasma diamagnetism is measured by a 
single-turn coaxial loop of radius 2,6cm located inside the 
chamber. Measurements of the broadening of Ha and Hg lines 
are made with a five-channel polychromator with 2.2A per 
channel and sighted transverse to the beam direction. The 
rise time of the monitoring equipment is restricted to 25ns 
for these measurements to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 
An image-converter streak camera is used to monitor the 
radial extent of the light emission. 

In the preformed plasma experiments the net current is 
measured by a Rogowski coil situated on the outside wall of 
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FIG. 1. Ig and Inet waveforms for three cases: 
(a) Fast beam with aluminized Mylar foil, 
(bj Slow beam with aluminized Mylar foil, 
(cj Fast beam with 25 \un aluminium foil. 
All are for a 200 mtorr filling pressure. 

the glass discharge tube and also by the Faraday cup with the 
vacuum region removed. Low-a ruby laser scattering is used 
to measure the electron density and the velocity distribution 
perpendicular to the beam. A seven-channel polychromator 
(13.4A per channel) is used in these measurements. 

In the neutral gas experiments the energy deposited by 
return current heating and the resistivity are obtained by 
calculating W 0h m = /Jpz

Ez dfc an<^ Ti=Ez/Jpz/ where E z is the 
inductive electric field and Jpz is the axial plasma current 
density. Both E 2 and Jpz are obtained from the beam and net 
currents and by assuming that the current flow channels are 
equal and confined to the beam radius. The value of W o n m 
and TI so obtained neglects dissipation due to Je currents and 
is valid only if there is negligible plasma motion. 

The diamagnetic loop signals are used to measure the 
perpendicular energy density by assuming pressure balance, 
The calculation neglects the paramagnetism due to helical 
current flow along the combined Bz and Be field lines and beam 
diamagnetism due to beam rotation and perpendicular beam 
temperature. Reversal of the signal is obtained when the Bz 
field is reversed and the polarity of the observed signal is 
consistent with diamagnetism. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Propagation characteristics 

For injection into neutral gas, the diode behaviour is 
very dependent on the anode foil material and the gas pressure 
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0 2 0 0 (ns) 

FIG.2. Ig and Inet waveforms for injection into a preformed plasma. 

in the interaction chamber. With 25-\m aluminium anode foils, 
no significant change in performance is found over the pressure 
range 0.1 to 3 Torr H2. However, for aluminized Mylar foils 
the performance degrades rapidly as the pressure is reduced to 
lOOmTorr and by 20mTorr the transmitted current is only 
a few kA. This effect was also observed by Prono et ,al. (3), 
Damage patterns at both ends of the interaction chamber show 
that the beam diameter is equal to that of the cathode. For 
all foils, the diode behaviour is such that two classes of beam 
pulses are generated: a slow pulse rising at about 3xlO^-^A-s 
for the whole pulse duration and a fast pulse which has an 
initial rise of 1,2x10̂ -2 A«S~1 for 20ns and then a slower rise 
for the rest of the pulse. Both types of pulse have a fall 
time of less than 20ns, Some-waveforms are shown in Fig.l. 

When injecting into a low-pressure neutral gas, an initial 
xnet a n d a n equal I^eam a r e observed corresponding approximately 
to the space charge unneutralized critical current (5). The 
duration is of some tens of nanoseconds and varies inversely 
with filling pressure. Again no such effect is observed for 
injection into a preformed plasma, 

The streak photography shows that the light emission is 
confined at all times to a region of about 2cm diameter 
corresponding to the diameter and location of the beam channel. 
The photographs show that at low pressure there is an intense 
emission early in the beam and that at the end of the beam the 
light level falls. At higher pressures of around 1 Torr there 
is a more gradual increase of intensity during the beam 
followed by a rapid decrease on beam termination. 

The net current is found to be a strong function of 
a) neutral gas filling pressure, b) beam rise time, c) anode 
foil material, and weak function of radius. No axial 
dependence is found. Some net current waveforms are shown 
in Fig.l. At filling pressures below 200mTorr, the net 
current has a fast rise followed by a slow decay. Typical 
waveforms are shown in Fig.l, At higher pressure the rise 
continues throughout the beam. The lowest degree of current 
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t (30 ns per division ) 

FIG.3. Energy deposition rates and plasma resistivities as a function of time for three cases shown in Fig. 1. 

neutralization, about 17%, is obtained at low pressures with 
an aluminized Mylar foil for a fast-rising beam. Current 
neutralization as high as 80% is observed for a slow-rising 
beam and aluminium anode foils also at low pressure. At 
pressures of lTorr, the neutralization is fairly independent 
of beam shape or foil and is about 85%, Further increase in 
pressure results in a slightly lower neutralization. 

Simultaneous measurements of Inet with the Faraday cup 
and wall monitors indicate that the return current channel is 
larger than the beam channel and that consequently there is 
a return current flow outside the Faraday cup aperture. 

For injection into a preformed plasma the net current 
monitored at the wall is zero. The Faraday cup monitor, how
ever, shows a small net current of about 1.5kA, A waveform is 
given in Fig,2, The value of the observed net current gives 
a value of Inet/^beam of 0,03, which is twice the expected 
value for a beam with a sharp boundary (6) and a factor of 
150 times that for a smoothly varying current profile (7). A 
similar discrepancy with theory has been reported by Dove et 
al. (1). 
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FIG. 5. A typical diamagnetic loop waveform for injection into 0.5 torr with an aluminized Mylar foil. 

3 ,2 . Heating 

The calculated values of Jpz E 2 and the resistivity are 
shown in Fig.3 for three different cases. The net and beam 
current waveforms are given in Fig.l, Fig.4 is a plot of W Q ^ 
vs pressure for all anode foils used and for both types of 
beam pulse. 

The cases shown in Fig,3 indicate the variation of ohmic 
dissipation and resistivity with a) beam current rise time 
and b) anode foil. It is this dependence which leads to 
the large scatter of the points in Fig,4. An aluminized 
Mylar foil rather than solid aluminium foil or a fast-rising 
beam pulse invariably results in a higher total energy 
dissipation. Note that the resistivity drops significantly 
faster for Shots with slow beam rise time or aluminium foils. 
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FIG. 6. Comparison between the energy density measured from the diamagnetic loop (solid line) and from 
wohm (broken line), for injection into 0.2 torr with an aluminized Mylar foil. 

A typical diamagnetic loop signal is shown in Fig.5, 
The first peak usually occurs at the end of the beam pulse or 
in some cases shortly afterwards. The characteristic 
oscillations shown are observed in all cases. The height of 
the first peak of the diamagnetic signal is closely correlated 
to the calculated ohmic heating as in the experiments reported 
by Prono et al, (3). Indeed, the energy density obtained 
from the diamagnetic signal closely follows W0hnr

=-/'JpzEzdt UP 
to the end of the beam pulse. This is illustrated in Fig,6 
for a particular case. In all cases the agreement between 
the energy density derived from the diamagnetic signal and 
wohm i s within a factor of two. These observations indicate 
that the heating is primarily due to ohmic dissipation of the 
return current. 

For experiments with a preformed plasma,simultaneous 
measurements of Ibeam a n d *net n a v e n o t been made. However, 
the decrease of Inet during the initial part of the beam 
(see Fig.2) indicates that there is an expansion of the heated 
plasma channel. Also, the inductance is not known since 
there is no detailed knowledge of the current paths. Hence 
the deposition of energy by return current heating in the 
preformed experiment has not been determined, However, laser 
scattering shows that for an initial plasma of number density 
2.4xlC>15 cm~3 and electron temperature 3eV, the temperature 
increases to 15eV whilst the number density drops to l,4xlC>3-5 

cm~3 at the end of the beam pulse. The 40% drop in the 
number density can be due either to plasma expansion or a 
high-energy tail in the electron velocity distribution. However, 
if expansion is solely responsible for the observed change in number 
density, a value of 0,5 is required for the 3 of the plasma. 
This corresponds to an energy density in the plasma of 
2xlo^8eV»cm~3, which is two orders of magnitude greater than 
the value obtained in the laser scattering experiment, Hence 
we conclude that there is high-energy tail which is beyond the 
spectral range monitored in the laser scattering experiment. 
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F/G. 7. i w e profiles for Hg at 80 and 300 ns and Ha at 60 and 300 ns for injection into 0.15 ton with 12.5 p.m 
foils. In both cases the profile of lower intensity is that at 300 ns. 

3.3. Line Broadening 

Line broadening measurements of Ha and Hg lines are 
available only for injection into neutral gas with 12,5ym 
aluminium foils, Typical line profiles are shown in Fig,7, 
For the Hg line no significant polarization dependence is 
observed and the large subsidiary line on the blue side is 
presumed to be an impurity line. The half-half widths of 
both Ha and Hg typically vary from 2 to 4A, Hg remaining 
broad for a longer time than the Ha line after the beam. 

The large widths observed for both Ha and Hg are not 
consistent with Doppler broadening even if the atom temper
ature is assumed to be that given by W o n m and diamagnetic 
measurements. Neither can the thermal Stark broadening 
account for the observed width of the Ha line. The width of 
the Hg line can be due to thermal Stark broadening but only 
if the electron temperature is of the order of a few eV, 
Thus we conclude that there is a substantial contribution to 
the widths of the lines due to Stark broadening by the electric 
fields associated with plasma turbulence (8), 

Information oh the nature and level of the turbulence is 
not possible as the resolution of the polychromator is too 
coarse, the ion temperature is unknown, and thermal Stark 
broadening parameters for temperatures above 4eV are not 
available. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The results presented above show that for injection into 
a neutral gas the energy transfer is due to return current 
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heating. The measured resistivity at the end of the beam 
pulse ranges from a few 10~2 ohm-cm to 10"^ ohm-cm, which is 
the limit of the measurement, The effective collision 
frequency cannot be obtained from these measurements since 
the number density is not known. However, for the 100 mTorr 
case which shows the highest observed plasma energy density 
(3.3xl018eV.cm~3), the ionization energy is small, and hence 
complete ionization may be assumed at the end of the beam. 
The measured resistivity at this time is 1,7*10~2 ohm.cm and 
this gives a value of veff equal to 3.5xlO-'-

1 s"1, which is 
some four orders of magnitude greater than the classical 
electron-ion collision frequency for a temperature Te=W0iim/ne 
= 4 50eV, This value of veff is about a tenth of the electron 
plasma frequency. Assuming complete ionization of course 
gives an upper bound to the. ratio veff/vciass^ca]^. 

That the heating depends on the angular spread and rise 
time of the beam indicates that the mechanism responsible for 
the enhanced return current heating is that proposed by 
Papadopoulos (4). According to this theory, the level of 
the ion acoustic turbulence is determined by the growth rate 
of the plasma waves generated by the beam electrons and this 
depends on both the angular spread of the beam and beam 
electron density. Thus for the fast pulse the initial beam 
electron density is high and hence a higher level of ion-
acoustic turbulence is generated, Turbulence has been 
inferred from the broadening of Ha' and Hg lines and it is found 
that the turbulence persists for times long after the beam. 

The experiments on the heating of a preformed plasma are 
only preliminary. However, the observations do indicate that 
there is some heating which leads to an expansion of the plasma 
channel and that there is probably a high-energy tail in the 
electron velocity distribution. The mechanism responsible 
for the energy transfer has yet to be identified. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/G 2-1, G 2-2, G 2-3, G 2-4 

K. PAPADOPOULOS: Not only the Naval Research Laboratory, Physics International and 
Imperial College experiments, which you mentioned, are consistent with the theory of non-linear 
stabilization of the kinetic instability by parametric effects (which we developed at NRL in 1973); 
the scalings of the Cornell and Netherlands experiments are likewise consistent with that theory. 
This is obvious, because in the kinetic stage the energy transfer efficiency depends on the growth 
rate (TL)> which is inversely proportional to the square of the angular spread (TL a 1/(A#)2). 

Also, I should point out that, even if the notions of the quasi-hydrodynamic instability are 
valid, they can cover at most a stage of only a few 5-10 ns. Accordingly, I would reject any 
attempt to interpret a steady-state injection experiment — in the presence of trapped-electron 
density fluctuations with 5n/n «* 1 and strong Langmuir turbulence — on the basis of such 
a theory. 

J.N. BENFORD: Yes, the scaling of heating with 1 /A #2 is a general feature of both hydro-
dynamic and kinetic modes. Note that in the hydrodynamic regime the saturation level is 
correlated with growth rate, which scales as l /A^ 2 . 

The hydrodynamic regime has been taken as applying until an angular spread of Ad~ I/7 
results. However, its range of applicability is in fact larger, namely until A# ~ l/j\\, which means 
that longer durations can be affected. This has been shown by Ferch and Sudan. 

R.N. SUDAN: In the plasma heating scheme with electrons reflexing from a virtual cathode, 
how does the rate of plasma heating compare with the rate of disappearance of the virtual 
cathode due to build-up of ionization? 

J.N. BENFORD: The virtual cathode apparently is destroyed by emission of ions from the 
plasmoid surface, driven by the electric field of the virtual cathode. When this occurs, the 
collector at the end of the system detects a burst of relativistic electrons leaving the system, 
corresponding to loss of the accumulated beam. 

I. ALEXEFF: Supporting the suggestion that enough energy must be put into a plasma-gas 
mixture to support radiation losses before plasma heating can occur, I would note that this 
scaling of power versus pressure was demonstrated at Oak Ridge some ten years ago. These 
"burnout" experiments were reported in Phys. Rev. Letters. The required power for heating 
onset scales as the square of gas pressure. 
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Abstract 

HIGH-TEMPERATURE HIGH-QUALITY DEUTERIUM PLASMA PRODUCTION BY LASER BEAM(S) 
AND INTERACTIONS WITH MAGNETIC FIELDS. 

A new system for directly producing impurity-free and neutral-free, high-temperature deuterium plasmas 
within any type of magnetic containers has been constructed and operated, in which an on-line computer control 
technique is utilized to capture a falling deuterium ice-pellet by pulsed laser beam(s). Some experimental results 
on the fundamental physical properties of the plasmas produced and interactions with nearly uniform magnetic 
field are presented. As an immediate application of this particular new plasma production method, detailed 
studies of spindle-cusp confinement properties for laser-produced high-beta deuterium plasma are being continued. 
Some of the computer analyses for these problems are also reviewed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I'n the past few years, many authors discussed, theoretically as well as experimentally, 
the possibilities of applying laser-produced high-temperature plasmas to magnetically confined 
fusion plasma schemes. It seems, however, that detailed and systematic experimental studies 
for laser-produced plasmas and interactions with magnetic fields (particularly, for those generated 
from spatially isolated deuterium pellets, which is of great interest from the viewpoint of fusion 
have been carried out scarcely thus far, owing to a number of technical difficulties involved. 

The purpose of our studies, which aim at remedying this unfavourable situation, is threefold: 

1) To develop a universal and high-quality (fully-ionized and impurity-free) deuterium 
plasma production and heating method by means of pulsed laser beam(s), which enables us to 
fill magnetic containers of any given type with a plasma having an ion energy in the keV range 
or higher and also a density required. 

2) To study fundamental interaction processes between the rapidly expanding laser-produced 
plasma and a nearly uniform magnetic field. 

3) To study plasma confinement properties of any given type of magnetic container by 
utilizing this unique plasma source. 

Item 2) is important when this method is to be applied to magnetic traps with nearly 
uniform local magnetic field, such as mirror machines and high- or low-beta toroidal systems 
which have no "null-field" or "cusp" point inside the vacuum container. As a direct and 
immediate application of item 3), detailed quantitative studies of spindle-cusp confinement 
properties for laser-produced high-beta deuterium plasma are being continued at higher plasma 
temperatures. 
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FIG. I. Experimental arrangement employing on-line computer control technique for capturing a freely falling 
deuterium ice pellet by pulsed laser beamfsj. 

The main emphasis is laid on the physical aspects of the problems in this paper, and some 
details of the technical aspects of this new plasma production method have already been reported 
in a separate paper [ 1 ]. 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, which is an improved version of our 
previous laser-produced plasma system [2—4]. A freely falling cylindrical deuterium target pellet 
(with a size of 100-1000 jum) is captured by pulsed laser beam(s) (at present, ~ 100 J, 10-100 ns, 
Nd-glass laser) with a focal diameter (200—1600 /xm) greater than the pellet size by utilizing an 
"on-line computer control" technique [ 1 ]. It was demonstrated that, by this particular method, 
systematic capture of falling pellets by laser beams is possible, and fairly good reproducibility 
of the plasma parameters (within about 20 percent) is achieved by employing appropriate 
experimental conditions and careful alignment procedures. 

The plasma diagnostic means employed are ion collectors, Thomson scattering, soft-X-ray, 
high-speed photography, multi-channel spectroscopy, diamagnetic probes and millimeter micro
wave (of 4 mm wavelength). 
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FIG.2. Ion velocity (energy) distribution of laser-produced_deuterium (D) and xenon (Xe) plasmas with single-
laser-beam irradiation; For D, WL ~ 70 J, TL ~ 20 ns and Et ~ 630 e V; for Xe, WL ~ 20 J, TL ~ 20 ns and 
Ef2.5 ke V. The three curves are normalized so as to refer to the same total particle number. 

3. PROPERTIES OF PLASMA PRODUCED IN THE ABSENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD 

Detailed studies are now in progress on the following problems: 

1) The optimum combination of physical parameters required to obtain complete "burning" 
of the pellet and maximum efficiency of laser energy absorption. The physical parameters 
concerned are the total energy impingent onto the target (WL), the pulse-width (TL) , the pulse-
waveform, the focal diameter ( R L ) and the wavelength (X) of laser beam employed, and the 
pellet size (Rp) . 

2) The spatial anisotropy of plasma produced by a single laser beam and the effect of 
multi-laser beam irradiation on isotropic plasma production. 

It was demonstrated experimentally in our previous paper [4] that the production of a 
highly-ionized plasma is actually possible by appropriate combination of parameters. However, 
technical difficulties in capturing a falling pellet by a pulsed narrow laser beam, as well as the 
limitation of available laser energy, prevented us from performing detailed and systematic studies 
of these items, and it was only possible to demonstrate the successful production of a highly 
ionized plasma with an averaged ion energy of about 100 eV for a total ion number of ~ 1017 

particles (by ruby laser of WL ^ J and T L ~ 20 ns). 
An extension or more systematic studies of these problems have been and are being performed 

by utilizing the newly developed technique mentioned in Section 2 and a laser installation with 
much higher output energy. 

Typical experimental results of the ion velocity (energy) distribution determined by ion 
collectors (the time-of-flight measurements) are shown in Fig.2 for xenon (Xe) and deuterium (D) 
plasma produced. These results apply to single-laser-beam irradiation, and spatial anisotropy is 
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FIG.3. Spatial anisotropy of freely expanding laser-produced D-plasma for single-laser-beam irradiation for the 
same conditions as in Fig.2; Ef ion energy per particle, Nf particle number, I, 2, 3, 4 denote the ion collector 
located 16 cm apart from the plasma origin, by which the data have been taken. 

observed to exist in particle number as well as in ion energy. The velocity (energy) distribution 
curves labelled as #1 and #4 correspond to the ion collectors by which the data have been taken 
(see Fig.3). It is also seen that the Xe pellet produces a much higher ion energy (2 .5-3 keV) 
than the D2 pellet, irrespective of the lower laser energy employed. This quantitative difference 
might be attributed to the effects of multi-charged (high-Zand heavy-mass) ions [5] produced 
in the Xe case, as well as to the fact that the total number of particles contained in the Xe pellet 
(~5 X 1016) is much smaller than that in the D2 pellet (~ 1 X 1018). 

An example of the spatial anisotropy of freely expanding plasma for the D2 case (corresponding 
to Fig.2) is shown in Fig.3. In this particular case, the ion energy averaged over all directions 
(Ej) is 630 eV and its peak value lies in the 0.8-0.9 keV range in the direction opposite to the 
incidence of the laser beam. The normalized standard deviations of plasma particle number and 
ion energy from the average are 0.30 and 0.45, respectively; 

When very small anisotropy is to be achieved, employment of a multi-laser beam might 
become compulsory; its effect is demonstrated in Fig.4. For comparison, the case of a spindle 
cusp is also shown, where the plasma is produced at the null-field point and the injection of the 
laser beam(s) as well as the positions of the ion collectors are in the mid-plane of the cusp. It is 
clearly seen from the results that the anisotropy is systematically reduced for both cases when 
the number of laser beams increases. This anisotropy problem appears to be important in 
connection with instability problems which will be discussed later in Section 4. 

Conventional soft-X-ray measurements have been carried out simultaneously (by utilizing 
a plastic scintillator together with 30—800 jum thick beryllium foils). The apparent electron 
temperature (Te) determined by this method, which is supposed to exhibit the highest T e during 
laser plasma heating, was around 500 eV for the particular case shown in Figs 2 and 3. From 
approximate physical estimates, this value of Te seems to be a bit too high in the light of the 
ion energy of 0.8 keV determined by ion collectors, and more precise measurements are 
necessary. 

The relation between ion energy (Ej) and laser flux intensity onto the target (P;) has also 
been studied by changing the distance between the focal point of the focusing lens and the 
point of pellet capture on the axis of the laser beam. The result is shown in Fig. 5, where Ej 
denotes the ion energy averaged over all spatial directions. 

The results of experiments on free expansion of laser-produced plasmas carried out thus far 
indicate that, although it appears certainly possible to produce fully ionized plasmas with an ion 
energy of the order of keV or higher, the combination of parameters required to achieve these 
plasmas is rather complex, so that further detailed studies are necessary. For instance, in the 
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FIG.4. Effect of multi-laser-beam irradiation on the spatial anisotropy of plasma produced. The ordinate denotes 
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FIG.5. Observed average ion energy (E^ versus incident laser flux density on target. 

particular example shown in Figs 2 to 4, both the total kinetic energy and the particle number 
of the ions integrated over the whole solid angle, which have been estimated from the ion-
collector measurements, are about ten percent of the total laser energy incident on the target 
and of the total number of particles contained in the pellet, respectively. The reason for this 
seems to be the fact that the total number of particles in the pellet (~ 1018) is too large for the 
laser energy available, and/or the pellet is not completely "burned", owing to its geometrical 
shape of a circular cylinder with a length-to-diameter ratio of 3—6. To remedy the latter 
disadvantage, the employment of a spherical pellet is more advantageous. 
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FIG. 6. Results of computer simulation for absorbed laser energy (Ea) versus input laser power (Pj) for fixed 
total laser energy (100 J and 1 ke Vj, for Nd-glass and C02-laser; rw is laser pulse duration. 

In connection with the problems mentioned in this section, also computer simulation studies 
have been made, in which a spherically symmetric, one-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamic 
code (one-fluid, two-temperature) is used. The code contains the pellet-burning phase (similar 
to Ref.[6]) as well as the plasma-heating phase, and a solid deuterium pellet is considered as the 
target material. Two physical processes are taken into consideration as the absorption mechanisms 
of laser light: the classical inverse bremsstrahlung'[7] and the anomalous absorption by the 
parametric decay instability [8, 9]. The effects of refraction and induced scattering have been 
neglected. One example of the computed results is shown in Fig. 6, in which the total laser 
energy absorbed by the pellet and the subsequently produced plasma (Ea) is given as the function 
of incident laser power (Pj) for fixed values of the total incident laser energy (EJ: 100 J and 1 kJ 
in this particular example) for two laser wavelengths (1.06 fim and 10.6 jum), assuming a rectangular 
laser pulse waveform with the width r w (the upper scale). The results of computer simulations as 
shown in Fig. 6 confirm that i) there is an optimum value of incident laser power (consequently, 
of the pulse width) for a fixed incident total laser energy in the classical absorption (or lower-
laser-power) region, ii) in the anomalous-absorption (or higher-power) region, the employment 
of a longer-wavelength laser is much more favourable because of its lower threshold value for 
the anomalous absorption as well as owing to a possibly longer interaction time (TJ), iii) the laser 
pulse shape is not so sensitive to the overall absorption efficiency, as long as the pulse width is 
shorter than the interaction time but longer than of the order of 1 ns, and iv) the effect of 
"pre-pulse" is not yet clear, as far as the overall absorption efficiency is concerned, in contrast 
to an anticipated improvement. (It might be effective, however, for obtaining spatially more 
isotropic plasma.) 

More detailed discussions on these results of computer simulations, together with some 
interpretations on an analytical basis, will be presented elsewhere [10]. These results are to be 
compared with experimental results, such as those given above. 
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FIG. 7. High-speed framing photographs for plasma instabilities with single-laser-beam irradiation across magnetic 
field lines; Target: aluminium wire with 100 fim diameter, B- 10 kG (nearly uniform); Framing speed: 
2 X 10n frames- s~l, (first frame: 50 ns after laser pulse); W^~ 15 J and T^~ 20 ns. 

4. BEHAVIOUR OF LASER-PRODUCED PLASMAS IN A NEARLY UNIFORM MAGNETIC 
FIELD 

In view of possible applications of this new plasma production method to magnetic traps 
with nearly uniform local magnetic field, the immediate basic problems to be studied are: 
1) the physical mechanisms by which the kinetic expansion energy is re-converted into thermal 
energy as the result of plasma-magnetic field interactions, and 2) possible occurrence of some 
plasma instabilities, particularly in the intermediate dense-plasma phase (j3 ~ 1), and its gross 
effect on the particle loss flux across the B-field lines. 

A preliminary result of a computer simulation on problem 1) indicates that the formation 
of a converging shock generated at the plasma-magnetic-field interface plays an important role 
in the restoration of thermal energy [11]. 

As to problem 2), the occurrence of some plasma instabilities has actually been observed 
for laser-produced plasmas (D 2 , Al and glass) in a uniform B-field (B ~ 10 kG). A typical result 
of high-speed framing photographs with single-laser-beam irradiation is shown for Al plasma in 
Fig,7, which has been taken in the direction along the B-lines. The results indicate that two 
different modes of instabilities seem to exist, one with a shorter build-up time (of the order of 
100 ns) and the other one with a longer one (~ us). 

Approximate experimental estimates have also been made for the time- and space-integrated 
total particle fluxes along and across the B-field, N|| and Nj_, respectively), which have been 
determined by means of many ion collectors placed at various distances from the origin of plasma 
formation along and across B. The preliminary results for deuterium and Al plasmas indicate 
that the value of (N^/N||) is less than approximately 5 percent, irrespective of an apparent drastic 
escape of particles such as shown in Fig.7. 
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The ruby-laser Thomson scattering measurements simultaneously made for Al plasma show 
that, while the plasma produced has a density of nj ~ 1016 cm - 3 and an electron temperature of 
Te ~ 100 eV at the time t = 120 ns and at the position x = 1 cm from the origin of plasma 
formation along the B-lines, a plasma cylinder with the diameter of ~ 1 cm and a length exceeding 
12 cm is formed at t = 200 ns, and n ~ 6 X 1014 cm - 3 and Te ~ 30 eV are observed at x = 6 cm 
(for WL = 20 J and T L = 20 ns). 

It has also been found that the time-integrated ion flux along the B-lines is, by a factor of 
more than ten, greater than that in the absence of B. 

The effect of multi-laser beam irradiation on the observed instabilities has also been examined. 
The high-speed framing photographs for one beam are compared with those for two beams. 
The results indicate that, although the employment of two beams does not lead to an essential 
difference for the instability with shorter build-up time mentioned before, it appears to bring 
about a tendency to suppress the instability with longer build-up time. 

In connection with the observed instabilities mentioned, attempts are being made to identify 
the corresponding unstable modes theoretically. One candidate for the observed fast-growing 
mode is found to be a drift-wave mode with the characteristic frequency between the electron 
and ion gyrofrequency and with the characteristic wavelength shorter than a certain threshold, 
which will be discussed in a separate paper [ 10]. 

After all, although the gross particle loss flux across nearly uniform B-field associated with 
these observed instabilities does not seem to be so serious as has been mentioned above, a more 
precise confirmation of this fact from the viewpoint of the plasma confinement, as well as more 
detailed studies aiming at identification of the instability modes involved, are required. Experiments 
are now under way for studying the possibilities of stabilizing the instabilities by magnetic shear 
and well. 

5. APPLICATION TO THE STUDY OF CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES OF SPINDLE CUSP 
FOR HIGH-BETA DEUTERIUM PLASMAS 

Our previous article [12] has shown that, when a "clean" high-beta plasma (~ 100 eV ion 
energy) is produced at the null-field centre of a spindle cusp by directly applying our new method 
of plasma production, the effective particle loss aperture size of the ring cusp is much smaller 
than the local ion gyro-radius (nearly equal to the geometric mean of ion and electron gyro-radii), 
in sharp contrast with other results reported thus far. These studies are being extended to a much 
higher ion energy region, and also the ratio of the total loss flux from the ring cusp to that from 
the point cusp is being determined. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Systematic and detailed experimental as well as theoretical studies are being carried out in 
connection with a newly developed high-temperature, high-quality deuterium plasma production 
method by utilizing pulsed laser beam(s). 

Although it is certain that fully ionized and impurity-free plasmas with an ion energy of the 
order of ke V or higher may actually be produced by this method, the combination of parameters 
required to achieve these plasmas is rather complex, and more detailed studies are necessary to 
establish the criteria. It has also been found experimentally that some plasma instabilities occur 
as the result of rapidly expanding laser-produced dense plasma interacting with a nearly uniform 
local magnetic field in its initial phase. Although its gross effect on the particle loss flux across 
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the magnetic field does not appear to be so serious, its final confirmation and the mode identifi
cation of the instabilities remain to be performed. As a direct and immediate application of this 
new plasma production, detailed quantitative studies of the spindle-cusp confinement properties 
for laser-produced high-beta deuterium plasmas are being continued. 

The increase in laser output energy and the employment of multi-beam irradiation consisting 
of glass- and C02-laser beams are now under preparation. One of the features of this new plasma 
production method is the possibility of applying it to large magnetic traps with plasma dimensions 
of the order of metre. The development of a "repetitive D2-ice pellet injector" is also under way, 
which can supply spherical pellets at a high repetition rate into one spatial point or at many 
spatial points simultaneously in synchronized manner. The practical use of such a device will 
further extend the applicability of this new plasma production method. 
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Abstract 

MULTIPULSE HEATING OF LASER-PRODUCED PLASMAS IN MAGNETIC FIELDS. 
The heating and ionization of large solid deuterium pellets by single and double laser pulses is considered. 

It is shown that ionization by a single laser pulse requires rather long pulses. The bulk ionization degree can be 
increased by applying composite pulses either of the same wavelength or of different wavelengths. The first 
pulse is to reduce the pellet density to values close to the cutoff value and to produce a number of electrons 
sufficiently high to accommodate efficient absorption during the second pulse; the second pulse is meant to 
heat and fully ionize the pellet. Optimum pulse combinations are found for a spherically irradiated pellet 
300 /um in diameter. The effects of toroidal magnetic fields on laser-produced plasmas are discussed with 
particular regard to the 0 «s 1 deceleration and the (3 <̂  1 toroidal expansion phases. 

Introduction 

The efficient ionization of solid hydrogen or deuterium 
pellets by means of laser irradiation becomes increasingly diffi
cult with increasing pellet size. Pellets of 50 to 60 un diameter 
are considered to be the limit for full ionization with a single 
laser pulse of ns duration [1]. On the other hand, the filling 
of moderate-sized magnetic confinement vessels with plasmas in 
the lO1^ to lO1'* density range requires pellets with diameters 
of the order of 200 to 500 urn. For example, the filling of the 
Wendelstein W II B Stellarator at IPP Garching with a plasma of 
approx. 5 x lO1-̂  cm" 3 density requires pellet sizes over 400 urn 
in diameter. A typical deuterium pellet (300 um in diameter and 
500 um in length) produced at Garching [2] is shown in Fig. 1. 
The pellet is introduced into the vacuum chamber by free fall 
and is irradiated with a single Nd-glass laser beam (30 ns 
pulse duration, pulse energy of up to 200 J). A typical shadow
gram of an irradiated pellet is shown in Fig. 2. A holographic 
interferogram of the expanding plasma is shown in Fig. 3. The 
preliminary results of these experiments [2] have shown that, in 
spite of the ample laser energy available, only a fraction of the 
pellet mass is ionized. Calculations [3] taking classical ab
sorption and finite rate ionization and recombination processes 
into account have shown that for a given single untailored laser 
pulse the fraction of the pellet mass ionized decreases rapidly 
with increasing pellet size. The effect of the initial pellet 
size on the recombination process was considered recently in 
[4]. The recombination in an expanding plasma blob was already 
treated by MATTIOLI [5]. The necessity of applying a prepulse was 
noted by GOLDMAN [6], The results of [3] show that effective 
heating and ionization of large hydrogen isotope pellets require 
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FIG. 1. Solid deuterium pellet,300 ym diameter and 500 \xm length (T' *s 10 K). 

FIG.2. Shadowgram of laser-irradiated pellet (N2 diagnostic laser, 200 pJjl ns pulse). 

the shortest available laser wavelength, i.e. Nd-glass lasers 
are preferred to CO2 lasers. Furthermore, it was shown that with 
a single pulse of a conventional Q-switched Nd-glass laser (pulse 
duration ^ 50 ns) it is impossible to fully ionize hydrogen or 
deuterium pellets with diameters ^ 200 /A.m. A short review of 
further relevant works pertaining to the filling of magnetic 
confinement configurations with laser-produced plasmas is given 
in [3]. 
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FIG.3. Holographic interferogram of the plasma produced (ruby diagnostic laser, 200 mJ/8 ns pulse). 

The purpose of the present study is to find conditions that 
allow a more efficient utilization of the laser energy available. 
The mathematical model used in these calculations is an extension 
of the code used in [3]. It is a one-dimensional numerical model 
taking all relevant physical processes (collisional absorption, 
collisional and radiative ionization and recombination, thermal 
diffusion, etc.) into account. Interaction with the magnetic 
field is accounted for in a diamagnetic approximation. All results 
reported herein correspond to -spherical illumination of pellets 
with "rectangular" laser pulses. No attempt was made at pulse-
shape optimization. 

1. SINGLE PULSE HEATING AT X= 1.06 w 

Figure 4 shows the absorption efficiency and bulk ionization 
degree as functions of the pellet diameter for spherically irra
diated pellets Q = 100 J, At = 30 ns expanding in vacuum [3]. 
As can be seen, although the absorption efficiency increases 
with pellet size (see also BASOV et al. [7]) the bulk ionization 
degree decreases. The deflagration wave does not succeed in 
penetrating the entire pellet mass within the pulse duration. 

To see the effect of the pulse duration on the attainable 
ionization degree, a series of computations were performed for a 
fixed pellet size: D 0 = 300 urn. Figure 5 shows the absorption 
and ionization efficiencies obtained as functions of the pulse 
duration for two laser energies: Q = 20 J and 80 J (•!= Q . , ,/ 
^laser' **" ~ ne^no' both integral quantities being recbrdea 
at tne pulse end). As can be seen, with Q = 20 J, both the absorp
tion and ionization efficiencies first increase, reach a maximum 
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FIG.4. Absorption and ionization efficiencies as 
functions of pellet diameter (100 J/30 ns, X = 1.06 jum 
pulse, spherical symmetry). 

FIG.5. Absorption efficiency 77 and ionization degree 
ft as functions of the laser pulse duration for two laser 
energies: 20 J and 80 J (X= 1.06 lim single pulse). 

( r / r 0 ) Q b s r b 
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FIG. 6. Relative position of the absorption layer during the laser pulse. r0= 150 ixm. 
a: 80 J/120 ns, X = 1.06 fim single pulse; 
b: 20 J/30 ns, X = 1.06 nm + 100 J/300 ns, X = 10.6 p.m double pulse (zero time delay). 

(or plateau) at a pulse length of approx. 30 ns, and decrease 
at longer pulse lengths. The low flux intensities associated with 
low energies and long pulses are not sufficient to compensate 
the temperature and electron density decreases caused by the 
rapid gasdynamic expansion. The bulk ionization degree starts 
to decrease long before the pulse end. For example, with Q/At' = 
= 20 J / 90 ns the maximum ionization degree is reached at p 

t - 35 ns. 

When the laser energy is increased to 80 J, the plateau is 
reached at around 100 ns, the pellet becoming practically fully 
ionized for laser pulses *• 120 ns. The time history of the deflag 
ration front (absorption layer) is shown for the Q/2̂ Cp = 80 J/ 
120 ns single pulse case in Fig. 6 (curve "a"). After a short 
dynamic adjustment period the absorption layer occupies its 
equilibrium position (almost the same as its original position) 
and remains there until approx. 90 ns. As of 90 ns, the absorp
tion layer moves rapidly inward and captures the whole pellet 
mass in approx. 110 ns. Hence, for the given set of parameters, 
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FIG. 7. Effect ofprepulse energy on absorption 
efficiency and ionization degree for a given prepulse 
length ATI = 30 ns and given second pulse 
parameters: Q2/^T2 = 100 J130 ns fk = 1.06 yim 
for both pulses). 

FIG. 8. Ionization degree as a function of prepulse 
energy for constant total laser energy (Qi + Q2 = Qa) 
at fixed prepulse length: Ari = 30 ns f\ = 1.06 nm). 
a: Q0 = 90J, AT2 = 60 ns 
b: Q0 = 60J, Ar2 = 30ns. 

effective bulk ionization could be expected only for pulse 
durations exceeding 90 ns. It is noteworthy that while the plasma 
boundary expands with velocities of the order of 10' cm/sec, 
the size of the critical density shell remains almost constant 
and may thus be enveloped all the time by the focal spot of the 
laser applied. The optimum pulse duration as well as the attain
able bulk ionization degree are functions of the laser energy 
applied. Note, however, that there is no simple method available 
for producing pulses of arbitrary duration with conventional 
Q-switched Nd-glass lasers. 

2. DOUBLE PULSE HEATING AT A = 1.06 um 

In a double pulse system, the first pulse is to reduce the 
target density to densities close to the cutoff value and to 
produce a sufficient number of electrons to accommodate absorp
tion by inverse bremsstrahlung during the subsequent pulse. The 
second pulse is meant to fully ionize the target and heat it to 
a required temperature. The final temperature value may be 
established by applying a third laser pulse, possibly at a longer 
wavelength (heating at lower densities). 

For finding the optimum energy and length of the first pulse 
(the question of wavelength was clarified in [3]), calculations 
were performed with various prepulse energy and pulse-length 
combinations for (various) fixed second pulse parameters. All 
calculations reported on in this section correspond to zero time 
delay between the two pulses; the effect of time delay between 
the two pulses will be discussed in the next section. 

The effect of the prepulse energy on the integral absorption 
and ionization efficiencies is shown in Fig. 7 for A"̂ , = 30 ns, 
Q2/AT2 = 100 J /30 ns. As can be seen, optimum conditions pre
vail at a prepulse energy of approx. 15 to 20 J. In the series 
of calculations corresponding to Fig. 8, the sum of the energies 
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FIG. 9. A bsorption and ionization efficiencies as functions of the second pulse energy for a given prepulse 
C I / A T I = 10 J/30 ns at two different pulse durations: AT2 = 50 ns and 60 ns (\ = 1.06 fim/. 

TABLE I. VALUES OF r? AND a FOR Q2 = 40 J, 

Q t _ 20 J 

AT, ~ 30 ns 

AT2 

(ns) 

V 

a 

30 60 90 

0.54 0.59 0.60 

0.74 0.91 0.98 

of the first and second pulses were kept constant (Q]_ + Q2 = 
= Qo= const). Results are shown for two Q0values at different 
second pulse durations: Qc= 60 J, &TT2 = 30 ns; and Q0= 90 J, 
At^? = 9° n s (ATi = 30 ns in all these cases) . As in the 
previous case, the optimum prepulse energy was found to lie 
between 10 J and 20 J for these parameter combinations as well. 
The ionization degrees attained at low prepulse energies are not 
sufficient to allow effective absorption during the second pulse; 
if the energy in the prepulse is too high, the large temperature 
elevation in the expansion .fan impairs effective absorption and 
ionization during the second pulse. 

For a given set of "optimum" prepulse parameters one may now 
seek the optimum parameters for the second pulse. Figure 9 
shows the effect of the energy of the second pulse on Ŷ  and Ot 
for a given prepulse (10 J / 30 ns) and for two different lengths 
of the second pulse. As can be seen, if the pulse is sufficiently 
long, full ionization is already reached at relatively low 
energy values (Q2min &

 5 0 J a t ^1* 6 0 n s) • L a r 9 e r pulse ener
gies are required for full ionization at shorter pulse duration. 

The effect of the length of the second pulse ^"^ h a s 

also been tested by keeping the energy of the second pulse Q2 
and the prepulse parameters Qi/A'C] fixed. Table I shows the 
values of n and <x corresponding to Q2 = 40 J, Qi /bX<\ = 
20 J / 30 ns for three different At^values. As can be seen, 
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PIG.10. Pellet heating by two pulses at different frequencies: absorption and ionization efficiencies as functions 
of the second pulse duration for two second pulse energies: Q2 = 60 J and 100 J at X2

 = 10.6 (im. Prepulse 
parameters: QI/ATI = 20 J/30 ns, Xj = 1.06 pm. 

TABLE II. EFFECT OF TIME DELAY FOR 

Q, 20 J Q2 60 J 
1 — = ™ — > ~I = > Xi = 1.06jum 
AT, 30 ns AT 2 90 ns 
X2 = 10.6 jum 

Ardelay 
(ns) 

V 

a 

0 

0.34 

0.66 

30 

0.15 

0.28 

90 

0.13 

0.23 

200 

0.12 

0.21 

300 

0.11 

0.20 

the second pulse must be long enough to allow the deflagration 
front to reach the pellet center. Assuming spherical illumination, 
pellets of the order of 300 um in diameter seem to require pulse 
combinations with a minimum duration of approx. 90 to 120 ns. 

3. DOUBLE PULSE HEATING AT DIFFERENT WAVELENGTHS: 
X= 1.06 urn and A = 10.6 urn 

Since the pulse length of conventional Q-switched Nd-glass 
lasers (\= 1.06 urn) is limited to 30 to 50 ns, it is of inter
est to investigate whether the second pulse could be delivered 
by a C0 2 laser ( X = 10.6 um). Results pertaining to pellet 
irradiation at two different wavelengths are shown in Fig. 10 
for a given prepulse O^/At^ = 20 J /30 ns, Xx = 1.06 urn and 
for two different energies in the second pulse: Q 2 = 60 J and 
100 J ( Xt= 10.6 um). The absorption and ionization efficiencies 
are plotted versus the duration of the C0 2 laser pulse. Thus 
with an energy of 100 J in the second pulse, full ionization 
may be expected at a pulse duration of around ATj. % 300 ns. 
Note that also in this case, just as in all cases previously 
discussed, the second pulse followed the first one without any 
time delay. No advantage was found in delaying the second pulse 
with respect to the first one. Table II shows the effect of time 
delay between a Q±/&X\= 20 J / 30 ns , A1 = 1.06 jam prepulse and 
a Q2 / &Zi = 60 J / 90 ns Xt, = 10.6 ̂ m second pulse. It is of 

-T(60J) 
1 (100J) 
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interest to note that in all cases with At, , £ 0 listed in 
Table II the maximum ionization degree is reached at the end of 
the prepulse (approx. 38 %, see Fig. 5). The rapid volumetric 
expansion of the plasma combined with partial recombination 
during the delay time reduces appreciably the electron density, 
which impairs the effectiveness of the absorption during the 
second pulse. The same behaviour was also found in the case of 
two Nd-glass laser pulses. Note that the total absorption 
efficiencies corresponding to At^g^ay ̂ O in Table II are all 
lower than that of the prepulse alone. The time history of the 
deflagration front for the case of heating with two pulses at 
different frequencies is also shown in Fig. 6 (curve "b"). The 
absorbing layer abruptly changes its position at the moment of 
turn-on of the second laser (its radius increases by a factor of 
approx. 7) and returns subsequently to an equilibrium position 
at approx. <r ̂  3r0 . This increase of the absorbing radius 
must be taken into account when heating with single beams (non-
spherical illumination) is considered. The focal diameter of 
the second beam(s) must be chosen correspondingly. 

Note that in all of the above, the magnetic field 
effects were left out of consideration. As will be seen, for 
pulse durations longer than approx. 200 ns# magnetic fields may 
significantly affect electron density distribution and thus the 
absorption and ionization processes. 

4. LASER PLASMAS IN STELLARATOR FIELDS 

Denoting the ratio of the plasma pressure at the plasma 
boundary and the pressure of the unperturbed magnetic field by 
P - p / (B "~ / 2kkQ ) , three phases may be distinguished during 
the plasma expansion: P » 1, P ̂  1, and p <* 1. 

a) The initial p >•> 1 phase is characterized by an approxi
mately spherically symmetric plasma motion: the temporal and 
spatial plasma parameter variations are not different from 
those characterizing expansion in vacuum. The duration of this 
phase is a function of the laser energy absorbed and of the 
magnetic field strength applied. For an absorbed energy of 
approx. 50 J (100 J / 30 ns pulse, A = 1.06 wm) and a magnetic 
field strength of B = 1 tesla,the effect of the magnetic field 
remains negligible for the first 50 to 60 ns (spherically irra
diated pellet 300 urn in diameter). All considerations outlined 
above can be applied to this phase without any restriction. 

b) When the plasma pressure becomes comparable to the 
magnetic field pressure, i.e. P % 1,the plasma motion across 
the magnetic field is decelerated and comes to a full stop. 
The stopping time as well as the maximum plasma radius in the 
transverse direction are functions of the absorbed laser energy 
and of the magnetic field strength: Rma3^- Qabsorb 

•Bo** [3]. 
For the set of data given in sect. 4a) one obtains Rmax ^3.00 cm 
and Trst0p &180 ns. The deceleration and full stop of the plasma 
is accompanied by the formation of a high-temperature high-
density plasma sheath at the radial plasma boundary. A shock 
wave propagates from this sheath towards the axis of the plas-
moid, being followed by a compressive contraction of the radial 
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plasma cross-section. The shock wave and the contraction tend 
to homogenize the temperature and density distributions over 
the plasma cross-section. The plasma may perform several damped 
radial compressive oscillations, a phenomenon similar to the 
dynamic oscillations observed in theta-pinches (for the example 
given above, the initial oscillation frequency was found to be 
^ 3MHz) . The more or less uniform electron density distribution 
prevailing over the plasma cross-section at the end of the first 
contraction makes the application of a heating pulse of the 
appropriate wavelength - preferably along the magnetic field 
lines - rather advantageous at this moment. However, since all 
one-dimensional approximations break down for the (3 ffe 1 phase — 
the plasma motion along the field lines is not affected by the 
presence of the magnetic field and thus the problem becomes 
essentially multi-dimensional—more sophisticated calculations 
are needed for quantitative data regarding the timing and the 
optimum parameters of this laser pulse. 

Note that during the 3 ty 1 deceleration phase the body 
force directed from the plasma to the vacuum side is balanced 
solely by the magnetic field pressure. Hence the plasma boundary 
is subject to the Kruskal-Schwarzschild instability (the MHD 
version of the classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability), whose 
growth rate is given by (a.-k. V 4 , where a and k denote acceler
ation and perturbation wave number, respectively. For the decel
eration values calculated (see the stopping time quoted) this 
instability may lead to plasma losses at perturbation wave
lengths up to and including the cm range. 

c) The radial deceleration and stopping of the plasma is 
followed by the (3«1 expansion phase along the magnetic field 
lines. In a torus of the size of the W II B Stellaratori the 
toroidal expansion may last about 5 us. During this time the 
plasma is subject to polarization-induced drift inherent in 
toroidal magnetic fields. The rotational transformation of the 
magnetic field lines does not affect the plasma motion as long 
as the plasma filament is not closed in the toroidal direction. 
There are no simple means available for estimating the plasma 
losses during this expansion phase. Considerations based on 
theories developed for quasi-steady closed toroidal plasma 
configurations mean an almost trivial simplification of the 
problem and may at best be indicative of the order of magnitude 
of typical drift effects to be expected. Some of these estimates 
will now be outlined. 

In the case of a laser plasma produced in a vacuum stella-
rator field, as long as the plasma filament is not closed in 
the toroidal direction, the conditions affecting the radial 
equilibrium of the plasma are, to a certain extent, analogous 
to those prevailing in toroidal theta-pinches. As is known, 
no static equilibrium exists for toroidal theta-pinches [8] and 
the center of the mass drifts in the outward direction with a 
drift velocity equal to the sonic velocity: Ar = (c • t) / R 
[9], where Ar, R, c and t denote radial displacement,' torus 
radius, acoustic velocity and time, respectively. Taking t to 
be equal to the time necessary for filling a half-torus, 
t = TC R /y0 , where Vo is the vacuum expansion velocity of 
laser plasmas, the model predicts serious drift losses for 
stellarators of the size of W II B for plasma temperatures 
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higher than 10 eV. However, since the static temperature of 
laser-produced plasmas is rather low during the vacuum expansion 
phase, a part of the plasma may get around the torus and make 
rotational transformation effective before the bulk of the mass 
is lost to the wall. Furthermore, in a strict sense, SCHLtiTER's 
theory [9] is only applicable to closed toroidal plasma fila
ments initially at rest with V« 2 0 all the time. The theory does 
not allow for the poloidal currents induced at the two end-
faces of the finite-length plasma filament penetrating the un
disturbed magnetic field. These currents may partially compen
sate the gradjT-induced polarization charges. 

If the drift losses caused by the absence of rotational 
transformation are found to be prohibitive, it is possible to 
fill the stellarator vessel with a low-density background 
plasma so that rotational transform is effective from the very 
beginning. However, before the steady-state stellarator 
equilibrium conditions (the PFIRSCH-SCHLUTER diffusion criteria 
[10] in particular) become applicable, the plasma must go 
through a dynamic transition phase associated with the build-up 
of the equilibrium plasma parameter distributions. An analysis 
of this dynamic phase for closed toroidal plasma filaments ful
filling the usual helical symmetry conditions is given in [11]. 
Note that in our case the plasma is strongly nonuniform along 
the torus axis, and plasma production by laser in a background 
plasma may be associated with shock wave generation and shock 
wave propagation in the background plasma. The shock character
istics are, of course, functions of the densities of the two 
plasmas interacting. Neglecting this toroidal nonuniformity 
and assuming that the plasma conductivity is uniform in the 
entire torus, the radial shift of the plasma column caused 
by the absence of equilibrium plasma flows can be estimated on 
the basis of[11]. It is found to be less than 1 cm for plasma 
densities below fy 10l4 cm~^. The equilibrium value of the helic
al current necessary for preventing radial drift can be esti
mated by calculating the perturbation magnetic field strength 
required at the outer toroidal plasma boundary for compensating 
the 1/R field decrease: /*B/B0 * £(rv/R )/[1 -(*>/(*)*• J •

 T h e 

current density thus calculated is of the same order of magni
tude as the PFIRSCH-SCHLUTER value under steady-state equili
brium conditions: Je % 150 A / cm2 (for rbf/'&r^o„5 x 105 N/m3, 
B Q ^0.6 tesla). The conductivity of the background plasma requi
red for carrying this current could be estimated if the cross-
section of the current-carrying channel were known. Rather 
rough estimates [12] indicate that for assuring the necessary 
conductivity value, the temperature of the background plasma 
may have to be of the same order of magnitude as the temper
ature of the expanding plasma blob. 
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Abstract 

FILLING OF TOROIDAL TRAPS WITH LASER PLASMAS. 
New results have been obtained in generating energetic CO^ laser pulses of variable duration and in related 

heating investigations for the single-target laser-plasma filling of toroidal magnetic traps. Pulses of order 1 kJ have 
been reliably produced on the time scales of interest. keV-plasmas are readily produced at lower energies, and 
at intensities < 1013 W-cm"2; the plane-target absorption efficiency is high, despite the long wavelength, because 
of non-classical effects which are investigated experimentally. Factors affecting the coupling efficiency to smaller 
low-Z targets are also discussed. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

Potential advantages of using laser-generated plasmas for filling mag
netic traps include: the avoidance of externally-induced heating currents 
(and any related instabilities) during the magnetic confinement phase, 
independent control of the density and temperature of the trapped plasma, 
localization of the plasma source (i.e. local control of composition or 
purity), and isolation of the heating source from the vacuum, magnetic and 
nuclear environment of the confinement system. Previous workers have used 
solid-state lasers to heat isolated [1-3] or supported [4] targets with 
incident energies of ;S 10-100J. Recent advances in preionized, electrically-
excited, gas laser techniques should now permit the generation of single-
beam output pulses of many kilojoules, at repetition rates ̂  10-100 Hz and 
with discharge efficiencies ranging from 5 to 60% for pulse durations (T) 
of a few ns (CO2) to many jus (CO laser) respectively. For technical 
reasons it proves more convenient to generate individual pulses of high 
power and energy using the CO2 transition at X = 10.6 /um. This paper 
therefore discusses the generation of energetic CO2 laser pulses of 
duration within the range 10~ - 10-6s, and related target-heating investi
gations for the filling of toroidal confinement systems. 

2. MULTIKILOJOULE C02 LASER 

2.1 Theory 

A conventional four-temperature kinetic model is used, with a self-
consistent source term, to establish the temperatures of the N2 and CO2 
(v^, v>2 and V3) vibrational modes in an electron-beam (eb) preionized dis
charge excited amplifier of variable gas composition, at pressures of order 
1 atm. The transport and ionization coefficients used as input data to the 
model are in good agreement with recent swarm measurements in the gas 
mixtures of interest [5], The power amplification of single (rotational) 
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FIG.l. Energy extractable from eb-pre-ionized C02 laser amplifier as a function of the duration of the input 
optical pulse. (Electrical input, 197 J/litre-atm; sustainer field 4.6 kV-cm'1; duration 3.2 us; gas mixture 
He:N2:C02, 3:1:2). 

or multi-line pulses of arbitrary amplitude propagating through this gain 
medium is then calculated in a treatment which includes rotational and 
multi-level vibrational energy exchange, and Fermi coupling between the 
100 and 02°0 levels. Coherent effects are handled with terms including 
the coupled field-dipole equations and the dipole-dephasing time T2; 
asymptotic pulse shapes are predicted for sub-nanosecond propagation [6]. 
The optical energy-storage and extraction capabilities of He:N2:C02 gas 
mixtures in the ratio 8:1:1, 3:1:1, 1:^:1, 3:4:1, 3:1:2, 3:2:1 have thus 
been calculated ab initio for T = 10-9- 5x10"'s. The 3:1:2 gas mixture 
appears to provide a good compromise between efficiency and energy storage, 
with predicted extractable energies of 5-50J/litre atm (depending on input 
pulse duration and band width) at sustainer fields of 5 kV/cm.atm and 
pumping energies of <. 200J/litre atm [7]. Fig.l shows that the energy 
extractable in a single pulse, and the related laser efficiency, should 
both increase by a factor > 5 when T is increased from 5 to 500 ns, so 
that there is clearly a strong incentive to work with the longest pulse 
which will couple efficiently into the target. 

2.2 Experiment 

The main energy-amplifier has an active volume of ~ 90 litre, an elec
trode separation of 0.2m, and operates at pressures up to 2 atm (abs). It 
is preionized for ~ 3 £ts by a commercial (Systems, Science and Software) 
cold-cathode electron gun operating at ~ 240 kV, with a transmitted beam 
uniformity better than j; 15% over an area exceeding 0.2x1.9 m, and is 
pumped by a 3.1 //F capacitor bank having a nominal rating of 200 kV. For 
simplicity and flexibility, but at some cost in overall efficiency, this 
sustainer bank contains no pulse-forming network. As a non-optimized plane-
plane oscillator operating at a sustainer voltage of 134 kV and a pressure 
of 1 atm (with energy deposition into the gas of ~ 18 kJ), gain-switched 
output pulses of 2.5 kJ lasting ̂  2 fxs (with peak power ~ 8 GW, cf theory 
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FIG.2. Optical output energy of eb-pre-ionized CO2 laser oscillator as a function of specific discharge input energy. 
(Sustainer field 4.5-5.1 kV-cm_1 „• pump duration, 1 -2 us; pressure, 1 atm; gas mixture He:N%: COi, 3:1 : 2). 

5-10 GW, [8]) have been extracted from the system. At slightly lower outputs 
(ie £ 2 kJ), or initial gas temperatures, the net discharge efficiency is 
17-20%. Fig.2 shows a typical set of experimental results at 1 atm. At 
the full working pressure of 2 atm and an energy input of 200 J/litre atm 
outputs approaching 5 kJ may be expected, subject to optical damage limits 
on the polycrystalline NaCl window. To date, the eb gun has been operated 
for ~ 2000, and the complete system for ~ 700, shots. 

As an amplifier, the measured small-signal gain is 3% cm at an 
energy input of ~ 150 J/litre atm and a mean sustainer field < 4 kV/cm atm, 
compared to a predicted [7] value of 3.9% cm-1 at these conditions. The 
range of driving lasers include (A) a 75J in 50 ns (150J in 1 pts), 1.5 GW, 
gain-switched multi-mode TEA oscillator-amplifier of beam cross section 
5x10 cm. Also available are 5 cm diameter single-transverse-mode systems 
which generate (B) 20 MW, 50 ns FWHM, pulses on a single axial mode [9] or 
(C) 1 GW, 1 ns, pulses on ~ 5 axial modes [10]. 

3. HEATING MEASUREMENTS 

3.1 Reflection 

Back-scattered, and side-scattered, radiation from carbon targets 
irradiated with an 11 cm dia., 22 cm focal length plano-convex NaCl lens 
by laser A or B at incident intensities (l0) between 10^- 10*^ Wcm

-^ has 
been measured at high angular resolution CS 1.3° and 5° respectively) over 
the total 2TTsolid angle of the plane geometry [11]. Figure 3 shows the 
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FIG. 3. (a) Polar diagram of radiation scattered per sterad, normalized to axial reflection. Range of incident 
angles 6 = 0 ± 7 ; IQ= 1013 W- cm'2, (b) Shot-to-shot error in amplitude of Fig.3(a), and angular resolution of 
backscatter measurements. 
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( a ) ( b ) ( c ) 

FIG. 4. Incident (top) and reflected (bottom) power for 
(a) Laser A, at angle of incidence 6 = 4.5 ± 0.7° (20 ns/div) I0 ~ 1O12 W- cm'2; 
(b) Laser B, single modes, 6 = 0 ±7° (50 ns/div) IQ ~ 5 X 10n W-cm~2; 
(c) Laser B, 4 axial modes, 6 = 0+7° (20 ns/div) I0~ 1.5 X 1012 W- cm~2. 

preferred scatter angles at the time when laser A is focused to a peak 
intensity IQ ~ 10*^ Wcm

-2; radiation is primarily back-scattered, rather 
than specularly reflected, and the total reflection (integrated over 
~ 2.0TT sterad.) is 3.2%. The total absorption of ~ 97% is thus signifi
cantly greater than the value of <, 8% attributable to inverse bremmstrahlung 
[12] at the measured electron temperature (Te ~ 1.3 keV) and axial scale-
lengths (Ln < 600 jum). Although no spectral identification of the scattered 
radiation has been made, the threshold for stimulated Brillouin back-
scattering (SBS) is exceeded by a factor ~ 30, whilst that for Raman side-
scatter (SRS) is exceeded only marginally. 

Over the range I = 10 - 10 Wcm the total reflectivity is ~ 8%, 
and at certain angles the time-resolved reflection is modulated to a depth 
of 30-100% (Fig.4a). This modulation completely disappears (Fig.4b), and 
the total reflectivity increases to 30 + 3%, when the multi-mode laser (A) 
is replaced by the single-mode laser (B), giving comparable focal inten
sities (0.5 - 1.0 x 10* Wcm- ). If-the unstable-optical cavities on laser 
B are deliberately adjusted to give ~ 4 axial modes (within a single trans
verse mode) strong modulation of the back-scattered signal reappears (Fig. 
4c) and the total reflectivity is ~ 22%, for I0 = 1.5 x 10

1 2 Wcm-2. Tem
poral structure in the reflected pulse correlates with integral multiples 
of the oscillator cavity transit-time, but no systemmatic variation with 
target plasma (C, Al, Cu, Fe or Ta) was observed. Although two proposed 
[13, 14] modulation mechanisms do predict an ion-mass dependence at high 
densities, the present results are more consistent with the hypothesis 
that some of the axial laser modes focused on to the target and reflected 
near the critical surface are preferentially [15] amplified by SBS. Thus 
the back-scattered (photon-drag) signal can exhibit beats which originate 
from discrete modes within the incident laser spectrum. (The laser line 
width A w < 2TTc/Ln, so that the SBS threshold should not be significantly 
enhanced by any lack of phase coherence of the pump, [16].) 

3.2 Density Cavitons and X-ray Filamentation 

Density-cavities have been observed in C VII plasmas using laser A at 
I 0 ~ 10

x o Wcm"*5 [l2j- The magnitude of the depression is qualitatively 
consistent [17] with analytic and numerical models of strong resonant absorp
tion near the critical surface. However, several parametric-instability 
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thresholds are exceeded at these intensities and the pulse duration exceeds 
corresponding growth-times, so that a well-developed level of plasma turbu-
lance is anticipated. Since most absorption and scattering mechanisms are 
sensitive to any density-profile modification, the resultant interaction is 
highly non-linear. Time-integrated X-ray pinhole photographs of 1 keV 
plasma created by laser A [17] and by the 'Valkyrie' single-transverse-mode 
1 ns CO2 laser [18] both show that the interaction is three dimensional, 
since strong filamentation of X-ray emission is observed. This structure 
occurs in a corona which is approximately isothermal [17], and is also seen 
in time-resolved X-ray pinhole photographs taken with a recently-developed 
[19] two-dimensional channel electron-multiplier array (filtered with 0.2 
mg cm~2 of Al). Scale-lengths as short as 100-40 /jm have been measured 
along, and radial to, the incident laser beam; the instrument resolution 
was 13 |jm at the exposure time of 6 ns. The e-folding length for self-
focusing along the beam, in slab geometry [20, 18], is predicted to be ~ 
60 to 2000 |jm within a density range of 9 x 1 0 1 8 to 1 0 ^ cm~3, respectively, 
with corresponding filament diameters of 70-200 |im. The measured scale 
lengths thus have comparable magnitudes to those predicted for this 
instability. 

3.3 Disintegration of Small Targets 

1 cm diameter carbon rod targets were used for the experiments dis
cussed above to reduce cratering and fragmentation. The break-up of small 
(CH2) n targets by gain-switched pulses from laser A, focused by the f/2 
lens, has been investigated using a novel shadowgraph technique [21]. A 
quasi-continuous Spectra Physics 164 argon laser was used with a Hadland 
Imacon camera to obtain a sequence of 16 frames having exposure times of 
20 ns, 200 ns or 5 |js at rates of 10 7, 10^ or 10^ Hz respectively. A 
0.5 mm cube suspended by a 25 \jm diameter quartz fibre was accele
rated to velocities of ~ 6 x 10 3 cm.s-1 by a 0.36 GW pulse, but did not 
fragment; < 1% of the pellet ablated. Smaller targets, having dimensions 
in the range 0.1 x 0.25 x 0.25 mm to 0.25 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm disintegrated in 
times of order 2-20 fis (respectively) at the full laser power and intensity 
of 1.5 GW and 1 0 1 3 Wcm - 2. Similar behaviour has been reported for 15-100J 
Nd/glass laser prepulses [22]. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The minimum energy required to raise N electrons to temperature T is 

E > ( 3 a N e kT/2)/(l - r)(l - p) (1) 

where r is the total reflectivity, p the refraction loss, a = 1 for T = 
T e » Ti and (l + Z-l) for T = T e = Tj.. Let us postulate that the target 
is always overdense, so that transmission (and, for simplicity, radiation) 
loss can be neglected. In a one-dimensional steady-state flux-limited 
regime, ablation temperature will be determined by the energy balance 

(1 - r)(l - p)I Q = ? n c 7 ( | k T ) (2) 

where § is a flux-limiting parameter, n the critical density and "v = 
(3 kT/me)^. To ensure that all of the target (of area A) is heated to 
uniform temperature T by a constant-intensity pulse of duration T, one 
therefore requires 

T = (E/IQ A) (3) 
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With these simplifications, T can be estimated from eqns 1 and 2 by speci
fying target geometry (volume/area = Ng/An-) and T; as a specific example, 
T ~ 4 |js for a 0.3 mm (CH2)n cube (Ne ~ 10*

9) when T ~ 400 eV. (§ is esti
mated from present measurements, and work reported by other groups.) A 
ray-optics approximation suggests that p can be kept small if the laser 
beam radius > Ln [21] , and since r « 1 it follows from eqn 1 that the 
energy requirement is of order 1 kJ. Of course, this highly simplified 
prescription may not be sufficient to ensure efficient coupling between 
the laser and finite targets. If fragmentation and vaporization of the 
pellet prove to be sufficiently strong to preclude long-pulse coupling to 
over-dense plasmas maintained by solid-state ablation, then recourse may be 
had to a CO2 or shorter wave-length prepulse ~ 1 |js before the main pulse. 
In this event, the heating pulse should be of order 10 ns duration (i.e. 
< critical density radius/final sound speed), but the laser efficiency 
will be lower by the factor discussed in para 2.1. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Toroidal filling experiments require (i) a suitable heat-source, (ii) 
efficient coupling to the target and (iii) efficient trapping of the heated 
plasma. This work shows that single CO2 laser-pulses of energy ̂  1 kJ can 
be reliably produced on time-scales of interest for filling present genera
tion tori. keV plasmas are produced at readily achievable intensities 
CS 10 Wcm~2), and the absorption efficiency (measured on plane carbon 
targets) is very high despite the long wavelength, because of processes 
other than inverse-bremsstrahlung. Experiments are continuing to investi
gate the heating of isolated lower Z targets (e.g. (CH2)n or Dg), and their 
subsequent trapping in CLEO Stellarator. Paras 3.2 and 3.3 suggest that 
laser/target optimization should be determined quasi-empirically because 
the absorption and reflection is complicated by non-linear (and three-dimen
sional) modifications to the density profile, and by fragmentation of the 
target. If heating of Do cryogenic targets (and the subsequent confinement) 
proves to be efficient, high-repetition-rate heating of (refuelled) con
tainment systems can be envisaged [23], 
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Abstract 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA CREATED BY C02 LASER IRRADIATION OF PLANE 
TARGETS. 

Ion energy, electron temperature, back-reflection and harmonics generation have been investigated in C02 

laser target irradiation experiments. A fast-ion component is observed to be clearly correlated with the supra-
thermal electron component. The (Ia ,)2 / 3 scaling law for these species and the fact that no clear threshold has 
been observed are in favour of the assumption of resonance absorption. Spectral analysis of the back-reflection 
at co shows a small contribution from Brillouin back-scattering. Refraction losses are dominant. Harmonics of 
the laser frequency, (3/2)co, 2co, are observed and spectrally resolved. Their generation involves instability 
processes and, from the (3/2)co emission, the threshold for the two-plasmon instability is determined. A 3co 
harmonic is also detected. 

The study of the interaction mechanisms of laser light with plasma is very important in the 
laser approach to fusion because these mechanisms define the efficiency of energy deposition in 
the corona. The purpose of the present experiments is to investigate the processes leading to 
fast-ion production and also to analyse the back-reflected light and the generation of harmonics 
of the incident laser frequency which may provide useful diagnostics of the plasma parameters 
as well as of the laser-plasma interaction processes. 

1. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The output beam of a double-discharge by C0 2 laser (of Lumonics) is focused onto a thick 
flat polyethylene target using a 200-mm focal-length parabolic mirror with an aperture of f/2.5. 
The laser energy is 40 J is a pulse of 40 ns F.W.H.M. The laser intensity distribution in the focus 
determined on thermosensitive paper by the burn pattern method gives a diameter of (250 ± 20) fxm 
for half energy. Consequently, the maximum intensity in the focal spot is about 1012 W-cm"2. 
Another method based on second-harmonic emission was also used to determine the focal spot 
size. This method was used for laser intensities below 1011 W-cm~2, in this way ensuring that the 
second-harmonic generation was only due to non-linear effects and not to instability mechanisms 
as will be mentioned later. In the case of non-linear effects the second-harmonic emissivity I2co 

is proportional to the squared laser intensity I2^. On the assumption that 1 ,̂ varies as r - 2 where r 
is the focal-spot radius, we have r ~ l ^ • Assuming that x is the distance between the target and 
the focal spot, we have determined the variations I2OJ(X) arK* then deduced the function r(x). 
As this determination yields only the relative value of r, an absolute calibration was carried out 
by identifying the asymptote of the function r(x) with the aperture of the collimated beam. 
The focal-spot diameter obtained in this way is (270 ± 30) urn. 
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F/G.i. a,/ Ion energy versus laser intensity for (fand 16°emission; bj ion velocity spatial distribution; c) electron 
temperature versus laser intensity; d) intensity variation of reflection at co and its harmonics versus x, the focal-
spot distance from the target. In region B, the discontinuity is due to strong refraction effects. 

The diagnostics used consists of the following constituents: 

Electron temperature measurements were carried out by using the foil absorber method. 
Soft X-ray emission was detected with a four-channel system using plastic scintillators. 
Fluorescent light was sent to photomultipliers through light pipes. The absorbers used were 
6 to 45 Mm thick Al foils and 25 to 500 ytm thick Be foils. The X-ray detection system was 
protected from fast charged particules by a deflecting magnet. 

Measurements of the ion energy and its spatial distribution were performed by using 6 charge 
collectors located at different angles with respect of the normal of the target (10°, 16°, 
22°, 45°, 62°, 80°). 

The laser light reflected or refracted in several directions was monitored by photon-drag detectors. 
The spectral study of back-reflected light at the fundamental frequency co0 and its harmonics 
2co0) (3/2)w0 , and 3CJ0 was performed by means of an infrared monochromator (of Sopra) 
with a resolution of 3.5 A at 10.6 //m. Light detection was carried out by fast-rise time, 
high-sensitivity, liquid-nitrogen-cooled Hg-Te-Cd-Te photovoltaic detectors from S.A.T. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

2.1. Ion energy analysis 

Figure 1 a shows the ion energy variation versus the laser intensity for two directions of 
emission, 0° and 16°. In Fig. lb, emission isotropy is shown, indicating that fast-ion emission 
takes place in a cone of about 16° half-angle around the target normal, the main core of the 
plasma expanding nearly isotropically. It should be noted that the scaling law for the fast-ion 
energy is ( I w ) 2 ^ 3 which is identical with that given in Ref. [1 ] for higher laser intensity ranging 
from 1012 to 1014 W'cm -2 . Moreover, there is no obvious threshold for fast-ion production. 
The discontinuity, which seems to appear in Fig. 1 a, is mainly due to experimental difficulties 
in the detection of the small signals corresponding to the fast ions and in separating them from 
the arrival of the main plasma core. 

2.2. Electron temperature measurement 

The X-ray emission spectra, as is well known for a laser-produced plasma, deviate from the 
classical one-temperature Bremsstrahlung spectrum at high laser intensity. Our measurements 
which were interpreted by using Elton's2 data indicate that the results are consistent with a two-
component electron distribution. Figure lc shows these two components. The low-electron-
temperature component corresponds to the main core of the plasma and scales as1 (l^)01, in 
agreement with other experiments [3]. The suprathermal electron component has an associated 
temperature varying as 1^ , according to a steady-state flux-limited scaling law [4]. It is interesting 
to note that the scaling law for suprathermal electrons is identical with that for the fast-ion energy, 
which implies a clear correlation between these two species of particles. 

2.3. Back-scattered-light analysis 

The spectral analysis of back-scattered light has shown the presence of several harmonics of 
the fundamental frequency of the laser light, (3/2) co, 2co, 3co. Most of the measurements were 
made for the light back-reflected in the collimating optics at the 0° angle with the target normal; 
some observations were made at 32° and 45°. In the 0° direction, the following percentages of 
incident laser intensity were found in the fundamental and harmonics: 

co co (3/2)to 2co 3co 
incident reflected 

1 -0.1 10-8 5X1(T6 2X1(T8 

These values were obtained for the best focusing conditions defined as the strongest X-ray and 
fast-ion emission. This corresponds, in Fig. Id, to the region marked A, to the first maximum of 
the 2co emission. In this position, the focal spot is in the critical-density layer, where the electron 
number density ne = nc , for which the plasma frequency is cop = co. When the laser intensity 
decreases, the position of the first maximum of 2co and, consequently, the critical layer is closer 
to the target, which appears as the asymptotic position for very low laser intensity. The variations 
of intensity of the harmonics beyond position A when the focal spot is moved far away from the 
target correspond to changes in the angle of incidence of the light rays with respect to isodensity 
layers of the plasma, rather than to local intensity variation due to defocusing. The strong 
discontinuity marked B on Fig. Id is associated with a significant refraction at 45°. Light rays 

1 Here, a = 0.33 ± 0.04; 0 = 0.63 ± 0.03. 
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FIG.2. a) Back-scattered light spectrum at w. Dotted lines indicate possible contribution of SBS. b) 2co 
spectrum, cj (3/2)03 intensity variation versus laser intensity, dj (3/2)0) spectrum. 

are refracted before reaching the critical-density layer where absorption occurs. This explain 
the decrease of back-reflection and 2co and 3co emission. The increase of (3/2)co emission may 
be interpreted in terms of a significant change of plasma temperature associated with a decrease 
of the two-plasmon instability threshold. 

2.4. Back-reflection at co0 

Several authors [5-7] have shown that back-reflection in the collimating-optics aperture 
was low and saturates at a level of 4 -6% for laser intensities above 1012 W'cm"2. However, 
when the integration is made over the whole 27r solid angle, the total amount of reflection is 
large [3]. We have measured 90% of the reflection at 1010 W-cirT2. The reflection decreases to 
70% at 1012 W- cm - 2 . At low intensity, the polar diagram of the reflection is strongly anisotropic 
along the beam axis. However, when the laser intensity is increased, the anisotropy diminishes 
but most of the reflected light is still found in the 35°-half-angle cone at 1012 W'cm - 2 . This 
demonstrates significant effect of refraction on the propagation of the laser light in the plasma. 
The spectrum at w0 was analysed in several directions. Figure 2a shows the spectrum obtained 
at 0°. There is a strong broadening, the half-width of the line being 50 ± 10 A. Side observation 
at 32° and 45° gives a less broadened spectrum i.e., 35 A and 22 A, respectively. The main reason 
for this broadening is to be found in the amplitude and phase modulation [8] of laser light during 
its propagation in the plasma. The shifts of measured lines are not very significant at 0° and 32°. 
Only at 45°, there is a blue shift of 5 -10 A as was observed in other experiments [1, 15], too. 
At 0°, the spectrum shows some red asymmetry of the line. This was interpreted as some contri
bution from the Brillouin [1,9] back-scattering component as is shown in Fig. 2a. The red shift 
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of the contributions is about 35 A = 7 X 1010 rd-s - 1 . The red shift of Brillouin back-scattering 
Acob = COJ = 2 k0 cs where COJ is the ion acoustic wave frequency, k0 the wave vector of the incident 
laser, and cs the sound velocity. Computation of Acob assuming a fully ionized CH2 plasma with 
T e = 300 eV gives Aoob = 1.6 X 1 0 n rd • s_1. However, the value of k0 was calculated in vacuum, 
which can explain the differences if an instability takes place near the critical layer. Finally, the 
intensity found in this Brillouin component is only a few percent of the laser energy. 

2.5. Emission at 2co 

Figure 2b shows a typical spectrum of 2co at 0° observation, two components are clearly 
to be seen. The first one is centred at 2CJ0 and is obtained at low intensity. This component 
is due to the non-linear interaction of the light wave, for oblique incidence in a density gradient. 
Its intensity l2co varies as I2^. The second component is red-shifted from (25 ± 5) A and is 
dominant at high laser intensities when I 2 c j scales as (I^j2) [10]. Several theories predict the 
generation of 2CJ involving instability processes; Silin's theory permits us to calculate the red 
shift of the second harmonic created by the coalescence of a light wave and an electron plasma 
wave excited parametrically. Using the calculation given in Ref. [11] for T e ~ 300 eV, we obtain 
a scale length for the plasma inhomogeneity of L = 300 jum and a laser intensity of 
I w = 4 X 1011 W-cm-2, which takes account of the refraction of light; the computed red shift 
was 22 A, in good agreement with the value observed. The theory of superelastic scattering [12] 
gave a much higher value for the red shift, in that case. 

2.6. (3/2)co emission 

This harmonic observed in neodymium experiments [13] is generated in the quarter-critical-
density layer where a two-plasmon instability occurs. Figure 2c shows the variation of l^/2)co 
with I w and a threshold is found between 1 and 2 X 1011 W -cm - 2 . By using Rosenbluth's 
theory [14] for the two-plasmon instability threshold a density-gradient scale length, for 
T e = 300 eV, of 350 /urn ± 100 fim was found. A typical spectrum of (3/2)co is shown in Fig. 2d. 
Two components are clearly observed, a narrow component of 35 A half-width, blue-shifted 
35 A ± 5, and a broad component of 150 A half width, red-shifted 70 A ± 10 A. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The present experiment has shown that fast-ion emission is strongly correlated with the 
suprathermal electron component; the energy of these two species has the same scaling low 
with I w . Moreover, there is no obvious threshold in the fast-ion occurrence. Comparison of 
our results between 1010 W-cm~2 and 1012 W -cm - 2 with those of Ref. [1 ] between 1012 W-cm"2 

and few 1014 Wcm~2 gives an almost straight line for the energy variation of fast ions over four 
orders of magnitude in laser intensity variation. This is in favour of the assumption of resonance 
absorption of laser light, which takes place in a very thin plasma layer. This absorption will favour 
directional expansion as is shown by the directivity of the fast-ion emission. 

A study of back-scattered light shows that significant losses at co are due to refraction and 
only a small fraction comes from back-reflection, showing that Brillouin back-scattering is not 
significant at a laser intensity of 1012 W-cm~2. The bulk of the spectrum of back-reflected light 
does not show a blue shift as has been observed in others experiments with short pulses [1 — 15]. 
This is due to the fact that, with long laser pulses, as in our case, almost stationary plasma 
parameter conditions are obtained during the interaction, introducing no noticeable critical layer. 
Only observation at 45° shows a small blue-shifted line at co. The emission at 2<x> and (3/2)o> 
is very similar to the observations made in short-pulse Nd experiments, for the scaling law with 
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a laser intensity of 2oo, a spectral shape of 2co and (3/2)co and processes involved in the generation 
of these harmonics [5, 11, 17]. However, a strong difference exists in the conversion efficiency 
of (3/2)co which is four orders of magnitude less than for Nd experiments. Our result for C0 2 

does not agree with other observations mentioned in Ref. [18]. However, the difficulty in (3 /2)OJ 
detection in several others experiments [19] shows that when (3/2)co is generated by the occurrence 
of a two-plasmon instability, its intensity must be very low. This could be explained by a saturation 
of the two-plasmons instability [17]. 

The 3co emission was observed, as in Ref. [19], but has not yet been resolved spectrally. 
Generation is maximum when the focal spot is far from the target and no longer at the position 
of the critical layer corresponding to some enhancement in the 2CJ emission. At this position, 
the light rays display oblique incidence on the plasma isodensity layers, and resonance processes 
must be favoured. A study of the light intensity distribution on both sides of the focal spot shows 
that the angle of incidence of the light rays lies between 4° and 9° with respect to the beam axis; 
these are the most favourable angles of incidence for resonance processes. 

As a conclusion, we can say that present experimental results show that there is a strong 
correlation between fast-ion emission and suprathermal electron production with no significant 
threshold, in favour of resonance absorption. Study of back-reflection at the laser frequency 
shows that Brillouin back-scattering is not significant at a laser intensity of 1012 W-cm"2. 
Harmonics of the fundamental laser frequency were observed in almost complete similarity with 
Nd experiments for spectral shape and generation processes involved; only the efficiency differs 
in (3/2)co which is much lower for C0 2 laser experiments and in 3co which has not yet been 
observed in Nd laser experiments. Parametric instabilities are detected via small back-scattering 
at CJ0 and harmonics generation, but resonant processes associated with oblique incidence 
appears to be very efficient for light wave conversion into longitudinal electron oscillations. 
We thank Drs Laval and Pellat and their group for fruitful discussions. We are very grateful to 
M.A. Michard, B. Thuilier, H. Timsit, J. Maignan, A. Olmedo for their assistance in the experiments, 
and Mrs Monnot for the typewriting of this paper. 
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ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/G 3-1, G 3-2, G 3-3, G 3-4 

A.E. ROBSON: I would like to comment that my colleagues Pechacek and Grieg at the Naval 
Research Laboratory have produced plasma clouds containing 1019 particles from suspended 
polyethylene targets by two-stage laser irradiation. A 100-J Nd-glass laser is first used to vaporize 
the polyethylene, and when the resulting gas cloud has expanded to about the critical density for 
the absorption of C0 2 laser light, a 300-J C0 2 laser pulse is used to ionize and heat the cloud. 
The plasma temperature is estimated from the rate of expansion to be ~ 50 eV. This work will 
shortly be published in Applied Physics Letters. 
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Abstract 

PLASMA FOCUS HEATING BY A TEA C02 LASER. 
TEA C0 2 laser interaction with high-density and high-temperature plasma produced by a focus device is 

studied experimentally. With a 10.6-/im laser light of flux density 1012 W • cm"2 on plasma of critical density 
> 1019 cm - 3 and thermonuclear temperature ^ 1 keV, parametric decay instability is detected from an optical 
multichannel spectrum analysis. At about the maximum pinch of the focus, very small reflection and transmission 
of the incident laser pulse indicate an efficient laser absorption. An increase in X-ray radiation and very intense 
delayed laser light emission are also observed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In spite of very intensive activity concentrated on laser fusion studies, the fundamental 
interactions of an electromagnetic wave with a plasma have not been so exactly investigated 
experimentally in the laser wavelength region as in microwave experiments [1,2]. In the usual 
laser-plasma experiments, plasmas are produced from a solid target and further heated by a very 
intense and short laser pulse. These conditions make it difficult to diagnose mechanisms. Several 
attempts have been made using plasma produced independently of the heating laser light as a 
target. Recently Kuriki [3], Kaliski [4] and Lee [5] have reported on plasma focus irradiation 
experiments by the TEA C0 2 laser. They observed very high absorption efficiency, laser-induced 
electron plasma fluctuation, and neutron yield enhancement. The advantage of this system is 
that essential phenomena induced in the thermonuclear temperature (?> 1 keV) plasma of critical 
density (<; 1019 cm - 3) may be investigated at moderate laser power density under less severe 
diagnostic requirements. 

This paper describes studies of the reflection and transmission of the C0 2 laser, X-ray 
radiation and ruby laser scattering spectroscopy under the above configuration. Ion acoustic 
decay instability, delayed laser light emission and X-ray radiation are observed. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The target plasma is generated by the dense plasma focus device of Mather type with inner 
and outer electrode diameter of 5 cm and 10 cm respectively. The maximum bank energy is 
20 kJ with applied voltage 30 kV. In the interaction experiment the discharge is initiated in pure 
hydrogen of filling pressure 0.3—4 torr with bank voltage 15 kV. The electron temperature at 
the maximum pinch phase is 2 - 5 keV depending on the filling pressure, which is derived from 
the X-ray absorber method. The ion temperature determined by ruby laser scattering is 5—10 keV. 
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FIG. 1. Experimental set-up. 

The TEA C02 laser consists of an unstable resonator. The unpolarized pulse of energy 20 J 
in the full-width half maximum 50 ns is focused on the central point 10 mm apart from the inner 
electrode surface by a NaCl lens of focal length 60 cm. The beam diameter at the focal point is 
about 200 nm and the focused power density is therefore above 1012 W-cm-2. 

DIAGNOSTICS 

The diagnostic tools are arranged as shown in Fig. 1. The transmitted and reflected laser 
light is detected by photon drag detectors, a joulemeter and thermal copy papers for the spatial 
beam profile monitor. A 3-channel X-ray scintillator is used to determine the electron temperature. 
The spatial distribution of the plasma radiation is recorded by multipinhole cameras with neutral 
filters for visible light and metal absorber filters for X-ray emission. 

The laser scattering system consists of a ruby laser of 150 MW maximum power and a pulse 
duration of 20 ns, a scattering angle selector (2°-6°) and two kinds of grating spectrometer com
bined with an optical multichannel analyser (OMA). With the lower resolution (5.5 A per channel), 
the whole spectrum,including electron fluctuation satellites induced by the C02 laser field, is 
covered by the 500-channel width; with the higher resolution (0.375 A per channel) the central 
ion feature is displayed. The OMA detector is gated for 200 ns to eliminate very intense visible 
emission from the decaying plasma. 

The synchronization of the whole system is controlled by delay pulse generators. The timing 
uncertainty of the C02 laser, ruby laser and OMA gate is ± 10 ns and that of the focus is a few 
tens of nanoseconds. 
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FIG.2. Transmission and reflection versus time difference At. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Transmission and reflection 

Transmission and reflection measurements are carried out by changing the timing of the 
laser firing. In Fig. 2 the positive time difference At means that the laser is fired after the beginning 
of the X-ray spikes. The effective collection of solid angles of transmitted and reflected light 
is, respectively, 7 X 10~3 ir (same as the incident focusing optics) and 0.12 n round the beam axis. 
At the maximum pinch of the plasma, transmission falls to an undetectable level and reflection 
increases up to the power level of 3% of the incident energy. The energy transmission recovers 
up to 10% at 3 us and 50% at 5 jus after the pinch. Neither coefficient shows clear power density 
dependence up to 1012 Wcm~2 . The rapid evolution of the focus is a dominant factor changing 
these coefficients during the laser pulse duration. In Fig.3 the transmitted (lower) and the reflected 
(upper) pulse trace are shown with the subsequent delayed signal mentioned below. 

The profile of the transmitted beam is recorded on thermal copy paper (Fig.4). The inhomo-
geneous pattern round the completely opaque phase indicates the presence of fine structure in a 
dense plasma. However, considering the gradual disappearance of the burnt traces and the absence 
of evident sidescattering, most of the incident laser light is not disruptively lost by refractive 
deflection. The forward deflected energy into the solid angle 0.12 •n does not exceed about 1%. 
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FIG.3. Transmitted (lower) and reflected (upper) laser pulse trace followed by the delayed pulse. 
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FIG.4. Transmitted beam profile recorded on thermal copy paper. 
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FIG.5. Pulse delay and height of delayed emission. Points connected by broken line are recorded in a single shot. 

4.2. Delayed laser light emission 

By using identical optics as above, delayed laser light pulses are very often observed at a level 
of intensity comparable with the normally reflected pulse. The pulse shape is completely different 
from that of the incident laser. These signals usually have several peaks and the delay time amounts 
to 400 ns,as shown in Fig. 5. At is the time difference between laser incidence and maximum pinch. 
Delayed reflection of the C0 2 laser pulse is reported, but in the lower density plasma (> 2 X 1017 cm - 3 ) 
[2]. The delay time and the latitude of the time difference At are very large compared with the 
duration of the high-density plasma (= 100 ns). As most spikes appear after the maximum X-ray 
peak, this phenomenon seems to be related to the decay of the focus. 

4.3. X-ray enhancement 

X-ray radiation is measured by time resolution with a three-channel scintillator system and 
by spatial resolution with a multipinhole camera. In both cases, various kinds of metal filter (Be 
and Al) are used to analyse the energy spectrum. The diameter of the region viewed by the scintilla
tors is about 2 mm at the focal point. No distinct evidence of enhanced X-ray radiation is recorded 
on the time-integrated photograph, even through the 7.5-^m Be filter. The increase in X-ray 
emission due to laser irradiation is distinguishable on the scintillator signal trace only at the time 
when the intense pulsating X-ray spikes decrease to a moderately weak level. This enhanced com
ponent is often found through the higher energy channel with an absorber of 470 nm Al + 100 [xm Be. 
Through the thinner absorber it is buried in the major low-energy radiation. Therefore the energy 
of the enhanced X-ray emission does not come from the thermalized plasma and is rather mono
chromatic and higher than 10 ke V. 

4.4. Neutron yield 

The neutron yield is measured by a BF3 counter in order to see the effect of laser irradiation. 
Figure 6 shows the total number of neutrons with and without C0 2 laser for the various D2 filling 
pressures. The increase as found in Ref. [4] is not explicit. 
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4.5. Laser scattering 

The parametric decay instability is studied by ruby laser scattering. By the scattering angle 
selector, the wavenumber of the excited oscillations is chosen above 3.2 X 103 cm - 1 for ion 
oscillation and above 5.9 X 103 cm - 1 for electron oscillation whose frequency is nearly equal to 
coCo2- The scattering parameter a is about 10. A typical scattered spectrum recorded by OMA 
is shown in Fig. 7, where, with the C0 2 laser at right angles to the ruby laser, the symmetric features 
of the electron and ion satellites are displayed on both sides of the central core. The wavenumber 
k is 9 X 103 cm - 1 and the frequencies of the ion acoustic wave (cof) and the electron plasma 
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FIG.9. The threshold power density of parametric decay instability in the uniform density plasma; 6 = Te/Tt. 

oscillation (coe) are 3 X 1013 s_1 and 1.6 X 1014 s"1 respectively. Considering coe + coi = co c 0 2 

= 1.8 X 1014 s"1, the parametric decay instability is excited by the electric field of the C0 2 laser. 
Most of the ion satellites are observed at a lower frequency than 1013 s_ I . The power dependence 
is not derived, owing to poor reproducibility. The electron satellites have not yet been detected 
by a CO 2 laser parallel to a ruby laser. 

Another interesting profile of the central ion core is shown in Fig. 8. A very broad spectrum 
is modulated periodically and the magnitude of the wavenumber spectrum S(k) integrated over 
co space is 50 times greater than that of the thermal plasma. It remains unexplained whether this 
is due to the magnetic field (> 100 kG), turbulence or ion acoustic waves. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

The measurements of transmission and reflection indicate very efficient interaction between 
the incident laser pulse and the focus plasma. In spite of the possible remarkable absorption, 
however, the enhancement of X-ray radiation is very small. Absolute energy measurement of 
radiation is necessary to determine the energy balance. 

The threshold power density of the parametric decay instability is shown in Fig.9 [6]. Here 
the density gradient is not taken into account, coj/k of the observed ion acoustic wave is around 10. 
This is higher than the expected value (= 108) which gives the lowest threshold power density. 
The swelling of the laser electric field near the cutoff density [7] and the effect of the density 
gradient [8] must be taken into account. The former decreases and the latter increases the laser 
power required. By this experimental arrangement the resultant threshold is increased a few times. 
Scattering configuration has to be adopted to detect the linearly converted electron plasma oscilla
tion, with the ruby laser at an angle nearly 45° to the C0 2 laser. 

It is very important to monitor the density profile, e.g. by a laser interferometer, in order 
to study the parametric processes and the delayed emission more exactly [9, 10]. 
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Abstract 

EXPERIMENTS ON HEATING AND FLUX-LIMITED THERMAL CONDUCTION IN A LASER-HEATED 
PLASMA. 

Results on the C0 2 laser heating and cooling of a hydrogen Z-pinch with ne ~ 1017 cm - 3 are presented. Experi
ments were performed with both a 20-MW gain-switched C02 laser and a 500-MW, 1.7-ns C02 laser pulse. Spatial solution 
of the number density and temperature rise has been achieved by synchronized ruby laser scattering with a time 
resolution of 1.2 ns. It is shown that results of a 20-MW experiment which were previously interpreted to give a 
~ 40% classical thermal conductivity are explainable in terms of a heat flux limit ~ 10%. The preliminary results 
with the 500-MW heating pulse indicate that a 10% flux limit gives too low a conduction. The backscattering 
instabilities are shown not to be important in the absorption process. Backscattering is seen only at a higher Z-pinch 
density than used in the heating experiment. The exponential growth of this backscattering is shown to agree with 
a coherent wave theory and to disagree with a random phase theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The thermal conductivity of dense plasmas is of 
crucial importance to laser fusion. For small heat fluxes 
there are few definitive experimental measurements to compare 
with theory (1,2). When the temperature gradient becomes 
large, it is thought that the heat flux, q, cannot exceed 
the free streaming limit qm = (ric/4)2kTe, although little is 
known of the crossover from classical conduction (q = -KVT) 
to flux limited conduction (q^qm). 

In foil irradiation work, inferences can be drawn 
about the thermal conductivity (4), but are very indirect 
because of the many other phenomena occuring. Here we 
report an experiment in which a plasma of subcritical density 
(ne = ioiv cm~3) was heated by CO2 laser radiation. In one 
experiment a 20MW, 60ns CO2 laser pulse heated the plasma, 
Electron density (ne) and temperature (Te) profiles were 
obtained by ruby laser scattering. As previously reported 
(5) these results disagree with a computer simulation with 
classical transport coefficients, but do agree if the 
conductivity coefficient is halved. Here, an alternative 
treatment of a 0.06qm upper limit to q is also shown to just 
fit the experimental results. 

In a second experiment a 2ns, 500MW CO2 laser pulse 
was used to heat the plasma. By absolutely timing a ruby 
laser to the CO2 laser, time resolution of 1,5ns has been 
acheived on Thomson scattering. Preliminary results are 
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presented, showing that an 10% flux limit will not fit and 
also suggesting that the absorption is less than the thermal 
inverse bremsstrahlung. 

It was expected that the backscatter instabilities 
might be excited in these experiments. In fact they were 
not at the density used in the conduction experiment, although 
at a higher plasma density of 3.lol7Cm~3 they were observed. 
A measurement made of their growth time shows agreement with 
a coherent wave stimulated Brillouin backscattering instability. 

2. THE LOW POWER EXPERIMENT, 

In both this and the high power experiment, the plasma 
was a weakly pinched hydrogen z pinch. The plasma density 
and temperature were 8,l01°cm~^ and 5eV respectively, A gain 
switched CO2 laser beam was focussed to an intensity of 
3.10^° Wcm~ 2 perpendicular to the axis of the pinch, On 
the length (1mm) and time scale (100ns) of the laser heating 
experiment, the pinch was an homogenous, constant and 
unmagnetised plasma. As the absorption length, L, and the 
radius of the pinch were large compared with the radial scale 
length of the heating, the experiment was one-dimensional along 
a radius from the CO2 laser beam. Conventional ruby laser 
scattering gave the density and temperature with 200jjm and 
10ns resolution. The scattering k-vector was parallel 
to the Poynting vector of the CO2 laser, An upper limit 
to the effective Z of the plasma can be obtained from the 
pressure rise of a statically filled pinch after firing and 
the ionisation time from a corona model. This gave an 
effective Z less than 1.05 because of the low impurity content 
and low temperature. 

Density and temperature perturbations were measured 
for a range of times during the CO2 laser pulse and at two 
displacements, 6, from the CO2 laser beam 6=0 and 6=700 ym. 
The temperature at 6=0 is shown in Fig.l, 

A one dimensional, two fluid simulation was performed 
to compare with experiment, The absorption of CO2 laser 
radiation was regarded as being by .inverse bremsstrahlung. 
The reciprocal e folding distance 

K = kCne
2 T e~

1 , 5 InA 

was used where k is a facter allowing for artificially varying 
the absorption. When k=l the absorption corresponds to a 
classical value. The electron heat flux q was defined in 
the normal way 

2 5 q = - so T VT /InA ^ e e 

where s is a factor allowing for an artifical variation in 
the conductivity, When s=l the conductivity corresponds 
to SpitzerJs value (6) with his factor e included. The ion 
temperature closely follows the electron temperature because 
of the 7ns equipartition time. 
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FJG.l. Experimental results for the low-power case are plotted. Also shown are computational results for different 
classical thermal conductivities. The upper and lower computational curves represent the experimental spatial 
resolution. 

Also shown on Fig.l, are some simulation results 
with k=l and varying the conduction factor s. It is seen 
that the correct theoretical transport parameters do not agree 
with experiment but excellent fits can be produced by 
variation of s and k„ The criterion for such a fit is that 
ne and T e should match the experimental results at both 
6=0 and 6=700 ym, 

The simulation can also be made to fit the experiment 
by altering the heat flux so that 

and 

q = - ffT 

q = Fq. 

2,5 VT /InA for q < Fq^ 

if - cT 2* 5 VT > Fq, e e ^J 

after (4), Simulation results are shown in Fig,2, for F=0,03 
and F=0,06, The width of the simulation band corresponds to 
the temperature variation across the 200ym spatial resolution. 
It is seen that either F=0,03 or F=0,06 will agree with 
experiment at 6=0 but that F=0,03 does not fit the data at 
6=700 ym and that F=0,06 is only a marginal fit. 

3, THE HIGH POWER EXPERIMENT, 

To prevent conduction increasing the absorption length 
an experiment with a short intense CO2 beam is being carried 
out. The peak, power on plasma is 500MW, rising in 1,7ns 
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FIG. 2. Results of the low-power experiment are shown for comparison with computer simulations at different 

with, a variable pulse length, The beam is focussed with a 
KC1 17cm doublet to a focal spot of 300ym measured by 
scanning the focus of an attenuated beam across a knife 
edge under vacuum. 

Absolute synchronisation with a diagnostic ruby laser 
was acheived by pulsing the Pockels cells on both lasers from 
a 5-channel laser triggered spark gap (7) fired from the ruby 
oscillator. Cable and optical delays allowed adjustment of 
the timing. Fig.3 shows a schematic of the layout. With 
two amplifiers to compensate for component losses, the order 
of 200MW on plasma gave sufficient Thomson scattered light 
to the polychromator. The scattered spectrum was 
temporally resolved either by using a short (^l,7ns) ruby 
pulse and a bank of slow photomultipliers (RCA 7265) or using 
a single fast photmultiplier (RCA C31024A), 1,2ns risetime, 
with half a Q-switched pulse and timing measured from the 
rising edge of the pulse. This latter method has been used 
for the preliminary experiment below and spectra are obtained 
by scanning the spectrometer. 

Spatial resolution was defined by a scattering "box", 
two sides of which are fixed by the height and width of the 
spectrometer slit. The third side is the focal waist of 
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the Ruby beam which has been measured by a spatial scan of 
Rayleigh scattering in CO2. The scattering "box" measured 
370ym x 400ym by 200ym high. As the CO2 k-vector was 
parallel to a diagonal of a horizontal face the resolution 
for a perfectly aligned situation was of the order of 200ym 
along the radius of the CO2 beam. 

The polychromator looked at 90 to the incident 
Poynting-vector of the ruby laser beam which was vertically 
polarised. The CO2 beam was horizontally polarised and the 
differential • scattering vector was parallel to the 
Poynting vector of the CO2 laser. The system was calibrated 
using Rayleigh scattering and normalising to the incident 
ruby laser intensity monitored on a fast risetime (< 0,5ns) 
vacuum photodiode. Signals were monitored on a Tektronix 
7844 oscilloscope giving a risetime 1 ns on the photodiode 
and ^ 1,2ns on the photomultiplier, A typical unperturbed 
ion feature is shown in Fig,4, Note that the normalised 
scattering is constant. Fig.5, shows a perturbed situation 
at 6=100ym with the peak CO2 intensity at 9ns from the start 
of the ruby pulse. We have at this stage interpreted this 
drop as due to heating only. Following (8), the light in 
the ion feature: 

T 
S± = Za

4/{l+a2} (l+a2(l+Z( S/T.) > 

and the light in the electron feature: 

Se = l/(l+a
2) 

\ 0 5 Thus with a scaling as (n /Te) ' and knowing initial a, Te, 
and Ti from multichannel unperturbed laser scattering and 
assuming constant ne, Tj_ we get a time history of Te. 
Perturbed ion features were observed for 6=100ym, 250ym 
and 700ym, 

By spectrally scanning at 6=100ym and selecting shots 
of typically 400MW on plasma a perturbed electron feature was 
obtained. By fitting Salpeter curves to the observed scatt
ering a time history of Te was obtained,, These results are 
plotted on Fig.6(ii). Fig.6(iii)shows ion feature results 
at 6=700 ym where the assumption of constant ne is most valid. 
Superimposed on these plots are computer simulation results 
with different F parameters. The bands again indicate 
spatial resolution. Fig. 6(i) shows the timing of the 
diagnostic and heating pulses. Allowing for the photomulti
plier risetime T e peaks at the peak of the CO2 pulse but is 
only 11( ±1.) eV for 400MW on plasma. This agrees approxim
ately with ion feature perturbations at the same position 
and incident intensity. The fall time of the temperature is 4ns. 

At a displacement of 250ym, only ion feature pertur
bations have as yet been measured but closely followed the 
6=100 ym results except on a few shots which showed enhanced 
( x2) rather than decreased scattering at the CO2 pulse time. 

At a displacement of 700ym the ion feature perturbation 
had a risetime of 5ns from the time of peak CO2 intensity. 
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FIG.3. A schematic of the high-power experiment. 
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10 ns per d i v i s i o n 

FIG.4. Unperturbed ion feature. Upper trace: photomultiplier 500 mV per division. Lower trace: photodiode 
1 Vper division. 

10 ns per d i v i s i o n 

FIG.5. Perturbed ion feature. Upper trace: photomultiplier 200 mVper division. Lower trace: photodiode 1 V 
per division. 
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FIG.6. Heating in the high-power (500 MW) experiment at 8 = 100 and 700 iim. Curves show computed Teat 
extremities of the spatial resolution, (i) shows ruby diagnostic and COi heating pulses. Te in (ii) obtained from the 
electron feature by fitting salpeter curves to the dispersed light; ne obtained by this method not shown. Te in (iii) 
obtained from the scattered light in the ion feature. 
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back X 7 A ~ ^ " spectrometer 

FIG. 7. k-vectors in low-angle ruby laser scattering experiment. 

4. THE ROLE OF INSTABILITIES IN THE ABSORPTION PROCESS. 

In both experiments laser intensities are well below 
the thresholds for the parametric instabilities (decay and 
oscillating two-stream) since the plasma frequency is much 
less than the laser frequency. However, in the high power 
experiment the laser intensity is two orders of magnitude 
above the theoretical coherent wave thresholds for the 
stimulated Raman and Brillouin backscatter instabilities. In 
the low power experiment only the Brillouin instability is 
above threshold. Experiments were undertaken to see if these 
instabilities were in fact excited, 

a) Lower Power Experiment. 

Using low angle ruby laser scattering with 6^6°, and 
a=18, we looked for an enhancement of Sĵ  due to ion acoustic 
waves with wave number k less than twice the CO2 wave number, 
Parasitic scattered light was reduced to an equivalent ne 
= 4.I016cm~3 by masking the input and viewing paths with 
blackened baffles. The geometry of the k-vectors is shown 
in Fig. 7. At large a, S± tends to l/(l+ZTe/Tj_) which =0,5 
in this case. No enhancement was observed within errors of 
20% and it is concluded that stimulated Brillouim scattering 
is not important at an intensity of 3.10l0Wcm~2 and plasma 
conditions of 8 10 1 6 cm"3; 5eV. 

b) High Power Experiment. 

Backscatter of typically 300kW at peak was observed 
from a 3.10l7cm~3; 5ev plasma for 3.10

8 W incident. A 
20ns CO2 pulse was used. At 8.10^-^cm~3; 5eV no backscatter-
ing was observed. The experimental set up is shown in Fig.8. 
The incident power monitor was a Rofin 7412 photon drag 
detector, risetime Ins and the backscattering monitor a 
Molectron P5E pyroelectric detector risetime 0,6ns, Both 
pulses were monitored on a Tektronix 7844 oscilloscope giving 
a resolution of Ins. Due to the small sensitive area (lmm2) 
of the pyroelectric detector specular reflections from 
optical components and dielectric reflection from the plasma 
boundary were discriminated against since they were not imaged 
onto the detector. Fig,9 shows a tracing of detector signals. 
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FIG.8. Layout of the detectors in the backscatter experiment. 
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FIG.9. Typical signals in the backscatter experiment. Upper trace: backscatter detector. Lower trace: incident 
power monitor. 
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FIG.10. Plot of natural logarithm of backscattered power versus incident power for the signals of Fig.9. 

In the case of misalignment onto a specular reflection the 
pyroelectric detector signal has the same temporal shape as 
the incident pulse. From timing calibrations the back-
scattered light occurs at the same time as the incident to 
within Ins. 

Fig.10 shows a plot of In (Power Backscattered) vs. 
incident power taken at different times during the pulse 
indicating an exponential growth from a thermal level PN« 
Over a number of shots the experimental value of the 
exponent is typically 5(±3) at peak laser intensity. We 
compare these results with both a coherent wave theory (9,10) 
and a random phase theory (10, 11) of stimulated Brillouin 
and Raman scattering. 

(i) Coherent Wave Theory 

_j. This theory defines a growth rate Yo scaling as I 2 

T e
 4 competing against an ion acoustic damping rate ys over a 

scale length l . Thus we have 

PB = PN exp{Yo A/YgC } 

Integrating this exponential as a function of distance through 
the plasma at peak laser intensity, it is of the order of 3, 
For stimulated Raman scattering the growth is typically 2 
orders of magnitude smaller and we therefore neglect it. 

(ii) Random Phase Theory 

This theory gives a growth rate Yk scaling as I and 
PB = % e xP ̂ Yk£/C ^ ~ integrating this exponential gives of 
the order of 30, which is an order of magnitude greater than 
the observed growth, 
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Further evidence for agreement with a coherent theory 
comes from the Thomson scattering results at the lower plasma 
density of ^8 10 1 6 cm"3 which indicated little change in rie 
over the experimental time, A low pressure continous 
discharge cell was also used in the CO2 oscillater cavity to 
reduce the bandwidth giving the laser a coherence length greater 
than one metre, 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

For the low power experiment it seems that either the 
absorption is too high, or the conduction is too low. The 
possibility that this is due to a Zeff of 1.5 has been 
excluded. Also the possibility that the absorption is 
enhanced by a backscattering instability is ruled out; at 
8 lO1^ cm""3 no backscattering is observed. 

Classical absorption has been accurately measured (12) 
showing that k=l is correct. However thermal conductivity 
has not been measured, and thus on a (s,k) fitting model it 
would seem that the thermal conductivity is 40 ± 10% of 
Spitzer's value, when q/qm

 % 10%, Alternatively an artificial 
flux limiter at q=0,06qm can fit the experimental results, 
although less convincingly. 

Results from the high power experiment are still 
preliminary. However it seems from tne observed temperature 
rise at 700ym that an artifical flux limiter at q=0,lqm will 
not fit the experimental results; that is the experimental 
heat flux is higher. Modelling with a reduced thermal 
conductivity coefficient has yet to be performed. 

Also the observed temperature rise is less than 
predicted by inverse bremsstrahlung. It is possible that this 
is because the quiver velocity eE/mo) exceeds the thermal 
velocity. This happens when *I > 3 lo^1 Wcm 2 for Te=10eV, 

16 — "3 
For the plasma at 8 10 cm no instabilities are 

excited at intensities of 3 10 1 1 Wcm~2, A backscatter 
instability is observed at higher densities (3 10 1 7cm" 3), whose 
growth rate agrees with coherent theory for stimulated 
Brillouin scattering, 
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Abstract 

HEATING OF A HELIUM PLASMA BY A C0 2 LASER BEAM. 
The results of experimental studies of the interaction of a CO2 laser beam with plasma produced in an electro

magnetic shock tube are presented. A helium plasma of a temperature of 2 eV and an electron density in the range of 
1017 to 1018 cm - 3 is produced in a T-type electromagnetic shock tube. A TEA type CO2 laser with 180 ns pulse 
width and 0.3 J energy is used. Spectroscopic methods are used in the density and temperature measurements. 
The path of the laser beam through the plasma is observed directly by an image converter camera in conjunction 
with a narrow band interference filter. The interaction is investigated in two different configurations: with the laser 
beam perpendicular and parallel to the direction of propagation of the shock wave. In the first configuration, 
plasma heating is studied spectroscopically and in the second visually by examination of plasma expansion and laser 
beam refraction. The observed maximum increase in electron temperature due to the laser in the first configuration 
is 0.4 eV and the estimated temperature increase in the second configuration is about 2 eV. In the last case, the 
laser beam refraction is not significant. The highest possible increase in the diameter of the heated plasma is 
estimated to be one third of the initial value. The paper deals with the case where the absorption length of laser 
radiation in the plasma is smaller than or comparable to the plasma length. No confining magnetic field is 
applied here. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent developments in high-power pulsed C02 lasers have aroused considerable interest in 
applying these lasers to the heating of various types of plasmas. The primary mechanism of laser 
beam absorption is thought to be classical inverse bremsstrahlung. An examination of the 
dependence of the absorption length on the main plasma and laser parameters reveals some of the 
reasons why C02 laser plasma heating is of interest. The absorption length £ is proportional to T| /2 

and inversely proportional to X2 and n|, where Te and ne are the electron temperature and density, 
respectively, and X is the laser wavelength. Thus, laser-plasma coupling is most efficient for 
X = 10 X 6 nm at an electron density of ~ 1019 cm-3 and the required magnetic field for plasma 
confinement is reasonably low (for j3 = 1 hydrogen plasma with a few eV only a few tesla are 
required). 

From the thermonuclear point of view, it seems, however, that many of the advantages [ 1 ] 
of the C02 laser over the shorter-wavelength glass laser are neutralized by energy decoupling and 
target pre-heating effects [2]. Both drawbacks may be alleviated to a significant extent by using 
radiation of a shorter wavelength. So far, however, because of the number of distinct advantages of 
C02 lasers and of its possibilities, problems related to the interaction of C02 lasers with plasmas 
are of considerable interest. Apart from direct thermonuclear interest, the mechanisms of laser 
energy absorption, the resulting electron energy spectrum, expansion of the heated plasma, 
confinement of the plasma by a magnetic field, beam refraction, beam trapping, etc. are being 
studied intensively both from the experimental and the theoretical point of view. 

* Present address: Institute of Fundamental Technological Research, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, 
Poland. 
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FIG.l. Experimental arrangement. 

In most of the studies reported so far, the laser absorption length £ was much larger than L, 
the length plasma; e.g. in Refs [3,4] L/C = 0.5 —0.04. This paper presents some results of 
experimental investigations on plasma heating by C0 2 laser where the ratio L/£ varies from 15 to 
1.5. Laser beam refraction and plasma expansion were, however, studied for a plasma with longer 
absorption length, i.e. L/fi = 0.5—0.1. 

APPARATUS AND DIAGNOSTICS 

The laser used was a standard helical TEA C0 2 laser described previously [5]; it was operated 
in the 100—600 torr pressure range. Energy and pulse width of the laser output were varied by 
changing gas mixture and pressure. Typically, the output consisted of a 0.3 J pulse of a half-width 
180 ns with a C02-He mixture in the ratio 1:9. A 1.5-J output consisting of an initial spike 
180 ns wide and with energy of 0.5 J followed by a 2—3 n% tail of an energy of 1 J was also used 
in some experiments. In this case the gas mixture was C02-N2-He in the ratio 1:1:8. 

The shock tube in which the plasma was produced was a T-type electromagnetic tube [6]. 
The gas was helium at a filling pressure in the range of 1 to 5 torr. An 8-juF capacitor charged to 
10 kV was used in the discharge. The discharge period was 6 jus. The shock tube had a length of 
7 cm and an inner diameter of 2.7 cm. It was connected to a larger tube of inner diameter of 5 cm 
having two long side arms of an inner diameter ~ 2 cm each. The side arms were sealed by NaCl 
windows at the Brewster angle. Laser heating experiments were performed in the reflected shock 
plasma. An aluminium disc of a diameter of 3 cm placed ~ 4 mm from the end of the shock tube 
served as the reflector. Part of the plasma reaching the end of the tube starts flowing into the 
expansion chamber and into the side arms, forming an additional shock wave. Laser beam 
refraction and expansion of plasma heated by the C0 2 laser were investigated mostly in this side 
arm shock plasma. 

A general scheme of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The laser beam was 
focused by a mirror to a diameter of 3 mm at the shock tube axis in the gap between the sthock 
tube and the reflector. The diameter of the beam was almost constant 3 mm in the whole of the 
laser-plasma interaction region under investigation. The laser power was monitored by a Ge detector 
and the laser energy transmitted through the shock tube was measured by a pyroelectric energy 
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FIG.2. Electron temperature behind the reflected shock. 

detector. A monochromator was used for spectroscopic measurements of temperature and 
density. The spectral resolution of the monochromator was better than 1 A. An image-converter 
framing camera which had exposure times of 0.01 jus and 0.5 us was used to observe the dynamics 
of the plasma and to photograph the path of the laser beam in the side arm plasma. For the 
investigation of a side arm plasma the laser beam travelled in a direction perpendicular to the 
shock front [7]. 

Spectroscopic methods were used in measuring plasma parameters before and after the laser 
interaction. For the side arm plasma, only measurements before laser heating were possible. The 
plasma luminosity in the side arm was lower than that in the main shock tube by more than an order 
of magnitude. Thus, spectroscopic measurements of plasma parameters in the main shock tube, 
measured along the laser axis, would not be significantly affected by the plasma in the side arms. 
Parameters of the plasma in the side arm were measured in a direction perpendicular to the laser and 
arm tube axis. In the spectroscopic measurements, the monochromator slit size and the optics were 
such that the cross-section of the plasma viewed was 0.5 mm X 0.5 mm for temperature measurements 
and 0.5 mm X 5 mm for density measurements. Spectrally resolved measurements of the Stark 
broadened He I line (5776 A) were used in the determination of density, and the ratio of the 
spectral-line intensities was used in temperature measurements [8]. We used impurity lines of 
silicon Si III (4553 A) and Si II (5979 A), as the ratio (Si Hi/Si II) is very sensitive to changes in 
temperature in the range of interest to us. The spectral profile of the He I line (5876 A) versus 
time was obtained "shot by shot" with the monochromator bandwidth set at 1 A. The electron 
density was calculated from these measurements by using the Stark broadening parameters as given 
by Griem [8]. The electron temperature was determined according to the relationship between 
the intensity ratio of silicon lines and the electron temperature [8] and the measured values of the 
silicon spectral-line intensities. The monochromator bandwidth was set to cover the entire spectral 
width for each line. The intensities of the Si II and Si III lines were obtained in separate shots. 
The electron temperature as a function of time for the reflected shock plasma in the main shock 
tube is shown in Fig.2. 
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FIG.3. Changes in Si HI line intensity due to long laser pulse. 

The validity of the spectral method used for the measurement of the electron temperature 
depends on whether the plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) or not. It may 
easily be calculated that for the chosen silicon lines, the plasma is in complete LTE for 
ne ~> 2.8 X 1016 cm - 3 and for characteristic times longer than 4 X 10~n s, which is the case in our 
experiment. 

The electron temperature increase due to laser energy absorption was measured spectroscopi-
cally in the main shock tube for times t > 3 jus after reflection. The laser was fired into the plasma 
and relative intensities of the Si III and Si II lines were measured. An increase in intensity of the 
Si III line radiation and a decrease in Si II radiation are observed for the duration of the laser pulse. 
Figure 3 shows a typical photomultiplier signal of the line intensity of Si III line with the long laser 
pulse fired into the plasma. The dotted line shows the level without the laser and the lower curve 
is the laser pulse shape itself. The shape of the laser-induced changes in the silicon line pulse is 
similar to that of the laser pulse itself. This is consistent with the very short collisional time for the 
excitation of Si III and the establishment of LTE, both times being very short compared to the 
rise-time of the laser pulse. However, the ionization rate coefficient [9] of Si II has a characteristic 
time of ~ 1 us. But the pulse shape and width of the laser-induced changes which are the same as 
that of the laser pulse indicate that any ionization induced by the laser is insignificant. The electron 
temperature at the moment of maximum laser-induced changes for short laser pulses differently 
delayed after reflection is shown in Fig.2. In Fig.2, this electron temperature is compared to that 
obtained without a laser fired into the plasma. 

The dynamic of laser-plasma interaction was investigated by image-converter photography of 
the laser-heated plasma by using Si III line radiation. This is possible since, as is shown by Fig.3 
of Ref. [7], the intensity of the Si III line radiation varies over almost two orders of magnitude in 
our temperature range. The graph was plotted according to the Boltzmann and Saha equations. 
The framing camera with an exposure time of 0.5 /is was used in conjunction with a 50 A bandwidth 
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(a ) 

( b ) 

FIG.4. Image-converter pictures of the plasma in the side arm at 4553 A (Si III line); fa) without, (b) with laser; 
framing time 0.5 fis. 

interference filter centred on the Si III line radiation. Photographs were taken without and with 
the laser fired into the plasma, and from the increase in intensity it was possible to determine the 
length of the plasma column being heated. This length was different for different delay times after 
reflection. For most experiments with plasma in a main shock tube, almost the whole plasma 
region in the gap between the reflector and the end of the shock tube radiates much more brightly 
when the laser is fired into the plasma. This indicates that the laser-heated plasma has a diameter 
which is larger than the original diameter of the laser beam. The pictures, thus, suggest expansion 
of the laser-heated plasma. This expansion does not appear to be symmetric with respect to the 
laser beam axis, being more pronounced towards the shock tube than towards the reflector. The 
asymmetric geometry in this case could possibly have contributed to the observed asymmetry in the 
expansion. 

Examination of laser-plasma interaction was also made in the side arm plasma. This geometry 
in which the laser beam is directed parallel to the direction of shock wave propagation has a few 
advantages over the previous one. This is mainly so because the laser beam may not encounter 
density gradients in a direction perpendicular to its direction of propagation. Also there is no wall 
close to the interaction region and any gradients created by the laser should only help to trap the 
beam [10]. Direct photographic observation of laser beam refraction and hot-plasma expansion are 
of interest here, on the conditions that initial density gradients in the plasma do not affect the laser 
beam. The experimental set-up was identical to that shown in Fig.l, except that the spectroscopic 
and photographic observations were made on the plasma in the side arm in the direction perpen
dicular to laser and arm tube axis [7]. Figure 4 shows the image-converter pictures of the plasma 
without and with the laser fired into the plasma when the shock front is ~ 6 cm into the side arm. 
The path of the laser beam can be seen as a thin bright filament; it forms an almost straight 
filament of a length of 2.5 cm with a diameter of ~ 3 mm, which, with the resolution available in 
our measurements, is approximately the same as the diameter of the laser beam without plasma. 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The inverse bremsstrahlung absorption length £ as a function of the delay time obtained from 
electron temperature and density in a main-tube plasma has two time constants: slow changes in £ 
for the first 5.5 JUS and a much larger rate of change for later times [11]. In the first stage, £ 
increases from 0.2 to 0.5 cm, which yields absorption lengths much smaller than the plasma length 
L = 3 cm. In the second stage, £ increases rapidly reaching £ = L at t = 7 ^s. The time dependence 
of the fractional increases in electron temperature due to laser heating at various times roughly 
follows that of £ up to ~ 6.5 JUS and then drops as the plasma quickly becomes transparent to laser 
radiation [11]. The measured maximum increase in temperature obtained at a time delay of 6.5 /JLS 
is 0.4 eV for a plasma of initial temperature 2 eV and a density of 3 X 1017 cm - 3 for which 
L/£ = 2. While a much larger local increase in temperature may have resulted from laser heating 
when L/£ » 1, the geometry of our detection system only measures the average increase in 
temperature over the whole plasma length. This is probably the reason for the observed time 
dependence of AT/T. 

The energy absorbed in our case at 6.5 us can reasonably well be accounted for by the 
temperature increase of the plasma and by the expansion of the plasma, ~ 20% of the energy going 
into temperature increase and ~ 80% into expansion. We have assumed here that any change in 
electron density during the heating process is negligible. This is consistent with the observed shape 
of the silicon line radiation induced by the laser and with the experiments done by other research 
workers [3] in comparable conditions. The absorbed energy going into expansion was determined 
on the basis of quasi-static expansion since the time required for an acoustic wave to traverse the 
plasma diameter is equal to the laser pulse width. For an initial radius of the heated plasma column 
equal to 0.15 cm, the same as the radius of the laser beam, it gives a final radius of approximately 
0.35 cm. Such a large expansion is consistent with the image-converter photographs for a larger gap 
between the reflector and the end of the shock tube. The energy transmitted through the plasma 
according to our energy balance is 5%, but this could not be measured, probably because it was 
lower than the threshold sensitivity of our detector. However, very weak burn marks could be 
observed on exposed polaroid films, and there was also some evidence suggesting that the laser 
beam was slightly deflected towards the shock tube. If beam refraction by possible density 
gradients due to asymmetric plasma expansion were taken into account, the energy going into 
expansion might turn out to be less than the maximum of 80% estimated for the incident laser 
energy. Other energy losses due to reflection, thermal conductivity, bremsstrahlung, recombination, 
and impurity line radiation are estimated to be negligible in our case. 

The sharing of the energy between temperature increase and expansion was investigated 
further by photographic observations of the plasma in the side arm. The diameter of the heated 
plasma column may be measured from the image converter photograph of Fig.4b; the accuracy 
of such measurements is, however, not better than 30%. Since with our accuracy there was no 
measurable difference between the diameter of the laser beam and that of the plasma filament of 
Fig.4b, a maximum of one third of the absorbed energy could have gone into expansion. The rest 
of the energy could appear as an increase in plasma temperature and this increase is estimated to be 
1.5 eV, which should be the minimum increase in temperature. This possible increase in temper
ature is consistent with increase in temperature calculated from the increase in intensity of the 
Si III radiation observed from the photographs. The increase in intensity is by 10 ± 4 which 
according to Fig. 3 of Ref. [7] corresponds to an increase in temperature of 1.9 ± 0.2 eV as an 
upper limit. This, as a consequence, lowers the energy going into expansion. It is worth noting 
here that since the intensity of the Si III radiation is very sensitive to changes in temperature in our 
range of observation even with the limited accuracy of the intensity ratio measurement, the 
temperature increase can be obtained with an accuracy of about 10%. Accurate investigation of the 
energy balance in the laser-plasma interaction in this case is only possible with higher space 
resolution and an accurate measurement of the laser energy transmitted through the plasma. It is 
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clear, however, that in this configuration the plasma does not noticeably affect the path of the 

laser beam and that, in this geometry, plasma expansion is not significant. The temperature seems 

to rise by up to 100% in this case. 
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Abstract 

ABSORPTION OF C0 2 LASER LIGHT BY A DENSE HIGH-TEMPERATURE PLASMA. 
The interaction between a pulsed C0 2 laser beam and the keV temperature plasma produced in a well 

diagnosed plasma focus device is investigated theoretically and experimentally. Absorption of the laser radiation 
is observed only during the compressed pinch phase of the discharge when the plasma frequency cope > COQQ . The 
absorption can only in part be accounted for by classical resistivity and resonance coupling of the pump beam with 
plasma waves. While the energy density of the pump radiation is much less than the kinetic energy density of the 
plasma, it is still sufficiently high, allowing for an Airy enhancement factor, to drive non-linear instabilities. 
Density fluctuations enhanced above their thermal level have been observed by forward scattering from a pulsed 
ruby laser beam. A WKB treatment of the electron-ion decay instability, which takes into account linear growth 
of waves, coL + coj = wco > a n d their convection in an inhomogeneous plasma, agrees well with the observed 
level of the electron waves. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we explore the mechanisms for absorption and redistribution 

of energy from an intense C0„ laser beam which irradiates the high-density 

pinch produced in a plasma focus device. There are several advantages to be 

gained from using a plasma focus for laser interaction studies. In the first 

place, the formation of the tightly compressed pinch in the focus device is 

relatively well understood,(Potter (1971)), and has been exhaustively 

diagnosed,e.g. by Bernard et al. (1974, 1975) and by Peacock (1973). Secondly, 

the time evolution of the electron density has been shown from optical 
. . 19 -3 

refractivity measurements (Morgan (1974)) to exceed 10 cm for several 
tens of nanoseconds during the pinch formation. The CO laser pump frequency 

14 -1 . 
n)COi

 = 1*78 x 10 rad's xs then matched locally to the plasma frequency 

at some point on the density profile,and light waves with sufficiently high 

intensity can couple non-linearly with electron and ion waves in the plasma. 

* University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, United States of America. 
* University of Tokyo, Japan. 

University of Alberta, Canada. 
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Ruby laser beam 

CO2 laser pump 

EEE)E 

Azimuthal mask on 
collection optics to 
select range of 
direction vectors 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of C02 pump beam and ruby laser probe beam relative to axis of symmetry, ZZ', 
of plasma focus device. Scattered ruby light is collected in forward direction at 8 to incident beam. Azimuthal 
mask can be rotated to select k^ vectors only. 

The threshold intensity, $ , required to induce these waves is relatively 

low in the prevailing plasma conditions in the pinch and is set by the 

requirement that wave growth exceeds losses due to damping and convection 

out of the interaction region. Allowing for density inhomogeneity, scale 
10 12 -2 

length L ^ 0.1 cm, typical values for $ ^ 10 to 10 watts-cm 

A final noteworthy feature of the focus plasma for interaction experi-
-3 

ments is its high kinetic energy which can reach ^ 5 kjoules.cm at peak 

compression in the pinch (Morgan and Peacock (1972)). Even taking into 

account the swelling factor for the light intensity at the critical density 

layer, the light energy 'v* $ /c n • > where n . is the minimum refractive J ' 6 bJ vac m m ' m m 

index compatible with geometrical optics, is only ^ 30 joules*cm . The 

dynamics, energy balance, density gradients and so forth are not likely, at 

first sight, to be modified by the electric fields in the laser beam. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The disposition of the C0? pump beam and the ruby laser probe relative 

to the axis of symmetry of the pinch is illustrated in Fig. 1. A double 

discharge TEA, C0„ laser delivers 10 joules in an initial gain-switched 

spike of 40 nanosec duration. After losses in the optics, the average C0„ 

laser intensity, focused in vacuo through an F/5.5 germanium lens onto a 
10 -2 

0.75 mm spot at the discharge axis, is 2 x 10 watts-cm . Mode-beating 

during the pulse (Fig. 2.) will allow peak intensities of about twice this 

value. Polarisers made from KC1 plates inserted inside the oscillator 

cavity ensure that 95% of the output C0„ laser energy is plane polarised. 
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FIG. 2. Oscillogram ofC02 beam intensity during a gain-switched pulse. The cut-off of the transmission due 
to plasma with ne > nec is shown. 
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FIG.3. Transmission of paraxial rays of COj laser beam during the plasma focus discharge. The figure is composed 
from data from several neutron-producing discharges. 
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FIG.4. Density scale length at the cut-off radius during the pinch phase of the plasma focus, derived from inter-
ferometry. For ne <I019 cm~3 the scale length is measured at peak density in the radial profile. 

The plane of polarisation E (Fig. 1) is arranged to pump electron waves 

orthogonal both to the density gradient, V ,and to j. The incident in

tensity, transmission,refraction and backscatter of the CO„ beam are measured 

by photon drag detectors and Au-doped Ge or PbSnTe detectors, the last two 

being liquid N -cooled, ensuring a wide range of detectivities for the infra

red radiation. Fig. 3 illustrates that the intensity of the paraxial rays 

from the 10.6 urn laser beam is cut off (< 1% transmission) by the plasma for 

a period of about 150 nanoseconds when averaged over many discharges. A more 

accurate determination during a single discharge shows (Fig.2) that the cut-off period 

is closer to 80 nsec centred around peak compression. The period of abrupt 
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FIG. 5. Variation in peak temperature during the pinch phase of the plasma focus, assuming two-dimensional 
adiabatic compression. 

redistribution and absorption of the C0„ beam energy corresponds to the dur
ation for which co £ o)co , i.e. when the density exceeds the cut-off value 

Pe _ 2. 
n £ n = 9.94 x 1018 cm-3, 
e ec 

Ruby probe light scattered from electron waves which are excited by the 

C0„ beam will be shifted in frequency by cocooJ neglecting any 'off-set' fre

quency required to match the EM pump and plasma waves. This corresponds to 

a wavelength of 6515.63 A for the 'up-shifted' electron component of the 

scattered ruby light spectrum. A photomultiplier,coupled to a 50-A band pass 

filter centred on this wavelength,is used to record the absolute level of the 

probe light scattered from electron waves. An azimuthal mask, Fig. 1, selects 

those wave vectors parallel to E, the pump electric field,while the scattering 
o . — ^o 

geometry, 0 = 8 , determines the wavenumber, k = 2 — sin 6/2. 

Spatial density distributions have been determined holographically and 

from optical refractivity (Morgan (1974)) using the same ruby probe as for the 
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Timing of Laser Pulses 
with Pinch Compression 

Intensity 

-40 -30 -20 t ins) 

Incomplete 
Collapse 
(No Scattering) 

©e = 870eV 
L = 0.25cm 
nMAX = 1.5x10 
(Scattering) 

19 

©e = 2000eV 
L = 0.025 
nMAX=3x1019 

(No Scattering) 

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the time-history of the plasma parameters with the C02 pump pulse and the 
ruby probe. Note vertical intensity scale is arbitrary for both wavelengths and the probe intensity is in practice 
considerably weaker than the pump beam. The peak intensity at both wavelengths can also be shifted independently 
in time with respect to t = 0. 

scattering measurements, but on separate discharges. The time variation of the 

parameters are referred to t = '0' when peak compression is reached in the 

pinch. Negative values correspond to earlier times during the compression. 

3. PLASMA CONDITIONS DURING THE CO„ IRRADIATION PULSE 

From the interferometric studies we are able to plot (Fig. 4) the 

for the d 

3n (r) -i 

variation in time of the scale length for the density gradient 
•1 

L = 
3r 

i— ec 

Between —40 nanoseconds and t = 0, corresponding to peak compression, L 

decreases by a factor of ten from 0.3 to 0.03 cm. 

The time evolution of the temperature is interpolated between spot values 

measured in the early phase of the compression, from the damping of Rayleigh-

Taylor instabilities (Morgan (1974)) and at peak compression from laser 

scattering or x-ray spectroscopy CForrest and Peacock (1974), Peacock et al. 
2(Y-1) (1968)). An adiabatic scaling, T r y = const, is appropriate to the 

fluid model constructed by Potter (1971) and has been used to evaluate the 

time variation in the peak temperature shown in Fig. 5. 
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The plasma parameters are shown schematically with the time-variation in 

the intensity of CO- pump beam and the ruby laser probe in Fig. 6. 

At the critical density n and for our scattering geometry, the mean 

value of the scattering parameter a = kn/k. - 11. This value of a is suf

ficiently high that the electron waves are not heavily Landau-damped while 
-2 

ensuring that their scattering cross-section (proportional to a ) is not 

negligible. 

In finer detail (see Fig. 7) we have used experimental density profiles 

and theoretical temperature profiles (but normalised to the peak values in 

Fig. 5) to construct radial profiles of the scattering parameter a and the 

plasma frequency cop , which can be regarded as representative of our plasma 

conditions. It is apparent that the critical density surface for maximum 

penetration of the C0„ beam, r ,is only ^0.25 mm and (Fig. 7) may correspond 

to a value of a as high as 20. 

4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to account properly for non-linear heating processes we must 

first of all consider linear absorption and refraction in an inhomogeneous 

non-stationary plasma; see e.g. Dawson et al. (1969). It is readily shown 

from classical ray-optics calculations that, for our irradiation conditions 

with an approximately parallel incident beam making angle <f> up to + 20 

with the radius normal, most of the 10.6 pm radiation should be refracted 

before reaching the critical density layer. Reflection of the waves depends 

steeply on angle, viz. R = exp (- 2s cos <j>) where s is the optical thickness 

of the underdense region (Shearer (1971)). Calculations appropriate to our 

cylindrical geometry show that much of the energy is deviated into angles up 

to = 135 to the incident beam. The depth of penetration and therefore the 

maximum density n at the turning point of the pump rays, is given by 

n = n cos 6 
em ec 

and decreases from the centre of the beam to the periphery as shown in Fig. 8. 

Only the paraxial rays along AA' tunnel as far as the critical density layer. 

The intensity of these central rays decreases to $ - 0.8 $ due entirely 
J c vac J 

to resistive absorption while their back-reflected intensity 

K = K*n exp\ 2 f C° a(r) dr)^ °-6 $ r vac \ rQ / vac 

where a is the resistive absorption coefficient CDawson et al. (1969)). 

In addition to resistive absorption, however, direct resonance coupling 

between the EM wave and electron plasma waves can lead to enhanced absorption 



3.0 

r(cm) r(cm) 

FIG. 7. Spatial variation of the scattering parameter a. and ofcope during the pinch phase. cope is calculated from 
sample interferograms of the density profile. (1) t = -60ns; (2) t = ~35ns; (3) t = 0. //// WKB theory 
inapplicable at t- 0; WW electron waves Landau damped. 
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FIG.8. Locus of reflection points calculated for parabolic density profile with peak density 1.0 X10 cm . 
Paraxial rays along AA' penetrate deepest towards cut-off radius rco, <pc ~ 45°. The frequency-matched radius, rf, 
for the electron-ion decay instability is also shown. 

at oblique incidence (Freidberg et al. (1972)). Maximum resonance absorption 
1/3 

occurs for small angles given by (K L) sin <j> = 0.8. For a typical scale 

length of 0.2 cm, (J> - 4 . Appreciable resonance absorption can occur even 

in under-dense plasma where associated with multiple reflections between 

stratified plasma layers (Mueller (1973)). We anticipate therefore that the 

refracted 10.6 um energy, while finite, will be considerably less than the 

value for $ calculated from resistive absorption alone. 

Resonance absorption is ineffective for the paraxial rays and it is this 

part of the beam energy which will give rise to non-linear heating. 

Among several instabilities which can arise at relatively low-threshold 

irradiance as a result of strong coupling between the incident light and 

plasma waves, perhaps the most important are the parametric electron-ion 

(convective) decay instability and the oscillating two-stream (absolute) 

instability ('OTS'). The energy relation for these instabilities is given 

by 

l) = 0)T + 0). 

C02 L l 
(0 
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the subscripts L, i referring to electron and ion waves respectively. The 

threshold irradiance in a homogeneous plasma has been calculated for the de

cay instability by DuBois and Goldman (1965, 1967), Goldman (1966),while the 

OTS' instability has been discussed theoretically by Nishikawa (1968). Using the 

analysis of Perkins and Flick (1971) for an inhomogeneous plasma where 

T >> T.,it is seen- that the threshold and growth rates for OTS and the de-

e i ° 
cay instabilities are comparable for our plasma. Threshold is reached when 
the ratio of the driven electron energy to its thermal energy exceeds y/w 

pe 
where y is the damping rate. Thus, for the decay instability, 

eE /m to 
o e co. /(Wjm^ (1+3 ^)± (^ + 3.2 f^f rf-) (2) 

pe/ 
T_ /K.L U , 

where v is the effective electron-ion collision frequency and y. is the ion-

damping frequency. In the prevailing experimental conditions the ratio of 

the driven to thermal velocity < 0.1 and terms of the order of (IC L) domi

nate the wave growth rather than collisional processes. $ in vacuo, taking 

9 -5 
into account the pumping swelling,is 2.6 x 10 watts-cm . Note that for 

a > 6 which applies to our experiment (see e.g. Fig. 7), Landau damping of the 

electron waves is negligible compared to resistive damping. The ion waves 

are heavily Landau-damped since T - T.. 

More recently, Goldman and Rudolph (see Forrest et al. (1976)) calculated 

for the decay instability, the linear growth of electron waves and their 

convection in an inhomogeneous, T = T., plasma using WKB theory and including 

swelling factors for the pump intensity and for the Langmuir waves. Their 

derivation of the threshold intensity agrees with equation (2) while their 

spatial variation of the absolute intensity of the electron waves is entirely 

appropriate to our irradiation conditions and allows a direct comparison with 

the observed scattering cross-sections. 

In order that the WKB description be valid 

3 XL 
AL IF K< h 

From the Bohm-Gross dispersion relation for electron waves, i.e. 

— i i 

we find 

o 2 (1 + 3/a2) 
pe 

3X- 2 
L ira 

(3) 

9r 3K^ L 

>lati 

the period t = - 40 nsec -> t = 0 in the present experiment (see Figs 4 and 7). 

2 . . . . . 
which requires that a << IL.L. This relation is satisfied for n < n during 
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Turning now to the spectrum of the probe light scattered from electron 

waves, we see that each radial layer is responsible for a discrete frequency 

shift, ai_ = to - to . The total spread in frequency of the electron feature 
L s o 

is made up of a frequency shift from toco„ which is equal to u). , and a broaden
ing 6o) due to an allowed mismatch: 6w = PK, v (m /m.)2//2 when P is the pump 
° m m L e e i 

intensity above threshold. There is in addition a spread in frequency due 

to the finite range of wave vectors accepted by the scattering optics. The 

ion acoustic frequency u>. produces a wavelength shift of 0.5 ->- I A and 

the total broadening 6w + &u, . * amounts to several angstroms. The e m (optics) 6 

incremental plasma radius which contributes to the electron feature and 

scatters into the 50-A bandwidth of the optics is 

(So) + <5w) 
3co 
P£ 
9r 

= r^ - r£ < 6 = 6o)rr. 
Co f r 5 ( ) X 50 

3w 
P£ 
3r 

where r^ is the frequency-matched radius. Typical values for r - r (Fig.8) 

are ^ 0.01-0.02 cm,illustrating that the volume of plasma where the wave-

matching condition (1) is satisfied is small. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The transmitted paraxial rays of the C0„ pump beam are focused via a 

KC1 lens onto a photon drag detector and, as we have seen (Fig. 3), transmission 

is effectively cut off for 80 nanoseconds while the density exceeds n 

Resistive absorption and reflection of these rays can adequately account for 

the cut-off in these paraxial rays. Surprisingly, however, the intensity 

of the backscattered (180 ) pump beam also proves to be very weak,< 0.1% 

of the incident beam intensity. Similar results moreover are found for the 

intensity scattered into other angles, e.g. 45 , 90 and 135 . At these 

angles the intensity of the refracted light is at least two orders of magni

tude lower than the 0.1 kWatt level experienced when the beam strikes a small 

object in vacuo and diffuses uniformly into 4ir steradians. Back and side-

scattered 10.6 um light appears to be more efficiently absorbed than can be 

explained by classical resistive absorption. 

The mean angle of incidence of the pump beam is ^ 4 , which is close to 

the theoretical optimum for resonance absorption at 10.6 um and it can be 

anticipated that much of the refracted light will also be absorbed by this 

means. Resonance absorption might also be expected to lead to high energy 

components in the electron energy distribution (Freidberg et al (1972)). It 

is interesting to note that we observe an increase by about a factor of two 

in the intensity of the hard x-rays (q > 70 keV) when correlated with the 
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IVQC(*1010 Wcm"2) 

FIG. 9. Scattered light intensity, S (m V), and integrated cross-section for scattering from electron waves, a/rl, 
as a function of pump intensity in vacuo. Full lines are theoretical values for decay instability (see text), with 
the density scale length L as a parameter. 

absorption of the C0„ laser beam. The thermal content of the plasma is al

ready high and we calculate that, due to electronic heat conduction, a neg

ligible temperature rise will result from the C0„ laser absorption. Model 

calculations for resistive and resonance absorption in an inhomogeneous 

plasma (Mueller (1973)). do not predict quite such complete absorption as 

has been observed here. However,it is possible that radiation trapping 

(Kaw et al. (1973)"). due to distortion of the plasma profile by ponderomotive 

forces plays a role. 

Measurements of the ruby probe light scattered from electron waves 

show that as the pump intensity is increased beyond a 'threshold' of 
9 —2 • o 

3 x 10 watts•cm (in vacuo) enhanced scattering through the 50-A acceptance 

filter is observed, reaching a factor of 30 above thermal as illustrated in 

Fig. 9. Enhancement is only observed around t = - 35 nanoseconds, corres

ponding to a plasma scale length L ^ 0.2 ± 0.5 cm. No scattering above the 

thermal level is observed at earlier times when n < n nor for later 
e ec 

times when L < 0.1 cm. Since scattering vectors probed by our geometry 

(Fig. 1) are orthogonal to vn , while resonance coupling drives waves along 
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"n , we discount direct linear coupling as the source of the enhanced tur

bulence. Likewise, we discount stimulated Brillouin instabilities because of 

inefficient heating and since these should lead to measurable backscatter of 

the incident light. On the contrary, however, the electron ion decay in

stability is an attractive candidate for the enhanced scattering. The inte

grated cross-section for scattering is given by 

E a - (r /a2) n V 6ft I (4) 
e eo s 

o —0f\ 2 

where r = 5 x 10 cm and n is the average density of the frequency-

matched region. 
T/V\ T- <|<5E(K) ]2> 
I(K) = L x m ^ '47rkT i 

e 

is the spectral intensity of longitudinal field fluctuations normalised to 

unity in equilibrium. A WKB treatment of the amplification of electron waves 

(Forrest et al. (1976)V as they convect into the frequency-matched region 

(Fig. 8), gives 

t. KK) = -b-
Cf 

a(m./m )*/1.8 
I e exp r — L K, E 2 /n kT 

I 256 T- o eo e 
(5) 

the factor t, /t being due to the Langmuir swelling which is allowed to continue 

along the convection path until WKB breaks down. The dominant term in (5) 

is due to spontaneous heat emission which leads to fluctuation levels which 

are several orders of magnitude above thermal and which are confined to very 
-4 

limited regions of space with 6r - 5 x 10 cm, i.e. << r - r (Fig. 8). 

Insertion of the parameters appropriate to our experiments gives theoretical 

values for the enhancement shown in Fig. 9. The agreement between theory 

and experiment is excellent up to the region of high intensity where the 

linear convective saturation theory breaks down. It should be noted that, 

in the presence of the decay instability, enhanced absorption of the pump 

radiation has been predicted (DuBois et al, (1973)) and this may well explain 

the absence of backscatter in our experiments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Interaction between a C0„ laser beam and the plasma in a focus device 

is pronounced even at relatively low irradiance only provided that the den

sity exceeds the cut-off value. Absorption of the beam is almost total and 

may be explained at least in part as multiple reflections between layers £n 

the inhomogeneous plasma coupled with resistive and resonance absorption. 

The paraxial rays penetrate to the critical density layer and are responsible 

for induced electron wave turbulence. The threshold irradiance, absolute 

level of fluctuations and their dependence on scale length agree with a 
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mathematical treatment based on linear convection of electron waves produced 

by the electron-ion decay instability. 
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DISCUSSION 

ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-35/G 4-1, G 4-2, G 4-3, G 4-4 

F.F. CHEN: In the two plasma focus experiments, it is claimed that 100% absorption was 
observed. Was it determined that the lack of transmission was not due to refraction or reflection? 
Secondly, was it possible to determine whether the absorption was at the quarter-critical layer or 
at the critical layer? 

N.J. PEACOCK: Back-reflection and refraction of the C0 2 pump beam have been investigated 
and it appears that absorption of the beam is almost complete. No emission has been observed 
either at twice or at half the pump frequency. Absorption at one quarter of the critical density 
should have been observed early in the compression phase had it been an important absorption 
process, but no such absorption was detected. 

I.J. SPALDING: The thermal conduction coefficient discussed in paper IAEA-CN-35/G 4-2 
is sensitive to plasma purity. Has the effective Z of the pinch been measured? 

D.R. GRAY: From the pressure rise of a statically filled pinch after firing and the ionization 
time from a corona model, we can say that the effective Z is less than or equal to 1.05. 

J.P.F. CONRADS: Has the time between the onset of laser radiation and the dense pinch 
phase of the focus been changed in successive experiments, and, if so, what observations have 
been made on the absorption of laser light and on density fluctuations? 

N.J. PEACOCK: Absorption of the C0 2 laser pump beam is almost complete during the 
time for which the density exceeds the cut-off value, i.e. ne > 9.94 X 1018 cm - 3 . Enhanced 
fluctuations of density are observed from the onset of this density, i.e. 40 ns before peak 
compression, but rapidly disappear as the density scale length decreases. 

T.W. JOHNSTON: Could you specify the relationship between the C 0 2 laser electric field 
and the scattering wave vector in the two experiments described in papers IAEA-CN-35/G 4-1 
and G 4-4? 

N.J. PEACOCK: In our own work (IAEA-CN-35/G 4-4), the scattering wave vector was 
parallel to the C0 2 laser electric field, whereas in the Japanese experiment (IAEA-CN-35/G 4-1) 
the two were perpendicular. 
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The following conversion table is provided for the convenience of readers and to encourage the use of SI units. 

FACTORS FOR CONVERTING UNITS TO SI SYSTEM EQUIVALENTS* 

SI base units are the metre (m), kilogram (kg), second (s), ampere (A), kelvin (K), candela (cd) and mole (mol). 
[For further information, see International Standards ISO 1000 (1973), and ISO 31/0 (1974) and its several parts] 

Multiply by to obtain 

Mass 

pound mass (avoirdupois) 
ounce mass (avoirdupois) 
ton (long) (= 2240 Ibm) 
ton (short) (= 2000 Ibm) 
tonne (= metric ton) 

1 Ibm 
1 ozm 
1 ton 
1 short ton 
1 t 

4.536 X 10" 1 

2.835 X 101 

1.016 X 103 

9.072 X 102 

1.00 X 103 

kg 
g 
kg 
kg 
kg 

Length 

statute mile 
yard 
foot 
inch 
mil (= 10"3 in) 

1 mile 
1 yd 
1 f t 
1 in 
1 mil 

1.609 X 10° 
9.144 X 10" 
3.048 X 10_ 

2.54 X 10" 
2.54 X 10" 

km 

Area 

hectare 
(statute mile)2 

acre 
yard2 

foot2 

inch2 

1 ha 
1 mile2 

1 acre 
1 yd2 

1ft2 

1 in2 

= 1.00 X 104 

= 2.590 X 10° 
= 4.047 X 103 

= 8.361 X 10" 
= 9.290 X 10"; 

= 6.452 X 102 

k m 2 

Volume 

yard3 

foot 3 

inch3 

gallon (Brit, or Imp.) 
gallon (US liquid) 
litre 

1 yd3 

1 ft3 

1 in3 

1 gal (Brit) 
1 gal (US) 
1 I 

= 7.646 X 10"1 

= 2.832 X 10-2 

= 1.639 X 104 

= 4.546 X 10"3 

= 3.785 X 10"3 

= 1.00 X 10~3 

Force 

dyne 
kilogram force 
poundal 
pound force (avoirdupois) 
ounce force (avoirdupois) 

1 dyn 
1kgf 
1 pdl 
1 Ibf 
1 ozf 

1.00 X 10-5 

9.807 X 10° 
1.383 X 10_1 

4.448 X 10° 
2.780 X 10"1 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

Power 

British thermal unit/second-
calorie/second 
foot-pound force/second 
horsepower (electric) 
horsepower (metric) (= ps) 
horsepower (550 f t- Ibf /s) 

1 Btu/s 
1 cal/s 
1 ft-lbf/s 
1 hp 
1 ps 
1 hp 

= 1.054 X 103 

= 4.184 X 10° 
= 1.356 X 10° 
= 7.46 X 102 

= 7.355 X 102 

= 7.457 X 102 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 

Factors are given exactly or to a maximum of 4 significant figures 



Multiply by to obtain 

Density 

pound mass/inch3 

pound mass/foot3 
1 lbm/ in 3 

1 lbm/ f t 3 
2.768 X 104 

1.602 X 101 
kg/m3 

kg/m3 

Energy 

British thermal unit 
calorie 
electron-volt 
erg 
foot-pound force 
kilowatt-hour 

1 Btu 
1 cal 
1 eV 
1 erg 
1 f t - l b f 
1 kW-h 

1.054 X 103 

4.184 X 10° 
1.602 X 10 _ 1 

1.00 X 10"7 

1.356 X 10° 
3.60 X 106 

Pressure 

newtons/metre2 

atmosphere3 

bar 
centimetres of mercury (0°C) 
dyne/centimetre2 

feet of water (4°C) 
inches of mercury (0°C) 
inches of water (4°C) 
kilogram force/centimetre2 

pound force/foot2 

pound force/inch2 (= psi)* 
torr (0°C) (= mmHg) 

1 N/m2 

1 atm 
1 bar 
1 cmHg 
1 dyn/cm2 

1 f t H 2 0 
1 inHg 
1 inH 2 0 
1 kgf/cm2 

1 lb f / f t 2 

1 lb f / in 2 

1 torr 

= 1.00 
= 1.013 X 10s 

= 1.00 X 105 

= 1.333 X 103 

= 1.00 X 10_ 1 

= 2.989 X 103 

= 3.386 X 103 

= 2.491 X 102 

= 9.807 X 104 

= 4.788 X 101 

= 6.895 X 103 

= 1.333 X 102 

Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 
Pa 

Velocity, acceleration 

inch/second 
foot/second (= fps) 
foot/minute 

mile/hour (= mph) 

knot 
free fal l , standard (= g) 
foot/second2 

1 in/s 
1 ft/s 
1 f t /min 

1 mile/h 

1 knot 

1 f t /s2 

2.54 X 101 

3.048 X 10" ' 
5.08 X 10"3 

4.470 X 10"1 

1.609 X 10° 
1.852 X 10° 
9.807 X 10° 
3.048 X 10"1 

mm/s 
m/s 
m/s 
m/s 
km/h 
km/h 
m/s2 

m/s2 

Temperature, thermal conductivity, energy/area- time 

Fahrenheit, degrees —32 
Rankine 
1 Btu- in / f t 2 -s- °F 
1 B tu / f t -s - °F 
1 cal/cm-s-°C 
1 Btu/ f t2 -s 
1 cal /cm2-min 

°F-32l 
°R \ 

5 
9 

= 5.189 X 102 

= 6.226 X 101 

= 4.184 X 102 

= 1.135 X 104 

= 6.973 X 102 

1 K 
W/m-K 
W/m-K 
W/m-K 
W/m2 

W/m 2 

Miscellaneous 

foot3 /second 
foot3 /minute 
rad 
roentgen 
curie 

1 f t 3 / s 
1 f t 3 /m in 

rad 
R 
Ci 

= 2.832 X 10"2 

= 4.719 X 10"4 

= 1.00 X 10~2 

= 2.580 X 10 - 4 

= 3.70 X 1010 

m3 /s 
m3 /s 
J/kg 
C/kg 
disintegration/s 

3 atm abs: atmospheres absolute; 
atm (g): atmospheres gauge. 

& lb f / in 2 (g) (= psig): gauge pressure; 
lb f / in 2 abs (= psia): absolute pressure. 
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